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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON EQUAL EMPLOY-
MENT OPPORTUNITY AND AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION

Part 2

TUESDAY; AUGUST 11, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES;

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR;
Chicago,

The subcommittee met; pursuant to notice, in the Assembly Hall, .

Center for Continuing Education, University of Chicago, 1307 East
60th Street, Chicago, Ill. commencing at 9:05 a.m., Hon. Augustus
F:-Hawkins (chairman of the subcommittee) preSiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins and Washington.
Also present: Representative Collins of Illinois.
Staff present: Susan Grayson, staff director; Edmund Cooke, leg-

islative associate; Carole Schanzer, legislative assistant; and Edith
Baum, minority counsel for labor.

Mr. HAWKINS: The Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
of the Committee on Education and Labor is delighted to be in
Chicago for the second hearing in a series of hearings held by the
committee, in conjunction with its oversight of the Federal Govern-
ment's enforcement of equal employment opportunity laws and
afarmative action.
= The first hearing was held on July 15, 1981; in Washington; D.C.,
and focused on the emerging equal opporttinity policies of the
Reagan administration as disclosed both by statements of principal
Cabinet officials and by_ the actions of those officials regarding
matters relating to the Federal enforcement of equal employment
opportunity laws.

.

Parenthetically, the Chair would like to say that these officials
were, invited to the first hearing, including Attorney General
Smith, as well as Secretary of Labor Raymond Donovan. They
declined the invitation extended by the subcommittee to partici
pate in a national dialOg with both business and labor, as well as
community groups, on proposed changes in the regulations; We
have prior to that time and subsequently attempted to get that
national dialog.

So, today in Chicago we address what we- percekr.e to be destruc=
tive rather than constTuctive polio initiatives and program
changes in the area of Federal contract compliance programs. Con-
siderable effort has been expended by the officials of prior adminis-
trations to mold the Federal contract compliance' effort into -an

(1).
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effective and consistently enforced program. However, the present
administration's willingness and apparent intent to discard iheSe

gains; without thoughtful and prudent consideration of the viabil-
ity of alternative schemes, is both dangerous and unacceptable.

Thus, while we acknowledge the importance of and possible need

for regulatory and administrative revisions to eliminate inefficient,
needlessly burdenSome_ or wasteful practices, we cannot tolerate
such change at the expense of program effectiveness.

As in our earlier hearings, we seek the adVice and insight of
those who will present testimony today in aid of our oversight
responsibility. We .look forward to hearing from each witness this

morning.
The Chair would like to announce that the committee is largely

here in Chicago today because of the persistent request; -may I say,

of your own Congressman from this area; the Honorable Harold
Washington, who is a distinguished and most effective member of

the subcommittee who joined the subcommittee this session, and
who has consistently made a contributieh to the ongoing responsi-

bilities of oversight as well as the creation of legislation to meet
the critical needs of these days: It is certainly a great pleasure for
me to introduce him and to yield to him for such statement as he

may desire at thiS time
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you. very much; Chairman Hawkins, for

your very kind remarks. I concur in your entire Statement; and
particularly those rather laudatory terms that you described them

in, and I appreciate it
It has been a learning experience for me to have served with yoU

over -these years, and I will say, at the risk of embarrassing you
and I know you well enough to know that it does embarrass youI
Will say that Congressman Hawkins, without question, is a man
whose name is associated 'very intirnatelY and closely with the
whole question of employment and employinent opportunities
throughout this Country. He; in a true sense .of the word, is one of

the half-dozen or so Members of Congress who, through their lead
ership; have carved out over the past 20 years most of the major
Social programs which we _iri this country have learned to enjoy
and which haVe been under such serious and unfortunately suc-
cessful attack by the present administration.

Congressman Hawkins' contribution during those years is with-

out question,---he is the father of the CETA program. And he joined

in with the late Hubert Humphrey in the Humphrey-Hawkins Act
Which is now legend and which, if this President had followed;
there would be no necessity for I think theSe hearings that we are
having here today.

But just as the Federal Government seems to be turning its back

on the plight of this country's racial minorities, there is within the
minority community the growing consensus that the time for ex
cuses is over and America must deliver on its promises of racial
justice and civil _rights; if the Government is to be believed at all
This is more than just an image problem, as Some within' the
administration have suggested. We are on the verge of a very, very

real crisis of confidence, one that America simply at this tithe
cannot afford.
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I do not believe that a house divided against itself can stand; I do
not believe that a nation divided against itself can be perceived by
other nations, friend or foe, as capable of deliverin_g on its promises
and commitments. The way in which the Federal Government
htindles its civil rights responsibilities during this-decade will, in a
very real sense, determine the nature of race relations in this
country for a long time if not for all time.

And yet I feel that we may be missing our last opportunity to
make real progress and see these problems solved. The administra-
tion has consistently criticized the only civil rights mechanisms
which have been shown to work, while failing to offer anything in
their place. It has moved to dismantle functioning programs, pro-
grams that the courts have sanctioned, and that employees were
finally gaining some understanding of and experience with It has
taken steps which undermine these programs, while suggesting
nothing to replace them, other than some vague theories of trickle
down economics which altogether ignore the fact that discrimina-
tion refrains ;I real factor in the economic life of this country.
Discrimination can ony be dealt with by strong; antidiscrimination
enforcement programs.

It is no accident that Chicago has been chosen as one of the cities
in which to convene these hearings. Mr. Hawkins is an understand-
ing man, and Mr. Hawkins is a compassionate man. He is a world-
ly man. He knows the various pockets of discrimination and ramp-
ant unemployment throughout this country. So it was with no
great urging that I requested that he come here.

Chicago has long-been recognized by sociologists in Government
studies as perhaps the most racially segregated city in the Nation.
As a Chicagoan. born and.bted, it gives me no pleasure to say that
but -I must reemphasize it.

The same attitudes tend to ch.lracterize its employment prac-
tices. One recent visitor observed, after watching the crowds from a
Michigan Avenue office building leave for lunch, "Just looking at
the people who have the jobs, you would never know you weren't in
the State of Minnesota." What this visitor was reacting to was the
informal apartheid that, despite some real progress; still dominates
the economic, social and _political life. of this city.

I appreciate the fact that the witnesses who will appear today
represent many facets and facts of life. Some are from civil rights
organizations; some are from labor; some from women's- organiza-
tions; and others from the business community. Many have long
histories of involvement in these issues. I hope that this hearing
can serve to shed some light on Federal enforcement responsibil-
ities.

Mr. Chairman, I simply want to close in greeting you the gentle-
man who has carved out in this country a reputation for doing
something about the serious question of unemployment, and I am
more than happy to have served under_you and with you on this
committee. and I assure you that Chicago has something to say to
you today.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Washington.
The Chair is delighted also to have present with us the most

distinguished colleague who until recently. Served as chairman of
the Congressional Black Caucus. It was in that role that I was
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delighted to be a staunch supporter of her's and to enjoy the very
outstanding leaderShip. I am delighted to have Assemblywoman
Cardiss Collins of the Seventh Congressional District with us; Mrs.
Collins, we will yield to you for any statement you care to make at
this point.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I very much appreciate your providing me with this opportunity

to attend this hearing, which is essential; We find ourselves at a
time in American life when many of our social programs and our
people programs have been destroyed; I can add; too; the fact that I
thought after 1964 we were on the second reconstruction, but I
believe at this time that has been very effectively undermined by
actions that are taking place every day in Washington, D.C.

I am delighted that you have come to our city of Chicago. Al-
though we're not sitting in my congressional district, the problems
are, the same -throughout the United States. I am pleased that you
are holding these hearings because Federal enforcement of equal
opportunity and laws is action that we very gravely need.

Now, we know that you have been, as the gentleman from the
First Congressional District has said, the father of much of this
legislation. You certainly have been the one who has kept a watch-
ful eye to see to it that we are, indeed, represented fully when it
comes down to equal employment opportunities.

I am concerned as you are about the regressive character of
recent administration initiatives that relate to equal employment
opportunity laws. It appears to me that as soon as we take a step.
forward something happens that makes us go backward. I am
concerned that the administration will try to so weaken the laws
that we have now as to render them absolutely impotent at this
time. Action must be taken to see to it that the administration does
not continue to lend a deaf ear or lip-service as a remedy for
employment discrimination.

A few months ago, Attorney General William French Smith was
quoted in newspapers as announcing that the Justice Department
would stop enforcing mandatory- busing and disapprove the use of
racial quotas in employment discrimination cases. He described
these remedies for discrimination as ineffective and unfair and Said
that both need to be replaced by a more practical and -effective
approach. He went on to discuss the Constitution saying that, "the
Government should treat all citizens fairly and equitably;"

My initial reaction to the Attorney General's remarks was that
he is incredibly naive. Naive to think that now the Government
will treat everyone equally when the people will not treat everyone
equally. If we did treat all people equally then there would be no
need for affirmative action programs. Employees would hire-those
best qualifiedbe they black; yellow, brown, red, or white. There'
would certainly be no need to SyStematica.11y, institutionally dis-
criminate against whole classes of a raceforever condemning
them to invisibility, low skilled jobs, or no jobs;

Mr. Smith quite convieniently choose§ to forget that Which I
cannot. The kidnaping of a proud intelligent people from the
shores of Africa. The systematic stripping of their language,
wealth, dignity, self-esteem, manhood; womanhood; and family life
From there we saw laws on the books which forbade Negroes the

ID'



right to be taught how to read and write. The startling insecurity
of it minority_ over a minority did not stop there. It went on to
manifest itself into Jim Crow laws. Laws which saw to it that black
folk sat only in the back of buses, ate only at certain drug store
counters, prayed at certain- churches, went to separate schools, and
used separitte restrooms. We were_witness to an era which: lynched,
burned, and mutilated young black men for a variety of sick and
insane reasons. 'We began to gain some insight into the lynch mob
mentality and the sordid, cowardly make up of thp dreaded KKK.
It Was an era of separate and unequal as opposed to what was
being touted as separate but equal.

In the early fifties we saw separate but equal discrimination
challenged and desegregation was ordered: While we witnessed
passage of the Civil Rights Act, we also saw evidence that racially
discriminatory registration and voting procedures were .being ap-
plied thru the use of poll taxes, 'literacy tests, and gerrymandering
Evidence of systematic racism inhibiting.black participation in the
electoral process: We had to challenge this process and came up
With the Voting Rights Actwhich gave the Government the
power to prevent discrimination against black and minority lan-
guage voters.

History has demonstrated to'us that laws on the books to protect
black and _minority_ interests were necessary then and are still
necessary today: To suddenly lay responsibility of equality on
people just does not work. I_wish it wouldI hope one day that we
can get beyond skin color hangups: But wishing and hoping do not
take actionthey are words that by definition are woefully ineffec-
tive and inadequate.

Where would we be today without the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission [EEOC] which was created by title VII-'of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to, receive, investigate, and resolve
charges of discrimination in employment on account of race; color;
religion, sex, or national origin. Title VII covered employers, labor
unions, and employment agencies. From 1965 until 1972; EEOC had
authority to seek resolution of complaints by conciliation alone.
Conciliation alone proved ineffective for two reasons: First, because
much of the discrimination charged involved not isolated
natory acts but institutionalized or systemic practices that could
cause discrimination_ against large numbers of people in classes
protected _by title-VII; and second, because EEO could not compel
any employer to agree to a resolution satisfactory to the Commis-
sion.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972 amended title
VII by giving EEOC authority, in addition to that of attempting
conciliation, to bring suit in court to enforce equal employment
opportunity [EEO] rights of persons charging discrimination and to
attempt conciliation and to bring suit in court to attack any pat-
tern or practice of discrimination=the 1972 act transferred this
pattern-or-practice__ authority from the Justice Department to
EEOC. The 1972 act also, extended EEOC jurisdiction to cover more
employers and labor unions, nonreligious educational institutions,
and State and local governments; and governmental agencies; al-
though any court suits against State and local _public employers are
to .be brought by the Justice Department rather than by EEOC:
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In President Reagan's. EEOC transition team report on affirrna-
tive action, there was "Why not drop all color, sex, and religious
bars in honest quest for the best qualified postno matter what
the -

distribution turns out to be?" which echoed the Attorney Gen-
eral's remarks, My rebuttal:

One a merely negative ban on employment and educational
discrimination commencing at the present time is not sufficient to
do justice to minorities. Minorities have- not only been excluded
from jobs or from better lobs; they have been denied the prepara-
tion and motivation required for better jobs._ In many instances
they have received inadequate schooling and -have been deprived_of
opportunities for training to acquire skills. More seriously; minor-
ities and women have been deprived of awareness of their own
possibilitieS in terms of ability and, achievement, and have been
conditioned to expect that higher-level work is inaccessible to
them,:Hence, affirmative action must continue to be compensatory.

It is not enough that minority persons and women be included in

the competition for available jobs, because past discrimination and
deprivation have placed them at a competitive disadvantage. Nor is
it enough that they be given a chance to acquire skills in upward
mobility training programs, although this is essential. Minority
persons and women must be positively encourage d by affirmatiVe
Outreach to apply for the kinds of jobs, from Which they have
heretofbre been excluded, Miaoritypersons and women must be
recruited and placed and trained with a view to upward mobility in

such a way that their Vocational expectations will be raised to a
level commensurate With their potentialities and abilities.

Two despite Mr. Smith's statements affirming the abstract prin7
ciple of equal opportunity, many employers retain discriminatory
attitudes. Affirmative action may be unable to change such atti=

tudes, but it is necessary at least to nullify their efforts.
Three, special efforts to hire, train, and upgrade will be only a

temporary effort to render minority persons and women competi-
tive with others. When parity has been achieved in education and
training, and when reasonable representation of minority persons
and women has been attained in managerial, profeSsional, techni-
cal, and Skilled craft positions, then affirmative action will be no
longer necessary and Will cease.

The reality that we face.of this Nation's double standard toward
equality and justice for all makes us see that this Nation's issues
must addressed through a clear definite policy of where we are
and where we expect to go. How do we restore our faith in the
system when systematic racism does in fact exist and is alive and
well? Racism and economic exploitation is a creature by which
people, yes people, have been ignored. Blacks are not nonentities,
but people who deserve the same rights and consideration as`others
in _this country.

The Congressional Black Caucus,_of which I am a member, haS

sent a telegram to the Attorney General requesting a meeting to
obtain clarification on his views which weaken civil rights enforce=

ment. I, along with my colleagues, anxiously await a response.
Dr. King stated so eloquently, "With every ounce of our energy

we must continue to rid our Nation of the incubus of racial injus-
tice."

2
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Discrimination has been the inseparable mate of racism: .Human
ity is Waiting for something other than a blind imitation of the
past: Should we -truly want to- advance we need to retain full
Strength laws which_ counter discrimination _until it no longer
exists. This will make us a new people'-and Nation infused with
love, justice and equality-and will change our dark days into bright
tomorrows, lift us from the fatigue of despair to heights of now
hope for a future of decency. The world awaits the emergence of
this in America.

Thank you.
. Mr. FlAwkiNs. Again; we appreciate your presence, -Mrs: Collins,
_ The sdbcommittee's first witness today will be Ms. Carin Clauss,

Professor of Law, University of Wisconsin. Ms; Clauss was formerly
Solicitor of Labor in the U.S. Department of Labor.

ClausS_, we -are delighted to have you as our first witness: I
hope you notice that the Chair d'.1 not -fully explain some of the
proposed changes that have been bandied about in terms of regula-
tions, and it is the hope of the Chair that through you and others
who will be before the subcommittee today as witnesses, that some
of these changes will be more fully discussed: Certainly you, as a
former Solicitor of Labor, are in a rather unique .position to assist
the Committee and we are delighted to have you

STATEMENT- OF CAJUN CLAUSS, PROFESSOR OF LAW; UNIVER-
SITY OF WISCONSIN; AND FORMER SOLICITOR OF LABOR,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

CLAUSS: Thank you; Mr. Chairman, and thank you first for
the opportunity to be here today.

Prior to becoming Solicitor; I was at the Department for 14 years
and was very active in the executive order program, not only :

during the - Carter administration but also in the Johnson adminis-
tration and in the Ford administration. It is a program in. which I
have a deep and - abiding interest:

I feel -I should add to the eloquence of the remarks of you and
Your colleagues on the subcommittee; but I shall opt to be more
technical and apologize for some of the dryness of the comments.
But they are comments whiCh I think need to be made to address
some of the challenges to the Executive order program.

I had intended to bringi with me a written statement, but a trial
in the Caribbean prevented _me from returning to Madison until
yesterday, so I would ask if I could make an oral statement today
and submit my written statement to your subcommittee later this
week.

Mr. HAWKINS. Without objection; so ordered; 4
The Chnir announces that the record will be kept open for 2

Weeks for any such statements which you, the other witnesses; or
the -public may wish to submit.

Ms. amiss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. _ .
Before turning to the proposed regulatory changes; I- would like

to address, the issue of the Executive order'sAegality. I have been
sent a paper prepared by. David Copus and Daniel Karnes of two
Washington law firms 'challenging the legality of the .Executive
6i-der, and that paper by itself wouldn't give me mu'ch.concern. But
there have been. a number of articles in the last few rtiOnthS
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published by Some of my colleauges at other universities taking a
similar position; that the_Executive_ order is invalid.

Needless to say, J strenuously disagree with the thesis of those
articles; and I have responded to them in some detail in my written
statement.

Let me just say here that although the Supreme Court has not
rukx1 on the legality of the Executive order, it has- been with us in
some form or other since 1941, and the Third; Fifth, Seventh, and
D.C. Courts of Appeal have repeatedly upheld the legality of the
order in "a number of decisions dating back to 1971. . _

The Supreme Court has-had numerous occasions to reiriew those
decisions and haS declined to do so on each occasion, The Supreme
Court's most recent opportunity was in the Chrytler Corp. v. Brown
case in 1979, *here the Court vacated one of the disclosure_regs
promulgated under the Executive order. Had there been any ques-
tion concerning the validity of the underlying Executive order, that
decision would have been unnecessary ind I think-implies at_ least
the court's- Willingness to accept the validity of the Executive order.

What all of these Courts of Appeals have held is that the Execu-
tive order is a valid exercise of the President's power to prescribe
policies under the Federal Procurement Act of 1949,

There is only one court that has expressed some doubt about this
proposition; the fourth circuit in its recent Liberty Mutual case,
although it did not go so far as to say those cases -were wrong.
Although I think that case is poorly reasoned and it does not go to
the basic issue before us, I won't in my oral comments devote any
time to it I might just .note the very distinguished Judge Butzner
wrote a lengthy and convincing dissent.

What the opponents of the Executive order contend is that the
Procurement Act cannot provide a basis for the Executive order;
because in 1949 Congress_made no reference to discrimination as -a
bottleneck to effecient and cost-saving procurement. They also
point out there is an insufficient nexus; they argued; betiveen
procurement and equal employment opportunity. The courts have
rejected both those arguments.

Let me just -say I don't believe any Of the Executive order is

based on the Procurement Act, or contemplated at the tithe Con-
gress passed the Procurement Act, or they undoubtedly would have
dealt with the iSSue at that time;

You may recall 2 years ago the litigation that grew out of Presi-
dent Carter'S wage price control Executive order, and obviously
that was not one that had been contemplated in 1949 but was
clearly upheld by the courts:

What the courts have held in these cases is that there is a clear
nexus between cost of procurement and ineluding in our Nation's
labor pool all qualified workers, blacks; women, HiSpanicS, and
other minorities; and that any policy which precludes those people
is going to have costs not only in terms of human suffering and in
terms of basic injustiCe, but in terms of our ability to meet the
demands of our economy-

The next argument advanced by the opponents of the Executive
order is that it must; of necessity, be limited to Government con:
tracts, that it can only apply to- the contract itself and not to the
contractor's entire workforce. This is an issue that concerns me
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greatly because one of the things we had done in the Carter admin-
istration was to change the construction regulations in 1978 to
apply them not only to those employees working on the particular-
ly federally assisted construction contract, but to all of the projectS
of that particular contractor. The reason, quite obviously, was to
avoid what we call bicycling, where a contractor has a small
number of minorities and women that it rotates among its federal
ly assisted contracts without making-any basic change in its work=
force in terms of minorities and women.

To the extent there would be any suggestion hat this is legally
required, I would want to rebut it now Again, going back to the
wage price control executive order, it obviously applied to the
entire workforce and not just to that part that was assigned to the
'Governinent contract.

The final argument made by these commentators is that the
Executive order, assuming it's valkl; which they contest; must be
limited to the same scope as title VII of the Civil Rights Act and
that it cannot provide any retrospective relief. It can't provide back
pay. It can't alter seniority. It has to be subject to the statute of
limitations embodied in title VII. These arguments are not only
without any basis in the law, but they are directly contradicted by
the legislative history of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the amend-
ments in 1972. I know that here I am preaching to the choir, but
juSt for those in the audience who are not familiar with that
legislation, when this cimmittee and others passed the Civil Rights
Act in 1964 there were numerous references to the Executive
order. The authoritative Clark case memorandum spelled out in
detail the kinds of retrospective relief which are provided under
the Executive order.

SenatOr_Humphreynommented that title VII was not nearly as
broad as the Executive order already in place, and a conscious
decision was made to leave the Executive order untampered, un-
harmed; and indeed, that original Civil Rights Act makes exclusive

;reference to the Execdtive order.
Then in 1972 Congress fought back repeated efforts to either

destroy the Executive order altogether, or to severely limit it by
extending 703(j) of title VII to the Executive order: All of those
efforts were defeated, explicitly in order to- maintain as part of the
Executive order goals.and timetables in a Philadelphia plant. _

That,. Mr. Chairman, brings me to a second small diversion I
would like to make, and that is just to comment very briefly on the,
importance of goals and timetables.

Goals and timetables are the very guts of the Executive order. I
am increasingly distressed at the volume and vehemence of the
attack on goals and timetables. It is a misnomer to refer to them as
preferential treatment, as these articles do. They are intended to
serve as numerical targets.

Assuming there is no evidence of discrimination; or of the kind of
differential utilizations which would- constitute a prima fa.cie case
of discrimination, the goals and time-tables, in those cases where
there is no discrimination or evidence of discrimintion, di. not
provide for any preferential treatment or catchup or affirmative
action overrides. Those are concepts that _we 'use when we are
remedying prior discrimination. In the typical goals and timeta-
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late s, they are established on the basis of the availability of minor-
ities and women in the workplace. They simply state roughly what
you would expect as an employer to hire in terms of minorities and
women if there were no discrimination, if there were no societal
discrimination, or ifthere were no perceived discrimination. So you.
lire just being where you _would be absent any discrimination.

Anyone, Mr. Chairman, who has worked in-this area will tell you
that a policy of mere nondiscrimination _is wholly inadequate, to
overcome the effects Of past _discrimination; and to achieve any
meaningful goals and gains- in the einployment area for discrimi-
nated_ against groups. We tried the passive policy of nondiscriinina=
tion for 25 years and it didn't_ work. It was for that reason that
President lennedy and then President Johnson adopted the con-

cept of affirmative action.
I think it very interesting that goals and _timetablesgrew out of

a suggestion by a contractor. It was not a Government idea. _Back
in 1967, when the Department had instituted its so-called Cleve=

land area prograM, it required the low bidder on a 'GoVernrnent
construction- contract to come in_ with an affirmative action plan
and the low bidder in this particular case came in and he had what
he called his manning tables. Those tables showed the number of
employees he intended to use in each trade and craft, and how

many_of that number_ would be in those days- minorities, since
women were, not at that time included by the Executive order.

No the Government was so impressed with this device. that it
immediately instituted it in the Cleveland area and held u_p:SOme
large amount of moneyI think it was something like $80 million,
and I will provide the correct figure for the record for 2 months, .
during which time the contractors in Cleveland managed to ,in-

crease the_ number Of minorities in five trades, from 12 to 500, a
very effective program in a very short Period of time.

I will be providing a .lot of statistics for the record,' demonStrat:
ing the efficacy or goals and timetables. I just have two examples to

give you today.
In the coal industry, in 1978; .one-half Of 1 percent of all-sunder-

ground coal miners were women. As a result of a conciliaition
agreement worked out with the coal companies, by -the end of 1980,
31/2 percent ofall underground_coal miners are women. ThiS is an
occupation Which, although arduous, pays extremely well. It is irta
Part of the country _where women have typically been paid at the
minimum wage, or less, and it is a growth area as we move more
and more of our production into coal.

I might say that those companies have a recruitment goal of 20

percent, and they have more applicants than they need to meet
that recruitment goal.

Women in construction is __another example. This is something
that women tried to get _into during_ several administrations: Al-
though there were lots of Department of Labor sponsored_prOjects
to train women in construction, to provide apprenticeship for them,
and to help them find jobs, those programs were not successful.
When, we finally instituted goals for women in construction in

1978;_ then: participatidn in construction increased by over 30 per-

cent in 18 months:
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I am very concerned when I look at the July 14 notice in the
Federal Register which. asked what should we do about goals in
construction fbr women. I believe- there may be some pressure to
either leave -the goals at their current loW level or to eliminate
them altogether.

There have been other significant gains-in the electronics indus-
try, in banking, and in heavy industry. GM, for example; has an
excellent program and I will provide some of their statistics for.the
record.

Turning then to the regulations, I should say at the outset_ that
we are all somewhat handicapped, at least we in the public; by;-not
having a copy of the regulations that are present] pending before
the Department of Labor I resisted the temptation to persuade one
of my fbrmer staff members to provide me a copy=and I thought
that would not be the proper way to proceed. I have however;
obtained from the various public interest groups what they think
are the proposed regulatory changes. I will use that as my map for

discussion.
I think we will see, under any of the proposals floating in Wash-

ington, a substantial reduction in coverage for purposes of requir=
ing the preparation of an affirmative action program, and also for
purposes of being subject:to the Executive order at all.

I think this is a grave mistake. I do not believe there shouid be a
distinction between contractors in terms of size when it comes to
complying with the concept of nondiscrimination and affirmative
action. That doesn't mean that we shouldn't do something to ease
the regulatory burden on small contractors, and I would be the
first to admit that I think the regulations 'which we prepared in
the Carter administration did not _go far enough to do that If I had
one- criticism of-the December 30 regs, it would be that we were not
creative enough in coming up with some short cuts for the small
employer. But far from e:aninating employers from coverage;, we
should be adding employers to coverage. That i3 what ..the Carter
regulations did, the regulations that have been withdrawn and will
be replaced:

For example, we had provided that you would aggregate the
dollar amounts of contracts so that under the Old Executive order
you Isere subject tci the nondiscrimination provisions,. of the E'xecu-
tive order if you had contracts in the amount of $10,000. Historical=
ly, that had' been construed to be one contract. We said no you re
gbing to aggregate your _contracts; and if you had more than
$10,000 in a year, then you are at least Subject to an obligation not
to discriminate. -

-With respect to affirmative action, the old rule was if you had 50
employees and a contract in the amount of $50;000; you had to
have an affirmative action _plan. We said that again you would
accumulate contractS, and if they came up to $50,000, you would
have to have an affirmative action plan.

The proposal I have heard the new administration intends to
promulgate is that there will be no aggregation either for nondis-
crimination.or for affirmative action, and that the new trigger for
having to have. an_ affirmative action plan will be contractors with
500 employees instead -of 50 as it currently stands, and a contract
Of $1 million, instead of aggregated contracts up to $50,000;

94-376 0 - 92. :1_2
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No we tire told that this is not a serious change, because
although it sounds serious; we are teld'by the new administration
that this although it exempts 75 percent of all ,government con=
tractors, it covers 75 percent of the employees.

would have three responses to that First, I think it is going to
have a tremendous disparate treatment in terms of geography and
type of indtiStry. For example; I am told that it will exempt 80

percent of all universities since Very few university contracts are
$1 million or more._Most large universities will accumulate con-
tracts in that amount, but they. won't have one contract in that
amount. And_ yet that is an area where we.have seen substantial
discrimination igainst professiOnal people and one that we worked
very ,hard to correct and eradicate in the laSt administration with
the people at Education and HEW prior to that.

I alSo _recall that I believe last week Or 2 Weeks ago President
Reagan commented that 80 percent of all new jobs in this country
are being -created by businesses 'which employ 100 employees or
less: Now the place where affirmative action is the most effectiVe
is Where you have job creation. When you are dealing with an
industry that is.tleclining, ah industry that has massive layoffS
We have in the auto_ industry or . the Steel industry, that is not
where minorities and women are going:to make substantial and
lasting gains. If we are going to giVe them a fair share of this
country's riches, it haS to be in jobs and in opportunties that have
Sortie future. So if President Reagan is tight, if that is where 80

percent of the new jObs are; then to restrict affirmative action
plans to employers with 500 or more employees is going in precise-

, ly the wrong direction.
The affirmative action plan is the one piece -of our civil rights

laws that does not require tens of thouSands of Government inspec-
tOrS.1 firmly believe that most employers in this country want to
do the right thing, and that they want to provide equal employ-
ment opportunity to all people. Btit they don't think about thiS
problerit, and_what forces the employer to think about it more than
to be told he has to sit_down and prepare a very simple chart,
looking at his _jobs, and seeing how many minorities and -women he
has in his work farce. Arid when this small employer of 50 pedple
in NeW York City looks at that and says "My goodness, I have only
one woman secretary and no blacks;!' doesn't he say to himself "I
must be doing something wrong." That is the way to combat dis!-
crimination, not to rely On a Government = inspector_ coming in and
finding this situation and then Seeing if he has some law he can
possibly utilize to take punitive action against that employer.

That gets back to the contractor who first suggested to us-the
idea of goals and timetables: He felt he had an obligation and he
used normal management techniques to address that problem

I think, instead-of withdrawing erriPlo_Yers from the obligation of
the Executive Order, the new administration would_ _serve us all
Muth better if it would look for new and creative ways to lighten
the burden On small' employers._ Certainly, we could have simpler
forms. It seems tome, when We are dealing with small employers,
that we Could permit job groupings. If you_ have an employer with
only 50_people; maybe he doesn't have to look at each separate job
group. Maybe he can look at nontraditional jobs: Maybe he can

8
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look at jobs paying more than $30,000, some simple way to see
whether there is inadvertently underutilization or discrimination
against protected groups.

The Department of Labor could certainly consider publiShing
some sort of benchmark data that could be used by small employ-
ers, that if you are located in the Northeast this is What your
employment picture should look like, more or less,.and circulate
that to small employers in order to save them the burden of
preparing it themselves.

Along with this change is the continuingSugg_estion that employ-
ers_would not have to set goals and timetables unless they had
below 80-percent utilization of minorities and women. This was the
Firestone case in Texas. That proposal sounds innocent. If you're
going.to keep goals and timetables and all you're going to do is not
require an employer to come up with some magical chemical bal7
ance, that he is always in perfect synch. Isn't it ridicillous for us to
eicpect employers always to be able to have precisely the right
number of American Indians, Higpanics and so on

, The difficulty with the 80-percent figure; however, is that it
destroys the whole notion of affirmative action and reduces the
Executive order program to atitle VII nondistriniiriation program..
Because 80 percent is what the Supreme Court has said is prima
facie evidence of discrimination: -If you are that underutilized, you
are undoubtedly discriminating. We want this program, to apply to
people other than blatant discriminators. We are trying to have a
program_ that doesn't paint people as bigots; but a program which
encourages them to do all they can to help the people who have
been eXcluded from the work force and to get into it in a meaning-
la' way: Those are two totally different concepts. One reason Why
this Congress and this committee, in particular; has strived so hard
to maintain both concepts, both the concept of discrimination and
affirmative action.

There are a lot of proposals to lessen the reporting obligations of
employerS. I have no real problern with those proposals except
perhaps in seeing them there would be some hidden. problerns. I-
understand that contractors with 250 to 500 employees would not
have to file as extensive reports as they do now. I will confess, as a
fbrmer Government official; we never had the-people to read all
those :.reports. I think the important ibing is we ask ,employers to
keep records thatiwilrbe useful to us when we make an audit; We
can see them, and they can audit themselves; not that they fill, out
lots of forms that then get filed away in file cabinets:

However, in the construction area I am somewhat more con-
cerned. Currently, construction contractors fill out form 257; which
shows each craft, and' class and the number of hours worked during
the week, and the sex and race of tie people performing those
hours of Work. I understand the new proposal would be to
that report requirement to construction contractors .with 50 or
more employees. Eighty percent of the construction indiiStry has
less than 20 employees, so that would be such a substantial, reduc-
tion in reports that it might make it difficult to continue to target
enforcement dollars. But I would want to reserve judgMent'on 'that
until Isaw the actual proposed regulations.
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One of the more serious proposals that the new administration
has come up with is a o-year imoratorium. We have already
knocked ;out 75 percent_ of the little contractors with the new
triggers for number of employeeS and money, and then this Second
provision would apply to the big contractors. It would say that if
they have an affirmative action plan and it has been reviewed_ by
the Govertithent, and if in addition they had some forth of job:.
training linkage; either with the Employmeht and Training Ad-
ministration of the Department of Laborand it is very general as
to what that would beor some kind of approved job-training
program of their own, that they would then; be free from any audit
for a period of 5 years.

Now as an old enforcement person, I don't think you can achieve
compliance when you tell people yOu won't be back for 5 years:
That doesn't -mean that the new administratioh Shouldn't target its
resources perhaps beiter thah We did, and say if people have that
kind, of program we only need to look at x percent of them; we
don't need to look at everyone every year. _

Ih Our proposed regulations that were issued on December 30. we
were going to go recommend a 2:year audit: But we maintained for
ourselves__ the possibility of going more often. It is Very important
that the contractor think you can audit more often if you receive a
lot of cemplaints, and that you not, giVe away that weapon in
advance of finding out how they are going to perforrn with their
new ,program.

The proposal also eliminates what we Called the affirmatiVe
action _plan summary. I said just a few moments, ago that we never
had enough Peipple_ to_look at all theSe reports, and one of the
reports we didn't even attempt to look at was the affirmative
action plan..This meant that we frequently went to establishments
and found that they had never even dohe an affirthative action
plan. In targeting_ our enforcement resources, we had_no way of
knowing- who was preparihg affirmative action plans and who
wasn't. 86,, what we perceived;would be the 'function_ Of the sum-
mary. If you got a simple Summary that said "here are thoSe for
minorities and women in the next_ several years,'_' you would at
least know someone went through the effort: And.if you didn't get
a sumniary that would give you a good idea ofWhich employer you
ought to go look at.

We had another reason for adopting thet.,The court told us-to do
exactly that in the Alameda County case; and also in the WEAL
consent degree. I think It would be very unfortunate to drop_ What
was intended to be a simplified report and one that would aid the
Government in targeting its resources more effectively.

'The proposals will also do away with preawards_ which, as you
khow, was the mechanism we used, when a large contract was
about to be *awarded. We would go o a ,ComPliance check to see
whether or not that contractor should even get the contract.

ObVidtiSly, that is our point of greatest leverage. That is the
point at which the contractor is most likely to be willing to adopt a
creative affirmative action program in order to obtain' that, highly
desirable GoVernment contract:

NOW, there is no question that the preaward mechanism needed
help. It had overburdened the system to the Point that we were
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only doing preawzirds and no regular comPlianCe reviews. For that
reason, in the regulations issued on December 30, 1980, we our
.selves had made some changes in the preaward, recognizing there
were problems. Instead of the old test of every $1 million contract
you do_a preaward; we added some criteria that thereshould be at
least 250 employees and that the contractor was not reviewed for a
period of 2-years or More.

However, as I indicated earlier, we retained the authority to_do
preaWards of smaller companies who had been audited more fre-
quently if we felt there 'was reason to do so; such as employee
complaintsand we gave about six other factors that would trigger
a preaward investigation for a smaller company.

In order to make the_preawards more effective, we put a require-
ment on the contracting agencies to give us more notice of contract
award, and We also developed what we called the preliminary
enforcement hearing; which was a very expedited process so that
compliance or noncompliance could be determined with a hearing
prior to the award date of the contract.

Now, all of that is thrown out by the new administration's pro-
posal and they would simply do away with preawards altogether.

Perhaps one of the more controversial parts of the proposal is
the question of backpay. _I_ note that in the July 14 notice there is
at least a hint to the public that that may still be an open issue. I
hope it is still an open issue. I have learned, however, that in the
last 2 weeks OFCCP has declined offers of backpay awards, one
negotiaftd by the EEOC and some private parties, and. Reardon
Steel;_and another one negotiated on behalf of a priVate plaintiff by
OFCCP and Ohio State. In both those cases they have declined
backpay, which makes me worry that the July 14 proposal may not
be as openminded as it seems on its face.

I would be most distressed if we were to backtrack on the issue of
backpay. As theSupreme Court recognized ire -the Albermarle case,
in dealing with the same issue under title VII, one of your most
effective sanctions is the sanction of backpay.

Second, how can you, be in compliance if you don't correct the
condition of the affected class that has been subjected to discrimiz
nation?

Now there are certainly things that can be done to answer some
of the fears of backpay. Some of the fears expressed are there is-no
statute of limitations in the Executive order, that under title- VII
you can't get backpay for more than 2 years prior. to the charge
being filed. There is a fear expressed that the Department will ask
for 12 and 15 years of backpay.

Well let me say' in all the _years -I_ was at the Department we
never asked for that kind of money. You would have put people ouf
of business. In *the A.T. & T. case, the largest employer in the
country; we settled for something like $350 a person. Admittedly,
that came out to many millions because A.T. & T. is a large
employer. However, those women and minorities suffered much
more than $350 a person but we had to be realistic about what was
affordable and what in a total package 'would be effective and
meaningful relief.
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If those ii re the lean; that the employers are coming to the new
administnition with they certainly can be_ addressed in some leSs
meat hatchet way than repudiating the concept of backpay.

No this gets me back to my professional colleagues who write
all these law review articles telling you that back pay should be
eliminated. I would only say in response that there have been all
kinds of laws which haven't explicitly mentioned back pay as
.remedy, where the courts have inferred it as a part of appropriate
and full relief And the Ekecutive +order certainly provides that
authority to the Department of Labor, since it states in Section 202;
paragraph 6; that the Secretary can provide in regulations such
other sanctions and remedies as he deems appropriate. It is cer-
tainly appropriate in the right kind of case to provide back pay.

There are some court cases that suggest that back pay is; in fact;
an appropriate remedyand I have cited those in my written
statement.

I have already mentioned in the construction area that I think
our two concerns are what happens to the goals and timetables for
minorities and women. Those proposals were issued also back in
December of 1980 and earlier ones in 1978. They were terribly
critical, because although we had some betterplans in a feW' isolat-
ed cities, we, had no nationwide goals and timetables for the con-
struction industry. Chicago had good goals; _New York had good

goals. And then all kinds of cities had no goals at all.. And although
I am certain we could improve the data base_on which those goals

were promulgated, I think it would be a real step backward to hold

° them up or to subject them to any extensive review in any way.
Certainly our experience in coal mining demonstrates that goalS

for women in construction can be met if they are maintained:
Mr. Chairman, I don't want to monopolize the time this morning.

There are lots of other changes that are made in the proposals;
particularly in the sex guideline section, which I think, are petty
and unfortunate and fail to praVide adequate guidance to the
public. But since they are well eStablished in the law, they prob:

. ably ,;an be relied on, even though they are taken out of the regs.
But I might also indicate my concern that the changes in the civil
rights regulation§ fbr the Department have not Stopped at the
Executive. order. I was very distressed to look at their most recent
agenda of regulationS to see that the title VI regulations have been
removed from the agenda. AS you may know, the Department I
think is only one of three agencies that has no Title VI regulations.
These regulations have been at Justice for over a year They were
finally sent, back to the Department in November, and I would
think it is:critical, at a tithe When so much of the CETA program
has been demoliShed; that we insure that what is left go to disad-
vantaged people. The country club regs have been withdrawn.

Finally, in conclusion, I would just like to say that I think this
cutback comes at a very unfortunate time. The Executive order
program was plagued from the outset with inefficiency and prob-
ferns,' and I .think it had finally, after the reorganization and after
the decisIon to target systemic discrimination, begun to make itself
felt in American busineSS, and had just begun to become an effec=

tive program. If these regulations are adapted as proposed; it seems
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to me_ that momentum is destroyed and we are back to where we
were 7 or 8 years ago.

Thank you; Mr-Chairman.
Mr. HAwxiNs. Thank you, Ms. Clauss, for a very thoughtful and

comprehensive presentation. You have answered many of the ques-
tions I think in advance. However; there are several I would like to
get some clarification on:

It would appear from what you have said that we are moving
awayI think you made reference to this in your very last one or
two sentencesfrom the systemic approach to one of an individual-
complaint basis.

Is that a true reservation?
Ms. CLAUSS. I think that is; Mt Chairman; yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. So that it would'be a very destructive move, to say

the least, if the Government is not in a position to attack systemic
discrimination in the manner in which it has been developed.
Through the systemic discrimination approach, it would be possible
to reach the greatest number of individuals with the least amount
of effort and expense.

Ms. CLAUSS. I think this is going to result in large part if you
substitute nondiscrimination for affirmative action:

The figures from A.T. & T. are just terribly encouraging. I saw
some new ones last month. They are doing substantially better
today than they- were when we relieved them from the decree.
Once they had that system in place, they were able to carry. for-
ward a very meaningful affirmative action program that provides
relief to literally thousands and thousands of people. That is the
way. the Government's enforcement dollar should be spent, in thiS
kind of affirmative action effort.

Frankly, for some years to come, EEOC is going to continue to
have to bear the brunt of those individual complaints. There has to
be somewhere in Government that you have a real weapon to
insure systemic change, and that best weapon is the Federal dollar
that is represented by all those procurement contracts.

Mr. HAWKINS. From all of the witnesses thus far in these series
of ,hearings, I would say some 40 or 50 adverse effects have been
noted with- respect to weakenin_g of the civil rights enforcement. I
can't recall a:single instance in which the right of the complain-
ant----that ,is, the person being discriminated againsthas in any
way been improved.

Are you aware, in the suggested regulations that we have been
hearing_aboutbecause we don't have anything formally before
this committee or any' -other committeethat there has been any
suggestion that would improve the situation with respect to those
who are actually being discriminated against? Have their rights in
any-way been improved?

Ms. CLAUSS. I am aware of no improvement for the discrimina-
tee._

Mr. HAWKINS. SO' there has been more or less a one-sided action
which does not apparently take into consideration the fact that
discrimination .is very difficult in the first instance to prove and
systemic discrimination is almoSt systematically being eliminated.
We are getting back to the situation in the very early days of this
subcommittee in which a great number' of complaints were building
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up by individuals who had cases that had been pending for several
years without any reconciliation Whatsoever_ They lost interest,
some had gone on and passed away; some had given up hope, and
some were charging this committee even with being dilatory, in
Lhat we Were tolerating these long delays and the backlog of cases;
which just made the act itself suspect as being of any value whatso-
ever.

Are we in a sense returning to that situation?
CLAUss. In my opinion; we are Mr. Chairman. I am sure in

the administration they will maintain "Look at all the enfOrcernent
dolltirS we are freeing up that can be better used." One I :don't
know how they are going try;be better used if you "do away with the
most important aspects of the program. Second, T would be more
worried that those enforcement dollars will simply be a part of the
budget cuts, and that any imprOvement and efficiency won't go to
those people who are Suffering the effects of discrimination.

Mr. HAWKINS. On the questien bf backpay, which is a very
critical issue involved in this discussion; would you by any chanee
favor some type of limitation, some type of affordable standards
that might be reasonable with respect to the complainant, and at
the same time not too severe on the respondent, something, let's
say, similar to a title VII limitation of a period of time? Have you
given any thought to that?

Ms. CLAuSS Mr. Chairman; I think that creative minds could do
Something useful in that area. I Would not want to see title VII just
lifted and _moved over verbatim, particularly the _180-day limitation

. on filing a complaint. But certainly I think there could be some
maximum_ limitations. As I said I know of no case where the
Department has actually gene batk 6, 7, and 8 years.

Mr. HAWKINS. Although they do have the _potential to do so.
Ms: CLAUSS. They have the potential. But since they have never

done it, I don't suppose you would be giving_ up a great deal to
work out some respectable guidelines for backpay.

Mr. HAWKINS. You also mentioned there is some relief that
might be afforded to smaller employers; and that at the time you
Were in the throes of leaving the Solicitor's position this was being
considered.

Without getting into some of the more specific one because of the
limitation of time, __I would hope that in revising and submitting
your statement you would include what _you' consider to be some
speci

_y

fic things that could be done to grant reasonable relief in
reporting and recordkeeping and things of-that nature respect
to small businesses. If you would do so, I think it woule be very
helpful to this committee.

MS. CLAuss. I would be happy to cici that Mr. Chairman:
Mr. HAwKiNs. Thank you.
Mr. Washington:
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you Mr: Chairman. I will be brief, Ms:

Clauss, because your testimony has been extremely thorough and
incisive._ Rather than ask questions, I think I will make some
suggestions us to what perhaps your submissions could include Or
embellish.

I am impressed with the reports of your success in improving the
litigation of the Department. and the litigation procedure: However,

24
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there is one thing I am concerned about. It is unfortunate that the
new regulations which weakened the whole com_pliance peogitib
were not subject to-what one might call the normal procedures
A m_ I right? Was there notice?

CLAUSE. The new Reagan regulations?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Right.

CLAUSS. Well; preshmably they will give us notice some day:
There hasn't been anything for us to look at yet.

Mr, WASHINGTON. I don't know whether or not there is any legal
impediment to the process which they are pursuing. I would hope
there is one.

Is there perhaps some procedural violation that they have en-
countered in the process of promulgating these new regulations?

Ms. CLAUSS. I am very surprisedi Mr: Congressman; not to see a
whole raft of suits chanerging the withdrawal of these final orders,
which, were withdrawn without notice and comment, I know the
unions have filed a few in the health and safety field. Just as a
legal scholar, I find that a very interesting issue.

In terms of their final proposal, their only legal obligation will be
to give the public 60 days, and we have yet to see if they will do
that 1 assume they will because I assume that delay i8 not
thing that particularly concerns them. With the new regulations
withdrawn, we are operating under the old syStem arid that haS
many deficiencies in it that the discriminatee is not well served:

Mr. WASHINGTON. Mbilld _your submission perhaps include some
suggestions as to perhaps how we could wreak havoc with those
proposed regulations if they're ever put forward?

Ms. CLAUSS. I certainly will include that:
Mr. WASHINGTON. I would appreciate that very much.
One other question; because we are pressed by witnesses piling

up at the door. Do you have any estimates as to the number of jobs
which will be removed from coverage; assuming these new regula-
tions come forward, the number of total jobs that might not be
covered?

MS. CLAUSS. I_will try to provide that for the record.
Their estimate is 25 percent. However, I believe it is higher

because of where the growth in jobs is
Mr: WASHINGTON. If you could put that in gross dollar figures

it's -a regular chamber of horrors in terms of what will happen if
thesefegulations ever come forwardso that the American people
can-get .301110 idea about what is getting between the cracks, so to

I won't ask any further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAwKINs. Miss Baum?
Ms. BAUM. No questions.
Mr. HAWKINS: Miss Clauss; we again appreciate your testimony;

and look forward to_ your revised and formal statement to the
committee: The record will be kept open:

Ms. CLAttss. Thank you
Mr. HAWKINS-._ The next witnesses will consist of a panel. I_under-

stand that Mr. Riddick is not in the audience- at this time Then I
call at this time Mr. James Compton; President of -the Chicago
Urban League, and the Reverend B. Herbert Martini Sr., executive
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secretary of the Chicago South Side NAACP Branch. Would those
two witnesses come forward and be seated at the witness table.

Mr. Compton; suppose we hear from you first; We do have pre=
pared 'statements from both of you, and without Objection, the two
prepared statements Will be entered in the record in their entirety.
The witnesses may find it desirable to deal only with the highlights
of them,- because the statements will appear in the record aS they
have been presented. But you can deal with it as you so desire.

STATEMENT OF JAMES COMI"I'ON, PRESIDENT, CHICAGO
URBAN LEAGUE

Mr. COMPTON. Thank you very much,-Mr. Chairman, and _my
Congressman in the First Congressional District, Harold Washing-.
ton, and colleauges on this distinguished committee. I am honored
and pleated to be here today to testify _on behalf of the Chicago
Urban League against the revision in affirmative action regula-
tions proposed by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance.

The Chicago Urban League has a history of expanding the range
of opportunity available to Chicago's black and, poor citizens for 5
Years, and it is within this context that I appear before you this
morning.

As it haS been throughout our history, today our primary con-
cern is employment and access to jobs for those who for -far- -too

long have been systematically denied _the opportunity to work.
There is no need, I believe, to recite before this subcommittee the
pervasive history of the racial discrimination in employment that
has dishonored this Country: and with black unemployment rates
consistently at least double the rates for white unemployment, can
anyone doubt that we have not eradicated the -past effects of such
discrimination?

Prom its very beginning, the Office of Federal Contract Compli-

ance- has had the potential to be a dominant force in eliminating
employment :diScrimination. The power to bar Federal contractors
from doing further buSiness with the Government if they_are not

making significant progress toward eliminating the effects of dis-
criminatiou;is very likely the most potent weapon in the affirma-
tive action arsenal; I believe it is emphatically true that when
money is involved-either in the form of a contract to be gained or
a penalty to be paidpeople and institutions are less likely to
discriminate.

Unfortunately, the Office_of Federal Contract Compliance hag far
too frequently fallen short of realizing its fullpotentiaL In the last
few years; however, I believe it is fair to say that it has taken a
number of steps toward becoming a significant force; And rather
than relying on a number of contracting agencies tb Monitor af-
firmative action compliance, the Office of Federal Contract Compli

ance has taken thiS crucial role for itself.
The use. of debarment sanctions has increased significantly,Fully

one-half of all debarments have been imposed just in the past 4

years. Over the past fbw years the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance has also been engaged_in a ,seriods and exhaustive
effort to revise its regulations, a process that included consulting
with both employers and representatives of minority groups, _as
well as women. It seemed that the Office of Federal Contract
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Compliance finally was beginning to assert itself and assume the
role of a leader.

The changes now being contemplated by the Reagan administra-
tion represent a significant retreat from the growing level of com-
mitment and forceful effort of' thp past few years. But before turn-
ing to the specific rule changes, I. feel that it is also important to
comment for the record on the way these changes'are being devel-
oped.

As you know, rather than providing a Written draft- of the
changes being proposed, this administration, has only made some
vague tentative decisions which were revealed at a single briefing
for the representatives of civil rights and womens groups. Nor has
there been any consultation in the process. of developing these
changes. As far as we kn6w, the administration's goal -is to reduce
affirmative action reporting requirements, not to improve the-effec-
tiveness and efficiency of theprogram.

When considering the tentative decision's on revising regulations,
We are saddened by a sense of having been there before. Less than
5 years ago, in the. waning days of the Ford administration, in a
room a few miles from here, we stated our opposition to a number
of proposals that are again being suggested today. They were bad
ideas then, and the passage of time has not improved them. They
remain bad ideas,today.

The administration proposes to reduce the number of employers
who would be required to file written affirmative action plans. At
present, as this committee well knows, an employer _with_ 50 or
more employees and a Federal contract greater than $50,000 must
file a written plan describing the racial and sexual makeup of his

/or her workforce and his goals, if necessary, for hiring minorities
/ and women.

The administration_proposes to change these criteria to apply to
employers with at least_ 100 or perhaps 250 employees, and with
contracts of at least $250,000, or perhaps $1 million. The specific
amounts are as yet undecided;or perhaps simply unstated.

To illustrate the impact of these changes, one combination of
employee and contract size can be cited. If coverage is limited only
to employers with more than 100 employees, and with contracts
exceeding $1 million; the Department, of Labor -estimates that the
number-of companies covered would be reduced by 75 percent, from'
17;000 _to 4;200. The number of employees covered would decline
from 27 million to 20 million.

We find such a retreat wholly unacceptable. A written affirma-
tive action program is an indispensable tool, a tool for monitoring
compliance; for subtly pressuring contractor compliance, and for
forcing self:analysis and examination on the part of the employer
who simply may not have recently looked at the composition of his
workforce.

'If the Office of Federal Contract Compliance does not have ade-
quate staff to review. all the plans, the solution certainly is not to
reduce the number of employers required to have plans: One solu-
tion could be to maintain coverage and monitor compliance on a
sample basis,' classifying employers by _size or industry ,_ and then
randomly `monitoring within the classification. As OFCC gains ex-
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perience with such a program; it could target its enforcement
Worts to troublesome induStries or areas.

This same general approach is followed by the Internal Revenue
Service'which clearly has to. monitor far more tax returns than its
resources would permit But fortunately for the Federal Govern-
ment, IRS did not decide to resolve its excessive monitoring respon:
sibility by exempting massive categories_ of taxpayers from filing
returns. We Should not follow such a retreatist course of action
when the commodity at hand is human justice as opposed to tax
dollars.

The proposed changes would eliminate the requirement to report
on affirmative action progress through an annual summary. The
administration suggests that progress could be measured by using
EEO-1 reports.

Now; we realize that the rules requiring annual- summaries have
not yet been implemented, though they are in effect. Nonetheless,
we feel that they should be retained.

In addition, they do: not contain the information on hiring goals
and rates which are critical to the concept of affirmative action
and to the meaningful assessment of progress being made by such
programs.

The proposed changes would eliminate preaward compliance re-
views under certain circumstances. We are unalterably opposed to
this A preaward review is the only Way the government can be
sure that it is not giving a contract to a company that discrimi-
nates in employment: Such reviews penalize those that discrimi-
nate and reward those that do not.

In terms of these regulations, the OFFC's mission is to eradicate
employment diScriinination. The effectiveness with which it puic
Sues this mission is not going to be improved by awarding contracts
to those who discriminate.

This proposed change certainly does not improve the effective-
ness of contracting agencies by allowing them to commit their
resources to contractors who subsequently, in the middle of a con-
tract, are 'found to be in violation of nondiscrimination require-
ments. While the elimination of preaward reviews gives the ap-
pearance of improved efficiency by reducing the time needed to
award contracts, it is my belief that in the longer run it leads to
more serious damage to the effectiveness of either the contracting
agency or OFCC.

The proposed changes would give a 5-year exemption from com-
pliance reviews to contractors participating in approved- training
programs. This is the vaguest of the administration's proposals
thus far. Many detail§ would need to be spelled out before we could
comment on this revision with any degree of certainty. On the face
of it, however, this change probably would gut affirmative action.

First; 5 years is far too long a time in a fast-changing economy,
and in a government which appropriately should show some reluc-
tance to commit resources beyond the assured 4-year tenure of a
given administration.

Second, what is to keep a company from effectively ignoring or
dismantling an initially adequate affirmative action program
during the 5-year_ exemption- period? Minimally, there should be a

-------- mechanism established for the Office of -Federal Contract Compli-

- -(28
F-s,
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ance to respond to and address complaints of discrimination during
this exemption period.

Third and finally, employment and training- programs do not
always. equitably serve minorities and. women. And they are most
often oriented toward entry-level jobs and employees: This proposal
seems to- indicate a willingness to redefine affirmatiVe action as
only applying to the lowest rungs of the organizational ladder. We
at the Chicago Urban League are not willing to accede to so restric-
tive and demeaning a change in definition.

In summary, we are opposed to the suggested changes and are
disturbed with the process being_used for generating these sugges-
tions. We are not opposed to the general goal of- reducing overly
burdensome paperwork provided that the means for doing so does
not essentially destroy the heart of affirmative action progrhms.-
We believe that the -goal should be to achieve better enforcement of
affirmative action. This I do not believe can be achieved by doing
less work, but by working more efficiently and effectively.

If this administration can suggest changes that serve the goals of
better enforeement, more employment opportunities for minorities,
and reduced reporting burdens for employers, then we could sup-
port them. But in our judgment; these resurrected proposals from
the Ford administration neither achieve these ends nor are they
intended to do so. These, proposals Are conbistent with and part of
the Reagan administration's general commitment to reduce Gov-
ernment regulation of business. As such, these changes are_largely
an attempt to elimininate Government involvement in the fight for
nondiscrimination and affirmative action. While Government may
overregulate some parts of our lives, we- cannot support the notion
of retreat of Government responsibility for justice and equal oppor-
tunity in this society.

The Chicago Urban League opposes- .these changes as we did 5
years ago. Hopefully there is enough. good sense and judgment and
concern for minorities and women in our Government and among;
our people to dispose of these regulatory changes in the same
manner as .was done -5 years ago.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the
opportunity to express our views on- this most important subject.

[The prepared statement of James Compton follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMS W. COMFTON, PRESIDENT, CHICAGO URBAN

LEAGUE

Good morning, I am James W. Compton, President of the Chicago Urban_League,
I am here today to testify against the revision in affirmative- action regulations
proposed by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance,

The Chicago Urban League has been a leader in expanding the range of opportu-'
nity available to Chicago s minority and poor citizens for 65 years. We are an
interracial, not-for-profit agency working to improve living conditions and race
relations through research, education, and advocacy. We are active in housing,
education, voter registration, employment, and other areas.

As it has been throughout our history, today our primary concern is employment
and access to jobs for those who for far too long-have syStematically been denied the

_ opportunity to work. There is no need to recite to thissubcommittee the pervasive
history of the racial discrimination- in employment that has dishonored our country.
And; with black unemployment rates consistently double the-rates for-white unem-
ployment; can anyone doubt that we have not eradicated the past effectS of such
discrimination?

From its i_nceptio_n_ the Office of Federal Contract Compliance has had the gotetil
tial to be a dominant force in eliminating employment discrimination: The power to
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bar Federal Ciiiitractors from doing further business with the Government if they
are not making significant progress toward eliminatirig the effects of discrimination
is very likely the most potent weapon_ in_the' affirmative action arsenal. When
money is involved either in the form ore contract to be gained' or a penalty to be
paidpeople are leSS likely to discriminate-

Unfortunately, the OFCC has far too frequently fallen short Of realitifig its full
potential. In the last few years; _however; it has taken a number of steps toward
becoming a significant force._Rather _than relying-on -a- nurriber Of contracting
agencies to monitor affirmative action compliance, the OFCC has-taken this crucial
role for itself. The use of debarment_sanctions has increased significantly: Fully one
half of all debar/bents have been_imposed in the past -4 year% Over the past few
years the OFCC has also been engaged in a serious and exhaustive effort to revise
its regulations; a process'ihat included consulting with both employers and repref
sentatneS of minority groups and women. It seemed that the OFCC finally was
begMriing to assert itself and assume the role of a leader. _

The changes now being contemplated by the new administration represent a
signiflearit retreat from the growing_ level of commitment and forceful - effort of
recent years. But before_turning to the specific rule changes; we feel_that_it is

important to comment; for the record, on the way these changed are being devel-
oped.

Rather than .providing a written draft of the changes being proposed; the adminis-
tration has only_ made some vague "tentative derisions" which wererevealed at a
single briefing for the _representatives of civil rights' and women's groups, With no
opportunity to examine the details of planned changes; we are askedto react. Nor
has there been any_ consultation in- the prikeSS Of developing these changeS. As far
as we can telLthe Administration's goal is to reduce affirmative action reporting
requirements; not to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the program.

When considering the "tentative decisions " bh revising regulations; we are sad-
dened by a sense of having been here before: Less thank years ago, in the waning
days of the_Ford administration, in a room a few miles _from here, we stated our
opposition to a- number of proposals that are again being suggested today. They
were had ideas then and the passage of time has not improved them; they remain
bad ideas_toclay.

1. The administration pioposes to reduce the tiurnber_of employers who would be

required_to file written affirmative action plans: At present, an employer with 50 or
mote _employees and a Federal contract greater than $0,000 must file 'a written
plan_desCribing the racial and sexual make -up afAiis_ workforce and his goals, if
necessary, for hiring minorities and women. Ti-e administration proposes to change
these criteria to apply to employers with at least 100 or perhaps 250 einPloyees and
with' contracts. of at leaSt $250,000 or perhaps $1 million. The specific amounts are
as yet undecidedor Perhaps simply unstated, To illustrate the impact of these
changes one combination of employee and contract size can be cited. If coverage is

limited only to employers with more than 104 _employees and with -contracts exceed-
ing $1 million, the Department of Labor estimates that the number Of companies
covered would -be reduced- by 75 percent, from 17,000 to 4,200. The number of em-
ployees covered would decline from 22raillion to 20 million:-

We find such a retreat wholly unacceptable. A written affirmative action program
is an indispensable toola tool for monitoring compliance, for subtly pressuring
contractor compliance; and for forcing self-analysis by the employer who simply
may not haVe recently looked_at_the composition of his work force: If the OFCC_does

not have the staff to review_ _the_plans, the solution is not to reduce the_number
of employers required to have plans. The solution is -to maintain coverage and to
monitor compliance on a_sample basis, classifying employers by size or industry and
then randomly monitoring within the classification. Indeed; OF_CC_gains experi-

ence with such a program; it could target its enfortertierit efforts to troublesome
industries or areas

This same general approach, is followed by the Internal Revenue Service which
Clearly has to monitor far more tax returns than resources permit_Luckily for the
Government; IRS did not decide to : ..solve its excessive monitoring_responsibility by

exempting massive categories o' taxpayers filing returns. And we should not
follow such a_retreatist course of-action when the commodity at hand is human
justice rather than tax dollars.

2: The proposed changes would elimiriate the requirement_to report on affirmative
action _progress through an annual summary. The - administration suggests that
progress could be measured by using EEO-I reports. We realize that the rules
requiring annual summaries have not yet - been implemented though they are in
effect. Nonetheless,we,feel that they should be retained. Periodic reportS oti affirm-
ative action progress are necessary to monitor progress and also would be vital to
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any efforts to improve the efficiency with which limited resources can be targeted to
those contractors requiring enforcement action. The proposed- use- of EEO -1 reports
is simply inadequate for these purposes. -EEO -1 reports use job categories which are
too broad, In addition they do not contain the information on hiring goals and rates
which are critical to -the concept of affirmative action and to the meaningful
assessment of progress being made by such programs.

;t: The proposed changes would - eliminate pre-award compliance 'reviews under
certain circumstances. We are unalterably tt_posed to this. A preaward review is the
Only way the Government can be sure that it is not giving a contract to a company,
that discriminates in employment..Such reviews penalize those that. discriminate
and reward those that do not. In terms of these regulations, the OFFC's mission is
to eradicate employment discrimination; the effectiveness with which it pursues this
mission is not going to be improved by awarding contracts to those who discrimi-
nate. And this proposed change certainly does not improve the effectiveness of
contracting agencies by allowing them to commit their resources to contractors who
subsequently, in the middle of a contract; arefound to be in violation of nondiscrim-
ination requirements. While_the elimination of preaward _reviews giVes the appear-
a_nce of improved_efficiency by reducing the time needed to award. contracts; in the
longer run it lends to more serious damage to the effectiveness of either the
contracting agency or OFCC,

4. The proposed changes _wo_uicLgive a 5_ year exemption_ from compliance reviews
, to contractors participating in app_roved_training_programs, This is_the_vaguest of

the administration's .proposals. Many details would neesito_lvspellecliout before we
could comment on this revision with any degree of certainty. On the_facenf_it;

- however, this change probably would gut affirmative action. Firsts 5 yearsis far_too
long a time in a fast changing economy and in a Government which appropriately
should show some reluctance to commit resources beyond the assured four year
tenure of a given administration. Second, what is to keep a ennpany from effective-
ly ignoring or dismantling an initially adequate affirmative action program during
the 5-year exemption period? Minimally, there should be a mechanism established
for OFCC to respond to and address complaints of discrimination during the exemp-
tion period.

Third and finally, employment- and training programs do not always equitably
serve minorities and-women. And they are most often oriented toward entry-level .

jobs and employees. This proposal seems to indicate a willingness- to redefine affirm-
ative- action as only applying to the lowest rungs of the organizational ladder. We at
the Chicago Urban-League are not willing to accede to so restrictive and demeaning
a change in definition.

In summary, we are opposed to the suggested-changes -and are disturbed with the
process being used for generating -these suggestions. We are not oppoSed to the
general goal of reducing overly burdensome paperwork provided that the means for
doing so does, not essentally destroy the heart of affirmative action programs.- We
believe that the goal should be to achieve better enfbrcement of affirmative action.
This_will not be achieved by doing less work; but by working more efficiently and
effectively_

if the administration can_ suggest_ changes_that serve the goals_ of better_ enforce-
ment, more employment opportunities _for_ min orities,_ an d _reduced _reporting_ b_tm
dens for em_ployers, then we could support therm In our judgment_these_resurrected
proposals from the Ford administration neither achieve these ends' nor are they
intended to do so. These proposals are consistent with and part of the Reagan
administration's general commitment to reduce Government regulation of business.
As such, these changes are largely an attempt to eliminate Government involve-
ment in the fight for nondiscrimination and affirmative action. While Government
may over-regulate some parts of our lives, we cannot support the abnegation of
Government responsibility for justice and equal opportunity tn our society.

The Chicago Urban League opposes these changes as we did 5 years ago. Hopeful-
ly, there is enough good sense and concern for minorities and women left in our
GOvernment and among our people 'to dispose of these regulation changes in the
same manner as was done 5 years ago.
. Thank you for this opportunity to express our views on this most important
subject.

Mr. WASHINGTON [presiding]. Thank you1 Mr. Compton.
We will hear from the remainder- of the panel. Rev. Herbert

Martin of the NAACP will male his statement,. and then a very
brief statement from Mr. Paul King, the directoi of-the National
Association- of Minority Contractors, who is substituting for the
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Rev: Jesse Jackson, and then we will question the entire panel.
Rev. Martin?

STATEMENT OF "FN. B. HERBERT MARTIN; Sit; EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY HICAGO SOUTH SIDE NAACP BRANCH

_Reverend MART,. Good morning, Chairman Augustus F. Haw-
kinS, Congressman_ liar° Id Washington, and menibers of the Sub-
committee on Employment_Opportunities, my brothers and sisters.-

Mr. WASHINGTON: I am certain that Congressman Hawkins
would welcome the promotion, but he would have to run for it

Reverend MARTIN: All right.
I am Rev. B. Herbert Martin,-the executive secretary of the

Chicago Southside NAACP, and I am Speaking this morning in
order to provide some testimony on behalf of the ainended Execu:
tive Order 11246, of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
program.

The Chicago NAACP has maintained an ongoing relationship
with the Office of Federal Contract. Compliance program in the
area of citing and referring contract violators; joint monitoring of
contractor abuse, and providing testimony in compliance review
hearings on behalf of complainants referred to our office. The
Chicago Southside NAACP has been working 'collaboratively with
region 5. For the sake of enlightenment,. allow me to establish a
crucial area of responsibility that region 5 is Charged with here in
the area of contract compliance.

Region 5 covers a six-State area containing a population of 41
million_people in the States of Indiana, MinneSota, Ohi_o; Wiscon-
sin, Michigan, and Illinois, This Sik:State area has 100 congression-c.
al _delegates and representatives and represents 22 percent of the
Nation s population. It has 15 area offices with 1;500 workers. At
least 27 percent of all Government contracts in the country are
within region 5'S jurisdiction..

It is also important to note that 30 percent of the -.major U.S.
firms are headquartered in region_ 5. The. Chicago Loop_Office is
responsible for 7,000 companies in- llinois and 4,500 in the Chicago
metropolitan area alone. Of the established employers who have
500 or more employees, 40 percent of those employers are located
in region 5. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, one out of
every four workers is located in region 5.

It is both spurious and questionable why the regulations-govern-
ing the enforcement activity of the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance program would need to be amended under Executive
Order 11246. Recent employment gains under the Eicecutive order
program have resulted in 21 agreernentS reached covering-4,449
workerS, which represents 66 percent of the national total, in addi-
tion_to $1.2 million in back pay or other considerations, represent-
ing 59 percent of the national total. This is not the time to weaken
or dilute the Executive order program.

The. Reagan administration's tentative deciSion to *decrease em-
ployer coverageis an attempt to bottleneck enforcement under the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance programs. This office has
taken a strong and effective role toward providing redress for those
who seek relief under the program. It has produced 250 show cause
letters-of alleged violations and has provided effective investigation
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of thoSe violations. The attempt to decrease employer Coverage will
create more administrative red tape as a result of critical enferce=
ment_ positions being cut out or completely eliminate& The Reagan
administration's tentative proposals have shown also to be §eriouS=
ly aiitibackpay.

to Chicago Southside NAACP deems this attitude not to be in
the best interest of the complainant during investigative reviews.

We also view, with a very cautious eye, the Reagan adminiStra=
tion'S tentative decision to reduce employer affirmathre action re-
porting requirements. The NAACP's position on this proviSion is
crucial and uncompromising:

Contractors who spend pi.blic funds must be required to report how those public
funds are being spent. Failure to do that is a violation of the public's trust. They
need to report and report as often as possible..

To reduce the affirmative action reporting requirement§ is unfair
and unjust. We have found that that kind of attitude on the part of
the Reagan administration is demeaning, deva§tating, and antimi-
norhy. Such a move proposed in the amended order wilLpush Minor-
ity gains all -the way back to the 1950's, if not farther. We Shall not
retreat to that stage, and we will not concede to this kind of
disenfranchisement of the poor and minority masses.
_The issue of the administration's tentative decision to grant 5-

year exemptions from compliance reviews to contractors with link=
AO or other approved training prograMs is upsetting and most
disheartening: There are pending cases where contractors have not
been complying even on an annual basis.' Mr. Chairman and the
committee; I ask you: How -can these same contractors be expected
to comply on a 5-yf.ar basis?

The proposed amendment to grant 5-year exemptions from corn:
pliance reviel.v threatens _to take all the guts and enforcement
pOwer out of the Executive order program and that must not be
allowed.

The Chicago Southside NAACP -is gravely concerned that
Executive Order 11246, as amended, will eliminate 900 employees
from the Government payroll. The Reagan administration main-
tains that the order will save $2 billion a year to contractors and
eliminate large amounts of person hours related to filing compli-
ance review reports. But what the amended Executive order will
not do is vigorously safeguard and protect the rightS of those who
have historically suffered prior to the Executive order proKram.
This is not a time fOr retrenchment of minority gains or to retreat
from past administrations' commitment toward barring emplOY;
ment diScriminaton. The Chicago Southside NAACP and other civil

__rights organizations-will-not -stand-for-that.
We urgethat the Corninittee on Education and Labor, specifical-

ly the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities, closely exam-
ine what grievous effect the proposed amended Executive Order,
11246 will have on minorities seeking relief through the Executive
order program.

The Chicago Southside NAACP would like .to- thank the commit-
tee for allowing me and the 10,000 members whom I represent an
opportunity to provide' testimony this morning.. We pledge -to you
our continued support to monitor all Federal enforcement of equal
employment laws and all affirmative, action programs as long as

--4-0
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public and/or piVt.tte contractors are involved and operating under
discrimihatory conditions for all minorities and for all disenfran=

chised
Thank you very much.
EThe prepared statement of Rev: Herbert Martin follows:]

Pla:PARF:I) STATEMENT OF B. litanilarr. MARTIN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,

CHICAGO SOUTHSIOE NAACP

Coed Morning; Congressman AuguStiis-F. Hawkins, Congressman Harold Wash=
ington; and committee members of the Subcommittee on Employment Opportuni:

ties. ,I -am Reverend B. Herbert Martin, Executive Secretary, speaking on behalf of
the Chicago Southside NAACP. I- am speaking this morning in order to provide
congressionaLiestimony on behalf of the amended Executive Order 11246, of the

Office of Federal Contract Compliance Program. _ _ ,

The Chicago NAACP has Maintained an on-going_relationship with the Office of
'Federal Contract Compliance Program in the areaof citing and referring cnt.tratt
violators, joint monitoring of contractor's abuse, and _providing testimony in compli-
anee_review hearings on behalf of complainants referred to'our office. The Chicago

Southside NAACP has been working collaboratively with Region 5. It is important
to establish the crucial area Of responsibility that Region 5.is charged with in the
area of contract compliance.

Region 5 covers a six-state area containing a popoulation of 41,000,000 people in
the State of Indiana. Minnesota; Ohio,_ Wisconsin-,. Michigan, and Illinois. This six

state area has 100 congressional .delegates and representatives and represents 22

percent of the nation's population.
It hi 15 area OffiCes with 1;501) workers. At least 27 percent of all government

contracts in the country- -are within Region 5 jurisdiction. It is also important to
note that 30 pt---Getit of the major U.S. firms are headquartered in Region 5. The
Chicago Loap Offite is responsible for 7,000 companies in and 4;500 in the
Chictigo iitid titeutittolittin area. Of the established employers who have 500 or more .
employees,-40 pet-et?.in of those employers are located in Region 5: According to the
Bureati of' Label- Statistics, one out of every four workers are also located in Region

It is both spurious_ and questionable why the regulations - governing the enforce-

ment activity of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Program would need to

be amended under Executive Order 11240-Recent employment gains under the

Executive Order Program has resulted in 21 agreements_ reached cavering 1,449
workers, which represents fill percent of the national total. In addition to $1.2

million dollars in_back,pay or other consideration, representing 59 percent of the
national .total. This is not the time to weaken or dilute the Executive Order

Progrant;
The Reagan Administration's tentative decision to .decrease employer coverage is

an attempt_tst bottleneck enforcenient under the Office of Federal Contract Ccittipli-

ance Program. This Office hag taken a strong and_e_ffective role toward-- providing
redress for those who seek relief under the program. It has produced 250 "show-

cause:: _letters of alleged violations and has_ provided effective investigation of
violations. The attempt to decrease employer coverage will create more administra-
tive red tape as a result or critical enforcement positions being cut or eliminated.

The Reagan Administratices tentative proposal changes has shown to'be "anti-back .

pay.
The Chicago Satithaide NAACP deerns_this attitude to be not in the best interest

of the complainant during investigative reviews.
We also view with a wary eye_the Reagan Administration's tentative decision to

reduce employer tifirritliti iie-attiOn-report ing-requ irernents: The-N AACP:posithan
this provision is crucial and uncompromising.

"Contract-erg who spend public funds must be required to report how those public

funds are being Spend. Failure to do that is a violation of the Public's trust. They

need to report and reportoften."
To reduce the afiirnuttive action reporting requirements are_tinfair 'and unjust!

We have found that,that kind of attitude on the part of the Reagan Administration

is demeaning; devastating, and anti-minority-Such a move proposed in the amended
order will push_minority gams back to the 1950's. We shall not retreat to that stage!

The issue of _the Administration, tentative decision to' grant_five-year exemptions
from compliance reviews to contractors with '!Iinkage,': orother approved training

program is upsetting and disheartening. There are pending cases where contractors
have not been complying even on an annual basis. I ask.you, Mr. Chairman and
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coinmittee members, "flaw n these same contractors be expected to comply on a
five-year basis'?"

The proposed amendment to grant_tive-yean exemptions from compliance review
threatens to take all the guts and enforcement power out of the Exec..ttive Order
Program and must not be allowed!

The Chieago Southside NAACP is gravely concerned that .the
Executive Order 11246_, as amended, will elimate. 900 employees
from the government payroll: The Reagan Administration Main-
tains that the order will save $2 billion dollars a year to contrac-
tors and eliminate large amounts of person-hours -related to filing
compliance, review reports. But' what the amended ExecUtive Order
will' not do is vigorously safeguard and protect the:_rights. of those
who have historically suffered prior to the Executive Order Pro-
gram. This is not a 'time for retrenchment of _minority -gains or to
retreat from past administration's commitment toward barring em-
ployment discrimination. The Chicago Southside NAACP and other
civil rights organizations will not stand for that!

We urge that the Committee on Education and Labor; specifical-
ly the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities, closely exam-
ine what grievous effect the,, proposed amended Executive Order
112,16 will have on minorities seeking relief through the Executive
order program.

The Chicago Southside NAACP would like to thank the commit ='
tee fbr allowing me and the 10,000 member organization an oppor-
tunity to provide testimony this morning We pledge to continue to
Monitor Federal enforcement of equal employment laws and af-
firmative action' programs as long as public and or private contrac-
tors are involved and operating under discriminatory conditions for
all minorities'and disenfranchised individuals.

Thank you:
'Mr. WASHINGTON." The next witness, seated at the _table, is Mr;

Paul King; director of the National Association of Minority Con-
tractors. Mr. King, I understand you have a 2-minute statement;
since you have been taken out of order, Is that correct?.

STATEMENT_OF PAUL KING; DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF MINORITY CONTRACTORS

Mr. KING. That is correct.
Mr. Chairman and Congressman Washingon, I want to 'thank

you very much for allowing me to take part of the committee's
time in this important hearing.

I would- like to say that in addition to befng director of the
National Association of Minority Contractors, I served as a special
consultant to the Office of Federal Contract Compliance and I
would like to say that our organization is vehemently-against any
Weakening of affirmative action pro_grams.

It needs to be.stated for the record that affirmative action does
work.in Chicago- in 1969 in the construction industry, we had less
than 5, percent minorities in the apprentice _trades: As a result of
rigorous enforcement of Executive Order 11246 and street_ demon-
strations, that minority employment of apprentices in the construc-
tion industry in the Chicago area has increased., now to approxi-
mately- 19 -percent:
. It is important to recognize that this weakening of affirmative
action requirements is just another step. in the Bakke-DeFunas
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41'eber cases to weaken remedial action for minorities who have

been left out
I caution the committee to also recognize- that the Ofice_of

Federal Contract Compliance programs should remain in the De:
partment of Lab Or and not be shifted over to_'EE0C, which is a
continued suggestion by those who oppose affirmative action._

It should alSO_ be noted that prime contractors, such as Contrac

to i'8 In the construction industry .which employ over 31/2 million
workers, do net seek out minority workers when they _work on

private. jobs: However, When they work on Federal jobs that have
ziffirmative action rules, they do employ_ women and minorities; A

good example is to take a look at the O'Hare extension project that
has Federal Money and you will see that there are a large number
of minority 'workers. When you go to, a private development in the
Loop, you Will find that there is a dearth of minority workers.

I suggest to you that every economic issue that is now being

bandied abiitit, whether it, is inflation, recession, energy or defense

of the dollar or reduction of Government spending, is going to
impact on employment, particularly those that have no voice or

little clout:,
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I would only say

to you that if we cannot depend on the GOvernment and you
elected officials who are sensitive td keep these programs in place,

those of :us. in the _community that recognize_ the- importance- of
street demonstrations will _have__only as a choice-to go back to what
weLdid in the summer of 1969. and enforce the moral law ourselves:

Thank you very much for this tithe.
Mr; HavvicitkiS. MaY I ask -the witnesses at the table to respond to

a rather general question? Would there be disproportionate_impact
on the black community, as opposed to the community at large; as
a result of the cutbacks in the enforcement of civil rights acts,
including affirmative action? In other words do:you see a specific

impact on the black community greater than that on other corriniu-
nities, and do you see any relationshiP between the reduction or
the weakening of the divil_rights enforcement acts on the housing;
economic development; health; and other aspects of the community

as a byproduct of this Weakening?
Mr. COMiit-ON. Already in the city of Chicago unemployment has

reached its double-digitfigureg, and -the bulk of those who make up

that unemployment statistic are black. We have, received recent
statistics that in Chicag_o alone, in the .minority community, there
are over 600,000 perManently uneMplOyed people: To this number
will be added those persons who will be cut,Oilt as a result of the '

retrenchment that'is. taking place, and that includes those who

haVe been working with CETA and other special programS:
Tradition shows that blacks are the last hired and they are the

first to be fired. In earlier testimony you heard that even with A.T.

& T., where there has been Some substantial improvement in mi-
nority hiring, yet the NAACP received last week three employment
discrimination complaints against A:T.. & T. We can recount that
down the line, so definitely our angWOr is affirmative; that the
black community will suffer greatly as a result of the cutbacks and
the weakening of_affirmative action Statutes.

Mr. HAVVKINS.Mr. King?
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Mr. k Mr. Chairman, it can be explained to you very; very_
clearly. In Chiciigo the, construction industry hovers around_ $2
billion. Some Where around 30 to 40 percent of that is publicly
assisted, therefore carrying the weight of a requirement to use
minority employees. The word minority has become so diluted that
it is no, longer synonymous with_black. Minority now includes
every ethnic group that is not of a European extraction and soon it
Will be inundated with women; which suggests to me that already
black workers are seriouslyjeopardized.

However, what you must recognize_ is that the makeup of the
construction employment force is traditionally white, and the only
Wziy thiit black employment and training can take place in the
construction industry is to continue have the Federal regulations
that _demand that unions and employers cooperate to train. and
bring more blacks in Absent theSe regUlatiOns, or any weakening
Of these_enforcement regulations, you will have a definite and clear
signal that blacks, in spite of the competition with other So-called
minority groups, will be weakened significantly:

Mr. HAwkiNs: Let me 'rephrase the question to get a little more
specific answer.

The statement has been made by the adminiStration that the
increase in activity in the private sector as 'a result of the_ tax
reduction incentives being given to business enterpriSeS, as well as
the increased__ military expenditures, $1.5 trillion in the next 4 or 5
years, and the removal of regulations that bear heavily on business
operations, that aS a result of all thiswhich they refer to as
supply side economicsthat there are going to be so 'many jobS
created that blacks will actually get more jobs rather than fewer
jobs, desi:lite the fact that discrimination will be more rampant if
we remove the antidiscrimination laws.

Are you saying that you do not anticipate that this will be the
situation; that unemployment is, actually decreasing under this
Lidministration and that there will be more jobs available to blacks
in -the Chicago area as a result of these administration programs?

Mr. COMPTON. Mr. Chairman; I would like to briefly respond to
that:

I don't think there is any significant evidence whatsoever that
there is going to be any appreciable increase in employment oppor7
tunities of minorities or women under the proposed direction of
this administration. The alterriativeg propOSed certainly do not
dictate such. When we talk about the increase of the, military
budget; we are talking about, as was indicated yeSterday, the go-
ahead on the neutron bomb and things of that nature. It is true
that blacks' biggest gains in employment opportunitieS in this
country have come during two disastrous periods: one when we
Were fully employed during the time of slavery; and second, during
wartime.

NOW, I don't think anybody sees those as options or alternatives
for employment that we should pursue. Eiren itand I doubt this
to be true because we have tried this before, toothe private
sector, through this trickle-down. theory, creates additional _job op-
portunities, we still have to contend with the subject matter today;
and that is affirmative action and discrimination. Second, the lag
time between now and such a period would be so long that we
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would have to fill our penitentiaries or our welfare rolls and every
other mechanism available because of the fact that the employ-

ment opportunities for blacks and minorities would have diinin-
ished.

So I cannot apPreciate the recommendations; alternative§ or op-
tions suggested by the Reagan administration in that regard:

Mr: HAWKINS. Can you explain what seems to be a lethargy or a
failure on the part of individuals in _such communities protesting
budget cuts ? _I don't know aboUt Mr- Washington; but I receive very
few letters oPprotest; despite what I personally know to be a rather
bleak future in the employment field;

Have you any explanation for the lack of protest at the current
time with reiPect 16 such policies that :ate so clearly dangerous in
their ; rnpact'?

Mr: Comrroi4. Only to say,.and then.I.will pass to my colleagues,
that I do share your concern and disappointment in the lack of
such evidence thus far. However; we have seen, and I think. Con-
gressman Washington can support me on this that when Mr.
Reagan was hete a few weeks ago to speak, that on a very short
preparatory basis; some 5;000 people showed up to protest the
policies of that administration._

I would suppOse that we will see further -indication of what _you
are referring to on September 19, in Washington where the whole
Nall= ought to turn out in opposition -to- the economic policies of

this administration, for the AFL-CIO Solidarity Day. But you are
correct; I believe, as fat a§ any demonstrative display of COneern._I
do believe_ that there is a strong undercurrent that one day we are
going to_see in full evidence.

Mr..HAWkir4S. Are you indicating that because most of the cuts
will not be effective until after October 1 that the actual harm has
not yet been felt by- individuals and; therefore, they are not re,
sponding as they Will once they begin to feel the 'impact of what
will take place when the new fiscal year, Which begins on October
1?_Is that part of the explanation? .

ReVetend MARTIN:_ That would have been part of my comment
also Congressman. People have not yet felt the impact of what is
coming down the tunnel. I would not_ interpret at all the silence of
the public as lethargy, because silence doesn't always indicate that
it is golden but that some Very ugly things can be stirring and
brewing. In feat, the NAACP feels that if something is not done to
hinder some of the adversity that is coming as a result ,of thiS
administration's pi-oposals;_we will find ourselves in a worse situa-
tion than we were in the latter 1960's. This time it won't be just
black folks throwing bricks; We are going t6 have a lot of folks
white; black; Latino and even some middle-class folkS Will be
throwing bricks this time around.

Mr. HAWKINS. They won't be middle class. -

Reverend MARTIN; They won't be middle class:_
HAwkilS. I Suppose I better yield to Mr. Washington at this

point.
Mr. WASkiiIGTON. You are safe in the arms of the first Congres-

sional District.
There are voices,- unfortunately, gentlemennot many, but there

are voicesin the black community which do not agree with your

3-6
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. .strong support of affirmative action programs; strong voices, it IS
unfortunate: One of those voices is Mn Thomas Sowell; well known
economist, of hue, who has taken the position that affirmative
action hasn't- worked and he suggests that the whole program
stigmatizes minorities, and he is speaking specifically, if not exclu-
sively; of black people: He should be responded to He has not been
adequately responded to. His voice will be heard again and again
and again because I have a feeling that he has the coffers of the
Reaganites to dip into to get his voice heard.

What would be your response to Mr. Sowell? Mr. King?
;Mr. KING. My response to Mr. Sowell is that I am glad you used

the word hue rather than color. He has purported to write a book
Called "Ethnic America "

Mr. WASHINGTON. A history.
Mr, KING [continuing]. And has refused to designate African-

Americans by any other term but Negro. This would suggest to me
that that man is an anachronism and, therefore; you cannot very
well productively respond to anachronism. He is a person who
claims that affirmative action has -not worked, despite the statistics
that I read earlier relative to affirmative action being the entry
into the construction industry for many minorities: Affirmative
action required 10 percent of the Public Works Act dollars of 1977
to go to minority ,contractors for example: Had not affirmative
action worked in law schools, there would have been no Bakke; had
it not worked in medical schools; there would have been no De,
Funds; and had it not worked in Federal contracting, there would
not have been any Weber cases reaching the Supreme Court:

So I would suggest very stron_gly to all peo_ple of good will to
respond to Mr: Sowell by not buying that book that costs $15:

Reverend MARTIN. Of course, the NAACP and Mr. Sowell have a.
long history together: in a recent conversation with him; it was
made very clear that he is at Stanford University as a result of
NAACP activity; and that he is a benefactor:of the struggle and
the sweat, blood and tears of many folks who made it possible for
blacks to enjoy the good that he enjoys at this time. For him to
take the posture to side with an oppressive administration is to
deny and to betray all that sweat; blood and tears that our ances-
tors have shared to move black folks forward in this- country.

Mr. WASHINGTON. The NAACP convention in Denver, the Urban
League convention in the District of Columbia, the PUSH conven-
tion here in Chicago, and I assume the SCLC convention which is
now going on. have all heightened this problem and the need for
pressing for affirmative action, so you gentlemen are on record and
I would suggest; if I may respectfully; to the chairman that we take
notice of the Urban League's excellent report entitled "Tl-te State
an Black American." for our record;

I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, and I thank the witnesses.
Our next witness will be Mr. Danny _Solis, executive director of

Pilsen Neighbors Community Council. Mr. Solis.
May I say, just indicating- a note of fairness; that Professor

Sowell of Stanford University has been invited to testify before the
committee in -the Los Angeles .hearings. I have no indication yet
whether he will accept. Certainly he will be given full opportunity

t
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to express his views for the record and obviously be cross-examined
on them in the Los Angeles hearings. Some of you may be interest=
ed in his testimony if he accepts the invitation Of the subcommit-
tee:

Pardon the, Mr. Solis. Yoemay proceed.

STATENIENT OF _DANNY SO! IS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, Pt! SEN
NEIGHBORS COMMUNITY COUNCIL

Mr. SoLts, I; like my predecessors, would like to thank the sub-
committee for inviting Pilsen Neighbors to participate in 'this hear-
ing.

_ My namel is Daniel Solis, and I am executive director-Of the
Pilsen Neighbors Community Council. PNCC is. a constituency-
based community organization operating for the last 20 years in
Pilger', the near southwest side community of Chicago, Most of its
activity is done by volunteers from Pilsen: Its efforts to im_preVe
housing, education; emphiyment; sanitation, and recreation are
done by orgaiiiling_ efforts of the people most affected by the deter-
rieratiOn of such services and who want to improve the quality of
life for themselves .and their children:

Pilsen is -a unique community in that it is primarily a Mexican-
American barrio which continues to serve as a port of entry for
Mexicans arriving in Chicago. These reSidents are impacted with
the contemporary problems affecting the'rest of the city population
along' with the added problems of educational and language bar-
riers; higher unemploynient, and 'old; dilapidated housing _stock.`

PNCC has in the past won significant concessions; in coalition
_with others, from A. & P., the fire department and the CTA, to
name a few. In June 1980; Pilsen organited a coalition of employ-
ment agencies which _included the 18th Street Development._Corp:,
Spanish Coaliation for Jobs; National Council of La _Raza;_and
Pilsen Neighbors, and won a commitment from the .Jewel Food
Stores that 50'percent of their personnel at their new bazaar that
opened-in January 1981 on Cermak_Road would be hired from the
community. Because of these significant endeavors, PNCC; along
with the West,Town Concerned Citizens Coalition; negotiated' with7.

and advised the city on their new affirmative action program pre/
sented to the public at the beginning of 1981,

In our efforts to increase job oporturiitieS for minorities;_we halve

noted a recent Change iri public opinion away froth affirmaiiVe
action programs This change in public Sentiment arises not/only
because of the present economic situation; but also from _misinfat-
Matiba about the goals of affirmative action and the continuing
need to assure access of minorities and women to the trades, pro -
fessional and other employment oppOrtiiiiitieS.

We have traditionally looked to the Federal' Government to
tect our civil rights: Hispanics; jJattiOttlar, have been able to
begin making economic and -educational advances through the as-
sistance and prbtectio_n of Federal laws. We stillVhoWever; find
ourselves, as a group, on the lower end of the economic scale. Our
numbers in institutions of higher education remain woefully small.
We therefore, look with deep concern at proposalS aimed at tedite-
ing the Government's commitment to correcting discriinination.
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We oppose all efibrts to weaken this Nation's responsibility to
provide equal opportunities for minorities and women. We oppose
any effort to erase the gains which we have made in recent years.
We oppose a return to publicly accepted .racism. Specifically,' we
oppose proposals to alter Executive Order 11246.

The proposals under consideration would cripple'enforcement of
the equal employment opportunity' provisions of the Executive
order. The present regulations cover contractors who hold contracts
of over $10,000. The Reagan administration proposal would raise
the dollar threshold to $50;000 or $100,000. This would eliminate as
many as 60 percent of the contractors from coverage.

More importantly; it would eliminate the smaller- contractors
who represent industries and companies which have been among
the most resistant to opening job opportunities to Hispanics.

This same criticism applies to the proposals to eliminate from
coverage those contractors who exceed the dollar threshalethrough
aggregation of all contracts awarded in a 12-month_period. Again,
the effect would be to reduce the number of contractors covered;
irrespective of the effect'on Hispanics, blacks, and women.

A similar decrease in coverage is being proposed in affirmative
action reporting requirements. The administration's proposal
would increase the threshold dollar amount and number of employ-
ees for coverage of supply and service contractors. Some civil rights
organizations estimate that 10,000 companies" would be eliminated
from the requireinent of submitting written affirmative action
plans. Even those contractors who would be covered under the
proposal could avoid annual review by instituting a training pro-'
gram which could qualify it for 5-year exemption from review.

The effect of these proposals would be devastating on affirmative
action programs. Experience has taught us that we cannot rely on
the good will of corporations and other institutions to provide equal
access to jobs and training programs.

Discrimination against Hispanics has been well documented. The
effects of the historic exclusion of Hispanics from this Nation's
institutions can still- be seen_ We suffer a higher unemployment
rate than the general public. Our average income is well below the
national average. Our educational level is one of the lowest in, the
Nation.

We have established a_ -need for remedies to correct these effects
of past discrimination. Affirmative action programs are designed to
provide - access to Hispanics to employment and training opportuni-
ties. Affirmative action does not require the hiring of unqualified
persons. Affirmative action is nbt a rigid system of quotas. It is
instead a method of assuring participation of qualified and qualifia-
ble minorities in industries, corporations, and other institutions'
which had previously been closed to us. -The'extent and content of
the program is determined by the needs of the particular institu-
tion and the underutilization of minorities and women by thgt
institution.

In conclusion, the most important weapon that Pilsen Neighbors
Community Council and other community organizations such as
ours have in exposing and confronting discriminatory practices by
private corporations and public agencies is -the affirmative action

' requirements of Executive Order 11246. By changing this Executive°

*'
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order and thereibr. diluting it, the effectiveness of our organization
would be weakened_ and again put our community at a distinct
disadvantage in fighting for true equal employment and education-

al _opportunity.
Mr. Hawittivs. Thank you Mr. Selis.
It is:anticipated that under some of the programs being advocat-

ed by the administration; particularly the expenditure of _such a

large amount, the greatest amount in the hiStbry of this country
for weapons and weapons Systems, that there will be thanyjobs
that may becorne available; perhaps of a highly technical nature.

Is it reasonable; in your opinion, to anticipate that many Latinos

will be employed in the skills that will be provided by this great
acceleration in defense expenditures?

Mr. Sons. No not at all Mr: Hawkins._I think if we look at the.
statistics we can see that many Latinos do not have the education-

al advantage§ in terms of not only the regular School system but in
the trades and the unions that many other groups have.-And for us

to expect- to have jobs in these highly technical areas would be
. ridiculous:

We have a similar point of view ekpressed by the mayor of

Chicago; in which she says that some of the development that will
be going on in the city of Chicago, like the North -Loop area would
open up jobs for Latinos, -and we have expressed to her that this
would .net_ be the case unless there_iS ah appropriate amount of
training to be done and an entry level of positions in the trade
unions for Latinos.- That's just not realistic right now;

Mr: HAWKINS. Will the cutbacks in the training- programs; such

as we _a -re now experiencing under the budget cuts including but
not limited to CETA,_ have an adverse impact on Latinos in qualify-

ing fbi the skills that may be developed through some of these new

proposals?
Mr. SOLts. That is without a doubt. I think right now some of the

organizations that I mentioned we worked in ebalition with have

training programs: Their future in October looks very_ bleak in
terms of funding. It just doesn't make sense that on one hand they

spy you are going to have these opportunities in private industry,
which are highly teehnical; and on the other hand cutting off the
very credible programs that_ are now providing training_ and are
just beginning to make a dent; so that our people can enter these

professions.
HAWitiNS. Do you think these private companies will under-

take training prograniS in order to qualify those from the Latino
community?

Mr: Sons. I don't think so. I think if you look at_the history of
these corporations and these businesSes, if they don't haVe some-

__body from the Federal Government pushing them and requiring
then to do so; they are not going to take the incentive to_doing it

Mr. HAWkiSiS. The statement has been Made recently to the
effect that you,--meaning, of course; minorities in generalare not
doing too well in-the present programs and then why not try
Something new What would be your response __to_ such advice?

Mr. Soiis. I think when they say we are not doing too well -under
nithe present program, -they have failed to consider the actual par-

ticipants of the different training programs that have been in
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existence for the past k years. I think if we took a poll in our
community and talked to the people that will be losing either their
jobs or their training programs between now and the end of the
year they will_ tell you that they learned a lot and that they need
to be able to finish these programs. If you talk to the people who
have finished these programs in the past year or past 5 years, most
Of them are in good positions in some of the public utility compa-
nies, such as IllinoiS Bell; CTA, Commonwealth Ed, People§ Gas.
Many of these corpAkations have hired Hispanics;__blacks; and
women who had been trained in programs such as CETA and who
had gotten their start there.

Mr, HAWKINS. Do you believe there is any connection between
unemployment and juvenile delinquency and crime?

Mr. Sous. Definitely. I think next summer is going to be a very
testy season for many young blacks and Hispanics who are going to
be without jobs or without training programs because of the
Reagan proposals.

Mr. HAWKINS. What will these young people be doing? .

Mr. Sofas. I think they will go back to gang activity, tO btftglariz-
Mg, to drugs, to many of the things that were happening before in
the- middle and late 1960'S.

me. HAWKINs. Do you believe that well-structured employment
programs,programs and the strengthening of the Civil Rights Act so aS to
reduce disCrimination will discourage this type of' criminal aggres-
sion? _ .

Mr. Sous. Yes, I do, sir.
'Mr, HAWKINS. Thank.you.
Mr. Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Solis;: as a member of another subcommittee and another

committee, I have just cbmpleted a series of abOut 20 hearings on
the extension of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, as amended, and
that extension is progressing now I hope, favorably. But the point
I am trying to make is that an the process of those hearings it is
quite clear that blacks_and Hispanics especially the bilingual sec-
tion of the Voting Rights Act; continue to be harassed and continue
to be prevented from voting to a great extent, and also do not have
theft vote count its such.The votes are diluted.

What -concerns me, however, are the growing attempts-on the
part of many people, certainly in Chicago, to divert these two

. group's from their common goal and to drive a wedge between them
and to get each fighting against the other for the few dregs that
the trickle:down theorythat is supply side economicswill drop
to us. I am very much concerned about this.

What is your response to that sir? .

Mr. Sous. I agree that in appearances it has seemedspecifically
here in Chicagothat some of the powers that be right now are
trying to divide up the different minority groups such as the blacks
and Hispanics. I don't think that -they have been successfUl. I think
that appearances might indicate that there has been a move
toward that and I think Hispancis and blacks have to get together.

Just like the new right" in the last few years; I think blacks
and Hispanics have to talk seriously about voter registration pro-
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grams for our people. I think doing this together is a very impor-
tant factor.

I have been a participant and I know of a number of _groups that
have gotten together with different minority groups to sit down

and talk about such a Coalition: I think continuing that situation
would only be a positive situation for both the black and Hispanic
communities.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Some critics of affirmative actionI 'Mean

strong critic§-=-iave taken the position that laffirMative action pro-
posals should not be pressed as hard for Hispanics as for BlackS. Do

you want to comment on that?
Mr: Sous. I think that is something that I wouldn't want to

comment on. [Laughter.]
Mr: WASHINGTON. But you can understand the purpose behind it,

can't you? -
Mr: Sous. Yesi I think that is -a good example of what you

pointed out earlier; in 'terms of efforts to divide -up the minority
groups._

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. ,Chairman:_
Mr. HAWiciSis: Thank you again, Mr. Solis, for your veryexceh

lent testimony:
Mr. Sous. Thank you, sir:
Mr: HAWKiNS, Will the next witnesses on the women's panel

please come to the witness table.
_ Ms: Teyonda weet2, deputy director; employment and training,
Chicago Community Economic Development Corp.: Ms: Day Piercy;
chair; and Ms. Nancy Kreiter, research director; Women' Employed,
Inc.; and Ms. Betty Willhoite of the Chicago Chapter of the League

of omen Voteit.
Mr. HAWKINS: Miss Wertz, suppose we hear frorn you firSt. I

think we have a written statement from you, don't we?
MS. WERTZ: Yes; you clo._
Mr. HAWKINS.. The statement in its entirety will .be_ entered in

the record and oti may summarize and give us the highlights and
deal with it as best you can.

STATEMENT OF TEYONDA 'WERTZ; DEPUTY__ DIRECTOR, EM=

PLOYMENT AND TRAINING; _C_IIMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVEL-

OPMENT ASSOCIATION OF COOK COUNTY

Ms. WEitit. Good morning; Congressman Hawkins, Congressman
Washington; and members of the Subcommittee on Employment
Opportunities. My name is Teyonda Wertz. I am deputy director of
employment and training for the Community EconoMic Develop-
ment Association of Cook County. For 5 years L was, women s
affairs coordinator for the Chicago Urban League's Project LEAP
labor education advancement_program.

I am preSenting these remarks on behalf of the Illinois Coalition
on Women's .Employment;_a network of over. 300 community orga-

nizations, social service agencies; educational institutions; and indi-
viduals concerned with improving the employment status Of women

in Illinois.
Because of the limited time allotted in this hearing,:I will make

only general comments on the proposed cutbacks in the affirmatiVe;
action 'requirements on Executive Order 11246. The coalition will
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be submitting inure extensive written comments following this
hearing.

Our views on the proposed amendments to Executive Order
'11246 are based on three premiSes which we know to be true:

First, women desperately_ need_ and want employment in order to
raise themselves and their families out of poverty; second, sex
discrimination in employment by Federal contractors continues to
hold women back in their attempts to obtain decent employmentin
the trades; and third, women need continued, if not expanded,
enfbrcement of federal laws mandating affirmative action if they
are to achieve equality of economic opportunity. As bad as, the
wage differential between men and women is today; it -would be
even worse if not for the existence and enforcement of Executive
Order 11246.

As to oar, first premise, women have become the poorest Segment
of our society over the past decade, giving meaning to the current
phrase "The feminization of poverty." For example, two out of
three poor persons in this country are women; while women head
15 percent of all households, they head half of all hou§ehold§ belbW
the poverty level_;_the_median income of female-headed families in
1977 was $340 above the poverty level; among black and Hispanic
female-headed families, the median income was about $1;000 below-
it.

Obviously, wage differentials play a large role in keeping women
in poverty. .

Look at the data Women continue to earn 59 percent of what
men earn; for women who head families, the situation is worse;
they earn 33 percent of what their male counterparts earn. Studies
show that women who head families would receive 36 percent more
income if they were men, other thingslike education and experi-
encebeing equal.

The wage differential between men and women is greatest
among the young, and it is worse for black women_ Exclusion of
women from certain occupations is the most_ significant determi-
nant of the wage differential between men and women and has
prevented any real improvement in women's earnings relative to
men's.

Occupational exclusion is nowhere more prevalent than in occu-
pations that are -commonly_ subject to OFCCP requirements For
example, women constitute 42 percent of the labor force in Illinoi§,
but only 2.9 percent of the construction workers employed by Fed,
eral construction contractors in Illinois, though Federal goals and
timetables target a participation rate of 6.9 percent.

In particular, one-half of 1 percent of brick and stone masons are
women;- 1.3 percent of electricians are women; 4 percent of plumb-
er§ and pipefitters are women; women make up 3.6 percent of
union apprentices currently enrolled in Chicago's premier Wa§h-
burne Trade _School and 4 percent- of all registered apprentices in
Illinois. Minority women constitute eight-tenths of 1 :.,:scent of
registered apprentices in Illinois.

From our perspective; then; exclusion of women from high,
paying trades holds many women and their families in poverty.

As to our second premise, women do not congregate in low-paid
positions and shun high-paid positions by inclination. I have
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worked for a number of years with women who are ready; willing
and able to work in the trades but who have constantly run up
against a wall of discriminatiOn in trying to obtain or retain ein7.

ployment, A feW examples of both union and em_plOyer attitudes
should suffice to show you that, without the prod of Federal affirm-
ative action requirements, the prospect of women s employment in
nontraditional occupations will remain dim.

We know of Federal contractors who hire women When compli-
ance investigators make onSite inspections; and fire them when the
,investigatOrt leave and fail to follow up with additional compliance
reviews:

A woman Who has been on the architectural .ironworkers' wait-
ing list since 1979 periodically gets calls from the union asking;her
if she is still interested in becoming an iron Worker. When she
responds that she is She is told there are no openings. The union
has stated that it must have a contractor that will allow her to
work On its site And until that time there is no work available.

After a group of women with bachelors and masters degrees
applied for work at a unionized elevator company,_ the company .

stated that from its past experience it nOW prefers women who
have attended technical training schoolS that prePared them in
electrical wiring with some knOWledge of Ohrn's:law: These-require-
ments do not pertain W. men.

Companies that agreed to employ women specifically_ to work
above ground on the deep tunnel project seem to get _a kick out of
plunging those women into a wor4place 600 feet below the ground
on their first da:y Of work, without Warning, without preparation;
and without an opportunity to acclimate themselves to the extreme
environmental -change.

Through February 1981, several Federal contractors working on
the deep_ tunnel project in _Chicago have not employed a single
Woman, though their work force consists of between 100 and 300

men each.;
These few examples are typical and they confirm what everyone

working in this area well_ knows: Federal contractors will not vol-
untarily give women equal employment opportunity without strong
Federal initiatives. There remains a real need for Federal man-
dates in this.area.

As to our third _premise,' despite the dismal record of Federal
contractors under Executive Order 11246; I am certain that with-

out it the situation would be even worse. For the number of women
employed in the trades, small as it is represents a Significant
increase since of the order; and one that would

not have happened Without. it he percent of women carpenters,
painters; construction workers, __and telephone line workers haS

morethan doubled since 1975; for example`_
In 1975 when we Made affirmative action presentationS to corn.-

panieS, urging them to hire women, We were greeted with either
silence or the suggestion that we go horde and bake cookies. Some
Of these same companies are now beginning to call us for women to
fill positions because,_ as they state frankly, they need 6.6.9 percent
ratio of -women in order to obtain Federal contracts:

In 1979, women constituted L9pereent of all registered appren-
tices in Illinois. TodaY that figure is 4 percent=not a great statis-

...
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tic, but an improvement nevertheless, and one which indicateS that
now is certainly not the time to cut back on affirmative action
requirements.

We have -found time and again that the only effective prod to
convincing _Federal contractors to employ and promote women is
the existence of.Executive Order 11246.

For these reasons, we oppose any relaxation or abbreviation of
the affirmative action requirements to, which Federal contractors,
including construction contractors, are subject under Executive
Order 11246 as amended by the proposals of December 30; 1980.

We oppose any change in the sex discrimination provisions con-
tainedin the proposed amendments of December 30; 1980; particu-
larly any weakening of Federal contractors' responsibility_ for
sexual harassment in the workPlace. We have fond sexual harass-
ment to be an especially prevalent and discouraging problem in the
trades.

We especially oppose any suggestion of abandoning backpay and
other retrospective relief Without such sanctions, contractors have
no incentive whatsoever to cOmPly with. affirmative action require-
ments before they-are caught.

We oppose the 57year exemption of contractors that have estab-
lished linkage programs: Such linkages are no guarantee of compli=
ance with Federal mandateS. In Illinois, for example, women con-

. stitute 62 percent of eligible enrollees' under ,the private sector
initiative section of the CETA program, but with only 46.7 percent
of the actual enrollees in that program.

The proposed changes in Executive Order 11246 all constitute-a
cutback in_affirmative action requirements. There are no additions 'N
or substitutions: For example; no tax incentivesa favor concept Of,
the current administrationto ,encourage compliance. It is thus
difficult to believe that this administration is- truly concerned
about equal employment opportunity For Federal contractors have
not made a showing that there is need for less vigorous enforce-
ment of equal- opportunity mandates than there Was when Execu-
tive Order 11246 was first promulgated. To the contrary; a look at
their employment statistics emphasizes the need to retain and
enforce the mandates of the order.

In fact, we would like to see the order tightened; expanded and
enforced across the board, not cut back. For we believe that our
Government ought not to do business with companies that fail or
refuse to live up to affirmative action goalsgoals which have been
designed to _provide equal opportunity to those citizens to whom it
has been denied in the paSt.

(The prepared testimony of Teyonda Wertz follows:)
PR EPA RED TESTINIONY TEYONDA WERT4- ON BEHALF' OF THE ILLINOIS COALITION

ON WOMEN'g EMPLOyM ENT.

My name isTevoncla Wertz, I am deputy _director of employment and training. for
theCommimity-/L'conormc DevelOpment Association of Cook County. For five years I
was Worm Affairs Coordinator !lir the Chicago Urban League's Praject LEAP
(L-tibut Advancement .Program).
.. I am presenting_ these remarks on behnif of the-Illinois Coalition on Women's
Employment, a _network of over 3 hundred-community organizations; social service
agencies,. educational institutions_ and individuals concerned with improving the
employment _status of women in Illinois.

al the limited time allotted in 'this *hearing, I_ will make only general..
comments on the proppsed cutbacks in the affirmative action requirements of Ex-

41.
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ceutiv11246.,'rh Cdtditon Will be stibinittirig more extensive written com-
ments FolloiViiig, this hearing,

Our VieWS_On the proposed timendments to EkectitiVe Order 11246 are based on 3'

prrnises which we know to be true; *-

First....Voritint desperately need and want 'employhieht lit order to raisethemselves
and their families out of poverty

Second, sex diSerititintition_in_employment by federiil contractors continues to

hold women bit 'in their attempts to obtain decent employment,in_ the_ trades.
Third, wiiMit need cantinued, .if not expanded, enforcement of fed_erallaws man-

dating art-Iriiiitive action if they tire to achieve equality of economic opportunity. As

bad- as the Wage differential between_ Men and women- is today; it would be even

worse if not fin- the existence and enfOrcement of ExeCtitiVe Order 11246,

As to our first - _

W'onin have become the poorest segment of our society over the past decade,

giving metining to -the current phrase, The feminization; of poVerty:" For example:
Two out Of :i poor, persons in this country are women:
While Wiiiiieh hetid 15 percent of allhousehold& they head half of' all house-

holds beloW the poverty level
The Median income of fermile-headed familieS in -1971 was $340 above tbe

povertY keel: timong Black and hispanic leMale-headed families; the median

income was ahoUt $1,000 below_ .

Obviously,' wage differentials play a large role in keeping women in poverty. took

at the data:
Woirin eiiiitinue to earn 59_percent of what men earn-
Fair Wiiiiieii who head__Iiimilies, the situation -is worse: they earn 33 percent of

what their male_countemarts_earn;
-StiidieS Show that_ women who head receive_36percent more

income if they were. men; other thingslike education and experiencebeing
equal.

The Wage -differentiol_between_ men and women is greatest among the young; and

it is noise = for black women., Exclusion of-woMeri from certain-occupations is the

most sigitifietifit determironit_df the wage differential between_men _and_ Women and

has prevented any real _improvement in women s earnings relative_to men s.
Occtitiatiorial exclusion is nowhere more prevalent than in_occupations that are

commonly subject_ to ()MCP_ requirement& Foe example; women- constitute 42 -per-

cent-Of the labor force_in_Illipois, but only 2.9- percent of the_ construction workerS

ernOltiyed by federal construction' contractors in Illinoisthough federal goals and

timetables target tiptirticipation rate of 6.9 Perterit. In particular:
Only COO-half of tpercent of brick and stone masons are women;
1.3 percent_ of ,electricians are women;
4_p_tcent of plumbers_andpipefitters are women; aad
Women mok_e up 36._percent of-union

Opprenticescurrently_enrolled in Chico-

go's premier _Washburoe Trade School and 4 percent of all registered a-ppren-

ticeS in Illinois. Minority women constitute eight-tenthS of I percent of regis-

tered apprentices_ in Illinois.
Froth our perspective, then, exclusion of women from high-paying trades holds

many women an_d their families in poverty: .

As to our second premise:
Women do not congregtite in low-paid positions and shun: high-paid positions by

inclination, I, halve worked for a number of years with women who are ready, willing

and able to _work in the trades but..wlid have co_n_stan_tly run up against a wall of
discrimination in trying to obtain or retain employment. A few examples of both

union and employer attitudes should suffice to show you that without the, prod of
Federaraltirmative action requirements; the prospect or women's employment' in

nontraditional occupations will remain digit :.

We know of Fedenil contractors who hire _women when compliance investigators

make_ (in-site inspectiont; and Fire them when the investigators leave and fail to
follow up with additional compliance reviews,

A woman who his been on the architectural iron workers' -Waiting list since i979

periodically gets mills (rem the union asking her if she's still interested in becoming

an iron worker, _

_When she responds that she is site is told there are-no openings. The union has

stated that it must have a contractor_ that will allow her to work on its site and
until that time there is no work_available.

After a group of women with_Bachelors'.and Masters' degrees applied_for work_ at

a unionized elevator company; -the company stated that ftbiti its pastexperience it
now prefers women who have attended technical training schools that prepared

48
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them in .electrical wiring with some knowledge of Ohm s Law: These requirements
. do not pertain ni men. _ . .

Crimpanis that agreed to employ women specifically to. work _above ground on the
deep tunnel jiroject seem to get_a kick_.out_ofiplunging those _women into
workplace 000 feet below the ground on their first day -of -work without warning;
without preparation and without an opportunity to acclimate themselves to the
extreme environmental change.

Women employed on construction sites are routinely sent to the too__of_buildings
under construction on their first day of work to look for a wrench or similar items:

Women's bathroom facilities have frequently been located 2 and 3 miles away
Troia the work-site.

Through- February- of .19SI, several Federal contractors working on the dOp
t -unnel project in-Chicago have not employed a single woman, though their work .

forces consist of between one hundred and three hundred men each.
These:few examples are-typical and they confirm What everyone working in this

area well knows: Federal contractors will -not- voltintarily give women equal employ-
ment opportunity without strong-Federal initiatives.
-There remains_ a real_ need for Federal mandatesin thi;i area.
As to our third premise: -
Despite the dismal record of Federal contractors under Executive order 11240, 1

am certain that _without_ it, the situation would be even worse.-For the number of
women employed in the trades, small as it is, represents a significant increase since
the promulgation of the order-and one that would not have happened-without it.
The _percent of women . carpenters, painters, construction workers, and telephone
line workers has more than doubled -since for example.

In_ 1975;_when_rwe made affirmative action presentations_ to companies,. -urging
Them_ to_ hire wv_mem_e were greeted with eithi r silence or the suggeStitiii that We
go home and bakeccrokies,__Some. of these same companies are now beginning to. call
us for women Milli positions because, as they state frankly: they need a 6:9 percent
ratio of women in order to obtain_Federalsantracts.

In 1979, women constituted I.!) percent_ of .all_registered apprentices in
Today that figure is 4 percentnot a great statistic,_but_an_improvement _neverthe-
less. and one which indicates that now is certainly not the time to cut hack' on
affirmative action requirements.

We have found time and again that the only effective prod to convincing Federal
contractors to employ and promote women is the existence of Executive Order
11246.

-. For these reasons, we oppose any relaxation, or abbreviation of the affirrnative
action requirements to which Federal, contractorsincluding construction contrac-
torsare subject under Executive Order 11240 as ;emended by the proposals of
December 30, 1980.

We oppirSe any change- in the sex discrimination provisions contained in the
proposed amendments-of December 30,, 1980, .particularly any weakening of Federal
contractors' responsibility for sexual- harassment in the- workplace. We-have found
sexual harassment to be an especial), prevalent and discouraging problem in the
trades. .

We especially oppose any suggestion-of abandoning back - pay -and other retrospec-
tive relief : - without .such sanctions, contractors have no incentive -whatsoever to
comply with affirmative action requirementS before they are "Caught.-"--

We oppose the five-year "exemption' of contractors that _have established-linkage
programs. Such linkages are no guarantee -of compliance -with Federal mandates. -In
lllinois:.for _example, _women constitute,-62- percent of eligible enrollees under- the
private sector initiativ_e_se.ction of the CETA program but only 46:7 percent of the
actual-enrollees in that. program.

The proposed changes in Executive Ord_er_11246 all constitute-a cutback in affirm-
:Riv action requirements. There are no additions_or_subStitutionsfor_exarriple; no
tax incentives is favorite concept of the. current administration/ to encourage com,
pliancy. it is, thus, difficult to believe that this Administration. is truly_concerned
about equal employment opportunity. For Federal contractors have not made .a
showing that there is need for less vigorous enforcement of equal opportunity
Mandates. than there was when gxecutive Order 11246 ,was first promulgated. To
the- contrary,- a look -at their employment statistics emphasizes the need to retain
and enforce the mandates of the order.

we would -like to-see the-order tightened, expanded, and enforced across
The_ hoard,- nut cut back. For -we believe that our Government ought' not to do
business with companies-that fail or refuse to live up to affirmative action goals,- .-

-goals which have been designed to provide equal oppOrtunity to those citizens to
whom .it has been denied in the past. .

,84-326.0 - 82 - 4
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APPENDIX

REPRESENATIVE ORGANIZATIONS OE THE ILLINOIS COALITION ON WOMEN'S
EMPLOYMENT,

American Indian Brotherhood:
Chi Cago Lawyers -Committee for Civil Rights Under Law.

. Chicago Women Carpenters.
Chinese-American Service League:'
Community Econciiiiic Development Association of Cook County.
Eighteenth Street Development corporation.
Filipino-American Voters Uague of Illinois.
Loop Center YWCA,
Midwest. Women's Center.
Minority Information Referral Center.
Mujeres Latinas en Action;
National Organization of Women; Metro-East Chapter.
Southern Christian Leado.8hip Conference, Chicago Metro Chapter.
Southwest.Women Working Together.

., Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you Miss W_ertz.
The next witnesses are Miss Day Piercy and Miss Nancy Kreiter;

both representing Women Employed; Inc.
M§. PfEam I am Day Piercy and I am going to present the

testimony. MiSS Kreiter is also here to respond to any specific
technical questions you may have.

Mr. HAwKINS. We are delighted to have both Of you; and we wish
to take this opportunity to 'express' the appreciation of the- subcom-
mittee for the wonderful cooperation we have received_ from the
organization which you represeht. We are lookihg.forward to your.
testimony. .

STATEMENT OF DAY _PIERCY, ON BEHALF OF -WOMEN EM-
PLOYED; ACCOMPANIED BY NANCY KREITERi RESEARCH DI=

RECTOR,
M§. PIEKM Thank ydii,: Mr. Hawkins:
Congressman Hawkins; Congressman Washington, we appreciate

the opportunity to appear before you today to talk about a subject
of grave concern to all of .us.

Women Employed is a national organization of working_women.
For the past 8 years we have been actively involved in programs to
improve enforcement of oval opportunity laws. Our eXperiences in
,helping thousands of working women Who have been the victims of
discrimination have demonstrated the need' for Federal efforts to
enforce equal opportunity laws.

The
_

Thdecade of the 1970's can_best. be characterizedas the decade
of access; when enforcemeht of equal opportunity laws resulted in
the opening of_previously closed ocCupatiOns to Women. However,
despite these 'breakthrough§_, women have made little progress
toward economic equality. Women currently earn only 59 cents for
every dollar men make. This wage gap is not being narrowed
because discrimination is deepl3%embedded not Only in individual
attitudes and practice§ but also in corporate policies.

Specifically, Woinen .coritinue to be denied access to higher
paying jobs. They continue to be denied equal pay for equal work.
And jobs traditionally held, by women continue to rate lower sala-
ries regardless of the skills required.. These patterns of discrimina-
tion ,demonstrate the need fdi strong and consistent enforcement of
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'Executive Order 112.16 if the barriers to equal employment oppor-
tunity, for women are to be removed.

Because enforcement, orthe Executive order has resulted in sanc-
tions, including back pay awards and debarments, employers have
begun to complain loudly and_. angrily that the affirmative action
requirements spelled out in the regulations are burdensome and
counterproductive:However, history has shown, and the experience
of women and minorities confirms unequivocally, that nothing less
than concrete programs with goals and timetables can overcome
years of discrimination and exclusion.

Prior to establishment of the_ present_ Federal contract compli-
ance program with Executive Order 11246 in 1964, a_ number of
Executive orders going back_as far as 1941 _were issued to encour-
age Federal contractors to hire more minorities through voluntary
plans for progress. But after a number of years of such plans for
progress, it became clear that voluntary compliance without sanc-
tions for noncompliance was a total _failure._ Virtually no real
change had been made in hiring practices of Federal. contractors;
This failure provided the backdrop for a natural_ evolution to the
'present system in which sanctions are available for those contrac-
tors that fail, after repeated eflorts at conciliation; to take steps to
comply with'their contractual obligations to provide equal .opportu-
nity.

In fact: in fiscal year 1980, over 4,000 persons were awarded
nearly $9.3 million in back pay through increased conciliation
agreements and use of sanctions. This is more than the total back
pay awarded in the 2 years preceding consolidation of the program
which was accomplished in 1978. Since 1965, 27 Federal contractors
have been debarred. from doing business with the Government.
Over half of those debarments occurred in the past 3 years.

Of particular importance is the investigation of affected classes
of_ women and minorities_ who suffer from the effects of past dis-
criminatory treatment. Essentially, affected class analysis is the
key to attacking systemic discrimination by Federal contractors. In
fiscal year 1980, 391 affected class cases were being handled, almost
all of which were initiated after consolidation. It is clear to us that
we began fiscal year 1981 with an OFCCP enforcement apparatus
finally capable.- of impacting on the discrimination and giving
meaning to the Executive ord

Indeed; the Executive _order program is premised on the Govern-
ment's constitutional obligation to insure. that Federal moneys are
not used to discriminate. Any effective enforcement ofthiS obliga
tion can -not rely on voluntarism only. There must be measurable
standards to evaluate the good faith of contractors' efTorts, and
meaningful sanctions for noncompliance.

Further, an effective enforcement framework- is necessary re-
gardless of the resource levels allocated; so that all contractors will
have an incentive to comply: voluntarily. While the OFCCP is not
able to review the compliance of all contractors and subcontractors;
those that cannot be reviewed should not be freed of their contrac-
tual obligations. No one would suggest that crimes should only be
illegal for those who are caught.

Another element _necessary to effective Executive order 'enforce-
ment is the authority of the Department of Labor to require'com-
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plizince.,,The threzit of debrirmei and the requirement -that con-/

tractorS remedy discrimination b fore being deemed to be in corn-
pEanCe have:proven to be by far the most effective means- at the
OFCOP's disposal to achieve thp goal§ of the program. Neither of
the toolsShould be removed if the Executive order is to continue
to have a/meaningful effect on- contractors'_ employment policies.

A final/factor that must be incorporated into the OFCCP enforce-
ment prAgrarn is compliance with the Department's court-imposed
obligations. A number of challenges to past lax or nonexistent
OFCCP enfOrcement have -been sustained or Settled; the resulting
court orders binding the OFCCP cannot be ignored.

The proposed new regulations currently under consideration- by
the Department of Labor ate a systematic effort to eliminate all of
these critical elements in the enforcement apparatus. These are
not proposals to eliminate so called paperwork burdens; :to- stream-
line regulations, or to prevent, abuse of agency discretion. These are
proposals designed to eliminate equal opportunity requirements.

fThe rights o victims of discrimination are being trampled trpon in
zi stampede to deregulate America's buSinesses. The effect will be
to slam the door on opportunity at the very moment in history
When women and minorities at long last haVe pried it open:

To preserve the basic principle of equal opportunitY for all citi-
zens, Executive Order 11246 must be retained. Goals and timeta-
bles in affirmative action plans to measure compliance must be
retained. Current coverage of contractors_ must be retained: Contin-
ued authorization of the debarment sanctions; back pay, and other
retrospective /relief requirements must be retained. Compliance

/with outstanding court orders governing OFCCP's enforcement el:
fortsenust be carried out.

Since 1978 Women Employed has been involved in a major,
precedent- setting case which demonstrates the _necessity for these
requirernents. In January 1981, Administrative Law Judge Rhea
M. BifrroW recommended that Harris Trust & SaVings Bank, Chica-
go's 'third largest bank, pay_ $12.2 million to 1,8GO women and
minority- employees who are the victims of discriminatory hiring,
paY, and_promotion practices. The_case dates back to 1974 when
/Women Employed first filed -a complaint with the U.S. Treasury
Department; charging that Harris Bank's employment practices
violated Eirecutive Order 11246. This case has been watched closely
because it is the first time in which the Federal Government has
sought to withdraw deposits from a bank becauseof discrimination,
and the first time the Government has sought back wages for an
affected claSS of bank employees through administrative sanctions.

Harris Bank has appealed to Secretary of Labor Raymond Dono-
van in an attempt to overturn the administrative -law judge's deci-
sion. In addition, the AmericanBankers Association has filed an
amicus brief asking the Secretary of Lhbor to delay a decision-in
the case until the current discussions about_regulations under Ex-
ecutive Order 11246 have been completed. The _Harris Bank case
graphically demonstrates the_Serious economic effects of discrimi-
nation and_the need for Government efforth to insure equal- oppor-
tunity for all in the job market. Without enforcement of Govern-
ment regulations requiring equal opportunity in hiring, training;
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and promotions, women and minorities will continue to Stiffer dis-crimination.
Today, 8.5 million women work to maintain their faitilies.

Among these are 2 million women whOSe hiiSbands are absent; 2:3million women who are Widowed, and _4 million women Who aredivorced, In addition, 11 million single American - women are working to, maintain themselveS. Almost 13 million married womenwith -children are working: Forty percent of black hthiSeholds arefemale-headed; dependent solely or primarily on the woman's liveli-hood.
oAll fof these women's earnings are crucial to the well-being and

economic -14-ability of their families: These -women need and areentitled to equal opportunity. Women have the right to expect thatemployers who do biiSiiiesS with the Federal Government will berequired to provide equal opportunity for all einployees. Unfortu-nately; the reality is that many employers will not practice equal
opportunity voluntarily: The continuing pervasiveness of discrimi-nation is a sad testament to that fact. This Nation's commitment to
egonomic_equality is given meaning -by Executive_ Order 11246, andthe enforcement apparatus of the OFCCP. The continued existenceof those regulations combined with vigorous etiforceinent effortsare critically needed now to maintain that Commitment:Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for this opportunity totestify. .

I would like tb.subbiit for the record three additional dotiiments.First is a more detail position paper _on the proposed regulations;
second, a paper entitled_ "Combatting Sex Discrimination: TheNeed for Contract Compliance RequirenieritS"; and third, our 1980report assessing the progress in enforcement of both the -OFCCPand the EEOC.

Mr: HAWKINS. Without objectibii, those three documents will beincluded in the record along with_ the testimony of the Witness.
[The material submitted by Day Piercy follows:]

POSITION PAPER ON POSSIBLE CHANGES TO THE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REGULATIONS
FOR GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS

Submitted by Women Iymployed and the Women's Legal DefenSe Rind On behalf

ACLU Women's Right Project. American Coalition of Citizens With Disabilities.Coal Employ-ment Project.
COBIlLioll of Labar Union Women.
East Tennessee Coalmining Women's Support-Team.
Employment Law Center, San Francisco Legal Aid Society.
Eqbal Rights Advocates, Inc.-
Feder itiort of Organizations for Professional Women.
League of Women N/Wers of the United States.
Legal Aid Society of Xameda Cdunty.
Mexican American Legal Defense and Ethicational Fund.National Bar Associatiorn.
NatiOnal Conference of Puerto RiCOO-Weitien, Inc.
National Con_gressof Neighborhood Women.
National Employmen_t_Law Project:

ational Federation. of Business and ProfessioriNB Clubs, Inc.
National Women's Political _Caucus;
Non:traditional Job Opportunities. -_- _

Ptierto Rican Legal Defense and. Education Fund, Inc:
Worii-eii for-Racial and Economic Equality.

inBlue Collar Jobs.
Weineh's Equity Action League.
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tVorking %Vann:ifs Institute.

INTRODUCTION

In early May, 1981, SecretarY of Labor Rayinohd Donovan and Solicitor of Labor
Tim Ryan met with representatives of constituency groups trepresenting diverse

civil rights interests, including blacks, Hispanics; women, disabled people, veterans;

and other ininoritie:U, as well as with representatives of business and trade unions
to set out the contours of revisions Abe_ Department of' Labor contemplates._to_the
ri.bgultitions- governing enforcement by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance

Programs ("OFCCP"I of Executive Order 11246, as amended.' This Position-Paper

.
reflects the views of its signatories about the plans, or "tenative decisions," as they
were reveal-kJ at a meeting on May 12, 19131.1

Each of the groups that signs on to thiS Paper rePresents the- concerns of a
constituents, that the contract compliance program is designed_ to serve. These

organizations share a common belief that a federal contract _compliance program
that requires that _contractors commit to riendiscrimination_and affirmative action

as a. condition _of doing business with the Government i.s_an essential tool in the
national effort to provide true equal employment opportunity for members of groups
to whom it has been denied- in the past because_of their race, national-origin,
religion; or sex. Indeed, the EXectitiVe Order program_ is premised on the Govern-
ment's constitutional obligation to ensure _that federal monies are not used to
discriminate. Thus, we are United in opposing any weakening in the enfor:',.meiit of

this obligation. . -
Any effective enforcement of this obligation cannot rely on- voluntarism only;

.there musthi MenStirable,standards to evaluate the-"good .faith of contractors
efforts, and meaningful sanctions-for non-compliance. Further, an effecti'ce enforce-
ment framework iS necessary regardless of the resource levels allocated; se that all
contractors Will have an incentive to comply voluntarily. While the OFCCP is not

able to revieW the compliance of all_ contractors and subcontractors,__those that
cannot be reviewed 'should not be freed of their contractual obligations. No one
would suggest that crimes should only be- illegal- for -those who are__ca_ught.

A third element necessary to effective Executive Order enforcement is the author-
ity of the,Department of Labor to require compliance. The threat,ofdebarment and

the requirement that contractors remedy existing discrimination -before being
deemed to be in compliance have proven to be by far -the two most effective means

at the Department's disposal to--ethieVe the goals of the program. Neither of these

tools Should be removed if the EXecittiVe Order is to continue to have,a meaningful

effect on contractors' employment
A fitud factor that must be incorporated intothe OFCCP enforcement program is

compliance with the Department's tourt-impOsed obligations. A number of chal-

lenges to past lax or non = existent OFCCP__enforcement have been sustained or
settled:" the resulting court orders bindingthe OFCCP cannot be ignored.

_ hus. we all agree that the renewing elements are crucial to an effective enforce.

went program: retention of EXecutive Order 11246, as amended; retention of goals
and timetables in affirmative action plans to measure compliance; no decreased

coverage of contractors; continued auihorization of the debarment sanctionand of
back7pay and other retrospective relief requirements; compliance with outstanding

court orders governing OFCCP's_ enforcement efforts.
in addition. we believe that such "buzz " _words and-phrases as ."paperwork bur-

dens." "over regulation:" and "abuse of discretion," though they may_tLe__ valid in

some contexts, are being used in bad faith, to cloak opposition to equal- employment
opportunity for women and minorities. Revisions to make compliance easier for

contractors are one thing; but the bottom line is that in the_process, meaningful

enforcement for the victims of discrimination Must not be overlooked.

These_regulations are presently codified tit 4I -C.F .R. "Part 00. Proposed changes to theSe

regulations were prm, iously published: F.R.17006 (Dec. 28, 1979( and 45 F.K. 11850 treb..22;

18810, kind firutlized. 15 Fut._ mum (Dec. I980), with an effective date of January 29. 1981;

however, on 'him-wry 28, 1981, the effective date was stayed_ (46 _RR. 9084, republished Jan. 30,

IL8l; -I' F.R. 997,01 pending further review of the_regulatIons_hy the Reagan administratiOn. We

unclerstlind that the Department -of_Labor's present efforts are part of that review.
= Sveriil reports Of_the.Department' plans have been reporled_in the press. See, e.tt.,-Legal

T.mes 4;_19ti1r, Will Street Journal INI4 1:3,_If)81i WaAingtonPost (May 1(t 1981). TO the

extent that these reports provided kirther or differing, information about the Department of
Labor's plans, we nhlo iitterript to respond to that information in.this paper.

" For eximtple; Womea's Equity Artion-leagne Corn:4nm ID.D.G.i; Legal Aid

Sort, iv Alameda Cinnar-t"LA.S'AC"J V. grCiirtiatt 2_1 FEP Cases t;05 19th Cir. inn; Adioeedei;

fin- Women v. Marshall. CiV. fiction Ng. 70-0802 (D.D.C.); Women Working in Construction v.

Murshidl: Civ. lcfiiin Na. 70-527 ID.D.C.t.

54
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Before turning to the spt.cific regulatory changes-under consideration, we would
like_ to comment _about the process_ being employed to revise them. First, we are
concerned at the haste with which the revisions are being undertaken and, while we
appreciate the present_ opportunity to make our position known, at the general lock.
or input_ from affected groups. The regulations issued in final _form in December,
19sti. were not "midnight" regulations; but ratherwere_the product.olati extensive
process. Four years ago; after years of criticism from client groups._ contractors,. and
Congressional committees, OFCCP pledged to undertake regulatory reform in_order
to standardize, streamline, and strengthen the Executive Order program. The De-
cember, 1979, proposal came after an extended process of consultation with repre-
sentatives-of protected classes, federal agencies with EEO responsibility, andcon-
tractor:, When finalized, the regulations reflected the_process the OFCCP undertook
to develop them. The extensive consultation process served a vital role in relining
the_ proposals, ensuring -that the perspective of-those affected most- was included,-
and in a few_areas, in developing a consensus for certain changes. Now, however,.
the process of review -and revision appears to have gone underground-. Consultation
has been limited, at least for -civil rights and women's-groups, to a- single-meeting.
No written draft or proposed changes - has been _provided. Thus the OMB review
process_ will be set in motion, and options will be _hardened into final proposals,
without- providing the constituency groups an opportunity to- respond -in any mean-
ingful way. It is extremely troubling that the present regulatory reform initative
does not involve a more (wen_ process.

Second, the fact that the Reagan administration took special action -to delay final
promulgation of these regulations can only be interpreted_as a_retrenchment in civil
rights policy. Indeed, the whole thrust of this review- has been to alleviate the
complaints of contractors. Victims of discrimination are being largely ignored. We
fear that the Contractors' complaints are a result of the fact that the Executive
Order grogram that the Reagan administration has inherited has finally put strong
entbrcement mechanisms in place. Changes to the program are now being rushed
through-in response to-such complaints. Yet we do not believe that such complaints
are all due to duplicative,. inconsistent, or burdensome requirements, as those who
are most _vocal_ in- the attack claim, but rather to the program's newly-achieved
potential for effectiveness.

Third, it is inexplicable and unacceptable that the -Department of Labor would
undertake such a major regulatory review- and decision-making process -prior to the
appointment_ of A Director for the OFCCP. Such a step reflects the hick of careful
deliberation that ikessential to good rule-making. -

Finally; we object to the process.dsed .here by_ which we are forced _to comment on
"tentative decisions without beingprovidedwith specific_ language. For the Depart-
ment to have requested our input without giving us the means to make -that input
meaningful is, to say the least; disingenuous. Since they were prepared without
seeing drill regulations, wee reserve the right to change or expand upon our re-
sponse.

We now respond more specifically to aspects of the changes that we understand
the Department to he contemplating.

TORESII01.1)S FOR COVERAGE FOR NONCONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS

increase in cutqr -threshold for enntructons required. to prepare written °firma-
tire action plans.

The -Department of Labor plans to- raise the threshold levels._ tin nitrober_al
employees and dollar amount, above which contractors are required to prepareand
implement writu.n affirmative -action plans ("AAP's). The present regulations
impose this requirement on contractors who have 50 or more employees and a
contract-of $50,000 or more, C.F.R.150-1,10; the Department is considering raising
the levels to 100-250 employees-and $250,00-$1,000,000 in contracts. According to
the Depart mene-s own initial estimates-, fixing the thresholds at 100 employees and .

million-Aould-reduce the number of companies subject to the AAP requirement
from 17,000 to .1,21)0,1

We oppose _any reduction in The _universe of contractors subject to -the AAP
requirement: This requirement provides _perhaps the most importanttool for ensur-
ing equal_ employment opportunity in the entire arsenal of enforcement mecha
nisms. Only when employer.; undertake self-analysis of their workforces and develop

'The number of .--mloyees working at such contractors would be reduced from 27 million to
20 million.

Also according to-these estimates. with the threshold set at-1011 employees'n $500,000 contract,
I, 111)11 COI I _en_tployees_vvOnlki_be__60.vecud_ALIOn employees but a $250,000
contract. ,2011 companies with 25 million employees would be covered.
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steps to correct utideclitliezmMil Will Significant progrestibe made toward ftill-Seille

integration of women and itlitiiiitieS into the jobs_ from which they have been

historicitlly_harred.' The pun of the ledertli COIltr:Act compliance progratil is to
,rchiete_thif pmgress by requiring Snell Self-tinalysistind affirmative planning 61 till
,..iimpanies that have tiny Signifietilit Contr.:lets_ with the federal government. 'rho
right of the tiovertiment tii impos this requiremeot as a condition of &int.; baldness

with a 11;is been upheld Ity (t-tit:illy every court,that has been Iliced with the issue
Indeed. this right is pre iiiised not only upon statutory and executive iiittliority but

ast' U15111 the GOV tb t COnstitutional obligation---since public Raids may not

;till Lubin:illy lie tiSed emplo,:tnent discrimination.- 7 'There is there-

tor(' Ito justification for exempting file v&ISt 1111tjority-75 percentAlf federal cow

trtwtors tintisitbeotartiCtitiii from the AAP requirement. --If the OFC(..71' is unable, to

review all 17,000 prt/sently subject to the AAP requirenient," the answer

is not to relieve large numbers of contractors from their responsibility,-- hut molter to
tidbit, the model ill Other law enforcement agencies such as the IRS and to establish
clear guidelines for all contractors to follow, demand voluntary compliance. and

audit that complimiee on a sample basis.
Indeed, it appears that the most severe optionthat is raising_ the minimum

doll:1r limit to $1 millionwill be chosen. I.:ven accepting the 1)epartment of Ltibor's

analysts and rationale for the threshold increases, it cannot be necessary_ to exempt

-iat least I a full _7i percent of till companies. presently subject_ to the AAP require-
ment, reducing the number. of employees covered by one quarter; to accomplish the

stated goal
A further taohletti with the priiiiiii.ied-increilse in. threholds is the lack for in

depth ainilysis of its effect on emplOyinnt opportunities specifically for women and

minorities and ultimately. on the -reciAtiomy and societyos to whole. Even if it is true
tlitit the proposal would substimtitilly reduce paperwork in terms of AAP prepara-
tion. its (O'er vrribtsfor example. on unemployment in depressed inner-city areas.

iiii t he_ tittfither of emplityrnetit
diSei-iiiiination_compliiints and the cost of defending

against them, on the iiidllictrit-t affected by the changes" have been

ignored.
/1. Eh/Ono/on. of the riiiirept iii:grep,ation of contracts to reach the threnhald

The Dtpartnint of Labor apparently plains -to eliminate the requirement that, if
company hits more than one contract, its d011ar amount Ifor_thQ purpose of ascer:

tattling Whether At is over' the threshold level) must be Inc total; aggregateri amount

of all tit as contracts.'" This is unacceptable. especially lig_ht of the decreased

covertio. proposals. The two proposalS' combined effect is that a company that had

St.( the discussion of tad timetiinles Work to-eliminate employtiferit discrimination

in 1.c1:01 .4iit ofitiontecht tv Y. Brennan. 21 FE!' 1105:,_ti20721_19th Cir. 19791: "[Gloats

and timetables represent the contractor's own judgment_as to the percentage of-females and

mitioritt members that would be hiniid in his work force if all available qualilled __persons

applied fur eiapliicliltlit ititiLif till selection processcbs operated in a_conipletely nondiscrimina-
tory manner. _Given this premise it is entirely -reasonable to assume that_a_contractor who finds

iLlower percentage of women or minority inembersin ptirticular job category in -his work force

may well be able -to clime the _deficiency _simply by removi-ng obstacles th fair and ,equal

etnpf Shit Ill :- A.A. would add that it is the creation of specific numerical goals that provich:s

the iieent ive for such a contractor to diseren and theft remove the obstacles.
^See ('ontractors- Assn, of -E-arerii l'efois_viuala v. Secretary of Labor 442_1.7: 2d 110 43d Cir.),

vert ilertical, fat (Ls: s.54_1197)1: Former v. Phi/m/e/phio Rice 3 tad Cir. 191141;

Forkas - 71!:_raS 1nS fru rrif,rits. inc., 37,, I' :2d -t129 trith cert_cle_nied. 3/49 U.S.-977 (19117):

!'rate,/ Stott,. v. Neu. °demo, Serriee--fiic.;_ 554 2c1 459-405-404 (rah Cir.-19'77h vacated

on other grounds. 130 21 _F1-1' :ft Jill/ _a llith Cir. 19791. cr. chryskr Carp._ Brm 41 U.S.

2s1 II1791 limadidating ()FCC!' disclosurc-regulationsr 111rtv Mutitatiltis, Co. v. r.-iedrnan, 24

PEP_ Illis ,ltli (jr 19511 :invalidating OFCCI" Subcrintritor regulations that cover insurance

companies providing workers' coraper4alion policies to government contractors).
Castillo v. 14 FRI' 1211. 1250 N.D. cat. 19139.-The constialtionalMcsisof the Execu-

tive 4/riler _timer gm is discussed more fully- in a Pits; ion _Paper prepared -by the Women's Rights

l'hiject the Center for-Law and Sikaill Policy. We endorse the arguments made thOriiiii and
incorporate them in this Ptiper_its welt_

Th iS the only rationale given for the wholesale exemption of contractors effected by the

1:iroposed raising of the thresholds. .

We believe that heciluS if their nature and structure, some industries,-Aieh _agitif.. _trucking

industry. would he Maoist completely excluded from- the AM' requirement under the proposal.

We.ar also_ ols;erned that sumo industries in which there are_ newly-created jab opportuniteS:.

such 'as &Oa processinit, may he
ailir:ietCii;kaby_/;rnall_lless than 100-employee) firms and_stnall

Iles, than ::41 mifGiitii einitialets, A more than cursory .m1:fly/as of the_effeet.of the proposed
threShold change by industry must be conducted befbre revised regulations arg published for

etimmnt.
."his requirement would he imposed under the regulations as promulgated on December 30,

. 19511

. 56
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1,0-01) -employees and a dozen federal contracts of $9!)9,999 each would not be _re-
qutred to prepare -an AA1'. This is an enormous loophole of which contractors can
much too easily take advantage.
-- Again, a naijor weakness in the proposal is the lack of careful analysis of its
impact on any aspect- of employment opportunities or the economy. Nor has any
analysis been undertaken-of the relationship-of the nonaggregation proposal to the
raising of the thresholds. To our knowledge this question has not even been consid
eft&

PA WOK K AND REPORTING

A. Eh/Mina/On (if the AAP sunum)y
Present regulations " require _c_ontractors' subject_ to the AAP requirement to

submit annual AAP summaries. The Department of Labor is considering the elimi-
nation of this requirement._ and possibly; relying instead on _theinformation pro-
vided in EEO-1 -reports to assess contractors' progress under their AAP's. We
strongly oppose ).1st course of action. , .

Under prose' procedures, no systematic review of contractors' affirmative. action
plans is made. There is no established mechanism for insuring that a contractor's
.performance under its affirmative action plan will even be reviewed by the OFCCP.
In fact, many contractors never file acceptable affirmative action plans at all. The
requirement of annual submissions does not alone guarantee review of affirmative
action programs, but it does impose on contractors a regular 'assessment of their
affirmative action performance, -and serves as an additional incentive to comply
with- affirmative action standards. The informationprovided on EEO-1 forms is
woefully inadequate to any -useful assessment of a contractor's success at fulfilling
its EEC) obligations. Essentially, effective evaluation of a contractor's compliance
status _is impossible under present reporting requirements. The AAP summary is a
necessity. . ..

Intleed_we do not see bow the federal contract -compliance program- can be
intelligently run without the -AAP summary. mechanism. If implemented, it would
require federal contractors, for the first time, to-report the level of their goals,
hiring rates, under-utilizations, applicant flow_and'_other-data necessaryto-deter-
mine compliance_ with Revised Order No. -1. Without this information, OFCCP does
not even know whether the large percentage of federal contractors which-it does not
review_have affirmative action programs, let alone adequate goals and hiring rates.
Submission of this information to DOL Will also induce - federal contractors to adopt
appropriate_programs; _goals __and_ hiring rates without placing a- -heavy resource
burden upon OFCCP as necessitated by compliance reviews. Finally, the informa-
tion_ may _be fed into__OFCCR's computerized system to enable greatly improved.
target selection and mo_nitoring.__Un_denthe present_informatonal System, OFCCP
cannot effectively allocate its very limited_resours:es__to_thase reviews that will have
the greatest impact upon employment of protected groups.

. Some federal contractors' opposition to these reports is without marit_an_d_short-
sighted. First, the AAP summary requirement will benefit those contractors who
are now subjected to poorly selected revicvs and who would not be reviewed if
OFCCP could obtain the requisite data prior to targeting reviews. Second, it does
not impose a new data collection requirement: there is already an- OFCCP regula-
tion which requires federal contractors to evaluate and update their AAP's annual-

'thus, contractors, already have the burden of obtaining such information. The
only.added element is that -federal contractors now must submit the information to .

DO-L. That requirement is hardly a burden; although' it may be so viewed by those
seeking -to -hide their noncompliance. Third, the AAP- summary is not duplicative
since__OFCCP regimes no such reports now. -The- EEO -1 information required by.
EF.00 simply -does not cover data such-as goals, hiring rates-,-and under-utilizatir (.

Thus, the AAP_ summary ts_the backlitine of any--streamlined enforcement- pro-
gram. Its use could substantially reduce paperwork _far contractors while supplying
both contractors and the OFCCP with the specific information necessary to assess
the _SUCCE.S8 0 f_compliance efforts.

. Moreover; the AAP summary provision was-promulgated as -the result of several
court actions and decrees:_ Lep,a.1 Aid _Society alittunzedu County _v. _Brennan, _381;_F:
Sapp. 125.: 8 FEP 178 (N.D. Cal. 197.1). aftd. 21 FEP Cases 605 (9th Cir. 1979); the
WEAL. Order; supra.

41 CF'R 4;0-2.14. This section of the regulations is pres_e_ntly to effect, haviritt_been published
in final form on December 28, 1971/ 144 FR 770001...liowever, because a form for the summary
has never-been adopted, the provision has not been implemented.

.241 CFR

t.
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ltiwase of Threslo;Ids licquireil riaitractom to Submit EEO - -1 Forms

Deptirtnumt or. Labor _is considering raising the c-ut-off.threshold for the
requirenteitt. or rilifig EFD-1_ lbrms to those contractors with WO or more .employ_

c.c.s." Again, to our knowledge no impact analysis has-been performed to assess the

efli.ct Of this change. We note that submission dila EEO-1 form imposes a minimal
reciiiikeepnat and reporting burden, since the information required is so general

that keep these statistics as a matter of routine.

(*. Mlowatwe o/ rotatitattig several company fin:tithes into one AAP

The Department of Labor apparently plaits to allow contractors with more thhh

arse establishment to contiolichitt this AAP's for several_small estitblishmeritS

ant egitrilli.4s of geogrziphicill area." Our position is that combining should ofily be

allowed - far- small establishments that iite geographically proximate and in the -siihie

chzkin of command within the eihnhatly: Moreov.er, if combining is perntitted, the
consolaltited AAP must show data; under7utilizittion analysis; find goals

tioletablus for each estahliShment. It_is n_ec_essa_ry thnt this anttlysiS be done by
establishment because the in-/ail-ability determination is sensitive to extremely local

variat
'reo lion of short-MI.1n AA eompanies,

In addition to raising the_ thtesholds substantially and eliminating aggregation,
the DePtirtment is considering_ adopting a "two- tier" approach to the requirement of
preparing written AAP's. A short-form AAP would be required of contractors in the

tier, tentatively decided to be those with 100 or more but fewer than 250
of course, a contract of at leaSt the threshold dollar amount). The

sl form would be_based not on job groups, is ih present AAP requirements, but

list -II O 1 job eitte_gories.
wink, act di) not oppose attempts to 'create a standardized.; shortened, easier AAP,

strongly oppose tin proposed nietitiS of athieing it. Alost_important, as noted

ihcst EE0-1 farm dank is next to useleSS for evaluating_an employer's work force;,'

Indeed: Ibr yearsnonstituency groupg hitY0 been urging the EEOC to revise tIOSe

foi:itis to require more specific datti. If the EEO-I data is too broad to be ad',..qatite

fin I:F;OL's statistical and tiirget-iiig purposes ;_bow much more inadequate it- is

in the ;JIIirmative action context! The kind of data__to be provided in an AAP
suninwryestablishud goals and tihietables and present utilizationwould be much
more useful'''.

F'urtnerinore, the full impatt_tirialysiS necessary to conservative- rule-making is

again lacking lot this proposal. The most glaring exitrople is the lack of siphisticat-
ed of the effect of the definition of "small" companies as those with under
1rio erilployces.". A large nunther of the new jobs created each year emanate from

the small lousiness sector ih fact it has been estimated by the-CongreSSional .comr
inittees with jurisdiction over small business that if every small business hired one

more person. it would virtually eliminate unemployment in this Chutney: Further,

mall businesses Often supply the training ground for new entrants; into a:field. as
si.iinten and minorities are likely ti, be: from that stepping-stone they can grow_ into

higher -lii I managerial: technical, or professional positions in larger contractors,

liiveii thii4 reality: the potential impact of lessening the affirmative action obliga-
tion.. el ehihrhiler, iii the 101)-2:',0 employee range is very grave:

" 1'iosimt Field ti onsrequiro corn nwtor, tilt In or mart. etnplove_es ;knit tt contract of-:i;:i1-1,0011

rtn.re /1110t nil Ef.:0- IPmh ilontially. The Ileinber r(wo)ations would Mice

'net :/fined those levels and proviilid 104 :_101 ;0ccurnulat ion factor -Mr -the dollar ariiiiiint
require It separate plan I'm. each- establishment. The_Doccuther ant. 19s0.

reMitit ions ssould have permitted -the-
-smallestah/ishrocuts in the S:11111- SM'AA far

l' ;r. -lung as the 0,t5blishitionts were in the same "chain or vommaiiir the

,,1111,111, - .

1(1 2/:,. :ill lief W.11 ..1/11leth, -County_ s. 7iiinnon. supra. Inc appeals court affirrned

on wo ol t he 01I,t rict coo rt order hat _t o determine availtibility. contractor' must adoPt the

I.Mor area .10 -III r 110,, 11111' 01,11(..A,,. SNISA ('aunty, (Ito that has Nu. lila/M.:A_ ininority

poptilat 'Mile,. Ilion is It scrittn justification for i.ohoostng another labor ;treat. 21 PEI' Cases

,it
The 1 :Ei1 I form, tiler- Iv 4,1; eitiployers to roport 0.0s the number of by

in 1,1, I 111114'

Je9
tr! br radlc drawn uo ,0 4,0

n f helms ve might mot liPi06,e_li_inodific;tt ion 0.11 tho standard AAP that

Jab group. ca.ior r.. ;Isefrtain --that is. by simpIv keying job groups to the_ company's

....Mo.% structure ur that starnlino, mhor itspocts for smaller contractors ,dpnding on the

m;:ns. such cunt r:Ictor.: irie the_re7.!_no thoy_prcdorninate in- certain inidast

or in ,:ertani 01. !IOW Many WOIlltII and minorities would he nllted by the

new reLndation.'
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lIpthitinh (1,111 thiratom AAPV creation of u.fire.year exemption from comPli-
once minors rertuin con truchws

The Department contemplates adding a five-year exemption from compliance
- reviews For those contractors which have acceptable_AAP's and/or have completed a

compliance review and been found to be in ,campliance;_und_have agreed to link
their recruitment and training with programs in the Employment Training Admin-
istration (ETA) of the Department of Labor :'"

We oppose such an attempt to exempt contractors from on -going compliance
reviews for so long a period of time and under such conditions. In the first place;
live years is--an extremely long time period in our last-paced, constantly-changing;
technologically-based economy. An -AAP that is acceptable for a company in 1981
may well he completely irrelevant for that cumpany's work force. in 1986." Second,
the enforcement of conciliation or settlement agreements negotiated during a com-
pliance review is often a difficult process requiring on-going monitoring; but the
Department!s_5-Year exemption proposal. makes no provision for it. Third, the 5-year
exemption dodos -usual _procurement practices in which ongoing review of compli-
ance with the contract_terms is_ a_ matter of- course. Virtually all contract's involve
performance of tasks to meet specified standards over the duration uf the_ contract;
there is no reason why the same shouldnot be_true of contractual- affirmative action
obligations. Fourth, there is no guarantee that _the_ linkages with ETA will create .

any specific employment opportunities for women and minorities: to the contrary,
Er:\

in
themselves are-not necessarily nondiscriminatory Ear _may _operate_ to

lock in the effects of past discrimination. Lastly, there is no need lacreate a rigid 5,
year exemption to ensure that contractors who are generally in compliance are not
subject _to unnecessary and repetitive -ompliance reviews. That objective can be
accomplished simply by rational schedulitg of compliance reviews.

In any-vent it-appears that the 5-year-exemption proposal is in need of substan-
tial (-I:trifle:it r\ mechanisni-fbr-triggering a compliance review during the 5-year
exemption pttriod must be provided when a complaint of noncompliance is received;
when the contractor's reports or other information indicates that compliance may
be slipping: or when a major change in a contractor's employment circumstances
occurs such as -award or a large:contract. sudden growth. or changes-in -establish-
ment locationi.. Further. the data that contractor- would have to provide during the

-year.i.xemption_ period must be _specified; at a nummum, the-progress information
provided in the ,AAP summary should be required, so that information-about com-
pliance in terms of promotion and pay - practices, and not -just to terms of-hiring and
training tale natural _result of the ETA linkage) would be availhble.- Finally, the
terms of the ETA linkage aspects of the exemption .must be specified much more
precisely.

AND (70,41.1JAN:e: ItEVIEWS

.4._12/inunation ofproomard redoes
The Depirtmnt iipparently pliins to propose to eliminate the use of reviews prior

faille award_ (i1 contracts; l'or contracts of more than $20 million and creating 500-
1,90o new jobs. it would subStitute a procedure whereby affirmative Eiction stand-
ards_ or other employer programs_ to ensure that -women and minorities -receive
eniploymelit opportunities under the .contract. would be negotiated 'before the con-
tract woulE1 be awardd.''i .

_ _e are completely (amused to any move to eliminate or reduce the applicability of
the preaward_ program. The Government's_ cibligation under the Constitution and
EXectitiw _Order 112:16. as amended. is to ref-rain from awarding contracts to compa.
nies that discriminate. A serious ,prog,ram to achieve' equid employment opportunity
thrliugh federal contract _compliance must, at a minimum, attempt to ensure that as
many prospective cunt ractors its possible are. in compliance as a condition or award-
ing contracts. No program that does not enforce that requirenient can he seriously
committed to EEO. The preawiird review is the only tool available to accomplish
t his, :aid cannot be abandoned consistent with the Government's obligations.22

.'the oral presentation-we received was insufficient for us to determine the exact contours of
thi,ese:liption Linder consideration. -

we note with - dismay the lack of an analysis of the impact on employment opportuni-
ties for ininorit: s and %%Innen for this proposal.

'The ,,urt of the -programstraining? goals and timetables'' as will as the proce-
dure._hy_which the negotiation would occur. are not clear from the information we have
prrsentIV.

Furth.,rmore. elimination of the pre regard review for educittional institutions violates the
WEAL Order.. Thus, :it least for _prospective-gun-tractors that are educational institutions. the
preaward requirements prescriheci in the WEAL Order must he preserved. on pain Or contempt.

5,9
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__It appears that the iiiily ellbrt_the_Department plans to make h.. f.t.o.: regard is to

provide for negotiations regarding__new job opportunities. While that new
job opportnaitieS go to' women_ and minorities 4ithiiiit :..-__and that

barriers to-that result are removed_ is important, hiring is not the_o_thy emus of the

Executive oedo-:.contract2aw_a_rds to contractors that maintain dis_c_riminatory prac-
tices in pay, promotions and _treatment of existing employees arm- prohibited as well

indeed, practices that lock women and minorities into the_lavv7paying jobs in a
company account _in_:_great measure for these groups' tower economic status (com-

pared to white males). The Departmerit'S proposal ignores this entire aspect of

discrimination. .

conciliation
--

B. &Mom! of OFCCP's authority to find noncompliance when a conciliation agree-
inadi mate

Under the pre:40A regulations;_ when a conciliation agreement is reached, -the
OFCCP reserves the right to_make_determinations of riontompliance_if_it_later_ finds

that the commitments_ in.tbeagreement, were not sufficient to achievetompliance.
Sec. ti0:;1.20(-b). The Department plans to remove this reserve of_authority. This
would in effect guarantee_ a contractor that once it entered into -a_ conciliation

agreement it _would be immune_from inquiry into its eniployment_practices, regard-

less of the adequacy_ of the terms of that .agreetitetit While inadecamte_compliance
agreements should not as a rule be entered into, it is possible that a contractor's
changed circumstances. a later discovery of information_ withheld during the.compli-

:ince process. or_other intervening factors might render the terms of a particular
agreement _insufficient to achieve'-compliatice: For _the_Department_to.give- up its
discretion to _find nonCornphance in such circumstances betrays a serious lack of

coniiiiitment to effective enforcement.
C.Ornission of standards for AA.11 .

The Departinefit plans to omit from the regulations those parts of_Revised Order

No 42" that Supply suggestions to contractors as to how they may_comply with the

standards regarding acceptable AAP's, and to republish them (or_sections of them)

as an interpretive bulletin. We do _not oppose this proposal as_long_as thb ,ting
proVisions are zdopted in full, We have histOritally supported these sections of
Revised Order No 4 because employers need more guidance; not less, on all aspects

of preparing and imPlementing AAP's. Standardization of_ AAP requirements can
decrease the burdens of compliance that -contractors feel by clarifying their respon-
Sibilities and ensuring that major areas of their practices are not overlooked.

D. Declaration of under-utilization
The present regtilations requirea cOntractor to- Make a declaration_of under-

utilization whenever there is a_short fall between the expected and actual number .
of minorities.or women in a job or job group. The Reagan proposalis- to put in a
"tolerance level" The tolerance level_ would be in the neighbothood_of.10 percent to

20 percent. Thus; if the tolerance level was set at 20 percent and the expected
availability Of Minorities was_40 percent, then the contractor would neither have to

declare Under-utilization_nor prepare an AAP unless the acutal proportion of minor-"

ities in -the job group was_less than 32 percent.
We first note that there is no rationale prOVided as to_the impact of a tolerance

range of 10 percent-20 percent, either on contractor compliance costs -or, more

importantly; an employment opportunities for women and minorities. But most
important; allowing this big a range of variation would appear to condone levels of

under-utilization that the courts-have held to beprima facie evidence of unlawful
discrimination under Title VII of the Civil Rights_Act of 1964.24 The result of this

proposal is uncenscionable and untenable: that a contrator with under - utilization so

substantial that it alone is evidence of unlawful discrimination, -will not even be
required to develop a plan to correct the problem as a condition of being awarded_a

federal contract. We support the present _regulations' concept the ultimate
objective of setting goals and timetables is_for the contractor to at..ii,ve parity with
availability of qualified minorities and women in the relevant labor Market_

If the objective of this proposal to revise under-utilizatiOn determination's_ is to

avoid the sometimes tinWorkable_resuLtS of the strict parity approach;_in_which for

example. contraet-ors must find deficiencies of a fraction ofa person; we believe that
other methodS. which do r t involve condoning racial discrimination; can be devised

"Apparently. Subpart C, "Metfids of Implementing the Requirements or Subpart D." §§60-

21)760-2.26.
'4Cases-applying this principal are legion: among the principal oars are. for example, Griggs .

v. Duke Power Co.. .101 U.S. 424 119714 Albemarle Paper C.o. v. Moody. 422 U.S. 4ori (1975);

Hazelwood liehool District v. Hailed Sffile.s. 433 U.S. 299 (19771,
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to-accomplish this goal. In fact, the 'overall effecthpeness of the contract Compliance
.programs would be greatly enhanced if the OFCCP regulations west _revised to
change the definition of job groups now used in AAP development. Job groups are
defined as "one or itgrotip of jobs having similar content; wage -rates;_tind.o.pportw
nities." This definition has proven inadequate when applied to the organizational
characteristics df many companies and common to many industries. Inn great .

number' of cases; the job groups are defined so narrowly \ that they produce goals
Which are numerically insignificant Rile "fraction of a person" prohlem/.__In _a_great
many other cases, the definition results in a broad mix_ of traditional and _nontradi-
t ional jobs atm-example. nurses and engineers/ being included under one "job group"
and thereby generates placement which tend. to perpetuate- discrimination or other-
wise to allow for goals which are not qualitatively meaningful;

Thus. a more appropriate approach would he to establish joh_groups by- salary or
wage increments within EEO-1 categories (professionals.. sales; etc.). This would
focus attention on the real purpose of goals and timetablesthe increased _participar
tiun of women and minorities in better-paying jobs, regardless_pf __organizational
structure. It is this type of Change in utilization and availability analysis which
should be undertaken.
E. Backpuy und other retrospective relief

The Department has stated that it plans to request comments on the present
regulations' requirement that contractors remedy past discrimination in order to be
tound in compliance with their contractual obligations,2" but it does not at this time
propose any specific changes in the regulations.

We are outraged that rescinding the requireMent of remedy through backpay is
.

even contemplated. Rebel for the consequences of unlawful activity is necessarily an
integral' part of the federal contract-compliance program. To give it up as an
enforcement tooleven to consider giving it -up as an enforcement toolSignals the
administration s intent to retreat from effective enforcement.

First and most important, unless appropriate resitution -for victims of the contrac-
tor'S_discruninatory practices is sought and obtained, the Government may well find.
itself. in the constitutionally impermissible position 'of- sanctioning its contractors'

.. discriminatory practices. ,Second.- "the availability of, restitutionary.-relief
providiesj an incentive- to- el- iminate discriminatory, practices."'." This Incentive has
proved to be of unparalleled_effective -ness -in effectuating t-he purpose. of the Execu-
tive Order; indeed, it is well recognized by the entire -labor relations community. ,

.t.hat there cannot be elfeetive law en-ement without having some "make whole
provision to -remedy discrimination. In these circumstances. we are concerned that
the department is even contemplating a retreat from what is now a traditional
"make whole" remedy,-well understood and accepted- by'employers in the context of
the National_ Labor Relations Act; the. grievance and arbitration process.-the equal-
Pay Act and Title VII. We see .no_ valid reason- why the Executive-Order. should
require less as an appropriate remedy for discrimination.

:

Changes in the Substantive,Sex Discrirninulient Guidelines
The Department apparently plans to revise the substantive sex discrimination

guidelines in tat-least] three areas: sexual- harassment; pregnancy discrimination,
and wage dis_crimin_ation..As_to's_exual harassment; the Department would omit that'
section of the EEQC's parallel guideline that refers to a contractor's- responsibility
for the sexually harassing_acts...of nonemployees of which the _contractor's agents or
supervisors know or shduld know; to the extent that these acts'and_ their effect are

. within the contractor's .control." As to 'pregnancy_ discrimination, the Department
would omit that section of the EEOC's_parallel guideline-that interprets the well;
established principle that neutral policies_with_a_disp_arate_impact on a protected
class.may be unlawful in the context of_neutral 'employer.policies_ covering pregrian,
CV and related 'medical conditions." As to wage discrimination; -the Department
would-delete the paragraph added in the December 30; 1980; regulations that refers .

'441 C:4'.1Z: 00-2.11)10.
_ .641_ CFR §§1i0-1,26(a)12), till--2.1)b). This provision stems from the ExecutiveOrder's authoriza-
tion of the imposition of sanctions agairisL contractor:J;(6r failure to comply with the EEO
provisions of the contract tsection 209 of the Executive Order).

7 United States -v. Duquesne Light Co.. 423 F. Supp.-507, 13 -PEP- MOS W.D.( Pa. 19761..
.See the EEOC Guidelines_on_Thsermanation Because of Sex, 29 CFR 1604.1110.-
929 CFR .1004.10(e), which provides: tc.) Where the termination or an employee who is

temporarily._disabled is-caused by an employment policy under which insufficient or no leave is
available,, such a _termination violates the Act if it has n disparate impnct on employees of one
Sex and is nut justified by business necessity:
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to wage. discriminlitiiiii Where _woolen and men do not perform eelini work within
the meaning of the I eiiii Pay Aet,311

The changes priipiised fur se-xual _harassment and pregnancy digerinnitation, woul_d
render the substantive requirements under Executive. Order 11246, as amended,
directly inconsistent with contractors' obligations under Title VII: It is utterly
ridiciilinis for the Department of Labor on the one hand to assert that itis attempt7
cog to inconsistent and duplicative EEO requirements for business, and on

the atlier to sot out substantive guidelines for contractors thatch) not coincide with
the REOC's interpretation of Title VII law, with which contractors must also

comply. Not only are these prow/sills inconsistent with_EEOC's interpretive giiide-
lines; which are entitled to and have been accorded great deference by the-courts,

but alsa_with established case precedent.." Regardless_of the Department of Labor's
interpretation of the liiw,-contractors should not be subject to conflicting obligations.

With regard to wage diSerimination, while_the_present regulations, WithoUt the
additional explanatory puriigniph, do state_theiaw,32 we urge the Department to

incorporate the explanatery material so that contractors can be better apprised of
their obligations in this area;

0111:RIATIONS OF ;CONSTRUCION CONTRACTORS

With regard td the tegillations go_vertiing construction contractors, -we endorse the
Comments filed by the Women% Rights Project of the Center for Law and Social

CONCLUSION _

Our lack Of ciiiiiiiient in this_Paper on any other matters- is -not to be construed_ as
iicquiesenc to proposed chang,es;_but rather to a desire to limit our comments at the
present Iii_highlight_ certain issues and tolack of information- about, the
specifics Of the Department's proposed changes. We reiterate our abjection to the
procss einployed here, whereby_ we are forced-to Comment_ on _revisions that we
Have never seen, _We reserve the right -to amplify_ our :comments further once we
have had the opportunity to review specific proposals. _

In sum, Wil_uppose any proposals that would weaken_ enforcement of contractors'
obligations_under Executive Order 112b, as amended,. Such.proposals are of Partieti-

lot concern in light of the- concurrent cut-backs in_ social. programs due to- the
Administration's federal budget-tuts. In the short at least, women and Minor-
ities will be disproportionately affected by these cut- backs, and will be flirted td bear

a_grtiter proportion of the resultant economic _sacrifices. To depriVe them at the

same time of strong -and effective enforcement of the mandates that protect them

from invidious discriiiiiitatiOn when they are employed is intolerable, It makes a

travesty out of this nation's commitment to equal opportunity for

CoionArrusa: SEX DISCRIMINATION: THE NEED FOR CONTRACT COMPLIANCE
',REQUIREMENTS

.

The pnSt ten years have been marked by major gains for working women. Women-

. now have access to jobs previously_ closed to them. Lawsuits have established legal
precedents for equal upportunity and have- resulted in _millions_ of dollars. in back

pay and_sweeping reforms through court-ordered affirmativ_e_aetion programs. Equal

pay settlements have made equal- pay far equal ,work more than an abstract concept.

The decade. of the 1970's can best be characterized _as_,a_clecade of access, when

enforcement of equal opportunity laWs-resulted in-the- opening up of new opriertiitif-
tie._Yet._ in spite of these breakthroughs, theovarall_economic status of women has
improved yery little.-According to the latest_go_vernment statistics, women- currently

earn 59c l'or every $1.00 Men make; Twenty-five years ago. women made 6,1c.for-

That WhiCh was the sevund_ paragraph in--pin-20516i, PraYideSi_While the rnori?

obyioas CiiSei_i_orrliscrimi nation exist where employees of difft.rent__Sexes are paid different-wages

on jobs which require substantiallY equal Skill-effort and responsibility and- are performed

under similar working conditions. compensation
practices with respect to any jobs -where -males

or females :ire inicentrated will be scrutinized closely to assure that sex has played no role in

the settiog of levels of pay. _

Sf that is, Nashcrlle 1;11.4 Sliny.__.134 U.S._ 1:36 (1977) (invalidation Of seniority_and

leieve palicies idiich iii iced in undue burden ._on pregnant women as unlawful sex discrimina-

Ue 1.:EOU v_5(04e Realty Uo.. 5(17 F. Stipp, 599, 21 PEP__1521AS.,D,N.Y. 1981) (employer' held

re,:pinsible-for sexual harassnii,iii of woman_ employee by nonemployees that resulted From
employer dress code reiluireiiiirit of e revealing nniform).

,'"Me contractors wage schedules must not be related to or based on the sex of the

ciiiployees

62
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every $1.00 men made. In every major ..occupational group; the earnings- of-fully
employed women lag significantly behind those of' men in the same occupations.
Women-soles workers make on the average 52(r for every $1.00 men sales workers
make-Women managers and administrators make an average of 58(t_for every.$L00
earned-by men in these jobs. Even in clerical jobs, women clericals make an average
of-65c for every $1.00 earned by male clericals.

For minority' women, the economic consequences of the burden of _double_discrimi-
nation -are even worse. Black women who work full time earn only 75c for every
$1-.9-0 black men earn and 5,4c for every $1.00 white men earn.

Thus, although some worsen have gained access to 'newjobs and occupations; they
have -made little progress toward economic equalilty with men. Progress has been
stow -because discrimination is deeply imbedded not only in corporate policies but
also in individual attitudes and practices.

..One of the major enforceme 11nt tools is EXecutive'Order 246 Ins amended) which
'forbids discrimination in employment by federal contractors-and requires thern'to
undertake affirmative action in hiring; promotion; pay and training for women and
minorities.

The Department of Labor's Office of- Federal Contract _Compliance_ Programs
enforces this Executive Order which covers approximately_29,_000_contractors who
employ 31 million persons (one-third of the labor force) and involves over $80 billion
in-federal contracts. .

. Without the Executive Order and strong enforcement of its implementing regula-
tion-s,, there would- be no women in the coal Mines; in the construction industry; or

t rucking -iridLstry.
Without the Executive Order, the vast majority of educational institutionswould

. not-have promoted any women into the higher ranking administrative and teaching
positions.

Without the-Executive Order, there would have been little, it any;. change in the
banking industry, one of the largest employers of women. Because of the Executive
Order, bitn-ks- have begun, although slowly: and with considerable resistan_m_ to
change their hiring and promotion 'practices. In 1960, 12.2 percent of bank officials/
financial -managerS were women only, one-half percent more than there were ten
years-earlie-r in 1950.- By 1970, the_perdentage had increased to 17.6 percent; by 197il,
-it had nearly-doubled to 31.6 percent. Enforcement of Executive Order 11246 Played
a major role in this improvement.

At the time- that-enforcement efforts are beginning to produce resultscreating
new opportunities for women- to .be treated equally with men in the job market;
proposals are being made which would eliminate the existing enforcement mecha-
nisms, -and would- bring- to a halt the :progress made during the past ten years.

A prime example of the potentially devastating effects of 'de-regulation" is the
Harris Bank case. In January,- 1981, U.S. Administrative Law Judge Rhea M.
Burrow recommended that Harris- Trust' and Savings Bank, Chicago's third largest .

bank, pay $12.167,515 to some 1800 women and minority ernploy_ees who are the
victims of discriminatory- hiring, -pay and-promotion. practices'. The case dates back
to 1974 when Women -Employed -first tiled a complaint 'with the U.S. Treasury
Department. charging that Harris' employment practices violated Executive Order
11246 which _requires affirmative. action -by firms doing business' with the federal
government. The U.S. Department -of Labor entered the case in 1975, and in 1977
fbund Harris guilty of violating theExec-utive Order:

Burrow's- decision confirms the Labor Department's 1977 findings. Relying both on
statisticaldata .provided during -the-Arial by-the-gOvern-ment, and on the tesamony
of employee witnesses. provided by Women Emplayed, -Burrow said that Harris had
"failed to rebut, substantial evidence-provided by- the- government -showing the
continuing effects of distrimination." Harris- violated Executive Order- 11246,
Burrow found, "by engaging in various discriminatory practices well after the
Executive Order was enacted." . -

Women_Employed's_ case against Harris Bank has been watched closely because it
is_the_firstin which the federal government-has sought to withdraw deposits from-a .

bank _bacause:_of_discrimination,_and the First time -the government has-sought back-
wages for an '.'affected class" of bank employees through administrative sanctions.
__Women Employed became involved in 1974 when women -employees-at Harris
cp_n_tacte_d_the_organization with their complaints of discriminatory hiring, place-
ment. training_salary. and _promotion policies. Women and minorities found them-

de_ad,end jobs while similarly qualified white males hired-itt the same tittle
Kiva n ced in_ their careers:- Women_ with college _degrees, for example, were hired -Sor
clerical_pesitions._ while_white_malecollege graduates were offered training aiitikbS
im 'promotional lines,: Even when, the bank opened up training programs to teethes,
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the training and plamnis proe.ided were inferior, so the women did not become
"mullet. Wel- for better. jobs.

Looking eit this evidence, IS'onien mpliiVeil reached two conclusions: the bank's
required affirm:Intel.; action program was inadequate, _and there were many_women
And minorities who deserved.back wages, training and promotions.because then had
hewn deniee1 advenicoment opportunities. Providing bitek pav for this "affected class"

eil Harris emplo.tews %%as a crucial pant id the; case. -be -cause no future eifirmiitive
action plan would compensate them for past discrimination and loss of salary.

I leirre: Kink hees appealed to Secretary of Labeir ReiYmond Donovan in an attempt

to overturn the Ailitilift:ANIIIVe LION-Judge's deciSton. In addition, the American

Ilemkers Association -h:a s filed an amicus brief asking, the Secretary of Labor to
'del:1y a decision in die; case until the curl-lint discussions about regulations. under

. Executive Order 11',' lip heive been .completed. Obviously, the ABA hopes that deregu-
lation will substantially eveeiketi the enforcement apparatus and remove saactions.

The I i arris hank aase griiphictilly demonstrates the serious economic effects. of .

diserimimetion and the; need for government efforts to ensure equal opportunity Mr

:ill in the job market, Without enforcement of government regulations requiring
s.,11,z1) opportunity in hiring, training and promotions, women and minorities will:

continue; to offer discrimintititin.
Hew:nese enforcennt of the Eeitaitiv Order_has resulted in sanctions hie-hiding

back peey_awads and debartitentS, eitiployers havt." begun to complain loudly and
angrily that the affirm :nisi. action requirements spelled out in the regulationg are
burdensome and counterprediietiVe._ Ileiwevr. history has shown, and the experi-
ence; of women and minorities unequivocally, that_ nothing less than con-

crete programs_ with goals Lind iiiiiettibli"S Can overcome years of discrimination and
exclusion Prior to establishment nr tile _present federal_ contract compliance pi-6-

gram with Executive Order 112;16 it: Wilt; a number of- Executive Orders, going

Nick as far ins t!)11, evert. issued to encourage federal c_ontreictors to hire more
minorities through e.oluntary "Phan::: fiir Progress." But after ,a number of years of

such Plans for I' ogress. it becanw clear that voluntary compliance without sane-
tune: for noncia .pliance was a total failure.Virtueilly no real change had been made

in- heir e; practices of federal contractor~: This hiilure provided the backdrop for a

moored volution to the present system in which sanctions are available for those
contractors that tail. after repeated effortg at conciliation, to take steps to comply

with their eiititractual obligations to proeiide equal opportunity,
In recent reeirs, the teetered contract compliance program has undergone major

;:hanges. In early 1978, President Carter announced a total reorganization of civil

. rights; agencies. Before; reorganization, the -OFCCP had overall- responsibility for
reviewing tilicritl contractors and enforcing Executive Order as amended; but

eleven diffreitt compliance programs within the coneracting agencies_ (for example.

'freasury. 11ENV Defense, etc.) had the actual responsibility for monitoring _specific
industries. The, federal contract compliance effort was a bureaucratic maze, with

different handbooks: procedure's, rules and guidelines in each agency, and a poor
record of enforcing the Executive Order: -

As a result of the reorganization, on October 1, 1978, the entire contract compli-

ance; program was consolidated in the Departinent of Labor's Office__of Federal

Contract Compliance _Programs.. The new OFCCP got off to a slow start, bogged

down by untrained staff 'inherited from the other agencies and its own _lack of

ert.;tIve nthrecnient approaches. However, by 19)40e- the agency hied developed an

enforcement apparatus with the potential for investigating and dealing with prob-

lems of diiecrimination.
_ .

In fiscal .year Nisi), over .1,000 persons were awarded nearly $9.3 million in back

pay through increelsed conciliation agreements and use of sanctions, This is more
than tii-t total hack pay awarded in the two years-preceding consolidation. Since

1965. 27 federal contractors have been debarred- from doing business_ with the
government. Over half of those debarments ()arred in the past three years._

Of peirticular importance is the Investigation of affected classes of women and

minorities- who suffer front the effects of past discriminatory treatment. Essentially,
affected class analysis is the key to attacking systemic discrimination by federal

contractors. in liSeeil year l9 fl, :191 affected class cases were being handled; almost

all of which were initieeted after consolidation.
Despite; this progress, however; much work still remains to be done to guarantee

-equal opportunity at work.
An examination of the current economic status or working women reveals the

pervasiveness and complexity of employment patterns which deny women equlii

opportunity.
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Wioneo eontosor 1 /4r denied alTr.ca: to higher paying jobs
In 1960, r12 percent of all_ women were employed in just .four occupations: clerks;

saleswomen, waitresses, and hairdressers. In 197t4; -17 percent of all working women
could. be found in these categories.

Twenty years ago, 12 percent of women were prolessional_arid_technicalworkers
over half of these were teachers and nurses. Today, only 16 peicent or women work
in professional and technical positionsstill over half of these are teachers and
nurses.

Twenty years ago, S percent of working women were managers. Today, only 6
percent are managers.

Twenty years ago, 1 percent of working wona Were in skilled craft jobs. today
only 2 percent of, working women hold these jobs..,.

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF WORKING WOMEN

In percent)

Occupation 1960 1918

Ciet,c3i Aorkm, . 30:3 34.6
Seroce itsprker except private househoit1 . . 14.8 17:7
Protesstonal an lechnic31 xxurkers 12:4 15:6
OperJtivet. 15 2 11:8
Sr.'. AorItttV, 71' 69
1,trapte. and ,f(lIninKtr3lor, 5 0 6.1
Itrivate tiousehett: Acrxer, 8.9 2.9
Cr30 worker, 1 0 1.6
Other 4 3 5 5

fottl -100.0 100 0

S 11 Labor Bateau 0 (abut Slatv:Ics

Trzulitiomillv, women 1-hivebeen phiced in dead-end jobs with rip _c_ztreer paths. for
advancement: they often face a "catch-22" situation. In order to qualify for more
responsible Jobs, certain training and certain job experience are necessary, but
womeo are denied access to jobs which would qualify them ,for higher paying
positions. And then employers assert that no "qualified" women can be found to fill
job openings.

In recent- year some women have gained access to jobs with possibilities for
promotion. I fowever, these jobs are often limited to certain chissificatiOns or deptirt-
moms where ca r0Vr p;it hs and future corning power are severely limited. For
example.- roost insintioic, women are u-sually found in the- less-lucrative personal
lines rather than -commercial lines. Women -work in "inside" -ales jobs --where
opportunities_ for advz:ncernent in limited, While men are placed in -"outside szdes
positions which are higher paying and tire the -route to -higher level positions.
1Vomn are concentrated in staff*, personnel; -or administrative departments where
salaries are lower and opportunitieS limited. In retail sales, women-are assigned- to
sell low-priced items while men are placed in the "ling ticket" higher commission'
depart nietits:_

Even. as a few winin) have finally sticceeded in breaking the barriers and enter-
ing..,joir classifications traditionally_ held- by -men: women remain- clustered in the
lowest,paid pOsit ion:: in thtse.classific;itions Their progression Lily the career kidder
is slower than lOr their male counterp;irts; women predoininate in the lowest salary.
grades Po. officers.

When Women are initially placed in dead-e_nd jobs; their opportunities for ad-
vancement are obviously limited. When certain jobs are viewed :is "womerCs_j_o_b_s7
and others are viewed as "men's jobs," mobility for women is reduced zmd economic
achievement is limited. When women are promoted more slowly than men even
where their nindifications. skills and experience are comparable, women never
achieve submit's clanino'nsurate with male co- workers in similar jobs.
Itimzeo err ifroied equal. puy for equal non

Ilistru'ically,_women ;mil men. worked side by. side doing the same work,_ holding
the same job title, but the men earned_higher stlaries. This custom:was justified_ hy
now repudhtted beliefs about the innate inequalitY of men and women and-by the
always inaccurate notion that women's earnings were not necessary _for their sup-
port or the support of their fiunilies. Today, blatant wage discrimination still exists;
de. piti its ilk galirc. Rut, in many inst.:awes, the -custom". of paying women less
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than men iS through intricate job Classification systems that create
diverse job titles to rotisk_work that is virtually the-same. Often women_are phiced
in loiter job codes than men even though their work is comparable to that of male

co-workers of. higher_job-_codes. For example, women may hold the title_of "assistant
manitger" while men are higher.paid "Managers": yet their actual experience, skill
and job content are comparable. The pervasiveness of this_pra_ctic_e and its discrimi-

moory effect is clear when We leek at the national stiaistics:__In every major
oecupzitiontil tkroup. the etiroitigS -6r tally employed women lag significiintly behind
those of men in the same occupzitiensi:

AVERAGE WEEKLY EARNINGS BY SEX-1978

Occupation

1918 average weekly earnings

Min Women

-Wnmerit_
Salary as a
percent_ W

men's

_
Sales :oiker..

$335 $175 5?

Blue cellar workes
327 216 66

Managers and 30rtnistr.alOrS
422 247 58

Oecal .-tiOtherS
301 195 V

SerOce workes, exc_e,pt_pmate household
223 147 F.,.i

Pr3teamal and technical workers
392 280 71

S,bcr U S 1)..ptiorren! tabu;

-Jobs imtlitionally held by wonleii teiife lower sulnries
Thi costoni_or villuitig_ "women s work" less than men's is maintaineciAhrough

compitny job Classification systems that set salary -rates and ceilings with little or no
neosideratiOn of actual_ joh content,_The extent of such wage discrimination is only

la.ginning to he uncovered. In _clerical jabs- for example. it is not unosual for
corporate salary schedules to fail to distotititigh between lower skilled-and higher
Sk Witt! clerical jobs even though jobs within the clerical classification oreoften very
different its terms of skills required: The principle_ used to set salaries is the fact
that women hold these jobs rather thUn- standards based on objective analysis that
results in wage Nktet; biised on actual skills involved. The _tenacity_ of this belief and
custom. is indiciited by the fact that secretarial wages have_not significantly in-
erciised even in the lace of tt severe secretarial shortagenow estimated at approxi-
mately 20 percent or lib,000 positions per year "_.

iNitterns; of discriannittibit -demonstrate the -need for concerted action to
eliminate biirriers to equal opportunity for working women,

_The Office of Feder-id Contritet COmplianc_e Programs is" a critical government
program with responsibility for Undertaking tha_t_k_ind,tf concerted action. Back pay

awards to the victims Of discrimination are notonly required to remedy the econom-
ic dual ige these individuals Suffer, but to provide a,clear disincentive for continuing
discrithintitory practiCeS. Requiring employers_ to_establish programs with goal6 and
tnnetables for eliiiiiiiittiitg existing patterns_ofdiscrimination is necessary to moos-
ore progress toward-'efitiO1 opportunity._ Requiringthatfederal -contractors who have

:30 employees find $50,000 its federal contracts have written affirmative fiction_ poll
cies simply ensures that federal_contract- dollars will go to employers who are
waling to Make ii rear commitment to equal opportunity, .

Thus, current proposids to reduce_the number of federal contractors who must
comply with equal opportunity requirements. eliminate back pay awards,.and elimi-
mite specific programs with _goals and timetables for_ achieving equal opportunity
will litog to a halt, the progress toward equally which has just begari_Proppnents
Of this deregulation h; tie suggested that the bureaucriicy Lind red__tape of govern-
ment regulations hove inhibited their effertg-tia provide_ equal_opportunity. In their
view _"deregulation- is the answer to the problem. On the contrary what is needed
ao streamlined arid strengthened government regulations to ensure equal opportu-
nity in the job market.

Todav sm million women work to maintain_ their. families. Among these are 2
million women whose huSbitridS arc "-;thgent'% 2::3 _million women who are widowed

and I million women Who fire divorced: In _addition, 11 million single American
women are working to-in aintitin themselves, Almost 1:i million married women .With

children are working. Foils: percent of black- households are fernille-headed. ,ii_iend-

ent solely or primarily oil the worrian!s_livelihood
All of these wonseii's. earisiisgs are_cruciatto the well-being and economic stability

of their familieS. These women need and are entitled to equal opportunity: Women
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have a right to expect that employers who do business with the federal government
will be required to provide .equal opportunity for all employees. Unfortunately; the
reality is that many employers will not practice equal opportunity voluntarily. The
continuing pervasiveness of discrimination is a testament to that fact. This nation's
commitment to economic equality is given meaning by Executive Order 11246 and
the enforcement apparatus of the OFCCP. The continued existence of those regula-
tions combined with vigorous enforcement efforts are critically needed now tomaintain that commitment.

WOMEN AND M1NORITIKS NEED NOT APPLY

Death knell for affirmative action
"Too many regulations, too muchpaper _work, reverse discrimination; and intimi-

dating tactics, cry the Reagan administration -and _Congressional conservatives as
they hutch legislative and executive strategies to restrict equal employment oppor-
tunity by attacking affirmative action.

The concept of affirmative action is only 15 years old and arose from _a recognition
that antidiscrimination laws alone could not correc_t the negative effects of genera-.
tions of discrimination. Affirmative action programs raquire_thot_ employers seek
women and minorities actively. Goals and timetables are established for the hiring
and promoting of women and minorities. Rather than being "arbitrary quotas;" they
are the yardsticks with which employers and workers can measure the progress
toward the ending of employment discrimination.

Affirmative action plans can be instituted: voluntarily; by court order as a_remedy
for proven discrimination under title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; as required
of federal- contractors by Executive Order 11246.

Executive Order 11246, issued by'President Johnson, underlines the government:s
obligation to prohibit -the use of federal funds by those who discriminate. The Office
of Federal Contract- Compliance Programs (OFCCP) at the Labor Department en-
forces the Order and can withhold federal funds.

Important cases have affected the banking, coal mining, and construction indus-
tries. WEAL alone has filed over 300 complaints since 1970 in higher education.
Executive attacks on E.O. 1146

Some Reagan acIvisors have urgedthat_the Executive Order be withdrawn or
rewritten. In the meantime, the Department of Labor_ is- making major changes in
the regulations which enforce the Order. In contrast_ to the 4 year analysis and
discussion which went into previous regulations, this administration intends to
finalize its changes by July 30, 1981.

The proposed changes include reducing_the number of-employers-with obligations
under the Order by limiting the requirement for a written_affirmative action plan
to those who employ at least 250 people and hold a government_contract wortbffl
million. At present, those with 50 employees and $50,000 in contracts _must_ have
written plans. Administration officials also are discussing proposals which would
eliminate back pay remedies and pre-award reviews.

These regulatory changes, along with the proposed budget cuts for the enforce -
ment-agencies (20 percent for EEOC and 10 percent for the agency which includes
OF CCP) would effectively cripple the federal government's enforcement programs.
It is certain that-these proposals will substantially reduce the pressure on employ-
ers to practice affirmative action. The EEOC and OFCCP will be helpless to enforce
the law, and the doors to employment opportunity will be slammed in the faces of
women and minorities who can no longer count on the _protection of the federal
government.

TIIK STATUS GI, EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY ENFORCEMENT, A.4 ASSESSMENT TO
FEDERAL AGENCY ENFORCEMENT PERFORMANCEOFCCP AND EEOC

INTRODUCTION

. This report is an assessment or the performance- of the Office of Feeeral Contract
Compliance Programs of the Department of Labor --arid- the Equal Employment
Opportunity. Commission. It is based on the results of various aspects of a compre-
h_ensiveadvocacy program developed by Women Employed, a national organization
of working_wornen. .

__ over seven _years of experience in assisting working-women
with_problernsf_diserirnination _and in monitoring the performance of equal oppor-
tunity enforcement agencies. Women Employed's advocacy program includes a Job
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Problems outiSiiiig tierViee for women with. dicrirninatiOn complaints, develop-
mein of views that &Mte in through this service;,moniteringof_a_gency performance
in handling the cinieS,--iind development of..gpecificidetiiiled_proposals for improving
enforcement ell6r1S. Through the Women Employ_edAdvociites, Li national lobbying
network of indiViditalS and organi2titions coneerned. with_ iNual opportunity, the
oganization monitors cases and ;enforcement nationwide and lobbies for implemen-
tation of protiiiSed reform-. To date; numerous proposals developed by Women
'Employed hiiVe become part of enfoccement agency policy__and procedure.--In addi-
tion, Women EmplOyed conducts statistical.finaly_ses to measure both overall iigetity
performanee as well as standards within specific districts or regions.

TILE cuititErcrr ECONOMIC STATUS OF WORKING WOMEN

yezir_the _government spends nearly- $180 million to enforce eoual_Opportn-
. nity laws, This enforcement apparatus has the potential to'reduce economic_cliscrim

illation against women and minorities. The- actual performance of the _enforcement
ageneies must be judged against the backdrop of the economic status_ of these
affected groups. The past ten years have been- marked by Major gains_fOr working
women. Wooten now have access to jobs previously closed to them:_Laws_uits have
established legal precedents for -equal opportunity and have resulte_d in' millions of
dollars in back pay and sweeping refcirms_thrbugh court-ordered_affirmative action
programs. Equal pay settleinenta have made equal pay for equal work more than On
abstract concept.

_Despite these brefikthrotighS; the overall economic_status_d_f_women has improved .

very little,_ According to -the- latest governinentstatislica; women now earn only 59c
for every $1.00 men !Mike. Twenty-five years ago; women made 04c for. every $1.00
men made.

In hid, retriain_clugteredin lower_paying_jobs. Ninety percent of all
women runtime workers earn less than:51_5;000 compared to 52 percent of men. Less
than nine percent of Women earn between $15000 and $25,000 versus :35 percent df
men. Nearly one of every three female-beaded _households is living below the
poverty leVel, compared to one out:_ofeighteen_male--headed households.

Wu-hien COI-Ali-Me to be denied_estuaipay .for_equal. work. In every major ottuo-
tional_griiiip; the earnings of women dre_significantly less than those of-comparable

- men. In Sales work; women earn 52 percent of what men- earn; in clerical work
women earn 65 percent of what men earn; for managers and administrators women
earn--59 percent of what_m_en_eard. -

%VW-IWO overall continue to be denied access to higher-paying jobs: In 1060, jus_t
over half of all working_ women were clerkS, saleswomen, waitresses; and hatrdre_ss-
ors: Today just under-half of all working women are in these categories,_Twenty
years ago; _12 percent of women were professional and technical. workers-.-over h_alf
of these were teachers and nurses. Today, Ill percent are professional and_technical
workersstill over half are teachers and nurses. Twenty years ago 5_percent of
working women were managers and administrators. Today 0 percent these
jobs. Twenty years ago 1 percent or working women were in skilledcraft jobs. Today
2 percent are in those jobs. . _

Even as a few women have finally succeeded in breaking the- barriers and enter-
ing job cliissifictitions or training- programs traditionally xeserved_for _men, women
still end up in the loweSt:paid positions of these categories;_their_progression up the
veneer kidder is slower. and opportunities for advarictnnent are limited.

Behind the statistics are women's teal experiences with, discrimination'at work.
The following exampleS are taken from the files of Women Employed'sJob Prob-.
hems Counseling Service. tAppendix D -

A position in Sales requiring -no experience was advertised in local Chicago- news=
papers. -When a woman called -to- express interest in the _position, she was informed
that-it had already been filled. A friend of hers, a male, called immediately- after-
ward and was asked to come in for an interview. When the woman called _back
under another mane; she___m_is__againold the_ position was no longer aviiil-able,

A suburban police department recency_ hired its first--woman pOlice .officer;
divorced mother who has been supporting her 'three -children for_ 12 years: The
woman WIIS put on the department's obligatory probationary period: Since joining -

the force:: the woman has endured gender- harassment from every officer on_ the
force: When she is sent out alone, her calls for -backup are responded to
When she complains to the Chief of Police about physical and verbal harassment, he
replies that there were no problems until she joined the fOrce: When -she -took her
complaints to the village trustees, the responded by'suggesting that_she_should be
home taking; care of her children instead of working ds a police officer. As the end
of her probationary period draWS near; the woman officer wonders how she can be,
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ticlw I ly on her periernianee a police officer and not as a woman police
officer.

A wornan who had a supervisory positioa at a large company was working on a
project with a man from another department, After a few weeks,_ this man proposi-
tioned her: she expliiind that she would never consider_having_an affair with a
fellow employee and was not interested. The:same man made overturesan_several
other occasions. Finally. at a convention. he pushed her onto a bed before_sh_e_w_as
able -to get him out of her room. One month after that incident, the man.told a vice-
president of the -company that he could not work with her any longer. The vice,
president decrded to demote -the worn-an, and upon learning of the demotion,,the
womao quit. Several months later white job:hunting. the wornar. learned that some-
one _at_ the compimv was giving- a reference which stated that. she had not been
productive at tier job and that she had been involved in a messy affair with a co-
worker:

A_wonlan worked fit a chemical company as_a "blender." She was the-only-woman
',working_ in -that position in . the company. Tlle woman found out that she was
Qregniint. and the company accommodated her by transferring her to lighter-duties.
She worked until the dim before she had her baby. _The comapny _paid for her
hospitalization costs but she was n..r._give_n_ any_ disability benefits. After a__7-week
leave, the woman returned to the ..impany and_ bid for her old position:-She was
told that she could not bid for the job which__ was su_bsequentlyawarde_d to a man
with less seniority. Then the company told her that sh_e c_ould_o_nlylia_ve_onejort
working in- a section with a very hazardous, carcinogenic chemical. She__Was_not
trained--to handle this chemical, nor did she receive information on safety precau-
tions. The woman protested arid-was fired from the company.

One_ satiiirbito government decided- to-re-evaluate the salary scales of- all its
municond employees. In the- process, the decision was made to upgrade the salaries
of mainteriant wo(kers tall males). When it was -discovered- that secretarial jobs
were _rated the same as maintenance workers,--the Board of -Trustees-voted to hold
secretarial _salaries at the lower level since "women's work" is paid less in the,
private sector. _

.._The_ only__noticeable area of progress in employment status of _women -is the
opening_olmany_occupations_which _were previously closed to them. It is likely that
teiiiy,_ virtually _eve_ry.occupation_includes_at least one woman: However, the severe
economic consequences of discrimination persist;_and _the vast_majority_of working
-women ire still experiencing sorntform'_of_d_i_s_criminatio_n_on.the job. These condi-
tions are pervasive and deeply rooted. The_ facts of warnen_'s_current economic status
outline starkly the challenges that still remain for the government agencies whose
performance is analyzed in this report.

ANALYSIS OF ENFOPCEMENT B5' THE OFFICE OF FEDERAL CONTRACT COMPLIANCE
PROGRAMS

The OFCCP is responsible to.- enforcing Executive Order 11246 as amended,_ which
forbids-discriminatioh in -emp.:;:ment by federal contractors and reqUires them to
take affirmative action in hiring. promotion, pay, and training for women and
minorities. The contract-compliance program covers approxithately 29,000 contrac-
tors_ who remploy_21 million persons and involves over--$80-billion in federal con-
tracts. The OFCCP has _a staff of 1400 and a budget _of $53 million.

In _early_ 11)78. President .Carter announced a total reorganization of civil -tights
agencies. Before reorganization. the OFCCP had overall responsibility far reviewing
federal_contractors_.and enforcing _Executive:Order 11246; as amended, but eleven
different compliance.pregrants_ within the contracting agenciestfcr example, Treas-
ury, HEW. Defense. etc.; intd_the_actual responsibility for monitoring specific indus-
tries. The federal contract compliance effort was nbureaucratic_maze, with chaoti-
cally different handbooks:procedures, rules and guidelines; and no success in en-
forcing the ExecuCve

As a result of -t reorganization, on October 1, 1978; the entire _contract com_pli,
once proirram w...:: consolidated in the Department of Labor's Office. of Federal

iii.)iance Programs. The new OFCCP got off to a slow start, bogs
down iry untrained staff inherited from the other agencies and its own lack of
crew enforcement approaches. The enforcement activity which now tiaderwtt
demonstrrites-the potential for the future if this activity actually expands as ;,-oject...7
ed.-and lf enforcement results-are-achieved in cases currem:y pending. Ovc)rall, the
main accomplishment or the OFCCP has been putC^it an enforcemert

.

These first efforts have included increased use of sanctions.-Since 196:,, 24 reoeral
contractors havri been debarred from doing nosiness with the- government.. Fully
half of those debarments occurred in the past three years, In tl-.e post several

,
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months, the 01.11'1' Iiiis used new expedited hearing processes twice to debar
Prudential--InSurance for minimum_of,$180 million in contracts, and to deny
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co its lucrative-government -business. In the case of
Firestone. Labor Secretary Marshall himself made the finding of violations-, revers-

deCision of the administrative law judge.
The second improvenient has been the development of new in-depth Investigative

techniques outlined ia a new comprehensive compliance manual._ The manual is a
niuchtieeded tool forstrengthening the enforcement apparatus of_the_ agendy. It is.
piirticularly _responsive to complaint proCedures; the rights_of _charging parties,
ititerview_techniques and standar& of affected class analysis-While this has result-
ed in fewer compliance review,s, those which have been conducted have been more
exhaustive and thorough.
_Of _particular importance is the investigation_of_affected classes of women- and
minorities who suffer from the effeets of past discriminatory treatment. EsseritiallY,
offected class analysis is the key to attacking_systemic discrimination by federal
contractors. In the- first half of 1980.;_132 affected class cases were being hatidled.
Prior to consolidaticiii, the number was negligible and occurred only in the case of
third party intervention, as in the_ Harris Bankcase. In just -the -firet half of fiscal
year 1980, over :WOO persons have b_een awarded nearly $7.5 million in back_ pay
throUgh increased conciliation agreements-and use of sanctions. This is more than
the WWI back pay awarded in the 2 years preceeding consolidation combined..
(Appendices III and IV).

In summary._ the - OFCCP has an enforcement Mechanism in place_ and _has_ begun
to use it Theagency has new, effective- investigative techniques and_a_new willing-
Hess to invoke sanctions, inclUding Show-cause notices; administrative complaints,
and ultimately debarments. Aspects -of this enforcement mechanism;: however, raise
other issues and problem area which must be addressed.

_

CURRENT ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Enforcement strategies
Although massive reorganization was a crucial step toward revitalizing_ the

OFCCP. the agency did n_ot adequately guard against bureaucratic and structural
changes which_ unnecessarily impinge on enforcement activity. While agency offi-
cials became totally absorbed in staff-training and standardization_ of procedures,
enforcement-strategies were ignored. Over a year ago, Women Employed formally
proposed_that OFCCP establish some type of exIterimentaLitnittai which couldbe
structured to utilize expert managers and investigators to test the procedures and
standards which were intended -to be Operational agency-wide only, after a number
Of years. Women Employed also called for the_ establishment of a strike feree
approach utilizing OFCCP investigatory staftasIvell as legal support from the office
of the Solicitor of Labe!. (SOL) in order to_concentrate on key enforcement targets;
OFCCP delayed the implementation _of this recommendation for-ten months. in
April of this year, at a joint conference between staff from the OFCCP and the SOL,
-a strikeforce approath to enforcement was adopted. Each of the ten OFCCP regions
is now working with- SOL legal-staff on at least two major enforcement eases toile
put on a "fast track" for conciliation or litigation. On a continuing basis, legal
experts and investigators are to team up ori development of cases to be reviewed by

a joint OFCCP-SOL committee. This approach must be firmly established to achieve
strong enforcement results agency-wide. It is imperative that SOL staff be involved

in the OFCCP enforcement efforts throughout- the proceSs in order to avoid a
"bottleneck" of cases in the Solicitor's office which are referred for legal advice,
review or action from the OFCCP investigators.

The strike forceapproach would also impact upon the uneven_performance occur-
ring in different regions. Each region Should be performing according to relative
size vis-a-vis the overall program. Far example; Region_V,_with headquarters in
Chicago, is responsible for 25-percent of all federal contractors but receives approxi:
mately 20 per cent of total OFCCP resources: Yet its performance record in- many
instances demonstrates a much greater contribution to overall enforcement IAppen-

, dices V and VI) In the seciond quarter of the_ urrent fiscal year Region V under-
took one third of' all the compliance reviews aad issued 43 per cent of the adminis-
trative complaints and 35 per cent oil The show cause notices. The expertise in

Region V should be applied through a special strikeforce in other regions.

Regulatory reform
Overall. the underlying Weaknese in the OFCCP's performance is its consistent

failure to implement needed programs and reforms in a timely manner. Three yeara
ago after years of criticism from client groups, contractors,_ and congressional com-
mittees. OFCCP pledged to undertake vital regulatory reform in order to standard-
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sin.aiiiiitivwid strengthen the-Executive Order program. In December, 1979.
the OIA 'CP __proposed extensive- revisions of the regulations which govern the en-
Ibrcement Executive Order 112.111, as amended. This long awaited initiative came
after an extended process-of consultation with representatives of protected classes
federal agencies with EEO responsibility- and others,- and clearly represents the

. most important contribution to policy development in the agency. Women Employed
strongly supports the majority of the proposed changes. Present- procedures are
confusing and are_ not tailored to meet the investigatory and -adjudicatory needs of
the :contract compliance _program. Courts_ have held in some circumstances that the
procedures_tad to provide due process. Molt impoitiitly, the -eiciStirig enforcement
processizikestool.ong. to identify and remedy discriminatory-practices, and is easily
manipulated by recalcitrant contractors to create further delay. The proposed revi-sionsadd ress_these .problems. _ _

The proposed regulatio_n_s_reflect . the process the OFCCP undertiitik to deYeltiP
them. The extensive_consultation_process_served o _vital role in refining_ the priziptiS-
a Is tind,ensuring_thtit. the pers_pective_ of_thoR _affected most was included._

The most serious weakness in the proposed_reguladons is -the absence of.a require-
ment that the OFCCP investigate complal.its alleging__classfwide violations. The
Proposal permits the OFCCP to "deter 4tpproptia_te_complaints7 to the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission. The only obligation_to_investigate complaints -is
imposed for "class or systemic" complaints pending against contractors that are the
s--.4ject of a compliance !view.

There are several important reasons why complaints, exi,tcially class complaints;
should tri.- retained and investigated lov:OFC0.1). First, lryiie VII and the Executive
Order provide- very 'different remedies vi;:1i711S ur e.,.hibited discrimination. The
possibility of jeopardizing lucrative fectera contracts creates a uniquely effective
incentive to -employers- to comply thz.t is o aveilabte in a Title VII proceeding,
Under--Title VII, a finding that a class of r-re,dtvees has been discriminated against
unlawfully may result in an injunction or rom,ent agreement forbidding conting,
anon of the unIniktal practice, back-pay seriority- awards to the victim% of
discrimination, _and._ if ordered by.a court,-:,r ;'.tmative action- to remedy the effects of
the discrimination: Obviously, these are ditTerent from the debarruent .remedy avail-
able under.the_ExecUtive Order.

Second, the EEOC canhot.handle- its own workload of systemic change.; The
present systemic _program at EEOC is _in its inf-mcy. It is-completely unrealistic to
assume that the EEOC is or will be able to investigate and prosecute the charges of
systemic_ discrimination that it receives __or develops, much less --the-- additional
charges_ that are deferred from the OFCCP.- Furthermore, the EEOC'S systemic
program__ _involves_ its _own mechanism- for _targetting _employers and practices of
discriminntion.__There_ is_ no guarantee that the EEOC's torgetthig triteriazare appro-
priate for _a__progra_m_ whose___parpose is to ensure that federal contracts are not
awarded to comprinies_that _engage _in_ unlawful race_ or sex_ discrimination. To the
contrarythe two programs may welt have very_ _different, priorities and should
complement one another, rather than one in effect absorbing the other:

Third. unlike the Executive Order, Title VII does_not require_ priv_ate_einployers to .

develop and implement affirthative action programs. A complainf alleging deficien-
cies in a contractor s affirmative action program (necessarily a systemic violation)
would be completely inappropriate for referral to the EE0O.,In fact; the EEOC
would not even have jurisdiction over such a charge. Even assuming that such
complaints would -not be deferred (the regulation provides that "OFCCP may defer
appropriate---complaints"). many complaints that allege discrimination within the
purview-id-rifle Vii are likely-also to charge deficiencies in the required affirmative
action plans land vice versa). It would be a waste of resources for the OFCCP to be
required to determine. for every complaint filed, whether the allegations made it
"appropriate- lbrdeferral or _riot.

Finally, the_ OFCCP's capability Ibr conducting effective and thorough investiga-
tions of complaints.of systemic discrimination is uniquely- enhanced by the unres-
tricted _role _of charging_ parties in developing -and investigating class charges. In
contrast .Title Vil itself and _present EEOC charge _processing procedures impose
confidentiality restrictions on the role of charging parties._ These restrictions are-not
present__In _the _Executive_Order . investigation process._ For_ example, the _required
confidentiality _of_EECC_proceedings_ reduces. the ability of etitirgihg parties or
tLiirel party on their behalf to marshal evidence, that is in response to an employer's
alleged justifications of a discriminatory practice.

'the OFCCP's concern for control of its enforcement_r_esources prompted it to
propoSe the complaint processing and deferral mechanism in its present form:
however: complaints comprise a very small portion of OFCCP's_ workload. The
OFCCP has not shown that it cannot handle its workload of complaints. The
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burdensome aspects id dealing with_thesecomplairits are-vastly outweighed by_their
impotittece as sources of infointition to guide the OFCCP, and as potential_re_medies
for victims -of systemic_ discritnitnition. The strong remedies availzibLe ander the

Executive Ordei. are not_ttvt.iilable under Title VII, -and the OFCCP cannot, by fiat,
destroy the ability of class complainants to pursue those remedies

I9S0.n proposedmemorandUM of understUnding__between the EOOC and

OFCCP outlined the same notion of complaint deferral -by the_ OFCCP to the EEOC.

Over the ptist_yetir. both prior to and-afterthe publication of the, proposed regulti-

tions and_ 11Willortnciani of underStanding, Worne_n_Employed has engaged in direct
consultations with both EEOC.Chiiir Norton tind_OFCCP Director Rougeaut: we have

received repeated fissartince thitt.the final regulations and memorandum of Under-

(111Ce adopted will Spet'.ify once and for all OFCCP's obligationg to itiveSti-

wite the class complaints it receives:
_The OFCCP has delayed issuing; the_reised_regulations in final form: -The agency

has received and analysed al/ the_public_comments it .sought,- but the -program
continues to operate based ottinferior regulatiOns. The longer it waits: the more
OF('CP undermines its own enforcemenrefforts.

Theri tire tats- addittonal policy issues which- are critical to the success of the
OECCR_One arid a half years ago, OFCCP publiShed a proposal_ requiring contrac-
tors to file an annual affirmative action program summary: In December%_1979,,the

proposal Was published in the form of a final-regulation. However;_after prolonged

public comment -and discussion: the agency still has not designed_ the_ format for the

required _AAP_ summary. This requirement would provide_a_necessiiry mechanism
for the °FCC!' to monitor contractor's performance on affirmative_a n programs

:Oat to _selsxt tiirgets for complianCe reviews: Similarly. _it,would provide the public
with. information on which to baSe its assessment of_the success of the contract
compliance' program._ Yet it does not impose a substantial additional paperWOrk
burden on contractors.

systematic review of contractors'___affirmative action plans is made under
present procedures. There is lie established mechanism for insuring that a contrite,
tor's performance under its affirmative' fiction _plan-will -even be reviewed by _the

01-X!-CP. In fact, ni-zilist contractors never file acceptable affirmative action_plans_at

e all. Our experietke has been that only after repeated from advocacygroups

such as Women Employed have major contractors for example. banks.__insurance
Elgencies, oil companies been required to file affirmative action - programs. The

proposed requirement -of annual submissionS does not along guarantee_ review of
affirmative- action - programs: but it does impose on contractors_a_re_g_u_lor assessment

Of their affirmative action performance, and serves -as an- additional incentive to

comply with affirmative action standardS.-Further, the req_u_i_rement provides advo-

cticy groups with needed data to monitor-the success ofaffirmative action prograMs
of employers that, due to ?source- hinitations, the__OFCCP would not otherwise
review_Esse_ntially. effective evaluation of a contractor_s_ compliance status is impoS-

sinte under present reporting requirements: The proposed AAP summary is.a neces-

sity. overall- effectiveness of the contract compliance program -would be etc

htinced if the OFCCP regulations were revised_to include a new definition_of_job

groups. Job groups, now defined as one or a group of jobs having_ Similar_content,

wage -rates, and opportunities; are used by ti_contractor to set goals and timetables
under affirmatie iietion. The definition now in use has proven_ inadequate when

tipplied to-the iirganiztitional characteristics of Many industries. In a_great number

of cases. the job groups are defined so narrowly that they productrgoids which are
numerically insignificant. In a great many other cases, the definition, results in a
broad this of traditional and non-traditional jobs (for example;_ nurses and engi-

neers) and thereliy generates plaeentetitS which tend to perpetuate discrimination or
to otherwise allow for goals which are not meaningful-front a_ qualitatbx! standpoint,

ThCIS;.:( more tippropriat -approach would be _establishing job groups-by salary/

wage increments within EEO-1 categories (professionals, sales. etc.t. This would

focus attention on the real put nf_goals and_timetiiblesthe increased
tion of_ women and miiitsrities in better paying jobs, regardless of organizational

structure. ,

Strut-taw .

kiiother initiative which wild oe-ntlysenhance the visibility of the contract
complitlfick. progrtim relides to the lengthy administrative hearing process which is

St t in Motion once an admitiiStrtitiVe Complaint _is fileci_Current regulations require

that ill administrative hearings be held _before an iicinanistrative law-judge tAL01 of

the Dernirtment of Labor Who is designated by the Chief AdministrIttive Law .Judge:

There are three inherent problems in this_system:_first, most AL;Js are not'. well
versed in EEO law; Sectind, when a substantial case load develops the supply of
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A1-1'.. will be insufficient; thirddepi..ntlence on the calendzir of the to sehed-
ale a hearing works itgainst expeditious handling of _cases.

Except in caSes involving purely technic:LI violations_ which _are governed by
expedited hearing rules.. it is not_uncorninon for case; to_ be cklught In-the lteiring
process fin' years._ example;- the zidministratil,e ezimplktint against liktrris Bank
was issuizi in December 1977, The actual hearing did not commence until August
I979. The A1..1 heard final kirguments in January_ 19St1; his decision still has not
been issued. Women Paziployi.d strongly recommends_thkit -the Department of 'Labor
establish a specialized panel of AL.Fs whose sole- duty- is to hezir °Feel' citses..

One nitasur which f, eritICill to the succiess.of thi. dFCCP involves the agency's
lot atop within thin Depiirtment of Labor. Since 191iTi_the OPCCI) has been part of ..
the_ Emplovment Standards Adninustrzition.,Thus. ()MCI' has a Director who re-
ports to tti .-zssistztitt Seeretary_of the ESA. This -hits .meant that the.OFCCP is.
dependent .nii the individual headership and priorities of an assistant secretary aswell its its_ di 1'0_1 or. and Functions with an kidditionzil layer of bureaucracy. In
ad_b_zion; .ESA_S influence in determining the,, budget, staffing, and provkim of

_often_ ItaS iiegatiVe effects. Moreover, coordinittion with other federal :igen-.io, pogi.aras hits been severely hitmpered because the OF(ICI'Direc,
h_ dKs the snit. status as peers in other programs. including Chair or General.

of the EEO(' or Assistant Attorney General fur Civil Bights--of the Depart-
. a of Justice.

hest. problems hamper the performance of arhagencvwhich_inis complete respon-fir oinnplionce and entimeement _program _ktflecting,the federal govern-
meet's total pr.n.m.enierit process. All of these Ilicts coupled_ with the_ prOgratii's

ii a 11101.1 -..1;111. and budgetziiy resources: logically _dictate the .reconstitution of
(h.'Crl' within DOI. as an- autonomous Administration under its own Assistant

In
Seereiars'.

Adif 1,,t) ,!1.:1,1111g F CC eOf to overcome the_ mentioned problems. the
elevation of the prow ain would serve as a signal to client groups_zuld uContraCtrors

. ;dike that the enlim.:oinent of carries the saine_prioity with the 1)01.--as
Emphyymnt ; Occuptionill safety and Ilezilth, and oiher
administrations.

In la .zi.in toageztu. Iiirctor of the. OFC(P. zigreed tp establish zt
task len't of civil rights aid vorins groups to with him on zi quarterly basis.
Women Employed find stiggz,tted this concept becziuse it hkis been- our experience
with the El :0C. that such it process przivides zi -forum fOr a ykiluzible exchkinge of
information out ideiislitweeri agetley- and constituency groups. Although Mr, Rod-
goat, has embraced this idea nthusiastically., this task I.-twee is just now being
forim.d: seven_ inonthS later.

sdiiiliir negligence abound isee history of strike force propos it abovei, .
01.1.11' is to become a -truly Yikible nlbrcement agency with ki serious contract
01 )00 is prograin..it will- have to prove it can act with decisiveness and timeli-

ness in_ in:Alters that strengthen -its operation.
The. OF('CI' must tin nilY establish an enforcement strategy which encompasses a

-carried out within- ki framework of revised regulations.
;ill iiiVestigiition or class complaints should be a priority of the progrkini.On

.1 .fiiiitiii :ii level. a panel or AL.Is dealing exclusively with OFCCP cases is a
elionont Iiir.sireionhhing the enforcement process. Finally, the OFCCP,

should hi reconstitutzd as ail autonomous Administration within the 1)01. rather
than me of se%cral programs under the ESA.

Sn:MM,\ itY r,1 ItErozomEzsmEn ()FCC!' 14:14) it NIS

I The strike have approach to enforcement utilizing, both investigatory and legal
.Thoulil he Firmly established:

2. re-LuNition, i:ficitild _he published immediately. These should include. Cal
the stiptilat ion't hitt the_ ()HIT will reta om and investigitte- the clas:s complaints it
P..ceives; b. the format_ tor an AAP summary to be -submitted- by -contractors.
:inn nanny; ii t the redefinitimi of job g.roup,-, according_ to_ salary/wage levels.

A panel of administrative law jud,..zos whiff_specialire -ln-EE0 matters should be
hin t he Department if Lahor to hear all OFFICP__clises.

1. should he _reconstituted within .the Department of Labor as ;.M autorto-
moue Foikill t' out roe( _Cornplizince Administration under in Assistant Secretary.

Dirctor and other ageticy oflicids should begin Meeting !immediately with
;t -task 0.ct Of civil rights and vonie..n's groups concerned with Executive Order
enforcement.
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ANA I.VSIS OF ENFORCEMKNT IV/
ILOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

-The- focus of -this analysis of the EEOC is Title_ VII enforcement. Women Ern-

glOyed's research on equal pay and age discrimination enforcement is still in prop

rests: _

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is responsible for enforcing Title .

V11 of the_ Civil Rights Act of 1%l which- forbids discrimination in hiring,;_ pay;

promotions _and other terns and conditions_ of employment in the private and
public s_ectors. In addition, the EEOC_ enforces the Equal Pay Act _and_the__Age

Discrimination in Employment Act,-and has responsibility for 'federal affirmative

.
action Manning arid Title VII _complaint _processir4-and appeals_for_the federal

sector. With a staff- nearly :i800__and a budget of $125 Million; the EEOC is the

Iiirgest of the civil rights enforcement_agencies.
In 1977, Eleantir Ilohnes Norton_ was appointed by President-Carter as the Chair

of-the EEOC.-Ntirtini inherited an_agency under attack by the pablic,_by employers,

and V the Congress; Women Employed was -also highly__ critical of the agency,

Through assisting individuals in filing discrimination charges and filing dal,.
'curies- against several major Chicago corporations; we _experienced the frustration

of watching eases deteriorate in the backlog; investigations bungled,- and class .

charges ignore& By 1976; we found dealing-with the_EEOC so unproductive-that we.

stopped filing charges altogether and joined othe civil rights organizations In a suit

against the Chicago District Office for -failing, to-carry out its mandate in a timely

manner. The nuijor criticisms cif the EEOC were the following:
The agency_ s unwieldy Strtiettire was

such_thatresponsibility and accountabil,

ity were diffused through several layerS___of__bureaucracy, often with overlapping,

functiptim_Duplication
-elicirts,-counterproductive work, and friction between of-

fice:4 results,
: (2) Procedural shortebritings in handling individual charges resulted in a stagger-

Ixicklog of I:10,000 cases.
Less than :i5 per cent of EEOC's total budget was allocated to actual

(ions.
14 iThe systemic charge program_ was_ totally- inoperable:
_Norton herself aektiw;v1edg_e_d_these ills. In Congressional testimony_, she described

the agency: "Charges were accepted without appropriate examination as to merit or

jurisdictionai ittlimty. Administrative, processing _ was_ unnecessarily_protracted,
and the agency made it difficult to achieve conciliation and early settlement, even

when tl-eJ parties were predisposed.- Concomitantly_;_the backlog had Mounted_ to

P)0.001) chatges_. disproportion.:i dy diverting resources -which could most profitably

been devoted to pattern and practice wcirk:_A mistaken organizational division

sep:irated the legal and administrative arms oftheCommission. The problems ofan

inadequate charge prccessing SV::itein were compounded by unclear lines of authority

and frequent personnel and Management turnover at the top of the agency."

ii..cirnplishnietit under Norton__ has been- a -new SyStern_for._handling
,20mplaints in September; 1977_,_three model offieesiti_ Balitmora,_ Chica-

go_._ano
iiiiii!,,triPtilatio_n__of rapid charge processing. In_1979; the model

office program was expand- d riatioawide. Currently, the statistics show that 44 per

cent of all- new charges filed ;result in some type of Settlement__ with__ an average-

,
benefit of $:(451). -This compares, to _14 per cent of cases settled with an average of

$141111 rernedY before Norton's reforms. The settlement rate increases to Over 47 per

cent if the eharge is resolved without having to go through an extended investiga,

tion. Case processing takes from 2 to 7 months currently versus a minimum of 2

years previously:
Furthermore; the EEOC has reviewed and closed nearly 57 per cent -of- all back,

logged -cases and. projects the remaining backlog will be completely eliminated by

1952; iAppendix
in January;_ Mil,. the EEOC -expanded individual charge prOCeSSing to include

-class complaints. After continued 'prodding and_pressure from constituency- organiza-

tions like_ Women Employed, and _Congressional_ oversight committees, the_EEOC

implemented the Early Litigation Ideritificatio_n_(ELD Program. -ELI is an internal

program for identifying elaSs charges -of-discrimination. The idea is _to_identify
potential_cases as early- as possible so_that litigation-oriented itivestigatio_n _c_an be

conducted: There are three- sources -for- ELI charges:--(1),Statistical __evidence and

existing_ EEOC evidenee (EEO-1 Analysis_ and filed). Specific_ industries may

be targeted. (2) individual charges which ore expandd due to an issue(s) implying

class impact. third party or union charges alleging class harm
__ELI differs froM a systemic grograrnin that it concentrates on- smaller employers,

can be limited in-Sedge of isstte and can be initiated by an individualrather than-a

CoMmissiOner'S -charge: l a date class charges haVe been filed 'against approximately
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70(1 respondents; 40,per cent. of the crises have been closed with 41 per cent involv-
ing_class-wide set le mews.

The second major -accomplishment under Norton has be I, the total restructuringof the aoney. I hi redesign has been provente .-ze---the most extensive
overhaul of Straietiire.aiid process since the establishmrit of the KEOC in 1965. The
changes include: A rapid charge, --proOessing- system with eMphasis on expanded
intake procedures : Mice -to -face fact -finding -and settlement; (21- A separate. backlog
cast. processing systerm Idi Integration _of_ litigation,__investigation, and conciliation
functions; (4). A manzigement _accountzibility and information system; (5) National
trainin_g program _and standards for staff,

1.ield reorganization isnow_complete. Lawyers who previously_ worked- in separate
Iiiigation center have _been integrated with investigators in district offices. During
fiscid vetir 1979, the_;EEOC filed do. lawsuits, 197 or 83 per cent of which resulted-in
court settlements and consent decrees wie k. backpay and other benefits totaling $0,2
million. There arc approximately. 1000 casts now pending in U.S. district- courts; -785
'rid& VII 'cases and 204 Equal Pay and Age Discrimination_cases. EEOC h i. 22 fiill-
service district offices and 27 area offices equipped to receive charges and process
those not requiring extended ivestigation.

lri addition- new enforceme :t jurisdictions have been transferred_fo_the EEOC
-kern -other federal zigencies. In addition to Title VII, EEOC now _enfo_r_ces_the_Equal
Priv Aet and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act and has responsibility -for
federal iiffirm-ativC action .planaing and Title VII complaint processing and appeals
for t;ie_1.euet a! Sector: On the policy front,--the EEOC has definitely taken the lead-in .

promulgiiting_guidelines and regulations for-improving enforcement of equal oppor-
tunity laws. Thi. _agen,y, although engaged in major-. structural and operational
n.fOrtn, has _eagerly pursued important policy issues. Among others, we now have
pre_cedent!setting_guidelines_ on employee selection, "reverse-discrimination," preg-
n;incy__discrimination; sexual harassment, religious accommodation, and exposure, to
hazardous subtances,

another_ positive initiative._ Eleanor Holmes - Norton -set up two years.ago an
advisory group _of women's organizations_ to meet with her on a quarterly basis.
:Vhese regular meetings have provided_a_forum for the EEOC to update groups on
enforcement activities and policy initiativ_es,_ In_turn,_ wprnen's organizations are
able to lav out problem areas and prior4des,__a_nd_recornmend changes. There is
firsthand exchange of. information, ideas and criticis_inst_the_generni result has been
an --increased degree 'of accountability on the part of_agertty officiaLs, The EEOC's
Office of Interagency Coordination recently set up a similar task force comprised of
representatives from women's civil rights, labor and business organizations.

The EEOC-- has succeided in implementing substantial structural. reorganization
and 1;1 creating -a viable process of handling individual and class complaints of
discrimination. However,_ problems in charge processing still exist, the biggest being
the lack of real systemic impact.

CURRENT ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Eill;i-rernerti Srruicgies
The EEOC defines systemic discrimination. charzes as broad chargeS_ against

major employers which are initiated by the Commission itself. Respo_ndents_are
supposedly chosen by a complex targeting technique which considers various factors
such .is employment --opportunities for women and/or minorities; industry
growth potential, statistical, -data available, etc. In addition, discrimination issues
must heparvzisive, involving hiring, pramation, pay, etc..

The _EEOC did not even begin its systemic programs in its field-offices until a year':
aga__Currently, only 100 cases nationwide have -been- initiated; none have been
resolved._ Women Employed's years of experience in fighting employment discrimi-
nation have shown_ that:if discrimination is ever to be eliminated it must be through
broad, coMprchensft/e efforts. Racial and sexual discrimination_ will net-be eliminat-
ed one case at a time While we understood._ the_ of placing 'initial priority
on perfecting individual case processing_and reducing the backlog, we believe that
the time has come to make systemicdiscriminatfon a- priority._ Adequate resources
h-ave et to.be invested in the systemic program. The head_of_the_systemic_onit has
changed so many times in the post few years that there has been virtually no
leadership.

-F'ortunately. the .ELI program has provided some_mechanisms for affecting dis
crimination-pattern-and- Practices-. However, resources for ELI are limited also It is
imperative for. the EEOC now to- focus its primary energies on making its systemic.
program operational: This should proceed-through-achieving enforcement results in
caSes,aiready _developed, by expanding stibstantially-the numbr of systemic cases,
and by expanding, the ELI program. Ultimately, EEOC's effectiveness will be judged
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by its record for challenging the_ pervasive discriminatOrY systems that
arc the cause of iridividual eases of discrimination.

!kith Issues
(The-_ of the wors, deficiencieS Which perVades EEOC'S operations is its inability to

monitor statistically the agency's activities: ComPaterized_data collection and re-
porting is in place only with re and to the individual charge processing-systems at
the twenty-two district offices. Thete is absolutely no way for either the EEOC itself
or outside groups to-iiSieSS the performance of the agency unless it is made account-.
able for its data. Ftir example; we know that during the six-month period
September 1, 1979, through- -MarchMarch al; 1980,1115 equal pay cases were received by
the EEOC (this includes 195 directed investigations, undertaken by -the agency
without receiving a charge): We ,also _knovi_the number of closures- (378) and the
dollar amount of both findings and awards made ($1.3 million found for 110;' people
and $323,000 restored- to 686 people:) We do not know what percenta::: of cases
closed are -restiltirig remediea_or in what period of ti-me- charges- are being
processed. In feet, all these statistics indicate is that the EEOC is processing alt
proximately the same number of equal pay complaints as were processed in the
Department of Labor: _

Likewise, no instructive statiatical information is aYailable to adequately,evaluate
processing of age discrimination cases, ELI cases, and litigation activity. Although
)miss statistics provide a picture of greatly improved enforcement performance_rela,
live to 1):114 administrations; kis imperative that resources be committed to creating a
(Lila accountability system for all of the EEOC's oPerations, For each jurisdiction
(Title VII, Age,. Pay; etc.) and every program (ELI, systemic, litigation; etc)_data
sluield include the number of cases, types of cases (-pregnancy, sexual harasSmenti
etc.), outcomes, i:ettleme_nts, remedy amounts (dollars and persons) and time lapse for
processing. This data should be available to the public on a quarterly basis.

Structure
The data issue which is most acute concerns the area offices. There are 27 area

offices which are equipped only to _conduct intake and factfiriding operations; no
investigative function takes place except through the diStrict Offices. This means no
ELI cases are proCessed in the area offices, no equal pay or age cases can, be
investigated without calling in the district office, and no systemic work earthe
handled by-area office personnel, Women Employed questions the viability_of this
structure. Perhaps it _would_ be more feasible to have fewer offices nationwidewith
all of them full - service _Mat is district offices which include legal staff and continn:
ing investigation and conciliation (CIC) units). -However, we cannot reach a firm
conclusion on this issue; since no data on area office Operations exists; their activity
reports are simply combined into the district office data Thus it is_inipossibla to
distinguish betweenthe time frame for handling a case in an area_ office versus a
district Office: It is impossible to ascertain hew many, if any clieanction cases are
originating in area offices; it is impossible to determine. the peroentage of cases
being closed through rapid charge processing versus the CIC_unit in area 'offices.

The EEOC_currently has no intention of making thiA_type_of_bre_akdown available,
Uneven_performance records do characterise the EE0Cstructure. Examination of

the district office figures does, in fact,- show discrepancies between enforcement
results_ achieved in the older model offices compared to offices opened last_ year,
District offices which are not connected With area offices_ such as Chicago and
Denver.; show relatively better settlement rated; nci-cause rates, and time lapses.
Overall_ the chances for feVorable disposition_ of _a_charge once it extends beyond
rapid charge processing are very glint: Of all_ cases settled, only-7 per cent are
handled through CIC; nearly 52 per cent of the cases closed in CIC are no-caused:
tAppendix IX)
Backlog

One alarming trend does come to light after scrutinizing the statistics. As men-
tioned_ previously, the EEOC hopes to eliminate the num backlogged cases it

inherited_ by 1982. It appeara- libvieYei- that new_backlogof cases is developing.
During the six.month period SepteMber 1, 1979 through March 31, 1980, the EEOC

received nearly 5300 more, cases than it closed. By ,June 30, 1980; the number of
cases received, exceeded .eloSings by 7867. If_this trend is not checked-, the.reorga-
nized EEOC will have its own backlog in exceas)f 10,000 per year We know, for _a

fact that the volume of age dietrimination charges is twice as great as the 8E0C

had anticipated.
-

This new beckleg is particularly disturbing in light of the agency's explanation
for its failure to implement an adequate systemic:program. The agency has_long
contended that its capability to handle systemic discrimination work would expand
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as soon ns resua revs mid(' be freed front_ processing .backlogged cases. Under the
eircurnstanCes, the gri,wing now backlog poses a serious threat to systemic activity.
Proved ti res

Anofiabr area of EEOC enforcement hic-h requires constant monitoring concerns
protection or the rights of charging parties. First, there seems to be a lack of
communiCiition between the EEOC and _the charging -party.- It is not atypical kir a. party to file ch arge and" then hear nothing. from an investigator until she receives
a no-cause fitalingHt_is not uncommon that witnesses arc not contacted. Often. a
charging party is unable to learn the status of her case at any given point in time
An example:

A..wonain filed a complaint with the. EEOC. office in Chicago. EEOC transferred
the:complaint to the New York office because. the woman's employer was headquar-
tered in New York. The charging party_ receiVed a confirmations. letter from _a New
York investigator stating thi.0. the charge _had: been received and was being _Investi- .Fated. One month later, the woman_ was fired_from_ her job, so she wrote the New
York investigator informing him of her terminatian,_ One Month after_ that._ the
woman cidled Women Employed because she had not beard anything from New
York, not-even that her letter informing them. of her termination had been_ received.

Tiine after time in hoth individual_ third ptirty class charges in which Women
Emploved -has been involved, there-has been insufficient contact. with the investigu-,
tor. Cliarging- parties have the right to regular progress_ reports. The EEOC can only
benefit -front increased infOrmation, witnesses, perspectives; etc. In the case of third
party charges, proced-ures mast be developed to insure periodiostatus reports. All of
this c:iin _he accomphs-hed without .violating confidentiality rules.

In liddition, some form of' appeal procedure is crucial to protect charging p..! ies
who can -show they have not been treated fairly by the system. We have been told
that an 'Informal _ appeal procedure already exists whereby a charging party can
write a lean. to the_ District Director.- It is at the .discretion of the Director to o
respond._ Unfortunately, this "informal" procedure is not publicized and charging
parties do not know it exists; At the very- least, charging parties should be told
sometime during the .rapid _charge processing- procedures that they can make. a
specificand defined appeal. EEOC is hoping that a. sophisticated internal auditing
system -will- preclude the need -for such an appeal procedure. However, as long as the
discretion of-tin individual_ EEOC_ employee can have a major bearing on the out--
come of a chargean apnea! procedure is essential.

In the _ELI progr.arn; resources_are limited; therefore not all class-charges will be
chosen for _processing, Thus; _in_ this instance also there is a definite need for an
appeal procedure, if a class charge is' not selected for ELI.
Pohey

Flintily. we urge the Cornmission to continue to-chart strong policy in new areas.
The__EFOC must move immediately to issue, regulations insuring equal benefits in
employer contributions to insurance, pensions, welfare programs and-other fringe
benefit programs. The - agency alSo faces the challenge_ of.devising a litigation and
policy_ strategy _to tackle the issue of pay equity and closing the wage gap between
men and wornen,

In summary, the EEOC has not proven capability to tackly_ systemic discrimina-
tion. Further,. it _has failed to prevertt_a new..backlog_ _from_ dev_eloping- out of the
rapid charge processing system. Viability of the area office structure _is in question,
hut it cannot be judged adequately without data accountability which does not it
ex ist.

SUMMARY OF REt:UMMENUE'D EEOC Raoams

Ili The ElW should focus its primary energies on making its systemic program
operational, or substantially expanding resources for the ELI prograrri.__

12) A computerized data collection and reporting system cov_ering_eac_h_jurisdiatiod
and each agency program should be put in place immediately.' Data sbauld include
the rumber of cases, types of cases, outcomes, settlements; remedy amounts; and
time lapse for _processing.

ti _The areil-.office structure Should be examined to determine the viability of
establishing only district offices which are fully staffed for intake, investigation and
litigation:

(.1) The new backlog which is developing should be recognized and addressed.
17, t Added measures to protect the rights- of charging parties should be imple-

meitted. .

__Lai- Charging parties and toeir representatives should be given periodic status
reports during charge processing.
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(hi A formal appeal iirlicedii should be developed.

INTERAGENCY CuORDINATICM

Asa result ()I' Ex cut' Order 12067 which-gave the EEOC auth.itoy to
and sti.indardize EEO petliii-Miinee government-wide in order to strengthen-enfOtee-
mem and eliminate clitfilieiition and conflict;, the E,E0C established an Office of
Interagency -Cotirdiiiiition: The impirtance of agency coordinittion between the
rEoc ,i ()Fcci, cannot b( underemPitasiA.cl. Although the structure is Sound, we

halve found the prof:es:A.1es); than efficient. On various issues,- Women Employed
itslIf has intervened betweVn the agencies nt an attempt to clarify positions_alid
avoid- unnecessary misunderstandings. areul attention must be paid to- coordina-
tion in both policy dvelimment and enforceriietit strategies. Secrecy -and- _distrust
between the two major EEO agencies will only result in hamperedenfOrcement On
both ()arts.

out inuntdiate step which should be-taken-i);_eStablishmentorlocill interagency
taskloct,s. _The one comprised

an
OFCCP,' EEOC and the_ Illinois DepartMent of

flutmin H a)fights- is a model. In n iiceountithility_i-;ession _wit_h__Women Employed in
November; i:179., repr((sentittives of the,. EEOC. OECCP and the state _agency agreed

to develop coordinated enforcement -Strategies design_ecl_tg_impact on the widening
wage_gin) between Melt and women, Until Women _Employe_dbrought these age-ncies
together. they had never been in the room. for a discussion of their work. To

.(1)iti,;_the task force hat; developed procedures_for_shoring targeting, compliance
revit.w. and complaint itillirMation, and wOrked__together _in collecting data for

systemic cases. Further plarls include the linking_orstate ann federal contractors in

investig(ttions and the development of in_vestigatory -_and analytic tools aimed at
affecting the wage gap- in SpeCific corporations. Women Employed will continue to
monitor the progress of this precedent-setting program in C!-cago.

CoticLustott

Through substantial structural reorganisation lincf procedural -reforms, both the
°FCC!' and EEOC haVe dernonst Pitted signifieant _progresS in erifincement of equal

meth opportunity _requirements, Tbe_challertge ahead for-these agencies is
perhaps as enormous US:111f? ones overcome in the pastfew years..Both agencies face
the task or trim)(hititig the momentum and commitment which-has now been estab,

ihw irOitiiii,Mitlized enforcement activity. There are still several outstanding
issues to Its resoled; -;end new _obstacleS to bee overcome. .

Today women on the average still earn 59c for every -IfIl.00 men earn. This is the
ft imiework It) which assessments ofEEO progress must b.). -ade..

A ne comprehensive program must be undertaken by employers and - govern-
tin agencies responsible fbr enforcing equal opportunity laws. That program_must
have its a fundamentill_goal closing _thi: wage_ gap between -men .and women. For

eX411111)1f., OFCCP and FEOC currently spend nearly $180. to_enforce
equill opportunity laws. A,Meitsure of their performance must. be_ whether the wage

gap between men_ and women diminiSheS during a given year AsAhe agencies
develop policies ,nd enforcement mechanisms; they must analyze how these will
contribute to closing the wage gap.

expandrd government- efforts will not be sufficient on their own-. Indi-
vidual, corporations must analyze the waive gift) between nale and female employees.
They must analyze their salary administration programs,. affirmative action- plans,

equal opportunity effbris to determine how these will contribute to closing the

wage gap in their companies.
Womens and civil right); groups nibst continue their_ advocacy Work, monitoring,

and dav-to-day.ity.iilVetrient in this process. Women Employed has been involved in
monitoring the ()RV!' EEOC for over seven:years. Today, the Chicago District
EEO( office outper all others. OFCCP's Rej.pon V 'headquartered in Chicago)
outperiOrms-:ill iitlierS._ These perform:ince records are no coincidence. The - consist-
ent monitoring_ and' advocacy which are wart of the reason for this effectiveness

must be carried mitionwide.,To assist in this, the Women Employed Advocates

itaS bmetestablIshed, .

CC'onten Employed Advocates is it national lobbying network of-individuals
atui- Iagnizations concerned about equid eriiIileyenent opportunityA._quarterly
Bulletin Imoules. information about our work on programs design_ed_te _improve
enforcenwnt. of EEO laws and target cm-poi-in-4MS industrie.s.with_mitterns and
priteticis of discrimination. Women_ Einilli#01 hits also outlin ed__strategies and rec-
onimended_approaches for making gains for WOrk_ing women__Ii_uhdreds of individ-
uals att_groups itre now working together. throUgh the 'YE- Advocates, to maximize
our effectiveness and to make iiehieveritent of economic equality a national priority.

78
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This report and its recommendations niust now serve as the baSiS Of future advocacy
Wark.

A eetv IflcK

APPENDIX I

probli,!rts: rignelles
A major Chicago batik bas retained a consultant to interview and screen handi-

capped_zipplicilatS Ibr the bank, The bank has instructed the eciriStiltant to hire only
the most visibly handicappestpersons_ who will be content with Clerical or
positions. The bank wants the new, handicapped erriployevs to lit.We a high public
visibility. but does not_want to worry about promoting thera

-A-woman worked fora company in a secretarialtadministrative aide position. One !-of the directors ,of the company asked the woman to dinner on two separate
occasions. She refused both invitations. Some weeks later;-the woman accidentally
walked into ii hotel room at a convention and discovered the -sane director in bedwith another woman. Although the woman told no one about the incident; the
director became extremely -pi,ac .1cl about the discovery and demanded that she befired. from the company. The 4 ian'sinimediate supervisbr refused to fife her
because she was ain excellent earpi,vee.--The vice,president of the company terminat,
ed her because_ her work was "slipping." The president of the board of directors thencirculated a letter to the board announcing that the woman had resigned from thecompany, _ _ _ _ _

An iakertising agency with billings of over $70 million a year has a small branch.
officein Chicago. One of thy -male vice-preSidents at this branch Office decided that
whenever the receptionist was_ sick or on_ vacation the rest of the women in the
office, regardless of job_ title. would_ have _to _take turns filling in at the reception
desk. The woman_art director took_exception to this decision because no -col-hp-arable
men were required to help. Alter protesting_ on_two_ separate occasions; the woman
was abruptly fired. When she asked for the reason for her termination; Stie.WJS told
there did not have to be any reason given.

A locill bank adapted anew policy that required ;lathe women omnloyees to wear
-Williams. The bank agreed to pay for the first $175of the cost_ Dilhe uniforms: In
addition. the women had to sign a letter stipulating that if they quit their jobs at
the bank before one year was up, they would have to reimburse the bank for the
cost of the uniforms. There is not a uniform requirement for the male employees.
The bank made it clear that if the women did not wear uniforms, they would not
have jobs.

Th_e only wornim on_an auditing staff discovered that she would not get _a promo-
tion because_thecomptroller decided that he did not like- her. Her qualifications are
better than two men they have hired at a higher grade than she presently works at
She did not receiYe11 review after ti _months, which is company policy, but was
reviewed after 15 months_ at_whicit time she was ttild that she would -not be
promoted. This particular company has seventy branches iiiitiOnWide. and all of the
branch managers are white males.

A Woman applied for a job as a paramedic with a_suburban fire _departmetit. She
is,the only woman licensed as a paramedic in Illinois. The suburbs upon-learning
that She had applied, decided to hire a testing firm to give agility tests to_ the
paramedic- applicants, although this 1.irocedure had, never been followed before.

A suburban bank fired a woman officer who told the president of the bank that
she was pregnant. but intended -to work right up to delivery and to return soon'
after: Two days later. the bank Fired a woman who had just been hired part-time
when she revealed that she was pregnant.

A Young woman applied for a job with a major Chicago bank. She was interested
in their matitigetne_nt training program. Having surviVed the initial pre-screening.
the woman was invited to_the laink for a full day of interviews With various t ,ink
personnel. At lutichtime,_the woman_ w_tis introdCteed to it bank eititilitSiee and told
ask any personal questions. She was- assured -the conversation_ not part of the
interviewing process and would be strictly '_off the recor&" Over lunch; the bank
employee asked the applicant questions about her personal life e:g.. do you have a
biijariend. areyou thinking of getting married, how do ,you feel about having
Children, etc.? The applicant answered the questions -fiirmatively before it becartie

thitt the conversation was in fact very much a part of the hiring_process.
Prior to :With. the applicant was told her qualifications and chances forgetting the
job were exteptional. At the end of the day. she was told that she-would not be
offered the position.
__A _woman applied For a job as a fire fighter With a Small suburban fire depart-
nent. She had previously served as volunteer tire fighter for another city, The
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wonnw roccivoti ;;or from I he Piii thttL the department had no
iicc_onimodittions foray.iiimin at this time, :46 they Could tiot hire her.

A wornim sitles_representiaive for 4.1 COS/1"1..'1i6- company Wis propositioned by her
stiles manager whoalso migle overt phyaical -adViiitets to her; One week after the
inn. bent: the woman was informed that her job was or the line_becituse her
tiVity was down..Then the_company stopped communicating with her Theiroilice_is
in New York: 'No- woman finally wrote a letter to the president detailing the
harassiiieiii and the subsequent retaliation by the manager. One week later the

notified of her termination._
A ChiCiatii affiliate of a major has not hired a tiingle female or

Minority in the five years. During a_routine compliance review, -this informa-
tion was transmitted_ to the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs. No
action against the union was ever taken:

A tuitional union provides standard subsidies to locals for their staff members,
and the locals supplement the salary: A woman was hired in a position traditionally
held by men, but the salary- was loitered because she was a woman. She filed a
discrimination charge itli the EEUC: _which upheld the charge; finding_ the local
intiliate 'guilty of discrimination in establishing;. 2 separate pity scales. However, the
charge was then buried in administriitiVe-red_ tape and was never followed up. The
citse was not re.solveci_even though the'EEOC initially found in her favor.Numerous
promises were much! hy_the__EEOC to the woman over several months. but no action
restilu.d. Nleill1While. the woman was informed by the-Ideal_ that her contract would

tint Iii renewid. The EEO(' _failed to inform her-al-her right-to _file a retaliation
Charge if her employer took_action against her for filing it discrimination charge. It
hie. alsii -liven discovered that_other_;vomen throughout the btiiiiiti;* employed in
hail affiliates of this union are being denied equal. pay under the same .circum-
st:inces.

In 1974, Wt.neti Employed filed charges against Harrii Trust and Savings Bank.
What haS how hecome a multi-million dollar ,discrimination case was heard -en a
formal hearing %elm.* commenced in August; _1979, and was completed in early-1980:
The decision by a Depiirtment of Labor iidmimstrative law_judge is imminent.

The case involves discrimination in hiring. training;_job _placement, Salary levels
and rates of promotion. In general, women and minorities at Harris have remained
in depiirtments and job classilicationS that are lower paying and offer fewer oppor-
tunities for :advancement than their white Male counterparts have. An extensive
study of siniiry levels compilring men and women; minorities and _non -minorities
tith comparntile_tenure, education and e4c-periente revealed substantial income
disparities. For the- sears 1974 through 1977, for example; women _and_minorities
eartieilla total of approximately_ 812million lesS thhit-their white male counterpaCs.

Thi.. Harris case will set _a_ precedent_for the entire banking industry, It is the_firsi
in -which the government has sought to a bank from- SerVitig dg a depository for
federal account, on the basis of its discriminatory employment --practices: It_is the
fir:it-time that the government has sought back wages for an affected class of bank

emplayeeS. .

And S'et, complzunts_ of discrimmatory_employment practices at Harris Bank
continue to be _received_ by both Women_ Employed ;tad the government agencies.
Specific arse, rf nielaf disirimil.aiion in promotion, unequal pay, and blatant illegal
action agiiitist Pregnant women are now being investigated.

Last hill. Women Empinyed began studying the employment profiles of four-major
oil companiesAmoco, Miturol (;as Pipeilne; Shell; and Standard. Diita for oil
facilities of these complinies -located ih Chicago revealed that 70.5 per cent of the
women employed are in clerical positions-while only 3.1i per cent are in technical
Jobs and only 2.7 per f-ent are managers: As a result of Women Employed findings,
OFCCP hits now conducted complizin-ce reviews of all these oil companies. Investiga-
tors /wive found that most lack current iiffiritiiitive action _plans. The oil industry in
Region N.' it hicintoi will continue to be targeted by OFC.:CP during fiscal year 1981.
At issue in thi!secompanies are general affirmative action deficiencies; unaccepta-
ble_ goals and timetables,_Iindings of infected- atitii--e-ti owed hack wages; and other
Violations of the Executive Order. (Appendix Hi

AIENDIX II
-

Oil companies with Federal contracts in the downtown Chicago area employ 4973
people of whom 1722, :14.1i percent, are women; and 509; 10.2 percent, are minority
women.
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FEDERAL CONTRACTORS IN THE 011. INDUSTRY 14 THE DOWNTOWN CHICAGO AREA COMPARED TO

ALL DOWNTOWN CONTRACTORS

1ln percent)

Oil
Alt d¢wnlown

contractors

Females:

Managers 2.7 7.0
Professionals 21.0 17.2
Technical 3.6 4.8
Clerical 70.5 65.7
Sales and other 2.2 5.3

Total employment 100.0 10t).0

Minorrty females:
Managers 2.o 4.2
ProtessionalS 9.8 10.0
Technical 3.3 4.8
Clerical 80.2 76.9
Sales and other -3,5 -4 1

.., Total emplOyment 100.0 100.0

SOWCP Employment data from Eft, 1 forms. 1978: 136 downtimn facilities: 9 facilities from Amoco: Natural Gas Pipeline: and Standard Oil

FEDERAL CONTRACTORS IN THE OIL INDUSTRY CHICAGO AREA EMPLOYMENT PROFILE-=1g78

- - -
All oil

Persons

Amoco

employed

Natural gas
pipeline Shell Standard

Total Emp!oyment 7,226 3356' 692 127 3,051
Women 1,973 675 168 74 1,056

Percent of total. 27.3 20.1 24.3 58.3 34.6
Minority women '575 169 58 13 338

Percent of total 9.0 5.0 8.4 10.0 11.1
Odupation of females -in percent:

Managers 2.3 1.3 3.6 1.4 3.0
Professionals 19.2 12.9 20.2 1.4 24.2
technical -5.8 11.4 -1.8 - 3 3.3
Clerical: 69.6 72.9 73.8 97.2 64.8
Salet and Whet 3.1 1.5 .6 -0. -4,7

--tat emPloyme it 100.0 100.0 100.0 100M 100.0

a. ;,;., :. )1 IT inor;iy trmales-in percent:

....

'1,-nag rs 2:3 1:2 3.4 0 2:7
FrAssionals 10:8 5:9 24.1 0 11:2
Technical 4.9 7.1 1.7 0 4:4
Clerical 79.2 85.2 ` 70.o 100.0 76.9
Sales and other 2.8.. __ . .6 0 0 ......._.4.8

Total employment 1190.0 :100-.0 100:0 100:0 100.0

source Employment data fmr 610-1 forms. 1978

OFCCP-NATIONAL

[Fiscal year 19801

Quarter-
Fiscal year

. 4 .
total

Total compliance reviews. 600 672
Pre-Award 194 157

Percent of total 32 23

L
- 00-326 0 - 82 - 6

81
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OFCCPNATIONALContinued
Ihscal year MN

. ,

n,arter- Fiscal year
total

2 3 4

Other
406 51:i

- Percent of total 68 77

Construction
Percent of total

116 127

19 19
r%

Other
484 545

Pertent of Mal 81 81

Back pa in dollars

Number of person

6182389 1,27.6 669 .,

2048 i 1074

Dollars per 3019 1,189
_person

Debarments:
Total since 1965

iota( since 1977

. 24

12

Administrative complaints
3 7

Show causenotices
.82 99

ServiceLsu_oply

construction

74 . 92

.9 7

Conciliations
461 , 522

Affected class cases
r. 79 60

APPENDIX IV

OFCCPNATIONAL FISCAL YEAR COMPARISONS

Quarter

_1976 1977 e 1978 1979

Total Compliance reviews
16,00.0 8,792 2;410

Pre-award
1;032

Percent of total
43

Other
1;378

Percent of total
57

Construction
501

Percent of total
._ _21

Other
1-,909

__Percent _of total
79

Back min_ dollars
5,400,000 1,900,000 3344,207

Number of persons ,. 4548 2,F.', 2,160

Dollars pet person'
z. 1;187 1,733

Debarments: _

Total since 1965
21

Total since 1977
9

Administrative complaints
3 ___6 11 35

Show arse notices
. 1,355 -. 400- 408 225

rvice/stipplV -,
216

Constr uction
9

Conciliations
652

Affected class cases ..... ....,
165

82
C.

o

, ---'
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Arprivmx V

OFCCP-REGION V AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL

(Fiscal year 19801

Quarter
hscal year

3
total

Total compliance reviews (Percent) ... . 24 33
Pre-award 27 38
Other_

Construction 13 28
Other

Back pay in dollars 13 26
Nuinber of persons 24 67
Dollars per pttrson

Debarrii-enh

Total since 1965

Total since 1977
Administrative com&nts 33.3 43
Show cause noticell, 25 35
Service supply 25 35
Construction 50 43
Conciliations_ .___ 22 28
Affected class cases .. 18 18

APPENDIX VI

OFCCP-=REGION V

!Fiscal year 19801

1

Quarter
Fiscal-year

2 3
total

To compliance reviews 146 219
Pre-award 53 59

Percent of total 36 2
Other 93 160

_Percent of total 64 73
Contstruction 15 35

Percent of total 10 16
Other 131 184

Percent of total 90 84
Pack_ pay in dollars . . . 8.128 327.221
Number of persons. 5 < 716.
Dollars per.perSon.... ____ ...... . 1,626 457
DebarmentS.

Total since 1965

!Oral since 1977

Administrative complaints 1 3

Show cause notices 19 35
Service supply 18 32
Construction 1 3

Conciliations.:.._ 102 147
Affected class cases .. ! ..... .. 13 11
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APPENDIX VII

If 'D NI Si E N D ATI( INS 1.1 /I( F:EI If EEMINI -II 'I S'

The O( must take specific action steps iiiiinediatel-: to tesLorr the credibility of
th .42,encv Based on Women Employed's own ex peritblICVS. we 1)PlIVVI! the

01111.1:4C, ;DV 'il imireiK.C.ii _Method...4 for Ciuirge 11114$1ic. and

irrr, must he Impleirreirtr111 *_1:21 ittvestigative procedirs tnust
he standaritited, and IDIP.fISIVP (raffling conduted fOr intake technicians and invvti-
g;lior,; :I formula fur prioriti/ing :_luirges should -be established :lII ehtirging
inirtie. most be given written notilleation _at regulo intervals regarding action
hem:; taken on ihUir charge, what the_ next step _will be, -and rifts tnt tiin-ttable;
methods be developed for expediting the nonanalytical Stepti in the-
ine,t igative process, and tune limits should _be ibt__0:1 completion of each r;lage- tif

tin P ii1i a IP:110 apprwih should_be_used in the District ()nice
per -11151 "lit, 11151 ii15-Ntig:itive. conciliation and litigation processes; '171 a "tudy
:-.11auld hi iiiideruikeit to_dternine_whot is a reasonable case In id For iii inestiga-
fir, inn! perronnance stalid:W(lii devised; '18) new ch:irgel-i SWUM be

Ii Charge_; invest_igined simultaneously by sepiihitP Uiiits in
0, liktii Office; 110 incliyitiwki CFI:101S should he separated

r, and 11,1ndivei units in the I)istrict C)111--ce: and_considerition
-.116(.0(1 to _pripriliz..irig Class action charges; 11-01 District Of:lee:4 ialould

losely with right_s and women's groups in devercipitig aetien eltati;es
pattern and _practice. investiwitions; 'III) guidelins should be developed and

traniin) _Provided_lor handling of ;iiiss action- charges and Piittt1en and Practice
rhyr...4,4ritirm, in the District (Miees; i the latigatiiiii Centers :Thoutld_ he _merged
into the 1),is,trict_ Offices then 's integrating the litigatiee and investigzttive_tune-
i ions: '11x1 the Regional Offices should lie 5bolishid With their resources_allocated
to the District Offices: ,..0,4tig;ittve purposes; gre4tter budget :t1loc;:1000
should 146 toward ,ve functions, particularly systemic work; 11:il HOC

should ho given cease and I, tit power.

eteer:Nnix
.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION ENFORCEMENT STATISTIC'S

Sett!,,:rit rite (percent)
Throgh RCP'_' (,)ercent)

tiocausP rate ipetc7tt
Average tenetit (dollars)
1,rne ',Jose 'months)

Backlog

4,Ip' Ord( r

EEOC PERFORMANCE STATISTICS

Jot! I 1919 March 11. 19801

Pre.Girtig
Sept I, 19/9.

lune 30, 1980

14.0 44.0
47.6

39.0 28.9

1400 3450

24 2-7
130,000 56,000

iNnvoge
8allarm

Merle Office;

Chicawo Dulls, Denver,

New

ti1,60r-11, Nev, York'

.4,1,1,;nt. 440 49i 539 450 318 27.2 32.7

CCP' 93 0 95 7 83 7 988 98.7 81.5. 93.4

C1C.' 10 43 16.3 12 1.3 18.5 .6:6

`40:30,i; 18 9 24 8 29.1 30.0 26.3 51.5 37:8

Rcp f.f :,P31 859 902 74.5 978 907 62:1 83.6

978 523 606 45.4 368 36.3 36.5)

"151 212 210 298 245, 410 36.7

tr,t:31 II i 98 25.5 -2.2 9.3 37.9 16.4

119 216 344 25.0 41 135 13.2

1),/101.4, rti.011111/en ,n it/mkt-or:U(41 under Chair Eleanor Holmes Niirttm.
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[FOC PERFORMANCE STATISTICS =-Continued

19LI I9P.i Mardi 11401

Nalionwoe
Model

BaMmore' Ch,cago

New offices

Denver Milwaukee" Nov York,

Peicent no :aused 51.9 58.5 52.7 39.3 44.2 69.1 43.4
Avtidsle benelit (dollats) 3.450 3,600 2,800 2,800 2,000 3,550 5.400
Tithe lapq (months) 2 7 2.-11 %-8 1 -9 3-8 1'e -8 1/2-8
RCP 2 5 2.5 i5 -4 3-7 3-6 11:2-4 1/2 2-8
CIC 5 -7 4-11 11AJ-8 1-9 5-8 2-8 1/2-.6.

:range processing
!Al!,!IrupA inv.est.gation and. conctr.iPon.

o Riclimcnd, Va and Wasfm.,:,',n. BC area offices
fai.satct off iCe_onry. _no area. Ottie,
Includes 14 Paso fe, and Oklahoma City area offices

"Inc!ude., Nfinneapcfr, Slion_Afea ntnco
111Chgtes Boston, gm. Newark, NI. and Buffalo, N Y area offices

Me. HAwKiNs. Miss Kreiter, would you care to aced anything at
this point?

Ms: KRETIER. Not at this point, but during the questioning, thank
you.

Mr: HAWKINS: All right:
The next witness is Betty Willhoite. I think you have a state-

rnent that you wish -to file:
Ms. Wini.HorE. I have copies, yes.

STATEMENT OF BETTY WII.1.110ITE, PRESIDENT, LEACUE OF'
WOMEN VOTERS OF' (7111(7A(I0

MS. W1LLHOITE. I am Betty Willhoite, president of the League of
Women Voters of Chicago; We welcome this opportunity-to under-
score the testimony of our national Tres:dent, Ruth Hinerfeld,
before the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities on July 29;
1981.

She reviewec league's commitment to affirmative action on
behalf of min- s -and women. It is effort that has made use
of all ..n!... full-scale suits, amicus briefs, monitoring,.
recommcmdat is; an above aft; lobbying to hold the line againi,
erosion of affirmative action ..ilforcement.

Within the past 2 months league has writte.: to Secretary. of
Labor Donovan and Budget -Director Stockman in strong opposition
to changes in Executive Order '1I246changes which seriously
-:ompromise Federal support for equal employment.

The league's rev'ew-and. this bothered us of comments on new
po 1r les are very m,ic hampered by lack of access to administra
tion proposals. Congres. and concerned cit:n.ms are shut out of the
executive process; -a mode of operating by this administration that
signals action by fiat with citizen comment a useless exercise after
the fact. We are really worried about that:

Furthermore. we are mindful of worsening wage differentials
be'-ween bl sick and white families; particularly daring the last
decade, a drop for blacks from GI to 57 percent of the income for
white fam'lies, coupled ..-ith the fact that job segecjation results in

. severe La derrepresentrition of minorities and °women in higher
paying jobL. Seventy-eight percent of all officials and managers in
private industry "2 white male:. These are conditions demanding
eternal vigilance. "hen applied as mandated, the effectiveness of
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affirmative act ion is vv 'dent in the gains of black workers in white
colfu occupations and access for women to nontraditional careers;
as colleague- have so'eloquently testified.

The league 1F-. not. c'eterred by the arguments that redress metis-
ures tire in reality quotas or are too costly for today's unsettled
economy. W point t6 the continuing need for the assembling of
concrete steps to remedy lack of equal opportunity. Indeed, they
correspond to the use of 1,oak considered by business to be al-,
indispensable inanageniont tool. The cost_ argument has been ex-
ploded by studies Which Show the price of affirmative action is only
0.01 percent of gross revenues.

What 6.-sPecinll'- concerns the Chicago League now is the high
correlation between the Rcagan budget cuts and regression on the
equal opportunity front. Economist Andrew Brirnmer noted that
well pawl black workers are diSproportionately employed by the
Government. Future public sector shrinkage will widen the racial
economic gap. Black workers Were 3d percent of the participants in
CETA public Service jobs, _a program 'that inCreasingly linked
people needing jobs-with work that needed doing.

Chicago hi,iS lost at least 200;OCIG private sector jobs during the
List decade. Add the abrupt loss_bf 10000 CETA jobs, and note that
the minority youth unemployment rate did not budge in an othe.r.:.
wise slightly better employment report for.Julv.

Reagan OfficialS themselves acknowledge that unemployment is
expected to rise before supply side economics really takes hold. A
dubious premise.

Leonard Silk, New York Times financial editor; repeatedly points
out fundarriental similarities between the Reagan prograth and
Mrs. Thatche. 's England, a warning that applies to cuts in pro-
graniS, including affirmative action; that make a vital difference to
those who are left out of the economic mainst,..eam_

We are struck by the conclusion of Ricl.ard Hard_y'S doctoral
thesis at the UniVerSity of Iowa, which was for every 1-per-ent
increase in unemployment; there is a 2.2-percent decline in income
equality, because seniority and hiring practices tend leave out
the black male, the black female; and the white female.

We commend to your attention in particular all the issi..,ts of trio
Chicago Reporter; the journal which pursues and records the cur-
rent status of diScrithination and counter-acting efforts. Their data
On families trapped in povertyespecially female-headed familic:;
as eloquently pointed out this morningand recently, the retu -n Of

sweatshop labor--torm the basis for the corrective measures availa-
ble in N. .roue offirmative action.

Finally; we reiterate the comments of our president; Ruth Hiner-
feld, when she said:

"Senator Latch 1,-1ieVPs that the Constitution should be crlor-blind. We beliece
that it is, but ti,at petple are not And until sex and r.re discrimination are
elunintited in thiS ixiuntry, affirmative action will be necess ary to assist, theie
persons whose merits aro not recognized in the absence of siich measures."

Thank you very Mitch.
Mr. TIAwHINs: Thank you Miss Willhoite.
Miss Baum, do you have any _questions?
Ms. B iv/A; NO questions.
Mr. HAWRINS. Mr. Washington?
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:TON Thank _you, Mr. Chairman.
MY first question is to Miss Wertz. I am particularly interested

in the combined effect _of race and sex discrimination as it affects
minority communities, Many minority women work and very often
this is because they have to support their families or to supplement
the income of their husbands. In these situations the man's wages
are likely to be lower because of the effects of racial discrimina-
tion. So the woman is more likely to have to work.

And then her wages are; in turn; reduced because of race as well
as sex discrimination. So it seems to me the minority communities
are doubly affected by both race and sex discrimination, that many
black women and minority worn( n especially find themselves in
sort of a double bind. I don't think enough people a_ppreciaw the
impact or really the existence a that kind of' a double whamno,

Would you comment on that, Miss Wertz? -

Wtmrz. There definitely is a double whanpny with minority
families. Right now, the families receive less money; and the bar-
r:rs that are being put up lor minorities at the present time are
put up by society to keep the families down.

Al) I can really say is-I agree with what you have said.
WAsniN(;ToN. Would other members_ of the pan'l care to

respond'? I t hit& Miss Willhoite touched on this point.
Ms Piia.y. Let me aunt make a brief_ comment. In the- paper we

submitted to you I think _the point is not only well taken but is one
that we are concerned about the stability of the American family;
pre,uniably :It least in part we are._ The current administration
'aims to lie so concerned and I think they are far from showing

I hat kind M. concern
I think it is important to note that black women earn on the

average cents for every dallier that white men earn. We have an
arnings gap bet ween black and white. and then we have an earn-
ings gap between black females and white males. It makes it
ioubly dif'f'icult.

In ,uiditiun. %vilerc we have women who are supporting their
families and when we have unemployment rates that impact so
much greater on black males in the r:wimunity. and we have a
'sv-man',4 earning as being the only at.: sole source of support For
Het family. mei, e have a tremendous lifficulty especially imract-
ine black women. with the effects o; race aria sex discrimina-
tion. ,;.ack women can't get hired and' hey t get promoted; and
when ,they do get hired, they get relegated to, the veryi- lowest

Ing:n:')s.
WAstieNarroN. Miss Piercy, lot -me ask you another question.

On pang :1 you state that the allegation on the part of the
L!agan ad.ainistration that these _regulations are burdensome is
mu _true. %Vould you expand on that?

Ms. Ptrm'y. Yes. l_would he delighted to; because -that is one_ of
the catch phrases that we are, hearing .a great deal now, this
question of ,ardcnsome. i think we have to look at who's creating
the burden:

In Wome..-, I:mployed we have been advocating for ar long time;
along with a number of other groups,-an affirmative action sum-
mary that would be baseally a piece of paper on which employers
would provide a summary of what their current employment ',;t
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torsi is, their breakdowns by .sex anci by race. so that you could see
very reziddy v. hot is going on_.

S,'n:It wt.' 11; Seen iSz !IMO. ZICt i011 submissions that some-
tots Hit:1%11_1y hundred' of wigt..;.;_ long that include idvetise7

lire filed in the Chicztgo Defender tii the Chicago Sun
.Times or the L'hiczwo Triinine or wh:ttver. or we have seen pages
:mil pages of pronouncements of actual opportunity policy. Iii fact;
there i. Very little that ttlks about the specific work force cimvosi-
non 11UW :111(1 What you're going to do tiff deal with the problems
and SO thitik we have to look at who has produced
the paperwork

I OILlit add zi little histoic-ztl perspective here. Women Employed
started in 197:t. and it that time this pii Of' k bttrden_tirgument
iii teiiiiS Of zairtnative action did not rezilluxist. Indeed, when we
be-gati lo_oking cot111);I:ileS. action plans, most of them
were relzitivly stiaightlbward: The work force was right there
tild it \\.1- the bzisis on which we filed inzoty_of our eriginzol chzirges
against inzinv notable companiesKraft Foods. CNA Insurance.
Soars & Roebuck. and r111111TOUS banks. It N,vzis really only after it
wos So Clear that it was so easy finr groups Like OW'S to delineate
ver quickly what as_ really going on that all of this may ,,ive
aniiiiitit of paperwork started being submitted to the Government
in _IVSpow-a. II) iityi.iirirs about affimative action plans.

Now. t Iii re is no qw.stion thzit paperNVOrk biii.dens ought
we tie ceit iirily flit that:_ We want theenforcement

dotk.irs going to enforcement. I think the tirgument tibtiut burth.ns
is about 95-pe!.cetit spetou's at this point in ti e.

NIT I.V..%st,INGoN: In terms of the Reagan ..iternative proposals.
N1. l)onovan's proposals. is there any good anywhere in any of
those proros:',Is*.

N1s. I__001(1 like .to call uponNzinc, Kreite, research
director .t. Women E'mployed, who lizis been involved with. these
issues in ,inite some depth to respond to that

Nis. K:i-tEtTKIi: U/112(111 iVO('Zilly. 1 '..!re any rood in
these regtilations. :old I think %Oita we are tiff On, ;s .01 admission
on the piirt of contractors in thisciitiiiti..V thz:t finzilly

wit slime enforcement mechanisms in phice :ma i n ilk suitod
ciirorcing the Iztw., zind there_isa threat to 'these contractors to
either ObY the law or suffer the remedies.

So what we have seen in the Heztgrz.in administration is the busi_-
community Ittf tic ii ,:ery hard right zifter the election to

simply do awzty with the regulations that bnive be,..otne eflective..ft
be-ilits tftev're zInpliczttive: it isn't becatiS they're inconsist-

_,
eni. It is. in_ l'a t, berause they are working:

\1r. \VAsiiiNGToN. You hzive 1,o probleinS with the present proce-
. dures firm hakpav, or do you 'bird: they should be reVii,ed?

Nis._ KIw.rrEIC. On the quesiitir. Of liliekoziy. the 001,y pipblein '.ye
hztve is in enforcing backp.ztv. 'rho problems. w;...1,,lVe seen already,
in the f:ezigan administrzitiOn is a retreztt from cilia-ring the back7

i;i1 that today are on the books ziiid Li it they have not
withdrawn yet. know th:it the OFCCP luts called it rnornto-
HUM fOrrner Solicitor c4iuss has iilre adv testified
about RV6 CaSyVlere they refuse tt3 participtte in bzickiy Settle-
ments. We know right here in ('Itictigti a Major affe!,..d class of
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employees has been found at Bell' Federal & Savings -and the
OFCCP has been_ directed not to go_iifter_that relief at this time

' Our problehis with backpay are lack of enforcement.
We certainly think that there can be streamlining, that we can

decrease some of the paper burdens. We think'the Carter regs that
were proposed were a right step In_ that direction That came after-
many 1years of consultation= years to he exact-wheretill sorts of
creative proposals were put fbrward and we Would like to see those
go rthead._

I would say that in terms of anything good,_I think that not only
in the Carter regs but in things_ that weren't incorporated in the
Carter regs, that there were a__lot of ideas' Ont forward' by both
Constituent_ groups an I must say were discussed during the Carter
adminLartition seriously _by_the' contractor groups. They have all
seemed to retreat pretty quickly since_ Reagan was

Mr: WASHINGTON. Are you_suggesting that_the so-called midnight
regulritions were not midnight regulations, that ther.:. was input
from business rind from the affected interest groups?,

_

M. KIITElt. Mr. Washington_, that is absolutely the truth. TKO Se
regulations' were so far being midnight. Those_ regulations
were mrindated in 1976 after this_subcommittee and tithei. congres7
sionnl subcommittees_told_ OFCCP_ to streamline; strengthen; and
standardize their regulations: Contractors were complaining. Our
groups Were complaining. They Undertook 3 to_4 years_of _regula-
tory reform Yvhich consisted of consulting with Federal EEO agen-
cieS, with client .groups, with the contractors themselves; and we
sat riround tables with Labor officials and the contractors and their
attorneys at that table, coming to consensus about many poi.its
there were then published.

I would also like to point outthat those Ccirter regulations were
pu!Nlished in December 1979. They were around for a year The
contractors knew_that,,and they were pat_ through in final form in
,1)(TentheT 1980. The Reagan administration had to-undertake an
extrtIordinary ;top to stay those regulations: It was not part of this
Executive order on all regulations. They in-di/6d forward to do-away

. With thosrin --ecial_actiom-I--think this can only he inteioreted
as a map ton in civil_rights_and a recognition that ti s

;t rL ; achieving equal opportunity and the aahtti.
buckle uncle'

Mr. WAsitiNG.roN. 1,s you couldn't make it more emphatiC
than that. But what you re really saying is that there was adequate
input from all interested groups over a 3-year span pursuant to the
pri,maigat ion of those orders?

Ms. P:RErtEr. 'Yes; it direct contradiction: to what has gone onwith the preent proposals.
Mr. WASHIN(;TON. Thank you..
One fin-id question, Miss Piercy, in reference to the Harris case.
Are you suggesting that the Government has_aicered its position

because of the pressures from the Reagan adMiniStration in refer-
ence to that case?

Ms. PtErtev: First of all there is no question the GOVernment has
altered its position in general on enforcement: That is the first
aspect of this:
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The. second is that in the tforris.Bunk case SpeCifiezilly, it as now
before Secrouiry _of Lahor Itziyinond Donovan._ All of the final briefs
in thzit case Will be submitted by the eiid of this month; The
S-eceteiry of Labor- must ilien make a decision on that case.

T he gurriS Bunk case demonstrates the necessity of enf'or'cement;
iiiid I think the big Problem here is that the contractors simply
don't wzint to hae to pay the price for discrimination. I think that
is purely and simply- ,What we're dealing with here.

In the ficirri, Bonk case the Americal. Bankers Association says,
"Well; let's redo all the egulations; let's get rid of backpay and
let's get rid of all_ these requirements, and then let's rule on the
Harris Bank case,- When we're. sitting here knowing that_Adrninis-
trzitiVe Law Judge Rhea Burrow has Said 'Harris Bank_owes $12.2
million in back Wages for yaw and sex discriminatiOn.__We think it
is -time that kind 91 enforcement action goes forward; and it is also
one of the key eXamples of why,t!,:e regulatory reform proposals
thzit are ourrently underway are a uisaSter.

I)o you ivalit to add anything; Nancy?
Ms. kitKrmit._ I would just like to add, that our fear in the Ifurris

.Bunk case is thzit policy -is being decided and changed before -this
decision is being upheld. But _I would like to point out that I think
that is what -is happening in the Reagan aditiniStration, a_ tend-

ency to politicrie equal employment enforcement in gene...; in a
way that raises both legal and ethical issues for the first time in
this country in _this arena, I would like to give two examples that
are not in the OFCCP but _thpt are occtih-ifig id the EEOC:_

First; the _rumored fidininatiOn for General Counsel at_the_EEOC

is Michael Conno'ly from General Motors I WOuld like to point out
for those who don't know__that General Motors is engaged_inmajor
and extensive litigation with the EEOC, and has been for a number

of_years.
The second thing is that we have heard rrit, of blatant

zutemptsol new personality at EEOC whc pending
litigittiem--I mean; an illegal of either
influential legiSlators or administrative.off .stav'es Gcying

ihi' are taking, a particular interest in
W..e.stiiNt;'r-dx. None present.

Ms. MU:ITER. Right. 3ne present. fLaughterd
This is really_ a se, ,us matter; both raising legalities and; zs I

said. ethicz4I issues that are devastating; to have to deal with it ;Ills
point in time.

Mr. WASMNGTON. One last question on cost effectiveness. Do you

want to eommeaton. that?
KED:ITER. Many witnesses have said; and I thirik it has been

said in .ill the comments,. that what affirmative action is

this country in terms of outlays out of the pockets of contrarwrs is
fiactional; marginal., What it is costing this country in Lin=

tanped resources and inefficient use of busineSS resources is much
think that's just a specious argument 0-:.t haS become one

of the catch:Words of_this_administra' n.
Mr. WASHINC;TON. But it must be met; it must be met.
MS. KREITER. It must be met.
I _ilk° think the administration has a responsibility to meet it on

their own terms: Let me call to your attention that in the present



regulations there ty9 ac iiii;-Pact analyses offered as to the
disparate impact :en nnd employment opportuni-
ties by cutt:rt- the titresholds of those coved. Nor s there an
industry impac' on hcw many smaii busini..b.-ses would he impacted,
or in what regions th admint 3trati-oniitts pre -juced r. :me of these
types' or cost impacts theLiselvc. .

Mr: WASHINGTON. Miss ridicated . that perhaps some, con-
cession should be made to i.:11:11i:n_ businesses._ She didn't embellish
it; -she said she would forward us the information.

Do you have any brit F comments on that?
Ms. PIEKM I.think tnere is. -no- question that the issue of small

business needs to be addressed directly, but I world suggest that
we ought to start by looking at the- regulations th,.tt-were due to go
into effect in the beginning of:. 1981:. Those. regulations; in fact;.
would have :educed the paperwork burdens on small businesses.
The use of an affirmative action plan summary, you know; _having
a simpler way to file the__information that is needed to be filed, iscertainly I think one of the key ways we need to _look at it:

In addition; the.-e were thiring the- Carter administration any
number of proposals -under consideration, none adopted; that had
to do with the ways in which different kinds of job groups would be
reported;_so_that an employer would be able to do an analysis and
would fulfill the 7!eporting_reqUiremcnt_a_ccoruing to the ways in
which they-actually totaled up and profiled their own work _force
through different kinds of job _groups: Ithink certainly those kinds
of proposals are the kind of directions that we need to go into in
terms of the future.

I think the real question becomes how do we, in fact; insure that
we continue to make any progress at all in the eqdatapportunity_arena A; in addition, how do we prevent the kind t f backsliding
that we fear already. Our discrimination calls are now up; _we are
getting more women w_ho_are_callingoswithvarious---kindscif
prdblems having to do with hiring; training; and promotion than
we have 'had in the last4 years._ We have tremendous problems of
women who are unemployed, who are trying to find employment
and having difficulty _in that arena:

So we are talking here about cost 'effectiveness and we are talk-
ing about small businesses: We do have to balance the scales here.
Our point is we think they ought to be balanced. in light of thit.,
country's commitment to economic equality, and -justice for all citi-
zens and not at the expense c.! women and minorities.

Mr. WASHINGTON. I want to thank the_ panel:
I yield whatever time I have left, Mr. Chairman..
Mr. HAWKINS. The basic premise of the 'new administration is

that with econornic.gains for the Nation, they ei.4sion through tax
cuts and defense spending, et cetera, that etnployment opportunir
ties will open up _and therefore NVe_doift.need title VII and execu-
tive nrders- in order to insure employmeht for women and minor,
ities. In are:Ai they envision applicants jobs in a line and that. you have enough economic activities,sosoli. at those at the rear of
the line are going to be employed..

Are any. of you !witnesses _in agreement with that supposition,
that new economic beginning?

Ms. Wal-Horre. ulci like to comment on that just. briefly..
_ .
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For those, ifie very bottom. the new proposals make __efforts at
almost impossible, bectiuSe they have

CM'S for employment or those life support systeinswhich Make it
iii,SSible for people to stay en4.16Yed. I think even the Reagan
tabninistrzition realizes that as -they make it harde_and_hardei. for
people to choose betWeen welfare and work, that they made a
mistiike. SO that as they tamper with the thirty-and7a-third allow-
...nee tor' people on welfltre tO WOrk, its they remove food stamps
which might miike the difference between ,working arid not work-
ing, us they cut back on medicaid, all of those things, it could be
the niagin for people to stay at work. They _have made it doubly
difficult for people it the-Very bettOM of the economic scale.

Now, to the extent that that plus cutbacks on day care, title XX.
et cetezi. is related to opportunity and -affirmative action, the
whole iiiiekitge just lands very hard on those at the bottom._

Mr: HAWKINS. Does zlnyohe else care to comment on the qUeS=
tibit?

Ms: Kiirmx. I would just like to add that I think one of the
things we have seen in the Reagan administration is the total:
emphasis on hiring, as if that is what affirmative action iS all
about, and that it stops at hiring.

The problem goes way beyond hiring. Yes, access is_ a problem.
Btit just us serious; if not more SO, is discrimination in training,
discrimination in__promotion, and discrimination in __pay. Hiring
ALOIS nothing about remedying. all those who are _victims of past
discrimination and will continue to be so until enforcement takes
Plaee. It says _nothing about getting up the ladder once you're in

the job and it_ says nothing about giving training:to those who

needeed to _move on; _
Mr. HAWKINS. If there are no farther commentsMr. Washing-

ton? ___
--_--T--Mr.---WASiinckiTON. I simply wanted to cOrtirniltid the League of
Women Voters fbr its stalwart, tremendous surroort for the exten=
sion of the Voting Rights Act; and your green thumb" stretches
all 'he way down to MiOntgoMery, Ala:, and :someone froin the
leagae_teStifiedI 'forget the charming_ yoeog lady's Larneand I
want to thank you for that support, MissWillhoite.

MS. Witti-totTE. Its a No I
Mr. HAWKINS. _ce:titioly the committee would like -to- express

aPpretiiition to all of_ the ivitness. It he been_ a very excellent
panel and certainly the committee appreciates the cooperation of
all the organizations reprpsented in. the work-of the subcommittee.
We will certainly tc lean on yru to the extent SYe car; and
we appreciate the inpiit Ita;-. on the direction that thiS
subcommittee has undertaken over the years. .

Thank you very much._
MS. MERCY. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. The-next panel will consist of Mr. Charles Hayes,'

international vice _president_and direct-0r of. region 12; United Food

and Commercial Workers Union; _Miss Alice Peurala, president;
lOciil 65. United _Steelworkers 6f Attier;ca; iur Jai-acs.s. L. Wright,
director._ region 4. United Auto. Workers; atirl_Rev. George E. Rid-
dick of PUSH; who was earlier Scheduled but whp is now appearing
with this panel.
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May_ I hike the opportunity to express to you Mr, Hayes; in
pitrticular,_ my Own personal appreciation of your appearance. I
think you have been on the battle line longer than _I have been in
public office.. I believe that makes you somewhat alMoSt as old as
the senio member of this subcommitte2.

Mr. 1-1-AVES Yes; the statistical data on my tenure is fairly accu-
rate.

Mr. fiAwKiNs; We wilt call on you first, then.

STATENIENT OF (71IARLES__ HAYES; INTERNATION:lo., VICE
PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR, REGION 12. UNITED . AND
CO3INIERCIA1: WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION
Mr. HAV8:4,__My.iarne ofCh Hayes and I am a resident o

Chicrtgo. I serve as international_ vice president and
region 12 of the United Fo:,-"! and Commercial Workers Internation-
al Union, AFL-CIO; I am- also --here as presidotit of the
Chicago chapter of the -on of Slack Trade Unionists.

The importance of d L 'ring on affirmative acticiii_and the
onforeement of equal rnent_opportunity laws cannot be un-
deestimated. For the t years discrimination has been on the
use and even contaminating trade_ unions._ Which traditionally have
beett counter: on_ the side- of equal justice and equal rights._

EEOC transition team made recommerd_ations which;
in effi.ct, _would nullify the Civil _Rights Act of 1964, Executive
Order 112-16, and other Jaws__and regulations which have been
efTected to help insure equality in employment. These tectiretineit:
dations have been translated into _proposed legislation to eliminate
or make ineffectual any methods by which affirmative action peog=
rc' is can be judged or measured in employment,

These include 11.R. 742, the -affirmative action peogearn condi
resolution; H.R. 313 the Federal grantee and contractor of

action guidelines; and Senate Joint Resolution 41, the
constitutional amendment on affirmative action.

Morenver, the budget cuts in EEOC would weaken the enforce:"
ment of affirmative action regulations now in existence.

While this is going on in -the Halls of Congress, affirmative
action is on the wane within the_trade union_ movement. The trade
uni m movement v.-as the strongest ally of_ the civil rights move -
meat as exemplified in the 19CO's its alliance_with Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. We must rei;toe that coalition if we are to r
the asstrults against ;Lite -e who have been traditionally on the low

. end 61 the economic and social totem, pole:
The following are some ways in which we can advance the cause

Of affirmative action within the trade union movement:
One, end restrictions on admission to_apprenticaship programs

which are jointly administered by employers and the building trade
unions,

Tvvo, stop the denial of journeymen cards to'qualified black trade
unionists.

Three, we encourage the elevation of Hacks and other minorities
to policyrnaking position., either elective or appointive, within the
trade union movement, to strengthen efforts to enforce affirmative
-let ion programs:
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alt o f II 'fit:Wilk10S trade union Overnent,
some pi-ligress h:Is heel) An;Oli. 1)1, 51101.01111.', (70111'1 L1Cti011 in the
tr/)(),/ 'Glifoct- (.:(ses which strong trade union commitment
to 0)d-6i-cement of civil rights :inti ri»:It i%:(a :jet kin:. it. is quite
clear that mere court action is needed. l--:nforcenient of affirmative
art iiiti laWs and rei:zzlations can only he :ichievecl _if there is strong
government support for such entorcemi-nt. stinuthited by a strong
peopIe's movement. This is essential during this 1),oi! ;Olen !1i,'
1101111f:1i l'ili111:1tv 1S SI) i'lai/I'l`SriVt` tOW:Irci 11111101'1111'S, !!"'

ilia, a i e Of 11110inployment crnting competition for jobs.
For our liovertimellt to 1'C't re:it at :my level only gives elle()Linige._

went to tilos:, who would turn the clack _bzick on all forms ol"
yiew whin is happening te:.-h.ty in Both the public

and priv:iti, se-or: where the emph:isi) 14 hying placed on baltinc:
nig illy 111:01 on spenditn. money to provide employ-
inetit _kW people who tie out Of work. or to _provide money to

support our e(iliC:it ion system to prepzzre peopl -fOr the kind -of jobs
that a ;:oing to exist in zi computerized society: the racial cleaV-,

ag(-s and difierences :ire going to be heightened._
'tzirdlv expect, lot extimple, schoolteachers and bUS-

drivers to rf-mnin quiet when they Ire thrown out of v.prk becztuse

they c.(1-t- the, lust hired and the first fired because

rule, :iod regulations: It is ridiculotiS to uaderstztod a public schoOl

black_
s-.1:11 as in Chiczlge, Where ther,pr:L.dominzint enrollinent is

blnck the intijority Of teacherS and board members will be
just tear t)i: os:to.

:

If 1 digress just bit: 1 would_ t6 refer to some history of
that section of my own Orgamiation wt:o which most lantil-
izt -=th, Me:it packing industry the retail distribution.
:Jobs ;ty diszippeziing due to technological ,changes and industry
con - olldatlon l'here used to be tone not too_ many years_ ago

most 2000i1 Obtiiiie2 tvet'e employed in C',hien_hiro's bustling

r-Atieky:irds. and (L to 7f percent of those jobs were held by blaCks.
It _was our union that took the_ initiative, tlii-ou_gh collective bar-
gnining. to force employment of people irrespective of race, creed,
color: or sex, and viii position _was bolstered _later by the enactment
Of the Civil Rights Act in which people were to be integrated into
the maintenance debZirtme_nts;

processing_ departments _zinc] yes; a

reW into the f-ont of';ices of the stockyards. I am sure this :(aS been

teal' iii innnv_other industries.
When those lajor_rnent packers_ left Chicztgo,lmany of our

former Illl'nibers rind to_ latch on to jobs wnerever tloy couldin
hotels: hospital,: nod other service areas. Many 61 '_ho(Se jobs too;

are now_disapp..oring.
Yin :illy. I wo"ld li!Ze to Call for a_strt)ng commitment to strengt!-1-

i ii Iiiws ztryi gulations, not to elir.c .: fte _them: in nrezis Of cat al.

nod equzil Tight_s._Th iliuke commiEsions_m0_comniitteeL ineffectivi
due to _lack of tundr4 is a miscarriage. of justice. Agencies in name
_only with 00 _me:tits or staff to inve-ttgz.te or issue_ complaints_ re

opt to _be the ru'e lathe -than the except:on given the course which
this nilinm:strat:011 1- 00

I _sav this fully that F:xecutive Order 11 wki,;:h

.11plovc:; h:ive contract-:; F-hould also apply

to unions trui.. discriminate: .Jost as contractors are subject to
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tiffirintitive action laws; so should those unions with whom they
deal.

1 welCome this hearing and especially .one which is chaired by
such a great_ _leader in the -cause of full employment and
tive action;

also
Augustus F. [Gus] Hawkins._I am most

pleased also to see our °vim Congressman; Harold Wahiligtelj,
conduct himself in such a brilliant and effective manner in the
cause of equal justice and equal rights for all Americans.

Mr: I-1Awxfists. Thank you, Mr. Hayes.
Nekt iS Mr. James L. Wright

STATEMliNT OF JAMES_ _ L: _WRIGHT-, _EXECUTIVE BOARD
ME_MBER, INTERNATIONAL UNION, UNITE)) AUTOMOBILE;
AEROSPACE AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKERS OF
AMERICA ( UA)
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman,__ am glad to be before you today;____,_

and I am really honored to appear_ befbre you to say just a couple
of_ words concerning affirmative action.

My name is James Wright and I am executive board member of
the International Un-ion, United Automobile, AerbsPace and Agri-
cultural implement Workers_of Amer.:;t; and _director of UAW'S
region 4 which_ encompasses Illinois, Ir r a, and NebraSka. I appear
here tacitly _on behalf of some 1.3 millio working men' and women:
of the UAW to share with you our view.: and bat concerns and our
lotip.,t:inding commitment to the c iii of civil rights and civil
liberties and the struggle in which ! ave been engaged over the
past 5 years to provide a- better qua):' of life for the working men
and Women whom we hav'b the privili to represent.

We in- the UAW perceive affirmi:' action as that mechanism
designed to correct past discriminabc!: at the employment gate, in
tno 1;ersonnel offices, in go.verntrp,. !. as well as in the private
sector. . %This .commitMert an the part of oar members has been reflected
in numerous resolutions adoptee over the years at the anion's
constitutional_ conventions._ For example, at the last convention
held June 1-6, 198D, the delegates approved resolutions supporting
both_ civil rights and women's rights. A pertinent part of the civil
rights resolution states:

It Re necessary to -:,::ceierate the use of affirmative action programs in order
to eliminate the disennuna,ary practices that have res:ultod in disproportionately

phiher per.-ctitages of unemployed or under-employed mit,--ittes and females.
A further quote:
The LIMV, therefore. supports fdll_and_meariingful ,?inployment its proposed in

the- Ilionphrey-liawkins law, as a guarantee and tight __of _every_ person: Affirmative
rograttis must he pursued to fight all traces of discrimination in. employ-

mem_ 10:ery element of unfair'and insensitive treatment of workers must be eradi;
fated: The workplace must he fair for all.

__The women's_ 'fights :resclution further_ supported affirmative .

aetiom- Amohc the. specific action: endorsed by tae reSUliitiOn 'were
the f011owing:

Company policies which curtail or impede_Oe_hirinr and - promotion of minorities
and M111 should: he eliminated Where government_ contractors are required to
follow affirmative action progratmt, we must_se_e__that they _are_ fairly' _designed and
effectively implrncl:ted ,find .effOrt.; should be stepped up to encourage-affirm:alive
actio; in the sk:L'ed trades. including recruiting. aducation and training. Restric-
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I on. *.rtilonni4 dpiunnti,.c:ilth- chrs.ifit'ahuns NO) i ch deny women

*c(u1I hilt UiaiIilV II 1:h137 the sidllod Irwin:: should lin nliminuted.

AW's iii md itt ft ni the _convention' deiegateg to Seek it

firmat,;ye action in the workpltice luisbeen_pursued_bY the union in
the co(n't-;_ in the regtilatbryzigencies; and through
gaining. Me UAW has also _participated_iii friend of _the court
briek in virtually every U.S. Supreme Court case of Signifitance_in

this area. Otte uti IOu was party to an amicuS curiae brief in support
of the Steelworker's- Skillc.d_ trzldes affirmative action Pe-ogram in

eber V. Kaiin. Ainintntun Company. We filed hi support of the 10

iii. nt° sot _zisicie Co; minoritv contractorg in Fullitoce_V.Ks
beeziuse of the iiiiportance Of increasing minority construction busi-

ness ownership to imp-rtiVing minority repre_sentation in the Con-
st ructioll trade 'I' he UAW has supported affiriniitive action in the
circuit court _of_appealsin numerous cases':

_ .\ particularly Significant one WilS the Del ri Ail lee Officers

:Issoc V. Young: Supporting affirmative action among the De-

t roil Pol ice_ Force.
The_ (JAW had deferded ir .;-.:ty of its collective bargaining

agreement Z11111'11, .',` Wherever they have come

underattack. affirmative action program prom ided

for entry into t ed trades_apprenticeship program at a ratio
of one bLiek for eV white under ttoagreement between Interna-
tional Harvester and the UAW. In a case that presaged the Weber

dtvision . the success) uily defended this program against

reverse discrimination attack. You will see that in liarii01 v. Inter-

l(I?ll)l(iI Hu rre.qer.
The UAW_ has_supPOrted ziffirmative actibaguidelineg in testimo-

ny before the Office of Federal Contracts COMpr:ince Prov,fams
and the DeptIrtment of Laboron:numerous occasions. Inde,.,r1 fur-

ther comment on this topic are _now bei_ng prepaeed lot submission
in connection with the July i4,1PI notice in the Federal Revister-

11; P 1. :11;21:3. seeking such statements of_positiOn.
it I when the Eq-Ual Employment Opportunity Corn iion

has requested i:Ohiiii-ehtS or testimony on affirriiiiiive oct related

subjectr.:. the UAW hz.is it c--(4--uentjS.zippeilred or filed written State-

lueilt suppOrting positive steps toward incr2asitig the rote of prog-

vss toward equal_employment opportunity..
Him I. at the bargaining _table_ the UAW has riegotiateda

I. of ziffirmative ziction-oriented mezisures: 'nine Zind of

-
couse,. permit the hit ion here of only a few._

in the skilled trzides area, several rnzuor .tgric_ultu_r.d iniplement
manufacturerS have i',geooments with the UAW calling_ for entry
:nto -apprenticeship prograMS on z1 one for one-_wlhite tatio,
wit) ;:pecific PrOVh.-liori for female representation as

AhOther _approzich taken With zi rmijor_ tiutomotive mzintilii-cturer

inmolved alteeirig the apprenticeship selection Criteria remove

elements favoring w site niztles and to improve tl:e standing of
women ZInd

vi:gw otis effort :aimed .

it increasid recruitiwit. and_entry inte 'h- tn ill these

locations, th:; efforts have borne fruit minority and
remzile pzirticipation in toe automfitive_;,; I inuok men

industrk' ha itiiproved enormously th <t cectmck' . an
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achievement which not only the UAW but also the employers with
which_ it has negotiated these agreements take great pride,

Without affirmative action, progress toward truc equal employ
rnertt opportunity -might well come to a virtual halt,_ and at a
minimum, would be far slower than the level acceptable to our
society at large: _The__LJAW urges that this nation's commitment,
like thtit of the UAW's membership, remain steadfast so that we
may vet see the day when goals and timetables will become_super7
fluous zind unnecessary, because all segments of our society will
have their fair share of the desirable employment positions in all
sectors of our economy.

No intitter how well-intentioned our motives to sustain the gains
of affimtitive action, the best laid plans will continue to stray until
we succeed in getting the economy back on its feet.

We all must be_able_to share in an economic pie large enough to
meet the needs of millions of our Fellow Americans, most paticu-
larly those_ who_have yet to achieve justice on the job; in both the
private and public sectors across America.

Thank you for_permitting me to share these observations with
y oh. We of the UAW pledge our commitment to this effort.

Mr. liAwKiNs. Thank you, Mr. Wright.
The next witness is Rev. George E: Riddick of PUSH:

sTATEmENT OR GEORGE E. RIDDI(7K. STAFF VICE PRESIDENT
OF OPERATION

Rev: Rinnick. Thank you; Congressman Hawkins. I want to ex-
press appreciation for your patience and for your willingness to
include me even at this late hour, and to express particularly an
honor in being able to join the persons whom I have joined on this
panel.

What you have in front of you are some notes- that I had to put
together at the last minute. We have been working as Congress-
man Washington knows, on Coca Cola and I'm afraid that's all I
can see. However, a statement more detailed and better organized
and in- much better -shape will be in your hands no later than the
first of next week. We assure you that what you are doing today is
a tremendous service to this Nation.

I am requesting permission to make this brief statement because
the issue of tiffirmative action, far from focusing on promotions and
opportunities for a few blacks, nonwhites and women; represents
the future economic survival of Black Americans, other nonwhites,
and n.

In in October, 1979 hearing before the Joint Economic Commit-
tee of the Congress; presided over by Hon. Parren Mitchell, Con7
gressman from Maryland and then chair of the Congressional
Black .Caucus,_ Dr. Melvin Humphrey_ of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission stated- that the __tap in income between
blacks and vhites had widened between 1909 and 1974the study
period that he- took by -at least $4.5- billion; from $7,4 billion to
$_11.9 billion. Upon detailing the correlation between that gap and
the utilization_ of blacks in varied employment .categories; .Hum-
phrey stated that if the gap continued to grow at its current rate,
or to expand in light of a _declining economy; his calculations
showed that it would reach a full $100 billion by 1985.
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Ainetig Other factors noted by Humphrey in taking account of
the growing disparity between the income of blacks and the income
Of whites, in that incredible nosedive in income suffered by blacks
tiller 1974; which their_mcbme proportionately went down from 62
percent of that of whites to 56 percent; was the realization that at
present rates of progress _blacks would only reach parity in the
officials and managers category in the year 2017. On the other side
of the ledger, in the schools there are fewer than 6;000 black
medical students now of 65;000 medical students._

do city represents a more convincing case for the need of affirm-
ative action than our own; the city of Chicago,_ _A studY by the
Chicago Urban League, f011owing up a report published by that
agency in 1965; noted that of some 22;000 policymaking pbsitibh
t tit city, blacks had increased their share from 2.7 percent in 1977
to 3:8 percent in 1980. At the same time, the population of blacks
in the city had risen from 35 _percent to nearly 50 percent; and
within the metropolitan Cook County circa from 20 to 28 percent.

.\j, the local administrative positions are viewed from this _report;
the specter of race is _even _more_ evident. The Urban League
ClieCked those classifications_ and categories which were "exempt
ftem civil sevii; With sal;.iries_of $24,000 and above and all posi-
tions in civil service Grade 18 and above with provisional employ=

'rho league study also included positions_ classified as special rate,
not in pay Plan, by the Department of Personnel, as the salaries
were tit the $24,000 level and above and because they were cdtiSid:
ered to inv_olve policymaking responsibilities.

In 1977 the metropolitan sanitary district, For instance, disclosed
aim increase in the number of qualifying policymaking positions
from 7 -to -t5 between 1%5 and 1977. At the same time the number
of blaCkS in pblicymaking groups increased-from one to. two. In the
overall analvsis however; percentagewise-this repreSented a toss of
1 percent. There has been some improvement; but the pattern is
still the same.

In COOk County government we-similarly show immense dispari-
ties. though, a few hires here and there_ would have the cosmetic
-effect of indicating some progress numerically. The truth is with
the elimituition of the Cook County Health and hospitals Govern-
ing (7,iirani;4ion, sonic very substantial losses are apparent.. Again,
there were 15 departments added to the structure of county govern-
ment between 1965 and 1977; with not one top black administrator
it that time, tifid__With_ a- total gain of blacks of one step or 1

percentage point from 8 -to 9 percent.
The league report observed that overall, local administrative

gains for blacks were due almost completely_to increases in two
city entities rather than in the two county metropolitan entities.

Again between 196, and 1977 the number of Federal civil service
pOlicvaniking positions increased from 368 to 603; numerically,
while bhicks, true enough,_increased their share at least five
tiitiesthat is ;-from about 8 to 42numerically they did- not attain
enough to reach_lOpercent of the total category, It is doubtful that
they represent or will soon represent anywhere near that pi-bpbe-
ti6h of Federal decisionmaking employees if things continue the
way they are:
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The league st udy showed that even the board of education is
rn,rkin sums wli rt COMII1PIldilble _progress with respect to place-
ment of Hack_ policymakers. In 1977, representation of blacks at
policvmaking levels was 22 percent below its constituency,' base._ _I
submit that this picture_ has not substantially changed even with
the installation of a black superintendent of education.

- This is especially the case in light of recent __reductions in staff
that have also resulted in reductions in rank for blacks entering
policymaking positions at the low end of the. seniority' scale:

Although few areas are of more strategic importance to minor-
ities than police _departments, Chicago's Police Department is still
in the throes of litigation over its promotions policy. This commit-
tee should know that of nearly 90 exempt rank positions in the
deportment, fewer than 15 are held by blacks. Again, fewer than :35
blacks are at the lieutenant level in the police department.

Similarly, in the Chicago Fire Department, the department has
no blacks at the_batudion chief level. though there are at least.125
positions at that level, unless a black has been appointed within
l last 2 months in a temporary way. They have none.

While there three blacks -above that level, one is presently on
disability leave and is expected to retire_ within the next 6 months.
Again, the highest black, a deputy chief, serves as labor relations
director but does not have the authority_ of the _personnel director.
Accordingly. the department has no blacks at or near the fire
commissioner or deputy commissioner level, yet blaCk Americans
have served the Chicago Fire Department since the IS70's.

What is more alarming is that there is a strongly worded_affirm-
ative action section in _the_ March agreement made between the city
and the International Firefighters Union. I think Congressman
Washington remembers the work that PUSI-I did to try to_secure
an agreement or contract for the firefighters, because we thought
they _were entitled to it: Reciprocally we thought we were also
entitled to a strong affirmative action agreement for blacks and fOr
Spanish-speaking firefighters in the city of Chicago. But it has been
virtually ignored.

The question of affirmative action as it: _pertains to fair employ -
ment for women needs more attention. Although the press and
many misleading analysts art' seeking to use this issue divisively;
we must bring clarity to this matter as blacks because it impacts
heavily_ upon us.

The truth_ is that nearly -11__percent of black families and 20
percent of Spanish- origin families are headed by females, More-
over., 16 percent of the more than_$140 billion income earned in the
black community, or some $6-1 billion, is earned by women. In 50
key market cities where at least 66'to 68 percent of our population
lives, earning 7 percent of black income, that figure proportionate-
ly is even greater. We cannot afford to deny affirmative action to
blac_k and other nonwhite women.

What we know about women in this classification is that they
are generally youngerwith a median _age of 42 years as against
1S.2 yearsand contrary to popular opinion_ and ignorance; unfor-
tunately_: over 60 percent are in the work force: _I mean _unfortu-
mitely the ignorance that is allowed to be unleashed by the press
and Others that these women simply want welfare; that they're
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sitting hizy and not interested in working, but just
%v nit to make more babies.

:\i 1. ist 57 percent of the persons we are talking_tibout_ hold
clericil or service oceiinatiiins, with fewer than- one.-fifth of them;
Or 0 percent, having pofessiottil positions. What this tellS us is
that these women clairii a disproportioniitely small share_ of the
economic pie. Mditin family- income for them as of--1!)7!i was
$8;50, or leS.; than one-half of the $17;610 mcditin income fbr all
fiimilies. For black _and Sptinish7si.eziking women, the income levels
iire an iibysmill $5,580 iiiid $5.8:10 respectively,

If black children are to be sustained rtither_than Strangled, if
black Anne rietitiS tire not only to survive but also thrive; we must
be assured of the opportunity to provide ciecent_jbbs with adequate
incoriie tnid incentives for on-th -job advancement; including educti-
tional _advancement.

Again. We Conside Humphrey-Hawkins as an essential linktige
to affirimitive action. Given the future_ of_ employment and the

Stigniti of structural unemployment; something that will
be virtually institutionalized in_the Reagan tax proposals,- because
of the bias toward ciipital-intensive industries; Humphrey-Hawkins
is needed and; indeed, mandated-by these reOlities.

Fintilly, blacks demand_ a formula based upon reciprocity. The
issue for biticks now is the pursuit of self-development and self=
determination that encompasses the use of cur dollars to insist
upon gaining equity and Parity in jobs and economic benefits on
the deititind side of the ledger; and our share of wealth and owner=
ship on the supply side. The_supply side_ of the ledger means that
We seek our share of franchise operations and wholesalerships in
the private .sector and ether operations whose markets enjoy $140
billion of black trade:

Our quest is for economic reciprocity, not generosity; We want
the large corporations of this Nation to calculate_a black share in
the dollzii.s, they Spend for advertising, for construction; for medical
needs, for litigation; for their banking _programs,_for the mainte-
nance service rieedS they have, and for_ their philanthropic gifts. A
few donations at banquets and a few blacks in highly visible but
ItigelY cosmetic _jobs is no longer permissible; We want to see
blacks in operational areas where their__ o_p_portunities are more
than optiCal illusions and where they are on a track to top level
iminagement; including the presidencies_of these corporations

Our- concern for franchises; distributorships and whole-salerships
rests on the simple fact thiit_small business represents at leat..; 56
oc.e-coht. of the Nation's jobs; and 78 percent of its new -job oppo.-tu-
:titles. It is cletir that given _the current administrations posture,

will have to absorb the economic slack of unemployment in our
own neighborhoods. That means we will have to have the means
fiir creating jobs and creating the wealth that will turn unleash
the multiPlier effectS needed to make our community economically
viable:

CiiitgreSAtiiari_ Hawkins and Congressman Washington; what I am
saying is we are not seeking -to-get the Government off' the hook;
But if the administration is going to insist that the private sector
must take up this reSPonsibility,_then unlike-- 1!)y!); the private
sector has to take seriously its responsibilities. We spend money in
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tile private sector The private sector_ needs to calculate On_ the
basis of its dollars what that expenditure mean~ in lair share
employment, in fair share distribution of wholesiderships, in fair
share distribution of the opportunity to do their litigation as out-of-
house counsel. :is_ medical people: as persons who_ do _their contract
constructing work. et cetera. We want a formula. Because as 2i;
million people, we represent; in lam a Third World _nation: We
need to be treated as a favored class in this matter because the
continuing situation of our economic retardation is a drag on the
whole Nation.
_ Victor Purlow,---and I believe you were possibly there at that
hearing--noted that perhaps as much as $1:l7 _billion is lost relative
to the gap between black income, the gap in black jobs, even if we
separate_t he difference between our unemployment and the unem-
ployment of America's majority group. If' we deal with the whole
question of black business: et cetera; that comes to almost $137
billion.

So, in effect, we feel that cost-effectiveness means talking from
this standpoint. We know that industry is not going to do every-
thing. Bw it needs to he challenged to do much more, and the
Federal Government needs_ to support us and sustain us the very
same was it has sustained America's larger industries.

I often quote the fact that at least $5 to $7 billion has been done
by America's private industry behind the Iron Curtain. This is
rationalized as good business and consistent with détente._ The
question I must ask is when will our Government establish a
relationship of detente with its_own American black businesses and
with its own black and nonwhite people. That's the question we
raise:

From you we need_the type of creative legislation that makes
discrimination a violation of Sherman and Clayton type provisions
on restraint of trade. Specifically; that racial discrimination makes
for an action in restraint of trade and is therefore a violation of
those laws.

We also need legislation that strengthens the title VII protec-
tions and requires more periodic audits_to establish compliance for
firms hiring 50 or more persons and holding Federal contracts. We
cannot afford to allow these provisions to be- loosened by increasing
the number of those allowed before compliance is req.iired. We
may he excluding upwards to tiff' /, percent of the Nation's business-
es if this compromise is accepted._

We are asking, Congressinan Hawkins, that if' you can, that you
go hack to the drawing boards with regard to legislation that_ will
deal directly with the issue of restraint of trade as a result of
discrimination and that we strength our title VII legislation protec-
tion:; on affirmative action.

Thank you very much.
Mr. IlAwkintg. Thank you, Reverend Riddick. We will get to

questions in a few minutes: _

I understand Mrs. Peurala has now appeared and is at the wit-
ness _table:Me will next hear from Mrs: Alice Peurala, President of
Local tia, United Steelworkers of America.
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STATEN1N'l .LICE l'EURALA, PRESIDENT. LOCAL 61,
UNITED STEELWORKERS OF ANIERICA

PkUkM.A. Think you; 1 -livid ri contracting -out Meeting in my
plant so_I'm :;ory I'm a little late.

J ails Alice Peurala, president of Local_ United Steelworkers of
America, representing 5,000 Members of the South Works plant of
U.S. Steel in Chicztge. ill.

The bzisi steel industryU.S. Stool; Armco; I3ethlehem Republic,
Inland :..zteel; etc.entered into Li consent decree and affirmittive
action o.ogram__negotiiited between the- Steelworkers Union, the
ederai (1o:ninent, :Ind the basic steel industry on April 12 1974.
This decree provided that minorities would have equal- access to
the apprenticeship programs _iri the industry which had all but
ekeltided blacks, Latinos, IIispiinics; and women.

Crat jobs in the industry are the highest _paying jobs; with the
to develop skills which are transferable. Today, When many

w01 kers iire losing jobs due to plant closings and work force reduc-
tions:, learned craft skills put workers in _an advantage to transfer
to other iind even other industries as skilled workers, in-
Creasing job security for minority wori..erS.

Prior to 197.1pnlya handful of minority workers were in_ craft
training; positions, and even_ here they Were in the less - desirable
craftsriggers_Lind millwrights: Also peculiar crafts-_ to heavy in-
dusty; 011C11 is steel, the elr,:trical field, electronics; machinists;
welderS, boilermakes, were reserved for white males, with few
exceptions.

Wamen in craft jobs_ wtis unheard ofin the fiftiesand
when I requested consideration lot an apprenticeship; management
thought it was Li joke: Never taking seriously the desire of many
women who had come-to work in the mills during the war years,
patriotism, a national emergency, they were told they were lucky
they had a job and should not be trying to get jobs which were
men s jobs.

,TodLiy iifterfi or 7 years of the consent decree, which said that
all workers entering trade and craft jobs, that bids mast be posted
and 50 perCetit of these awards must be awarded to minorities. It is
only because of this quota sPelled out by the courtsJudge Pointer
in the northern district of Alabama -that today we see in all areas
of the South Works -plant women welders; machinists; wiremen,
electricians, and so on:

Also ;1 black_ kice_or female face no longer requires 6_second
look. You _know, that "Do I really See what I'm seeing ' look.
Minorities had always simply asked to be given opportunities. They
hLive proven in our plant and_thrOtighOtit the basic steel industry
that they are qualified when_ offered the training to do a job, and
enjoy the earnings that go with craft status; the best in the indus-
trY.

For my generation -of workerI have 2 years serviceit is too
Iiite to enter apprenticeship, as it has _:been_ fbr many-thousands of
others, denied equality in the workplace: But it isn't for the_gen-
ei-Lition fOr young people today. AffirthatiVe action programs are
crucial. MiriOrities have a right; an inalienable right, to expect to
move up the ladder of job op_porttinity as they enter_ the workplaces
around this Nation. Minorities must have something to look for-
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ward to. to ,ispir to that their fathers and mothers did not, who
worked their entire working life in dead_end jobs:

(fungi, \.l';'(' essential for the steel industry, as voluntary comph
mice did not work. With -the low ,n1 our side;_and with the afima-
lke proL4-r;lins with quot;is to l'afirrce the law, we have made

We are a long way from our goals: but the quotas have: made
11 possible io progress. %ie have hope and continual vigilance and
eatOrrnent i, needed_to continue that progress: Any attempt :to
turn t HI clock back will only serve to disillusion our young people,
not (inf\ in terms a_wokplaco equldity, but to-lose faith in our
1.4overronent..who will make a good law and then take it away,
btl_'ore the full impact and results have been implemented.

The Supreme Court in 197s_ affirmed our right as a union, the
Steelworkers 11114()11. Io negotiate affirmative action programs when
they ruled for the Steelworkers in the famous Weber case. The
union had negotiated an affirmative action program with quotas. A
white coworker challenged the program, which made it possible for
black workers in the plant to seek promotions, where before the
company :tali hired off the street the people to be trained in the
crafts.

Fortunately, the Supreme Court agreed with the union; that we
had th;it right to negotiate for our members a program, so that t he
highest court_has_givenus thz:-.green light:

Quotc.s and affirmative action programs are OK. I would urge
this committee to consider seriously the ramifications if in any way
there is any_curtailment of the progress by rescinding the execu-
tive order. It_would give _heart to those _who say they- will treat
persons equally without the law; we don't need laws. This would
put an end to programs: Eventually it would give the enemies of
equal opportunity the hope that they could do the -same; in steel
an_d:many other areas where such programs are in place.

We urge that you do all you can to -make sure that we continue
to give all Americans equal job opportunity. Ike not stop the prog-
ress that we have made.

Thank you.
Mr. IlAwKiNs. Mr. Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Mrs. Peurala, Mr. Wright, Mr. Hayes and

lteyerend Riddick, your testimony was very powerful.
Mrs. Peurida, you very forcefully stated and repeated several

times that you supported affirmative action and quotas. You made
that clear.

Ms. PEraAr.A. Yes: sir.
Mr. WAsitiNGToN. Would you embellish that, please, bk.cause I

think a lot of people should hear not only the forcefulness of it; but
the rationale for it.

Ms. PEcRALA Well, it is necessary _to have the quotas because
prior to 197.1 in many of the families of craftsand these are crafts
which are lumped togetherbyelectrical or mechanical repair-type
craftsthere were in most of these crafts no women. very few
Hispanics. and_ practically no blacks except in crafts which were
the heaviest. dirtiest types of jobs, which were millwrights and
riggers. There were no electronic repairmen. no electricians: no
wiremen, maybe a token number of black workers as machinists.
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The quota sySteiii,_ caich began in _1971; provided that all future
openings _in any_of_these eiqillS would have to be. filled by minor-
ities, so that if III bids event -tip for a job; half of them had to bt
black; llitipanie; and fernide. It is only with that quota_system that

t. have been able to legally_ forc throUgh court order, fOi U.S.

Steel Corp., to enhance the ability of minority workers in skilled
trade and craft jobs.

Prior to that time. the systetns which were in place such as the
seniority Systeins, tmule it very difficult for workers to move
around the pltint and iiizike themselves zivtii_lable for these jobs.

Sii thil it Win; tr three-pronged agreement, that it Was absolutely
necessary to have the quotas. Without the quotas we would be back
where We wore prior to 1.97.1.

Mr. W,Nsintsatii:;. SO it is not just a question of redressirig old

`past grievances: it's _a question of removing current ongoing dis-
et-Minna ion tigaiiiSt thOse protected areas you're speziking of?

"NIS
Mr. WASUIN(iliN. Thrink you.
Oiw other question to the httior
:rho sum total, I stijifiose, of Mr: Ragzin's LtIternttle proposals iiri

affirmative action really Mean voluntarism. Would any of the
comment on that?

Mr. IlAYES: WelL the record Will show that voluntarism hasn't
worked in the past. One cannot _assume that_ an employer, whose

inotiviation is based un the _motive of profit rather thin
morzdity IliiineSS, is till of a sudden going to change. It't4, just
burying_you _head in the sand._

I think we just assume that voluntarism works. We have to
it [cast have, based on exPerience, some yardstick by which we can
force peOpl to bring tibout change_ and do what is right for people,

It is onfOrtuntae. I hzippen to believeand _I think with some
suhstanethat there is a certain segment ()Lour society which
happens_ to be poor. and too great a number ofl_them happen to be
black. They're the expendables in our society._Time will prove. this
to be right. And unlesS begin to establish and enforce the lai,VS,

we re :toiiig to see the poor black people, and poor white people: tire
going to he ridden iiinpltely out of our society. I think this is by
design. not by)iceident: I think there are certain people now who
ie in positions Of pbWer who count numbers only of those who die
hO_liappen to be poor rather than those who come into this world.

Mr. WASI IIN( ;TON. Iii ftIiiis of the-- _

Reverend Rinink: Coidd I comment on thzit?
I wholi;li6zi-rtiill h Mr: I Itiyes' comment, I think it is

ainesting that with regard to the colleges and universitiesand,
course. We h:.ive ti very. pit concerrtthout the black

,.oileges and univesities-7-tlitit the estimates _mtide by the chron-
iHe figher Educ:ition is that ;,is a result of the budget cuts: the

that ,xisis Could onlv be filled if corportue Ameica
were to locreise its contributions 141_percept,There is no evidence
ii ;ill that they iriferid to make a compensatory response relative to

I /lei r 0)11(
ThI other thing i \,1.1rIt tis -S4ac" tg:turi is that. back to our old Issue

with reference to the matte_ Of reciprocity: we know_ that the
agreement that we are trying to make. while having the capital
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voluntarism attache( to it, since we don't have the Federal
Iovernment's hands assisting us. in enforcing them, %ve know that
in a real. sense they don't result from any voluntary actions be-
cause industry has the capacity, research and all the_ data that_ it
needs to _make the changes_ that ii \vishes to make. %Nth:0 it results
Irons is their desire to get thedollars..They know that when dollars
are wit hdrawn,_ you see, they feel it.

All we sav in the process, of course, is that if we have that
ability to fight with_ our dollars, plus sorne very strong legislation
that is needed relative to title VII provisions, and relative to the
question of restraint of' trade -and I _might_ say that that exists for
ill i;rinips that ;ire minorities, including those that are treated is
minorities: namely;women %ho enter business or are attempting
to enter business the same factor is true, that we need that kind
ofIegislation.

We will enter a C011114'101%1' iield now without even the equip-
ment to camped., as increasingly our economy becomes more dev:ts-

tli WAsine,a:ihN. I would like to. note for the panel that this
ma, k on aIIirrnative action regulations coming from t he Reagan
administration is not isolated; there is an attack -ors so-called busi-
ne,-. regulations across the board, environmental regulations, and
regulatio is designed to protect the American ',Yorker in the work-
silo!). In short. OSIIA is under violent attack, and I suppose you_all
kiww that. I don't think we can separate that attack from the
allitinative action attack

The unions themselves are under the_ most violent
attack _b_v this administration, as witness what is going on today.

Wistit_Nc;ToN. Right. SO I gather that -your criticism or your
01111 UlliNft _St tICt tire in -a sense is designed to awaken American
unions to the fact_ that tier can't :Ilford an attack in any of these
areas: am I l'Orreet?

Nir AN'F',S. The age -old adage that laboring; white skin cannot
consider himself or herself' free so long as laboring black skin :s
held in bondage.

WAstitNirmN:_Mr: Wright?
Mr. %Vmearr. Fort herMOre, the unions have to clean up their act.

We're not_ saints, not_ by stroke or the imagination. We have
things to do in our unions and we're supposed to do them.

We have been talking here_ today about affirmative action and
about what the unions are doing, but it is a struggle and we have
to continue to .fighl because you still_ have the whole .getup -of the
parents and actually two societies in this country that haven't been
changed yet. In the house of labor where-e are, we still have our
big figlit going. We still have to work on these things.

Mr. WAsiihsarniN. One last question,
Some critics of affirmative action have claimed that these po-

grams create pressures for upgrading minorities and worm.q.) who
are alroady working for,the conyany, but they do little to create
opportunities for minorities r.nd women on the entry level.

I don't understand that criticism, but I wonder what your experi-
ence is-and do you agree with that comment_

Ms. PraRAI.A. dOtt.L because our consent decree affirmative
action prowain inlu led hiring people into entry level jobs and
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hiring people into the plant. There was a 50-percent quota. If they
needed _20 laborers m the blast furnace, they weren't going to be all

hlziek laborers; they had to be 5-percent black and 50:percent
white: .

RV the mine token, in the rolling mills; where the_big money_ is

to he nutde and, the big production iS Made, for instance; in our
lie lien rtilling Mill, instead of 2_ white _ItiboreN going into the entry
level_ jobs. it was 10 white and 10 minorities, women, so that the
opportaitit to movo_into_higlier pitying production jobs was z-ilso
iifforded to blacks vhere in the past the hiring office shunted
minorities into aeits like the

you
and the blast furruices

i.;it her than the areas where you could move up into prOdUction
jolts which w'ee higher_ paying_arid even more semiskilled_ jobs.

SO our ;iff'irmative itction progrz on hits addressed thiit problem,
111(1 it is working very effeetiyely.It ttlso gives art opportunity.

When are posted around the plant; if it worker wants to move
from Ow blast _furnace to another area Of the plant; his plant
seniiirity gives him_ the opportunity to _move; but the affirnnitive
action program also requires a quota there. So it is not only the
apprentieslnp training programs that we have_quotas for; we have
yiiiitas throughout the plzint in hiring, transferring, all the way
down the line. So it has increased the opportunities not only in the
ziPPtilieShip and the skilled craft training prograMS, but through-
out_ t he plant,_

fieVerend Cong,ressinzin Wzishington,_ What We found
sometimes----:.1 think that Sister_ Peurala has described it also---is;,of
course, good negotiation and the insistence upon a_ fair Settle rela-
tive to even the di,sign of the consent _deei-oe. When you have
,:en:-;it Ivo laWyers and sensitive union Leaders there; you haVe it.

We have seen on occasion; however, in terms of our experience
with private companies, that weriegotiate with that they will take
the -tbiii't. t hey can; which means there isn't the sensitivity at
t he ent ry level. When you look at the question for example; of the
nu tither of' minorities tind women in some of the semiskilled,
skilled: and unskilled areas,youu -will find nevertheless that _concen-
trl,t inn. of blacks and nonwhites _at the bottom. There has been no
attempt to try_ to assess the skills _of the person In terms of them
getting in at the semiskilled or the lower end of the skill leVel _so
that they' would he on a_ track toward tOP=IeVel Skilled categories
itnd classifications of employment.

Su vuu [WV(' to watch it. You get two resPonses, distinct _re-
sponses, and his it is impot-ant to try _to_ get the best possible
igreeinerits and of _course to have the kind_ of guaranteeS in legisla-

tion fiat prevent them from stooping to this kind of pencil sharp-
ening.

NIr: WA-slum:.0N. SO there is Settle truth to the criticism then.
Affirmative action has not always and in every place=-==

Reverend You know. it's not the ftiult of affirmative
action-----

Mr. WASHING i'ON. I _understand that.
Reverend Rinnicit. It's the fault of the type of zigreementS that

the industries will "euchre" you into making.
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MI' r1 IN do II 11;IS11.l across the board operated as a
suction in terms of not only upward mobility within a plant but
also in bringing people in on the (Miry level.

I 11-4(, want to make clear that the goals that Ms, l'eurala _refers
to were agreed upon to settle violins arising from past discrunina-
t ion isn't that correct?

Ms. !MLA. Right.
WAsinNuroN 'continuing]. But :11S0 voluntary goals and

timetables are under attack through various mechanisms, being
proffered by the Congress and by this iclininistrat ion. So even if' it
got to the question of voluntarism, I'm_ afraid even in that area we
would also be running afoul of a trend which seems to be emanat-
ing horn tins particular administration_

I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINti. Mr thanks to the panel: It was very excellent

testimony.
Our next witnesses on a panel will he Owen C. JohnsoiL Jr.; vice

president. Continental Bank, and Mr. Alexander Robinson, deputy
director, Chicago United. Mr. Johnson and Mr. Robinson; please be
s(.ated at the witness- -table:

The ('hair would like to express to you, on your participation in
the seminar_ that this_subcommittee has_ been sponsoring on the
reauthorization of CETA, my understanding is that you have cer-
tainly contributed a very valuable_point_of_view, We appreciate this
dialog ihat this subcommittee and the full committee have had in
reaching out to the business community. Certainly_ I think this goes
a long way in removing some of' the criticism that I and others
have been listening to. We certainly; want to express the apprecia-
tion -of the subcommittee for that-participation.

With that preliminary, we will now call on you to make your
statement as you_so desire.

Mr. .louNsoN. Chairman Hawkins, may I ask that Mr. Robinson
go_ first: What I am going to say really follows on some of the
points he is going to make.

Mr. flAwKiNs. All right,

STATE:SIP:NT .CI,EXANDER ROBINSON. DEPUT1' DIRECTOR,
Cl!ICAGO UNITED

Mr, RoluNsoN. Thank you very much, Chairman Hawkins, I
appreciate this opportunity on bet-tall of Chicago United to appear
before this Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities.

My comments and testimony will have more to _do with the
business economic development aspects of Chicago United as it
relates to minorities, and the ultimate result and impact on the
economy for jobs and economic development, rather than affirma-
tive action. So my comments will not deal specifically with any
leislation or Executive Order N 1 12.11i as amended.-

C'hic'ago United is a consortium of leading black, white, and
Latino business executives and professional peopie dedicated_to the
improvement of the socioeconomic, environment of the Chicago
metropolitan area. 'The organization s goal is to improve the sociaL
racial, and economic environment of the city of Chicago and to
insure the increasing participation of all citizens in Chicago's eco-
nomic activity.
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There zi Ii; mnihes of Chicago United. 1 want to make that
point very Cliqt, that I tun speziking only Iw Chicago United iind
the 10 corporations,- orgimizatiolts, represented in Our consortium.

Chicago United's _approach to problem-solvingiS Unique, for it is
as private organization working without the benefit of governifien-
tit! it:=:Sistimee. The chief resources drawn upon by the organization
are the busineSS kiiiiWledge and expertise of its members tirid ,their
companies. Their skills are utilized in an effbrt to improve the
chances for economic opportunity for all

Chictigo United basses its work on the prezniSe that opportunities
should not be denied to anybody on the basis of minority status.
The minority business develOpment task force of Chicago United
focuses On providing equal business opportunities for MinOtity
firms. The organization of Chieijko United operates through a net-
wok of tziSk forces. We have six of them in jobs. economic develop-
ment. housing, minority btiSiness__ development; education, et
cetera, iiitd they are all___comprised of leading chief executive
eers of our members. This minority business deielopment task
force lOcuSeS on comparable majority firms bilt who have not had
the slime opportunity of minority firms of access to business. Chica-'
go United'S strategy is to recitfy this jnequity so that minority
firms may compete

MintiitV firms- are introduced to major corporations through
Chicago United. FrOM_these introductions;_ it is hoped that busineSS
rehitiOnShips will develop as the minority firms are given the
chance to prove their capabilities.

We have done this through quota or set-aside programs for our
private sector corporations to involve minorities; and it has been a
successful program:

This strategy IS a traditional marketing approach that haS been
applied by Chicago United in five areas: banking, construction;
insurzince, profeSSIonal services, and purchasingthat is the Chi-
cago Regional Purchasing Council, which is comprised -of largely
Chicago United companies and several- others. Minority firth§ in all
five areas have been assisted with-significant results:

For example, -the business- placed by Chicago_ United-Chicago Re-
gional Purchasing Council_ firms with minority financial institu-
tions last year rose by more than 10 percent.

addition_to that the overall_ purchasing activity of Chicago
United and CRPC companies iast year exceeded over $114 million
with minority vendors and_suppliers in the local Chicago area and
over $.110 Million nationally,

In the construction area, Chicago United -hosts many meeting of
the nizijOrity construction contractors involved with minority con-
struction contractors and corporate construction users in activities
that have resulted in specific contracts that have alleviated the
problems of bonding, cash flow situations with minority Contrac-
tors.

In the inSurance area; the total dollar premiumspaid to minority
insurers and brokers increased by 23.97 percent; from $3.9 thilliOn

to million in 19S0:
Contracts were awarded to minority firms in the area ;- 6f ac=

counting, legal services, personnel, andarchitectural and engineer-
ing by majority firms. This is an area where we found there is not
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a lot of work being done in, and_ for the first time professional
firms are actually participating- and making an impact where there
is some- leadership involving development in professional areas
rather than nonprofessional_ type areas of janitorial, maintenance,

level_type services:
We developed a minority contractors directory and a compendi-

um_ of minority_ professional service firms and they were published
and received widespread distribution and serve as model programs
throughout the country for the private and public sector._ Chicago
United has d,veloped a "How to Guide" for minority banking and
it his become a _nationwide model; proving that Chicago United is
widely respected fbr its endeavors in minority business develop-
ment. I have to reiterate here that we are only talking about_ -Hi
corporations, based in the Chicago area, and 23-minority/23 major-
ity. So our .impact has been great. , but as far as corporations and
Fortune 1,00 corporations, we're talking about-a limited few.

Besides assisting minority firms in securing business opportuni-
ties, Chicago United is aiding the growth of existing firms and
encouraging the development_ of new businesses. A seminar was
conducted recently for successful _minority businessmen in order to
solicit their recommendations on how majority firms can best be of
assistance. Chicago United is _also completing a study on the - feasi-
bility of supporting the establishment of a minority -owned and
operated property and casualty insurance - company:

This would be of interest to this committee, in that there are no
such organizations like that in_the United _States: The capitaliza-
tion requirements, our goal will be,..$10 million, and will impact
significantly on nontraditional areas of development for minorities
in the P. si C. industry, as well as opportunities For bonding and
surety for minority contractors:_

Chicago United's jobs task Force is also working to help those
who are _economically and socially disadvantaged.- The Chicago Alli
ance of Business Employment and Training [CABETJ, was formed
to 'address_ the __problem of minority unemployment in Chicago.
Working. with Chicago-United and the jobs task. forcer CABET has
developed a number of creative programs to place disadvantaged
minorities in jobs with member companies and other ffrms_outside
of Chicago United. These programs have been so .successful that
they have attracted national attention and have been widely dupli-

,cated. Most importantly; they produce results, bringing many
young minorities into the. workforce for the_ first time Mr: John-
son. who has been heaVily involved with CABET, will address this
more_ fully.

Chicago United has been voluntarily working to achieve affirma-
Ow_ action objectives in the private sector. Its goals parallel_ those
of Federal statutes prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race,
color; religion; _national origin or sex. Equal opportunity is to be
achieved for all, ending biases that have traditionally disadvan-
taged certain groups of people both socially and economically.

Chicago United's approach toward the equalization of opportuni-
ty is. indeed, novel. It is a business approach by businessmen, using
business skilk With the possibility of President- Reagan weakening
Federal affirmative action statutes, it may also be the approach for
the future in the private sector.
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The business scctor is assuming increasing societal responsibil-
ities and- will continu to do so as Government removes itself from
Many spheres of activity. Businessmen will have to _pick up_where
Government officials leave off. Programs similar to Chicago United
Will become more commonplace as businessmen see the need to
organize themselves into productive units. The private sector will
be the arena for much of what was previously considered public
domain.

Thank you.
Mr. HAVNKINS Thank you; Mr; Robinson:

r. Johnson?

STATEMENT OF OWEN C. JOHNSON. .11t; VICE PRESIDENT.
CONTINENTAL BANK

JOHNSON. Chairman Hawkins, Congressman Washington; I
zippreeiate this _opportunity to speak on such an important iSSUe.

mime is Owen Johnson and I bave personnel responsibility at
Continentcil Bank here in Chicago, -'I also have several_years_experi:
once on the board of directors of the Chicago Al Honer of Business;
an oganizLition that works to provide on-thejob training opportir-
nitieS for the economically disadvantaged_i_n_our city;

As we Eire zi significant reduction in CETA funding, I think_ it is
look at alternative methods of _dealing with structurzil

unemployment and employment and training o_pportunitieSNr_ the
economically disadvantaged generally, and women and minority
specifically. We need to re-evaluate the overall goal of the OFCCP
arid_ think about the best way to accomplish it

I believe their objective should be to increase_ern_ployment oppOr-
tiinitieS for Women and minorities, not law enforcement. Law en-
forcement is the EEOC's function. An alternative to_today's

would be for OFCCP to target contractors for contract compli-
ance review based upon female and minority re_preseritatiOnby
Some lbrm of job categorization within industry and region on a
worst first basis. Then, an incremental audit zipproac_h should be
used to minimize needless paper exchange. They can start with a
mininuil information request and gradually increase the volume of
data requeSted based upon the contractors fact situation. Once
targetd for review, the process should not bog_down arguing over
the size of the outside pool of minorities or females for a specific
job citegory. The company should be given some flexibility in
proposing Wifere they can increase employment opportunities for
women and minorities. Their affirmative action program can take
on several fbrrns, including:

First, participation in Programs designed to increase female rep-
re:.:erthition in nontraditional jobs. For example; the Chicago Alli-
ance of Business helped to sponsor the startup of a local program
ran by the Midwest_ Women s_ Center; designed to train women to
be auto niccluinics. I would like to see more programs like this to
prepare cc:oh-ion for high demand; nontraditionally female occupa-
tions that have real job openings.__
_Second. partioipation in private sector on-thejob training_ pro-

grilms that are cETA ftinded like those offered through the Chica-
go Alliance of Busitiess These programs focus on the economically
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ifisadvantir2A people %%inch happen to fiave a disproportionately
high minority representation in this city.

Third._ participation in innovative programs like Training, Inc.
here in Chicago._ which provide economically disadvantaged people
with a simulated _work experience that prepares them for real life
work Continental Bank has been one of the largest employers of
their graduates over the last several years.

Fourth. development of upgrading programs such as skill train-
ing. Continental Bank offers everything from spelling, punctuation;
grammar. typing; and other training programs -to allow entry level
staff air opportunity for advancement which then opens up more
job slots for the economically disadvantaged or the structurally
unemployed at the entry level.

Fifth, development of special training programs _for nonbusiness
college graduates. At Continental Bank, we have developed a _cur-
riculum in connection with a local university_to teach our employ-
ees finance, economics, and accountingi. This program is for
nonbusiness BA's, a group that has significantly higher female and
minority representation than is typically found among business
graduates. These people are trained to become commercial or inter-
national bankers, the highest status position within our organiza-
tion.

Sixth, support of special scholarship or intern programs to in-
crease the _minority or female pool which can be considered for -jobs
that have low minority or female representation. Continental Bank
has long participated in programs like inroads; which is an intern-
ship program- that provides summer employment for inner-city trii=
norities enrolled in Chicago area colleges._ Since its inception; we
have sponsored 5:3 individuals through this particular program.

Seventh, development of programs to increase handicapped rep-
resentation rates:

Eighth, participation in special work -study programs like office
occupations: Continental has- operated the largest such program in
Illinois for several years. This program is -in conjunction with the
Chicago Board of_Educatiort; and we provide city high- school youth
with part-time jobs while they are going to school, often enabling
them to complete school by relieving financial-pressures that their
families are feeling, and concurrently proViding the student an
opportunity to apply what they learn_ in school. These students
receive class credit for their work experience. Typically in our case,
more than sn percent of' our students are minority and we provide
150 to over 2(H) students with jobs each year.

I am trying_to emphasize several different examples of programs
to illustrate the many _options that should be open to a company.
Let the company do what they can do best in making a contribu-
tion to solving the total employment problem:

None of what I am saying is meant to get companies off the hbek
in providing equal employment. I am not suggesting that any com-
pany should pass an OFCCP compliance review by hiring economi-
cally disadvantaged while denying_ protected class access to middle
management jobs, or vice- versa. That would he unlawful. But that
is not an issue that should hog the OFCCP down.

The EOC, not_the OCCP, insures nondiscrimination among all
employers1:_intlucling Government contactors. Present and futuren
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[hurts to increase employment, opportunities for protected_ class
itietitherS should be the only equal employment criteria for obtain-.
ing a Government contract, the only nonbuSiness criteria:
proposeei approach gives OFCCP at unique opportunity to_get out of
the business of policing_ contractors and seeking relief for past
discrimination 1-..long with all of the duplicative jurisdictional prob-

. lents wit It EEOC.
OFCCI) can go beyond law enforcement to stimulate

development of_ new opportunities lbr women. minorities; and
h:indicapped: Retrospective relief, affected class and_appli-
cant 1161E :idVerse_jrnp:ict analysis do not increase female zind_ mi-
noity job opportunities: 'They zire_law enfOrcement actions hich
mean PiiiiiShinent fOr doing something wrong in the past: That is
t he EE01''s job: _

OFCC1', on the_ other hand, is positioned to _provide the only
positive einforcement for accomplishing the objective Of the EX-
eCtitiVe Order. They can accelerate increased employment opportu-
nities tO women, minorities. :indihziodiclpped, but their cannot do
that With a_retrospective focus. They roust_ look forward Lm_d_ en
courage comp :my cooperation to de' elop_positiVe prtigri_thiS. OFCCI)
Can fleXibly measure progress on a company-to-company basis by
looking at the number of protected class hires and promotions
where opport unit les exist.

These companies, without new opportunities, can support :.;chol-
:irShip or Other programs aimed at improving educational or skill
levels which will build a better future work lorco for them_ and
iiiOFCCP's total performance can be evaluated; and should be
evaluated, by looking at the change m_aggregate employment op-
portunities lO women and minorities by job category. not by look-
ing at backpay totals.

Th:it is the en rd of my fotnal testimony; but I_ wiint to add that I
have given Air. .Anthony Gibbs a copy of a document_ that _ was
pp-it-rod by the Equal Employment Advisory Council_which docu-
ments tht EEO- I changes, minority and female work force pzirtici-
Palion Ylangcs; from UNA; _through _1970. The focus of this docu-
ment illustrates that when OFCCI) changed its basic approach and
took on WON` of it law enforcement activity in the early seventies.
t hit there retilly h:is been no change in the increase in minority or
fornide representation hy EEO-1 category due to this Changed Op-

i.end line._ in other words, from _through 197!) was
relatively unaffected by the activities of OFCCI) iii ricint years:

Thank you.
NIL fI. wKiNs. Thank you, Mr. _Johnson,
We are deeply appreciative of_ your creative suggestions as re-

gards your training programs, Are you suggesting these should
supplement or replace the existing affirmative action equie-
ments? I :tin not so sure ills[ Who're they fit in Are they in addition
to Jo. ;ir they in _place of the affirmative action process?

-ItinNsoN. I think that affirmative action means employment
;Ind training pogriams in 00 her words.__Increased opportunities for
both women and minority group I nein 1)(' s. "These a re realized
t brout_;li tr;iming pro).,r:onstluit contractor or a company to
[tike peopli. in it the front end. or to upgrade thei_r current work
fnrri ili(11 v ill open tip new job ..ipportunities at the entry level.
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Nil': I lAwKiNs. Yes, but would you agree that the current laws
With respect_ to affirmative action. for example. _should he strength-
ened or replace or. let's say, disregarded. so long as the private
sector has the .opport unity_ to do_ a_ lot of the things which are very
commendable that you indicated. nit ki sure jtist Where it fits

JoiiNs(iN. Well, I am not looking to reduce the piytite sec-
tor's responsibility to engage in the concept of affirmative action.

suggesting, tat her. is Jlittt the Government, _()FCCP in
this case. I think has an oppotunity_ to encourage and reinforce
company participation in taining tint employment programs Oita
du_ expo _opport unit les: _

01'CCP:s. perspectives_l would_ assume the criteria for ob-
taining G1)5'er11111Cnt Cant raCt would be participation in pograms
that do just that. expand_ _minority and rm:de employment oppor-
tunities: or to upgrade_ their opportUnities within the company.

li.ywKiNs. So you're really not suggesting tiny basic change
in the current situation, but more invOlVement iii the private
sector?

.itnixsoN. It's a change in focus. The contract compliauce
riWiew has comp to mean back pay analyses; affected class_analy-
ses. applicant flow antilyses, things like that, rather than OFCCP
asking the contractor: "You have undeutilization; there are fewer
minorities in these job categories than would be expected based
upon outside availability. _Whit_ are you going to do about that?
What tire you going to do to incetise minority representation?
What have you _been doing -to increase minority representation'?"
Rather than Jookingat the la_eaforcement functions which from
n perspective belong with El.,'OC dealing with the back pay, for
pastdiscriimpation, remedying Exist discrimination..

Alt-. AW NS: Weil, let's get tiwtly from your particula company
otliogether now and go to x company operating in ti highly dis,_
rmunatoy manner and refusing to comply with the Objectives of

Execut lye order or title VII.
ILut do vou do with that company? Do SOU ignore tiny i mot of

the private secto that is unwilting.to do the things that are the
objective (Willis entire program. 1)on't you in a sense need somemie
to iiVesee t he program? We have a 5;,-mile-an-hour speed limit: but
we still Ii ice to have speed cops to enfOrce it Or eVeyliiidy won't
comply with it. particularly here in Chicago on some of these
freeways thtit I hove been on ll.tiughtel

Are you going to just iillow thymic). plow_into each at her'?_ Who is
to oversee this? I quite agree with the ideal situations that you
express, hut is her do you hold accountable ?_ I- don't know who it is in
the private sector that we hold accountable for seeing that these
splendidtritining progritms or employment opportunities are cre-
ated if the Federal Government withdraws its it apparently is doing
undeo. this ilministration.

boiNk)N. eh:mnim litwkins, what I am suggesting is riot a
Wit 1.1011 rOrCy mem of equal opportunity 111W. In ftiCI
what I tun thinking of relaits to oganizational development
:r pr sector company. For extimple, two pinks operating, ill t he
same geographic region may have very different success rates. and
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it his,to do with the organization's structure; What I am talking
about here ii is to do with organizitional structure.

If OFCCP has the responsibility to expand minority and female
employment opportunities, i think in the case of the highly dis-
riniinzitory mploye _that ou describe, OFCCP's challenge to that
_nployer would be: You have zi low minority representation rate:

We Vl'Zint zin accounting for_what you're going to do to change, that
Only if you have a program that will ch_zmge that to our satisfac-
tion will you receive zi Government contract

NOY-v. AS to the prior discrimination that yOu'ro describing -that
existed in thiS particular company, I am suggesting that OFCCP,
when they become embroiled in correcting the problems of the
past, are getting into what I would say the EEOC's frinCtiOn_should
be. The EEOC, on a cooperative baSi-, ShOtild be Imking_ at that
particular eMployer and dealing with the violations of the law-that
have occurred in the past; which would include remedial action;
incLuding back PAY.

Mir. HAWKINS. So you are expressing a very strong preference for
the EE(X' enforcement approach. In view of the fact that both the
EEO(' and OFCCP have the mandates to seek_ voluntary and non-
enforcement kifids of compliance; I don't quite tinderttand your
strong preference;_let us say,_ for the EEOC type approach as com-
pared with OFCCP, except that my impression i§ you 're saying
their approach is more along the line of a law enforcement_ ap-
proach rather than working cooperatively or seeking voluntary
enforcement of complianee_asopp-osed to the _other,

IS that the distinction; or do I make that distinction in what you
said'? _

Mr. J6i-INISON. I think it is a correct distifictibri. I am looking at
the EEOC as a ItiW enforcement agency which relies primarily -on
punishment for past -

wrongdoing; just as the speeder on the Dan
Ryan receives a traffic citation from our local police. Whereas in
the OFCCP

Mr. HAWKINS. Or at least the threat of them coming along side
of you.

Mr. Jorii.iSar4. BLit I think OFCCP, however; has opportunitiy
to be in a different mode. I am_not preaching voluntarism. I don t
think you cah i...rriove the threat of coercion frorri OFCCP. I believe
that OFCCP legitimately needs to _rely upon_ coercion. Howeve
that coercibri Should come in the form of mandating_ pre-Se

ri
nt_and

future behavioral change as opposed to correcting problems from

the past._
Now; admittedlY,_ if there _is low representation and OFCCP_ is

seeking either 'a training program or _a new employment _program
with that particular company, they are; in effect; correcting prob-
lems of thepast: But they are not dealing overtly with violations of
the ;aw. They are asking that company; We Want you to do
something special to see to it that minorities and women are given
employment- opportunities in this company that has had a poor
record to -the past."

NOW, the something different is going to be a program the corn-
pzmy will commit_ to at the present time to change their- future
behavior in order to.obtain that Government contract: And certazn-
ly; if they don't adhere to the program they are committing to,
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OF('CP is gqing to hie -back at their door threatening debarment ifthey haven't changed their behaVior once they have made thecommitment.
' Mr. HAWKINS. You indicated some study that had been made onOFCCP_. Do you wish to submit that for the record?

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes; I do. I have one copy With Mr. Gibbs.
Mr. HAWKINS. All right. Without objection; that study will beincluded in the record, .

!The information referred to dbove follows:j
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AN_ANAEYSIS OF
THE COST OF OFCCP'S COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES
AND ITS IMPACT, AS MEASURED BY
NATIONAL EEO-1 FORMS

Equal Employment AdVisory Cdundil

SECTION I

THE COST OF THE FEDERAL CONTRACT COMPLIANCE. PROGRAM

I. Survey of-Federal Contractors

TO e§tabIinh an approximation_of the annual costs of complying
with_ federal_ EEO requirements in general and OFCCP's regulations
in particular-; a survey was taken of 21 companies selected on a
representative basis from the Fortune 500 listing. The results
of the survey are as follows:

A. Annual Cost of all EEO Requirements
to the Fortune 500 51.5 billion

B. Annual Cost_of the_contract Compliance
Program to the Fortune 500'

C.

1. Annual Cost to the Top 50: $459

2: Annual Cost to the Top 100: $601-mill

3. Annual Cost to the Top 300: $773 mill.

Pibjedted_AnnUaI_COSt to_aIl 325,000
Federal Contractors. (Since an
unknown number of federal contrac-
tors are subdivisions of larger
corporations, 50,000 contractors
uere_arbitrarily_nOt_included
to compensate for the possibility
et double counting.)

I. Annual Cont_to_tbe_Top 500
Federal ContractorsA-

2. Annual-Cost-to the Top
50I.I000_FederaI_COntraotors
lasiuming an average ex-
penditure of 855,000)*

116

$27.5 mill.
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3. Annual_Cmst to_the_Top
1001-50,000 Federal
Contractors (assuming an
average-expenditure of
$2,000)* $98. Min:

4. Annual Cost to the Middle
124,000 (assuming an average
expenditure of $500)* $77 mill.

5. Annual Cost to the Bottom 100,000
(assuming an average expenditure of
$100)* $10 mill.

D. AVerage Annual Number_of Compliance Reviews_for the
Fortune 500 - 2:4. This figure would mean that 46%
of all the compliance reviews conducted by OFCCP in
a given year probably involve-Fortune 500 companies_
In_1980;_one_company had 49 of its approximately 100
facilities reviewed.

AverageNumber for the Top 50 21

Average Number for 51-100 3

Average Number for 101-100 1

Average Number for 301-500 .5

E iverage Cost of a Compliance Review to
Fortune 500 Federal Contractoi $20,283.00

Thisssumed expenditure would cover such cost as the preparation
of all affirmative action plans, the maintenance of necessary
employee records; advertising and notice costs caused by regulation,
staff time for infernal_monitoring_and responding_tO_agency data
requests, work environment alterations to accommodate the
handicapped, related legal and consultant fees, and overhead.
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II. oFcCP.AcTivifieS in_Fiscal Yea -r- 980 (most recent year

fur which actual uumbeis exist)

b'these figures were
OFCCP!s_FY 1982 budget justifi-

cation, which stated that in
1981;_50%0fits budget was spent Oh_

compliance reviews inl the remaining 20% on complaint investigations.

A. Annual Budget
551 mill.

B. Number of Empic.y&es 1,482

C. Number of Compliance Actions 4.358

1. Individual complaint
investigationsli 1,736

2. Number of compliance reviews2/ 2,632

2/

An individual coMpIaint_inVeStIgation simply refers-to.thoSe
inveatigaElanS.initiated by the filing of an individUal_complaint.

Thc,y usually are_limited to specific.empiOythent_practices and
individual problems, -but they may allege class violations. -More-

uvei, OFCCP -has the discretion_to_expand an individual complaint

into a broad-baSed review of the contractor.

Such,:eviews are initiated-by the agenCy_and_generally involve

an examination of all of the contractor's employment practices.

8
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Cot of COmpliance Actions

1: Average cost of a complaint
investigation $5,875

2. Average cost of a compliance
review 15,500

E. Effectiveness of Compliance Actions

1. The agency stated it fauna actual dittriMinatien
in 113 of its compliance reviews or only 1%. It
bellWes that -there is a possiblity of discrimination
in another-467 or-:1-8-X. Thus, in 2,632 compliance
reviews initrited by OFCCP in 1980,. it found or
believes it will find discrimination in 580 or 22%.

2. Total amount be spent by the government
on compliance reviews in which there
was no finding of discrimination $31.8 mill:

3. Estimated amount spent by
federal contractors on these
reviews: 541.6 mill.

4. Total amount spent on compliance
reviews in which there was no
finding of discrimination. v3 -.4 mill.

Percentage of contractors reviewed,
assuming each review involved a
different contractor. o.ez

'4e

1.1
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F. Effectiveness of Individual Complaint

Investigations

1. Average cost per investigation
to OFCCP $5,875

2. Average Cost of similar in-
vestigation by EFOC (based
on EEOC's. 1982 budget
estimates) $2,000
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SECTION II

MINORITY 6 FEMALE PARTICIPATION RATES
IN THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE

(1966-1979)

The following 18 charts reflect the national_participation_
rates of minorities and women_in_tne_nine_categories_used_by the
Equal Emlwimert_Opportunity Commission to segment the civilian
labor force. The charts are based on data reported by the Commis-
sion in its annual summary of all employers filing EEO -1 forms. _Any
employer with--more than 100 employees must_annuaIly file such_a_form;_
according to Title VI - -Of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. It is estimated
that approximatery 504000 employers are involved in this program, each
f:ling an average of 3.355 forms annually. It can be-presumed that al-
most all employers submitting EEO-1 forms -are also_federal contractors
or subcontractors. Data for the years 1968 and 1977 were unavailable.

On each chart., the solid line represents the actual participation
rate of minorities or women-in that category. -The-dotted line represents
the participation rate of minorities or -women
civilian IabOr foree_and_Serves as a point of,reference. The hyphenated-
line_inetcates the average rate of growth established between 1966 and-
the year wnich the regulations calling for detailed-affirmative_action
plans containing goals and timetables were issued f1971
and-1972 for women).- This section aIso contained tables listing partici-
Dation tares by F.EO -I category and year.

The charts demonstrate that despite the-great cost-of the_current
OFCCP program, it has-had little impact on the_previousIy_established
participation rates of mlnorities_or_womenlt_should_also be noted
tlUit_the Measuring years. 1971 and 1972, reflect the impact in some
categories of the general recession suffered by the country during
that period.
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MINORITY PARTICIPATION RATES
BY EEO-1 CATEGORY

I; Officials and Managers:

(1966-1979)

(1966) 1.9 (1971) 3.7 (1976) 5.8

(1967) 2.1 (1972) 4.3 (1977) NA_

(1968) NA (1973) 4.8 (1978) 6.8

(1969) 2.9 (1974) 5.1 (1979) 7.2
(1970) 3.3 (1975) 5.6

2. Professionals:

(1966) 3;5 (1971) 6.1 (1976) 7.4

(1967) 4;1 (1972) 6.7 (1977) NA-

(1968) NA_ (1973) 7.1 (1978) 9;2

(1969) 5.0 (1974) 7.2 (1979) 9:6

(1970) 5.7 (1975) 7.2

3; Technicians:

(1966) 6.5 (1971) 9.6 (1976) 12.8

(1967) 7.0 (1972) 8.6 (1977) NA

(1968) NA (1973) 11.5 (1978) 13.9

(196)) 8.9 (1974) 11:6 (1979) 14.5

(197)) 9.7 (1975) 12.2

Sales Workers:

(1966) 4.4 (1971) 6.6 (1976) 9;9

(1967) 5.4 (1972) 7.8 (1977) NA

(1968) NA (1973) 8.5 (1978) 11:2

(1969) 6.6 (1974) 9.1 (1979) 11:9

(1970) 7.1 (1975) 9.4
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5. Office & clerica/ Workers:

(1966) 5.9 (1971) 10:3 (1976) 15.1

(1967) 6.7 (1972) 12.1 (1977) NA

(1968) NA (1973) 12.8 (1978) 16.5

(1969) 9.4 (1974) 13.7 (1979) 17.3

(1970) 10.9 (1975) 14.4

Craft Workers:

(1966) 6:2 (1971) 8.9 (1976) 12;0

(1967) 7.0 (1972) 10.1 (1977) NA

(1968) NA_ (1973) 10.8 (1978) /3.7

(1969) 6.4 (1974) 11.5 (1979) 14.2

(1970) 9.2 (1975) 11.9

7. Operatives:

(1966) 14.4 (1971) 19.1 (1976) 22.2

(1967) 11.2 (1972) 20.3 (1977) NA

(1968) NA (1973) 21.6 (1978) 24.0

(1969) 18.4 (1974) 22.1 (1979) 24.6

(1970) 19.5 (1975) 21.9

Laborers:

(1966) 28:2 (1971) 30.6 (1976) 30.5

(1967) 29.2 (1972) 30.8 (1977) NA

(1968) NA (1973) 31.3 (1978) 31.9

(1969) 30.4 (1974) 31.0 (1979) 32.4

(1970) 31-3 (1975) 30.9
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9; Service Workers:

(1966) 28.1 (1971) 31.7 (1976) 30.5
(1967) 33.0 (1972) 32.6 (1977) NA
(1968) NA (1973) 32.3 (1978) 31.5
(1969) 33;4 (1974) 31.5 (1979).32.4
(1970) 335 (1975) 30.B

10. Civilian Labor Force Participation Rates:

(1966) 11.4 (1971) 13.9 (1,976) 16;5
(1967) 12.2 (1972) 15.1 (1977) NA _

(1968) NA (1973) 16.1 (1978) MI
(1969) 13.6 (1974) 16.5 (1979) 18;6
(1970) 14.7 (1975) 16.2
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FEMALE_PARTICIPATION RATES
BY EEO -I CATEGORY

1. Officials and Managers:

(1966-1979)

(1966) 9.4 (1971) 10.9 (1976) 14.9
(1967) 9.5 (1972) 11.9 (1977) NA
(1968) NA (1973) 12.9 (1978) 17.0
(1969) 10.2 (1974) 13.1 (1979) 18.1
(1970) 10.3 (1975) 14.3

2. Professionals:

(1966) 14.0 (1971) 26 (1976) 30.8
(1967) ;21.1 (1972) 27.7 (1977) NA
(1968) NA (1973) 28.8 (1978) 34.4
(1969) 23.1 (1974) 28;8 (1979) 35.8
(1970) 25.0' (1975) 30;0

3. Tochniclans:

r19-66) 20.7 (1971) 26.3 (1976) 34.3
(1967) 23.8 (1972) 28.9 (1977) NA
(1968) NA (1973) 31.7 (1978) 37.9
(1969) 25 (1974) 31.2 (1979) 39.3
(1970) 27 (1975) 33.3

Sales Workers:

(1966) 38.8 (1971) 39.7 (1976) 47.8
(1967) 38.9 (.1972) 44.2 (1977) NA _

(1968) NA (1973) 46.5 (1978) 50.4
(1969) 40.5 (1974) 46.6 (1979) 51.6
(1970) 42.5 (1975) 47;8
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5. Office 6 Clerical Workers:

(1966) 72.4 (1971) 73.8 (1976) 81.0.

(1967) 73.7 (1972) 78.2 (1977) NA

(1968) NA (1973) 79.2 (1978) 82.0

(1969) 75.5 (1974) 79.3 (1979) 82.4

(1970) 76.3 (1975) 80.2

Craft Workers:

(1966) 6.3 (1971) 6.1 (1976) 7.1

(1967) 6.8 (1972) 7 (1977) NA_

(1968) NA (1973) 7.5 (1978) 11.6

(1969) 6.8 (1974) 7.7 (1979) 8.5

(1970) 6.9 (1975) 7.1

(1966) 27.7 (1971) 28 (1976) 31.7

(1967) 28.6 (1972) 29.6 (197/7) NA

(1968) NA (1973) 30.7 (1978) 32.4

(1969) 29 (1974) 31.4 (1979) 32;4

(1970) 29.7 (1975) 30.3

8; Laborers:

(1966) 23.9 (1971) 28 (1976) 32.2

(1967) 25.6 (1972) 29 (1977) NA

(1968) NA (1973) 30.2 (1978) 34.0

(1969) 28 (1974) 31.3 (1979) 33.9,

(1970) 28.5 (1975) 30.7

9. Service Workers:

(1966) 43.3 (1971) 47.4 (1976) 53.7

(1967) 46.1 (1972) 50.2 (1977) NA

(1968) NA ° (1973) 51.5, (1978) 54.7

(1969)-48-;9 (.19_74) 52.2 (1979) 55.1

(1970) 49.9 (1975) 53.4

10. Civilian Labor Force Participation Rate:

(1966) 34;2 (1971) 34.2 (1976) 37.8

(1967) 32;6 (1972) 35.4 (1977) NA

(1968) NA (1973) 36.5 (1978) 39;6

(1969) 33.9 (1974) 36.7 (1979) 40.1

(1970) 34.5 (1975) 37.1
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Mr. HAWKINS: Mr: Washington?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you Mr.

Robinson and Mr: Johnson: I want to thank you also for waiting
throughout the entire morning in order to testify.

Mr. Johnson; _I notice on page 1 of -your submission that you
suggest the OFCCP should target it enforcement procedure on the
worst first basis: I suppose you know; of course; that the EEOC has
done that with very good success.

Unfortunately; one of the proposals from Mr: Reagan is that the
EEOC Commissioners will no longer be able to issue charges which
would keep that agency from targeting upon a worst first- basis:

Based upon your submission, Igather your positionand I hope
you could speak for the business communitywould be- that you
would be opposed to such a change on the part of the administra-
tion?

Mr. JOHNSON. I didn't come prepared to speak about any EEOC
proposed changes: I am really not aware that the administration
has proposed that the EEOC Commissioners not be allowed to issue
a complaint

Philosophically, I agree that for any governmental agency to
operate effectively with the mass of contractors out- there; the
OFCCP as well as EEOC should target based upon the information
they have available to them as to who is worst and deal with the
worst first.

Mr: ,WASHINGTON: But let's not be philosophical. Let's be very
realistic and practical.

You have a good grasp and awareness of the EEOC evidently
because you are _strongly suggesting it be the enforcement agency.

Mr; JOHNSON: Correct:
Mr. WASHINGTON. And if the Commissioners cannot initiate

charges; then obviously you remove. whatever sanctions or- power
that agency has to enforce its orders. I would think it would be a
very simply yea or nay on the question of whether or not you
would support the Reag_an proposals and remove that initiatory
power for them to initiate charges:

Mr. JOHNSON. I am not opposed to the Commission having the
right to issue a charge;

Mr. WASHINGTON. Would the business community of Chicago be
inclined to support that position; Mr; Robinson?

Mr. RomNsoN. I would say so. I would think so.
Mr: WASHINGTON. I would hope so.- Otherwise; -we're in a catch-22_

situation,
Also, Mr. Johnson; the proposed changes of OFCCP by the

Reagan administration obviously and clearly and undebatably
would reduce the amount of coverage in terms of employees and
business in this country:

What would be the business_community's position or, more spe-
cifically; what would be your position on that?

Mr. JOHNSON. I would have to give_you my position and not the
business community's position. Personally; I feel that most of the
jobs in this country are held with small employers, employers of
less than 250 employees._ And from an employment and training
objective, if our concern here is to increase the total opportunities
for minorities and women; I think a worst-first basis is much better
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than targeting on large companies exclusively; if that is, in fact,
the proposal.

I am not in faVbr Of eliminating coverage based-upon-size-of--
emplOyer. I do think we have to be concerned about reporting
requirements and any bureaucracy that a small employer is sub-
jected to, but from my experience with the Chicago Alliance of
Business, it is clear that the market out there that provides future
job opportunities is increasingly with smaller employers. That's
where all the action is. _

The very large employers in this country, the top 100 employerS
in this country, are not expanding Job opportunities: In other
wordS, they are not having any aggregate increase in employment.
So other than attrition, they aren't going to have that many oppor-
tunitieS available. It is really the small and intermediate size buSi=
nesses that have the increase in job opportunitieS.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Mr.Robinson, I know how you feel; but in
terms of the business community what would be their position on
that?

Mr. ROBINSON: Well; first of all, I don't speak for the business
community, I am Speaking only for a limited number of companies
in Chicago United.

Our focus in the whole area of minority economic and business
development is toward the development of small businesses. Our
focus is to provide minorities an opportunity to control capital. We
feel the bottom line is economic parity in terms of being able to
run factories, labor-intensive type jobs that the minority communi-
ty needs in particular, that they be involved in controlling_ equip-
ment; et cetera. These are the things_ that are going to impact on
the economy in the long run for minorities. So our focus is definite-
ly through business development, through capital formation; and
opportunitieS that will solve affirmative action.

The urban enterprise zones is a very interesting concept; with
the involvement -of a reduction of taxes and various incentive pro=
grams coming down from Washington. There is a question in my
mind as to Where is this business development going to take place,
not so much as to whether it is going to take place, or whether or
not business is going to benefit, or whether or not jobs and produc-
tion will increase: The- issue to Chicago United is if in fact, minor-
ities are going to benefit by the job's being accessible.

Mr. WASHINGTON: There are a lot of questamS about the enter,
prise zones; not Only when and where; but how long, if ever, would
it take to have any appreciable effect upon the employment ques-
tion. That's a highly debatable question; and I certainly want to go
on record as saying that ,the enterprise zones are on the drafting
board and are far from complete. There is a lot of work to be done.
And even if done; there is no guarantee that it will pick up any
slack in the near or appreciable future: So I don't want anyone to
hang his hat on that concept.

But let's get back to reporting: Mr: Johnson, I am concerned
about the_suggestions that Government should not .continue to
require affirmative proof of civil progress by using numerical meas=
urements of compliance reporting. How can you measure progress
urileSS you have statistics? How can you determine whether some-
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one is striving toward goals and timetables unless you have specific
reports dealing with that?

I was concerned that- you were saying you didn't want small
business to get bogged down in reports and ad infiniturn. I would
agree with that But clearly, if' the Government has the discretion
to let out contracts, they also have the discretion to impose stand-
ards and it follows as night does day that they must have some
way of statistically making certain that those standards are being
adhered to:

Would you comment on that?
Mr: JOHNSON. Certainly:
I am not opposed to goals and timetables, nur am I opposed to

using a statistical measure to target or to judge progress In fact I
think it is necessary. But I could very well be concerned about the
type of reporting that might be required: So it is not a philosophi-
cal objection to reporting. I offer no such objection.

But I would be concerned about: I believe when Nancy Kreiter
from Women Employed was talking about the Carter regulations
which have not been implemented; there was the suggestion that
there would be a new affirmative action program summary form.
Not knowing what form that document will take; I really can't
intelligently criticize it or support it because it has not been re-
vealed to us. We don't know what kind of reporting we're talking
about.

So I am not opposed to using a statistical measure at all
believe, in fact, that you must target an employer based upon their
underutilization, which is going to be a statistical measure.

Mr.- WASHINGTON. One last question on systemic investigations.
Under the present administration; there has been a gradual

attempt and a movement toward coordinating EEOC and OFCCP
in terms of systemic investigations. I gather that the Reagan ad-
ministration is not too much concerned about continuing that co-
ordinated process.

What would be your comment on that?
Mr. JOHNSON. I believe that systemic discrimination investiga-

tions; investigations of past discrimination, should be conducted by
the EEOC organizationally, not OFCCP. I believe that the systemic
approach of the early to middle seventies was not very productive
in terms of too much being bitten off at one time, instead of
containing an investigation to something that is manageable,
Therefore, I have no opposition to systemiC investigations, but I
think when you are looking at a large employer and all practices;
you are taking on more than can be easily managed, as opposed to
doing a .systemic investigation a chunk at a time or an issue at a
time. =

Mr. ROBINSON. Could I add one comment about reporting?
I think reporting and voluntarism can work in the private sector;

as long as the reporting system is made so that the public has
access to it:

I have with me a document that I would like to submit to the
committee that has to do with the activities of Chicago United in
the various business development areas that I mentioned.

If, in fact; the principals of _Chicago United hold themselves
accountable and will make reporting to the public, these things can
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develop. For example this goes back a few years in the construc-
tion area there was a goal of Chicago United; in all the new
construction going on among its members, to have at least 35 t6_ 40

percent minority participatiOn in minority contractors.-At that
time Standard Oil, The First National Bank Building; Montgomery
Ward; CNA; Sears TOWer,_ and some activities at COntinental Ban
in terms of renovation_ was going on That goal was achieved in
minority contractors. Reporting was one internally and also
openly to the public:

Mr: WASHINGTON. I suppose the chairman will accept that sub-
mission.

Mr. HAwkii4S. Without objection.
[The material submitted by Alexander Robinson follows:]
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* * * * * * * * *. * * * * *

CHICAGO UNITED

MINORITY BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

TASK FORCE

1981

* * * * * * .* * * * * * * *

Edward S. Donnell, Chairman

James J; O'Connor, Vice-chairman

Edwin C. Berry

Alvin J. Boutte

George R. Brokemond

Thomas J. Burrell

Weston R. Christopherson

Ernest T. Collins

Carroll E; Ebert

Leon Jackspn

John H; Johnson

Theodore A. Jones

Donald P. Kelly

Millard Robbins

Robert D. Stuart, Jr.

Edward R. Telling

Staff: Alexander P. Robinson

Ex-officio: Charles A; Davis

Ex-officio: Charles Marshall
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CHICAGO UNITED

MINORITY BUSINESSDEVELOPMENT TASK FORCE

1980 71 CCOMIaLIS1tMENTS

CHICAGO UNITED MINORITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TASK FORCE

Administrative
Assistant

William H. mealeY
--VP Corporate Systems_
Credit & Treasury Affairs

Montgomery Ward

Chairman

Fdward_S- Donnell
Chairman a CEO

Montgomery Ward

--CHICAGO REGIJONAL
PURCHASING COUNCIL

President

Joseph_A._Williams
President

Arrow Services

MINORITY BANKING

CoChairmen

Jarries_T, Hadley
President

Community Bank of Lawndale

James C. Morton
Treasurer

Montgomery Ward

MINORITY CONSTRUCTION

Co-C halrmen

WIlliem_H. Moore
President

Globe Trotters

William -J.-Harbeck
VP & Real Estate

Director
Montgomery Ward

MINORITY INSURANCE

CoChairmen

Weathers Sykes
_Sr_VP

Chicago Metropolitan
Mutu. Assurance Co.

Denis_J. de long
Asst. VP &

Asst. Corp.Controller
Montgomery Ward
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Co-Chalrmen

James H. Lowry
President

James H. Lowry and
Associates

William P. Terry
_Asit. VP Auditing
Montgomery Ward
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1980 GOALS

To increase purchases of goods and services from minority
suppliers by major companies.

To increase the use of minority banks and savings and loan
associations by major companies.

To increase the utilization of_ minority construction
contractors and tradesmen in Chicago metropolitan construction
projects;

To create new employment opportunities for minorities in
the field of insurance through_the fostering of competitive
business opportunities_primarny with major corporations
and to develop a formalized education_program to_acguaint
minorities with career opportunities in the field of
insurance.

To aid minority professional service firms in the fields Of
architecture-_ and engineering; law, accountancy, advertising
and marketing; personnel /employment and management consulting
in securing competitive opportunities for business from
major corporations and government agencies;

To encourage and aid in the_growth_of existing minority
businesses and in the development of new minority firms as
feasible;
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CHICAGO REGIONAL PURCHASING COUNCIL, INC.

1980 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

CHICAGO REGIONAL PURCHASING COUNCIL, INC;

;BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Preston Kavanagh
Vice President
ComMOnWeaIth Edison Company

Joseph A. Williams
Owner
ArrOW Services -7-

ahvIo Velasquez
President
A & R Janitorial Services

Raymond T. O'Neal
Coordinator, iMinority BusneSS
ESMark, Incorporated

Dominic J.Fabbri
Vice President
Administrative Services
First Federal Savings & Loan
Association of Chicago

James Gullatte
President
Reliable Press Company, Inc.

Tom Bronson
Manager_of Purchasing
Allstate Insurande COMpany

Jerry Frazier
Buyer
Caterpillar Tractor Co.

John Kane
Vice President
Corporate Materials Management
Abbott Laboratories

1 52

DenaId J. McLachlan_
Ishatl,_Lincoln &_Beale
CounselOrs at Law

Ralph McKee
General Purchasing Manager
MOntgomery Ward & Co., Inc.

Delores Miller
AdMinist;rator, Affirmative
Action
IIIincis Centihl Gulf
Railroad

Charles_Murphy
Director of Purchasing
The Anderson Company

William Newby
Vice President
Public Relations
Jewel Food Stores

Anders C. Rasmutten
Manager, Purchating-
Manufacturing
Western Electrid Company

H. Kris Ronnow
Vice President
Harris Trntt & Savings Bank

Franklin C. Senior
Group Supervisor
Procureffient_Administration
Sundstrand Aviation Operations
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GOAL

TO INCREASE PURCHASES OF GOODS AND SERVICES FROM-MINEPTTY
SUPPLIERS BY MAJOR COMPANIES.

OBJECTIVES

A. To establish a collective goal of a 10% increase in
minority purchases which would represent a summation
of the purchasing goals established individually by
each of_the participating Chicago United and non-Chicago
United firmS.

Result: For comparable 1979/1980 reporting companies,
a later agreed upon goal of a 15% increase was exceeded.
The total 1980 goal was_$397.4 million and actual
puchases were $401.4 minion. Total 1980_purchases
for all reporting companies were $411.8 million;_a 12;35
increase over 1979. (See statistical report fOlIowing.)

B. PrOgram Objectives

I. Complete certification of minority ownership of
200 of the 700*Iisted minority businesses.

Result: Only 75 of the scheduled 200 firms
anticipated have been fully certified by the CRPC
staff. The amount of time required to visit each
vendor_was greater than anticipated. In addition,
a problem arose -in the application of the
procedures which resulted in a temporary cessation
of the program late in the year.

2. Sponsor one Executive(Development Workshop for
minority business management personnel.

Result: A workshop was held October 23-25, 1980,
with 35 students in attendance. _This class was
spOnsored with a grant from the Illinois Central
Gulf Railroad.

3; -.Publish the 1980 edition of the Greater
Minority Vendors Directory.

Result: A directory was- published in April 1980
which included nearly 800 minority vendor profiles.
At year end, 750 copies of the directory had been
sold to corporations across the country.
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4; Sponsor one buyer seminar for corporate purchasing

personnel.

ReSult_: A_buyer_education seminar was held on

September 26, 1980, funded by CRPC'S Transportation

Sub-Council thethert.

5. Sponsor an.information session on_CRPC and NMPC for

-,:,01.1bIle affairs/public
relations people in member

corporations.

Result: ThiS objective_was cancelled at mid -year on

the advice of several- public- relations executives.

It was determined that'the work_and expense involved

would not result in any t:ngible benefit for CRPC.

6. Develep one new sub-council in the Southwest Suburban/

Joliet area.

Result: This objective_was_not accompliShed.. With

the RockfordSub7CounciI
becoming _fully ocerationaI

in 1980; it was determined that CRPC's staff leVeI

was insufficient to adequately service another sub-

council.

7. Increase CRPC corporate membership by 15 majority

corporations.

Result:_ During 1980, CRPC added 14 new corporations

to its Iist of active members.

. Publish lei-tenthly newsletter.

Result: A newsletter including activity information,

Vendor profiles and information of general interest__

to members and vendors, was distributed bi-monthly t-)

a mailing list of approximateIy*300 individuald.
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MUG() REGIONAL PURL I% COUNCIL; INC,

1980 Minority Purchasing' ,Report

Comparable Figures; 52 companies repotting 1919 and 180

Ghica12, Nationwide Total

1919 1980 1980* Variance 1919 1980 1983 Variance 1979 1980 1980 Variance

611 Goal Goal

96;07 1101 110.5 3.5t 2495 285.9 285.9 -.0-- 145,57 401,1 397,4 11

*198C GoilS Were expressed as 15/ over 1919 actual figures;

Nersememeliaeseitorowerewp.re.weEmb

Total Minority Purchases Reported; 1979; 59 companies reporting; 1980; 55 companies reporting,

ht-ionidde Total

1919 1980 t Increase 1919 1980 it Increase 1919 1980 t Increase

98,1M 115.51 18,51 258;3M 29512R 10t 66,1M 411,81 12,11
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I9 -8-0 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Co-Chairmen

James T. Hadley
President
Community Bank of LaWndaIe

James C. Morton
Treasurer
Montgomery Ward

Member -s

Cene 0. ArmStreng
Vice President
Highland Community Bank

Joseph Arns
Director,- Banking &__Finance
Zenith Radio Corporation

Emmet P. CatSidy
Directer Of Treasury Services
Peoples Energy Corp.

Walter_H; Clark
ExedUttVe VicePresident
FirSt Federal Savings and
Loan Association of Chicago

Francis_J. Cyr
President
Washington National Bank
Chicago

Jay Dittus -

Assistant Treasurer for

Cash and InveStment
Inland Steel Company

James.E- DeNaut.
Secohd Vice -r ,sident
Correspondent Banking
COntinental Illinois National
Bank &_Trust Company of

Chicago

E. 11.__Grassmick
General Supervisor
Treasury Department-
Illinois Bell Telephone Co.

William H. Honakek
Financial Analyst
The Chicago Tribune

Darnell Hawkins
President
Morgan Park Savings & Loan

Association

George Jones
Vice Preaident

of Seaway National

William T. Dwyer
Vice President
Correspondent Bank Division
First National Batik

15

Bank

Fred, -lek C.. Kautz
Assistant. Treasurer
Borg-Warner Corporation

Charles Moritz
Assistant_Treasurer .
JeWel Companies, Inc.
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Arthur R. MesserschMidt
Assistant Treasurer
Kraft, Inc.

Ralph 17..Nard
Assistant- Treasurer
Commonwealth Edison Co

Nolan L. Werth
Assistant Treasurer
CNA

Paul Ogorzelec
Partner_ -

Arthur Andersen s Company

Rudolph Pitch
Treasurer
Field Enterprises, Inc.

Oren T. POIIOCk
Assistant Treasurer
Midwestern- Territory
Sears, Roebuck and Company

Lonnie Radcliffe
Assistant Vice Pr,3ident -
Marketing

Independence Bank of Chicigo

David Robinson
President
Tri-State Bank

Beverly Y. Scipio
Director of Marketing
Ill. Service Federal
Savings & Loan

William Valiant
Vice President 8 Treasurer
Borg-Warner Corporation

Ernest Seccombe
Associate Manager of Banking
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)

Charles Wells
President
Union National Bank
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GOAL

TO INCREASE-THE USE or MINORITY BANKS AND-SAVINGS AND LOAN

ASSOCIATIONS --BY MAJOR COMPANIES:

OBJECTIvES

A. To increase by 10%-the Collective total business placed

by CU and CRPC member CO-dip-an/es
with-minority banks and

savings and loan associations in 1960.

Result: In total; the business placed by CU firms with

minority financial institutions__ on a local and national

basis surpassed the -10% objective. Certificates of_deposit

and treasury tax and_IMau account balances increased-

significantly._ Credit facilities were up sharply although

useage war off Slightly; Operating account balances were

off modestly.

B. To continue the exporting of CU's model minority- banking

program to major_derpOrations_through the distribution of

the "How-To" guide Oh minority banking, locally and

nationally.

Result: The CU model minority banking program continued

to be exported nation ide Five Chicago firms haVe_a
representative serVih -as Corporate Advisor to the National

Bankers Association N Tonal programs to stimulate
minority banking service will benefit local institutions

through increased Credit participation.

. To develop a pregraM_fer establishing relatiohahipa between

CU/CRPC companies, and Minority owned savings and Idan

institutions.

Result: The DepoSitory_Institution
Deregulation and Monetary

Control Act of 1960 WiII permit corporations to- participate

more effectively With Savings and Loan InstitUtidhS; A

sub-committee will develop an action plan.

.
To implement a program to encourage the use of minority

banking by non-CU/CRPC member firms.

Result: Earlier_thia year,. meetings were held for the purpose

of acquainting the minority bankers with corporate treasury

personnel.

To further develop_the
reporting system by CRPC firms_that

will while maintaining confidentiality; insure_ complete and

accurate reporting of the results obtained in minority

banking.

Result: AgreeMeht has_been_reached td fUrther improve the

reporting for CU /CRPC- companies that wiII enhance
the quality

and quantity Of responses.

. To review the minority bankers call program to determine its

feasibility and strategies for improvement if continued.

Result: (See D: aboc.)
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_CHICAGO UNITED

CONFIDENTIAL ilINORITY.BANNING.
REPORt

Comparison: 1980 with ear 1919

(thousands of dollars)

-Ac- ial Year - 1919-- .ActualJear_7.1980
Twelve Month Period Ending

Zlicag-a* Id51773:
777071I-i December 31 1980

1, OPERATING ACCOUNTS

Aggregate urage daily
6,329

bOte

Percentage_IncreasegOecrease)

1980 1919

2, CERTIFICATE OF DEPOS17'1

11,330 5;509 101889

AVerage dilly amount during 3,303 4,420

period

Percentage_Increase(Decrease

1980 \-/S, 1919

3,
TREASURY TPA & LOAN 0EP0SIT5

A, Total deposits during
132,128

period

Percentage Increase/

(Decrease)

(13;0) (3.9)

16 companies reOrted-aperating

accounts in Chicago, 6 of whom

reported operating accounts

outside Chicago, 8 companiei

reported no operating accounts,

5;181 11;810 12_companies reported aver*

daily_amounts in Chicago, 4

of _whom also- reported average

85;9 161.9 dally_amounts outside Chicago

12_companies reported no

average daily amount,

1331251 161,828 225;531

27.0 69,3

7._companies reported treasury_

tax_andloan_deposits in Chicago,

2.of_whomilso_rePOOrqOurY

tax_and loan deposits outside

Chicago,. 17 companies reported_

no treasury tax and loan deposits,



CREDIT-FRXMINORITY-BANKS

AND S & L ASSOCIATIONS

A. Lines of Credit

(AVerk,e daily amount)

PerCentae IntreaSe/

(OeCreaSe)---

1980 VS; 1919

8, Borrowings (Loans to

ompany -.direct or

guNnteed-average

dai'y bOrrowingS)

Percemiage Increase/

'AcreaseY

1)80 VS. 1979

5. CREDIT-TO MINORITY BANKS AND

SAVINGS & LOANS

A, Lines of credit (Average

daily amount)

8. Loans (To bank or

principals . bank

related . average

daily amount

Percentage Increase/

(Decrease)

1980 vs, 1919

Pq2of

_Actual_Year 1979. Actual Year 1980 Twelve Month Period Ending

T F 771 F.
-.17cagT( 0.7. December 11- 1900

10;117 30;109 12;019 12;648 Il_companies reported_lines_of.__

credit in.Chicago;lof_whom_also

reported lines_of_credit_outsidc

17;1 411 Chicago, _11_companies reported no

lines of credit,

3,777 5;583 2;919 5;571 6 companies reported_borrowings

in Chicago; 2.of.whom .also_

reported borrowings.00tside.._.

Chicago; 13 companies reported 0

ti bOrrOWingS

(M) (;1)

1,500 1;500 One_company. reported.line5 of

credit in Chicago only;

5,190 5,490 1,955 1;955 One *ply mortod Ions io

Chicago only,

61,4 6I,1
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C. Participations Sold

Ai/erage daily amount)

a, avcrlinas granted

(average daily amount)

Percentage Increase/

Decrease)

Page 3 of 3

Actiii4ear -1919_ Actual Year - 1980 fwelve.Month Period finding

Tar"-7771a-i;-, EL:0----ToralTiT December 31; 1980

1101 1;103 Iwo_companies.reported
.

participations sold in Chicago,

818 818 869 869 Two companies repotted. .

overlines granted in Chicago,

(1.0) (1,0)

* The Chicago area minority banks are Community 8ank of Lawndale; Nighland;Andependeoce; Seaway; Nth Side; TH-State,

11ashington National and Union National, The minority-owned savings and loan associations are Ametidan Federal;

Illinois Federal and Norge Park Federal,

glthough the number of companies that reported activity during 1980 remained about constant

ith the year previous, the average daily amount of CDs increased significantly, Higher than

hiateriO yields as well 'as increased participation contributed to this improvement.

@ Ti,e total TT&L depositda reported by fewer companies in 1980, increased by more than 691 from the

year previous.

The tool numer of companies that report0 credit line activity was loss than the year previous;

heucver, the total average of credit lines increased by Ii13,
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CONSTRUCTION COMMITTEE

1980 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Co-Chairmen

William R. MOord
President
Globe Trotters

William J;_llarbeck _

Vice Preaident & Real
Estate Director

Montgomery Ward

Members

Ray Arias _

ChiCage State University

D. R; Pittner
Director , Station Construction
CbiitMohweaIth Edison

Taylor Cotton__
Project Director
Chicago Urban League

Frank_Elam___
Chicago State University

Joseph -M. Evans
Assistant Commissioner
Dept. of Planning
City_ & Community Development
City of-Chicago

Percy Hines
Cedco Contractors Division

Mr. Ed M. Hogan
Dir. Chicago Const. Coordinating
Committee

Sec. Office
U. S. Dept. of Labor and
Construction

Harold A; StahIey _

Senior Vice President -
ChidagC_FaCiIities

First Federal Savings &
Loan AtsoCiation

Marcus Johnson_
District Manager
Illinois Bell Telephone
CoMpany

William D. Fleming
Vice_President
Marsh McLennan, Incorporfter)

John B. Kett, Jr.
Coordinator
AMOCO Oil Co.

Hugh Mc Rae-
Executive Vite President
Construction Employers Assoc.

Bob V. Olson
Montgomery Ward

John Reinke -
Construction Engineer -
Room 1732

Peoplet Gag; Light & Coke Co.

Gedtge_Richter__
JeW61 Food Stores

Sam Sales _
Vice President
The Woodlawn Or4anization

Ray Scannell
Asst;_Dir. For Affirmative
_Actions
Construction Employers
Association

Lee Rodriguez
Continental Illinois National
Bank & Trust Company

Bill Schultz
Continental Iiiihdia National
Bank & Trust COMpahy
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GOAL

TO INCREASE THE UTILIZATION_OP_MINORITY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTO2S
AND TRADESMEN IN CHICAGO METROPOLITAN CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.

OBJECTIVES

A. Cooperate with other organizations_in the development and
coordination of training_programs for minority tradesmen
and to seek public and private sector support_and subsidy
sponsors for apprenticeship and youth training.

Result: No action.

D. Develop increased_confidence in the performance levels of
minority contractors.

Result: Developed and introduced and distributed to majority
contractors and construction users a carefully screened
Minority Contractor Directory.

C. Improve the reliability and credibility of minority
contractural proposals.

Result: With cooperation of CEDCO (Chicago Economic Development
Corporation', Continental Illinois National Bank-and Marsh
McLennon; have_developed a_set_of_business procedures and
standards of performance to facilitate equitable and competitive
bonding and lending practices. These will be lab tested in
actual construction projects before incorporation into an
extension of the already published Construction Users Model
Program.

Cooperate and coordinate with other organizations to increase
minority contractor opportunities and expand their utilization.

Result: Cooperated with the Chicago Regional Purchasing-
CounciI_In the development of the Construction Mart of this
year's BusinesS_OppOrtUnities_Fair;_and_conducted_an__
introductory and informative cocktail reception to 200
minority and majority construction contractors.

E. Seek the development of a unified trade association dedicated
to the education and advancement of minority contractors.

Result: No action.

F. Ex:.ort the Construction Users Model Program tc major corporations
and governmental agencies and monitor performance.

Result: This objective was completed.
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INSURANCE COMMITTEE

1980 ACCOMPT,ISHMENTS

Co-Chairmen

Weathers Y. Sykes -
Senior Vice Predident _

Chicago Metropolitan MUtUaI
Assurance Company

Denis J. deJong
Assistant Vice President and_
Assistant Corporate COntrOlIer
Accounting

Montgomery Ward

Members

Stanley C. Bartecki
Staff Officer --

First Nationa/ Bank of Chicago

Gary Bausom
Director of Risk ManageMent
Esmark, Inc.

Warren Breckenridge
Supervisor of Property
Insurance_

U.S. Gypsum Company

David Corner
Executive Vice Preaident
Johnson Products cotpahy

John J. Cusack
First Federal Agency

Gus Czizik
Manager, Insureb - North America
Standard Oil Cominy

John Doering
Director of Insurance & Pensions
Peoples Energy

Paul_Duckworth
Assistant Firm Secretary
ArthuioAndersen & Company

William Fleming
Vice President
Marsh & McLennan

Lynda Gilliam
Assi3tant Deputy DirectOr
Illinois Department of
Insurance

Walter Harper
Executive Director
Woodlawn Corp.

Clarence Reidke
Carson Pirie Scott & Company

Judy Lindenmayer
Director of Risk Management
Zenith Radio Corporation

TerryMathews
Manager
Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
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James McCall
Risk Manager
Quaker Oats Company

.Milton Moses
President
Community Insurance Center

John Oster
Insurance Adminisrator
Commonwealth, Edison

Millard Robbins
The Robbins Insurance
Agency, Inc.

Andrew Ruff
.Director of Employee Benefits
Borg-Warner Corporation

Alan E. Samuelson
Risk Manager
The Chicago Tribune Company

Saturnine
M,?nager,_Corpi Insurance Div.
Liland Steel OompaCy

Steven Wilcox
Assistant_Vice President
Marsh & McLennan

Robert J. Anderson
Insurance- Manager
Field Enterprises

Alan F. Portelli
Risk Management _& Accounting
Research Manager

Montgomery Ward

Robert F. Becker
Corporate Risk nanager
Montgomery Ward

Louis F. Materre
Materre Insurance Agency
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TO CREATE NEW_EMPLOYMENT_OPPORTUN/TIES FOR MINORITIES IN THE
FIELD OF INSURANCE__ THROUGH_ THE_FOGTERING-0E-COMPETXT/VE BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES;_PRImARILY_WITH_MAJOR CORPORATIONS,-AND TO
DEVELOP A FORMAL/ZED_EDUCATION_PROGRAM-TO ACQUAINT-MINORITIES
WITH CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN THE FIELD-OP-TNSD1RANCE

OBJECTIVES

A InereaSe_the premium dollar- volume of insurance purchased
by CU/CRPC and other major corporations from minority
inSUtande_COMpanies; independent_ agents and brokers to 5%

of total 1980 premiums paid to all U.S. vendors and supplierS:

RedUlti Eighteen Chicago Uni'ed companies reported the
reSUltt of total premiUms paid in_1980 and those premiums
paid to minority insurers_and_broXers. As illustrated on
the report folIowingi_total_dollar premiums paid to minority
insurers and brckers_ihcreased by 23.97% from $3.9 million
to $4:8 million in 1980.

HOWeVer, the amount of premiums_paid to minority insurer-5'

and- brokers in 1980 as a percent to total 1980 premiums
paid by the 18 Chicago United companies was 2.0%, WhiCh IS-

less than the 5% goal of our Insurance Committee. NeVer-
theleSS, the improvement in 1980 in the dollar amount -Of

preMitiMS paid to minority insurersand brokers plus -the

anticipated implementation_of_thenew minority-owned property
and casualty company_in 1981 are positive steps toward the
achievement of our 5% goal.

Epand and support education programs in the technical
insurance disciplines for minorities.

ReSUIt: Substantially met through the introduction_of the

property and casualty_insurance_industry through CU'S career

edUdatioh program. _This program_introduced insurance
dareett to Chicago-area high school students. Property and

casualty companies_participatedin the orovision of physical
resources; career information and on-site visitations to

their companies.

College-ievel support was accomplished through CU'S assistance

to A Black university_in Washington, D.C. (Howard
University) in the first- program _of its kind in the U:S.

This program provides scholarships in property and casualty

curriculums and opportunities for placements in Chicago-area

corporations.
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CU.also_supported the Chicago Board of Underwriters'
outreach educational ass.stance efforts for minority
brokers:

C. Expand the relationship Letween minority and majority
insurance brokers to p_Tcvide technical and manageoant
assistance in the devel,pment of new business opportunities
for minorities.

Result: On_an_on-going_process, considerable progress-
has been_made throl!gh the organization of a special broker
sub-committee. The suhcommitt,e_is composed of
representative:i_of *Ice major -rokerage-firms_ in the
Chicago area. Effective cormunication has taken place and
co-hrokering a:. developing.

D. Expand the climbe.. ._majority Insurance companies _that- will
provide ondig a :.) 7iahility coverage at standard i'ates
for Mino ity cont:r.actors.

Result: This otn,:tive has been_substlaIly met through
the. cooperation of CO's ConstructPrm Committee. M7crity
brokers_and_surety uriters.have aTreed to_underwrite minority
contraotor:7!_bends t standard rates and tt provide
assistance.to help meet their - underwriting standards.
Major. brokers have.aiso agreed-to participa4,:e in thci SBA
bond guarantee program supporting t:inority_contrars._
This_program is__especially designed -to assist_the:Je contractors
identified in CU's minority contractors directory;

E. Research and develop proposals to resolve -or- ameliorate P&L
personal and commercia/_irtsurance availability probiems
which impact_adversely_on ,eighborhood; commercial and'
residential rehabilitation and minority 11. 'nesS development;

ReSult: This objective involves a policy of substantial _

reinvestment in the coTmercial,.residential and industrial
revitalizationlof inner-city neighborhoods; Insurance
underwriting market_oonditions have -been improving_and_more
class A lmajor) insnrers_have-made_their_products_availabie._
The committee's efforts have_supported_community_organizations
and the Illinois Insurance Department in their plans to
eliminate unfair insurance redlining underwriting practices.

F. To provide assistance, advice and_counsel towards the
capitaIization_of a minority owned and_operated property
and liability insurance company through the resources of
interested Chicago-area MESBICs and other public and private
investment sources.

Result: The property and casualty insurance feasibility
study is progressing well. The standing committee has
provided valuable counsel and, assistance. National and
local interest in the, project is at the highest level ever.

G. To review on a semi-annual basis- he performance of CU
firms in accomplishing 1980 goals and objectives.

Result:' This objective was met. A semi-annual review of
perforhance was completed and presented to Task Force
Chairman Edward S. Donnell.

;-
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1980 INSURANCE REPORT

(18 Chicago United Companies Reporting)

EMPLOYEE GROUP INSURANCE

Total premium!. paid - U.S.

Total premiums_paid to minority
companies and brokers

CORPORATE INSURANCE

Total premiums paid - UtS.

Total premiums paid minority
brokerage firms

Grand ,total premiums paid - U.S.

Total paid minority insurers
and brokers

Total premiums paid to minority
insurers and brokers-= 1979

Percent increase for 1980 over 1979

$198,578,639

3,964,763

42,366,875

853,416

240,945,514

4,818,179

$ 3,890,116

23.9%
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

COMMITTEE

1980 /tCCOMP'ISHMENTS

Co-Chairmen

James H. Lowry.
James H. Lowry & Associates
Management Consultants

WiIIiatn p.__Terry
Asoletant Vice President- Auditing
Montgomery Ward & Company, Inc.

M; -JitL

Sidley & Austin

Alice Bergmann _
Peoples Energy Corporation

Frank B.- Brooks
President
Chicago Economic Development
Corporation

Thomas Burr,?11
Burrell Advertising; Inc.

Carmelo M. C.a
C. A. Associates; LTD.

Bernice Cheatham
Marketing Management specialist
Office of Minority Bisiness
Enterprise

Phil Drottning
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana

John L. Smith
Illinois Distriet Director
Small BusineIs AdMinistration

Jack Train
Mets, Train & Youngren, Inc.

Joseph G. Egan
Vice President-Trade
_Registratiqm
Quaker Oats Company

JaMes HiII, Jr_._
HIII, TayIor4_Varnada & Brooks
Certifi.id Public Accountants

William R. MOCIayton
Partner
Arthur Andersen & Co.

Sandy McNeil
McNeil Consulting Co.

Ralph Moore
Foster, Moore & Co.
Financial Consultants

Kevin O'Brien
Minority Business Coordinator
Illinois Bell Telephone Co.

Darlene Paris
Vice President
Answering System, Inc.

Jim Titus
Vice President
N.W. Ayers Advertising Agency

Leroy P. Vital
Vital, Gholar, Goosby,
Slaughter & Williams
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GOAL

TO AID MINORITY_PROFESSIONAL SERWCEFIRMS IN THE FIELDS OF
ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING, LAW,-ACCOUNTANCY, ADVERTI-q/NG

AND MARKETING, PERSONNEL/ERTRLOYMENT AND MANAGEMENT CO, =TINE

IN SECURING COMPETITIVE OPPORTMETTES-FOR BUSINESS FROM MAJOR

CORPORATIONS AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES.

OBJECTIVES
_

A. Ettablish_a_realistic purchasing dollar vOluMe Objective

for minority professional services.

Result:__ Several contracts were awarded to represented_
Minority firms in the areas of Accounting; Legal,_Personnel
Services_-,_ Architecture and Engineering during 1980, __Specific
dollar amounts were not assigned during the 'Current year;
therefore; this objective will be carried forward to next

year.

B: Develop and implement an effectiVe reporting and monitoring

system.

Result.: The reporting and mbnitoring system_was initiated
in Nowsmtr 1980, requesting the results through year-end.
Initial r,!.1:,:onses have beeh received from all the companies;
however, it r:s still too early to report the final results

at this Lime.

C. Develop a model "How-to-Guide" for minority professional

firm purchasing.

This (:,.,jeCtiVe has been addressed and a specific
has been assigned this task, The results___

of this sub - committee -are anticipated sometime during 1981;

therefore, this Objective has been carried forward.
r9

. Export Chicago United's professional-services program to all

CRPC major corporations and other firms.

Result: _The CU professional services compendium WIS sent to

some 75_CRPC_firms_in.j.conjunction with the advertisement

of the 1981 Chicago_Business Opportunity Fait, It is__

anticipated that_the_remaining CRPC-firms Will be contacted

during 1981; therefore, this objective will be carried forward.

. Develop a pIan_to help_qualify potential minority firms for
participation in the, professional services program.

RetUIt: It -was anticipated that thit.Objective will_be
addressed in summer 1981; therefore, it has been carried

fOrward to 1981.
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MINoRrTY ROSINESS IMPRGVEMEMENT

1980 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
COAL

TO ENCOURAGE AND AID IN THE-CROWTH OF EXISTING MINORITY
BUSINESS ,EVELOPMENT OF NEW MINORITY FIRMS
AS FEASIBLE.

OBJECTIVES

A. To agressively promote the purchase of goods and services
by Chicago United companies from minority firms, especially
those associated with Chicago United related MESBICs and
the Chicago i:egional Purchasing Council.

Result: A study was conducted of the three Chicago United
related MESBICs (AMOCO Venture Capital Companyi Chicago
Community Ventures, Inc. and Tower Ventures Inc.) including
portfolio analysis and an interview with the senior
executive of each MESBIC soliciting their recommendations
for improving Chicago United purchases from their firms
where feasible. The information 'gathered was then
reviewed and considered with the following two recom-
mendations resulting:

(1) Chicago United firms annually be alerted to the
purchasing opportunities presented by the MESBIC
companies and sales results be reported to the
former as an aid to encourage their increasing
their purchases from these firms; (2) MESBIC managers
be encouraged to urge their companies to become
fully participating members of the CRPC.

The Task Force continaed its close cooperation with and
support of the CRPC and its programs including the usual
strong encouragement given to the promotion and participation
in the Chicago Business Opportunity Fair.

B. To aid the Insurance Committee in its program to complete
a feasibility study supporting the capitalization of _a_
minority owned and operated.property and casualty insurance
company and to assist in the implementation of the company
if such an enterprise is determined feasible.

Result: The feasibility study which is funded by the U.S.
Department of Commerce's Minority Business Development
Agency and managed by the NatiOnal Insurance Association is
progressing -well; It will be completed on or before
October I; 1981.
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Chicago United COmpaniesi_through_risk managers and
financial adVigert; b.,.ve been involved in the project_

since its_indeption_Iast year. __The report will include

the feaSibiIity of Chicago_United's support in the new
property and easdaIty company in the following areas:

Commitments of specific_ dollar purchasing Of direct

placement and reinsurance.

Specific information about current P&C
placements.

Stated preferences as to_what coverages will be _

placed and terms and conditions for such placements.

InteteSt In possible investment opportunitieg.by CU
meber_companies.__A_vehicle will be made available

to enable CU companies to become investors in the new

P&C cc. ?any:

It is Anticipated that_the company will be actdaIiy_capitalized
and in business sometime in the first quartet of 1982;

C. To solicit from medium-sizedminority companies their
recommendations on how best_major firms can be of assistancei

and aggressively follow_through on these recommendations

as appropriate and feasible.

Result: A teMinar_for_successful minority I_=Iihass_enter-

priseg; CO-Sponsored_by_the Task FOrce and_the _CRPC's

Minority Edginess Sub-Council, was designed_and conducted

by JaMea H. Lowry and Associates. A comptehensive report
has beet produced;_ the Executive Summary of which follows.

The report's _spring release and Task Force reorganization
timing caused no_follow-up to the report's recommendations

to have yet taken place.
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Prepared by
James H. Lowry and Associates

STRATEGIES FOR ASSISTING
MINORITY BUSINESS

_IN TRE -CHICAGO AREA

FINAL REPORT

303 East Wacker Drive, Suite 1340
Chicago, Illinois 60601

(312) 8.1800-

Chicago United

March 12, 1981

1200 New Hampshire Avenue N.W., Suite 220
Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 466-4730
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CHAPTER1

EXECUTIVE-SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

Minority Business Enterprises (MBEs) have encountered

innumerable barriers to entry into theeconomic mainstream of

America. Most critical of these barriers\have been MBEs°

general lack of acces., to capitali c;ipable managers and large

growth marketd Despite these obstacles, Chicago has been able

to spawn the most dynamic Minority Business Enterprise Develop-

ment (MBED) sector in the United States. This success cannot,

however, be solely attributed to the excellence of Chicago's

m;.aority entrepreneurs; It is partially due to theseconomic

viabt.Uty of the MidWett in general and Chicago in particular.

Mere importantly, it is also a di: -"t result of the willingness

of certain members of Chit-age:Ps majority business community to

work with MBEs.

Despite the fact that Chid-age- it the best market for MBED,

economic parity is still a dist.nt goal for the city's MBEs.

In response to this reality two organizations dedicated to im-

proving the MBED environment in Chicago have grown and prospered:

Chicago United (CU) and the Chicago Regional Purchasing Council

(CRPC). For the past seven to eight years both organizations

have initiated, developed and managed programs to increase the

economic interaction between MBEs and majority firms. These

programs have had mixed results. CU and CRPC are no longer wil-

ling to accept mixed results. Both organizations have decided

to revamp their programs to better leverage their resources an,

increase their impact on the MBE r sector.
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In order to more effectively integrate the ideas and feel-

ings of the minority business community into the governing ob-

jectives and policies of CRPC. the Minority Business Sub -Coun-

cil (MBSC) was formed. The MBSC is a sub-council of the Chi-

cago Regiona. ....hasing Council (CRPC). The MBSC was created

to unite the vafious ethnic groups that comprise Chicago's mi-

nority business community. The organization is composed of

-blacks; Hispanics-, Indians; Chinese; and women.

MSBC's primary goals are:

To increase the amount_of_goods_and_services
purchased from the minority_business_community
by_major companies in Chicago and the surrounding
area;

- To_sensitize the chief executive officers of Chi-
cago_area_companies to the needs of the minority
business community:

- To improve theskill_levels_of its members through
executive development workshops; and

To become more involved in its members' community
through scholarship awards, fund raising for worthy
causes, ete

Before CU and CRPC embarked upon any new programs to assist

minority business enterprises (MBEs), Joseph A. Williams, Pres-

ident of MB:C suggested that it would be appropriate to

obtain better and more specific input from the MBES that

they were attempting to assist. It was felt that if the MBES

could better define exactly what they wanted and nr :led, CU

and CRPC, with the help of MBSC; would be in a better position

to cleli':or an improved product. Therefore, CU and CRPC'S-MBSC

2

15
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decided to co-sponsor a seminar to facilitate MBE input and stim-

ulate interaction with their client group. Thrdagh such a

seminar; CU and MBSC expected to gain:

1; A clearer definition of the appropriate
goals for MBED in Chicago;

2. Abetter understanding of the frUattations
and problems of Chicago MBEs; and,

3: A_cross-section of insights as to what
actions CU firms might take to achieVe
point (1) and reduce point (2).

Organizing and managing such a seminar was viewed by Cu

and MBSC as a major engagement. Setting a time and place would

not be difficult; but developing a meaningful agenda, attract-

ing the big decision-makers from the MBED sector, managing a

productive Session; and documentir.3 the findings for future

action could present both organizations with probleMS Mae to

the cOMpI&Xity of the task and its importance, CU an: MBSC de-

bided to reach out for assistance from a Chicago management

consulting firm. James H. Lowry & Associates, an MBE Special-

iting in mthority business and economic development; was chosen

to ro.tnd nut t!,r. seminar mangement team.

ORCA!:IIMCI "HE SEMINAR

The :4ottlinar w;.s developed over a five month period between

lUnt at' October 31; 1980. Working back from the October 31

FAitinat date; the planning team ha-' to resolve two Majtf issues

befOre t1;,y could move on to the logistical issues Of timing,

location and invitations. First, thcy had to deterMine who

1 7 61
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would represent the MBED viewpo_nt. Secondly, they had to de-

termine what would be an effective methodology for stimulating

discussion and analysis.

Resolving the first issue was a major challenge. The

Chicago MBED community is not only diverse, but is quite ex-

tensive. The planning team reviewed and ort7.alyzed data on more

than 1500 MBEs. After a series of discussions external to the

team as well as internal, the planning team decided to invite

approximately 152 MBE Chief Executive Officers. Two criteria

determined the final list: (1) a successful track record: and

(2) diVerse industry representation. The first criterion was

the most important. The committee felt that the most success-

ful MBEs might not be able to explain the problems of MBEs any

better than their peers, but had demonstrated an ability to

overcome those problems. Also, CU mambers would be more re-

sponsive to voices that they already knew and respected.

Having defined the group that they wanted in attendance;

the planning committee had to determine how to present and

2.ar:;:age the seminar so as to generate the largest and best

response from this select group of MBEs. Despite and due to

tneir successful track reco7ds, such individual's time is at

premium. :-!ust of them will not attend this type cf function

unie:Is they ca see Sotto: -line for their own firms or at

least the MBED sector. With this reality in mi.:al, the planning

committee decided that it had to design an instrument that

would acco-aplish three thin;

4

3: - 1?
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1. Get the MBEs to attend;

2. Generate pre-seminar input; and

3. Form the basis for seminar discussiont.

Bated on previous work that James H. LoWry & Associates

had done with CEOs in the MBED secto. the planning committee

dedided on designing and distributing a detailed questionnaire.

The questionnaire was developed in booklet furm and built around

the critiCaI problem areas confronting MBEs:

1. Market Development;

2; Capital Formation; and

3: Management Development.

The questionnaires were distributed to prospective participants

prior to the seminar so that they might appreciate the serious-

nose of the effort; and by filling it out provide a data base

fc.: the seminar itself; The strategy was successful.

PROFILE OF SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS

As was Mentioned earlieri 152 MBEs were invited to parti-

cipate ih the Seminar. Seventy-six, 50%, responded and fifty-

four, 68%; attended. The profile of the MBE, /CEOs -in attendance

contrast sharply with that of the average MP '!le latest

Department Of Commerce data on MBEs indicate ,Ihat the average

MBE only generates gross receipts of $75,000 per year. Seventy

per cent Of the CEOs participating represented MBEs generating

saleS in excess of $250;000 per year. Fifty-eight percent of

the firms ih attendance generate more than $500,000 per year.
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The MBEs in attendance nad not only been gen,,r Iting strong

sales for the MBED sector, but had been doing so for more than

five years. Additionally; they are major employers. Eighty-

two per cent of the participants employe six or more people.

Forty-two per cent employe six'..een or more fun-time earners.

Most importantly; the attendees represented not only the

top-flight managers in their respective industry groups; but

cis() community and philanthropic readership throughout Chi-

cago. Among those in attendance were:

Vince Cullers; President of Vince Cullers
Advertising

. Leon Jackson; President of Urban Enterprises
Corporation

. Lester H. McK,--,ver; Jr. , Partner o
Pittman; & Mc :- ever

Washington,

. Alfred Leo rri-; President of SengstaCke

. Stanley W, Tate; Regional Director of the
Minority Business Development Agency

. Cecil J. Troy; President and t:.,under. f

Grove Fresh Distributors

Needless to say; the planning committee had designed and

mono-Jed a concept'-:1.1y strong questionnaire and seminar format,

but it was the reponses and insights of these key individuals

thru's'h the qui,stionnaire and in the open seminar LSCUSSibtl:;

that .71.3v real meaning and import to the process.

i'INDINGS AND CM!':CL:_:SIOS

rc has b.-2r1 3 multiplicity of seminars in MELD over

ist yc.ar::. What has di 'entiated the good ones

173
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from the bad ones was net Only the degree of planning and the

caliber of the participant, bUt also the activity that was

Jenerated by the discussibn process. The -key element in taking

action based on such a process is documenting the process.

Therefore, the planning committee was very careful to record

and document the Seminar findings. Th,_, major Conclusions are

summarized by category in the f011bwing paragraphs:

Market Development

- Although most of the seminar participants had done
with CU companies in the pasti_they were

appointed with the volume of business to date.

_
assistancewant more ssistance froM CU companies in

developing relationships with the CU companies'

major suppliers.

- MBEs want more subcontracting opportunities with
CU companies who are prime contractors with the

Federal Government.

Caoital Formation

The MBEs presentindicated their most presr'.ng_need

to be adequate access to short-term working capital.

The majority of MBEs want major corporations to in-

vest in their companier;,

- The vast majority of _MBEs present -did nOt work_with

one of Chicago's eight MESBICs and generally were
very critical of them.

Yanarlement and Technical A..sistance

- of the MBEs present desired Managtent and technical

- The top three priority areas in which they needed assis-

tance we:-e fin,ncial management, marketing, and general

tanagement consulting.

Few of the F3Es have taken advantage of existing M&TA
programs.



Seminar Evaluation

- After evaluating_the_seminar_66% of the participants
felt it was worthwhile attending.

- Mr.lny others felt it bould only -be considered worth-
while if the CU companies acted swiftly the recom-
mendations that evolved from the seminar.

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

The seminar participants did not s'L p with ti-,e analysis

presented in the previous paragraphs. They went on to offer

concise and targeted recommendation for action by r' and CRPC

within each Of the three problem areas, and their auv;, was

not in the abstract context of MBED in Chicago. They made

specific recommendations for organizational as well as;pro-

,!edurI change by CU and CRPC to allow quicker progress in

the three areas of concern. The following paragraphs summarize

the seminar participants' suggcr-ions:

srket Developmen-t .

Establish a buddy system between MBEs and CU companies.

- expansion into'new markets through acquisitions.

Use mi! 'ty firm:' in profeonal services.

Assist 7,BEs developing r -.ionships with major
suppliers and subsidiaries of CU compani=...

- Use a creative approach in expanding business
with MBEs.

Cabita-r- Formation

- Assist MBEs in establishing_cradit reltionshi.A
with major suppliers and commerci6d banks.

Directly invest capital in MBE companies:

8
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Management and Teehnigal Assistance

Deve'opia brochure identifying and dercribirg M4TA

programs currently available in the public and pri-

vate sectors.

Duvi,Dap and manager:it loan program to provide M5TA

to MBE c3mpanies:

Support and participate in Minority BunineSt Development

Agency init:'.atives.

Internal-Apf,oach for CU Companies

Seminar partiCipatts wee_conoerned with the level of
comMitMent,from_middlemanagement in Cu companies ; and

CEOs in monitoring coriiorate-wide minority tiurchasing

Conseriuently they also recommended_specific
organisutional/administratrve Changes that would ena-
ble CU co7panieS to improve their MBED efforts. Briefly:

they are to:

Directly involve CEOs in netting donat don In in

each purri,asing category throughout the cump.xzly.

- Bose the evaluation of the_Vice Prei,!cnt of Pur-

chasing on the COMpany-v,ide sucro.,;s 3f MBE purchas-

ing prngrams.
. _

- asysrem to air :131 c,ilpanies_concerns
suppor, ion CU companies.

=EPS

Ove.7.:11, the
was a ,ocu

bee one it accc,mp]l objc,21:ve!;:

1. Mi., aoLe to not only_ol,nly
th,ir ,tions.; and need: rgardino

in Chin:UO. but werea3so able to of-fer

eUtU:tlruCtive criticismind suggestirs for chauer:

2. T;;,-,.;e :ismS and recommendationnwer( comtv_gieated
Chteagn Untt.rd ireuch tnis report.

obictly, of the scrlinor w,1!:, to elicit

:

iinl?Drtz,nt that the

atten-

0I If
r

7.7 , u r,sult 1- . ff.,ctivc, :hrough

12
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To maintain the momentum of the seminar and deliver what

was 17itially promised; we recommend taking the following action

within the next 10-60 gays:

1. Present' a copy of the report to the Co-oho+,
each of the five (5) sub-committees which-,
the Task Force on Minority Economic Develce
for. their review and comment;

JP_

(TFMED)

2. The comments of the Co- chairmen of_TFMEQ!_ uld be
summarized and passed oh to the full TFMED

3. The Task Force on- Minority Economic. Development should
make the _recommendation to adopt the report as a_
working document to the Executive Committee of Chicago
United;

Meet -with seminar planning team members to develop
strategies ror imp.ementing. recommendations that_ were
adopted by the CU Board in the three primary problem
a t e :a S

,: market DeveIopmene'

Capital Formation

c. Managmnt and 'Technical AssiStence

5: PreSOnt these strategies to BEs who attended the
seminar since they have_played.such a.significant
role throughout -the entire project -and they are
te ones wno_will b: ultimately affected by whatever
actin Ls cyl is not taken.

...king those steps help subtantiate by CU

that they are fi-mIy committed to assisting ::BEs.

would Also lay the grounork zor a coc,perative working relation-

p between minority c,-)panics and t,ajcr cc:porti,)ns in Chi-
__

with the hope that gignificant pr,-_,:ress call be rade toward

is ,roving In the very near tutu!,--
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CHICAGO UNITED

MINORITY BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT -TA,S,HORCE

1981 OBJECTIVES

1981 UOALS

To inctc,asb purchases_of_goods and services from minority
suppliers by major companies.

To increase us_of_minoriy banks and savings dhd loan
associations by major companies.

To_increae the_utilization of minority constructi i contractors

and tradesmen in Chicago metropolitan construction projects.

Td create new employment opportun aes for-minorities in the

f:-.1d of insurance_throngh the fn wring of competitive- business
615pOrtunitiesi_primarily with major corporations; and to

diVeIcip a formalized education program to acquaint minorities

kirk career opportunities in the field of insurance:

To aid minority_prOfessional service firMS in the fields of

architecture and_engineering, law, a.,,cGuntat.CV, advertising__

dnd Marketingi personnel/employr,Int ..,..;ffient consulting

in securing- competitive opport,Initi. fo;: 6U-Siti$S from major

corporations and government agenci,s

To encourage and aiclin the growth oc P:itting minority
bUoint2:;ses and in the development of ri Minority firm:; as

feasible.
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CHICAGOCHICAGO REGIONAL PURCHASING COUNCIL, INC.

TO INCREASE PURCHASES-OF GOODS AND SERVICES FROM MINORITY
SUPPLIERS BY MAJOR-CORPORATIONS.

OBJECTIVES

A. Complete certification of minority owners:..ip of 150 listed
minority businesses.

B. Sponsor one Executive Development Workshop for management
personnel of minority businesses.

C. Publish a directory of certified, affiliate members of the
CF PC:

D. Publish bi-monthly newsletter.

E. Increase corporate membersi.,p in CRPC by 15 corporations.

F. O2volop in conjunction wi_th the Purchasing May.agement-
Association of Chicago a purchasing training session fcr
buyers in minority bisinees.

I 8 5
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BANKING COMMITTEE'

GOAL

TO INCREASE_THE r.:SE OF-MILORITY BANKS AND SAVINGS AND LOAN
ASSC,CIATIONS BY MA.TCR COMPANIES.

OBJECTIVES

A. To increase by 10% the _collective total business Placed by

CU and CRPC member companies with - minority banks and

savings and loa associations in 1981.

::ct7up dc/lar goals in various areas such as operating \

accounts and credit lines.

Consolidate the treasury repotting for CU/CRPC companies.

To continue program efforts to iiirease the_use of minority
boaks_and savings and loanS by Ct /CRPC members. .:;'overnment an

private sector organizations;

To_cocrdinate CU/CRPC tinority banking activities with the

Naticnal Bankers AssociatiOh.

To cooperate with oth..t Cities or rey4onal purchasing

councils in forming minority ',rams. The

distribution of the "BOW TO" , offered.

E. To conduct at least two tem , any 1aasurers

and financial groupS.

To determine the __Jig brother aproa&i_by

assigni a ChiCage United_compz.uy tress firer tc. a,smaLI

group minority banks (oee_to thee) to guide those
specif_t. bankS in the marketing of their Lervics.
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CJNnTRUCTION COMMITTEE

GOAL

TO_ INCREASE THE LITT:IZATION OF MINOR) CY CONSI'RUCTION CONTRACTORS
AND TRADESMEN IN CHLCACO METROPOLIT%N-CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.

OBJECTIVES

A% Develop a workable blueprint to relieve cash flow and bonding
corstraincs through controlled construction project
exp'!riences, as laboratory e;:periments.

Seek the endorsement of these experiicents, and the full co-
cperi.:tion of Chicago United in the private
s ..cot, and of the State of IlAinois Capital Development
Boare, in_thE. Public Sectoz, by their submitting specific
construction piojec.c opportunities for use ia the experiment.

C. Scloct_appropriate project opportunities and establish
control gz,i0elines for use in th:: experiment, and secure
agreement from user, - general- contractor (if applicable)
and mi7.ority contractor to abide by the control guidelines.

D. Establish and implement project commu..ieation and reporting
relationships to monitor progres .end aaherence to guidelines.

E. Review results refine the- guidelines and conclude contents
of the ultimate working mode:.

F. Review resfltai refine .t.1:a_guidrAJnes anu conc.ude_contents
of the ultimate working model. t.ie develop-
ment of ptocedures for determining utilization of ele_
existing Model Program for. Contracting anc. the
Minority Construction Contractor Directory.

C. Update Minority Contractors Directory.

187
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INSURANCE COMMITTEE

GOAL

TO CREATE NEW EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES-FOR-MINORITIES IN -THE

FIELD OF INSURANCE THROUGH THE FOSTERING-0F COMPETITIVE NOSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES,_PRIMARILY WITH MAJOR CORPORATIONS, AND TO- DEVELOP

A FORMALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM TO ACQUAINT MINORITIES WITH
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN THE FIELD OF-INSURANCE.

OBJECTIVES

A. IncreaSe the premium dollar volume of insurance pdrehaSed
by CUJCRPC and other major-_ corporations from minority
inSUrance_companies,_independent agents and_breketS to

of total 1981 premiums paid to all U.S. vendors and suppliers.

EXpdtt purchusing_objective "A" to include non-CU/CRPC risk

man;_00tS; _Specificallyi,the membership of the RiSk and
InsUranCe Management Society (RIMS).

C. Expand and Suppert_education opportunit.leS ii. the technical

and insurance_disciplines for minorities An the insurance

3,i3Uttr7 and others interested in insurance careers.

Help expand thy number of major insurance COmpanies_that

wi'' provide bonding and liability coVerag at standard

its for minority contractors.

7. Develop a compendium of qualified MinefLty insurance brokers

with prof112s_and perti:ent informatiOn on each firm for

distribution to major corpora,ions.

F. Expand f._:.le_relatiorIhip MinOliey and_majority
insures -- _brokers to provld, technidaI and management__

O,velopment of new business opportunities

for minorities.

C; Prepare a "1".pw-to" guide for st,,ttrig or improving a minority
t.:-ac'-am for maltcx corporte distribution and use.

H. Support veoilra:is and pl::po. 11; to resolve or ameliorate P&L

personal and commercial insUrtiCe availability_problems which

impact adversely on r.irThborhOOd; commercial and residential

rehabilitation and minority business development.

I. To provide assistance, advice and counsel t,sward the
capitalization of_a_minorIty owned and operated property
and liability insurance company through the resources of
interested Chicago area ME^.BICs and ,-***!.., oublid and

private investment sources.

J. TO review on a_semirannual the performance Of CU

firtS in accomplishing 198..'s .:jectives.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES COMMITTEF

COAL

TO_AID_MINORITY PROPLSIONAL SERVICE FIRMS ..: TiN,; FIELDS OF
ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING, LAW, ACCOUNTANCY, ADVERTISING
AND MARKETING, PERSONNEL/EMPLOYMENT AND MANAGEMENT CONSULTING
IN_SECURING P"I ETITIVE OPPORTUNITIES FOR BUSINESS FROM MAJOR
CORPORATro._ GOVERNMENT AGENCIES.

OBJECTIVE

A; EStabl.: 3aIistic purchasing dollar volume objective
for mint r professional services.

Develop a_modeI "How-to-Guide" for minority professional
Elm purchasing:

Export Chicago United's professional services program to
all CRPC major corporations and other firms.

. Update_andpubish_by_Octoher; 1981,-a new compendium to
include any new qualified rinority firms;

E. Continue Lc, help qualify minority firms for participation
in the professional services program.

MINORITY BUSINESS IW,ROVEMENT

-ef.,)fth

TO -EN-COURAGE AND AID IN THE GROWTH OF EXISTING MINORITY
BUSINESSES-AND-IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MINORITY FIRMS A.,

OBJECTIVES

A. To establish a committee responsible for meeting this
ar.ea's objectives.

B To aid the Insurance CoMm_ttee in its program to complete
a feasibility .study supporting the capitalization of a
minority owned and operated property and casualty insurance
company and assist in the implementation of the company
it such an enterprise is determined feasible.

C. To aggro-lively promote the purchase of goods and service=
by Chicago United and other companies from Chicago United
meMber's MESBICs' portfolio companies.

D. To develop and_carry out appropriate action plans to
impIe.-.ent the Lowry report's recommendations.

189
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Mr. WAsitusa;ToN. One last question
Mi. Johnson; you proposed that the EEOC Li, nforce,

meat agency, 1 gather; right--
JejuNsoN: Law enforcer7.nt dealing with past discrimination

NI. Will th Ir.--11 process in EEOC is rathei
Ctiail.erSOine. Would you swap and give the EEOC ceast
r: scat powers?

JiititisoN. Based upon past perFormance of_that agency,
c.titild not rush to promote cease and desist powers; no

Mr. WASiiiri6torcr._ Well; there's "li:icker" [laughter] in exchange
for making OFCCP nouretrospective in enforcement: _

10iiMigN, But I don't think that makes OFCCP less aggres
rte in terms of gettir- results, getting iii-.--ased opportunities

:.Ir. WAsitirir.i.OS:, What would be your opposition to giving the
EEO(' cease and _desist power,-;?

Mr. JonNsoN. It would have to do with --
1i. WA.011:,;(.roN: If there is a violation of_public policy, clearly

v:ity not permit EEOC cease_ and AesrSt powers?
\I' concern uld dezd with the eillorcemen

tools which they have at present. You suggested earlier the Corn
mission's rii_Oit to file a Commissioner s charge. So long as the
have that opportunity and quick access to the judicial system;
believe; with temporary restraining orders; injunctions,- et cetera,
believe-

Mr. WrksinwroN. Ad infinitum, time-consuming; costly._ There_ i
truncated; accelerated process by which the EEOC couli

move in and stop-----
;iiiii.C;SON. Well; if _you follow the history of the Nationa

Labor Relations Board; which ha. cease and desist powers,. I thinl
it takeS bhg perid of time for an agency to der.6160 to the p.-)in

where I lc vould be willing, it leak, to skip the judicial process an
just o the cease and desist power directly with -the agency. I don'
think EEOC is mature enough at this time to give it that kin
of _pow :!r.

Mr. Ws;SHINGTON: In effect, .
-co a:6 suing the 1-^:E0C shpul

negotiate, should talk, should -lo a lot_ of things, and ultirriacely_g
to the Outs if necess4ry. L.L.1, you don't want to give then- th
ultimate s:mction which will make thein be effective.

Mr. Joill.co.or.l. I really wouldn't say the3're ineffective i

terms
Mr. -.1',-,,siinca:toN More effe(-t've.
Mr. r;oliNsoN. I ar,?._threatof going to court aort long-ten

litigation for the private -rector is a very a.-..,-,ificai-

Lhreat do;; t Trinlini.,:e that at di.
Mr. WASi-iiiiTON. I have no further_question,-.
Mr. IIAwKiNs. Mr. RblAnson and Mr. Johnson we are taaokft.

for Your present::; for I again wish to echo v,hat JIr. Wirrhine-to
lia Sairi. We re-..r:.4. that have to kNv around
rtrornirg, but perhapr if us have '.earner' u 'ittle bit today

,appreciate your centric...utif-y. to the subject.
Mr. JoHNsoN. Thank you.
Mr. Ronn..zsoN. Thank you; Mr chairman.
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Mr. if-AwKiNs._ There are some final witnesses that were not
scheduled tmt whose names have been added; who will represent
the last pana

ln the meantime, may the Chair announce that we have had a
request from some 17 witnesses who simply wish to file statements,
ranging al: the way from Eugene Barnes, to the 17th one; Dr:
Boswell; whose names will be submitted for the record. We will
keep the record of the committee open for 2 weeks for the filing.of
these statements by those who have indicated they would file state-
ments.

The names of the witnesses are as follows:
_ Mr. _Eugene Barnes, chairman of the board; CTA; Mr, James

Stample-,,, president; Engles c,ci Community Development Corp.;
Attorney Zedrick Braden, p.'. ,:dent, Park Manor Neighbors Coun-
cil; Mr. Vernon Jores,vice p,'<sident; Park Manor - Neighbors Coun-
cil; Ms. _Doris Royster; Erigit-wood Community Group; Ms. Carol
Mosley Braun, representat;.--. of the 24th Legislative District;_Ms
Barbara Currie; represent'!. 24th _Legislative District; Ms. Rose
(;tite, affirmative action; rector, Department of Children and
Family Services.

Rev__ Landis IL secretary of community relations; Chi-
cagp_ Firefighter's Union :diary M. May,_ executive director; Ac-
counters _Community Ce-','r; Miss Lisa Fittko, Hyde Park Peace
Council; Ms. Cieaophas lagram; PTA and ESEA Advisory__Council;
Mr..-Letoy E; Kennedy, N..itional Urban League; Mr. Art Turnbull,
Chattham Avalon Par' Comrrnity Council; Barbara eartwright,

. CAABSE Legislative Cirtirnittee; Mr. Timuel Black, and Dr. Arnita
Boswell.

The final panel will c_ansist then of Miss Gail Bradshaw, repre-
senting ?Miss Joyce Tucker, manager of the Compliance Division;
Illinois I)vp_artment of Human Rights; Miss Consuelo M. Williams,
president, International Women's conomic Development Corp.;
and Ms. Audrey ,Deneo.ke; of the Midwest Women's Center; Will
those witnesses be seated.

Miss Bradshaw, you're the first one _called; so we will hear from
you .first, listen to the other two witnesses, and then propound
whatever questions are to be asked.

STATEMENT OF' GA/1; M: PRADSHAW, MANAGER, COMPLIANCE
DIVISION, ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

BRAMIIAW. Thank :y-utt _very much, Congressman Hawkins.
;irn n: eking tois presentution on behrAlf of the director of the

Illinois Department h_uman Rights, Miss Joyce -Tucker, who
could not be here today. We are very desirous that the position of
the .'.,:partment be heard on the issues of enforcement of affirma-
tiv_e_ action and equal employment opportunity.

Th:s presentation, I believe; unlike some of the_others presented
here this mo:.ning; is very specific in nature. Our presentation
reflects coirern with the impact of unlawful discrimination
and the ov.)rall tack on affirmative action and employment
opportunity Oro,. is and programs.

The Illinois 11,...;artment_of Human_ Rights is a State agency that
devils with_ all aspect:: of discrimination, be it in the areas of em-
ployment, housing; access to financial credit; or public_ accommoda-

19J
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thin. D;sertroination is a devastating experience. It is one that
subjects an indiVidtial to personal _indignities, and no Matter how
Often it happens to an individual, _it _i§ something that the individ-
uals does not and should not get used to. It provoke§ Strong emo-
tion and sometimes violent consequeneeS.

think beibee I ket into the meat of my comments, I have to say
that in order to understand_affirnititiVe action kind equal employ-
ment opportinlity, you have to understand why it Wa§_necessary in
the first place. Affitmtitive action, iiS a concept; as_a practice; was
intended to CO"--OC: vestiges of pkist discrirriiinitiOnS. What that

,..T.curred rn the rust that made it neces-
sary :e,v0 happen in the present to rehiedy the lin-

geri. ice
tietion is_ia attempt to willow minorities the opportu-

nity to _p:;iy catch-up. It is based On the theory that at some point
in our futuire the principles of equal employment opportunity can
tale over.

Simply i.. planed: equal employment opportunity means non-
discrimination It means a total lack_ of color consciousness. The
hope fOi- phasing out affirmative actiOri programs and replacing
them with 1 F.0 progrtnns presupposes the fact. t'aat something -isn't
gknrig to be done in the present to wild up l'eture vestiges of
discrimination that have' to be overcome. That this will not happen
is unlikely.

Consequently, there is every' rtqlson to heli( ve that affirmative
actaM most contmue be mandated in Otabli.:: chat -equal employ
ment oppottitiit3' will one day be .a meani.-fil. reality. Because 0!
the history of the practice of_discriinititition, out of necessity; of
firmative action cannot be color blind. Why"? Because you can'i

a color blind solution to a problem that is very much color
Conscious.

Most past and Present, discrimination in the Unite(, .3tates, it
every fncei. +if life, has been hased upon n cdrikioUSeffort to pre
vent or the achieverrint, advancement; and cc:-metitiono
blackS. ,aintirities, and women for whatever insane reasons

For those of sou who_ aSk me what _my _views are or, _revers(
believe there is no such thing. In order For 1±.,n-t

to he such a thing reverse discrimination; the Persons whl
fOrtner-ly diseriminated against would lia-c to sor..-iehow corm

into_ pow( :Ind themselves do the discriminating.
We don t see that this has happened. Frankly, I don't see that i

is going to hatiperi in the very near
Iti tiffirtnaiice (its( V0,4, it is: I don't third

there is anyone who :,.on't 'rmative action does cal
t' differcnct---and di5i'inctions and cernii

decisions base, Upon those di): 41 ( ; is Wha., diseriminaiAm
means.

IS it tiniticc ;i1? No; at least it should not be. The: reason that i
1,1e. d not be tinhiwful disriminationeven though _ter;hnicall;
Speaking it is discriminationis_ becatiSe of the __fact tnere is n
mtilice or ill Will, a

qualify
_intended by kiffi

"Pgnlnis,or let mqe that; there should not he
Affirmative action is mandated for ay. overriding good and Lent

fit to society. Affi:mative action is recognizing that certain group
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hisiorically have been systematically, through no fault of their
own, denied equal opportunities and access to that life, liberty, and
pursuit of happiness that we always hear about.

I would like to use an analogy that might help to clarify this
point. Take. for instance, the patient that comes to the doctor with

",breast caner:. r. -In order to treat that condition, you have to, No. 1,
recognize the fact that the person does have cancer. You can't just
treat the pain or the symptoms of cancer. You have to acknowledge
the fact that it is cancer that you want to treat. _ _ _

Novv;Nin treating the cancer; the patient has to undergo certain
types of treatments that might cause certain side effects. For in-
stance; the hair might fall out; or4he patient may become nau-
seous as a result of this treatment. But we all realize that the hair
wasn't the problem; although the hair has fallen out; and the the
stomach wasn't the problem, althbugh the stomach is becoming
upset. But cancer is the problem and that we are treating the
cancer.

To get a healthy person, to get a healthy body; certain parts of
that body have to be sacrificed and have to suffer for the overrid-
ing good effect of the treatment, which is the continued survival of
the patient.

Thus, the treatment is affirmative actionto correct the cancer-
ous and unhealthy American society which resulted from past
-discriminations and for which we must resort to the sometimes
uncomfortable but properly prescribed use of action programs. Af-
firmative action is necessary to correct past injustices, maintain
new progress, and insure future successes if there are to be any.

Thank you very much.
Mr: HAWKINS: Thank you:
Mrs. Williams?

STATEMENT OF CONSUELO M. WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT, THE
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP:

MS. WILLIAMS. I want to particularly thank you for including us
at this time on the committee's schedule today, and I will certainly
be-brief.-

I am Consuelo Williams, president of the International Women's
Economic Development Corp., an organization of some 100 mid-
western women headquartered in the First Congressional District
here in Chicago, Our primary focus is the economic liberation -of --
black communities which cannot and will not occur without raising
the living standards of black women:

We know the statistical litany by heart. Many of these statistics
you have been listening to all day and I will not repeat all of them;
However, more than 65 percent of minority womenand we do not
confuse white women within this nebulous term "minority"are in
the service sector, with almost one-half of those household workers.

We know 'that we are disproportionately the sole head of house-
holds and too often the only adult financial support for our chil-
dren. We also know it is a dangerous myth that through affirma-
tive action programs we are taking jobs from our men- -a myth
that is perpetuated to drive a deeper wedge between us and our
men; thus interfering with our ability to increase the number of
well-founded, two-headed black households.

84-326 0 - 8 -2 - 13
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Once black women do,arriVe on the job; there are indicators that
we are more subject to sexual harassment than any other group.
At least black women have been compelled to file a greater
number of lawsuits in this area than other women: Why would this
be? For one, we continue to suffer under the stereotypes of being
more sexually available; and another, with more mouths to feed
alone, we are the most dependent on our jobs, an ironic twist since
our jobs are the lowest paying._

Please note that even as professionals _black women are
underrepresented in higher paying industries; and are missing
from the ranks of management. That is why our organization is an
amalgam of black women of all income levels; varying educational
backgrounds, and all ages:

We know we Share instincts for building strong famine§ and
strong communities. Our history and yes, current experience;
prove that. Thus it is the economic environment which must be
improved to allow us to realize that goal.

Black women have always worked and workA because the black
family required that for survival. To continue to build partnerships
with our men in this struggle, the following steps need be taken

immediately:
First, existing equal employment opportunitY laWs must be en-

fOrced with vigor; and employers must be placed on notice that
such will be the case. This includes providing adequate staffing to
handle backlogs of grievanceS.

Second, current efforts to declare affirm tive action efforts un-
constitutional must be counteracted, as th statistics prove a his=
torical pattern .of discrimination which w I not be overcome if
employers are left to their own devices.

Third, women must be seen as they truly ar intelligent human
beings of value to the productivity of the workp ce, not toys, not
"goferS," not brainless decorations. We may not be able to legislate
humanism, but we can begin to change stereotypical thinking by

requiring that affirmative action policy include language that en-
courages supervisors and male coworkers to adhere to strictly pro-
fessional standards of communications with female employees.

This includes appropriate promotions and opportunities to man=
agerial positions when qualified, as well as the elimination of
sexual and/or racia) harassment:

Fourth, black_ women must be granted the same public encour=
agement as buSiness owners, as has been accorded other minority
groups and white women. We, too, are potential employers; yet we
come late to the era of minority business enterprise. We insist that
the Reagan administration announce -a strong policy on minority
business in general, and that we at the community level have an
official and effective role to play in the implementation of enter-
prise zone legislation:

Fifth and finally we at IWEDC add our firm resolve to the
efforts to extend, the voting rights bill of 1965. We recognize the
threat of loSing_it or having it watered dOWn._We know that it is
the instrument through which we could elect representatives such
as these who have come to us today, persons__who will come into
our community to listen and through whom we may be heard in
the Halls of Congress:

194
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On behalf of the International Women's Economic Development
Corp:; Lthank you,

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Ms. Denecke:

STATEMENT OF AUDREY DENECKE, MIDWEST WOMEN'S
CENTER

MS. DENECKE. My name is AUdrey Denecke of the Midwest
Women's Center. I am the director -of the _wolnen's preapprentice-
ship program and a member of the Youth Committee of the Gover-
nor of Illinois Employment and Training Council: Our_organization
is also a member of the Illinois Coalition of Women's Employment.

I wanted to make one brief point, or actually one point that has
two subparts. Since Owen Johnson from Continental Bank refer:
enced our organization as an organization that they sponsored in
the model employment and training program, and seemed to
allude, at least to me, that that- kind of model training program
superseded the need for affirmative action, I wanted to clarify the
position of our center on that issue. _

We would commend the Chicago Alliance of Business_ and the
Continental Bank for sponsoring the many and diverse model
training programs through their bank, and in particular_ our pro-
gram for training women in auto mechanics We would also- recom-
mend corporations to impiement similar types of programs. HoWeV:
er, we don't see this happening in any massive way in the private
sector.

Our program was'very limited in scope: We were able to haVe 15
women trained through a local retail organization=That's-6-:VerY
small number of women, given the massive unemployment for
women in this city.

We would strongly support, second, the need for the maintenance
of the enforcement provisions of OFCCP. The center_ has been
active in the employment sector for approximately 5 years; and at
that time 5 years ago we could not even get meeting with unions
or contractor associations. Now, with the 1978 regulations in place;
and specific goals and timetables for women, we have _seen some
limited movement toward affirmative action for women and; In
particular, we have seen some strong action on the_part_Of OFCCP
to increase the number- of worsen being hired by_contractors: but
there is also a need within OFCCP for more_staffing so that addi:
tional onsite monitoring can be done; Presently; only a very small
percentage of contractors that have Federal contracts can be moni;
tored, and we have been told by staff -that many of those reports
just sit on desks and never get reviewed. So we have a concern that
OFCCP be given the funding and staffing that they need to do
effective enforcement and if anything, the goals for women need to
be increased and that enforcement needs to be increased.

Well it is true that there is a need for many model employment
and training programs to demonstrate; No: 1; that women are
capable of doing these positions, and to also provide models for
employers -and contractors that wish to see more women employed
by them. That alone will not fill the need for increased numbers of.
women in the work force:
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So that briefly is what I would like to say today; while it is fresb
in everyone's mind and before that gets lost in the record some
place.

So just ,very strongly,_ I would underline all the statements that
were made- by-the-women's panel. We -are in full support of the
positions taken by the members of the women's panel. But in

particular, employment and training programs alone will not do
the_job.

Thank you
Mr: HAWKINS. I think you touched on a very sensitive area It

seems many individuals are saying that i f yeti just get rid of
affirmritive action and get. rid of the Government and the private
sector intervention, do all of these things, that training and em-
ployment programs are going_ to be sponsored and everybody is
going to get jobs and everybody is going to be prOsperous and
everybody is going to be middle class and everything is going to be
rosy. It seems a condition precedent to something that i§ not likely
to happen; or hasn't happened in the past.

I think your point is well taken: As I understand it, the training
and employment .program which you have referred and which
has previously been referred to might not have happened if we had

'not had affirmative action, and why should it happenif ft's going
to happen, why Shouldn't it happen anyway? Who is to keep
anyone from going ahead with it, with or without affirmative
action.

D8NTECKE. The sad effect, though, is that so many of the
employment and training programs that were sponsored__ under
CETA will be gone by October, so many of the community-based
organizations that Were involved in employment and training-will
no longer be able to provide that to their community residents; So
even those opportunitieS are going to be cut back and limited. So it
seems like on all fronts we are losing ground.

Mr. HAWKINS. From your organization's point of view, do you see
any such altei-hatiVe being presented at the same time something
is being dismantled, any alternative being _presented in its place?

Ms. DErri:ckE. No;.because even on the State level the Federal
moneys that are funneled through the State are being cut back,
and the nurriber of model training programs that the State will be
able to sponsor are going to be cut back. I see nothing that is
replacing either Federal or State initiatives.

Mr. HAWKINS. Miss Williams, in your statement you made one
remark that I didn't quite understand. Maybe= -I-- misunderstood:
You said something about black women taking jobs from our men;
did I understand that to be your statement?

Ms. WILLIAMS. That is a comment that we hear constantly.
Mr. HAWiciSrs. Do you agree with that?
Ms. WILLIAMS. Absolutely net.
Mr. HAWfuNg. I thought you were stating that as a fact.'
Ms. WILLIAMS. By all means, let me clarify that The statistics

are very Clear, that it gets somewhat complex because the economy
itself is changing from an industrial base to a service base. That in
and of itself raises a lot of issues in terms of just_ basic economics;
the export-import theory, and as I said; it gets very complert.
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But the fact is there are no indicators that, in fact, black women
are replacing black men or anyone else really in the job force.

Mr. HAWKINS. You Mentioned the enterprise zone legislation.
Are you supporting the enterpriselone legislation?

Ms. WILLIAMS. That is a difficult--
Mr. HAWKINS. With or without conditions.
MS. WILLIAMS . No; not without conditions. My hestitation to

answer _that is that I have been involved as a member of the
Illinois Employment and Training Council Economic Development
and Jobs Committee in addressing our State legislation here intro-
duced by State Senator Totten. I have probably been one of those
most adamently opposed to that legislation.

On the other hand, I tend to be somewhat of a pragmatic pprson
in that if there are resources that can be utilized. to improve- the
conditions of our communities, then I am in favor of those being
designed in such a way thatowe can, in fact; have some input and
make some determinations.

One of the critical concerns, for instance, is in the face of re-
duced funds available for training. What is it about enterprise
zones that is going to make our inner-city communities attractive
to private industry, particularly since people will have to be
trained and employed for specific kinds of jobs.

Mr. HAWKINS. IS it really your position that you have an open
mind with respect to the enterprise zone, depending on the way it
is crafted, -in order to insure that certain protections be granted in
terms of black business and black employment, black training pro-
grams and so forth?

MS. WILLIAMS. That would be the most accurate description of
my attitude.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Washington?
iVIr. WASHINGTON. Just two brief questions.
Recently Phyllis Schafly testified in opposing the ERA that equal

rights for women was a threat to the family; yet all of yuu suggest
that equal rights should be enforced.

Would you want to go on record in reference to.Mrs. Schafiy's
position?

Ms. WILLIAMS. Let IWEDC go on record as being fully in favor of
the ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment: In fact, with the
number of women who are the support of their families, either
solely or in conjunction with their husbands, there is no way we
can accept that argument.

MS. DENECKE. I would also say, that the Midwest ;Women's Center
has been working long and hard on the issue of the Equal Rights
Amendment and would support it and sees that as being no threat
to families. In fact., when women can provide. for their families
adequately and are fulfilled in the _work that they are doing; there
are happier families as a result of that

Mr. WASHINGTON. Miss Williams, the EEOC sexual harassment
guidelines have been used as an example by the Reagan peop le of
the EEOC overstepping its legislative_ mandate: Yet you maintain
there are still sexual harassment problems in the workshop.

What would be your comment to the Reagan position?
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MS. WILLIAMS. I could only reiterate_ what is contained in our
statement, that it is a phenomenon that continues to exist, that it
is another obstacle toward the improvement of working conditions
for women, in that a great number of women choose, as opposed to
fighting back, as opposed to filing lawsuits, a great number of
women try to seek other employment or to quit their jobs in the
first place. They feel they have no recourse.

In too many- instances; for instance, Women themselves have
been challenged, accused of bringing on this kind of action. They
just feel they don't have very much recourse. _So the numbers of
cases that we are aware of is probably minimal in comparison to
the actual existence of the problem in society,

Mi. WASHINGTON. No further questions, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. HAWKINS. I again Would like to thank the witnesses for their

patience and for their very excellent presentation.
That concludes the number of scheduled witnesses; We have

several statements that have been suggested for filing for the
record; including one from MiSS Blackwell; Mr; Stampley, Mr.
Braden, and Mrs. Perkins. Those will be entered in the record,
without objection.

The subcommittee would like to express its appreciation to Mr;
Washington and to his staff for their very generous cooperation
and attention to myself and to the Staff traveling with us to Chica-
go.

We also would like to express our appreciation to the University
of Chicago and finally to a very undevstandirig audience that
stayed with us all day and was veryattentive.

This concludeS the hearing in Chicago. The next hearing will be
in Los Angeles; Calif. the day after tomorrow. Mr. Washington; we
invite you to come to the beautiful; sun-kissed beauties of the west
coast; the beautiful palm trees, the balmy breezes, and the Pacific
Ocean.

Mr. WASHINGTON. I Wish to say just one thing; The chairman
ordered me to be there. [Laughter.]

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 2:15 p.m,, the subcommittee Was adjourned.]
[Material subinitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

CHICAGO HEIGHTS EAST-SIDE NEIGHBORHOOD
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP . (Not-for-Profit),

Chicago Heights, III.. August 11. 1.981.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT_ OPPORTUNITIES,
Washington Senate Committee; Chicago. Ill.

_DEAR Sias: The Chicago Heights East-Side Neighorhood_Economic Development
Corporation wishes to proVide testimony asking _that Act be
strengthened as it stantli, and that no weakening additions or amendments be
made. We feel and are assured that its existence and the enforcement powers
available through it haS served as a deterrent to- possible violent activities for many
destraught persons under ,continued; unconstitutional; and nonrepresentative local
governmental assistance.

Ours is a neighborhood where peacefuLpetition for redress of grievances and
requests for improirement, utilizing available _federal programs, have not received
approval or opportunity by a local government unwilling to obey the law. A neigh
borhood of the highest suburban concentrations of public housing, low and no-
income familiei with the highest Concentrations of hazardous, toxic and chemical
industrial locations, hale sustained unemployment, and concentrations of elderly
and handicapped homeowners; hava_not been able to achieve access to programs
designed toalleViate their problems because the local government is crime syndicate
controlled. The local government refuses to apply for positive programs so that it
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can continue to have available -a mtirket for illicit drugs anfi alcohol for those
despondent under these-continued conditions.

The fact that- the-Affirmative Action Act exists as a pOssible outlet for neighbor-
hood residents has Fostered at -least some local governmental employment. Applica-
tions by the local government-For public works and other programs have been made
l'or areas outside our neighborhood or need, but since the-governmental agencies are
aware that these applications do not meet Affirmative Action guidelines and other
regulatory requirements, they have denied them.

The Affirmative Action Act and other-regulatory- requirements of need have been
the basis for a- neighborhood appeal for housing- rehabilitation assistance under the
Dousing add Community Development Act, and did rece-ive an affirmative positive
review which granted $100,000.00 for improvement of elderly owned housing in the
neighborhood when the city _cefused to apply.-

Thanking you in advance for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

ELIZABETH BLACKWELL,
ExeC/Itil'e Vice-President.

ENGLEWOOD COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORI .,_

Chicago, M. Atigrist la 11181.
11 tthorn 1- I --:Sfay I 0 !Went: The Labor Market with all its inequities, would be in

'Norse_ shape. if Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Programs
are phased out Mocks,- llispa-nics and -other so-called minorities would suffer the
most. Inflation with the high rate of unemployment in our country must be
checked.

We cannot Lind must not- tdlow- another war, for the creation of jobs for all
employable people. -Without Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action
Programs a major- depression is eminent.

Commu-nity letiders, black clubs, organizations, clergy- and memberships, the pri-
vate and business sectors; in indigent Englewood through the -Englewood Communi-
ty_Solidtirity Committee urged that I act-as spokes-person for them,

We trust _serious thought and consideration will be given this request to not
eliminate tEEOC).

Sincerely.
JAMES 0. STAMPLEY,

President.

POSITION PAPER ONAFFIRMATIVE -ACTION AND ENFORCEMENT OF EQUAL
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY LAWS

Park Manor Neighbors Community Council favors expanding enforcement efforts
in the area of affirmative action in the work place. We feel that law enforcement at
every level of government should be employed to guarantee every American a job
based- on objective qualifications. We urge that every effort be made to eliminate
considerations of race, color or religiouS preference in the field of employment

,opportunities.
\ Park Manor Neighbors Cominunity Council opposes efforts to change the dollar
requirement- fit,- affirmative action enforcement from $50,000.00 to :5500,000.00. We
interpret this as a subterfuge to remove governmental enforcement of affirmative
action in the area of greatest job expansion in the next ten years. Our information
discloses that the greatest expansion of jobs -will be in businesses involved in
contracts-in amounts under ;3500,000,00, which means that without affirmative
action enforcement in- this- category, there will be no guarantee of fairness in job
placement for persons hired.

On the contrary, the federal government should be- exploring new -horizons for
guaranteeing civil and political rights. It should be setting-an example for the world
in the field of human relations rather than exploring paths of political and social

__

_ Park Manor Neighbors Community Council urges the congress and the _president
to_ set_ titt.example.of good citizenship and concern for all Americans to follow._

Respectfully submitted.
ZEDRICK T. BRADEN, Jr.,_

President,
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rhi«um Ilvigh Is, 111.. 1981.

Eniploymenf Opportuniliek.
Semite (7/1R7,g0.

DEAR SIRS: 1 personally would like to testify that the Affirmative Action Act hits

helped to secure jeli); lei- minorities and other nationalities. regardless of race; creed.

color, sex. or religion.
As a Mick was de/iberately looked over for a promotion even though 1

is guidified ler thi position. Nor aid I receive Mt interview; Beca_use_ of the

Aflirmative Action -A6t soon recourse was able to be taken with the _help of my
Union. If chinigei4 are mule to weaken the positive efeCtS iif the Affirmative Action

Act, these tilitiSes will increase and persist. If the Affirinative Action Act is not
strengtherird we will all _Ire_hrick to where we Were before the Civil Bights move-
ment. The enforcement powers available through it has served to help prevent

violent activities:
Thanking Veto in advance for your time. and hoped foe consideration.

Sincerely; Donis PraariNs.

Tor: CoAtitioN FOR UNITF:Il COAINIU N ITV AcTictIVORTC,_INc.,
rhienAto, 111.. -,Ingusl I 19SI.

(Ion. I I Aff1 /1.1) WASH I NOT(1N,
(.1)/Ign.Ss1M111. ISI 1)1S11.11.1,
S11111. 4,/ III 'tons.

DEAR Sill All;ielletl, v:_ispled find an official copy of our testimony on Affirmative
Action presented today before the !louse SubcOnonittee on Employment Opportuni-

ties.
Sincerely, CARL W. LATIMER.

EX0.116111.'

Mr. Chainmin. You for this opportunity to shitre With you our views and
experience in thiS sit _

The Coaliiiiiii fer United Community Action was birrir twelve years ago_as a direct

result of attenipt_to itiititite and enforce ti petit:earn of what we now all

cid/ rietiiiii; specifically in the field of conStreetion. This field was chosen

liec)luse it linsf the greatest imp act on the en-vininnient in which we all alive and

\ \ 1/1' k. it offers the highest oniform incomes of any blue - collar_ industry rind through

father Mid Sint traditions was the industry front which minorities were most system-

:it [cal ly excluded.
hi Viery or this institutional li ilikgroud and the millions el tax dollars that were

being sport on new construction in our city, we were convinced that "business as

Milt to elvinge and we set out to Change it. Through demonstrations We

IiiOtight lobor,_ management, and the (4aq-eta-tient to the table and forced the

Chicilgp plan._
Our experience over the past twelve riiies has shown us the importance or the

existence cif-;t_ Government-sponsomfd allirroritave fiction program. This program;

especially Executive ()tiler I and its rejuverration by the Carter admirustrariom

lines creimcl an atmosphere in hni; we and other groups with whom we work
closely have been able to develop tend Coster voluntary programs uniting labor.
mantigemnt. and the community to bring nrinoritirs and women into the construc-

tion trades. These activities have broadened beyond Governtrient-sponsored projects

into the private sector.
Chairman, our experience has shown us that two Critital elements_must be

present Mr programs such as ours to _succeed. We are convinced that the longevity,
diptll and current growth of _our, program is due to the CrOltititary naAure of our

relations with ell of the critical_ prirties: labor. rnanitgetnent; _Gmernment, and

private spanspirii-,4. rhtise list twelve sears we have developed_to_the point where

the institutional leadership of both the unions and the Conthictors now join with us

cospoirs.irs of programs rind funding. This insures the follo- through necessary

for success because they are not "advisors"t-hey arty participant%
realistic illy. have no doubt that without the existence of Federal

alliritrittive action _ofders and legislation. no program such as _I am describing would

iniVe been itgreed to, let alone itnplemented. It was in the face of possible additional

floVernment action :Ind the imposition of priwatris_in this industry elsewhere that

We );vcr able to offer an alternative in which all the parties could have a voice and
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substitute systemic order or Government order. --We have been able to operate
under the banner or from protest to programs our motto) in no small -way \
hoc Ili i' t he -i:ilternatiye of Government t hit might he far more immediate
and-arbitary existed.

Therefbre the Reagan- Administration's efforts to diminish the effectiveness of
:illiirr S011, Hatch's promises it and :111 other such-statements to
the press r an only s:'-ye to undermine the enthusiasm with which labor :ind
management approach participation in_ programs like_ ours._ We can only be an
attractlye,alternative in the extistence of at least one other alternative. There is no
soU11(1-11'061 0110 hand lapptng.

hirther, 1H Chairman. our experience clearly has shown us that the ultimate
key _to iiccest_sful iV0_1100011 OW_ adequate _preparation_ of canidates for
position;. tftlore are no qualified_applicants-,_ no prograrn.Can _get them employed,
Therefore I urge the greatest effort_ possible to .maintain those programs that

the expense of recruiting__and_trilining _disadvantaged__ minorities for
longterm employment in those positions affirm:10%P action is designed to open for
them

thtink .VM1 again Mr this opportunity to briefly -share our views with you and
remain available to you and your committee to assist either here or in Washington
in any way you may feel is helpful.

11.1.1Nois CoMMIssioN oN STATos or. WomEN,
Spring/le/a, 7 1 1 . .: 1 tiglist 17. 111S1.

El1N1IIND
Sitik.(///iMit/00 1/1/ EnlidnYM en" ()Pin,rt// 11 /ICS.
1/0115e "11;epr_ewntatires. lashington,

1:A1( Coom...: I ws out of the state on August 11 and unable to at te.rul the U.S.
House of IZpresentatlyes Subcommittee (in Employment f)ppotunitit.s heaing in
Chicilgo I ;lin submitting ivu tten testimony and would like it to be. included with
t tic record of that hearing. Thank yam.

Sincerely.
tinsAN CATANin,

Chairwoman.

TEsTimoNy uv St.sAN CATANIA; LIAJNoiS STATE liKeitEst,::rrivrivi.: AND ClIAMWONIAN
in"FuE 11.1.1Nnrs CoNIMIssioN uN Tin: STATUS OF WoMEN

Coder 'h..: statute creating the Illinoisreommi..4sion on the Status of Wontem the
Commissior. to "survey aetivity in the area of_the_.Status of Women
carried on by any _0(411111itision, agency or department .of the _federal government_or
state or tiny .urivote organization or association And may cooperate with any such
body in conducting investigations and studies." We also make recommendations for
constructive action concerning women as workers. At our July 8, 1981, meeting, we
voted to oppose any weakening of the' Office of Federal Contract Compliance Pro-
grams.

Th1. Commission has a long record of support for affirmative action and equal
employment opportunity. and our annual reports have documented the many forms
of discrimimition women have encountered and still continue to face. In 1969, we
urged the Illinois State Employment Service to increase its efforts to encourage
women to apply for any jobs for which they were qualified and-urged that employ-
ment and promotion policies of the State-4 Illinois be reviewed to-ensure that-the
State was leading the way toward establishment of job criteria based only on ability.
We have continued to support- Equal Pay tar Equal Work hiws and have encouraged
programs to 11(.11) women build careers.

Our ine:it-um Committee reports have' shown that discrimination against women
tacillty ;Ind civil service employees continues in higher education institutions.. Em-
ployment hearings and surveys since 1972 have shown that diSerlininatton_ at col,
loges and universities_ exists because of custom and _administrative attitude's and
that women are paiilless than men with the -same education. Since we first began
collecting data in 1972. the situation has not changed substantially. _

In 1971 the Commission recommended: amendment of the Illinois Fair_Employ,
nient PrtictiCes Act to _provide initiatory_ powers_for .thelair_Employ_m_ent_Practices
Commission irtow merged into the Illinois Department of Homan Rig_hts); to expand
FEPC jurisdiction from companies with 2 or more employe QS down to companies
with I, or more employees and to permit the FEPC to accept class action charges
filed on behalf of specifically defined classes of individuals by interested, responsible
oruitnizatiOns; implementatiOn of the 19711 Illinois State Constitution, Article 1,
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Sections 17 and IS. as they relate to prohibition of sex discrimination (specifically,
persons shall have the right to be free_ from discrimination on the basis of' race,

color, creed, national ancestry and sex in the hiring and promotion practices of any
employer or in the sale or rental of property'_'1._ l_n__1975 and 197(3,_ our Legislative
Action Committee intriidUeed 52 bills to make 93 changes to remove sex-discrimina-
tory language from-the Illinois Statutes.

A survey of the literature and testimony from_our _Labor Union Women Commit-
tee's ;lune 211, 19S(f, hearing on the wage grip between _women and men showed that
most women work lit-rtitiSe of economic aged._Therefore their income plays a signifis
cant part in their tiWn and their families' well-being. Although- the percentage of
women entering the workforce _117 percent in 1940, 47 percent in--11177) increased,
between 1955 arid 19S9 the median inco_me of women employed full time- decreased
from tI of tin median in_cotne_of_white _males to 59 percent. In 1977; female

;memo ......... Was 50 percent higher -than male unemployment, and women tended

to ri main iiiieniployed for longer_periods of time than-white males:
A reliriseittative_frorn the_plinois Auditor General's Office told -the Commission;

at its Oettibr S; meeting,_ that the status of women- in the Illinois workforce
did_ mit improve significinitly_ between 1950 and 1970, and US. Departmentoflabor
iiiii1;ites show no significant improvement for women since. 1970. At presenL _nearly
!HI percent of all women work fbr pay at some period- during their lives.__The wage

g; his consequences that reach beyond the paycheck itself._ Since _fringe benefits

such as life insurance and pension plans-are based Oti salary; the wage gap has life-
long implications for the wage earner and her family.

Equal opportunity and affirmative action are necessary steps toward eradicating
discrimination against people--male or female: These programs can make a differ.
owe. In 1973,1 sponsored an amendment to the Regional Transportation Authority
requiring affirmative action in hiring and promotion; until that time there had been

no_women bus drivers in Chfcagii.
We cannot stress too strongly that the elements_ crucial to OFCCP's having an

effective enforcement program are: 1t retention of Executive Order 1124(3, as amend-
ed; 2i retention of gozik and timetables in_affirmafive action plans- to- measure
compliance; 3) no decreased coverage of contractors; 41 _continued authorization of
the debarment sanction and of back pay and_oth_e_r retrospective relief requirements;
5i_compliance with outstanding court orders governing OFCCP's enforcement ef-
forts.

Tax money SheUld not be used to fund_contracts with employers WhO discriminate,
;old employees haYe a right to expect a_ workplace free from haraSsment and
diseriminatiOn. An attempt to weaken_these _protections is-certainly an undermining
of the AnwriCaii ideals of equal opportunity and freedom from persecution;

CHICAGO ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCE AND INimsraY;
Chit.oko: HL; Anp,usl II. 1.981.

Mr. EnwARD CooKE,
Employment Opportuniiii Subcommittee;
Muse Education and 1.;iibor Coniniillee.
Wind, ,-

DEAR MR. CoOKE: I have -enclesed-the Chicago_ Association of Commerce and
industry's Comments on the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs.

The enclosed comments expressly reaffirms_CAC.I._support of Equal Employment
Opportunity and the concept of Affirmative Action.__Also; comments directed at the
OFCCP proposed regulations are to further_ffur___position and focus on supporting
and suggesting Changes to reduce the compliance burden on government contrac-
tors.

Thank you air your time and if we can_ be_of_any further assistance to you please

contact Bill Price, DireCtor; Governmental Affairs, CACI.
Sincerely. SAA11./El. R. 'MITCHELL;

Chief Executive Officer.

TEsTIM0N1 01.5ANIUTI._R MITCHELL, CHIEF ExEct.rivE OFFICER; CHICAGO
ASsOcutTioN OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY

The Chiaigb Association- of Commerce_ and Industry (CACII appreciates theo_p_por-
tunitY to comment provided -by- this forum. CACI is a voluntary organization_ of

liti§lhe§§ and professional_ leziders_?Yorking toget-her to promote the commercial and
growth of Metropolitan Chicago and to foster civic improvements that

benefit tie general welfare of all who liVe and work in the area CACI is in its 77th
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year of upend t011 as the principal representative of the Chicago area business and
industrial cwwwwIlY and represents 6500 business and HMO indi'1dual members,
who employ over 1.2 milion workers.

cm,' POSITION

The Equal Employment _Opportunity _Commission _is, and clearly should be, the
agency_ primarily_ concerned with the enforcement of the anti-discrimination laws. It
has satutory_ authority. experience and expertise with regard to complaint process-
ing: _conciliation_ and litigation _of claims_ of past and present _discrimination by
employers CACI believes_ the EEOC's role in this area. should be enhanced by
removing_ such _activities from other less experienced_ agencies and _concentrating
them--at the__EEOC. _However; _certain modifications.of the _EEOC's stance-toward
ease_ processingare__needed_to_mak.e__it _MM. effective Additionally; EEOC's guide,
lines iii the areas _of testing and sexualharassment; and prospective_g_uidelines_on
jot) evaluation systems must be re-examined because of their overly_hroad _and
mainly burdensome nature. Finally, the EEOC must re-evaluate its position with
regard to the economically unviable "comparable worth" theory.

.1;1:( ' ('((Si' processi rtg
- Significant improvements in case processing have -been made .at the EEOC hi the
last several years._ These improvements occurred due to_ institution- of the Rapid
Charge Processing System, The system concentrates the _efforts of the field offices_on
the speedy investigation and resolution,_ by mutual settlement, if possible, ofthe
individual harm. alleged by__a . party charging discrimination, _Cases of "class" _or
.:systetnic"_discrimination_generidly_must be referred _to _EEOC__Headquarters_ for
consideration __and processing, n _ certain _ de firicd_insta_nees be __handled_ by
field offices_ under the Early Litigation Identification p_ro_gra_m-For_a_period oftime
this system was operating with a high degree of success to eliminate EEOC's
tremendous charge backlog.

EEOC's existing backlog was due to its treatment of each charge as a "class"
charge requiring a time-consuming, wide-ranging investigation. Rapid Charge Proc-
essing was designed to eliminate such unwarranted expansion of individual charges
by making "class" investigations subject to prior review, by EEOC Headquarters in
most cases. Unfortunately, EEOC field offices seem to be returning to their old case
processing methods, and are again utilizing many individual charges as vehicles to
launch broad "class" investigations. As a result, it is possible that EEOC will be
saddled lith a new large backlog of cases.

Adding to a backlog is the EEOC's assertion of jurisdiction over cases -that are
clearly untimely'. For unfathomable reasons, -in light of its -current problems -in
keeping up with the flood of charges, the EEOC has deliberately-misinterpreted-the
Supreme Court's-holding -in Mohasco-v. Silver, 100 S.-Ct, 248fi (1-980),- and has -taken
the position, in Interim- Procedural Regulations, 45 Fed. Reg.-81039-, (December 9,
1980),- that a charge is timely filed within 300- days i-n states with deferral -agencies,
even if-no charge was timely filed with-that deferral-agency-Thus, if one lives in a
state with a deferral agency,- one has 300 days to make an initial-charge of discrim-
ination under Federal- law: if one has the nusibrtune -to reside in a state without
such an agency, one is limited to the,statutory 180 days.__The_alisurd and unfair
result of this poSition is a fluctuating Iiiiiitations period in Title VII cases; a flood of
litigation seems certain to result from this -EEOC- position.-

An important criticism directed-at the Rapid Charge Processing system is of the
extremely heavy pressure placed upon respondents to settle cases,,,even clearly
non-meritorious cases: _This pressure apparently exists due to the EEOC's evaluation
of the - performance of case processing personnel on the_ba,sis_of the number of
charges_ quickly settled; ratner _than charges_ _app_rop ri ately resolved.

The problems _c_an _he_ _rectified ea_si ly;thro ugh a _se t of i nte rn_al_ threcIives to OA
field__ offices_ These directives should emphasis that the appropriate resolution of
cases; rather than "getting the Charging_Party something' will be rewarded and
that plainly non -i. eritorious cases be dismissed without a lengthy investigation or
conciliation process; should recall the goals and methods of Rapid Charge Process-
ing, including fact-to-face fact finding, to field personnel, and place decisions regard-
ing the nursuit of "class" investigations where they belongat the EEOC National
Headquarters; and should withdraw the timeliness regulations asserting jurisdiction
where case law and its own statute would find none.
H. EEOC guidelines

_The_teehnical_activities of the EEOC in issuin_g_guidelines in several areas of Title
VII law requires_closer analysis. Testing and job evaluation systems have been areas
of continuing concern to the EEOC. The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection
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Procedures, 2!) .I.' It. Piiit 11;07 (1978), were jointly promulgated, after much delay,
by EEO(' and other iigeliies. The intent of the Guidelines was, or should heti& been

tq assist employers in diSigning legally pertnissibie;_yet effective, testing procedure§.
In fact, the Guidelines have produced a virtual moratorium on testing due to their
complexity and the extreme difficulty of "vzilidati_ng" tests as nondiscriminaterY
under the Guidelifies. This result is in part due to the E_EOC's failure adequately to
Consider or respond priifigional and public criticism of the Guidelines- before
their adoption. Schlei &-Grossman, Employment Discrimination Law, 1979 SUPPle-
nient, :II-31 11979). CACI recommends that the Uniform Guidelines be reopened for
comment and modified 16 embody advances in testing theory that have occurred in
the past several years. New Guidelines should be directed toward a practical result
which allows for the reat'dOriatile Use of testing-

Closely allied with EE0(2!- USSii u I t on testing_is_its_antipathy, to generally accept-
ed job evaluation systems. EEOC has commissioned _a study, of such systems -by the
Nation:it Academy iif Sciences: The preliminary_ study report suggested that all
evaluation systems are inherently biased, and indicated that NAS was atteinOting
to draft a non-bizeied job evaluation systern_which would replace the present sys-
tem'. Although it is long overdue, no final reporthas been issued.

CACI believes that the study of job evaluation procedures should be halted, unless
significant commitment -to utilize the services_ o_fexperienced professiontilS in this

field is made. Gtbeexise; like testing; employers may be faced with virtual elithitio-
tam, through EEOC Guidelines; of'evaluation systems which have been in pla.:6 and
working well roi- decades, and which have not been adjudged to be-discrintinatery,

We Mite that the EEOC's Sexual_ Harassment Guidelines, 29 CFR Part 1604.11
(1980) also have been the subject _o_f vigorous public debate and examination. We
agree that some Modified fortn al these Guidelines should be issued in an effort to
alert employers and erhploye_es_to_the legal and moral responsibility to provide a
workplace free_of sexual coercion, However, the Guidelines' attempted imposition of
strict vitiitious'liability upon_ employers for the acts of the public, other employees
and supervisors; should _be eliminated. Strict liability should be replaced _with_a
standard that gives_an employer a:chance to remedy instances of harassment which
are brought to its attention, Additionally, the vague, personally subjective definition
of Sexual harassment ("unwelcome sexual advances") shcitild be replaced with clear-
er and more objective language.

III. EEOC position on "-comparable worth
"Comparable_ worth," a concept which focuses on the comparison -of jobs across,

rather than within, occupations has been another subject of_recent EEOC scrutiny.
Past statements of EEOC personnel have indicated a ready- acceptance of compara-
ble worth as a tool to eliminate perceived inequities in -the johmarket. Sex discruni:
nation has been the primary focus of-proponents -of the theo_ry, but it conceviably
could_ be utilized in other areas of discrimination; The_Supreme Court recently
declined to adopt the "Comparable worth" theory in _Gunther v. County of Washing -

ton,_ S. Ct. (19811,Howe_ver, it is likely that thiS one
Supreme Court decision will not be entirely_dispositive of this controversial theiity.

There can be little datibt -of the results of application of the comparable worth
theory to employer§ by EEOC Application_of the theory would require-perVasive
entry of the Government into the salary-setting process of all private businesses; to

the extent of there being one "right"_ way to establish salaries. Even if such
intrusion were Preetically possible;_the_mltimate result would be replacing the
judgment of business with the judgment of government bLreaucrath.

Obviously, an intrusion of Government into the private employment is
undesirable. CACI suggests that EEOC adopt a construction Of Title VII that rejects

the "comparable worth' theory. EEOC could thus declare, lawfully ond with: ju_dicial
precedent such as Lemons City and County of Denver, 620 F2d 228; (10th Cir.
1980), that "enraparable_worth" is neither a legally sound theory nor one which

could be feasibly adminidered as a regulatory measure. That position would be in

full- consensus_with_the Supreme Court's holding in Gunther, and_ w_ould not pre-

elude the EEOC-from seeking redress in cases of international wage discrimination
of the type alleged to have existed in Gunther.

APPENDIX I

Based on-StirVeyS Of Sampling of_CACI members, our experience shows that
1. The EEOC and the OFCCP engage in "legolized extortion by threatening to

invoke their burdensome investigatory procedures to force a company to settle;
regardless Of the lack of merit in a given case. The following story was typical of the

experience:
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7.A fact_filiding _session; subsequent to _the Thing of a discrimination complaint; was
conducted. The _EEO Investigator_ indicted the case_ might be settled if we agreed to
reinstate the former employee. After the proposal was rejected by the Company; the
Ini%estigator then proposed that we pay the equivalent_of :i_montlis_ back p_ay_t_o_the
con;lainant rn order to ovoid the- possibility of an on -sift inre.Vigation. This propos-
al was countered with a 8200.00 offer by the Company which is still under consider-
ation by the complainant. In our view, this so-called fact-finding discussion-amount-
ed to nothing more than an attempt to practice legalized extortion on the'defendant
Company regardless of the merits of the Company's position.''

A not her company relayed:
the En:OC has taken a position of conciliate, or will investigate. For exam-

ple. in one case where there was merit to the complaint, the lcompanyl declined
no enter into an "agreement.- After threats made by the investigator did not result
in our signing, he stated he'd mark our file that we were a recalcitrant employer

additional "extortionist-- tactic frequently utilized by the investigators is in
the form --of outrageous, initial demands to "scare" the company into settling the
matter. .One company -told the CACI that the Agency -had- initially demanded a
.s_Lonliono settlement. The case was eventually-settled for less-than one-tenth of
that amount. At another company, -the OFCCP investigator -demanded that- all
femal hourly employees .be promoted to supervisory positions based only on their
seniority._ regardless of ability.

2. _Th EEOC and the OFCCP_ subscribe to the belief that all companies are '-'guilty
until proven innocent." And, the agencies are very reluctant to accept any _"proof
of a company's innocence, even when their own investigations reveal no evidence of
discrimination. The following story was typical:

A three-day in -depth compliance _review was conducted at a-Company plant. In
N1:irch.__the t_orupniny. receiwd an official_ notification that the Company's Affirma-
five Action Plan was acceptable unless; within 45 days it was disapproved by the
OFCCP:

No notification of disapproval w_tis received from the OFCCP within. - the -45 _days
specified. But then, in June the same inspector advised the_Comp_any that its facility
had been selected for a follow-up compliance review concerning the existence of
affected classes of minorities and females at the facility. When the Company object-
ed on the ground that the OFCCP had not disapproved of its Plan within the 45
days, he said that he had been "directed" by his superiors to go back and make
anothrr review and to find the affected classes of minorities and females.

The reply to the Company protest that it had already received a "clean bill of
health.- was:

Though an error of omission we did not act on the affected class matter during
our earlier review. Although we could not find you in non-compliance, for not
correcting -an- affected class in 19 , we felt we had a duty to-learn whether or not
an affected class-existed and to assist you in mitigating any future damages which
might arise should- the affected class exist-Your assertion that you were in compli-
ance with the regulations at the-time,--is quite correct."-

The agency_ proceeded to make a finding-of -t -he existence of-affected-classes of
minorities and females and demanded that the Company sign a Conciliation Agree-
ment: -

Another company had similar experience:
:'The 1.1:0:S._ people from the OFCCP_ indicated_ when they left -one of our facilities

after _an audit, that we had_ a good plan and that they were favorably impressed
NVI; h the results_ at_ t his__facility :_ Three dtrys Wet, _a letter was received _that ktlfi -AAP
was not acceptable and th_e___Company_ had Tive'days to.submit .an. acceptable plan.
Plant people were also informed that; these days were 'calendar days' and not
business days."

Several other companies stated that OFCCP audits _and/or EEOC compliance
investigations had been conducted at their facilities pursuant to individual charges
and the auditing and investigations revealed that there had been no discrimination.
Nevertheless, settlement of the individual charge was still pursued.

The OFC(7P and the EEOC frequently conduct investigations pursuant to un-
timely charges or complaints.

It is not uncommon for the OFCCP to conduct a desk-audit or on-set review at
facilities where no government -contract work is performed.

a. Compliance with the OFCCP and EEOC regulations is extremely costly. One
company estimated-that compliance costs I. million dollars per year

Ii. Investigators frequently engage an questionable conduct, by-asking employees
leading questions and revealing information supplied to them-by-the company to-the
employees. One company learned that an EOS from the OFCCP had tried to "stir
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up" the employees by asking _them "why do you think there is so much discrimina-
tion in this companvr Another company relayed that during one Equal Pay Act
investigation, the EOS had divulged confidential salary information, by aiking
employees such questions as "did you know was making more money
than you . . . :?"

7. Finally, the companies uniformly agree that the EEOC and OFCCP often
engage in 'ffishing expeditions" by requeStitig needless information unrelated to the

.
investigation; rather than limiting themselVeS to the matters at issue.

AnniTioNAt. COMMENTS OF THE CHICAGO ASSOCIATIONS OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY
(CACI)

The Chicago Association-of Commerce and Industry_ICACI) appreciates the oppor-
tunity to comment provided by _the Committee's hearings. CACI is a voluntary

. organization of business and profesSional leaders working_ together to promote the
commercial and industrial growth of Metropolitan Chicago and to foster civic im-
provements that benefit the general welfare of all who live and work in the area.
CACI is in its 77th year of operation as the principal representative_of the Chicago

area business -and- industrial community and repreSeritS 6,500 businesses and 1,600
individual members, who employ over 1.2 milliOn workers.

CACI POSITION

The memberShin of CACI endorses and supports_ the original concept of affirma-
tive action. No argument can be made that those who benefit from doing business
with the government should not take- affirmative action; i.e. make extra effortto
ensure their employment practices aflbrd equal access and equal opportunity to all.
We believe that ensuring equal opportunity was the intended purpose of the_concept
of affirmative action, and we believe that a return to that original purpose is sorely
needed.

Originally, there _was _a vision_ of American business seeking to provide equal
employment opportunities to all of our nation's diverse population: The OFCCP has
obseitted that vision, lea_vin_gfrustrationsand resentment on all sides; The OFCCP;
in its practices and by its regulations,__has turned from a role of fostering progress
in equal employment opportunities _to that of enforcing a runaway bureaucratic
nightmare. It has defined its owniauthority, becoming an eiqione-rit Of theories of
discrimination far beyond the Congressionally mandated botindi Of the Civil Rights
Act.

CACI endorses a- return to the original objective of Affirmative Action by a
revised Executive Orde-r that would reaffirm_a_commitment to encouraging and
assisting prospective affirmative employment efforts. In the alternative, CACI would
support major changes to current regulations implementing the executive order.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11246 HAS UNDERMINED ITS PURPOSE
AND UNDERLYING OBJECTIVES

The regulations-issued pursuant to Executive Order 11246, and the enforcement
practiceS of the Office of Federal _Contract_Compliance Programs,-have corrupted
the original intent and purpose of the_Order. The Order was promulgated to ensure
that gOvernment contractors would make_ special efforts to provide equal employ,
ment opportunity. O-FCCP instead has imposed a requirement of equal employment '
results. It has exceeded -its charter and authority, and has imposed bitek-pay_liability
and other remedial relief upon contractors wive work forces do not reflect the
OFCCP's expected statistical results. Actual opportunities available and employer
progress in increasing the employment of minorities and women, are Ignored.

OFCCP has imposed upon government contractors _a maze of detailed statistically-
oriented Affirmative Action Program requirements; and turned the Affirmative
Action process into a harassing "numbers game."

A: The imposition of backpoy and other remedial relief is unauthorized and duplica-
lice of other agencies' activities-,-

Millions of dollars- in backpay have been paid by contractors. These payments
have been compelled by -the deli -e to avoid_the costly prolonged administrative
process. Absent access to judicial review_ or any other prompt remedy for unreason-
able administrative action, employers have chosen the less costly alternative of
nonresistance. However, no authoritative judicial precedent exists determining that
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OFt'CP is authorized to require- hoc-kpay, and the position that backpay IS not
authorized-has been compellingly briefed.'

In addition to its backpay demands.- OFCCP- has- sought other remedies from
contractors- similar to those imposed only after_ judicial findings of discrimination.
But OFCCP_ refuses to recognize Supreme Court decisions_ defining standards to be
utilized in _determining the existence of discrimination. OFCCP _contends such deci,
:ions: which_ generally. interpret.TilleVil.nre not applicable_tolts_administrationof
the _Executive_Orlier__prograrri.__In_reality. OFCCP_adopts thosedecisions it _con_siders
''helpful" to its .mission.. while rejecting "unfavorable decisions. Thus government
contractors are subjected to penalties based on OFCCP's often vacillating views of
its mandate, without the safeguards of judicial decisions or procedural standards'
defining the limits of liability for discrimination.

OFC'CP's emphasis upon remedies normally provided by judicial decrees dupli-
cates the efforts of the EEOC and hundred of local Fair Employment agencies. This
multiplicity of parallel enforcement activities increases the cost of-doing business
with the Federal- government-- unnecessarily.- At the -same time- this duplicating
emphasis- on -rectifying past- discrimination detracts-from special efforts- to open
additional opportunities to-the protected classes. OFCCP authority shbuld comple-
ment other _enforcement_ efforts rather than duplicate them: That authority _should
be limited -to debarment when efforts to enhance available opportunities for the
protected classes have not been made.
B. Compliance with &veil t ve Order 11248 has become a burdensonm harassing

"tin tn hers game"
The imposition by -OFCCP of- complex and sometines absurd requirements for the

development of- specific numerical goals, and its review of contractor compliance,
are the faros of most government contract- resentment -and frustration. The Agen-
cy's Equal Opportunity Specialists are notorious for their _prosecutorial attitudes
and _u_nwill'igness to allow for any flexibility _even when _the facts show a compelling
need for departing_from rigid,. mathematical formulas:. This approach_is_encountered
with such _r_eg_u I arity_ that federa I_ contract ors haVe_ come_ to_ believe that the_ OFCCP
b as. inst_r_ucted eac h _o fits _investigators: at_ to assume _every_ company_to_be_ dis_crimi-
mit ing andibt not to let the contractor dispel that image by confusing the investiga-
tor with the facts.

Abuses in the compliance process abound; and are a sad indication of how far
from the concept of Affirmative Action we have strayed. A real opportunity for
improving employment opportunities for women and minorities has been lost
through inept and arbitrary administration. OFCCP effort is directed toward finding
contractors guilty of violating its regulations. Asa result.-contractor effort-is-direct-
ed toward emerging-from reviews as little scathed as-possible. Under such inflexible
and -seemingly hostile requirements t-he "affirmative" has been lost,

CACI does not believe the whole of American-business to- be-so ill-intentioned and
so recalcitrant-as to call for the tactics OFCCP has adopted. -The-OFCCP is training-
a generation of-businesses in everything about how -to comply -with the minutiae of
repressive regulation and nothing about the social good that was affirmative ac-
tion's aim.

U. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO ACHIEVING FIXECOTIVE ORDER 11246 OBJECTIVES

('A(71 recommends putting the "Affirmative" back into -the concept of Affirmative
Action. Equal employment _law_ - enforcement the __punitive side of _the country's.
equal employment policyshould be left to the EEOC, the various state and local
agencies which have "deferral_ status:: _arid_ the private _litigants contemplated as
"private_ attortieysgenerol" by the Civil Rights Act.of 111(i.

A ne_w Executive_ Order and the staff chosen to _implement it should_aim_nt being
constructive educational; helpfulthe affirmative concomitant of national equal
emplopnent policy.

Its implementation should selectiveconcentrating_ on major government con-
tractors whose employment statistics evidence a substantial shortfall in minority
and/or female employment. The Executive Branch should offer such employers aid,
counsel, and affirmative suggestions for means by which progress toward achieving
equal employment opportunity could be made. Such assistance should then be
followed up by periodic progress audits.- If progress in the key segments- or their
work force (Ohicials and Managers, Professionals;- Technicians, and the other cate-
gories designated in the EEO -1 reports) is made, then further counseling should be

'Si' v attached portions from lidera Defendant !lams Trust and_Savings Hank and the Brief
Angela.; uriae_ of_ the Equal Employment_Advisary __Council in United States !Apartment of the
Treasury v. Harris Trust and Savings Bank at Appendix II.
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voluntary with -the -eiiiitrtiettir. If progress is not_ shown, then inquiry Slithild be

made as to whether the affirniative suggestions_prviously made have been followed.
If they have been hilloWed, _albeit _without _success._ it should be the task -of -the
administrator to tirovide further suggestions and help in achieving progreSS. Only if'
the suggcitiont; htiVe not been followed_s_h_ould there be reason to questiOn Whether
the contractor :Mould continue to beijualdied to do business with the government:

affirni:itive action cim___be_restartql emphtisizing- the positive Mid provid-
ing help told tissisttitice to contNictors_on_the assumption that they want to provide
equal opportunityriot on what seems to be the current assu-mptians; i.e.. that all
government contractors stint to t5ubve_rtequal employment policy.

Some progress toward a more rational and constructive program could also be
made by regulatory reform. Reform should be directed- at-developing a less specific,
more open-minded approach, allowing for more flexibility in the compliance process.
Among specific reforms CACI urges are the following:

a. Rhin-mot:on of litel:pay requirenuntis
relief, in-chiding. backpay_ anti reinstatement, is available to victinis Of dis-

crimintition proven under Title The_prosecutorial and punitive stance involved
in assessing litiekiitiy is counterproductive to what shOuld be OF'CCP's- purpose of
encouraging affirniatie efforts to increase employment opportunities. Accordingly;
we recommend revision of the regulations to eliminate any assessment of backpay.

E/imatirtiott of duplicative coinplaint-proeSsing cuprity.
The area of complaint:prtioesSing_iS truly one 41 which duplication of effort ha§

been rampant, in spite of "OFCCP-EEOC Me_moranda of Understanding" to -the

contrary. The Equal Eniplilyriietit Opportunity_ Commission should be acknovVledged

as the agency pronarilY restiOnsible for discrimination complaint processing,-6S well

as for seeking relief for pitiven victims of discrimination. OFCCP shcitild only
process complaints for Which it is the_sole_source of relief. Such dear-etit rale

assignment call Only thil OF' :VP's return to its original purpose and will result in
two agencies whose eliOrti are complementary rather than duplicative, The fact
that contractors' tietiOris will be judged by ti consistent standard, that Of Title VII;
will also go for to alleviate businesses' current confusion and "double jeopardy."

C. 1.7iminutitin itibtirdensome and_counterprodzietie requirements
Without ctitaloging all of the individual regulations_ which are burdensonieTtir-

counterproductive, CACI support:4 the following reform or relief:
I, A simplification of Affirmative Action_ Plan _requirements; current AAP require-

ments include a work lbree analysis by "jobii,ro_ups," an eight-factor availability
tinalysis; zi utilization analysis; goal setting hy_job group and a number--of other
analyses. All of thiS Strongly Suggests a thinly _disguised_ quota system. Affirmative
Action Plans should, ii-Uitead-, be oriented towtird progress in achieving improve-
ments in minority and female- representation_in each of the EEO -1 categories. This

can be done with-alit the complex and arbitrary formulas which now impose a heavy

and well-nigh in-comprehensible buretiucrtitic_burden on contractors.
2. An increttl-le in the threshold for Affirmtitive Action Plan preparation; the

current $50,41(10 and .10-employee threshold subjects many -small Contractors with
little access fit expertise and with limited impact on the labor force; to an onerous
paperwork burden.

a. A liSS ekplinsive definition of government contractor; under the current OFCCP
definitions; practically any business can be a government contractor, Executive
Order Obligations are legally justifiable as part of a government procurement pro-
gram; asserted coverage of businesses with-only the most ephemeral relationship to
a government contract should end. OFCCP's position that _all of a contractor's
Modules. subsidiaries, parent companies and their facilities._ including those unrelat-
ed to tiny government contract, are subject to the Executive Order requirements

should be revised.
1. An elimination or or increase ut, the threshold. pre-award_compliance reVieWS.

Stall reviews, consume in in-Ordinate amount of OFCCP resources, which could be
better utilized. If preaWard reviews are to lie _retained at all, then such reviews

should be limited to very Itirge contracts anacontractors, where wi;enuinely Signifi-
cantly impact on gliVernment procurement policies can justify .the burden on the
regulated industry.

5. The elimintitiliti deehirtitions of _underutilization; contractors Sholild not be
forced, by virtue Of iliiiiig business with the government,- to publish statements
increasing their ekiiiiStire and liability under Title _VII. Underutilizatitin, in any
event, should be ii concept which _applies only when the disparity between_lhe
number of Minorities and_ females in the category and "availability'_ is statistically
and praelietilly_ significant, (See Firestone Tire and lubber (A), Mtirghtta 507 F.
Su pp. NM) lE.D. 'rex; 19814 attached.)
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STATEMENT (H, ANNE: 131.AI1i, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PRO & CON SCREENING BOARD
INC., CHICAGO, ILI..

Good morning Congressman Hawkins, Congressman Washington and Members -ofthe Committee. My name is Anne Blair and Inta the Executive Director of the Pro& Con Sereening Board. The Pro & Con Screening_ Board is a not forprOfit, tax
exempt organization that has worked to eliminate the negative images of minoritiesin motion pictures and television.

1 appreciate thepportuni-o ty to address this distinguished seminittee on behalf of
the Members and Board of Directors of the Pro & Con Screening_Etoard._

. . .For the past five -years -the Pro & Con Screening Board has_studied the creation
and maintenance of negative stereotypes of minorities in motion pictures and televi-
SiOn. Since 1914 when D. W. Griffith presented America with _the most powerfulnegative statement about Blacks in America in his film, "Birth of a Nation";minority agencies nationwide have fought continuous attempts by these industriesto define what minorities are Native Americans, Asian% Hispanics and otherminority groups have also suffered. Negative visual images of any ethnic groupitas
a_powerful effect upon the majority population in our society as well as p_reyentingchildren of that group from advancing beyond the stereotypes presented of _their
group. -There is a critical need for Affirmative-Action policies to remain in tact and
in place__We are opposed to any revision of Executive Order 117246. We need the
involvement of minorities in front 61* and behind the cameras (which often means
involvement_in the construction of sets and working with unions).

From childrens' television productions to reporting the news, the fair and equita-
ble employmentat worriers and minorities in these industries is an absolute necessi-
ty_ if those_groups are ever to be proud of.the image of themselves on the big andsmall screens throughout the world; .

On October 29, 30, and_31, 1981 the Pro &Con Screening Beard and a Consortium
of Colleges and Universities will present a National Conference on the Media. The
theme of the ConferenceisThe Future of Women and MinoritieS in Mass Commu-
nications With or Without EEOCr _We invite members of thiS committee and
members of this audience to_be_a park of this conference. There is a real danger inallowing the powers that be in mass communications to Operate on good faith.

Our government must not _be_allowed_to_ give contracts to moticin.picthre and
television companies unless these companies are monitored by AffirmatiVe Actionstatutes, under executive order 11 -246, without any amendments to the law as it is
not Past history of these industries indica_te_a_poor record of equality Of employ=
ment for minorities. By their very nature and _the products they produce they arethe most powerful industry on the face of the earth, There is a direct relationship
between the perpetuation of stereotypes and lack of employment of minorities in
these industries. Without government intervention; minorities wilt be left out. The
new visual technologies will be available to all BUT here again; Minorities will be
ekcluded if action is not taken by this committee. _I appeal_to you, to work diligently
to prevent any tampering with Affirmative Action, and on behalf of the members
and- the Board of Directors, pledge the support of the Pro & Con Screening Board.Thank you for your time and attention.

From the Washington Post. Oct. I, MU

FE5ERAL BENEFITS BEING WITHDRAWN

By Thomas B. Edsall)
Today, the first day of the government's_ new year the Reagan adthihiattatiori'abudget cuts begin to slice the edge off a vast network of domestic spending pee-grams.
Oct. 1the effective date for most of the $35 billionin cuts marks -the reversal,

at learst temporarily, of two great waves of government intevention; the New Deal
and the Great Society. Instead, the United States now embarks on a policy of
withdrawing government benefits from persons making from_ 6,50(1 to $17;000
year; alt income elass making up well over 30 percent of the population and includ-
ing the working poor.

They Ott people like Barbara Fanning, a $460-a-month parttime crossing guard_in
Nashville. She has already been notified, -that she will lose a small monthly welfare

-pdynient, which is a minor deprivation. But with it will go, or at least be curtailed;
the full Medicaid coverage she and her-asthmatic 8,year -old son currently depend
upon. Fanning 30; is typical of many of those who will be hit first by the Reagan
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administration budget cutsfamilies run by women; most often with some form of

earnings.
_ .

For_state and local governments that depend on the federal government for one-

quarter of their revenues, the cuts- are now _being translated into a realitythat
differs from jurisdiction to jurisdiction._ As states struggle to sort out the fiscal
consequences of both the federal budget and tax cuts, they haVe already raised taxes

by $2..3 billion, and many legislatures are still to holds pecial sessions. _

__The state of Arizona expects to be hartless severely by the budget cuts thatinany
others. We already run very conservative programs," said -Don Mathes, of the
Department of Ebonotnic Security. Still, the director of the Arizonadepartment's
volunteer services division; said,"Weare putting all our front-line people through a

violent incident training program showing them what to do when some of these
people Show up at the worker's desk. We expect a little stress in_the office."

At the same time, the first of three individual tax rate cuts starts_today For a
family with two children and a_$10,000 income from a single wage-earnar, the total
reduction over three months_will be $4.68 on federal taxes of $374. The$100,000
family with a single earner_and two children would get a $348 reduction on taxes of

$27,878. Gorporate reductions have already, gone into effect; along with a retroactive

reduction in capital gains taxes; a step designed to encourage investment by the

wealthy.
.

The spending cuts_ have hit unevenly. Abbilt 270,000 public service 'workers haVe

already -been let go and school lunches almost everywhere have -gone up by 20 to 30

cent& A scattering of school systems haVe dropped out of the subsidized program

altogether:
Most users of the college student loan programs appear to have beaten tighter

regulations by getting applications in before today. This will postpone an expected

outcry until the start of the school year in 1982, just the time congressional election
fights will be heating up.

Over the next three months, however; as regulations are put into place, is the
period when people with marginal incornes-_--office building cleaners, .-waitresses;

part-time twauticians, maids, crab-pickers and chicken pluckerswill see the elimina-

tion or reduction of partial welfare benefits; Medicaid health coverage and food

stam
Thescope of the changed is reflected in the_following rough administration and

congressional estimates: in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program,
the basic welfare program, 400;836 families will be cut off the-rolls and another
258,5_28_ will have benefits reduced. In_the food stamp program,- 875;000 families will

be dropped &Om the program and 1:4 million households, Or 5 million people; will

have benefits reduced. _

The 22.5 million -tieople who hav_e been eligible for health- care through the
Medicaid progrant face Changes that -will vary from state to state, but_the final

outcome is likely be dethrmined_atone level by the competing lobbying strength

of the poor, the elderly; the disabled and the blind, and at another_liy,political
competition between hospital; doctox, nursing home and pharmaceutical interests.

Changes in the unemployment compensation program will inean_1,1255,000 civilian

workers who would have been eligible for extended benefits under_the old law will

not be during the fiscal year_starting today. About 130A00 servicemen and women

who. -voluntarily leave the military will no longer be eligible for unemployment

benefitti.
The "cutback of the trade adjustment assistance program providing_ benefits to 1..LS.

employes put out_ of work_ because of foreign competition a loss of benefits

for 234;000 persons this fiscal year The phasing out of the public service section of

the Coniorehensive Employment and Training Act has resulted in the elimination

of 314;000 job slots,
The administration contends that, in the inain,_the cuts in these programs are

designed_ to speed achievement of a balanced _budget by 1984 and to reduce an
economically unproductive dependency on government programs.

The_ specific economics of the budget cats_ are illustrated by the case-of Connie

Wilson; 26, of Sioux City, Iowa, who earns-$722 a month at the Icical Community

action Agency. Her oldeit son works after school in a sports -store and makes $120_a

month. The mother Of five children, she has; until now, elite qualified for_a_$481
monthly payment from -the_ Aid to Families with Mperident Children program,

which made her eligible for Medicaid.
Effective today, however; she losesboth the welfare and Medicaid coverep if she

and her son keep -their jobs: If she ghooses to quit her job; she, would qualify for a

$516 monthly welfare payment,_an amount roughly equal to or exceeding her
actual take home income after expense& Or her S011_couldquit work and

the family *Mild qualify for a smaller welfare payment: With the welfare payment,
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however, would come a return to the .M.-dicaid program with full medical coverage
and eligibility_ to_ _receive up to__$21i0_ in food stamp benefits.

By any strict accounting stan_dard; it. is to her advantage to quit work and go on
welfare, a choice_ sh_e does not_;_in fact; intend to make-

The administration has initiated-a_ government-wide effort to ease the regulatory
burden on American buF.inessi_an_ effort _to.allow_companies to fully exercise ebhiget=
itive instincts and business acumen for- expanded growth and production:
_In direct contrastifor the foodstamp_recipient; welfare beneficiary and applicant

for_free or reduced..price school lunch; the regulatory apparatus has been expanded,
Applications_ for school lunch_subsidies will have to include the parents Social
SecuyityLnurober _and a pay stub or other-form to verify income claims. ;-

Welfare_ workers_ are to- inspect clients_'_ homes-to determine whether they -Violate
the lowered_ ceiling on assets from - $2;000 -to $1,000 and make detailed :dollar
judgments_o_n_lists_ of goods that fall within the asset category. Food stamp and
welfare recipients are to submit monthly income report-a, as opposed 'to the &heml
current_ practice ofperiedic_ accounting.

In_ the case and Medicaid recipient Fanning, the adininiOtration effort
to force increase&work_and_productiVity_ translates into a cutoff -of benefits. By
contrast; -for unprofitable_crimpanies like Ford -Motor Co :; International Hariteater
and_Chrysler,_the administration-men passage of a new tax provision -that effeetiVely
amounts to aq indirect tax_subsidy from the federal government to the corporations
in return for _

By rewriting the tax_law governing leasing; the government litia_alloWed profitless
companies to lease; instead_of buy;_ne_w_investments from profitable companieS. It -is

.

a new kind 'of transaction that allows the poor company to sell for cash previously
useless _investment tax credits . .

A state-by-State survey by Washington Post special correspondents reveals great
disparities in the impact of the cut,s_. _ .

In Vermont, Gov. Richard Snelling;_an_e_arly supporter of the- Reagan. program
and head of the National Governors_Conference. now complains that the cuts were
"too. much, too fast," and the disru_ption___they__are likely to cause may severely
wound, it not dismantle; the_ drive_toward_austerity.

. __

The political consequences of the_cuts will largely depend on the success-or White
of the entire Reagan economic recovery_programAtiwa; in a matter of just. two .

elections, changed from having two of the_mostliberaLDemocratic senators in the
country, John Culver and Dick Clarks to tw_e_f_the_ rnesCconservative Republicans,
Roger W. Jepsen and Charles E. Crossley.. Witheut_a_marked improvement in-the
economy, Jepsen and Grassley face the _prospect_ of_explaining_to_ the families of an
estimated 9,600 students, most of them middle_class_and key swing voters why they
are going to have their student loans cut off next year.

Similarly, Iowa farmers will face a cutoff of $90 million-in lending -by the Farmers
Hanle Administration and other, rural lending agen_cies that_will_affect;_sccerding to
16ctil estimates, up to 2,150 households, not to mention _the effects the reductions in
commodity supports contained in the farm bill still before Congress will have on
farmers income.

Parallel consequences in nearby Kansas are probably a factor in the recent _calls
by Sens. Robert J. Dole and Nancy Kassebaum, both Republicans, for shifting more
of the Weil., bUdget-cuts to the Defense Department.

-It at all clear yet how cuts in federal subsidies of the school lunch program
will area farMitig,-but,-with prices for students from families of four with incomes
ranging Nn- $8,450 to $15-,630-doubling from 20 cents to 40 cents, and the price for.
those from higher-income-families jumping from about 60 cents to 80 cents (in some
cases Haft_ to $1 -Or $1.25), school officials report a-decline in student participation;
ranging up to a 25 percent dropout -rate in Rhode Island.

_ In theory; -poor childrenthese from families -with income less than $8,450=are
to_ continue to receive full access to free school lunches, but a small percentage of
schools in scattered districts are- dropping-out of the national program altogether.
_In:Arizona; _at least seven districts,-inchiding the Paradise Valley district with

19;072 Students, 1;630 of whom- qualify for free or -reduced-price lunches, have
withdrawn from the national_ school lunch program.-In Pulaski County, Ark., the
junior -and senior _high schools, -with just over 14;000 students of whom. 3,700 are
eligible for reduced- price or free lunches, have withdrawn.

Although_the_ sharpest - cuts -are ',concentrated on the working poor,. the farm
pro_grarrireductions;_achool lunch and student loans, -among others, are-progressively

.

to_be_felt_ameng_middle_classJand more_RepUblican) voters. At the end of this year,
one cut will be felt_by all -the elderly: the deductible amount of-hospital costs that
the recipient must pay will increase. by 27 percent, from $204 to $2G0.
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In addititai. the Comprehensiv_e Employment and-Training Act cuts are_already

being felt in some basic public s_ervices. In Cowlitz County, IAlash., for example the
CETA program paid for workers to staff the commtinity's only library service, a
bookmobile Cancellation of the CETA _program forced voters iii the county to take
the issile of continutNi finoncing of the bookmobile'to referendum. Local firemen,

who viewed the spending proposal as,a-threat to continued financing of their work,
successfully fought the expenditure, defeating it by a vote of 1;526 to 1,153 on -Sept7----
15.

Similarly; a fiscal fragile bus system is Athens, Ohio, Collapsed last month when
CETA funding of the bus drivers' salaries was canceled.

The new economics of scarcity, and the political, pressures that follow, are ekein-

plified in Arkansas, where Frank White; the _state s second Republican governor in

more than a century,- decided to deepen _cuts in the basic- welfare program by
shifting money 'froin AFDC to the Medicaid program. The basic monthly AFDC

grant for a family Of tWtr will drop from $133 to $100 end fcir a family of nine from

$304 to $229.
The governors decision his prompted complaints from some Democrats that the

state-adminiStretion yielded_ to pressure from the muting Mine lobby-which gets a
significant share of the_ Diledicaid program-at-the expense of welfare recipients.
Children, Said Democratic State Rep. Don McKissick, of Star City, "don't have a

very strong lobby.'
lh Texas; the _federal cuts in unemployment benefits _are_ not 'as severe as the

actions adopted by the state legislature, which voted to _prohibit benefits for those
Who quiL their jobs, are fired for cause, or refnse _to take "suitable". job offers.

In addition, a largely unnoticed provision in food_stamp cuts prohibiting stamps
ifor persons on strike is likely te have a significant effect on labor-management

relations. In West Virginia, for example, the_families of 27,000 striking mineworkers
received food stamps during The 72-day walkout earlier this year.

States and cities report widely varying:results in efforts to place fired CETA

workers in jobs in the private sector. So_uth_ Carolina officials claini to have placed

70 percent of those let goa. But in Dade County, Fla:, officials set up a program called

Project Hire to _piece 2,650 laid-off workers; but only 100 Were hired by private

companies.

Alabama

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas:
California

Colorado

Connecticut
Ilelaw_are,
District of Colombia
Florida-

Qecirgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massathiisetts
Michigan

. Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana,
Nebraska
Nevada

FAMILIES AFFECTED BY CERTAIN AFDC PROPOSALS

State

12- --)
: ...,

Redneed Percent of Ti be Percent of

benefits roll roll

4;900 7.4 9,291 14.0

230 37 542 8.8

.1;679 10.0 1,400 -8.3

2-880 8.8 -4,180 12:8

42,010 8.2 51,017 10:0

3,006 9.9 4,726 15:5

3,836 7.9 8,019 16:4

870. 72 1,240 10.3

2,529 7.4 3311 9.6

3,746 4.0 10,307 11.0

2,452 -2.9 9;582 11.3

3,034 14.8 3;030 14.8

, 499 6:1 1;000 12.1

14;606 6:3 15;983 6.9

3,756 6:9 10,153 .: 18.7

3,698 10:1 5,217 15.0

1,553 6.3 -5,666 23.0

1,821 2.8 9,269 14.0

3335 4.7 5,081 7.2

1;592 7.3 4,794 22.1

3;793 4.8 10,853 13.8

12,048 8.9 25,971 19.1

22,059 .9.9 20,622 _9.2

5,925 11.2 13,901 26:3

4,027 6.6 11,520 19:0

5,364 7.6 13,940 19,7

4.5 1,744 27.3

1,392 11.0 1,629 12.8

654 16.7 0 .0
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FAMILIES AFFECTED BY CERTAIN AFDC PROPOSALS- Continued

Stale
Reduced
benefits

Percent of
roll

To be
ineligible

Percent at
roll

New Hampshire 1;184 16.0 591 8.0
New Jersey 13,638 8:5 11,777 7.3
New Mexico _1;444 7:9 . 580 3.2
New York_ . 19;361 5:0 . 15221 _3:9
North Carolina. 3;898 4.8 9;902 12:2
North Dakota . 621 12.1 1;051 20:4
Ohm 7;671 4.2 15,899 8.8
Oklahoma 1,133 3.6 1;812 5.8
Oregon .. ..... 4,444 9.6 _3,348 _7.3
Pennsylvania. 15,529 6.8 24,632 10.8
Rhode island.. .. 2,643 13.8 1,92o 10.0
41.1 CJiiilina 2,127 .3.8 6,171 11.1
S011th Dakota. 741 9.5 925 4 11.9
Tennessee 1,126 1.8 7,085 11.0
Texas. 4,050 4.1 8,119 8.3
Utah 1,596 11.4 2,084 14.9
Ver_mvat . 339 4.2 1,356 16.7
Virgima__ 4;469 7:1 8.227 13.1
Washington.- 3,166 5:7 2,253 4.1
West Virginia 1;411 _5:0 1;406 _4:9
Wisconsin 10;183 13:4 12;068 15:9
Wyoming 153 5.7 408 15:3

U S. total 258;528 6.9 400,836 10.7

-Admine,tration-hgures on state by state numbers of families being cut from rolls or facing reductions in their benefits under Aid to families with
Dependent Children

Alabama .

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Cab-radii

Cdhrieclictit
DelaWare

District ot Cblumbia
f torida

Georgia

Hawaii .

Idaho

Illinois ..

Indiana

Iowa.

Kansas

Kentucky

'Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusett4 ......
Michigan

MinheWa
Mittissippi
Missouri

Montana

Nebraska

Nevada_
New Hampshire

SOCIAL SERVICES FEDERAL SPENDING

State

_

Fiscal year-
.

1981 1982

649,764,061 $40,989,347
5,369,411 4,214,843

31,305,345 28.639,857
29,071,148 24,087,827

296,483,159 249 402,791
35,507,761 30,441,703
41,212,941 32,749,329

7,753,193 6,269,579
8,963,382 6,722,674

114,289,776 102,631,424
67,811,033 57,574,754
11,929,012 10,168,309
11,676,335 9,947,029

149,518,263 120,312,691
71,467,682 57,848,719

38,513,287 30,694,594
31,225,552 24,899,184
46,519,157 38,576 350
52,742,989 44 297,999
14,508,977 11,854 246
55,096,875 44 424,444
76,787,196 60,451,384

122,202,554 97,552,539
53,301,539 42,959,786
31,970,284 26,564047
64,632,105 51,810,956
10,439,548 8,292,703
20,812,602 16,543,258

8,777,199 8,419,149
11,583,244 9,704,676
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SOCIAL SERVICES FEDERAL SPENDINGContfnued

State

Fiscal year

1981 1981

New Jmei
97.440,213 77,595.258

New Moir°
16,118.130 13;698;239

New-York
236,026.873 184:999:992

North Carolina
74,167.335 61;894;968

North Dakota
8.670,809 6:880:731

Ohio
142,948,662 113:769:147

Oklahoma
38,300,507 31:874,749

Oregon
32,502,236 27344;203

Pennsyivama
156,260.748 125:043,851

Fitiode Island
12;434,368 9.978.641

South Carolina
38:805:861 32,865.237

South Dakota
9.176:163 7.270,604

tennessee
57,942,815 48.375.859

l'eAa
173,070,415 149,921.962

Utah
17:381:515 15,394.714

Vermont
6476.509 5.384.462

VirgAa
68.452,158 58,331.375

Washington
50.189,622 43.518.253

West \brow
24.735,744 20.547.359

WI terrin
62.225,025 49.577,090

Wyoming .

5,838,688 4.952.9.77,..

U S total
2.900,000.000 2.400,000,000

,{.h.10 omits eutt.o, n Were' government tunas tor such things as day car centers.
special hospital services, child abuse programs and other

hi Sic ocol ,,eroces

From the Wiishington ffeiti

POI.KS FIND IRONIES AROUND WHEN PROGRAMS MEET PEOPLE

il3y Kathy SawYeri,

In a state where programs from welfare to_sewage treatment are suffering hmvy

cutbacks, one ageriey alone getting fatter;_presumabIy in cif trouble: thelowa
Niitional Guard is looking forward to a multimillion-dollar increase. mostly for
raises and bonuses far the troops.:__

Under the new federal austerity- families with stUdentS in plain old state_ univer-

sities iniik not be eligible for guaranteed loans but familieS with higher income and

childrep in exclusive private colleges will be.
As Reagimornics hits Main Street, the folks along the sidewalks - are rediscovering

the iiiiirktieSS that occurs-when programs meet peCiple. There areir_onies, contradic-

tions. odd Wititites timid the sea of losers. A policy thrust in one direction sets up

currents in another. _:
In States from Hawaii to Vermont, for instance, Officials say much_ of the savings

in cuts to_uld be offset as victims of those reductions become eligible for food

stamps as a _result.
In Hennepin County,_ Minn., three-MKS or the mothers who now both work and

receive welt ire are planning to quit their jobs and rely entirely on_public assistance;
since under the new rules they will _get almost the same income, a study shows.

In-.states such as Mississippi and Kentucky; whose populatioriS are-heavily _de-

pendent on public help, officials fear the cutbacks in social programs will jeopardize

not just those on the dole but in to kind of__"trickle up L pair), also some small
businesses, such as Mom and Pop grocery stores, whose customers are mostly poor

folks.
In Hawaii, suite legislators learned the_ folly of beitabeing among the more _forwItrd-

looking in the nation in trying to plartfor_the onset of ReaganctrineS, Theyconvened

a special session this grimmer, designed in part to deal with the threatened_ loss_ of

nearly million in federal imp_act aid _icompensation-to the state for _non!taxpay
ers at military bases on o_ah_ti) ;Ind the resulting- layoff of more than _500 teachers.

Just as they got it plan worked out Congress eliminated most of the cut.____

,
A certain hardness of _heart has surfaced in some quarters, in tandem with the

general belttightening. In a poll taken by the St. Paul Pioneer Press in that solidly
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Democratic Minnesota city, the bleeding heart quotient was stunningly low. Only 16
percent approved increases in state- and local taxes to continue welfare programs
axed by the administration. In Dade County, Fla., citizens at a meeting jeered a
blind man complaining of cutbacks in the schedules of the van that had transported :
him to i.vork:

.1_ Among those who will be hurt by _the changes are farmers. Orson Swindle,
director of the Georgia Farmers Home Adminkitration, expects to foreclose on some
farms,_even_though_"farrning is the lifeblood of- Georgia;' as the FHA shifts gears to
an e_mpliasis_on_serviciniOnd colleting debtainstead of-lending.

On a hrighter_side,_controversial cutbacks in_the_school kinch_program already
have produced wale interesting_innovationsin several_states, In_South Carolina; a
group of black ministen3, theGreater itilumbia Chamberof_Ministers; is_ organizing
to raise money to help any families who can't affort to feed under the
new program. In Delaware schools in populous New Castle County, which includes
Wilmington, have started ' telliteing, ' that is, preparing school food for elemen-
tary schools in high school itchens in order to cut costs.

And in Georgia's Worth County, food service director Peggy Harris shaved off a
penny per savings on the 2,500 lunches she serves per day by buying up fresh corn
and peaches in bulk from local farmers and freezing the produce to be served later.

Perhaps the most consistently observed irony in-the Reagan program is its ntlga-
tive effect on the work ethicso basic to the Reagan philosophyamong poor
people.

"There is an-obvious gap in \public policy," said John von Schlegel!, a Massachu-
setts welfare official. "We are trying to encourge people to work and yet most of the
cost savings are directed at working people."

Ataong the women in -the Minesota study, for instance it was found that working
would gain them less -than tha $50 a month over what they'd get if they just
stayed home and collected Aid to pmnilies With Depenecnt Children.

Only about 15 percent of those eceiving AFDC nationwide work full or part time,
noters the University of Chicago Center for the_Stady a Welfare Policy, and yet
virtually all_of the savings are Bated for this small segment, with the probable
result a_"severe /fiscentive to work '

Uncicer a revisexistudent_loan p vam, theimposition_of income ceilings coupled
with state "standards of need" ,tes higher_Mcame familes_an _apparent edge.

In _Tennessee,_for instance, assum g$3;000 in baoks, board and other nonAaition
expenses, a student attending Vand rbilt, a_private university; is eligiblefor afull
$2,500 loan if his family of four has income of u to t4±4,650, officials said. That's
because Vanderbilt's tuitition is relati e_ly_high,_$_5,545 annually.

A student with the same non-tuition expenses attending the University of Tennes-
see, where tuition is only $741, would be'eligible for no financial assistance if his
family of four had a yearly income of much as $30,000.

One purpose of the changes was to cu costs by preventing people from borrowing
when the didn't need to, one Washingtoii education specialist said. "I don't see any
inequity in that." '

If you look at the math, said an official of the Tennessee Student Assistance
Corp., it's obvious that the family sending a child to Vanderbilt "will have a higher
need."

In lowa, state that expects to lose a grand total of $343 million in fedral funds,
National Guard officials see their-ship coming in at last.

The $2.5 million increase in federal money is merely a sign that the pendulum is
swinging in- the opposite direction from the past, when social programs were
stressed at the expense of the military,-said state Adjutant General Roger Gilbert.

"We're still damn tight," he said. "Without a guilty conscience-I will ask the
governor- for $300,000 more for maintenance and $300,000 more for educational
benefits."

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF_GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES,
SOCIAL SECURITY LOCAL No 1395,

Chicago, 111., August 12-, 1981:
HOD. HAROLD WASHINGTON,
1810 Mouse Longworth Bldg.,
Washinfiton, D.-C
(Attention of Mr. Gibbins)

DEAR CONGRESSMAN WASHINGTON: As per our conversation with Mr. Gibbins on
Monday we are taking the opportunity to present written testimony in connection
to the EEO oversight hearing which you held on Tuesday in Chicago.

As you know we represent employees at the Great Lakes Program Service Center,
Socia Security Administration located at 600 W. Madison St. in Chicago as well as

i t
e
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L-ther government employees in the region. Over 2,400 employees work at the
Prt._01-am Service Center.

Retently some Program Service Center employees studied the promotion patterns
at this in itallation. W_h_at they found indicates lack of commitment to ectuaLopportu-
iiity in government promotion, To talk of goals vs. quotas is meaningless when
minorities and women are not even being promoted in proportion_to_the percentage
of positions which they occupy in the grades from which the promatees are drawn.
White male_s still receive a very disproportionately high_share of promotions while
minorities do not get their fair share. One would expect that if 40 percent of GS8
employees are minorities, then 40 percent of the promoteestoGS9 positions would
be_ minorities._ Should this not be-the case; a prim.. facie ease_ of at least unconscious
racism on the part of selecting Officials exists. Furthermore, the negotiated Affirma-

4 tive Action Plan has not been implemented.
Enelosc.d is a summary of the report together with related documents.

Sincerely yours. DONALD W. JONES, President,

UNION l'INDINos or EEO Commirmt: _ON _THE_LACt. OF EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY IN
PROMOTION FOR THE 2 YEARS ENDING MARCH 1981

The rate of promotioriS for the various groups 'vas_ compared with their pereent-
age of the working-Population at various grad. levels according to the Great Lakes
Program Center's Work Force Profile for_Fisal Year 1980 Affirmative Action Plait;

Several very disturbing trends were_ oted:
1. Although iieri-iiiitiority males occupy_ 2t$.1 percent of the positions at the GS8

level and 28 9 percent of the positionsot_the GS9 level, their rate of promotions to
or competitive reassignment to GS9 positions is 3 disproportionately large 37 per-

cent.
2. Aft-hough non-minority females occupy 22 percent of-positions at the 058 level

and 22.5 percent of positions_ at the GS!) level, their rate of promotion or competitive
reassignment at the GS9leyeLis a disproportionately high 35-percent _

3. Alth,itigh non-minority males occupy 28.9-percent of GS9 positions;_they re-
ceiVed 41 percent _of the promotions to the 0510 level, a level including entry
supervisory positions,

1. Non-minority females, occupying 22 5 k)excerit of pcsitions at the GS9 level,
received 35 percent of the promotions to the t.S10 level. _

5: Non-Minorities, both male and female, occupy 514 percent of the GS9 positions.
They received 71- percent of the promotions to the GS10

6: Similarly, non-minority males occupy .16.:3 percent of GS_10_positions and non-
minority leimiles occupy 26,1 percent of positions at this level. _Yet, non-minorities
received 78 percent of the-promotions to the GS 11 level. Most of these promotions
were to Assistant Module Manager, for which GS 9 and GS 10 employees are in the
area of consideration.

7. Blacks occupy 48-Pei-Cent Of GS 8 positions_;. 4 percent_ are males-and-44 percent
are females. OnlY 211-percent of proraotees to GS 9 were black females, and ;6
percent were black males.

_8. llisplinics iic..,upy a very ineagerIL8 percent of GS 8 positions. They received 0.6
perceat of prornotionS to GS 9 positions.

9. Native received_06 percent of promotions to GS 9.-

10. Asian occupy a meager 9,3 percent of positions at-the GS 8 ilvel and
Asian fenialeS ottupy ti _meage_r_0,8 percent of GS 8 positions. Asians recei:cd only
ILI; percent of the promotions to GS 9 levels._

11. Minorities le; a whole_occupy 47 percent of-GS 8 positions. They received only
29 pet-to/it of promotions to the GS 9 level. 27.44 percent were females and 1.4

percent were males.
12. Although black males occupy 5.4 percent of GS 9 positions and black females

occupy 11.7 percent _of GS 9 positions, black females received only 18 percent of the
promotions to the GS 10 level. There were-no black male_proinotees-

1:1: Hispanic males occupy a meager 0.5 peicent of GS 9 positions and Hispanic
females a meover 0.5 percent. Only Ih 06 percent of premotees to the GS i0 positions

were Hispanic._
14: Asian females occupy 0.5 percent of positions at_the_GS 9 level. There are no

Asian males at this level, and there were no Asian promotees_to the GS 10 1eVel.
15: Minorities as a whole occupy 48:5 pertent of GS__9 level positions. They

tereiv_ed_only 24 percent of the promotions to the GS 10 level. All of these promotees
were female.

16 Only 37.4 percent of incumbents of the GS 10 _positions were minorities:
_17 Although black males-Oecupy 4.8 percent of_GS 10 positions and 5.4 percent -of

GS 9 positions, and black ieniiiles occupy :11.3 percent of GS 10 positions and 41,7
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percent of GS 9 positions, only 22 percent of promotees to GS 11 positions were
black, 18 percent female and 4 percent male.

18. Non-minority females occupy 26.9 percent of positions at the GS 12 level, but
they received only 14 percent of the promotions to the GS 13 level.

19. The great bulk of promotions received by minorities is at the GS 7 level and
below,

20. Black mai& are poorly represented at all levels.

Gongres.sman Auc-usrus HAWKINS,
Subcommittee on Employment Opportunity,
Rayburn Building, Washington, D.C.

CLENE1F.AND WOMEN WORKING;
Cleveland; Ohio; June 24; 1981.

Avis

DEAR CONGRESSMAN HAWKINS: Enclosed please find Cleveland Women Working's
study of the affirmative action plans of the five-Major Cleveland banks along with
newspaper clippings about the progress of our Campaign to improve employment
conditions for women and minorities in Cleveland's banking industry. Wanda Flow-
ers. staff attorney for Working Women, a national association of -office workers
asked that we sent this information-to you ti: &e entered as part of the record in
your hearing on Friday, June 26, 1981 on- equal employment.

Cleveland Women Working's study of the banking industry in Cleveland found
widespread discrimination against women and minorities employed b Cleveland
banks. Women were often passedltbver for promotions irt favor of men w o were less
qualified. Many women trained males- for supervisory jobs while maki only $9,000
or $10;000 a year themselves. Women and minorities -were smith° laottom_of the
career and saWxy ladders inbanks_with little_or_no_hope for_advaneement- Very few
of the banks had any type of johilosting system-In_ addition _some women working
at_NationaLCity Bank of Cleveland full time were paid so little that they qualified
for food stamps.

Since Cleveland Women Working began our campaign to improve the banks and
the OFCCP began investigating the banks for affirmative action compliance, there
have been some improvements in the employment practices of major banks in
Cleveland. For example, Central National bank recently began a job posting pro-
gram. Continental Federal Savings and Loan Association paid $403,000 in back pay
to women and minority employees and committed $96,000 for training programs.
Many of the banks have raised pay for clerical and promoted more women into
management and supervisory positions.

These changes were long overdue and are welcome to the women and minorities
who work in the banking industry. Unfortunately, we believe many of these
changes are cosmetic only. Women and minorities are- still concentrated in the
lowest paying jobs with the least hope for advancement. Some of the banks_ still
have no job postings, one of the simplest ways of showing true commitment to equal
employment opportunity. National_CityBank instituted a_training program_ Conlon-
degreed_personnel but the highest level which they can attain is administrative
assistant.

Women in banking are still overwhelmingly under paid and kept in low prestige
jobs. And while there have been some deserving women promoted to positions of
supervisors or managers, the average women in management still earns less than
her male counterpart. For minorities this is even more prevalent.

It is vitally important that affirmative action regulations not bi dismantled.
When enforced-affirmative action does- work. companies change when required by
law to do so. But without strong enforcement, the changes will continue to be
superficial.

Si nce rely,
ANTOINETTE n PONZO,

CWW Staff

RAW SALARY DATA FOR 1976 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN OF SOCIETY NATIONAL BANK

Salary grade
Tea
male/ Male Sep ak Motonties
female

OfficiJls

!r1 4 4

3 3

,
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RAW SALARY DATA FOR 1976 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN OF SOCIETY NATIONAL.BAconned

Salary grade

IOW;
male/

_teat_
Male Fernele Minorities

10

9

8

7

5

11

6
8

5

11

6

a

6
25 24 1 1

5
30 28 2 4

4
28 27 1

3
23 20 3 .

2
12 6 6

1

1 1

Total..
156 143 15 5

Managers:
25

i 1

24
3 3

23
14 13 i

22
49 39 10 . 2

21
25 20 5 2

Total
92 76 16 5

Office _clerical: 1

10 .
15 14 1

9
35 17 18 4

8
45 21 24 1

7
27 10 11 -2

6
119 29 90 12

5
85 12 73 12

4
137 13 124 22

3
126 9 117 17

2
204 21 183 65

1

67 15 52 31

00
19 4 15 5

Total
879 165 714 182

33 0triceitiericai mates not counted in these tallies die to gammen Wm eras.

[From the Piaui Deifier, Feb. 4; 19811

BIAS FINDING ON CHICAGO BANK MAY APPLY HERE

(By Elizabeth Sullivan)

A_Labor Department administrative _law_judge has found that Chicago's third

largest bank discriminated against women and minority group ettiployees.
If the judge's ruling is approved by thesecretary of labor it would set &precedent

in_sex and race discrimination ewes_ in the banking industry that caul& affect

pending federal action againt National_City Bank and possibly other banks here.
National City officers declined comment yesterday.
Judge Rhea Burrow found Harris trust & Saving" Bank in Chicago guilty of

discriminating against women and minority group employees over a four year

period, and tentatively awarded $-122 million in back pay to past and present
employees discriminated against _and salaries and_promoticaiS.

Burrow also recommended that Harris That be barred from all fWeral business

until the back:PaY owner:4p are made and deficiencies in employment practices

corrected.
The bank- handles about $7 _million a day in Treasury Department depOsitS.

It is the first time an employment _discrimination case against_a_bank has gone

that far, In the peat, clues were settled or dropped before they reached an adminis-

trative law judge;
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The ruling followed_a coneplaint _issued in _December 1977 by the.1 Labor Dcipan-
ment _against_the _ban_k;_and_stemmed_from charges filed in 1974 by Women Em-
ploved, a group of Chlea_go office workers.___

Burrow said yestertlay that Ilarris Trust refused to provide documents needed. to
determine precisely the back-pav awards. If the ruling is upheld, he said, the Labor
Department will have the right to examine the documents and change its back-pay
demands.

BurroW said he bastici his decision on bank records showing men held all the top
jobs at I larris from 1974 through 1977, while women were clustered inlower-paying
jobs 'throughout all d4artments of the bank."

Ile said the number,pf affected employees varied depending on the year. 13y one
estimate. about 1,000 women and MI) minority-group members would be eligible For
back-pay awards if the reeling goes through.

President Reagan's -choice For labOr secretary,-Ray Donovan, a-New Jersey-con:
tractor. was confirmed by the Senate yesterday. He must approve Burrow's decisioh
for-ii To takteffect.-

h. hank-could-then appeal the-decision- through the courts. But once the finding
against it is confirmed, the-ban-k- will face- immediate -debarment from federal
business, according to Karin Pedrick, an equal opportunities specialist in the Labor
DepPrernent.

Department action_ against National City, Cleveland's second-largest bank, is still
in pre-trial stages. An. official complaint was issued last May against the bank;
charging it_diseriminated _against past and present women and minority group
employees. The bank and the government have since been scrimmaging over pre-
trial issues such as dociiment exchange:

Cleveland Women Working; the offic_e_w_o_rkersgrou_p_which_did_the original_1978
stud.. accusing Cleveland _bimks of sex_ and race sliscrirnination in employment

has_heeti named _a third-party in_Wvenor in the c_asR.
A Labor Department spokesman_yesterday said still pending are department cases

against Union Commerce and Central National banks here. However; meetings are
scheduled with representatives of both banks within the next two weeks that could
resolvcr.the government's criticisms of those banks' policies.

The department issued a show-cause notice against Union Commerce Aug. 24,
1979. signaling it helieved there were deficiencies in that bank's employment prac-
tices. A show-cause order was issued against Central National March 24, 1980.

A similar Labor Department case against AmeliTrust Co. was dropped about a
week eigo, the spokesman said. Although a show-cause -order had also been issued
against AmeriTrust. the department apparently decided it did not have a case
against that bank at this time.

!From the wall Street Journal. July 29 Issol

BIASED BANKS.' JOB Now:Ticks IN BANKING COME UNDER GREATER SCRUTINY

_The Labor Department's contracts- compliance office makes banks_ a top target for
tiffirrrialiVe action reviews. Of the 4?7 banks _investigated_ since October, 52 have
agreed tairnprove the hiring_ and promotion of women and minorities. The agency
accuses Clveland's National City Bank of discrimination. and may soon issue- -
similar complaints ,against two or more Ohio banks:

Activists- iilso_press;ure honks to remedy job_bias_Working Women. a coalition of
officer-worker groups in 12 cities. Launches_it drive_ against 50 banks. It already
claims victories, as several Boston_an_d Baltimore banks raise workers' salaries and
begin post ink notices of higber-level _job openings.

Unfazed by the spotlight, a banking-industry offical cites the quadrupling of
acumen and minorities in bank managerial jobs since 1970.

irlinn the American !tanker. May 2:t; 191)]

UNITED STATES FILES BIAS CHARGE ON OHIO BANK

IBy Suzanna M. Andrews)
WAsitist:ToNThe )il2,.:1 billion-deposit National-City Bank of Cleveland- stands- to

lose about billion- in Federal- contracts -if a -Labor Depakment -administrative
judge upholds a complaint filed this week charging the _bank has- violated Federal
employment standards for women and minorities. Ail administrative suit was filed
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against National City Bank, Ohio's third largest bank, by the department's Office of
Federtil COM Nict Complianc Programs.

The _govottinient _suit called_ for "the immediate feettiiiifition; and
Susperrsioe of all National City Bank's current government Contracts and subcon-
-ads: It .ilso recommendeti the_hzinks' debarment from Future government business.
- The Cleveland tails under, Fedel.al Equal Employinent Opportunity laws
litCause it is a Federal contractor. In 1979, it.handled a total cash flow of $1,5 billion
in-Federal tax deposits. --

lOWecer, National City's Federal deposit Insurance would not be cancelled under
the- terms of the complaint.

The Libor Department charged that National City discriminates against women
and in its hiring,_ promotion and wage- practices,--'rhe complaint also
Charged the Cleveland bank failed to develop an effective affirmative action pro-
gram-Tor women and minorities.

J.-Rtibert_Killpack, president of National City, said Thursday in i statement that
t he-Liibitr Deptittnient action was _unfounded,

titilik'S employment practices_are_not discriminatory. Hiring, promotions and
salarieS are based on standard criteria, namely education, experieriCe and perform-
ance without regard to race or sex: he said.

The hank pledged a "vigorous"_delense and expressed confidence that "When the
!acts are presented in an administrative hearing" it will be found "in fiill compli-
ance with the law;

itsviEw HKCIAN IN 1971i

Debra Rubin, a Libor Department spokesperson, said in an interview_ that the
OFC':-.'P begin) a compliance review of the bank's employment practices in late 1978.

She said that the office concluded its investigation into National City Bank last
July and; after informing the bank of its findings, iSSued a 30-day warning to the
batik; This notice asked the bank to remedy deficiencies -in- its affirmative action
plan or face further Federal proceedings, according to MS, Rubin;

She explained that when National' City denied those charges the government
instituted legal_proceedings which resulted in the administrative complaint
announced Thursday, (

It was understood that the bank has 20 daYS froin May M 1980; to agree_to_the
Charges or the complaint will be sent to an administrative law judge who_then will
hold heitingst The judge then will make a recommendation to the Secretary of
Labor; whose final decision could then be appealed in- the courts:

The legal proceedings could take "several years," Mg, Rubih salt She added_:that
National City could o_ptfor a settlement at any time whith would stop the hearings,

Ms. Rubin said the_goyernment would seek a settlement which would include a
requirement that the bank develop a program "for getting women -a nd minorities in
appropriate positions,"__

The government also could require the bank to reimburse current and -past
employees for wages they missed because of the bank's alleged discriminatory
practices, she added.

SI5 MILLION IN BACK PAY

It was estimated that back pay Which could be required_as part of a settlement
would amount to $15 million, but MS, Rubin 'said she_ could not confirm that

We feel there is practically no basis -for the back pay claims," Julian L. MCC-all,
chairman of National City, told shareholders Yak month,

Mr Killpack said Thursday that last summer National City participated in nego-
tiations_ with the OFCCP and "a number of points:_were resolved at that time."

"OFCCP officials for more -than six months did not -renew earlier discussiting--aS
promised and then, without further investigation; filed_a complaint," he said The
government's investigation of National_City coincided with charges filed with the
Libor Department by an interest group called Clevgland Women Working,-ThiS is
an affiliate of a national organization of women office workers called "Working
Women,"

In the fall of MS the group published a 90-page report criticizing the employ-
ment practices at National City and three other large Cleveland banks=Aineritrust,
Central National and Union Capnmerce.

CurrentlY, LabOr Department charges of employment discrimination are pending
against two bankSthe $619.3 million-sieposit National Bank of Gornmette San
Antonio, Teti., and $4.9 billion-deposit Harris Trust & Savings Bank, Chicago.
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The suit against the Texas bank is now before the Secretary of Labor. The
hearings -on the charges against Harris were completed last December: The results
are being reviewed by the administrative law judge.

Of all the banks under contract with the Federal government; 72 are currently
unsier_investigation by the OFCCP for possible discrimination in their employment
practices, she said

The Labor D_epartment_last year decided against _Uniroyal_Co. on similar charges
of violating Federal affirmative action standards, Ms. Rubin said.

[From the Wall Street Journal, May 23, 19801

NATIONAL CITY BANK OF CLEVELAND ACCUSED OF JOB DISCRIMINATION

WASHINGTON.The Labor Department charged National City Bank of Cleveland,
a unit of National City Corp., with discriminating against women and minorities.

In an administrative complaint, the agency alleged that job bias exists in such
areas as salary levels, selection procedures,_promotions, recruitment, placement and
training. An investigation by the department's Office of Federal Contract CoMpli-
ance Programs found that a sizable number of the bank's 1,400 women and 200
minority- members -were "suffering the present of past discrimination," said
Donald Elisberg, Aillistant-cretary for Employment Standards.

In Cleveland, National City Bank said the charges were totally "unfounded." It
pledged a "vigorous" defense and expressed- confidence that "when the facts are
presented in an administrative hearing" the bank will tie found "in full compliance
With -the law."

J. Robert Killpack, president, said the bank's hiring and promotion policies are
"based on standard criteria" such as education, experience and performance without
regard to race or sex.

The investigation grew out of complaints filed by Cleveland- Women Working, one
of 12 affiliates of Working Women, National Association- of Office Workers.

National City Bank has 20 days to settle the complaint or seek a hearing before
an administrative law judge. The hearing- officer could recommend that Labor
Secretary Ray Marshall bar the bank from future government business and cancel
existing contracts. In /979, the bank handled about $2.5 billion in federal taX
deposits; according to a department spokeswoman; it also issues and pays U.S.
Savings Bonds and notes.

An _administrative law judge also may recommend a back-pay award. The agen-
cy's initial investigation suggested bank employees and applicants could be due as
much as 115 million, the spokeswoman said: _"But we don t know. It may tveless,
depending on-the size of the affected class and how much back-pay they're entitled
to, she added.

In addition_ tna back-pay award, W_orking Women hopesto win _a revised_affirma-
tive-action program and postinging_of job openings for National City Bank employes,
said Ellen Caddedy, the groups program director.

National City bank is the third bank to be cited for allegedly violating a federal
executive order prohibiting employment bias by concerns doing government busi-
ness.

An administrative law judge has yet to issue a decision on charges against Harris
Bank & Trust Co. of Chicago. Another administrative law judge has urged Secretary
Marshall to take away U.S. deposits from National Bank of Commerce of San
Antonio, Texas, also accused of discrimination, according to the spokeswoman.

[From the Washington Star, May 1980]

UNITED STATES PROBING 72 BANKS FOR Joe DISCRIMINATION

(By Lance Gay)
The Labor Department is investigating employment practices at 72 banks as part

of a nationwide probe of job discrimination against blacks and women in the
banking industry
_ The Labor Department's Office_of Federal Contract_Complitince Programeyeater-
day_ filed_ an_ administrative complaint -against -the National City Bank -of
land the Mth_largest bank in_the nationAtcharges1 the bank with widespread and
pervasiyeumployment discrimination against_woknen_and_blacks.

A similar complaint against Harris Bank & Trust of Chicago --24th largest in the
nationis currently being processed by an administrative law judge.
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And a proceeiliiig iii tiiiist tt third bank, National Bank of Commerce of San

Antonio, Texas been affitined by an administrative law judge and is awaiting a
final decision by Label-- Secretary Ray Marshall.

Debra K. Ruben of the OFCCP said the banks could lose theit positions as federal

depositories if the complaints are upheld and Marshall:decides to debar them from

receiving government contracts;
Although federal insurance provisions on bank deposits would not be affected: the

Labor Department will forward any adverse findings to the banking regulatory

agencies, she added.
The_ banks fall into the jurisdiction of OFCCP the _agency which oversees tompli-

ance_by contractors with equal employment laws because banks act in-the role of a
federal contractor thretigh fedetal bank insurance_ benefits, as part of the federal

depository system and as iSaiiiiigagenth for U:S. savings bonds, she said
Ruben said that last year, the Cleveland bank handled about $1.5 billion in

- federal tax deposits.
The Cleveland bank is listed by federal officials has having $2.4 billion in total

depositsChicago's Harris had some $4:9 billion in deposits last year and the Safi
Antonio bank had $619 million in deposits.

National_w_omens' groups hetalded the Labor Department's action agiiinat the
Cleveland bank as a major biefikthrough_The group said that if the complaint is

upheld; the bank will have to pay up to $15 million to employees allegedly
Hated against.

J: Robert Kilipack, the bank president, denied the bank had engaged in employ-

meat _discrimination and called the complaint "unfounded!'
"When the facts are presented in an administrative hearing," he said, the bank

will be found in full compliance with the law."
Donald Elisburg, assistant labOt secretary for the employment standards adminia=

tititiAtt; said that his agency's 7 -year investigation found a substantial number of the

bank-'s employees "suffering the area-eat effects of past discrimination." The bank

haS-2,500 employees:
"The job__bitis in this bank appears to be traditional and deeply rooted," said

Eliabilit. "Despite equal employment opportunity gains women andminorities have

made elsewhere; existing discrimination has apparently held back-their progress at

this bank."Elisbnit said evidence of _job bias was found in such areas as_ salary levels,

selection procedures; promotions, recruitment, placement and training,_
At -a press- conference- coinciding with the Labor Department's announcement,

Gita Reid, a former bank employee; said that her firing -in -June 197$ sparked an
investigatitin by Cleveland Women Working Against National City_ Bank, Reid
charged that afie was fired_unfairly because she was interested in advancement

from head- tenet and "made th_e_rnistake of telling my-managet so;"

She said that AS a result of an investigation of conditions in the banking industry
in Cleveland, the department of_labor _also is investigating three other Cleveland
banksAmerittilat, Central National and Union Commerce.

_ .
[From the Cleveland Fres& Aug. It. 19511

NATIONAL CITY OWES WOMEN, MINORITIES MILLIONS, UNITED STATES SAYS

A Labor- Department -- official said _today_ that its finding of discrimination by
National City Bank Call for makeup payments involving millions of dollars to
women and minority employees:

"This amount is negetiable but oar_ findings are in this range," said Jay Sauls,
assistant regional administrator of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Pro-

grams in Chicagd
He disclosed that his agency also has issued findings involving discrimination

against Union Commerce Bank:
The hiring and promotion practice by Cleveland Trust Co: and Central National

Bank also are under review; but no_findings have been issued yet; Sauls_ said.

National City Bank PresidentJ, Robett Killpack acknowledged that the federal

agency has charged that back pay is due to women and minority employees, but

declined to disclose the amount._
We haYe -met with them to discuss their complaint Mit we felt these were

confidential discussions Killpack said_ "These are long, slow processes."
The federal office on July 16 -has set a 30-day deadline for Central National to

agree to correct alleged deficiencies but now the bank will be given additional time
because of a defect in the notification process, Sauls said.
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At Union Commerce Bank, Vice President Daniel Daugherty said it had just
received the federal notice of deficiencies involving women and minorities, and had
no comment until it was studied further.

Sauls said, "We are talking to National City Bank about having an active pro-
gram, not one that is put on a shelf, that will involve hiring, promotion and
accelerating training of women and minority employees.

"It deals with getting these people into their rightful place, and not only menial
positions."

Cleveland Women Working initiated the complaint against National City Bank,
charging it has failed to move women and minority employees into higher-paying
jobs.

From the Plain Dealer, July 31, 1979)

NATIONAL CITY BANK FACES DEADLINE

(By Jayne A. Thompson)
National City Bank, one of the most profitable bartksin _the nation; _h5 days to

improve its tiffirmative action policies toward women and minorities or face a
formal complaint by the U.S. Labor Department.

The Labor Department issued National City a "show-cause" notice July_16 after a
10.month investigation by equal opportunity specialists who reviewed the bank's
afarniative action plan, examined personnelrecords and interviewed em_p_loees.

The department warned National City that refusal to resolve the situation in 25
days could result in enforcement proceedings, which could mean a loss of federal
deposits.

Cleveland Women Working, a group advocating equal treatment for working
women, filed a formal-complaint last year with the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs IOFCCP) in Waphington.

The group charged Cleveland's second largest bank discriminates against women
and minorities.

"We are positive from our own research that there is widespread discrimination
there ;" said Helen Williams, director of Cleveland Women Working. "We knew if
the government investigated it, they would find it."

Theodore W; Jones; National City executive vice president, declined to discuss the
alJegations. A statement by the bank's public relations department said the Lalior .

Department's investigation was "superficial" and "inaccurate."
"It is_unfortunate that the OFCCP was unwilling to wait for a few days until the

bank provided a full response but instead elected to issue a shoW-cause notice," the
statement said.

The Labor Department's findings_were net_made public; Ms. Williams said: How-
ever, she said the "show-cause" notice may indicate the federal agency found
discrimination at the bank. \v.

Ms. Williams said 6fi percent of National City's employees _are _women and the
majority of them are in low-paying clerical positions-Women_are not encouraged to
enroll in management training programs, while men are, she said. -

From the Cleveland Press. July 31, 1979J

NATIONAL CITY BANK TOLD TO MOVE ON EQUAL RIGHTS

National City Bank has been ordered by the iJ.S -Lalxir Department to act within
30 days on equal opportunities for women and minority employees or face legal
action. Cleveland Women Working announced.

National City. Bank officials said they will respond to the findings by Aug.
The legal action could result in the bank losing federal deposits and-the right to

sell government bonds,
The women's group, representing office workers, brought a complaint against the

bank last year.
It charged that National City Bank discriminated against women and minorities

in hiring, pay, promotions and other practices
The Labor Department completed its investigation in April and submitted its

findings to the bank.
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!Front the Cleveland Presa; Jan. 12, 1979]

Two sits HERE PROBED, SEX BIAS IS CHARGED

(By -Peter Almond)

A senior feral official has heard directly from women- in Cleveland about

alleged discri ate* practices of two city banks, National City and Union Corn-

merce.
The .banka ai =under investigation by the U.S. Labor Departmenes_ Office of

Federal Ccnitract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) for alleged discrimination against r.

women and minority employees,
Lait- night at Old Stone Church; Jay F. Smile, assistant regional director of

OFCCP'a Region 5 in Chicago, attended a meeting of Cleveland Women Working
and received scores of confidential reports of discrimination from women employees
of the two banks: Cleveland Women Working has been compiling information on
such complaints; __

Satils said his office has already received four written complaints about the two"
banks; prompted in large part by Cleveland Women Working; which last year
produced a detailed report on alleged distririnifiation at Cleveland's five largest
banks.

The OFCCP has begun inspections Of the banks; although Sauls would not diclose

what has been found.
One woman who alleged discrimination last night_ was Geta Reid, who told the

group oiabout 60 women that she was fired by National City last June for "insub-

ordination."
The firing came' within hours after a minor incident and without recourse of

aPPeal;_ even though she had never had a bad review after 2 years' employment at
the bank, she said.

It came, she said, after she had written_a_letter to a superior requesting a more
responsible job for which she said she - was - qualified.

Other women Made general complaints that banks do not post job opportunity
openings available to women, that despite an average 63 percent female employ-

ment ratio in -banks here, only 3 percent of the managerial jobs are filled by women.
Cleveland Women Working has made a particular target of National City; partly,

it claims, becinise the bank is-one of the most profitable in the touritry and_ may be

termed a national trend setter. Last month the organization gave the bank its
"Scrooge of the Year" award,

Sauls- told The Press that_ the OFCCP is very interested in Cleveland's bank

discrithination reports. The_banking industry, he aaid, has been targeted nationally
becauSe of the large number of complaints from women employees. _

He said tourt actionis currently underway against the. Harris- Trust of Chicago

because Of discrimination; -and he said an agreeinent has been_ reached with Chase

Manhattan Bank of New York to establish satisfactory affirmative action programs.

[From the Cleveland Preas, bee. 26, 1978]

WOMEN WORKING PICK "SCROOGE OF THE YEAR"

National City Bank has received the "Bcrobge of the Year" award, but not from

Major Kucinich _

The dubious distinction was bestowad upon the bank_ by Cleveland Women Work-

ing at the baffles headquarters at 623 Euclid Av%; "for_its-miserliness with its
female and minority employers," according to Carol Kurtz and Helen Williams of

CWW.
A mime dressed as Ebeneezer Scrooge distributed gifts_tobank employees-wbile a

delegation _of CWW members tried to ascent to the bank's executive offices to

present She award and a Christmas "gift list" for employees to Claude Blair,
chairmen of the board.

Scunty officers, however, would allow only_one representative ef CWW ,-but no

members of the press-into the executive_ precincts, according to Ms. Williams.

CWW member Carol Kurtz was invested with the mission of presenting the award
and list to Blair. Blair, however, was notin. Accepting the award for Blair was his
secretary, who told Ms. Kurtz that_the chairman wall on his way to the airport.

The gift list asks the following:_the posting Of all job opening% pay _increases,

training programs for women ancLrnembers of minority groups, and promotions and

career counseling for women and minority-grouP',amployees.
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"We know of women who have worked full-time for National City for several
years who are the sole _support' of their children and make so little money they,
qualify for food stamps. This is deplorable treatment from a bank which boasts of the
highest profits of any such institution in the U.S.," said Ms. Kurtz.

National City and Union Commerce Banks are being investigated by the U.S
Labor Department for alleged discrimination against employees who are women and
members of minority groups. The investigation was begun after a 90-page study of
working conditions at the banks was released by CWW last July.

National City was one of six banks that refused to refinance $14 million in loans
to the city. That refusal plunged the city into default last Friday.

National City was the first recipient of MVPs Scrooge Award. Ms. Williams said
CWW expects to present the award annually.

[From the Cleveland Press, Aug. 22, 1978j

UNION COMMERCE WARNED BY UNITED STATES ABOUT SEX Bias

Cleveland Women Working's campaign against Cleveland's five largest ranks for
alleged discrimination against women and minority employees,hzva brought about a
Warning against Union Commerce Bank from the federal government:

The US. Labor Departinent's Office' of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
notified the bank that its affirmative action plan did not meet- government require-
ments and if the deficiencies were not corrected further action would be taken
against it.

Cleveland Women Working _says Union_ Commerce,__if_it_ does not _correct the
deficiencies; must show cause why it is unable to do so, or face withdrawal of federal
deposits.

According to the erganization, which represents women office workers, such a
show-cause notice has been issued only twice before during compliance reviews of
U.S- banks.

The federal action came about one month after Cleveland Women Working pre-
sented the agency fivea 90-page report on employment practicea of the ve largeSt
banks_ here, claiming that women and minorities are at the bottom of the economic
ladder in the banks with small chance for significant advancement.

"Union Commerce Bank was by no means the.worst bank in terms of female and
minority employment," said Carol Kurtz, CWW staff person. "So we certainly
expect that more action will be forthcoming against other Cleveland banks."

[From the Plain Dealer. Aug. 22; 19781

.UNITED STATES ASKS UNION COMMERCE JOB DATA

(By Donald Sabath)
Union- Commene Bank -here has been told by the Department.of Labor to provide

more information on its affirmative action plan concerning the hiring of women and
minority groups.

The request was- issued -b' the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs in
Washington on July 31. This was in a "show cause" action.

Lyman H. Treadway, chairman, president and chief executive-said the_bank_has
, fulifilled all government requests and believes it conforms with the affirmative

action program.
"The government is only seeking additional_ information_from_our _p_rogram which

wills filed last May," said Treadway._ '_We kriow_we_are_following._the law."
The government allows_ 20 days_for _a corrective_ review of the affirmative action

plans or an _addition_to_th_e submitted plan-Federal officials said noncompliance
could_ result-in-withdrawal of all federal deposits.
__The government's action comes just a month after Cleveland Women Working
gave_the_ federal agency, a 90 -page report stating that Cleveland banks are short- ,

changing women and minorities.
The report charged that Cleveland's five -largest banks place-women-and minor-

ities at the bottom of the economic ladder with little opportunity for advancement.
Helen Williams, a spokesman for the group, said the request for more data from

Union Commerce, resulted from the report:-
"Cleveland Women Working. believes- that the main reason- Union Commerce

Bank was singled out as the first Cleveland bank to receive a 'show cause' notice
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may be because they Simply failed to use the proper_ categories to report employe
information and failed Co supply proper-salary data to the government," she said.

Carol Kurtz, zi staffer at Cleveland Women Working; said: ,"Union Commerce
Bank was by no means the worst banktn terms of female and minority employment
in our study, so we certainly expect that more action will be forthcoming against
other Cleveland banks as the federal compliance office continues its investigation."

t'readway said the complizince office was "working; With old information.-_
-This is just a misunderstanding, as the reports have been transferred from the

Treasury to the Labor Department. We have not been criticized, but the govern-
iSjust seeking more information" he added:

CleVeland Women Working represents office workers trying to win fait and equal
treatment ler working women.

From the ('/;eland Feb. 1I), 197S1

SEX BIAS CHARGED Al' Bto BANKS

By Mary Swindell)

An organizzition of Cleveland working women is trying to prod the U.& Treasury
Depzikment to force local banks to live _up to their affirmative action_ pledges.

-After meeting with a delegation from Cleveland Women Working; Harold Lig,
Ohs, director of the Cleveland Office of-Federal Contract_Compliance here; agreed
to forward information on allege sex. and race discrimmatinn in Cleveland banks to
the OF'CC in _Chicago _and national headquarters in Washington; D.C.

"The Treasury Department has its own contract compliance department which is
SugigitiSed to review- the affirmative action__plans_of financial institutions:. But Tr_etTs,
ury reviews only 5- percent of those plans a year," said Cathy Tombow, a CWW
member who-met with Liggens. _

Using the Fieedom_of Information Act,_CWW in_1976 obtained from the TreciStiry
Department- copies- of the affirthative action plans -ofthe five largest local bankS,
Ms. Tombow said. They are Cetittal _National; Cleveland Trust, Nation-al City, Soci-
ety National and Union Commerce Banks.

One bank's affirmative action plan contained no statistics_ on the number of'
women and members of the minority groups it employs 'or what_iobs they hold.

But CWW culled these statistics from the affirmative action plans of the other
four hanks:

Of the 8;183: people they_employ, over 5,1101), or two - thirds;- are women. Women
comprise 16.1 percent of bank officials and managers, men 83.6 percent. Women are
21.7 percent of professionals, men 78.3 percent. The vast majority of women employ!
ees-86.6 percentare clerical and office workers while men Comprise 13 percent of
this category.

BUt there is discrimination against women even in the managerial- ategory which
claims 16.5 percent of female bank employees, Ms. Tombow said Women in that
category are likely to be administrative assistants, assistant managers or head
tellers, While the hieii hold down the prestigous departments such as loans and trust
or international bankihg, she said. _

The CWW StirVey of the plans also found_ widespread discrimination_aginost
women in manage/bent training programs and electronic data processing work.

In two of the bithicS, leSS than 2 percent of the officer and manager positions were
filled by black men and the employment of black womenin_those categories was so
low that it could not be reported statistically; the CWW study said

Liggens.said that the Treasury Department has conducted compliance reviews of
the leading financial institutions here.

"Treasury says they find the banks in compliance (with federal equal employment
regulations/. The women say they're not in compliance. There's the conflict," Lig-
getis said:

"We're not questioning the fact that Treasury has conducted reviews, said Ms.

Tonititiw: "We're questioningthe-_reyiews themsel-yes.
For instance; Treasury _approved the 1971 affirmative_actioh plan of one bank

and it's the very bank that didn't even supply any statistics on the women and
minorities it employs;" she said.
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IFrotn the Cleveland Press. Dec. 2. 19771

WOMEN IN BANKING ,HERE HOLD FEW OF THE TOP JOBS

(By Rusty Brown)
Women in Cleveland's banking industry are being short-changed, members of

Cleveland Women Working (CWW) believe.
_ They have been collecting _data and distributing questionnaires to banking person-
nel here the past few months.

CWW_research on women_bank workers has revealed the_following:.
Two-thirds of the 15,00(1 employeeaia Cleveland banks_ are woznen_with an aver

age salary of $6,137. Ninety percent of women in banking make less than $10,000 a
year.

Women hold 85 percent of the lower-paying clerical jobs and only 16 percent of
the higher-paying managerial jobs.

Salary differences exist between men aud women holding identical jobs. For
example, some female tellers earn $2,229 less per year than male tellers.

Kathy Tombow, associated director of CWW, says questionnaires also revealed
that women in banking have a difficult time cracking the men-only management
training program. ,

At Ohio Savings Association, she says, 1976 figures showed that 68 percent of the
new male employees with college degrees, but no work experience, went into Man-
agement Training programs. None of the female applicants with similar back-
grounds were hired as management trainees.

This information appeared in a charge against Ohio Savings Association filed by
CWW with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

EEOC investigated the charge and concluded in a statement last August that at
Ohio Savings, "there is reasonable cause to believe women are not provided compa-
rable trnining opportunities for advancement to supervisory and management jobs
equal to those males receive."

Since then, EEOC, CWW and Ohio Savings ASSociation have been in conciliation
to'correct inequities.

Another key issue for womem in-banking in Cleveland concerns job description&
"The women surveyed," says CWW Director Helen Williams "tell us there's a lack of
information about what qualifies a person For different jobs.

"If official job descriptions were made more available, they feel more women
would find themselves eligible."

Cleveland Women Working hopes to interest federal equal rights agencies and the
U.S. Treasury Department in investigating the banking situation here.

CWW is a -two -year old organization of women office workers concerned about
problems on their jobs. Their headquarters is at 1258 Euclid Ave.
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Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry
Lio SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE; CHICAGO: ILLINOIS 60602 786 -MI

WILLIAM A. Puicr
DiRe ott, oovr Off Mt .4, .

October 12, 1981

Mr;_Edward Cooke
Staff Counsel
Employment Opportunities Subcommittee
House Education and Labor Committee
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Cooke:

The comments submitted to your Committee concerning
the EEOC and the OFCCP may have been submitted in
improper form. A correct and full copy is attached4
My apologies for any inconvenience that may have
been caused by the possibly incorrect submission.

Cordially;

William A. Price
Director, Governmental Affairs

WAPcjam
Enclosure
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CHICAGO ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

August II. 1981

Ar. EdWard Choke
baployaant Opportunities Sub-Ccranittee
Horse Education and-Iabdr IMMalttee
2I8I_Bayalth Nouse Office Building
ahahingtun, D.C. 20515

Dew Mc. Cooke,

I heve_ahCIOnid the Chicalo Association of Calvert° and Induatry's

Camerae an the Office of Federal Contract Clompliance Prograle.

The indlaietlamments_skPreeely reaffirms C.A.C.I. support of EgUil

Bcploynant Opportunity and the concept.of AffEhaitive_Action._
°moments directed_at_thaJCIFOCP_propmed regUletiona are to further our

Pnaitidn-and focus an supporting and 31415Kating Changes to redUCC the

compliance burden an governaent contridtatil.

Thank -you for yopx time, and if we can be of any further_aasiitence to

you, please ccotact Bill Price, DItilder, Cover mantel Affairs, CACI.

Sincerely,

Chief Executive- Officer
Chic7ago_Ailiandiaticn of

0:coerce and Industry

130 301-FH MICHIGAN AVENUE CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60603 TELEPHONE SIB/TWO' I I
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CHICAGO ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

CH

141Y1 P13

FEDE tigp 4Au GAMS

Samuel R. Mitchell
Chief Executive Officer

Edward B. Miller, Chairman
CACI Labor-Management Relation Committee

Dana Green,
Chairman, CACI EEO Subcommittee

-William A.-Price,
Director, Governmenta/ Affairs Division

Staff Contact: William a. Price (312) 786-0111 ext. 230

130 SOrTII MICHIGAN AVENUE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60603 TELEPHONE 31V786-0111
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The Chicago Association of Commerce and
Industry (CACI) appreciates the -op-

portunity to comment provided by this forum. CACI is a voluntary organizttiOn

of business and professional leaders
working together to promote the commercial

and industrial growth of Metropolitan Chicago and to foster Civic improvements

thit benefit the general welfare of all
who live And WOrk in the area. CACI is

in its 77th year of operation as the
principal representative of the Chicago

area business and industrial community and represents 6500 business and 1600

_ .

individual members, who employ over 1.2 million workers.

CACI POSITION RE: THE EEOC

The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commissirdi is; and clearly should be, the

agency primarily concerned with the enforcement of the anti-discrimination

laws. It has statutory authority, experience
and expertise with regard to

complaint processing; Conciliation and
litigation of claims Of past and present

discrimination by employers. CACI believes the EEOC'd role in this area- should

be enhanced by removing such activities
from other less experienced agencies and

concentrating them at the EEOC. However, certain modifications of the EEOC't

stance toward case processing are needed to make it more effective.

Additionally, EEOC's guidelines in the areas of testing and sexual harassment,

and prospective guidelines on job
evaluation systedi must be re-examined because

Of their overly broad and unduly burdensome nature. Finally, the EEOC must re-

evaluate its position with regard to the economically enviable "comparable

worth" theory.



I. EEOC CASE PROCESSING
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Significant improvements in case processing have been made at the EEOC in

the last several years. These improvements occurred due to institution of

the Rapid Charge Processing System. The system concentrates the efforts of

the field offices on the speedy investigation and resolution, by mutual

settlement, if possible, of the individual harm alleged by a party charging

discrimination. Cases of "class" or "systemic" discrimination generally

must be referred to EEOC Headquarters for consideration and processing, or

may, in certain defined instances, be handled by field offices under the

Early Litigation Identification program. For a period of time, this system

was operating with a high degree of success to eliminate EEOC's tremendous

,-J
charge backlog..

EEOC's existing backlog was; due to its treatment of each charge as a

"class" charge requiring A time-consuming, wide-ranging investigation.

Rapid Charge Processihg was designed to eliminate such unwarranted

expassion of individual charges by making "class" investigations subject

to prior review; by EEOC Headquarters in most cases. Unfortunately; EEOC

field offices seem to be returning to their old case processing methods,

and, are again utilizing many individual charges as vehicles to launch broad

"class" investigations. As a result, it is possible thatEEOC will be

saddled with_a new large backlog of cases.
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Adding to a backlog is the EEOC't assertion of jurisdiction over
cases that.

are 'clearly For unfathomable reasons, in light of its current

probliffii in keeping up with the flood of charges, the EECC has deliberately

misinterpreted the Supreme Court's holding in Mohasco v. Sillier; 100 S.Ct.

2486 (1980)i and has taken the position, in Interim Procedural Regulations,

45 Fed. Reg. 81039, (December 9, 1980); that a charge is timely filed

within 300 days in states with deferral-agencies, even if no charge was

timely filed with that deferral agency. Thus, if one lives in a state with

a deferral agency; one has 300 days to make an initial charge Of

diterithination under Federal law; if one has the misfortune to reside in a

state without such an agency, one is limited to the Statutory 180 days.

The absurd and unfair result of this position is a fluctuating limitations

period in Title VII eases; 4 flood of litigation seems certain to result

from this CEOC position.

An important criticism directed at the Rapid Charge Processing system is of

the extremely heavy pressure placed upon respondents to settle cases - even

clearly non-meritorious cases: This pressure apparently exists due to the

MC's evaIUttiOh of the performance of case processing personnel On the

beSiS Of the number of charges quickl set:led, rather than charges

appropriately resolved.
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The problems can be rectified easily; through a set of internal directives

to the field offices. These directives should emphasize that the

appropriate resolution of cases, rather than "getting the Charging Party

something" will be rewarded and that plainly non-meritorious cases be

dismissed without a lengthy investigation or conciliation process;.

recall the goals and methods of Rapid Charge Processing, including face-to-

fade feet finding; to field paraariadI; and place decisions regarding the

pursuit of "class" investigations where they belong - at the EEOC National

Headquarters; and should withdraw the timeliness regulations -asserting
, ..

jurisdiction where case law and its own statute would find none.

II. EEOC.GUIDELINES

The technical activities of the EEOC in issuing guidelines in several areas

of Title VII law requires closer analysis. Testing and job evaluation

systems have been areas of continuing concern to the EEOC. The Uniform

Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, 29 C.P.A. Part 1607 ('I978),

were jointly promulgated, after much delay, by EEOC and other agencies.

The intent of the Guidelines was, or should have been, to assist employers

in designing legally permissible, yet effective, testing procedures. In

fact, the Guidelines have produced a virtual moratorium nn_testing due to

their complexity and the extreme difficulty of "validating" tests as

nondiscriminatory under the Guidelines. This esulP. is in part due to the

EEOC's failure adequately to consider or respond to professional and public

C, 235
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critICIsai Of the Guidelines before their adoption. Schlei E. Grossman,

Employment Discrimination taw, 1131 Supplement, 31-31 (1974. CACI

recommends that the Uniform Guidelines be reopened for comment and modified

to embody advances in testing theory that have occurred in the past several

years. New Guidelines should be directed toward a practical result which

allows for the reasonable use of testing.

r

Closelytallied with EEOC's assault on testing is its antipathy to generally

accepted job evaluation systems. EEOC has commissioned a study of such

systems by the National Academy of Sciences. The preliminary study report

suggested that all evaluation systems are inherently biased, and indicated

that NAS was attempting to draft-a non-biased job evaluation system which

Would replace the present systems. Although it is long overdue, no final

report has been issued.

CACI believes that the study of job evaluation procedures should be halted,

unless a significant commitment to utilize the services of experienced

professionals in this field is made. Otherwise, like testing, employers

may be faced with virtual elimination, through EEOC Guidelines; of

evaluation syst_ms which have been in place and working well for decades.

and which have not been adjudged to be discriminatory.

5
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We note that the EEOC's Sexual Harassment Guidelines, 29 CFR Pert 1604;11

(1980) also have been the subject of vigorous public debate and

examination. We agree that some modified form of these Guidelines should

be issued in an effort to alert employers and employees to the legal and

moral responsibility to provide a workplace free of sexual coercion.

However, the Guidelines' attempted imposition of strict vicarious

liability upon-employers for the acts, of the public, other employeea'and

supervisors; should be eliminated. Strict liability should be replaced

with a standard that gives -an_employer a chance to remedy instances of

harassment which are brought to its attention, Additionally, .the vague,

personally subjective definition of sexual harassment ("unWelcomelsexual

advances") should be replaced with clearer and more objective language.

III. EEOC POSITION ON "COMPARABLE WORTH"

"Comparable worth," a concept which focuses on the comparison of jobs

across, rather than within, occupations has been another subject of recent

EEOC scrutiny. Past statements of EEOC personnel have indicated a ready

acceptance of comparable worth as a tool to eliminate- perceived inequities

in the job market. Sex discrimination has been the primary-focus of

proponents-of the theory, but it conceivably could be utilized in other

areas_of discrimination. The Supreme Court recently declined to adopt the

"comparable worth" theory in Gunther v. County of Washington;

S.Ct. (1981). However; it is likely

. that this one Supreme Court decision will not'be entirely diapositive of

this controversial theory.
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__L

There can be little doubt of the resuIti Ofapplication of the comparable

worth theory to employers by EEOC: Application of the theory would require

pervasive entry of the Government into the salary-setting process of all

private buSinaSSat; to the extent of there bring one "right" way to

establish Salaries. Even if such intrusion were practically possible; the

Ultimate result would be replacing the judgment of business with the

judgment of government bureaucrati.

Obviously, such an intrusion of Government into' the private employment is

undesirable. CACI Suggests that EEOC adopt a construction of TitIe VII

that iejects the "comparable worth" theory. EEOC Could thUS declare;

lawfully and with judicial precedent such as Lemons V: City and County of

Denver, 620 F.2d 228, (10th Cir..1986; that "comparable wort"h" neither

a legally sound theory nor one which could be feasibly administered as a

regulatory measure: That position would be in full consensus with the

Supreme Court's holding in Guuthe,., and would not preclude the EEOC from.

seeking redress in cases of intentional wage discrimination o1 the type

alleged to have existed in Gunther.

7
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CACI POSITION RE: THE OFCCP

The memberahipof CACI endorses and supports the original coucept of iffirMa-

tive action. No argument can be made that those who benefit froh deihg buai-

fidit with the government should not take affirmative action, i;e. make extra
_

effort - to ensure their employment practices afford equal accesw and equal'

opportunity to all. We believe that ensuring equal opportunity was the

intended purpose'Of the concept o1 affirmative action, and we believe that.a

return to that original purpose is sorely needed.

Originally, there was a vision of American business seeking to provide equal

employment opportunities to all of our nation's diverse population. The OFCCP

has obscured that vision, leaving frustrations and resentment on all'sides.

The OFCCPoin its practices and by its regulations, has turned from a role of

fostering progress in equal employment opportunities to that of enforcing a.

runaway bureideritic nightmare. It has defined its own authority, beeoilificilin

exponent Of theories of discrimination far beyond the Congresiiedialy undated

bounds of the Civil Rights Act.



CACI elidories-a _return-to- the-original-- objective-of-Affirmative-Action by a

revised Executive Order that would reiffirm-asommitment to encouraging and

assisting prospective affirmative employment effects: In the alternalvel-----

CACI would support major changes to current regulations implementing the

Executive Order.

I. THE-- ADMINISTRATION OF 246 HAS

UNDERMINED ITS-PURPOSE-AND-UNDERLYING OJECTIVES

The regulations issued pursuant to Executive Order 11246; and the enforce-

ment practices of.the Office of,Federal Contract Compliance Programs, .

have corrupted; the original intent and purpose. of the Order. The Order

was promulgated to ensure that government contractors would make special -

efforts to provide equal employment opportunity. OFCCP instead his

imposed a requirement of equal emPloyment results. -1t-hai exceeded its

charter and authority, and has imposed back-pay liability and-other _),/

remedial relief upon contractors whose work forces do not reflect the/

OFCCP'S:expected Statistical results. Actual opportunities available and

esipIoyer progress in increasing the employment of minorities and women,

are ignored: OFCCP has imposed: upon government contractors a maze of

detailed statistically-oriented Affirmative Actien Program requirements,

and turned the Affirmative Action process into a harassing "numbers

game."
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A. THE_IMPOSITION_OFLBACK=PATIANDATHER-REMEDIKL-RELIEFAS-
UNAUTHORIZED AND DUPLICATIVE OF OTHER AGENCIES' ACTIVITIES

Millions of dollars in back-pay have been paid by contractors.

These payments haVe been compelled by the desire to avoid the costly,

prolonged adMinistrative process. Absent access to judicial review

---or-any other prompt remedy for unreasonable adMinistrative action;

employers have chosen the lest costly alternative of nonresistance:

However, no authoritative judicial precedent exists determining that

OFCCP is authorized to require back-pay, and the position that

back-pay is-nor-authorized-has been compellingly briefed.'

In addition to its batk-pay demands, OFCCP has sought other remedies

from contractors similarto those imposed only after judicial findings

of discrimination. But OFCCP refuses to. recognize Supreme Court

decisions defining standards to be utilized in determining the exis-

tence of discrimination. OFCCP contends such decisions, which

generally interpret Title VII, are not applicable to its aidministrs-

tied of the Executive Order program. In reality, OFCCP adopts those

decisions it' considers "helpful" to its Mission, while rejecting

"'unfavorable" decisions. Thus government contractors are subjected

to penalties based on OFCCP's often vacillating views of its mandate,

without the safeguards of judical decisions or procedural standards

defining the limits of liability for discrimination.

O.

'See attached portions from Brief of Defendant Harris Trust and Savings
Bank and the Brief Amicus Curiae of the Equal Employment Advisory.Council
in United States Department of the Treasury v, Harris Trust and Savings
Bank at Appendix II.

-10-
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-OFCCP's emphasia-upon 'remediei-dormally
provided by judicial.decrees

duplicates the efforts of the EEOC and hundreds of local Fair EMploy-

went agencies:
This multiplicity of parallel enforced-Alit activities

increases the cost of doing business with the Federalgovernment

unnecessarily. At the same time this duplicating emphasis on rectify-
:,

ing past discrimination detrieti
frog special efforts:to open addi-

tional opportunities to the protected cl . OFCCP authority

should complement other enforcement efforts rather than dupIicite

theii. ThAt authority should be limited to debarmedt when effdrts to

enhance available opportunities for the protected cl a have not

_ been made.

.
COMPLIANCE WITH EXECUTIVE ORDER 11246HAS-BECOME

A BURDENSOME, HARASSING "NUMBERS GAME"

The iM#Otition by OFCCP of complex and sometidei ibturd requirements

fOr the development of
specific-unieriCal goals, and its reviews of

contractor compliance, are the focus Of cost government contractors

resentment ant/frustratiod. The Agency's Equal Opportunity.Specal-

ists are notorious for their prosecutorial attitudes and unwilIidg-

ness to allow for any flexibility even when the facts show a compel -;

ling deed for departing from rigid, mathematicil fOrAUlaa. This

approach is encountered with such
regularity that federal contractors

have come to believe that the OFCCP has instructed each of its

investigators: (ai to assume every company to be discriminating,

and (b) not to let the contractor dispel that image by confusing the
e.

investigator with the facts.
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4 Abuses in the compliance process abound, and are-a sad indication of

how far from the concept of Affirmative Action we have strayed. A

real opportunity for improving employment opportunities for women

and minorities has been lost thrOUgh inept and arbitrary administra-

tion. OFCCP effort is directed toward finding contractors guilty of

violating its regulations. As a result, contractor effort is,directed

toward emerging from reviews as little scathed as possible. Under

Such inflexible And seemingly hostile requirements the "affirmative"

has been lost.

CACI does not believe the whole of American business to be so ill-

intentioned and so recalcitrant as to call for the tactics OFCCP has

adopted. The OFCCP is training a generation of businesses in every-

thing about how to comply with the minutiae of repressive regulation

and nothing about the social good that was affirmative actin-WT-1TM.

II. ATTERNATIVEAFPROACHES_TO ACHIEVING EXECUTIVE
ORDER 11246 OBJECTIVES

CACI recommends putting the "Affirmative" back into the concept of Affirm-

ative Action. Equal employment law enforcement -- the punitive side of

the country's equal employment policy -- should be left to the EEOC; the

various state and local agencies which have "deferral status," and the

private litigants contemplated as "private attorneys general" by the

Civil Rights Act of 1964.

-12-
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A new Executive Order and the staff chosen to impleient it Should aim at

being constructive, educational, helpful -- the affirmative concomitant

of national equal employment policy=

Its implementation should be selective -- concentrating on major govern-

sent contractors whose employment statistics evidence a substantial

shartfial in minority and/Or female employment.: The Executive Branch

should offer such employers aid, counsel, and affirmative suggestions.for

means by which progress toward AftieVeing equal employment opportunity

could be made. Such --Wide Should then be followed up by periodic

progress audits. If progress in the key segments of their work force

(Officiali and Managers, Professionals, Technician4,-ind-thi-ether care-

gorina designated in the EEO-I reports) ii made, then further counseling

should be voluntary with the contractor; If progress is not shown, then

inquiry should be made as to whether the affirmative suggestions previ-

ously made have been folleWid: If they have been followed, albeit without

success, it should be the task of the administrator to provide further

suggestions and beIP in achieving progress. Only if the suggestion* have

not beiii followed should there be reason to question whether the contractor

sit-6'11d continue to 1r,, qualified to do business with the government.

Thus, affirmative action can-be
reAtOredby_emphasizing the positive and

providing help and assistance to contractors on the aiiiiiition-that they_

want to provide equal opportunity -- not on what seers to be the current

assumption, i.e., that all government contractors want to Subvert equal

employment policy.

-13-
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Some progress toward a more rational and constructive program could also

be made by regulatory reform. Reform should be directed at developing

less specific, more open-minded approach, allowing for more flexibility

in the compliance process. Among specific reforms CACI urges are the

fol'owing:

A. ELIMINATION OF BACK7PAY REQUIREMENTS

Full relief, including back-pay and reinstatement, is available to

victims u' discriminatir proven under Title VII. The prosecutorial

and punitive stance invtived in assessing back-pay is counterproduc-

tive to what should be OFCCP's purpose of encouraging affirmative

efforts to increase employment opportunities. Accordingly; we

recommend revision of the regulations to eliminate any assessment of

back-pay.

B: ELIMINATION OF DUPLICATIVE COMPLAINT-PROCESSING ACTIVITY

The area of complaint-processing is truly one in which duplication

of effort has been rampant, in spite of "OFCCP-EEOC Memoranda of

Understanding" to the contrary. The Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission should be acknowledged as,the agency primarily respon-

Bible for discrimination complaint processing, as well as for eek-

ing relief for proven victims of discrimination. OFCCP should only

process complaints for which it is the sole source of relief. Such

Clear-cut nle assignmlent can only_aid OFCCP's return to its original

-14-
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purpose and will result in two agencies whose efforts are-somplcmen-

tary rather thin duplicative. The fact that contractors' actions

_ .

will be judged by a consistent standard, that of Title VII, will

also go far to alleviate businesses' current conitision and "double

jeopardy."

C. ELIMINATION OF BURDENSOME AND COUNTERPRODUCTIVE REQUIREMENTS

Without cataloging all of the individual regulations which are

burdensome, or counterproductive, CACI stpports the following reform

or relief:

A simplification of Affirmative Action Plan requirements;

current AAP requirements include a'Work force analysis by "job

groups;" an eight-factor availability analysis; a utiliiitinn

analyis, goal setting by job group and a number of other

analyses. All of this strongly suggests a thinly disguised

quota system. Affirmative Action Piing should; instead, be
3;0

oriented toward progress in achieving improvements in minority

and fiMiIe representation in each of the EEO-1 categories.

This can be done without the complex and arbitrary formulas

which now impose a heavy and well -nigh incomprehensible bureau-

cratic burden on contractors.

-15-
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2. An Increase in the threshold for Affirmative Action Plan prepar-

ation; the current $50,000 and 50-employee threshold subjects

many small contractors with little access to expertise and with

limited impact un the labor force, to an onerous paperwork

burden.

A less expansive definition of government contractor; under the

current OFCCP definitions, practically any business can be a

government contractor. Executive Order obligations are legally

justifiable as part of a government procurement program; asserted

coverage of businesses with only the most ephemeral relationship

to a government contract should end. OFCCP's position that all

of a contractor's facilities, subsidiaries, parent companies

and their facilities, including those unrelated to any govern-

ment contract; are subject to the Executive Order requirements

should be revised.

4. An elimination of, or increase in, the threshold, for pre-award

compliance reviews. Such reviews, consume an inordinate amount

of OFCCP resources, which could be hette'r utilized. If pre -

award reviews are to be retained at all; then such reviews

should be limited to very large contracts and contractors,

where a genuinely significant impact on government procurement

policies can justify the burden on the regulated industry.

-16-
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5. The elimination of
declarations of underntiIikation; contractors

should net he forcedikby virtue of doing business with the f

government; to publish statements increasing their exposure and

liability under Title VII:
lindeintilization, in any event;

should be concept which applies only when the disparity

between.the Inieber of
minorities and females in the category

and "availability" is
statistically and practically significant.

(See Firestone Tire and Rubber Cd: vk Marshall, 507 F. Supp.

1330 (E.D. Tex. 19013, attached:)

-17-
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Appendix I

Based on surveys of a sampling'of CACI members, our experience shows that:

1. The EEOC and the OFCCP engage in "legalized extortion" by threatening

to invoke their burdensome, investigatory procedures to force a company to

settle, regardless of the lack of merit in a given case. The following story was

typical of the experience:

"A fact-finding session, subsequent-za.Zphe_ filing of a _discrimination
complaint, was_ conducted_.__ The EEO Investigator indicated the_Cose might_be
settled if we agreed to reinstate the former employee. After the_proposal
was rejected by the Company, the Investigator thhn proposed that we pay the
equivalent of 3 months back pay to the complainant In order to -avoid -ttre
possibility of -an on -site investigation. This proposal was countered with
a,$200.00 offer by the Company which is still under consideration by the
complainant. In our view, this so-called fact - finding discussion amounted
to nothing more than an,attempt to practice legalized extortion on- the
'defendant Company regardless of the merits of the Company's positiOn."

Another company relayed:

... the AOC has taken a position of conciliate, or will investigate. For
example, in one case where there was clearly no merit to the complaint, the
[company! declined to enter into an "agreement" After threats made by the
investigator did not result in our signing, he stated he "d mark our file
that we were a recalcitrant employer...

AD.

An additional "extortionist" tactic frequently utilizepl by-the investigators is

in the form of outrageous, initial demands to "scare" the company into settling

the matter. One company told the CACI that the Agency had initially demanded a

$1,000,000 settlement. The case was eventually settled for less than one-tenth

of that amount. At another company, the OFCCP investigator demanded that all

female hourly employees be promoted to supervisory positions based only on their

seniority; regardless of ability.

2. The EEOC and the OFCCP subscribe to the belief that all companies arm

"guilty until proven innocent." And the agenc -es are very reluctant to accept

- any "proof" of a company's innocence, even when their own investigations reveal

no evidence of discrimination. The following story was typical.

-18-
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_

"A three.-day in -depth compliande
review was conducted at a Company plant.

In March, the Company received 44 official notification that the Company'

Affirmative Action Plan wai
acceptable unless, within 45 days it Was

disapproved by the OFCCP:

No notification Of disapproval was
received from the OFCCP Within the 45

days specified.. But then,_in June the same inspector advisedsthe-Company

that its facility been selected for a fcilloW-Up compliance_review

concerning the_existence of
effected Classes of Minorftles_and females at

the faCiIity. _When_the Company objected do the ground that the OFCCP had

net ditaperOved_of its Plan within the 45 -days; he said that he had been

"directed' by his superiors to go
badh_end.reke another review and to find

the effected classes of minorities end females. 1

The reply to the Company protest that it had already received a "cleati bill

of health," was:

"Through an error of_ omission we did not act on the affected class

matter dfiring our_earlier review. Although We could not_find_you in

non- compliance, for_not correcting an
affedted_classin_19--- we felt

We had a duty to_learn whether or
not in effected class_ existed and to

assist-you in mitigating any future damages -which might arise should

the affected class exist.
Your eiSertion_that _you were in compliance

With the, regulations at the tide, Is quite correct."

The agency proceeded to make a
finding_of_the existence of affected classes of

minorities and females and demanded that the Company sign a Co:id-illation

Agreement.

Another company had a similar experience:

"The_E.O.S._people from the OFCCP
indidated_whee_they left one of our

facilities after an audit, that We had a_good_plan and that they were

favorably impressed with the results at this facility. Three deyi

later, a letter was received that the AAP was not acceptable end the

Company had five days to Submit
en_acceptable plan, Plant people vete

also informed that these days were
'calendar days' and not business

days."

Several other COMpahies stated
that CFCCP audits And/or EEOC compliance invest-

igations had been conducted at their
facilitide pursuant to individual dhergee

and the auditing and
investigations revealed that there had been no didetiMina-

tiOn. Nevertheless, gettlement of the individual charge was still pursued.

3. The OFCCP end the tE0C frequently
conduct investigations pursuant to

.untimely charges Or complaints.

4. It it not uncommon for
As CPCCP to Conduct a desk-audit or on-set

reViegrat facilitieS where no government
Contract work is performed.
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S. Compliance with the OFCCP and EEOC regulations is extremely costly.

One company estimated that compliance costs 1.8 Million dollars per year.

6. InvestigStOi-i frequentIS, engage in questionable conduct, by asking

employees liading questions and revealing information supplied to them by the

company to the employees. One company learned that an EOS from the OFCCP had

tried to "stir up" the employees by asking them "wh y do you think theri is SO

much discrimination in this ccmpany1" Another company relayed that doting one

Equal Pay Act investigation, the EOS had divulged' confidential salary

information, by asking employees Such questions as "did you know was

making more money Clan you ...7"

7 Finally; the companies uniformly agree that the EEOC and OFCCP often

engage in "fishing expeditions" by requesting needless information unrelated to

the investigation, rather than limiting themselves to the matters at issue.
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APPENDIX II.

EXCERPT:FROM_THE
BRIEF OF DEFENDANT HARRIS TRUST AND

SAVINGS_BANK IN SUPPORT OF ITS
EXGEPTIONS_TO THE FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS

AND_RECOMMENDED DECISION OF.THE
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE IN_ _-

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

v. HARRI-S7R-UST AND SAVINGS BANK

Of Counsel:
VEDDER, PRICE KAUFMAN S_KAMMHOLZ

115 South_LaSalIe Street
Ch1cago,_IIIinois 60603
312/781-2200

Dated; May 1; 1981
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IV. A. The ExecutiV-E-Wdir Does Not Authorize
_Back Pay Relief

It is clear from the text of the Ordnr that 2tr purpose is not to redress

pat. it Of discrimination by providing retrospective remedies but rather to

require contractors to take prospective affirmative action. The sanctions

provided in the Order are commensurate with this purely prospective purpose.

Thus, Section 209(a) of the Order, the only provision prescribing sanctions,

sets forth a detailed list of sanctions that the Secretary may employ. These
_

ate: (!) publication Of the names of violators; (2) referral of violations to

the Department of Justice for enforcement; (3) referral of violations to the

EFac InA Department of Justice to institute proceedings under Title VII; (4)

recommends to the Department of Justice that criminal proceedings be instituted;

(5) cancellation, termination or suspension of existing contracts; and (6)

debarMent: There is no Mention of retrospective relief and it is uncontrovertible

that nowhere in the Order is the Secretary.of Labor authorized to seek retro-

spective remedies for alleged victims of discrimination. 7/

7/ As one commentator has stated:

'"Thi_fitSt three Safietieria underscore _the apparent inability
Of the Secretary to redress directly discrimination under the
Order. While regulations provide for various proceedings
before the OFCCP; the failure to comply with any orders issued
by_the Secretary may result merely in the cancellation o6 the
employer's contrace'Or in his debarment from further con-
tracting, which are the last two sanctions listed. To be /
sure, the cancellation of a profitable contract or the _

debarment of a contractor heavily dependent up09 federal
business may -be a substantial sanction, Howeve4 the
.imposition of such sanctions does_not directly addres
the acts of_ discrimination which have occurred. Absent
judicial action undertaken by other federal authorities,
the OFCCP and the Secretary must be content with the
Order's cancellation and debarment remedies."

Comment, "Executive Order No. 11246: Presidental Power to_Regulate
Employment Discrimination," 43 Ho.L.Rev. 451, 468,69 (1978). '56o
also Brody, "Congress, the President and_Federal EtlaI_EMpIelyment
Policymaking: A Problem in Separation of Powers," 60 Bos.U.L.Rev.
239 (1980):
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The Order makeS Clear that redress for alleged past acts of discrimination

must be obtained in judicial
proceedings and that only debarment-related

sanctions arc available against a
contractor for violation of the Order.

United States v. East Texas Motor
Freight System, 564 F.2d 179 (5th Fir,

1977)

B. There Is no BaSia for
Implying a mak Pay Sanction

Nor can authority to
award back pay be implied into the Order." Nothing

in Section 209(a) or any other
section of the Order grants the Secretary

discretion to add to the list cf available sanctions. Absent such authority;

the detailed exhaustive liZt Of available sanctions included
in the Order

precludes the implication of additional remedies. Springer V: Philippine

Islands, 277 U.S. 189 (1928); Rosing v. Secretary of HEW; 379 F.2d 189:

(9th Cir. 1967); Transamerica-Mortgage
Advisors; Inc. (TAIik)v-i

444 U.S: II (1979). As explained by the Supreme Court in TAMA:

"jilt is an elemental canon of statutory construction

that where a Statute
,expressly_ provides a partiCtilai

remedy or remedieS_;_a court_must
be chary of reading

others inic it
'When_astatute limits a thing to be

done in a_particular mode, it includes-the negative,

of any -other mode.' (Citations omitted:I" (444 U.S.

at 19-20)

This reasoning applies with
full force to Executive Order 11246. Feliciano

United States, 297 F.Supp. 1356; 1358-59 (D.P.R. 1969); United States v.

?ilgs2g. 190 F.Suppo. 696; 699 (D. Guam 1961).

Had the President intended to
authorize the OOVernment to seek redress

for past diadriMination
under the Order, he Would have done so expressly.

Instead, the provisions in
Section 209(a)(2) and (3) authorizing referral to

the EEOC or the Department of JOSticeizonfirm that
when the Secretary uncovers

: evidence of past
discrimination he is to refer the case to the other federal

-23-
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agencies to se,:nre relief for victims of that dlleged discrimination in

appropriate judicial proceedings under Title VII.

C. An fiord of Back Pay Cider. the Executive
Order Would Be Invalid As in Excess -of -

the PresidenCs Statutory and Constitutional
Antinoritvand-in Conflict with the UM of Congress

The foregoing discussion establishes that the PreSident did not authorize

the Secretary to seek back pay under the Order. Assuming, ixglifndo, that the

President had sought to grant the Secretary such authority, the attempted

authorization and any regulations issued pursuant thereto would nonetheless be

invalid as in excess of the President's statutory and constitntional authority

and as in conflict with the will of Congress. 6/

It is a fundamenval tenet of our governmental system .chat the President

may exercise Only such powers as are rooted in an affirmative grant of authority.

from Congress or from the Constitution. Youngstown Sheet & Tube

Co,_v Sawyer; 343 U.S. 5.79, 585 (1952); Chrysler Corp. v. Borwn, 441 U.S. 281

(1979); AFi.Elitv._ iKahn, 618 F.2d 784 (D.C.Cir.); cert. denied, 443 U.S 915

(1979). hibertyMutual In Co, v. Fried.ap, 639 F.2d 164, (4th _Cir. 1981). In

Youngtown, tha Court, confronted with the President's seizure of the nation's

steel mills pursuant to assorted authority under an Executive Order, stated:

ulTlhePreside's power; -if ahS,; to issue the order must_
stem either from an act of Congress or from the ConStitution
itself." (343 U.S. at 585)

8/ Harris does not herein challenge the general validity of the
Executive Order; its challenge is limited to the validity of
the regulations providing for retrospective relief in an
administrative proceeding.

24
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Similarly, the Cubit; in elucidating
the standards by which the validity of

regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Labor under the Executive Order

shinild be determined; stated that:

"it is necessary to establiSh a nexus
between the regulations

and some delegation of -the requisite
legislative authority by

Congress." (Chrysler Corp. v. Brown, supra at 304)

As shown below, there is no Statutory or constitutional authetity for the

president to seek baCk pay awards under the Executive Order. To the con-

trary, in enacting and amending Title VII, Congress carefully considered

but rejected granting the
Executive branch wide - Ranging authority under the

Executive Order to impose retrospective remedies for past discrimination. Thus;

pursuant to the standards eitabIiShet in Youngstown 9/ and Chrysler;

attempted presidental authorization of the Secretary to impose back pay under

the Order would unauthorized and invalid as in conflict with the expressed

will of Congti...

1. Congress HasExpressed_ItS
Clear_qill_That Individual Relief

for. Past Acts of Disdiittihation
Be_Available Only in PedetJI

Court ProceedingS and Not Under tie-- Executive Order

(a) CongreSS Refused to Grant the President the Authority to

Seek Back Pay Which ALJ Asserts

9/ In hIs influential concurrence,
Justice Jackson stated:

When the President takeS measures-
incompatible with the ex-

pressed or implied will 61
ConBIessi,:hispower is at its 1OWeSt

ebb, for then he Can tely only-upon his own constitutional powers

minus any constitutional
powersof Congress over -the Matter.

Courts can sustain exclusive
Presidential contrOI in sUch_a case

only by disabling the Congress
from acting upon the subject.

Presidential claim to a power at once so conclusive_ and. re-

elusive must be scrutinized Uith
caution; for_what is at stake

is the equilibrium established by out constitutional system."

(343 U.S. at 637-38)
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In enacting Title VII, Claigiess clearly intended that a remedy such es

back pay be imposed only through federal court litigation with its attendant

due process safeguards. Congress, therefore, established a statutory scheme

for determining whether brick pay liability exists dnd prescribed specific

procedures for its eitfOrCeMent ih federal court. 42 U.S.C. 52000e-(5). :18/

Nowhere in Title VII; however; was the President authorized to use the

pre-existing Executive Order to require back pay. To the contrary, Congress

considered but declined to grant the President such authority.

As first proposed in the House of Representatives, Title VII arguably

would have empowe:d the P:- sidant to use his contracting authority to
_ .

awlrd FaC.k pay in adMiniStratiV,) proceedings; regardless of the procedures

far ir.posink 1.4,i, pry establihed by Congress, Thus; the original hill,

H.R. 1152, later codified as Title VII, contained a section authorizing

the President to "take such action as may be appropriate" to prevent

government ,,nitractors from committing unlawful employment practices

(5711(h) the Civil Right:: Act of 196401.N. Rep. No. 914; 88th Cong.,

1st SP,S. I, 14 (1)63)).

However, this expansive grant of authority ran into much opposition

on its way to the flo.r of the Congress. The debate disclosed a grave

concern that fire phrlse "take such acvion. a), may be appropriate" Would

xpind the-President's pii;:er well beyond hi; then existing contractual

priwrr tei i.6f6t.ce equal employment through the sanctions of C-d'ritract

cancellation and &ha .ment. H.R. Rep. No. 914, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. at

U0/ Relief is also available in Critirt adtionSAinder 42 iLs.c. §19131.
Unlike the Executive Order, _however:, 51981 is a_Specific statutory.
genet of authority, grounded upon tjie post civil war constitutional

amendments. Mbri;bVer: _6gaih in contrast_to_Congfess'intention
Wifli_reSpett to. the Order; Congress expressly found Title VII and
41981 not to be mutually exclusive and rejected an amendment to
Title VII t,hich would have deprived an individual of the right to

sue under 51981. Sec H.R.Rep. No. 238, 1st Sess., 19 (1971);
113 Cong.Rec. 3371-73 (1972); Johnson v. Railway ExpresLlgency,
421 U.S. 4'24 (1975).
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67 (1963); Hearings Before Sucom.
No. 5 of the House COMM. on the

88th Cong., It Sess. 1007-1014, 1114-1118; Hearings on S. 1731

aiid S. 1975 Before the Senate Comm. on the
Judiciary 88th Cong., lst. Sess.

)87 (1961.

In Committee, numerOdS Objections were
voiced that the section granted

extremely broad powers to the President
that would "make the executive branch

of the. GovetaiMent the lawmaker,
the judge, the jury and the executioner. . . ."

Hearings on S. 1731 and S. 1750 Before the Senate COMM. on the Judiciary, 88th

Con;(.; It Sess. 327, 331, 335, 342 (1963); Hearings Before the Subcomm. No.

5 of the House Cumm. on the Jddiciary, 88th Cong., 1st Sees, 1114-1118,

1476-1484 (1963). Indeed, specific concern was expressed by Senator Erwin

th,t, pursuant t.o this section; the President would have unlimited sanctions

at his disposal to enforce equal employment opportunity directives. Hearings

on S. 1731 and S. 1750 Before the Senate Comm. Oh the Judiciary, 88th Cong.,

1st Sess. at 387-389 (1963).

Section 711(b) subsequently was
eliminated from the bill as adopted by

the House (110 Cong.Red. 2482 (1964)). During debate on the ranieVal of the

COngraSSMan Dowdy declared:

"Many of us have felt section 711 to be a highly dangerous

section of the bill and accordingly much_of_our debate has

been predicated on the fact_that this language should be

removed." (110 Cong. Red. 2481 (1964))

rhus,,Congress expressly declined to grant
the President the broad authority

under the ExecutiVe Order to fashion remedies for disciiMination that the ALJ

(IO cicfims exists. II/

117 An exchange between CongreSSMan
Quie_and_Celler (110 Cong.Rec. 2575)

shows that COngiess assumed that eliminating both Section 711(0 and

(b) would not aifeEt
Eurtent_substantive law (i.e., what constitutes

discriminaiion)_otAiminish_the powers already held by the President

(110 Cong-Ree 2573-75). _However, the authority to Seek retroactive

remedies reit discrimination was not
included in the recognized presiden-

tial powers because no such
remedies had been sough or recovered pursuant

Iconi'dj
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(h) .1.), Legislative History of the 1972
Amendments to Title VII Convin,ingly
Shows That Congress- Intended :Mat
BaCk Pay Would Not Be Awarded
Coder the Executive Order

The aoLates resulting in the 1972 amendments to Title VII

likewise deaonstiate that Congress understood the phrase "affirmative action"

as used in the Executive Order to refer only to the establishment of goals

And timetables and other prospective notion (see 118 Cong.Rc. 1385

( 1972 ) )

in_ the 1:.ourxe ut the 1972 debates over the transfer of OFCC 12/ functions
.,'

ti, the FFoC, Senator I;illiams explained his underntanding of those functions

a, fillows:

"The Vey to the Office of Federal Contract Compliance's appr6ah
is attlimativ action. It is not a situation, although it could
well be called one, of correcting persisting discrimination-in
its most well understood form._ It involves an effort regardless
of the past history of the:employer to_upgrade_and improve its
minority work force:" (118 Cong.Rec. 1389 (1972))

to the Executive Order at the time of passage of Title VII. U.S. Com-

mission on CiVil'aights. Tie-Fetir*1- Civil Rights Enforcement Effort
230 (1975), 49 Comp.Gen. 59, 70-71 (1969). Similarly, the inter-

pl .-etative memorandum of Senators Clark and Case which stated that Title
VII would have no effect on the authority possess by the President under
existing law (110 Corig.Rec, 7207_(1964)) shows that although Congress
did not intend-to detract from the Executive-Order as it this existed,
neither sould it_toIvrate any_zxterision of the President's power. As

Secret iry Wirt:t in testimony before-the subcommittee of the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, stated, "the [enforcement]
power (under the Order) would lie in the cancellation of that con-
tract . . . as ultimate sanctions. . . ." Now short of that
would he whatever powers of persuasion there are 88th Cong., 1st

Sess. 515-16 (1963).

12/ The OFCC (Office of Federal- Contract Compliance) was the. predecessor
to the current Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs.
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Senator Sixl, jl.I i,eltiI ly distinguished between affirMatiVe action

commitments tinder the Executive Order and judicial remediefi for proven

I i,ent
Ito rimtnati'on under Title VII. The Senator explained:

"(T]he Executive Order Progtam shoUld not_be conFosed with the

Jul in a I remedies_for proven discriminationwhich unfold on a

limited and expensive -ant by case basis affirmatiyil

at mu status that all gOVernment contractors-must develop programs

to insure that till share
equally_in_jobsgenerated by the

Federal Governmerit'S spending. Proof of overt discrimination is

not required: (118 Cong.Rec. 1385 (1972); emphasis added)

To support His position against transfer of OFCC ditties to EEOC; Senator

Suxiw inti,PinCed into the Congressional
Record the testimony of EEOC Chairman

Brown given before the Senate Libor
Subcommittee on October 4, 1971 (118

C,ng Rec. 1391-94 (1972)). In his testimony, Chairman Brown expla.ined, re-

gicdine a ti insrer of °FCC fiUincions to EEOC:

"I iian fOreSee serious problems
arising as regaidS to in

igatiOns, remedies and open conflicts with_preVisions of

Title V11. . .
For example, while an individual may sue under

Title VII to have an individual grievenee redressed. under-the

provisions-of-the executive order the proper remedyfs-contract

debarn not_lndiyidnnl_redress. Also,, the dif noes between

the two r me lie itlTob ably necessitate differiffe'burdens of

proof and differing eiiiPhaSis on
particular kinds of violations."

(118 Cong.Rec. 1393 (1972); emphasis added)

Himilally, R.preSeticatiave Petitins, who
supported the ffinifer of OFCC

functions to the EEOC; recognized that the only remedy available under the

Fit Itt, Order was contract debarment:

. . . tint compliance program will_bVgreatly strengthened,

if alternative rem dies are_made_available, The only remedy_

currently nvailabIa_to the OFCC is contract debarment.

(117 Con Red 31960-61 (1971); emphasis added) 13/

13/ Other portions of chelegislative
history,of_the 1972 amendment are

consistent. For instance, Congressman
Etlenbor.n_at one point states

that "OFCC can and does go beyond. .
(the_powers granted by Title

VIJI." However, reading the entirety of the Congressman's statement

reveals that he was referring
only_to_theOFCC's power to require

prospective affirmatiVe_action_of_government
contractors _arid not to____

remedial powers of the President under the Order. Indeed , in that same

statement, COfigressman Erlenborn
refers favorably CO the testimony of

EEOC Chairman Brown who testified that the only '..einedyavalleble to

OFCC his Contract debarment (supra, p. 2clj. Similarly; Fenacor Saxhe'S.
cont
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In 1972; Cong re.... also defeated Senator Williams' amendmen.. to empower

the iT.00 to issue cease and desist orders. Instead, Congress ,,T.ended Title

VII to provide :hat the EEOC could enforce Title VII only through litigation

:n the federal courts. 1_4/ 118 Cong. Rec . 59± (1972); 118 Cong.Rec. 593

(1972); 1:3 Cong.Rec. 1381=84 (1972, 118 Cong.Rec. 3976 (1972); and 118

Cong.R,,E, ,3977 (1972), Three prima reasons motivated Congress refusal

to grant the ELI: cease and desist powers. First; federal court enforcement

scold provide the esential safeguards of due process and en impartial

tribunal, thereby avoiding any biased findings by a zealous - agency. Second,

court entJrc,.,nt u old permit application of the judicial expertise- developed

the year of resolving similar complex questions. Third, allowing

re:or,p,,,tiVe remedies such as ba.ck pay to be sou:ht, only in judicial

s.onld avoid abrogation of due process rights occasioned by

merger of judicial, prosecutorial and investigatory functions in a single

administrative agency. 118 Cong.Rec. 696-97, 698-700, 701-04, 731-33,

927-28, 945, 1516-13, 1.: :;-58, 2486.-87, 3799-3800; 3808-09; 3965-81:

.:377 (1972):

statement that "the Execw,.e Order program is independent of Title
VII and not subiect to some of its more restrictive provisions.'', when
read in context, shows tht the Senator was-referring only to the af-
firmative action concept which- had -been challenged_as a violation_ of
Section 703(j) of Tifle VII, The Senator - explicitly- recognized the
distinction 1.ilween.remedes a'aaiIable -under Title -VII_ and the______

(1lt: Cong. Rec.. 1386; Cal. 1). Finallyi a memorandam
introduced by Serator Percy refers cryptically to government-inducqd
changes in certain company seniority systems. This reference was Clearly
to voluntary actions taken by companies in conciliation with OFCC and
not through OFCC's direct administrative or-judicial action. Moreover,

Senator Percy, his remarks,- praised OFCC's affirmative-action
efforts and ha,-acter,zed OFCC's enforcement powers as..."the_nwe,me
contra-A- s: ,pension, termination, and debarment - powers" (118 C' .Rec.

in Senator.Percy's remarks is there an_acknowl,
aloe alPrOVal Of OFCC's power to require modification of se,,fr,,Ry

GO impose retroactive relief as remedies fox pa..-
discrimination.

14/ Previously such authority had been vented in the Department of
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Congress' grave concern in gonting adMiUiSttative hearingtu,hority

to th.r EEOC twAs forecefully stated ,by Senator Brock cibring the January, 1972

d: banes.

"Mr. President; this Nation was founded.on the philosophy

of due process of law, _A-man accused might be given the tight

to g6 befOre a jury_of_hispeers and plead his daSeand be

judged by his neighbors, right or wrong.

Today we are debating legislation that threatens to

undermine this very philosophy.

The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission bill actually

allows this regulatory Ccmmitsion to put agents into the field

who have the authority to go into_a_small business and say "Mr:

I don't like what.you are Ong.;
itisdiscrimination, you are

guilty, .ii Ate fined and don7tbother to plead innocent

becauSe there is no appeal, my'decision is tinal.'

If we allow_this legislation to pass.With thit authority;

Qv will be creating a commission that will Send bureaucrats,

who have been elected by no one, atit_to Serve as policemen,

judge, jury, and prosecutor, all tolled into one.

No judge or jury, just a bureaucrat with the power to

judge and destroy:

:h's Undbrittollable_regulatory
authority in the EEOC bill

is a violation of_every_tenet
of America.- There is SiMply_nO_

excuse for Congress to delegate this kineref ten.: power to this

agency,

The Federal Governmeni_does
riat_have_the_rightto say to

Americans, undreY-brty circumtatidet, that 'you are guilty until

'
proven innocent- -and you have no appeal.'

Mr. President, I urge My_colleagues to support the.Dominick

amendment Whidh temovei_thisregulatory power froM the_briteaucracy

and piitS_It where it should be, with the cOutts:" (118 Cong,Rec,

9i5 (1972))

Thetd expressions of congressional concern APOIy with even greater force to

imposing back pay award in OFCCP administrative proceedings.

Thus, the legislative histoty of Title VII and its 197 endments

manifest the will Of Congress that back pay not be winnable Under the

Executive Oid-t-41n Youngstown, the
Supreme Court; in striking down the

PieSident's seizure ff the nation's steel Milit; relied upon Congress'

earlier refusal
torbant the President the power he was exercising 343'
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U.S. AL Yonn6..! a.11 hi. ,,aohlished the prilic.iple that, where Congr,...ss

in corprehensive legislation has declined to grant the Executive the

1,a'..,rity it i0, PreS1,1,nt eXCe.YiS :he c.,:),titutional limits of his

atte,pts pow,!r through an EXeCtlEiVf,

Order. That principle, as decstrated .,h,sve; Li directly applicable hevein.

2. No Statutory or Constittanal Authority
Exists for Requiring Ba,k ,.ay:Yr.der- the ntder

ln the face of this overwhelming expres%:. 1, of Ccatr.s' intention not

to grant the Piesiaent authority to impos, retrosp,ra.,.e relief under the

i'rder, the i,iported sources of sv4aitc. ..uthority f,-.r the Order do not

esuh .nahori::ation.

As stAL.d ab-vo; in order for a,:ttu,, A-r the Order to be valid, it

nast he lo.ned ln an affirmative grant of a.thority from Congress or 'the

Consistntain. Although "(t :!te of the congressicaal àii

for Exeautivo Order 11246 are S,,,,,0:4t oissc.,re and have been roundly delZt.ad

hv and ,_,Irts 4' 5rown, supri!: the must widely

of authority is the Federal Procurement Ar.t, 40 U.S.C. §471

et_ seq. 16/ United States v.--hee Vav Ifafor 11,c.t 2i0 PEP Cas. 1345

(10.:11 Cir. 1179- aited Statr.s v. East Teas Ihtor Freight System supra;

Cdntractor supra; Farmer iFitc 32t,

3 Ord C- 1964).

1i/ Tie Constitution cannot be deemed to be authority for the Executives
firer. It is well settled that.the President has no inherent constituional
"p'cl.nir to legislate in the area of employment discrimination. Youngstown,

LibertyMtitual Ins. Co. v._Friedman, supra, 639 F.2d at_172,;_fn.
13; dontractOrs Ass'7i of EazterfiThal.vi, Sedretary_of_Labor; 442 F,2d
159, 171 (3rd ('it.)_derti denied, 404 U.S. 854 (1971)1 Bethel v. Jentloco
C ntrtittion Corp,, 16 FEP Cas. 835 (LD. Pa. 1976); Traylor v-.S-b-f-ew-ay

Inci; 402 F. Supp. 871 (4.D. Cal. 1975)

16/ The only ,.ase finding any additional statutory support for the Executive
Order was Urritrd-Staies v. New Orleans Public Service, Inc. (NOPSI),-553
F.2d 459 (5th Cir. 1977), vacated on other grounds, 436 U.S. 942 (1978),
affirmed on remand, 25 FEP Cas. 250 (5th Cir. 1981)- See aIso_its_com,_
panion,case United State . Mississippi POL:er E. Eight Co.; S53 F.2d 480

lcOnt'd]
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Assuming, ergu.:ndo, that the Procurement Act provides general statutory

authority, 17/ a specific application of the Order, to be valid, must be

reasonably rela6:1 to the purposes of the Act. Chrysler Corp. v. Brown,

IjtertV !:yitual v. Friedman, supra; AFL-CIO v. Kahn; SUPrn.

ThUS, in Liberty Mutual-, the Court
in'striking de-Ai as outside the scope

Of statutory authority, an interpretation of OFCCP's "subcontractor" regulation

purporting to extend Executive Order COVetage over an underwriter of workmen's

compensation insurance stated: (639 F.2d at 170)

"any appliCatiOn_of the Order must be reasonably relented

the PrOC-ateMent Act's purpose of ensuring efficiency and_,economy

in govetnment procurement . . .
in order to lie Within the

statutory grant. . .
Jthere must be] a reasonably close nexus_

between the efficiency and economy criteria of the Procurement__

Act and any exactions imposed upon fedetal contracts by Executive ,

(yderis]. . ."

Thus, in Contractor's Assn, supra, the Court found that the Procurement Act

authorized application Of the Order's nondiscrimination requirements to

federally assisted construction contracts
because arbitrary exclusion of

minorities ftom the labor pool ultimately increased the GOVernment's cost

(5th Cir. 1977), vacated, -436
942_(1978)i_affirmed on remand, 25

FEP Cat. 250 (5th Cir._ 1981); There; the appeals court found Title _

VII and the 1972 aMendffient$ thereto to
be additional sources Of delegated

power for the EXedative Order. The NOPSI court erred in that conclusion.

The predecessor to Executive Order 11246 was issued Otiet.te the passage

of Title VII and that Act and its 1972 amendments-Merely refleciLcOn7

gressional Intent that the President's Executive Order - program not_be

abrogated by that legislation. As aboVe_deMtiStratedJat_pp.19723),

the_.1972 amendments to Title VII. cannot be Viewed as implied congr,essional
--

authority for awards of retrotOeCtiVe relief. rn faCtthe-passage-of--_------
the Congressional-Record-cited

abOve_underscore Congress' recognition of

the limited nature of the
President's power under the Order._ Moreeever, in

1972, the Seeketaty das not_seeking
authority for such relief tinder the

Executive Ordet and Congress only authorized continued
funding of_the_

/program. The Supreme Court has receftly criticized the interpretation of

appropriations measures as implied approvals_of_Substantive_administrative

action. ,TVA v. Hal, 437 U.S. 153 (1978)._'TitIe VII contains todelegaticui

of substantive lawmaking authority to the Ptesident Liberty-Hutual,

supra; 639 F.2d at 172; see also Chrysler Corp.; supra, 441 U.S. at'305,

.n. 35.

17/ The obvious weaknett Of this contention has been noted by several Lomr

menlators. Comment, "Executive Order No. 11246: Presidential Power to
icont'd]
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of doing business. The Outt based its decision on fact9M findings that

the underrepresentation of minorities in six construction industry trades

results from exclusionary practices by trade unions rather than any lack of

qualified minority applicants in the labor pool. (442 F.2d at 164).

Given chat the purported rationale for the President's authority to

0,1 ; affirmative action under the Procurement Act derives from Congress'

ern with the cost of Government contracts and the speed at which they are

p.formed, no nexus between that objective and the Government's effort to

,hcain back pay under the Executive Order can be established. Indeed, insofar

ai remedies impose additional costs on government contractors,

they may n1cimately increase the cost to the Government .of securing services

Recui.tnizing t Third .:,rcuit in Contractor's Ass'n, supra,

specifically d: extend the cost reducing rationale to retrospective

remedies and took special to nett that-.government.contractors are not

being required to remedy acts of past discrimination. Insteld, the court

Stated:

"[Contractorsj_are merely bti7g invical to bid oraa contract
with terms imposed by the source of the funds. The affirmative
action convonant is no different in kind than other covenants
specified in the invitation to biD. .The Pim, does not impose
a plinishment for past misconduct. It exacts a convenant- for
present performance." -(442 F.2d at 176; emphasis added)

Regular Employment Discrimination; - °_43 Mo.L.Rev..451,_468769 (1978):
Morgan; "Achieving National Goals Through Federal Contracts: Giving Form
to an Unconstrained Admiriscrative Processi" 1974 Wis.L.Rev. 301i
310-12; Comment, "The Philadelphia Plan: A Study in the Dynamics of
Executive Power," 39 U.Ch.L.Rev. 723 (1972). The procurement statutes
were-enactd to promote more e 'icient administration_ of the Govern-
ment's procurement activities . there is no evidence that Congress
considered granting the_Presid,nt such authority as is now claimed.
U.S..Code_Cong.Serv_ 1475776_(1949) - See_Morgan_at 310 -12;- Comment, 39
U.Chi.L.Rev. at 729 -30; Brody, in._7.at 239, 293 -and n. -235. -The extent
of statutory Power_to_enact_the_Order has. never_been supjected to- strict
judicial scrutiny because the '.tetatory authority for the Order has never
been squarely contested. Indeed, the Supreme Courthas recently_ex-
pressed, in Chrysler Corp. t-Biow., s.:,pra, its reservations as to the
Federal Procurement Statutes being the basis for the Executive Order
(441 U.S. at 304-03).
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The abSeuce of any demonstrable nexus between imPaSiiieri Of retrospective

remedies under the Order and increased economy di efficiency compels the con-

clusion that the Procurement Act does not authorize imposition of retro44ctive

relief under the Order, Liberty Mutual, supra;
AFLC10 v,Nahn, supra, es-

peOally Congress has Subsequently manifested its specific intention

not to gr.int the - Prescient such authority. Therefore, the reqiiiieffientS Of

retrcispeEtiYe remedies for past discrimination cannot be coliSidered to be

Within the scope of presidential action authoriied by the procurement

statutes.

35
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EXCERPTS FROM THE
BRIEF AMICUS CURIAE OF THE

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT ADVISORY COUNCIL
IN UNITED STATES/DEPARTMENT OF

THE TREASURY Nx
HARRIS TRUST AND!SAV1NCS BANK

ARGUMENT

I. THE BACK PAY RECOMMENDATION OF THE ALJ IMPLEMENTS
.A REGULATORY POLICY WHICH LACKS STATUTORY .

AUTHORITY, IS NOT AUTHORIZED_BY_EXECUTIVE.______
ORDER 11246_AND_WAS_NE1ER_PROPERLY_PROMULOATED.

.AFFIRMANCE_BY_THE_SECRETARY WOULD BE IMPROPER
A11 AT ODDS WITH THE POLICIES OF CONGRESS AND
THIS ADMINISTRATION

The OFCCP back pay regulations at issue were not adopted until

January 14, 1977, over a decade the issuance of Executive Order

11246. As shOWh beI the regulations are inconsistent with thec
intent of Congress and the language of the Order ItseII.y The

lack -of authority for.the program; plug the

4 .Moreoveri the history of this "policy" shows it was based-on a
concept of expansive governmental authoritythat is antithetical'
tb the regulatory-approach that has been adOpted_byLthe_Reagan
Administration and which is riOw_being_applied_threvghout_the'
federal goveriiMent__The_regulation' at issue would constitute

,iiI&I,-4sdef-ine-44_4_n_Exer..usive Order 12214,-s-i-gnedby -

President Reagan on February' 17, 1981. Under RiiiTZWitReagarll
Order, each mayor rule proposed-is to be. accompanied_by_a
Regulatory Impact Analysis' setting forth a_description_of_the_ _

potential costs-and benefitS Of the_proposed_eule,_a_determination
of its potential net_betiefitsi and-a:description of alternative

approachtS that_mightsubstantially achieve .the regulatory

goals at a_lower cost. Moreover, the agency proposing the
rule is required to:

Make a determ:natiori thaz_tbeJregulation iS"_clearly
within the authority delegated_by law and consistent:With
congressional intent, and include in the Federal Register
at the time of promulgation 'a memorandum of ldw supporting
that determination.

Executive Order 12291; seetion_4(a)-46 Fed_ Reg, 13192,
13196 (Feb- 19; 1981),__No_such determination or impact analysis
seeonioariied the piomulgation .of the OFCCP regulations. -In
facti_the regulations were adopted without Pill regard for the
administrative requirements then in.effect. See below,
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-----
inconsistent and improper means Of its enforcement, have generated a

continuing controversy that has disrupted the contract compliance

program and deflected it from its intended purpose of furthering

meaningful prospective affirmative action.5/ The result has been

a disipation Of agency resources and and unwarranted

duplication of the remedial scheme. entrusted by Contress exclusively

to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

Although the Solicitor' argued below that back pay is a

IO-hg-standing policy, to Our klidiiledge,thisisone of the first

instances in which the Secretary of Labor has been asked

to approve aback pay award under Executive Order 11246 following a

recommendation of such a remedy by an Administrative Law Judge., The

order of the SeCketary will be subject to judicial revieW, and

affirmance Of. the ALI would place the Secretary in the position of

formally defending in court an approach developed in prior

administrations and lacking in able legal or practical validity.

Such en order by the Secretary would give a formal

stamp or approval to a regulatory policy which the agency has

. _

threatening to invoke for several years. In that time, the agency

has never Subjected the back pay policy to proper Public scrutiny.

Thqs; before any order is issued inthis case, the EEAC urges most

strongly that the Sedretary conduct a carefulreviewbf OFCCPs

asserted right to seek back pay as a remedy in enforcement actions.

-EEAC-bel-ieves that_upon such review;
the Secretary will find that

the back pay remedy is neither "clearly within the authority

5. The lack -of any - formal
determination by OFCCP that the back

pay'reguIation is clearly within the-authority_granted by

Congress is compounded by the fact_that_the_statutory basis

for Executive Order 11246 has_not_been_clearly determined.

As the United Stated Supreme
Court_noted in 1979, in'-its

decision in Chrysler Corp. v. Brawn, 441 U.S.281, 304; 99 S. Ct,

1705, 1719:

The origins of the congreStiohaIthority.
for Executive Order 11246_are someyhat ;

obscure and have been_roundly debated by
commentators and courts.

EXetutive Order 11246 itself states
SimpIy_that_it is promulgated

"jujnder and by virtue of -the authority vested in [the

president) of the Vnited States by the Constitution ani statutes

of the United States."
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delegated by law" nor "consistent with congressional intent."6/

Moreover, inasmuch as the back pay policy was never properly noticed

for public comment (see below; pp. 24-26); and is not reflective of

any consistent past agency practice (see beloW, pp.24-26), we see

no Impediment to the Secretary's holding in.this case that such a

remedy is inappropriate.7/

A. The Back Pay Policy Asserted by the
OFCCP Lacks Any Nexus to Any Legislative
Purpose or Authorization'

The Supreme Court recently set forth a specific test for

determining the validity of OFCCP regulations issued under Executive

Order 11246:

6. Executive Order 12291,-Section 4(a), signed by President
Reagan February_17. 198I--In_urging_the Secretary_to_gLve
careful scrutiny to the back pay policy; the Amicus notes that
the OFCCP regulations generally have been designated for
reassessment under Executive Order 12291 by the President's
Task Force on Regulatory Relief._ See Memorandum froM Vice
President George- Bush -to Heads or Executive Departments and
Agencies, March 25, 1981.

7. It is clear that back pay is not authorized by the specific
language in Executive Order 11246 nor by the Inapposite
legislative .history' relied upon by the Solicitor before the
Administrative Law:Judger --We agree with the_arguments_in___
Harris' brief_on_these_pointS_and do_not_reiterate them -here.
It_should_be emphasized, however; that the Supreme Court
recently has indicated that monetary liability should not be
inferred into a:statutory scheme where the statutory language
does not provide for such relief. -In Transamerica Mortgage _
Advisors. /nc..v. Lewis, 444 U.S. II, 19-20 (1979); the Court
Stated:

If monetary liability to a private plaintiff -is -to be
found, - '[one] must-read it into the Act, Yet-it is an
elamental_canonof statutory construction that Where_a____
statute expressIy_provides_a_particular remedy or temedaes,
a_court must_be_chary of reading others into it. When a
statute limits a thing to be done in a particular mode,
it)includes the negative of any other-mode;"- [Citations
omitted;] Congress expressly provided both judiciaLand
adMinistrative.means for_enforcing_compIiance_wIthAthe

view of these express provisions for
enkorCing the duties imposed by [the Act], it is(bighly
imPtObableithat "Congress absentmindedly forgot to mention
an intended private action." [Citation omitted] .

This_ reasoning_ appIies,with_fufl_force_to_Executive-Drder_
11246.__Consequently; the absence in Section 209(a) or any
other section atif the Order of any authority of the Secretary
to add to the list of available sanctions and the detailed
exhaustive list of available sanctions included In_the_Order.
precludes the_impIication_of_additionaI remedies_. Because_the
Order Itself doeS:d0tnil6ntion_:back_pay the cases relied on
below by the Solicitor holding that the Order has the force
and effect of law are irrelevant to the question now before
the Secretary.
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(I)n order for SUCh regulations to have

the "forde_and_effedt_of law," it is
nedessary_to_estahlish a nexus between the--
regulations and some delegation Of the

requisite legislative authbrity by Congress.

Chrysle-r-Eorp. v. Brown; 441 U.S. 281, 304, 99 S. Ct. 1705, 1719

(19/91. Thom, 'the Secretary must determine:

.Whether under any arguable_statutory
grants'of authority; the OFCCP,I_,1
regulatibitS reIied_on by the.Government
ard_reaSbnably_Within the contemplation of
that grant of authority.

441 U.S. at 306. In this. case, the Administrative Law Judge Ignored

the Supreme Court'S "nexus test," and wrongly concluded that the

OFCCP regulation on the back pay remedy hag the force and effect of

law.

When OFCCP in 1977 promulgated the regulations Which make

reference to the back pay remedy, the age-tidy made no reverence at

all to the statutory authority Oz which it relied. Despite suggestions

that such authority may derive from some combination Of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, the 1972 amendmentg to that Act; and the Federal

Property and Administration Services Act'of 1949, neither these\

statutes nor any others contemplated
the authoritatiOn of a back

pay remedy in OFCCP enforcement actions: Thus; General Conclusion

No. 4 of the ALJ cannot be Sustained.

1. The OFCCP's Asserted Right to_Collect
Back Pay Through AdMinistrative enforcement
Actions is Contrary_to the Congressional-Intent
Expressed in the Civil Rights Act of 1964:

At earlier stages in this case, the GOVeLMent has argued that

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 did-irdthing-to-affect-the-authority of

the President to enforde nondiscrimination in employment by government

contractors: But the assertion that nothing was taken away in 1964

or in 1972 only begs the question of whether Congress ever granted

such authority to the Department in the first place; There is

simply no language in the statute or in the legislative history to

support the grant of such authority.

-.40-
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What in fact is revealed by the 1964 Title VII legislative

history is that Congress specifically rejected a section of the

proposed bill which could have given the President unfettered

discretion in preventing employment discrimination in the perform-

ance of government contracts.8/ Furthermore. Congress rejected the

concept that remedies such as back pay would be available in adMinis-

trative proceedings; except as part of a mutually acceptable settlement

agreement. Congress sper72! that a remedy such as back pay would

be ordered only after discrimination had been proven under Title

VII in federal court. Congress specifically rejected the concept of

a single administrative agency which would act as investigator.

prosecutor and judge in the area of equal employment opportunity.

8. Section 711(b) of -H.R. 7152, the-bill which ultimately was to
become the Civil Rights Act of 1964; provided:

The President is authorized to take such action as may be
appropriate to prevent the committing or continuing of an
unlawful employment practice by a person in connection
with the performance of_a contract with an agency or
instrumentality of the United States

The House Judiciary Committee.Report which accompanied H.R.
7152 cfiered no discussion or analysis of the purpose of-this
section. The-minority portion of the report, however, did note
that this unlimited authority would broaden_the_enforcement
provisions and would "encourage utaimited issuance of Executive
Orders." H. R. Rep, No. 914, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. 11962).
See, 1954 Legislative History at 20C2, 2014. and 2087. On the
House floor, Congressman Celler offered an amendment striking
Section 711(b) from the bill. The amendment was approved by a
voice vote.

-41-
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2: When Congress Amended Titie VII

1972. It Recognized that Retrospective
Relief would 3e_AVaiIable Only_Through
Title VII, and Restricted the Back Pay
Authority_of EEOC and the Courts so that

It Would Not Be Atraraited, or Coercive

The Itgtslative history of the 1972 AMendments to Title VII

cannot be read as support for a back pay policy which had not

the been establiShed ;9/ In the first place, the

9, In 1972, Congrett again expressed its concern about giving

too much power_to the_EE0-enforcement bureaucracyIn_
adopting_t7he_I972 amendments to the-CiViI Rights- Act--of

196C_ Congress rejected a proposal by_Senator_Williams
which would have given the EgUaI_Employment Opportunity

Commission the power to_issue aelfenforcing cease and

desist orders. _Also rejected was an amendment whiCh would

have trantferred_the_functions
of ()FCC?. to the EEOC_:_ The

reasons for_opposition to giving hearing aUthority_to_the

EEOC were expressed by-Senator
BrOCk_and voice Congressional

principles diametrically opposed to the broad authority

sought by the Government here:

Mr:_President, this Nation-was founded_on

the_philotcphy of due process_bf_law;_ _A_man

accused must be given the_riot_to gO before
a jury of his peers and plead_his case--and be

judged by his neighbors; right or wrong.

The_Egual Employment Opportunity
Commission bill actually alloWt this_regula-
tory Commission to put agents_into_the field

who have the authority_to go_into a small

business and,tay !MrI_don't like what you

are doing; -_it is discrimination,-you are

---guilty,you are fined and don't bether_to
plead_innocent because there it no appeal;

my decision is final."

If we AlIOw_this legislation to pass

thik Authority; _we will be creating a-ceStitission_

that_will send bureaucrats, who have been_eledted

by no_one, out to serve_at policeman;_judge,/
ju.y and prosecutor, all rolled into.one.

NO jUdge_or_jury, just a bureaucrat w

the power to judge and destroy.

This-uncontrollAbIe_ItgulAtory_authoLty
in the EEOC bill it_a violation of eve:I/tenet
of America: _There_is simply no excuse ,or

Cdngtess to delegate this kind of raw power

to this agency.

The Federal_Govertment_does not eve the

right to say to_Americans, under any circum-
stances,_ that "you are guilty until rover:

innocent- -and you have no appeal."

/ Mr. President, I Urge_my colleagues to
support the DominiCk_amenament wnich-removes -

this regUIatorv_power from the bureaucracy and

pUti it_where_it -should be, with the courts.

(emphasis added(.

1972 Legislative History at 841.
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only pdblished regulation purporting to authorize orders of back

pay in OFCCP enforcement actions was not adopted utiI 1977, several

years after Congressional action. Although the Government has

argued that it entered into back pay settlement agreements before

1972, it cannot be assumed that Congress in 1972 was aware of or

approved these informal aspects of the program, which were not part

of the regulations officially promulgated under the Executive Order

and which were not mentioned in the 1972 legislative history or

debates. In fact, it must be assumed that Congress knew nothing

about these back pay settlement agreements.

In its arguments to the Administrative Law Judge; the Government

estimated that there were approximately 15 such settlements prior

to the passage of the 1972 hffiendMents to Title VII. A significant

portion of these settlements was for less than 51,000 each and some

were for leis than 5100. Moreover, these settlements were not

entered into by any single agency; but rather by en assortMent of

the various compliance agencies then in existence. And in fact.

there was significant disagreement among the compliance agencies

about whether OFCCP's back pay approach was a valid part of the

Executive Order program. This is demonstrated by a 1974 letter

from the CenerIl Counsel for the Secretary of Defense on behalf of

the Department of Defense; one of the largest government procurement

e.a, to the Solicitor of Labor. In that letter, the General

P'Jt itites that' an announcuent on January 31, 1974; by the

',FCC? Director; that compliance agencies must negotiate meaningful

back pay settlements "appears to depart from past policy under the

EXecutive Order." See, Letter of April 29, 1974, from Martin R.

Hoffman. attached as Appendix A pp. C-3)

The General-Counsel's-letter_went_on_to_explain that_back pay_

is not specifically mentioned in the Executive Order and that the

Department of Defense d)d not believe that a back pay remedy could

be implied because "the Order is-designed to be forward looking

rather than to provide for back-pay compensation. . . ." The Deputy

Chief of the Defense Supi,ly Agency compliance branch then infor,ed

the Regional Commanders that the OFCCP Director's instruction that

"'compliance agencies must negotiate meaningful back-pay

settlements'. . . appears to depart from past polio', cn thi-s

273'
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subject. . ." Ste, Appendix A, page 4. Pa, d upon Mr. Hoffman's

letter, the Deputy Chief inst:.ucted that No action is to be

taken to include back-pay as an element of
remedial

affirmative action in affected class situations." (Emphasis supplied):

id:

Congress in 1972 expressed a
similar limited view about the

remedial-authority of OFCCP. While not a single legislator referred

to back pay settlements or an implicit back pay remedy under the

Executive Order, numerous
legislators made statements indicating

that they recognized a
distinctionbetWeen Title VII, which, provided

retrospective relief for victims of proven discrimination. and the

Executive Order program; which had a prospective focus and remedies.

Statements by Senator Saxbe, for example; reflect an understanding

Of the carefully drawn
distinction between judicial remedies imposed

after employment
discrimination has been proven in a Title VII case

and the affirmative action commitments undertaken by government

contractors:

The_EkedUtive order ,program stibuId nbt_be

confused with_the judicial_remedies for

proven discrimination
WhiCh_unfold on a

limited and-expehSive_case by case basis.

Rather, affirMatIve_action
means-that all

government contractors must develop -pro --

grams to insure that all share eqUally in
the_jobs generated by the Tederal_Dovernment's
spending. Proof of overt discrimination is

not required.

1972 Legislative History at 915. Moreover. ESis game distinction

had been explained by the Chairman of the Equal Employment Om.ortunity

Commission when he testified
before Congress in 1971; and by

Secretary of Labor when he testified in 1963;12/

1C Prior to the I972_Amendments. Chairman William A. Brown of-the

EEOC testified that "while an indiVidual_may sue under-Title

V/1 to_ have an-individual-gtievance-redressed,__under
_the _

provisions of the Executive_Order the proper
reiiiedyis_contraCt

debarment, not individual
redress." See 1972 Legislative

History at 932 (October 4, 1971), His testimony was cited by

Senator Sakhe_in the 1972 debates. liEl_Cohg. Rec. 1391 -94-

(1972)._ In.1963, Secretary
of Labor- Willard Wirtz. testifying

before a House Committee
about_the_provisions of-Executive__

Order 10926, the predecessor_toExecutive Order II246,_stated

that the enforceMent_provisions
in the ExeMitive Orderare

limited to the cancellation of the ccntract., . . ." See,

House Hearings on H.R. 3861. Equal Pay Act, March 15, 1163.
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Thus, not only are there no legislative statements supporting

the collection of back pay in enforcement actions, there is no

indicl that the legislators were even aware of the settlement

agreements now cited by the government. Traditionally, Congressional

siIenze is entitled to little weight in interpreting legislative

inter.t.11/ It certainly cannot be interpreted here as being tacit

Congressional approval of an 'enforcement technique which, in 1972;

had not been formally adopted and which had been applied only

Infrequently by individual compliance agencies. The fact remains

that there is an inherent difference between such pre-I972 settlements

containing modest back pay provisions and the back pay order which

the government seeks to impose in this case. As the Supreme Court

recognized in United Steelworkers v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193 (1979),

the fact that a contractor voluntarily agrees to implement a remedy

does not mean that a government agency has a inherent authority to

comnel the same relief.

A contractor charged with noncompliance the nondiscrimination

clause and faced with lengthy proceedingi leading to possible loss

of its government contracts could reasonably view a settlement

agreement including back pay to certain individuals as preferable

to the costs of fully contesting the matter. The voluntary settlement

action of individual contractors can in no way be transformed into

a Congressional authorization. Thus, such settlements (and particularly

'he modest settlements of 1969 through 1972) serve neither as

authority for nor a Congressional acknowledgement of a right by

,:.,'FCCP to order back pay in an enforcement action.

3. OFCCPs Coercive.Use of Enormous_PotentiaI
BaCk_Pay_LiabiIity_Is_Contrary to specific
Congr2ssional Intent and Cannot Be Considered a
Source of Authority

:n the years since 1972, there have been many more settlement'

agreements, often inc1,-iing large amounts of back pay. A large and

significant number of these back pay settlements, however, were

reached during the years ';4hen the Goveinment was threatening con-

tractors with its pass-ovcr policy. Under this policy, a government

:1. un:.ted States_v. price, 361 U.S. 304, 110-_;.1 (1960)
(-ncnacti:n ry Congress affords the most dubious foundation
for drawing positive inferences"); See also, 2A C. Sands,-
Sutr.erland Statutotv -:nst:uctIon (4th Ed. 1973); SS 48:01.
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...7zntiacto:
had received a show cause letter alleging non-

-:774 :: was deciare'd tc be
"nonrespontible" and would be passed

cvc: c7 :111 pacurement agencies in the awarding of contracts.I2/

_tits fuss -oer process was
egun,without the contractor

be,hg af!orted a hearing. This procedure of blacklisting contractors'

ttuted de facto debartent without a hearing and withbUt any

;;r,-pcedural safeguards.
Any contractor that chose to contest the

n-,Jh,::-.,plience allegations through
adtinistrative proceedings did td

at the expense of contiht:ing its ineligibility for government

contracts.

Attempts by c7 :tors to retort to the courts to challenge

.2irctly the governt's back pay policy were !:,et with the argument

that the adMihistrative
remedies must firtt be exhausted before

jUdicial action was,possrble,I3/
Thus; a contractor to seeking to

avoid pass-oveL and to maintain eligibility for government contradts

in the fate of an allegation of noncompliance had two choices. One

WA-8 to accede to the
r,overnment'S demands for a settlement agreement

including tack pay. The other was to assert its doubtt about the

back pay retedy and seek a federal diStriet court injunction to

force the CFCCP to have a hearing before it withheld contraCts:14/

The pass-over policy was followed even though. in 1976; the Director

of the

2. Revised Order No. 4. 41 41 C.F.R. S 60-2.2(b).

13: Kerr Glas-s-M1g. co.
UNery;___CD,__C,, Cir. No. 75-2225;_ Jab,

27, 77); St. Redit Paoer Company v. Marshal1,59I F:2d 612

(10t:-. Cir.), Cert. denied, 444 U.S. 828 (1979):

14. See e:g_.; Pan Ateri-c-an World AirWaVt_vMarsha-11, 439 F. Supp:

487-495 (S.D. N.Y.) (governMent's_policy characterized-a§

'economic coercion") Sundstrand Corp. v- Marshall; 17 FEP_ _

Cases 432 (N.0, II1-1978), 20_FEP Cases-352_(N,D, Ill 1978);

and :111nOis Tool WorKr-.nc., v. Marshall; I7:FEP_Cases 520

(N,D, :II. 1978): 20 FEP Cases 157 (N.D. 1111978);
affirmed .., pzrt, 601 F.2d 943 (7th Cir, 1979). injunctions _

or rest: .,7-ng orders :;,4td_obtalned by at least 15 cont-actors.

SeeMemo..:-dum_Of Rlebard B. Sobol to Weldon J. Remoau;

DireCtor, OFCCP,_dated July 26. 1978. Re:_ Recommended Revisions

:r. -the Procedures for the EnfOrCeMeht of Executive Order

11246, at pp. 8-9.
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Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs had acknowledged

that such practices could amount to "a form of bla6kmailbver

contractors."I51

Plainly. the settlement agreements reached.under the threat of

pass-over add no legitimacy to the Government's claim in the instant

case that it is entitled to a back pay order in an enforcement

action. The large volume of injunctions necessary tc prevent tr.e

pass-over policy only demonstrates the extensive scale-cf the

coercive tactics that were utilized illegally to pursue the OFCCP's

back pay policy. But far from providing authorization for back pay

relief, the It that the government succeeded.in forcing contractor:

to agree to pay back pay during this period merely stands as a

tarnished monument to the attempts of the previous Administration

to enforce their policies by disregarding the principles of fundamental

fairness and due process.

In light of such abuses of the back pay remedy in the name of

nondiscr:mi. on and affirmative action, it is instructive that

the legisla' history of the 1972 Amendments to Title V71 shows

the. Cong: .x-:,r7,ssed fears about the coercive abuses that could

result fro,. EEOC E 1k pay authority. This concern hardly leaves"

the door open for OFCCP t .tgue that the same Cc-Iress authorized

the broad unfettered remedy to which that agency r,ow lays claim.

The 1972 Title VII AMendMents assured that back pay would be

awarded only c" the allegations of discrimination had been

Statement of Lawrence Lorber_;_ quoted_in 110__Daily Labor
Report (DNA), A-13 (June 7, 1076). In the July26, 1978,
Report to the Director of OFCCP, on Recommended Revisions in
the Procedures for the-Enforcement of Executive Order 11246,
RICE3rd B; S6b61 Stated (p. 6):

This procedure is intended to ir,7rease tl:e pressure en a
contractor comply and comply quickly ..ith the
corrective %7ec, ;Imendations of a compliance officer. . . .

NPvertheIess, there is- serious- question whether-the
denial of_cottracts_wthoUt a bearing is in. vioIe-ion of
Sects .208(b); of the Executive Order. . . .

Solool's report re7-.,mmended that the pass-over policy be dis-
cc,tinued. which It subsequently was, but not-before a
sgnificant rier of contractors were coerced into signing
set-.1ement agreements.

-47 ,
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bovefi ::r1 federal ,curt. And even then, the employers' II-ability

...or back pay is '_united to the two years prior td the filing of the

lawsult.16/

The very reason for -.nit limitation was a fear that claims

for back pay fot an extended r: unlimited period of'time could

coerce Title VII defendants into seeking settlements rather than

contesting claims 'where there 74i/s efen the slightest possibility

that the plaihtiff might prevail. The t,- -year limitation was part

of an amendment offered by Representative Erlenborn,whcl; explained:

Testimony before the House General LabOr
SutcomMittee by EEOC Chairman Brown established
that-the position of EEOC is that

remedies--Including baCk pay,..,for_discrim-

ina7cry acts may reeCh_back_to the effective

date of the adt._July_2._1965.
It is not Clear

that the courts have so held. HoweVer,

to pretlUde_the threa-t---z,f enormout_back_PaY
1:ability which could be utthled to coerce

enr;loyers-arrei labor organisations in -tc

sufrenderin their fundamental- to a fair

hems ,. my blI
lability In

pattei4i and Practic^suits to a period of two

year prior to the filing of-a _cdtplain' wita

said court. (Emphasis suppliid).17/

The coercion which Mr:
Erlenborn sought to ,:revent it now

being applied tc employers through the governMeht contract compliance

program. Through the instant case, the OFCCP is seeking to warn

aII Soverrment contractors
that those who choose to contest aIleuation''

of discriminatiOn
rather than accede to a dettIeMent agreement

dictated by the agency will face the prospet of back pay liability

Unlimited by time or substantive standards deve.,,T,ed Under Title

VII. St roe,Cive practices by'the agendy are not coneoned by any

statutory authority. ,nd are specifically contravened by the Congressional

action in 1 72 to p,.te strict limits on back pay I ility to

assure that th'e potential remedy would not be abuse,s.r.&/

See section 7060) of the Civil Rights Adt of 1964, as amended.

4- U.S C. s 2000e-5(g).

Legislative History at 249. .

19. Fcr a detailed eXaMlnationof the contrast betweenOFC0P's

:.ack pay standards and those of Title_VIl_see Slocv...Iski and

pav-and-Extra -Judicial_Proceedings:
Ys

the Cffice of-F:octal
contradt_Compliance-Exceeding Its

Autncr:tt-'. 41 :nlo St. 401. 410-15. 416-21 J.9601-The_

authors demonstrate
that_back pay is not permissible undei the

Zrder and that the_agency_falls to follow_the_procedural.

evil ntlry and substantive
safeguards author /red under Title

'III o deter:nine If and to whom such relic: might be available.
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In light of the foregoihg arguments, it isclear,that Congress

never endorsed a back pay policy for the-OFCCP Such a'reMeai''

would be contrary to the prospective nature of e program as
I

recognized py Congress. Moreover, the unrestricted authority

claimed by the OFCCP is of the same nature as, hat which Congress

denied to the EEOC- -the only agency authorized to obtain back pay

for equal employment violations.

4. OFCCe's Asserted Right to Order
BackLPay_Is Not_Authprized.by. the Federal
Procurement-Statuty

Congress delegated general procurement power to the Executive

branch in the Federal PrOpIrty and Administrative Services Act. The.

purpose of this Act is to provide "an economical and efficient"

system for the procurement of property and services by the government.

40 U.S.C. 4 471. The Act authorizes Executive Orders "necessary to

effectuate [its] provisions," 40 U.S.C. 4 486(a), but it does not

mention employment discrimination. In examining the relation

between the federal procurement statute and the nondiscrimination

requirements of Executive Order 11246, it often is argued that the

nondiscrimination requirements were justified because of the strong

federal interest in ensuring that the cost of federally-assisted

,:onstruction projects is rot adversely arAeLted by an artificial

restriction of-d..!,. labor pool caused by d-,3criminatory employment

pr ac ices. See; 6'v:tractors Association v. Secretary of Labor, 442

F.2d 159 (3d Cir. 1)471).

The conclusion in Contractors Association that the feder

procurement statute provides a general source of authority Lor

Executive Or/.er 11246 hasibeen the subject of significant

criticiam.197 what is noteworthy about the Contractors Association

19. See ft..f.-Ari. Adhieving_Nationa.-._CoaIs_Throuch_Fedszal_Contrarts:

(..'r...

Giving Frr to--an unconstrained Administrati_ __Process, 1974
Wis. L. Rev. 301, 312, in which Professor M gan states thaw
it is likely that th, Executive Order was i sued by the President
solely toachieve equality of employment op rtunity rather
than to increase the available labor_force_o to_reduce the
govertment!s_procurement_costs____Ea riv-es that he only int. ion
of Congret.:. in grantina procurement- powers to the President
was to minimize internal .ureaucratic red tape in the procurement
process:.. See also, No'.. The Philadelphia-Plan: -A
Studv-in the_Dvnamics f :xecw...ive_Pcdr. 39_01_Ch7.7 L,__S,_.
123,__7132922)whicl_ci:.icizes_tHiTThird_C1rcuit decision
on the ground that it does not deal squarely with thu central
issue" 7oncerni3g separation of powers. See also,
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decision, however, is that the court clearly: recognized the purely

prospective nature of the compliance program, As the court stated:

(Contractors) are Merely_being invited to

bid-en a contract with terms imposed by

the source of the funds. The affirmative
action_ covenant is no different,in_kind
than other covenants SpeCified in the
invitation tc bid.

The Flan dees_not_impose-apunishment
for past midcondu -ct . l-- exacts

Covenant for -fir -went performance:
(Emphasis added)..20/

Moreuver, the Third-circuit .did not'end its analysis after it

found a general source of authority ,for the Executive Order. It

went on to consider whether there also was a source Of authority

for the specific aspect ofd
the Executive Order program which was

beir4 Challenged in that 'case. This type of analysis is consistent

with the "nexus test" prescribed by the Supreme c:.irt in Chrysler

and. as the Court'S
characterization in Chrysler :Alggests; Contractors

AssociatiCh should be read as holding that the procurement statute

grants authority for "some aspects of Executive Ordur'11246," 441.

U.S. at tS n.34: This approach most recently was ai.;,71ieC

Footnot_ Nu. 19 (Cont'd_,)
Note, Doing_COOd_the

Wrong-Way-: The Case - far

Delimitin- Presidential-Fewer Under - Executive- Order -Na-,
,.1.246,_33__Vand. L. Rev. 921-, 931_(1980), _Which notes that the

Order almost insures
ah-increase_rather than a decrease in

procurement costs for the_federal
Apvernment, and whieh is

cited by the FOUt_i_h _circuit in LibertyMutual_Ins. Co.

v. Friedman; 639 Y.2d 164. 169 (4th Cir, 1981). ,

20. 442 F__,2d at 176. This lariguage and_thecourt's subsequent__

analysis seich seeks a specific- source of authority fer_that_

aspect of the ExedUtiVe Orde: ;_.;gram being chAIIenged_indicates

that the latet district couiL
decision in United States

cuelaetne_Light Co- 423 -. Supp. SO7 _(W.D__FA, ;976), fr.l.led

_tb foj_Ipw the essence of Lie Contractors!_Associatinn
The judge's decision in

DUOileSne_Lio,.'reflects o.,-. _a Very

'gyleral analysis of eXecutiv authority under tne federal

procurement Statutes; without any specific finding_that_the

back pay_teMedy in administrative enforcementuacions was

reasonabIy_within the+.contemplation
of-Congress wl,en - granted

the_Executive branch authority_tO
provide_an economical and

efficient system-of procurement.
Moreover, the decialen_in_

Otratteshe 71..7hraISe_relies__on,"inherent"-exetutiVe
authority

without attempting to eefine the particular_Source_of thit

authority, As the- Supreme Court and constitutional scb.;_arS

consistently have advi ad. reIiance_on "inherent" .:xedUtive

power is immediately a ir'.Und for suspicion. See--

"l'ourste-heet S TUrr=_Co. Sawver, 343 U.S, 579,_646,-660

(2.952)
(J,--Tackten_concurring.); Lt Tribe, American Constitenal

Law 164 (19781, Thus, OFCCP's beak payAuthcrity also _xs

glig court sanction._ as well as
being outside any grant of

Corgressional authority.

2 co
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1. terty-Mutual-Ins-u:ranoe--E:ompanN-v: Friedman, 639 F.2d 164. 169-_:,

(4th Cir. 1981). In thiaf decision, the Fourth Circuit concluded 5
.

that application of the Executive Order program to a subcontractor

which underwrote workers' compensation insurance for federal

contractors was beyond the scope of any grant of legislative

authc:ity:

The key point-in Contractors Association-is'its
recognition that ahy application of_the_Order
must_be_reasonably_related:ta_the_Procurement
Act's purpose of ensuring efficiency and
economy in government procurement. . . in order
to lie within tne statutory grant.

639 F:2d at 170; ay

Applying this approach to the use of back pay as a remedy in

OFCCP enforcement actions, it must be concluded that there is no

authoriZati-On under the procurement statute for ordering back pay.

Not only is there no relationship between the prospective goals of

the Executive Order and retrospective awards of back pay, but there

Is no nexus between reducing government procurement costs and

assessing government contractors for back pay. As commentators

have observed,

it is plainly inconsistent to-assume_ that the
back pay regulations, with theft enormous
impact on the contractors' costs and-the re-
sultant increase'in-the cost of supplies to the
or' ,ent. are_wIthin_the scope of_

._ntial_action_authorized by the
.ement statutes.

ski and Willacy, Beck Pay and Extra-Judicial Proceedings: Is

the Cffice of Federal :.act Compliance programs Exceeding Its

Atrthirrt-v?, 41 Ohio St. L. J. 401, 406,(1980). See also. Note

Doing Cocci tie Wrong Way: The Case for Delimiting Presider.ial

Power Under Executive Order No. 11;246; 33 Vand. L. Rey. 921; 931

(1980). Another observer Las pointed- out -that:

21. See also, AFL-CIO'v. -N-a,h-ni 618 F.2d 784, 793 (D. C. Cr i
1979), where tne court applied the nexus test when examining
the requirement of Execuiive Order 12092 that- federal contractorr
certify_compIiance l'Oluntary_wage and_price_guidelines
establiShed by the Council on Wage and Price Stability.
The court stre,.:.Jed the importance of "tt_ aexus between the wage
and price standa,d an,")likely savings the Government. -.
7he procurement rowers must-he exercis,.... onsistentIy with the
itructure and irposes of the statute that delegates thrt-
power."

51
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CFCCP could also -be- operating at cross-purpotet

with the anti-infIation program.
Back

pav for work HOt acrua1-1-y-performarig
inflationary,_ imposed on the 325,000_
contractors and 30 million employees subject tc

Executive Order 11246, this_monetary reweLly

would have a substantial impact. (Emphasis

supplied).

)(andel,. OFCCP, Affected
Classes, and Back Pay; 5 Employee Rel. G;

J;; 104 ;:105 (1979).
-

Mere assertions that such back pey awards serve an important

national 1;.itpdae beyond'economy
and effiCiencI are insufficient to

satisfy the the.nexus test. In Liberty-Mutual, the Court specifically ,

rejected the -.oncept that a regu.lation
promulgated under an Executive

Order that traces its authority to a particular statute need bear

nbrelation to '7_he purposes of that'statute
so long as the

tient relate to national
policies refleeted in other sources:

This would render meaningless thc simple,

f;..cramental separation of_powers requirement

recently reasserted by the Supreme-CO-Litt in

Chrvsler, that_auch'an "exercise lf

iTa-a=egislAtive authority by-governmental
departments and agencies Must_be rooted in a

grant of (legislatiVe) power by the Congress_

.," 441 U.S; at 302 and_lie "reasonablY within

the 'pIation of that grant of date.%

Id 306:

639 F.2d at 171.

Furthermore, even if A nexus to the 1:;,:po_ e pricuremeat

Act cou;d be shown, the Supreme Court recently .0i ressed that

the Conqtettional
exercise of the Spending Power is contractual in

nature. Thus, the legitiMacy of legislation enacted under th:s

Power depends on whether there is a knOwing and voluntary acctptance

c.,!- the terms of the contract by the recipient of federal funds.

PerathurstS-ta-te School & Hospital-v ,-Halderman, 49 U.S.L.W.:43d3,

4367, 4369 (13:5;; April 20, 1961) (No: 79-1404). Unless Congre

imposes an "unambiguous" condition on the expenditure of federal

there can be no kruirting
acceptance of the contractual

condition: "(Slcatteredbits of legislative history," 49 U:S.L.W.

at 4869. such as rthed upon by the Solicitor here, do not constitute

a clear indication of Congressional intent: Moreover, Congret,s..

_

Spending Power authority
"does not include surprising

(those who

receive federal money] with post-acceptance or
retroactive conditiohS."

1-d.
su,seiy. there has been no clear expression of Congressional

intent tr rmit the Spending Power to be used to obtairr pay

28 -52;
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from Federal contractors. Tuch -,)ermit the agency to .Ittont to

apply this'authority to t3.e perr.c,''s previous tb the promulgation

of the back pay regulations in 1977.

OFCCP's asserted r.,,nt to assess large back pay awards against

government contractors finds roots in the authority granted by

the federal procurement statute to provide an economical and

efficient siFtem of government procurement. Moreover, as shown

below; the regulations themselves were improperly promulgated.

B. OFCCP's Regulations Authorizing Orders
of 7,ack Pav Were-Promulgated Without
Reg .rd for Existing Administrative
Regyirements_and Without Consideration Of
Regulatory Efficiency

The Government has argued that ordering back pay in this case

would be consistert with In standing OFCCP policy In fact,

however, OF2CP's practices on back pay have never been articulated

in a sec of formal regulations:- Momover, the basis and origins of

this "policy" have never been defined and faIl far short of the clear

noti,, ,r,'Auirements of the Pennhurst decision. On the issue of back

pay, the agency has sidestepped the requirements of the Administrative

Procecure Act and applicable Presidential directives designed to

assure that regulatory practices are put into effect only after a

thorough consideration of their impact.

Thd aMblguities in the OFCCP pOIIcy are demonstrated, ironically,

in a "Policy Clarification" issued by the Director of OFCCP or.

February 22, 1978 (attached as Appendix 8), which noted that clari-

fication was needed regarding he legal effect of the pronnEeet

"Affected Class and Back Pay Guidelines" published for comment in

the Federal Register on March 26, 1975: The Director-s clarificat:.on

stated:

Because the proposed guidelines have-never-been
dr-acted as regulationS. they do not have the
TE..rue and effect Hoevet;_the_quide-__.
130es wo,..1d_have_zairied_practices_ane-procedures
CFCCP had follo,ed in disposing of EEO is:.ues
raised in compliance reviews. Thoie Practices
and-procedures, of course, may c.,:itinue to-be
followed insofar_as_they rema...._current policy.
However; we should_he_ever_milful_the_we_are
not applyi:. th7: proposed guielines L,c the
traditional poi:.cies and prLu'..ices which would
r.ive i,come regulations had the proposal been
a:opc,21 (empha7,.s added).

On its face. the Direztor's Policy Clarification exhibits a re-

markable disregard for the requirements of the Administrative

Procedure Act ahe an implicit recognition_that its"poIl'Cy" has

-53-
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torte of law. AS;the recent decision in Firestone Tire &

R.,roer co. v. Marsh-a-11
demonstrates; the OFCCP is not imuon.e from

re regirement that regulatory policies be implemented through

formal ruleMaking procedures.22/ What IS perhaps even more remarkable

AbOut this clarification is the reference to the "traditional

policies" embodied by the proposed guide-lines. At noted above.

when these "traditional policies" on baa pay were announced by the

CFCCP; the General Counsel Of the Department of Defense, one of the

largest contract COMpliance
agencies. responded with a hong

argument that the policy

appears to-depart_from_past_policy
and practiCe

under the Executive _Order and the supporting
regulatiOns of the Secretary of Labor= _. . it

would seem,appropriate-to-have_the
proposed new

rule or regulation pUbIlSbed_in_the Federal
Register for the PUbIic'notice and comment

refore enactment.23/

As noted. OFCCP
Subsequently published the proposed policy for

public comment on March 26, 1975; but after the comment period the

agency never issued final regulations. The OFCCP Director's "Policy

Clarification" indicates that one of the reasons these regulations

never adopted was because they would "not apply equitably to

every industry" (Appendix B. p. 2). The Director't Memorandum thus

refu any assertion now made that the agency's policy has been

long-standing, consistent, or fairly applied.

22 in rirestone-M-e-&
Rukoer COv.Marsha-LI, 24 FE? Cases_1699

Tex:.981). -the
tbart_reVe-scd a decision by the_SenretarY

of 1.ahor and heId that OFCCF's requirements_fdr_determining

underutilizatiO1
i::sued in vicl:Nti,:ti_di"_t-notice

and

ccmment_prOvv.iio..:: oi ti.
Administrtive_Procedure Act, 5

5553. See also. Chrisb,r rf Cormerce v. OSHA. --

_F-2d (No. 77-1942, D. C: Cir7-.1.11
10, 1980), where -the

court concluded that because -the occupational Safety_and___

Health Act .chtainS_no provisof.
requiring pay for walkaround

time, the agecys_rulr requiring-s4Ch :5ay_was "an attempted

e.tertite_of
fah-C_it_must be vacated -for

=din-Ire to comply tio.th the_proced.res specified by, .

U.S.C. § 553." Secti6h 553 of -the AdministratiVe,PrOCed.:re

Act was enacted to give_the public an oppOrtunity_tO_participate

in the :u16Making_precess. alsc enables_the.agency

prcmgatf.ng_the rul-eto educate itge:f_befcrees-t,IblIshIng
hack have_a_substanzlal impact on

ere r,:qu:ated. (EmphaSts_supplied). Texaco, v.

v. Er..7.
412 F.2d 740; 744 :3d Cir. 1969).

23. See Lettek_from Mart.," R. Hoffman -to
Solic'.tor

cf LabOr_April 29, ! '74 (attached_as_415endiA
A, pp. 2-3):_ The

reheral Counsel to th
eecretary_of_Deferse also stated that his

agency cues a aned the_:f:gal rasis for a bock iviy requirement

anti e authority or the oFcCr to seek pay u-der the

r:e,:ent IrAet-;*:_lv,I, Order.
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On September 17, 1976, the agency published a notice of proposed

ruIemaking which included a brief reference to back pay as a remedy.

These new regulations. explained tne agency; would "codify OFC'P

policies regarding back pay and affected class relief which

been in effect for several years.24/ This particular pr

Issued in final form on January 14; 1977, with another ,c1z)n

stating that it simply codified existing policies.

In lIght of the hinnv Of OFCCP's "policy" on back pay, it IS

evident there was 40 '-:policy "codified" by the 1977 egulitions.

Indeed, under the la, A,`,.nistrative procedure, because the

1975 proposal had me r issued in final form, there was no

formal policy at the the 1977 regulations were adopted. As

thc. Director's 19/8 Policy clarification confirms, the 1975 proposal

was never enacted and dyes not have the force and effect of I v.

What must be concluded, therefore, from this history of confused

agecy an action, ts that OFCCP's assertion that it can order back pay

in enforcement actions actually was a departure from existing

formal contract compliance procedures when it was proposed in 1974

and 1975, that that proposal`mas never formally adopted, and that,

therefore; the proposal cannot serve as the validbisis for 0!,-CCP

policy today. Furthermore, this history indicates that the back

pay proposal has never been subjected to the scrutiny required by

formal rulemaking procedures. "Any rulemaking should of course,

be tailored to elicit maximum information and input,"2-5/ but the

only formaI ruIema%ing here -176Ivad the 1977 regulations, and

those regulations were couched in terms that would tend to dis-

courage comments on the basis that the regulations purported to do

tutting more than perpetuate existing praCtices.

24. 41-Fed. Req. 40342, September 17, 1976. See also 42-Fed. Reg.
3456, January 18, 1977.: In the preamble to the final rule,
the_ageney_stated_that_the_many_dbments_received_indlcated a
need for further consideration of the major revisions and
re-designation proposed on September 17, and that therefore;
that major revisto- was being postponed for such further
consideration. 47 Fed, Reg, 3454: ,

4

25. South_Terminal Corn._. En Irr.nmental '?rotection Agency, 5(14
F ZC 646, 660 01st Cir. 1974).
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:t s ou1d als/ be ::oted that in pildating the 1977 regulations,

the agency 4Pp,irently chose to ignore the requirements crf Executive

Crier 116211, issued November 27, 1974. and ExeCiativ,c Order J19,1,2

issued oh/December 31. 1976. Taken together, these two ordcrl

plainly/required that any major rule emanating from the executive

branch/cf government should include a stateMent certifying that the

:.nfIatichaiy impact of the rule Oh the has been carefully

4

conVidered. Among the types of impact to cc considered was the

core impact on consumers.
business, markets; or the Federal government.

4 noted above, the assessment of back pay
for time never Worked

/has a tre:aendous inflationary potential, and Surely has an impact

.gr, costs for consumers,
businesses and the federal governmela. The

1977 regulations, however, contain no analysis of the eCOn6Mic

impact cf baCk pay regulations.

This i:aire to -,:opetly consider
the imo.-!ct of the back.pay

remedy; L:nn,,Ined with :he
ambiguities as io what constitutes OFCT1,":5

"policy' on bach pa(; demonstrates thdt thE. 'Consistency and contin-

uity of policy" araiment by the Covetnbent is not credible. :The

Secretary must apprcac', this case with the realizatioh that he is

being asked to iffiplement a policy on back pay which has never been

prlperIy promulgated or analyzed in the manner necessary for sound

regulatory practice.

The hack pay policy of the OFCCP has been based upon a mis-

perception of the agerv:y's authority; coupled with abundant CO, .lsion

over the asserted source of that policy and a fa:JUre to comply

with legal reguiremrnts to subject the policy tc, public comment and

scrutiny. Much of ;overdMent's argumenZ for its asserted

abIllty to cbtaih retrospective
relief is biaed Only upon its past

success in extracting set*...lements from co,42.3ctors who faced the

alternative of,exansive and protracted enforcement Procedures a,d

the like:L.:hood Of los*, contracts,

If this Admiristration
accept~ this aroroach, it will encourage

di;ruptio of the ;:-Jtmenda:gle
aff:i.:nattve action asp.tcts o: the

program. It ai sill he enfor.7ing a
regulatory .1nproact. that is

manifestly at odds the COngrestonal perception
of the pours

of the c.,'CCP and with the Reig.n AdminstratiOn'S
'71e,., of cro;,r

regulatory practices,
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Therefore, we encourage the Secretary to recognize the

inappropriateness of retrospective relief under Executive Order

II246. in this case; to notice appropriate changes in the regulations

eliminating any language referring to back pay or any other affected

class relief; and finally to encourage the Presidgak to amend the

Order to state specifically that back pay and Other retrospective

relief is not available.26-/ Moreover, as noted above; a decision

in this case should be deferred so that it may be made consistent

with any future changes that might be made in the OFCCP'S regulations.

There is_PO_VestiOn_that_victims_ofciimination should be
awarded appropriate relief, including ack pay,_ The point;
however, is that Congress authorized s -Ai relief under %tie_
VII, not Executive Order 11246. As tLc. Fifth Circuit held in
United States v. East_Texas Motor Fre.cht System, 546 F.2d
°.135_15th Cir. _1977)._TitIe VII based upon Congress'

ce:.ception of what was necessary -to :::::ord_"COMpIete relief"
to victims of disurimination, and such elief_it_the
'most complete. . possible,' the ,cutive Order could
Scacceiy_be interpreted to demand 1 . ." This point was
succinctIy_recogniztid by- general C .7,e1 Hoffman's letter to
the Solicitor of Labor which state:: ,Appendix A):

Of course, the aoparent -spectiv focus
of Executive Order 11'246 doe: no.. mean that victims of
past_discrimination are without recourse for back-pay
remediesCongress has__enacre4 equal employment
legislation__(42__U.S-C-205) which provided for EE3C
and Department of Justice cupresent;..ich_Of_viCtims of
discriminatIon in claims for t,,.ck pay and other remedies.
Thus. other back-pay procedures with more specialized
Federal ardency ass,stance are In operation.

Rbbeit E: Williams
Douglas S. McDowell
Monte B. LakC
Lorence L. Y,=sslei

McGVINESS AND_ WILLIAMS
1015 Fifteanch Street,,N.W.
Washingtor_i_D, C. 20005
(202) 789-3600

Attorneys for the Equal Employment
Advisory Council
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ON ERSIGHT HEARINGS ON EQUAL EMPLOY-
MENT OPPORTUNITY AND AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION

Part 2

RIDA) AUGUST It 19S1

Ii 7:%!,-;(.. Ri.:PRL:s_ENTATivEs;
Suncom !.",T-1-r-.;r: ON .CM;'1.0YMENT OPPORTUNITIES;

ON EDUCATION AND LABOR;
LOS Angeles; Calif

'f he subcornmi,,Je. net pursuant to adjournment, at 9:15 a.m., in
the Muses_ Room,_ (ailifornia Museum of Science and Industry, Los
Angeles, Cali ., Hon. Augustus F: Hawkins (chairman of the sub-
committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins; Weiss; Washington;
and l'eyser.

Staff present: Susan D: Grayson; staff director; Ed.Cooke., :egisla-
tive associate;_ Ciirole M. Schanzer, legislative assistant; and .die
Baum,_minority counsel for labor.

Mi . he Subcommittee or' Employment Opportunities
ofthe_Commi'Ltee on Education and Labor is c,,Iled to co!der

Lzidies and ge.ntlemen, this is the third hearing in a _se,.,-.s__that
the s-.bco_rnmittee will conduct in exercising its overs!Hit of the
Federal Government's enforcement of equal employment opportu-
nity laws.

The previous hearings- held on duly 15; 1981; in _Washington,
D.C.; and on August 11,- 15)81, in Chicago, the district_ret.-.
sented by_bar, distinguished colleague; Mr. Washingtonand these
hezirings focused on the emerging equal employment opportunity
policies of the Reagan .'dininistration_ as disclosed both by state-
ments of principal Cabinet officials and by actions of !hose officials
regarding matters relating to the enforcement of equal opportunity
Inws.'The-Statements-zto--wl-rich-l_make reference suggest sympathy
with the objectives Of the regulated-and unfortunate disinterest _in
the plight_ of the classes of _ individuals s-presumably protected by
equzil employment opportunity laws.

T_here__is much to s!ibstantiate these concerns. As regards the
budget, for example, the U.S. Commission on CMl Rights recently
observed:

Altor_oxaminin)! the Administriittons r,,posfd :;,;sion iti con-
cerned th:a history [ohs he- ropeating i t s e l ' .ind t t , i t y he _Altering-
mot It!q- p_erio,i o f t..vil rights , trnchmtfit.

R do int; :ill ications for spo:ific ..rivil right.-; evfor.e.t. t..... ...II mean thit
mil:,,, :, ,. AlelilaIIS Will con.'nue to be 'victims Ail ... .....i.. , , ,n oduczttion.
enIpleyn:ent. hou:-,intz, and gAt., , . lent serics.

(25:1)
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We examine thiS morning the scope and continuing validity of
the concept of affirmative action in search of bases for 'insisting
upon the continuation of valid and 'successful programs as well as
meaningful and effective alternatives to wasteful; inefficient; and
uniiuccessful schemes. Thoughtful and prudent consideration of
needed improvenirrits in EEO programs can yield benefits for all:
Ilasty. ill-considered changes will signal retrenchment anaban-
donment of our longstanding national commitment to eq 1 em-
ployment _opportunity: Thus; changes should not be permitted to
occur at the expense of program effectiveness. Commitment; with-
out meaningful and determined action; will yield nothing. As a
recent AFL-CIO policy statement recently observed:

Passive reliance on promises of voluntary action has proven unavailing. The
undeniable truth is that, standing alone, all the pledges and guarantees of equal
opportunity ore meaningless. _Only aggressive action to open doors previously shut
to ;Willett and minorities will work.

As in our earlier hearing, we seek your advice, insights; and_the
benefit of yOur experience in this community to aid our oversight
responsibility. We look forward to hearing from each of the wit-
nesses who will-testify this morning.

May I just briefly present the members of the committee who are
present this morning?

At my far right is Congressman Ted Weiss from the State of New
York; to my immediate left is Congressman Barold Washington of
the State of Illinois; and to my far left is Congressman Peter.
Peyser, also of the State of New York.

Would any of yOu gentlemen care to make a statement at this
point?

[No response :]
Mr. HAWKINS. Without any additional introductions at this. time;

we are delighted to present as the first witness before the subcorn7
mittee the distinguished Governor of our State and certainly one of
the most outspoken leaders on the national scene today. We com-
mend him on the statements recently. issued by him in connection
with the Governors' Conference. It was certainly a breath of fresh
air and a very wholesome one to have someone speak out against
some Of the policies that are"in operation today:

Unfortunately; we have not heard enough of this, but certainly
as a Californian and a longtime supporter of the Brown adminis-
trations having served in the previous Brown administration, who
is the father of our Governor todayI am delighted from a person-
al point of view and certainly proud from the viewpoint as chair-
man, to have such an outstanding witness present -views to the
subcommittee.

Governor Brown, we welcome you and ask that you be seated at
the table.

STATEMENT OF ETON. EDMUND G. BROWN, JR., GOVERNOR.
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Governor BROWN. Thank you very much; Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWK/NS. We have your statement which will be entered in

the record in its entirety. You may deal with it as you so desire.

25'9



Governor Birw,vN. Thank you very much. Mr, Chairman. I am
going _to submit _this statement, which ',entitle "Sophisticated Job
Training-The Unseen-Issue of the Eighties.

Perhaps the fundamental failing of the Republican administra-
tion is that they are neglecting the most powerful resource in
America; namely; the people of America; their skills, their talent,
and their potential. It does not do any good to cut -so- called redtape_
to enrich those who already have accumulated huge amounts of
capital if millions of our citizens are underemployed and unable to
make their maximum contribution to the Nation's well-being.

America is a shrinking minority of the world's population: We
are about 6 percent today. We will be about 4 percent of the
world's population in the year 2000. The principal challenge is a
lack of job skills.

We all know there is a rising unemployment_ level: We know that
there are people standing on street corners, that there are unem-
ployed people in every sector of the country; but the paradox is,
side-by-side with the unemployed people, there are jobs that are
going begging. We do not have enough nurses in Martin Luther
King llospital, whereas in the same neighborhood there are people
out of work.

We do not have enough people for the electronics industry; but
we have people auto(' work in the same neighborhood.

The State of California can't find enough computer programers;
yet we are paying _massive sums of unemployment insurance.

The paradox of today is that people are looking _for workers
while. at the same time, workers are looking for jobs. The explana-
tion of this paradox is the anachronistic; inadequate .job training
program_ in this Nation. The Republicans cut back $3 billion in
CE TA. That was a profound error. We should be expanding. our
funding_ of intelligent job training programs.

The Japanese are already turning out more_electrical engineers
than- the United States, with half the population. What is true of
an electrical engineer is also true of various technicians; computer
programers, nurses, licensed vocational nurses at every level.

The Reagan administration has not been able to total up a
human balance sheet. It is time Ibr them to look at the model of
job training in California. We have something__ that we call
META, the California Workste Education and Training Act. I
believe th.s should serve as a national model: It is_a State-funded
program. We haven't asked any money from the Federal Govern-
ment. We have run it our way.

Our way is to get business or Government to tell us the skills
they need and then for the CWETA program to provide the appren-
ticeship training. What it does is, it allows someone to get an
income. to get the training; and to have a hope of upward mobility.
Those are the ingredients.

There are plenty of dead end jobs that people do not want to
take What we need to do is to restructure the secondary labor
market and provide a career ladder so that people can be paid; can
he associated with schools or regional occupational training pro-
grams or other programs of instruction in cooperation with their
part icida r job:
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Today we have nursing program at our county_ hospital, and in
that county hospital we are taking nurses' aides _and on the job we
are toiching them to become licensed vocational nurses. We have
management, we have labor. we have a joint apprenticeship pro-
gram, and the State is providing a subsidy for _that. Then for the
licensed vocational nurses, we are upgrading them to full regis-
tered nurses.

The program is working. There is nothing like it anywhere else
What will work for nurses can work for electronic

technicians, for computer programers, and a host of other jobs that
are going unfilled.

In this State employers are going_to Europe, are going to Mexico;
are going to the Middle East, and :ire going to Asia to find skilled
workers. I am not just talking about _tterospace engineers. I am
referring to nurses, I am referring to middle-level technicians; and
a host of other jobs.

The 7-percent unemployment _reflects a bankrupt job training
philosophy tut(' program in the United States, and the challenge is
not juSt lie.lp,te people, which we ought- to-do out of compassion
and out of humtin commitment; but the challengeis to recognize
that Amer is is going to decline as an economically powerful
nation unless all our citizens are brought up to their level of
talent.

Whether we are talking about senior citizens, a _Minority, a
woman, a disabled person, or_a white middle-class American;_effec-
tiYe job .training- is what is needed; and we are not now getting it

Most of the jobs that will exist over the next decade_ are barely
even conceived of Therefore the schooling; the apprenticeship,_the
trztining has to be continuously- upgraded. A time of unemployment
can be a problem or it can be_a great opportunity. If we had a job
trtrining program in effect whereby__ unemployed workers can be
given a Stipend, can be retrained; then a slack in the economy is an
opportunity to equip the people of this country for the next round
of economic growth.

That is not what happens. When unemployment rises, people are
demiii%iliZed, their health gets worse; the fabric of society weakens.
We do not have and we must develop immediately a national policy
of providingtraining and retraining for people of all backgrounds
so- that -we can compete in the international Market.

We find now in electronics we are losing out in key sectors to the
Japanese; In appliances; in autos, and __even jh_gatellites, we are
being pressed by other nations. The answer is not tacitt-back on
training or research or encouragement of people to upgrade _their
SkilIS, hilt to provide a framework by which we can Lift- up all the
people in society for the benefit of the society as well as those
individuals.

My _testimony goes on at great _length. We have more detail of
how_this_.is_ working, but, this is one job training program where
everybody wants it and I believe we are at a_ strategic Moment in
the hiStary of this country: The Great Society of Lyndon Johnson
htjs been temporarily repudiated,i spy temporarily_ There were
great effartS-made to upgrade people's skill; from Head Start to
VISTA to manpower training and all the rest of it.
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At the time these programs were coming into being: it was very
easy, in it place like Citlifoniii, to import workers from the Mid:
west and from the South and even from other countries: That is no
longer tha_case. Housing is not itflordable. The freeways are getting
crowded. We now Inive to (lice the stark reality that instead of
taking people from 3,000 or 5,000 mile's away, we ought to go eight
into our own neighborhoods and our own back yards and employ
the people that are her:.

In order to do that, it takes not it plane ticket from Iowa or from
Ii a! or from Taiwan, it takes an education, it training, an appt.en-
ticeship progritm._ We no longer have this great surplus of people.
We have it shortage of people in key sectors, and -because the
!lousing. becituse of the transportation, because.of the lack of infra-
structure brought about by cutbacks in State and Federal Govetn-
ment we now are potsed lot a new thrust Forward in the develop-
ment of human capacity and human skills:

Not only do we now have a shortage_, but we have an opportunity
with computers and more sophisticated knowledge about manpower
training to put this kind of a program in place.

So instead of cutting back; instead of cutting back on CETA, we
should have been dritmatically increasing our job training effbrt.
Nlaybe ('ETA was flawed. Maybe there were aspects that were
witsteful. Accept that as true for the sake of argument. Neverthe-
less, I know from the, business people that they cannot -get 'enough
skilled people. I visited IBM 2 weeks ago in San Jose. This compa:
ny told me they are ;3 years behind in their backlog. Their sales are
increasing at 50 percent a year.

So I said "Why are you :3 years behind. because of Government
taxes?_" No.

Is it because of EPA restrictions?" No.
Is it because of OSHA?" No

"Is it because your workers are asking too much money and you
can't afford to pay them?" No.

What is the reason?"
There is only one reason: They cannot get _the skilled personnel

to do the Nvork, to design the process, to be able to put their
product on the markeL_They do _not have enough_ bachelor degrees;
master's degrees, Ph. D's, techntclans,jumor college graduates, or
just plain old mechanics that can do the work to get this IBM plant
current in their delivery of products.

[believe that story is true all over the State:
Business is being held back not by Government redtape, not by

taxes, -not by efforts to protect worker health; not by efforts to
protect the clean air, or the soil, or to protect us against chemicals.
They are kept bitck because the inadequate education and man-
power training program.

The No I challeage of this decade that is unrecognized in the
public mind and in the political debate is job training and educa-
tion. The Republicans are cutting back on both, but the fact that
somebody has more money in his pocket because you have cut out
the inheritance tax. or because commodity dealers can get a tax
credit deduction, and because the oil company's can get $11 billion
less in this windfall profits tax, and because of a number of these
other things, that is not going to I'mean that the lotal school is
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training their Stitiliins better. Nor does it mean that we are get-
ting more science tetichers;_thtit we hztve more regional occupation-
al programs, that small butAness _can_ afford to subsidize un-
skilled-workers until they become productive members of the work
fece. The-v cannot.

That is going to weaken the productivity_ of this country. It is
going to Weaken our competitive__position; and things are going to
get worse; not better. until the Government in Washington turns
around 180° tind recognizes that the No 1_ challenge is not any-
thing called redttire, it is not anything_ called general taxes, it is
net tiiiYthing callecf ety_rt2nrnental protection; it is the inadequate
commitment to the(p_ej*K their skills`, and their motivation._

The -coUntry of Japan knows that That is why they are beating
us -in tt number of significant _endeavors.

In 19:15, Japan and I use that as an example with the great
admiration fbr what they_ have_donehad a per capita income of
20; $10 per person per year was the national income of Jalian in

19.15. They had no oil. They had no iron. They imported half of
t heir food.

No :15 yezrrs later. they_are almost up with us; How did they do
it? They did it by one simple thing: TheY invested in the human
talent of their People, education, research; and training. That is
NO. 1.

No. 2, they had a cooperative strategy of business; labor, and
men t.

No. :1, they had a strategic plan. They knew what they wanted to
io i.ifter. 'Textiles first; then televisions,_then pocket calculators;
and next satellites. They know -where they are going. They didn't
leave it to" "Adam- Smith's invisible hand_of the free market._ They
had an iirg:tinization called the ministry of international trade and
technoloe;y:_ These people sit down with _government, with -labor
repesenttitiVeS,_'Llnd they say over the next 10 years we will get
this market; this will be our share._ Then the schools put out the
PeePle; the businesses train the workers. They do not lay anyone
off_ They proceed forward.

Our polity of intentional unemployment, of leaving everything to
the invisible hand of the_market,of kicking labor -out; of polarizing
theth and having no strategic industrial plan is alosing policy. It is
reflected in our balance of payments. It is reflected in our produc-
tivity. It is reflected in our lack of competitive position.

It is also reflected in the fact_ that the No 1 event in the business
community is the merger of one' big company_ With- another big
company_ and the___bankruptcy of ordinary_ businesses. Business
bankruptcies are up 95 percent in the last 2 years. The capital -of
this Nation'IS_being diverted to finance excessive tax cuts- a_mili
tttry buildup through the Government borrowing. and excessive
mergerS through the private capital market.

What we ought to be doing is having an_ industrial policy, a
intirip-oWer policy, tying the two together, all based this One-
pemise. that people are the key resource._ If we have th'at, and if
this committee can bring this to the attention of the Nation, then I
think we are ready-_ to turn the circle and get off of the negative,
debilitating; self-defeating rhetoric that we have heard over-- -the
;ast 12 months and focus on what really challenges America. That
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is the lad; of people who are trained to do_the work of the- economy
of the next lu years. This committee has the jurisdiction. You have
t he opportunity.

I pledge my cooperation from-the State of California and in every
other way because I think we literally have a balance not just for
the unemployed but for America itself; because if these unem-
ployed people- are- not trained, I have no doubt that imports are
going to engulf this country; that protectionism is_going to rear,its
ugly head; that we are going to have trade wars like we did in the
twenties and thirties, that we are going_ to have a deep persistent
recession, and then we are going to-be into real -wars.

That-is the path that we are now oh,: the Coolidge-Hoover philos-
ophy_ that is being adopted._ The next thing_ will be the Smoot-
Hawley thrills because of the rising unemployment. After that
comes what happened in the- thirties_ and what_ happened in_ the
forties, The only difference is the timeframe will be compressed not
to two decades but fbr a -few years.

We can prevent . it; but only if' we can wake up he American
Nation before it is too late.

Thank you very much.
!The prepared testimony of Gov. Edmund Brown follows:]
Plivp-Ain:n TESTIMONY OF EDMUND G. BROWN, Jk., Coviumoa OF CALIFORNIA

St WIIISTICATED TitA INT NI: TUE UNSEEN ISSUF OF THE. Naomi Fa

.1- would like to speak this morning about California's human capitalits people
and .what we-ae doing to _ensure that this precious capital is used to the fullest.

We are_told we_ have a_shortage of jobs in this country and we have-7.5 million
unemployed to prove it._ But in the electronics industry, in our nation's hospitals
and in the aerospace business we, are told we have a critical shortage _of skilled
labor. I say what we have is not a lack of workers.but _a shortage of -the political will
to train people who are unemployed and underemployed to do the jobs that are
available todas:.

Labor shortage and unemployment exist side-bside;_ sometimes .in._the_ Same
neighborhood. Lood at the help-wanted ads. Talk to a hospital administrator. Check
the personnel offices in the aerospace industry or the electronics influstry. Then
check out the unemployment lines on the streets of South Central and East Los
Angeles.

We must candidly confront this cruel paradox and resolve it through a deep and
pervasive Comm tment to modern and sophisticated learning and skill training.
A memo tuman.ca pita,

We ran no longer state with confidence that the quality of America's workforce
its- human capitalwill continue its _pre-eminent position. A shortage of skilled
technicians as well as Ph.D.'s threatens our ability to compete abroad and threatens
our social and economic -progress at Filime. C. Lester Hogan. a director of Fairchild
Camera and _Instrument Corp., recently warned:

_'711ough there are many important issues worth our collective effort.... as I look
at the next _ten years, I worry_ about international competition. If we lose the battle
in the marketplace, _we will -lose because we -do not-have the quantity of trained
people necessary _to_keep leadership in _the_ industry. This is the single most impor-
tant issue ourindustr_v_tlices-,bar none! Other things will slow us-down and make it
tougher;_butme can still win. The lack of qualified technical people, however, means
we cannot win.-

This is an issue that affects not only America's place in the world economy but
also how businesses compete with each-ollter.Sorne_industries have made a science
out of pirating employees from one company_to_the_next; offering bonuses and
vacations and building swimming pools and_gymhasittms to attract workers; The
American Electronics Association, which recently predicted the need for technicians
in the electronics industry will double by_ 1985, says:

"Because essentially the same technical talent swirls from company_to_company
without signficant increase of numbers added to the total pool, the expensive efforts
to find technical talentoften from a 'firm down the street'have been counterpro-
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&alive to retention. costly to indvidual companies Iiirge and small mid inflationary
to he VC0110111y as 0 wholp.

Most important, this entire process of pirating people instead of training them
does nothing to help those without jab: Nor _does_it help hose marginally em-
ployed in all entry level, dead-end job Who Could till the technical john if they were
given a chance to learn while they continuo to. work mid earn a living. Whos is
better qualified by eSperienceund interest to fill a technical electronics job than a
person who has worked on on-electronics assobley line2 In the health care field. why
not give people already working _as nurse aides and vocational nurses a chance to
learn to become registered nurses?

The tabor shoriage_in health care
The Aiiirtage Or skilled. ktbo. creates_ serious problems in the health field,

Statewide,-Obiiiit 20 percent of all nursing positions are vacant and eaeh year the
number of increases.__Some_hospitals have been forCed tarn_ away
p;ilk tits for Iiik of nurses. Fe_wernurses_perform too much Work'atid the- potential
tot' life-thiefit ning mistakesnrows,_To _cope_ with the problem,- hospital administra-
tors beliiiYe_like tleetronjis Tin.), pirate aiirseS fetitti other hospitals,
TlieY ont_of state and out of the country. They pay bounties and give
bonuses and still cannot find enough nurses.

I demand leadership from _the _new administration,in Washington to intensify the
process Or matching the skills of people with the4ibS or country needs,II_is a
p_iohliqu that liffects husiness and its employees and.America!s position MThe_world.
Bin _what we find in Washington are the budget cutters. hard at work;_s_teely eyes to
the ha hitl_CV Sheet. The principal initiative athe new administration_in the field of
jobs has been to cut the main-rederal job training program in tuff from $7.9 billion
to $3,9 billion. But they didn-'t stop there,. They cut regular utimployment _assist-
ance. 'rhen they eut over a billion dollars from speciaturiemploy_ment benefits. And

they cut III percent from -California's_ Eniployment Development Department and
other state employment offices that help Out-of-work _p_e_ople find jobs.

And what have the btidget cutters accomplished? They reduced the numbers on a
ledger. But what does that -do I-or the- Inemploved? They reduced benefits for thiise
without jobs; they made -it -harder for the state to help them find new jobs; and they
cut the training badget in hall
:Vi; soltiiions /him Washington

What they iipp are titlY have forgotten is that all the budget cutting in Washington
will not train one single nurse. Nor_ will_it train one of the skilled -- technicians we
need to compete with Japans -Nor turn out one of the thousandS of machinists we
need tii rebuild America s industrial plant. Maybe the Reagan adtainistration_
proved the balance on its led_g_er. But they didn t solve the problem;_ they shifte_d_it
to the inifividual ledgers of the unemployed and to the businesses that can't find
enough skilled workers,

The time has come to see if the Reaglin adminiStratiiin's budget cutters-can total
tip a human Exiltince_ sheet. It is time to see if they can build a solution to the
human problem of prep;wing people to perform the jobs that must be done to
continue titut _oelal_progress in this country.

In California I Iiavt instituted a new approach to job training, the California
Worksite Education and Training ActCWETA---that matches the supply with the
demand for skilled labor. CWETA, authored by Senator Bill Greene. is based on the
simple notion that business must work together with laboxigovernnient and educti-
tors to solve our common social and- economic problems. Through CWETA we have

adopted four principles for traming:4
First. business mast decide what jobs we will_ trotri_Yleople to till. We don't ask the

so-called experts in government or academia what jobs they think are in demand or
w-ill be in demand, We Lisk the business executives and personnel managers what
jobs they have tii fill today and in the near future and what jobs theY want to train
people for.

Second, We train only for jobs_with future; jobs that turn into -career:4, Jobs that
not only- put people to work but put them to work earning enough hititiey so they

have a chance fOr a decent living.-
In too Many job programs_over the years we have adopted- the unspoken

ophy that poor people, that disiitIvantaged women.-Illacks and Chicottos_and_Asians

mud the fire capable_ little but menial work. We shuttle them into a
second economy where_a ''good" job is one that -pays the ininimo.m _wage._ where

sikillS tiPither___nectwKiry_ nor_attainable and When job security lasts only from
blab piiyhck to-the next. In this second class-cconoiny we perpetuate second class
eithtenship and deny people a chance to move into the mainstream economy that is
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grtwving, tInit has a. Rame with better_ w;iges,_ better working conditions and an
opportunity to move_ up the economic antisocial ladder.

Job training based on CaliforniiCti.CWETA mbdel rejects this unspoken philosophy
and prepares people fur good jobs with_a future: We know that America desperately
needs all of its people to work at their_higbest_possible.leel.of

The third principle of CWETA derives from the _simple fact that employment
itself is one of the most effective forms of training for zi job, Hospitals report that
graduates of nursing schoolswhen they can get themrequire six to nine months
added- training on the job Lipkine the nurses can work productively. Graduates_ of
school-programs -in auto repair and electronics likewise need the real life_experience
of working on a .poll before they can be considered fully trained. ('WETA's system of
training is based_ on apprenticeship,-the oldest -form of job training. Apprentices
progress on the job _through increasingly complex duties -learning complex skills
from supervisors and others with experience pm-limning the work. After working
hours.approritices ;rttwid local- schools which offer-courses related- to the on-the-job
training...Like apprenticeship. CWETA training is based on the job, not just on the
classroom
CR"/.31-1 pre tunas am tough

The tourth_principle -under which CWETA operates is quite simply that there is
no free lunch. _Over the years-some_ ill-conceived training programs have born
developed in which employers Lind they can make -more money -01T government
training .subsidies than they can from running their businesses. Likewise, we have
created meentives fOr_ some people to migrate from _training program to training
program rather tban_from training 'migrant to job. CWETA training-programs are
tough They ;ire tough on employers and they_ are tough on trainees. We don t-train
for employers who want a subsidy: we _train foremplavers_w_ho want skilled labor.
We don't subsidi/e trainees while they go to schooL_C_WETA trainees attend classes
it night on their own time. CWETA programs require a comribution from every
employer. every _participant. every school and every union involved:. Eteryone has
something- to lose if the program fails and something to gain if the prograni
succeeds. We believe that is a prescription for success.

We have devoted million in suite funds to CWETA. So far we have authorized
training for -II.700 peoph- in professions ranging from nursing to electronics to----
machini trades_ to ;igriculture. Three hundred employers large and small are in-
volved ;tround_the__state. Many-of the projects are-new apprenticeship programs. We
have created the first apprenticeships for nurses in the entire country and through
C_WETI we are now training more nurses than any single community college in the
st,it: We have helped the Fluor Corporation set up--the -largest apprenticeship
program in engineering in the country. The program will train 500 people as skilled
engineering _designers. We will provide training m the latest computer drafting
techniques. We are developing an apprenticeShip program fair computer program-
iners..Wt._h_ave t rained machinists and electronics workers.

Most of the training_ programs are_ upgrades. We take people who-are already
working in a field at the bottom of the economic and social ladder. These people
already knoW their way around inside a plant -or an office or a hospital. and
cwETA gives them a chance to_nuive_ up _while they continue to work and earn ;i
salarv. After they move up_a place al the bottom_is open_ for a person without a job
at all and that person then has a chance to climb the ladder:
TiiIntro.,, nurses in LaS AIWA'S

Let you an example. At Los Angeles County- US('-- Medical Center in East
Los Angeles, to percent of the nursing-positions are vacant. The unemployment rate
for the Sallie neighborhood is about _11 percent, twice as high as unemployment in
the whole of Los Angeles County. Yet the- county cannot find trained licensed people
to f Il In percent of its nursing_positions... So_ with the help of the Service Employees
International Union which represents the nurses and the Los Angeles Community
College District we created a CW ...... program-Forty-five_nurse aides are being
t ranted as Caromed vocatkmal nurses and sixty licensed vocational nurses are being
trained as registered nurses.

They all will continue to work at their current jobs. The college has set up special
classes at the hospital that the nurses attent after work. The nurses are registered
apprentices under the supervision of a labor-management apprenticeship committee,
In addition to completing all the courses required for licensing_ as nurses, the
apprentices- work and are-supervised on the job so they can begin to relate what
they learn in class to what they -do every day in the hospital. Through CWETA the
sf ate pays some aft -he costs. the hospital pays some of the costs and. the college pays
some-of the costs. When the program is-complete in a year and a half, the hospital
:tall have more nurses. Nurses who are new but experienced. Nurses who
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already know what it is to be a nurse, who need no on- the -job training and no
orientation to the hospital. And then the hospital will hire more people as nurse
aides tend LVN's at the bottom and process starts all over.

That's CWETA. It's training for a real job Ira- an- employer who needs skilled
workers, It's training for a job with a future and training that is based on work; not
school. It is a program in which everybodyemployers, schools, unions, employees
and thestatecontributes and works together. It's an approach -to job training that
is working in California. It's a serious solution to a serious problem. It is a national
model for building the nation's human capital and I recommend it to you:

PRESS RELEASE No. 331

Declaring "the time htia come to see if the Reagan administration's budget cutters
can total up a human-balance sheet," Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr. today said
the federal government should adopt a California_ job training program as "a nation-
al model for developing the nation's human capital."

"We can no longer state with confidence that the quality of America'a work-
force its human CapitalWill continue in its pre- eminent position," the governor
said. "A shortage Of skilled technicians as well as P_h,D.s_ threatens our ability to
compete abroad and threatens our social_ and economic_progress at home.

"We are told we have a shortage of jobs and we bave_ a 7.5 million unemployed in
the United States tei prove it: Yet in the electronics industry; in our nation's
hospitals and in the- aerospace business we have _a critical shortage of skilled labor. I
say what we have is hot a lack of workers; but a_shortage of the political will to
train people who nee unemployed and under-employed to do the jobs that are
available today.

"Perhaps the Reagan administration's budget cutters improved the balance on its
ledgers," the governor continued, "but :hey didn't solve the problem. They shifted it
to the individual ledgers of the unemployed and to the businesses that can't find
enough skilled workers.

Governor Brown made his commerita in testimony before the Subcommittee on
Employment Opportunities of the House Committee on Education and Labor. Brown
called for a fundamental -teatetitturing of the nations job training efforts and said
the California- Worksite- Education- and Training Act (_CWETA) should serve as a
national model for training people to fill the skilled_tech_nical jobs in demand today.

"In too many job programs over the years;_we_lhave adopted the unspoken Philos-
ophy that poor people; that disadvAntaged wornem_biacks and Chicanos and Aaiaria
and the handicapped, are capable of little _hut menial work," Brown said. "We
shuttle them into a secondary economy where a 'good' job is one that pays the

_Ininitnum__wage,._whete skills are neithernecessary_ nor attainable and Where job
security testa only from one paycheck_to thenext. In this second class economy we
perpetuate second class citizenship_ and-deny people a chance to move into the
mainstream economy that is_ growing; that_has a future with better- wages, better
working conditions and an opportimiWto move up the economic and social ladder;

Brown pointed out that labor _shortages and_ unemployment -exist side-by-side,
sometimes in the same neighborhoods. "Look at the helP-Warifed ads ;" he said:
"Talk to a hospital administrator. Check the personnel Offices in the aerospace
industry or the electronics industry. Then check out the unemplOyment lines or the
streets of South Central and_East Los Angeles. _

"I demand leadership from the new administration in WaShitigteri to tritensify_the
process of matching the skills of- people with the jobs our country needs, __Brown
continued. "But what we find in Washington are the budget cutters, hardi at work,
steely eyes_to the balance sheet. The principal-initiative of the new administration
in the field of_job_s has been to cut the main- federal job training prograrain half.
That reduces numbers on a ledger. But all the budget cutting in Washington will
not train one single nurse. Nor will it train one of the skilled technicians we need to
compete with Japan. Nor turn out-one of the thousands of machinists_ we need to
rebuild America's industrial plant. The time has come to see if the Reagan adminis-
tration's budget cutters can total up a hattiati balance sheet_It is time to see if they
can find a solution to a human problem by preparing people to perform the jobs
that must be done to continue economic and social progress in this country."

CALIFORNIA WORRSITE EDUCATION AND TRAINING ACT FACT SHEET

The California Worksite Education_and Training Act (CWETA) is a $25 million
state job training plan that helps employers set up projects to train the workers
they need. The programs normally include structured on-the-job training combined
with related classroom instruction at a community college or an adult school.
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CCVETA requires unique collaboration between employers, unions, employees;
scliriiils and the state to train workers based on these four principles;

BuSinss decides what training will be provided, helps _design the training pro-
gram and guarantees to hire all those who successfully complete the _training:

Tralning is provided only for good, skilled jobs that turn into careers with a long
term future.

Training programs are based on realistic, on-thejob training and the notion that
employment itself is one of the most effective forms of education, Like apprentice-
Shin, the oldest form ofjob training, people in META training progress on the job
through increasingly complex duties learning complex skills from supervisors and
others with experience perfbrming the work, After vorking_ hours apprentices
attend local schools which offer courses related to the_nn7the-job training:

The training programs ;ire tough. People in training normally work a full day and
attend classes at night. Employers, schools and :unions are all required to contribute
money and/or services.

So ihr training has Keen authorized for 6,700 people in professions ranging from
nursing to electronics to machine trades to agriculture. Many of the programs are
new apprenticeship programs.

Among the programs (META has set_up
The first apprenticeship programs for n_urses in _the coantry CWETA is training

more than 850 nurses, moienurses than_ any single community college in the State.
Included among the nursing programs is one to train 105 nurses at Los Angeles
('aunty -LJSC Medical Center.

The farg,t_ttpprenticeship program-in engineering in the country with the Fluor
Corporation in Irvine. The program will train 500 lower level Fluor employees for
jobs as skilled engineering designers. _

Training for drafters and electrical designers at Bechtel Power Corporation in Los
Angeles.

Training in welding and mechanics for 20 field workers employed on Yold County
limns toallow them to_work through the.winter months:

Training fbr electronics assemblers and electronics technicians at Gulton Indus-
tries in Los Angeles. _

__A project_ to u_pgracte 400 electronics assemblers to electronic technician positions
in Silicon Valley in the San Jose Area and then train 410 assemblers CO replace
those who moved up.

Mr. HAWKINS. First of all let me ask you something to Which
you have obliquely alluded but which I think deserves some ampli-
fication.

In this State; in the 1960's; the Kerner Commission found- that
there was a direct relationship between unemployment and the
crime rate. Evidence presented to this committee has repeated this
rather close correlation between unemployment and social unrest
and criminal aggression. I think that most scientists- today; sociolo-
gists and others do subscribe to the theory that rising unemploy-
ment does create these conditions.

As-a result of the se_v_ere_cutbacks at the national level and the
inability_ of State governments to a large extent to fill the gap, do
you believe that in this State we face perhaps a period Of social
unrest and an increasing crime rate'? If so; what policies do you
think would present an_alternative___ -

Governor BROWN. Well, it is difficult to predict the course of
events, I would not attempt to do that

I will say this There is a crime_problem._The crime rate is rising.
We are locking up more people than ever- before. There are very
few places in the world where we are locking up more people. We
hate the toughest laws in the -:ountry, We have the toughest---
judges. Our prisons are bulging.

The State tnate just yesterday presented to_the people for- the
JUne election a -ballot to build more prisons. We are now taking
into our pricer..- enough people every month to build,a new prison,
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The Sitiiation is out of hand: It is going to cost hundreds and
hundreds of millions OF

We have followed-to the letter the conservative prescription for
dealing with crime: Mandatory prison sentences, more people com-
mitted to jail and prison: That is the track we are on and that
course will be set for a Significnt period of time.

On the other hand; you ask what happens with the cutback§ and
the rising- unemployment. _I _will tell you what I believe is going to
happen, that the AmeriCan economy is going-to suffer,_ and the
American economy not -just in poor neighborhoods but in middle-
class neighborhoods. When that happens, people are going to wake
up Bind find out that what is going on in Washington is not a.built-
up America but it is a neglected America and it is a total neglect
of the global realities of international competition:

What is required is adequate job _training. Maybe that sounds
like just something so obvious, but to me; what I see with respect
to the neglected job training is a scandal and a sentiflicted wound
to the American Nation. There is no reasonwhy we cannot pro-
duce as good a car as the Japanese._ There is,no reason we cannot
produce as good a hand calculator: There is no reason why I have
to buy a $2 watch from a Japanese company. It can be made right
here in Los Angeles.

What we lack are the new means, the manufacturing processes;
and the skilled people to put all of that together. We do not-have it
because our educational sy§tem, our job training system; and our
tax system has not een oriented in this direction.

What is happening now in Washington is that they are marching
in the opposite direction. They do not realize that you need a
conscious, induStrial policy if you are going to compete with people
who are following the same objective. It doesn't do anygood to say
we are going to try to Market, when France has an indicative plan,
when Germany has codetermination,_ and Japan has their own
policy of bringing bu§iness, government, and labor together.

The policy being followed is a divide-and-conquer, polarize, alien-
ate, and then hope tax incentives will bail things out I do not see
any evidence that tax incentives alone will do the job.

In answer your question: We have the ingredients which do
include some tax incentives but have _to include a cooperative
spirit. That cooperative spirit is being undermined by the meat:ax
cuts and by the shell garnet_Nof shifting to already underfinanced
State and local government the responsibility to build up4merica.

You can say all you want that whether someone is trained in
Wkt8 or San Fernando; that is a local problem,_ but I say it is a
national problem if we do not have the skilled people to produce
the computers; the airplanes, the appliances, and the other things
this society needs. Therefore,,we have to import them.

That is why manpower training is not just an issue for the
unemployed; it is an issue for the affluent; it is an issue for the
middle class, it is an issue- for the Defense Department; because
what we are doing is squandering the human resources in the
misguided notion that CalYin Coolidge-Herbert Hoover economic
policies will bail us out They didn't work then_ and they are not
going to work now Sooner or later people have to take responsibili-
ty for their destiny and plan. That is going to happen but, unforta-
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nately. it may only happen after i lot of people have to suffer in
the meant line.

flAwmiNs. Governor, this committee had an opportunity
about a_yea agoloyiew one of the training programs to which you
referred. the CWETA program. That was in the city of Oakland.

We did visit one hospital _which_ had this program in operation.
As a result of that, we had developed a cooperative relationship
with th_e__State training i)rogram that I thought was a very ideal
model. The hospittil was in the process of taking LVN's; licensed
nurses; and Training them to become registered nurses who were in
short supply.

'I'hen with. CETA moneys they were filling the spots, the entry
level spots as licensed vocational nurses_ through the .CETA _pro-
gratn which wiAS a cooperative relationship between the Federal
Government and the State government which tended to make the
money much more effective in reaching its-objective.

The only criticism we found with the CWETA programand it
was zi programmittic criticismwas that it was not adequate
enough. We are not putting enough money into such programs.
'Mitt seems to be the problem with most of the _programs.

Assuming. that the budget cuts will lead_us into the situation _in
which the Federal Government then will be saying to you at the
State level. we are giving you the moneys; although it is less
money. but that you can go ahead and use it as you so desire. Do
you helieve _that the States and. this State in particular can
assume this load without any strings attached to reach the_problem
and to, expand such-training programs -to fill the gap that will be
created bv the abolition of CETA and other training programs?

_ The zidministriition abolished the program_ without any altorha-
tives, except_ to spy now you can go to the State level and to the
local _level and -those officials are supporting me and they are going
to take care-of the problem. Do you believe that the State. is in a
phsition_to_ do that and to expand these training programs to meet
the skill shortages that you say de exist and this committee has
verified?

I know it is a_rathe.rcomplex question.
Governor __B_Ro_w.N. The answer is no for the simple reason that

the State of California is in a financial bind. We.have cut taxes
repeatedly. The property tax has been cut by two-thirds. The
income is has been indexed to. _the extent that a_reduction of
almost 20 percent was put in within the last year We abolished
hall the inheritance tax. Weabolished the inventory tax: We have
a variety of tax _credits.

Our revenue base has been _rather seriously reduced, We_ used to
be the third_ State in taxes after New York and Alaska. We have

,,,now dropped_ to 25th. Every.year there are going to.be cutbacks in
health:education, research, training, and transportation. The infra-
structure, human and physical; of this State and this Nation is
being systematically undermined_ We are witnessing a policy of
weakness, not strength, becztuse of a myth and a propaganda cam-
paign by narrow interests -to enrich their own balance sheets at the
expense of the Nation. They will _wake up,_ hopefully sooner tban
later: to the fact that their own balance sheets depend upon the
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national balance sheet which can only be improved by training
human b-e/

Wealth comes from the human mind. The human mind -is -not
being adeZjizately inspired and trained and encouraged iiiifiTS-Sifate
or any other State. It is a scandal; it is a_selPitiflicod wound that

being cdvered up by the propaganda -about redtafe; bureaucracy,
and the alleged peoblems of the Federal Government..

ACeePtirig all those problems, the fact is that unless you train
people, unless you-ins p ire people; you are eating the Seed corn of
your next Meal. That is__true of the declining science teachers as
well as it is true_of the nurses;

I will just read you one thing from page S of my testimony which
is so simple. It relates to nurses.

At thi. Los Angeles County-USC Medical Ceriter_in East Los_Angeles, 40 percent
of the nursing positions are vacant. The unemployment rate for the same neighbor-
hood is 14 percent. Yet the county cannot find trained licensed people to fill 40
percent of its nursing positions.

'fiat is a scandal. In a sophisticated _country like this;_it_does not
Make oby sense, It can be _changed by a commitment of dollars to a
META-type program. This can involve unions, it can involve_man-
zikenterit, it can involve taxpayers: The people have been told that \
their future will be paved with gold if the Federal, State; and local
goveriirnent_are substantially reduced:_ _ -

What people do -not realize is that this country has been built by
partnership- of Government and business; and if you start letting

the roads be full of potholes; if the bridges are falling apart, if the
ports aren't adequately_improved and dredged; if the airports are
not maintained; if the seaways are not protected, and if the poeple
aren't trained; then you are impoverishing the country. Under the
guise of economic recovery; we are being. treated to a systematic
weakening of the economy of this Nation. It ultimately comes down
to the human beings.

So you asked me if theprograms are there: In_ the State of
the local governments are going to cut _back. We are

going to give less money;_for example, to our teachers and our
professors; therefore; we will_ have less of them. Therefore, within
2; 3, or 5 years someone__will wake up and -say; why is it that
-c.erything ,.;;'8 have is made in oiher countries ?
` The reason is because_thy_train their people: They invested in
human ca Now they have better tools than we_thk therefore,
they can mike their protlucts better and cheaper; -even though they
have to send them her0 from 3;000 or 5,000.miles away. At that
point there Will be recrithin_ations. They will say;_ who did it? I will

the people who did it were the people who falsely gtionatized
numpower training,_reearch, education; and the need to have a
conscious industrial strategy. _ _

At thitt point people _Will say, maybe that redtape wasn't redtape
after all; maybe that was the safety net that was building a strong
America.'

I just hope we get there in 12 months or 24 months and not 5
years from now when it may be too late:

Mr; HAWKINse Mr. Weiss?
WkiS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman;
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Governor Brown. as yiiu know; the Reagan administration has
taken somewhat the same attitude that you have indicated they
have taken in industrial and education matters as to affirmative--
action programs: The_ President campaigned, and his administra-
tion policies have in fact followed through; on the premise that if
there is a need_ for affirmative action; that can best be done at the
Stine zind locid level, that the Federal Government ought to be
passing that responsibility on to the States: At -the same time; of
course, they are not necessiiriiy funding those efforts.

I just wondered whether you would be in a position to comment
as to what vou see happening in the area of affirmative action,
whether the States cam in _fact; assume that responsibility; and
what is your perspective on this?

GovernoribtowN. I would say the prognosis is reasonable within
the State of California. We have a very strong affirmative action
effort. I am_proud of that._

What will pertain in other States.I do not know. I can say this
Forty percent of the judges that I have appointed are women and
minorities: hill(' of my cabinet are women. That has never hap-
pened before anywhere in the State. or anywhere on this planeL
We have zi continuing commitment to the employment of all
peo p I e_.

I believe that this _whole matter of affirmative action is going to
be a_ Short-term problem. It is going_ to be a painful short-term
problem; but I believe the inexorable demographic reality of Amer-
ica hieing a labor shortage will force this Nation to employ the
elderly, the disabled, minorities, and women. This is the new fact
thzit did not exist 10'years ago.

America has -a shortage of_ people: -That is a fact; We cannot
supply the people needed for the jobs that are opening._ That is not
to say eve do not have a lot_o_f people on the shelfelderly people;
disabled people, and minoritiesbut in order to compete and to
modernize our industry. to -do the work that it is going to take _to
compete in the world, I believe we are going to have to train all the
people that are now neglected: .

Affirmative action, a luxury in the minds of some and a burden
in the minds of others; is going to become an imperative part of
our mitiorud program of revitalization. Therefore, I believe-that the
democratic philosophy; the progressive philosophy which now looks
like a choice which will becomeanimperative as people realize
that, when they leave somebody at a job_belowtheir level; they _are
cheating themselVes, that we lose. And that is the way I-would like
to put this problem, not as giving someone' a benefit they do not
deserve;_ but by giving America _a benefit;- by making sure that
everybody reaches the level that they possibly can.

We know that _a lot of these entry provisions are- nothing more
than control mechanismS to restrict entry into a position. We have
societies licebsing; and we have tests that exclude people. We have
to open up those jobs and let people in. I think we are going to let
them in not because necessarily we are so generous; but because
we need them; I think necessity is the mother of invention in this
case.

_ I think we are on a strategic edge here whereby the notions of
the 1900's and the 1970's that were only being assimilated into our
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political fraineWiirk are now going to become the common wisdom
of this decade, in though all the rhetoric is _to-the contrary. I
never heSitate to Stand up and speak the opposite of what everyone
elsv is saying.

I tell you no matter how popular all this Republican rhet-
oric looks, f believe it is going to be rejected by the realities of the
marketplace. I have talked to businessmen. Do they talk about
taxes? No Do you know what they_ talked about? They talked
Lib-tint schools. They said, we cannot get enough-people.

I think what they are going to have to say is what about these
disabled people? They are in a wheelchair but they can still do this
job: What about this fellew who is- 76, I bet he could program a
computer. What about this black teenager? I bet he could learn
something:

All it takes is the front-end money; because that front-end trioney
takes the national Will, that is the only thing we lack: I think the
national will is going to be generated by two things: By the fraine:
work laid by those Who have worked in the vineyards for the last
20 yo-:.its giving the theoretical framework, and then, second, by the
realities c:.itChing up With us and realizing that affirmative action
is it benefit to society; because we are propelling people forward.

If we know anything in society, we know; No 1; that people
respond to exdectation, and whether it is a _doctor who tells you
you feel better and pretty soon you do, or a teacher who says you
are smart and you are doing a good job, that is a major ingredient
in the performance.

If you tell somebody, you are not very bright, you ought to go
over here or stay__ back, they tend to do that unless they are very
exceptional: Expectation is a major ingredient in education and
health. Right now when people try to have negative expectations,
that is exactly what they get.

I belieVe people are going to come to the point that if you tell
people you are ready for this job, even though you may not even
thiiik you are, then you move everyone up. The whole society is
palled up.

What I think is we have had too much negativism, too much
downgrading of people. I see affirmative action as a positive
UJ)\ ird expectation on the part of those- in control for those who
:ire coming along and who have been excluded; I notice they often
say that if an Asian or a black gets it; what about all these other
people?

Welt; I think that is just missing the _point. The point is we want
to make Sure that people have an opportunity. We want more
opportunities. We can have more opportunities if we follow the
dutlifieS that we have developed:

There is always 6 certain amount of tension, as the Bakke case
indicated. But the Bakke case was rejected. We have affirmative
action in our law SChools and our medical schools and other places.
1 would- like to break the monopoly_even more If we had an
apprenticeship program with flexible licensing So you can be 18, 20,
or maybe 45 in order to study for medicine, we should have a
system whereby work and learning are interconnected.

We have a lock-step program that when you are 5 you go to
kindergarten, when you are 18 you go to college or junior college.
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That is a total anachronism. Learning is a lifelong effort._ Whetheryou are 00 er you should have the opportunity blised on your
own inclination to _move in and out of jobs.

That flexibility means we -have to change our pension systems;
our licensing Systems, our education systems and our attitudes of
business. and unions:. When we_ put it in that large context, affirin:
.trv anion is just one piece of a sophisticated manpower strategy
that Will come to terms with the electronic it formation revolution
tha t is rendering cheap Libor obsolete and many of the structures
and subsidies of our society obsolete.

Instead of being fezieful, I think_we_ ought to be very confident
and upbeat and recognize that minorities and the other excluded
groups in society are our next resource, that they are our ace card
in being zible to have enough people to do the work so that we cancompete in society.

That is _why I keep getting back to the figure; in the year 2000,
America will constitute 1 percent of the world's population. Now 4percent of the people on this Janet want to be on top, want to be
the militzir lead-the ecotfomic leader,. the morale leader; and
the culturzil lezider. We cannot afford to squander tens of- millions
of our people because they are disabled, old, black, Asian, Hispanic;or whatever.

Thzit _no longeis an economic alternative, because as a matter of
survival, as zi Minority in the world; we need affirmative action.
We need job training: We need equal opportunity. We need the
kind of progi.Lims that now are being discarded in the name of

antiedtapeism, Republican insurgencism, or whateVer
the "isms- -lire I believe they are bankrupt and they rest on _a bed
of and that is going to dissolve them well before this decade is but,
-iind hopefully before 1982,

Mr. WEiss. Thank yotL
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. IIAwkiNs. M Wa shington? _

WAsimarroN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
I think Mr. Weiss zisked the $01 question and the governor very

ably responded to it.
I think vour message, Governor; was clear; correct; and it is

powerful and _quotable,. All citizens, you say, should_ be brought up
to the level of their tzilent. assume you mean potential:, I obvious-
ly and clearly subscribe to that. Obviously and clearly, the Reagan
administration does not

Let me just commend you sir, and say thal I think your Voice on
this subject is needed, and I hope you continue to speak loudly;
clezirly. and correctly and quotlibly on this subject of job training,
on the _subject of affirmative iiction;_beca_use your message is
upbeat. But I do not think we should be beguiled into minimizing
the opposition_to the program you suggest of job training and -the
OppO:;itiOn to the proliferation and refinement of affirmative action
which is just one tool; as you indicate, that was designed to bring
out people up to the level_ of their talents.

Thank you for your statement; sir. You have made this a very
fruitful day for me.

GOvernor_ Bitowfc. I would like to add one final point. That is
you ought to look very carefully at any government worker pro-
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gram to bring people in to do work when we have people already
unemployed. The key challenge is; training_the people we have

Where wages aien't adequate to attract Americans, those wages
ought to be brought up by strong measures to insure the right to
organize. That, to ine, is the key; We can have high wages, we can
hate sophistictited technology,and we can compete in me world
market. That is something that I do not think was understood
before.

So this thing, the issue really comes down to, are we going to
take care of America and its people or are we just going to forget
about it?

I believe businessmen are going to be leading this-effort if they
can't get foreign workers. If they have to take American workers;
then they are going to Say., we want the best The only way to get
the best is through affirmative action, job training and good school-
ing starting in gramrriar sthool, high -school; and the universitY,

Lo and behold, what do you see? You see the old Roosevelt
coalition coming back becaitSe the workers want to have wages and
jobs; the professors want to have research and opportunity; the
doctors want to have their health care which is being-cut back; the
Farmers want to be able to have their tools and their machinery
and their technology.

What I see is that all the ingredients -of the Roosevelt coalition
tire going to be put back together because that coalition developed
in response for an attitude of neglect_ and an almost childlike faith
in interpretations of Adam SmitIL he same mistakes are being
made today by the Republicans in _Washington and the same conse-
quences are going to follew if the Democrats would do,their job.

Mr. HAWKINS: if the gentleman _would yield, let me suggest this:
.In order to clarify the position with respect to the issues being
raised, I would say that PreSidentReagan would say almost the
same thirg, that he believes in training; that he'belieVeS in affirm-
ative action; that he belieVeS that the Voting Rights Act should be

extended.
Let me suggest that the issue is not so much the broad. State=

ments that sound good; but whether or not -the machinery will be
available in order to insure_ that these objectives are going to be
accomplished. While _making the same statements that you have
made; Governor, the Pre§ident is not providing the machihery and
is, as a matter of fact; dismantling machinery that will achieve the
very objectives that he would deal with in terms of rhetoric.

So I think the question this committee is primarily concerned
with as we see these programs being dismantled and the power to
enforce order taken away from these programs and in the case of
the President turning over to the private sector to do the training
and indicating that there are going to bp so many jobs, that you dd

not have to worry about affirmatiVe action. Everybody is going to
get jobs if yeti vote for all of his programs. He believes in every -
body's right to vote; but at the Saine time he is -not giving to the
Federal GoVerhirieht the right to enforce the Voting Rights Act;
That seems to be the problem._

Now I would thihlt-that we should be a- little bit more specific
when we talk about EEO enforcement responsibility being turned
over to the States. If the Equal EmPlOyment Opportunity Commis-
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sion at the Federal level is going to be dismantled, will the State
Fair_ Employment PraCtice Commissions be strengthened_ because
you still are going_ to have people being discriminated against who
have no_place to file a complaint. So it seems tome we need to be a
little bit more specific. in terms of not only voicing 8upport for
these_programs but alio voicing support for funding them; 'provid-
ing them: We need to provide the agencies with the power either to
issue cease and desist orders or to enforce their orders when they
issued them. We need_ to strengthen_ the rights of plaintiffs who file
lawsuits as well as the rights of those individuals who file com-
plaints with the various agencies:

Could we at least get a response from you as to the future of the
State laws in the event that the Federal Government unfortunate-
ly. through. the President's program, abolishes the various pro-
grams that will uphold the objectives for which these laws were
issued in the first place?

Governor BttowN. The FEPC in California, __which you had a
great deal to do with, has been strengthened. After PropositiOn 13;
we increased the personnel of that office. We have reorganized it.
We have strengthened it.

I would say there will be no retreat in any way in_ the fair
employment and practices commission in the State of California.

flAwkirqs, SO if- unfortunately the President's program sur-
vives and the emasculation takes place, at least in this State we
can look to the State agency to do that which the Federal Govern-
ment will not be doing because of the emasculation of the program;
is that a fair statement'?

Governor BROWN: Our commission is in place. As long 68 the
legislature remains with the presen-Lphilosophy, then we are going
to keep that agency_very strong: That is a very strong commitment.
It has been-a top priority of mine.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you
Thank vou, Mr. Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON:
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Peyser?
Mr. PEY$ER. Governor; I appreciate your being here this morn-

ing. It certainly gives us a feeling of the importance that -you
attach to this subject.

I think the questions that you have raised in outlining the ad-
ministration'sthe President's attitude toward a number of things;.
of a saying of support and then taking away and letting the public.
assume that everything is going well; I think you have stated very
clearly.

I am going to interject a type of thing I think that also illus-
trates the President's approach where he appears to be saying one
thing and then doing somethingjelse, and the American public, as
yet, has not really caught on. I

The- President just a- few-weeks ago approved a sale with Secre-
tary_ Block of nearly 'million pounds of butter to basically the
Soviet Union: That is-where it is going. Everyone knows it is going
to the Yet we are talking about the neutron bomb;
and how we are going to be tough _with the Soviet Union.;.,,

I have just issued a Statement in Washington this morning call-
ing for that butter sale to be stopped 'and to be sent to Poland to
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give the Polish Government a chance to survive. If they do not
Survive, we are going to share part of the blame, but the President
does not seem to react to these _types of issues this way: It is
talking tough on the one side and then giving in to the dollar sales
on the other.

In the same vein, I would like to ask you something dealing With
California: Yesterday we heard zi statement from the director =of
personnel of the Lockheed Corp., a Mr. Kiddoo, who said that the
California Public School system was in shambles._ He said the _Cali-
fornia public school system was failing in its job and he outlined
step by step his whole procedure of how this failure was taking
place.

FrzinIfly, I hope that is not the case; and I would like to hear
from you because this gets to the very heart of the matter you are

about,_which is the education of people; of young people, of
training and development and, if' the system in this great State is
in the shambles- that he depicts, I think the problem_ is even more

- compounded and I want to know what the State is doing about it
GOVertiOr BROWN. I could not agree with that characterization.

The school system in California has some very excellent- compo-
nentS. It certainly has -its share of problems, as would be found in
any orbim-industrial State._ The fact of the matter is America is
going through culture shock. The information revolution, the
change in attitudes, in values, thiS hits the neighborhood, the
family, and ultimately the schools.

There is a discontinuity between what children see on television,
what they experience in the neighborhood, and the traditional
curriculum. .

The attempt to bring those factors together so as to motivate and
train young people_is not something that is done overnight. It is _a
continuing challenge: We are turning out excellent graduates while
at the same time we are seeing some serious problems. The money
is being cut back and we are going to have to do something about
that. So I recogriize that, but- many of these business leaders are
enjoying a tremendous windfall on _their _property taxes. In the
abSence of an inventory tax which they always had to pay, they -are
enjoying significant depreciation benefits as well, as other tax con-
cessions.

They now recognize that the problem in the schools is their
problein as well as the teachers; the students, and the _parents.
That is going to be a part of this new consensus and shared vision
that I believe is going to take hold not only in California but across
the Nation. You cannot ask schoolteachers to sit in the classroom
with kids that speak seven or eight different languages, that are
'not prepared for the kind of work that has to be done, and then
kick them around all the time_The-schools_are_a whipping boy.

The public services, from police to schools, to you name it are
being demoralized. At the same time we are cutting back their
income on the theory this is going to liberate_ the private sector._
But the private sector then comes around at Lockheed and says, we
need people. to work. on our airplanes. Now we have to go to
England to get thorn.

Why don't they go to Los Angeles, to the San Fernando Valley;
or. East Los Angeles. They- do not recognize that this is their
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problem; it is our problem. I think it is very excellent that the
personnel director of that_ corporation now is aware of this but we
must pair up schools with the businesses, we have to provide the
continuity of training; and we have to provide adequate resources
for those school's

This perhaps gets to the difference between the Republican and
Democratic view. The view that now prevails is that ifyou give tax
cuts; the people at the top will invest it and it will trickle down to
the masses. What happens if those people take the money and go to
some Third World country where they can get _cheap. labor and
bring in brand new means instead of having to deal with obsolete
factories and means- in this country. They then make their product;
send it back, and do very nicely. In the Third World they get a
guarantee against expropriation so they have nothing to worry
about: That is a very serious risk.

What we have to do is have a conscious_ plan which includes
manpower and training, affirmative action, Voting Rights Act, etc.
We are human beings that have to make the decisions, not leave it
:ill_t_o the market:

The market is important, but it is not the only part of it. I would
say that as long as the _immigration laws remain what they are,
these aerospace companies are going to have to_ get involved_ in
education: More and more.of them_ are They are giving scholar-

, Ships. They are working. -with the schools. They are taking interns.
At some point they will have to say; what about- the_ financing,
what about the curriculum and how can we get Involved?

The reason they are going to have to do_ that is -that they cannot
pirate workers from some other State. That is like cannibalizing
the work force. They are going to have to expand the work force in
effect by expanding the education and the training. We are not
quite there_ yet, but we are trying this philosophy of cutting back;
cutting back, and constantly. .cutting back.

At some point then the pendulum .begins to swing back _artd you
say, what are we getting for our cut? At that point people better
say we are going to invest._ It is just-likea road_or a house. You
start- getting holes-in: it it deteriorates and falls apart. If your
people are neglected, they are not able to contribute.

That_is _pretty much the direction:that we are in now. So putting
it charitably, the Reagan program is a correction to excesses that
were generated out of -the direction startediin the sixties; but that
collective process itself needs a correction. That is really the job I
think of this committee and those who care about the problem:

PYSEtt.- Well, I would congratulate you, Governor, on this.
My hope: would be that the business. community such_as_y_ou_ are
outlining. not only here in _California but everywhere throughout
the country, recognizes their involvement at the elementary and
secondary_ level as well as at the graduate level; because many of
the schools are reaching in to pick out graduate students and
helping _them.. . .

I applaud that. In the testimony yesterday. on this particular
issue._ a_ gentleman said that the Federal Government ought_ to_ get
out- of this -i-172athat they were swamping schools in regulations
and that they should leave the school system alone. It is interesting
to me to note that the Lockheed Corp. had come to the Federal
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GiiVernment to get bailed out a few years ago. They had no hesi=
talky in getting the Government involved as Tong as they were
helping Lockheed.

I think the same thing can be applied, and hopefully the ores-
Sure Will be put on by people like yourself in your State and in
other Suites to bring in the development and the improvement in
thiS elementary and secondttry education, _because it is essential,
and without it all these programs we are talking about are going to
fall by the wayside if we do not have the young people ready to go
with them.

Governor BROWN. The Governors made_a comment in Atlantic
City that wasn't totally_ communicated. That was they would be
gliid to assume- the responsibility for education and take that over
as a State and_lecal responsibility, but the condition was_the Feder-
al Government assume AFDC; income maintenance, and Medicaid.
That was the statement that they made.

Fine. Leave education to the States, but take over Welfare, SSI,
and medicaid, Which are the fastest-growing programs; even faster
than education: do not hear that as the response. So I believe you
are going to find not only the business but-the Governors alsoso I
think the business community will respond because they see it is in
their interest. They are -now coming to the State and what they are
talking about now is_ what about your roads, what about your
transportation, what about the housing? To- have -housing you have
to have -- sewers, infrastructure, lighting. That becomes a public
sector effort.

What is happening is that there is a_blindness to the connection
of public sector expenditure and private wealth. You_cannot build a
track of houses unless you have a _sewer, street lights; schools;
Police, fire, and other services: That takes government._We have
property tax limit. So you cannot do that. If you cannot do that,
you cannot build houses.

If you are lucky, you _have-tolliave_people. To have people you
have to have schools. L believe what is going_ to happen is a
rediscovery of the role of the_ private sector and the public sector.
Right _new there is a feeling that we should leave it all to the
private sector, that most of this will get done: I do not think that
has ever happened in the past.

Whatever the excesses -were that brought us to this position, it
cannot be sustained because all those people know in their hearts
that theY need government and government; of course, needs pri-
vate business: ----------- .

We are going to get beyond the adversary into the partnerShip.
That_ will bring up the whole question of taxation and where do we
get the money?

So on the one hand, things_are looking a bit negative in the short
term, but I would say the fundamental conditions are for a rebirth
of a strong Public sector in cooperation with a vigorous private
sector.

Some bl_those people now who are talking a lot on the conserva-
tive side are painting themselves into a corner that they are going
to hziVe a hard time getting-out of:

PF:vsi.:a. Thank you, Governor.
'Thank you, Mr: Chairman:
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Mr. HAWKINS. Thank _you, Governor. We knoW your time is
limited. I think the length of the time we kept you is an indication
of the value we attach to your statements.

Governor BROWN. Thank you very much; I appreciate the Opgor;
tunity of having been here.

HAwKLNs. Thank you.
The second witness before the committee today is Assemblywo-

man Maxine Water% of the 48th Assembly District.
Mrs. Waters is certainly one of our disting-uished State officials.

It is very appropriate that she appear this mvning in conjunction
with the Governor. I am very proud from a personal point of view,
because Assemblywoman Waters represents one of the assembly
districts in my particular congressional district.

It is with a great deal of pride; Mrs; Waters; that we welcome
you before the committee this morning. We Icier( forward to your
teStimony, which we know will be a distinct contribution to the
issues before this committee.

STATEMENT OF MAXINE WATERS; ASSEMBLYWOMAN, 48TH
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT, STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mrs, WATERS. Thank you very much; Congressman HaWItinS. It iS
indeed a great honor to have been asked to participate in this
hearing. It is always a pleasure to share in the very difficult work
that you are doing in Washington. I am very pleased that you are
my Congressman.

I am here today to try to add in some way to the very difficult
work that I know you must do.

To the members of this committee, Congressman Haw ns re-
quested that I restrict my testimony to the issues -of- the Gnomic
and social_ basis of the affirmative action laws and the continuing
necessity for these laws.

He also asked me to address the Question Of alternatiVeS to
affirmative action that will afford ethnic minorities and women
equal access -to employment opportunities. But before I speak to
thoSe issues, I would like to provide a view or affirmative action as
perceived by people who are committed to civil rights.

Affirmative action is the process by which public and private
employers take aggressive steps to correct and undo past diScrimiz
riatory practices that have kept ethnic minorities and women out
of the mainstream of American life, which is based on gainful
employment.

The goal of affirmative action policies is_not to force employers
to hire incompetent or unqualified people. The_goat i§ to motivate
them to seek out, train, educate, and hire persons who are quali-
fied and qualifiable in areas they have been denied access to be=
cause of discriminatory practices.

The economic and social-basis and the need for affirmative action
programs_ are the same today as when the Civil Rights Act of 1964
was enactedjob discrimination, economic inequities, bigotry, and
social injustices.

It is true there are things that have improved for some ethhiC
minorities and women. The number of black elected officials has
increased significantly; the number of ethnic minorities and women
in top- and middle-level management positions in the private and
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public sectors litik gone' up_ dramatically; ethnic minorities and
women are in positions today that were closed to them in 1964, ai:d
the iricoriies -women-and-ethrilt minorities have edged up; but
have_ not caught up with those of -white males. These achievements
are diie prirnarilk to the passage of the Civil Rights Acti especially
to the title VII provisions; and the enforcement powers granted the
Equal EmplOyilierit Oppatunityleornmission.

But while we cannot say definitely _what this society would be
like had the act not been passed; we- certainly can assume that thiS
society. would be far more depressed-for ethnic minorities without
it. The fliet is that despite the achievements of many ethnic minor;
ities and women in the area_ of professions, employment; and
iiiebine. Li large percentage of both segments make up a dispropor-
tionatz. percentage of this State and this Nation's poor:

And While we agree with Mr: Reagan that a flourishing economy
holds the best hope for curing what ails black America; we also
concur with black columnist William Raspberry's contention that
free enterprise benefits are_ not automatic._ The economy of the
South was strong when King Cotton reigned, but few of the bene-
fits flowed to blackS. And if things are markedly better- forblacks
Lind other ethnic minorities today; it is directly_related to Govern
ment enforcement of affirmative action policy and the civil rights
laws.

None of us who participated in the -early fight for equal opportu7
iiities expected our job to _be easy. None _expected the successful
passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act to- totally erase within a Few
'ears all the traces of' segregationi discrimination, bigotry; and
injustice that nearly 300 years of slaveowning; slavetrading; and
free sliivehibor had embedded in our Nation's fabric.

Btit While none a us expected such a miracle; we did not dream
that the civil rights gains made during- the 1960's would be so
serious) threate_iied in the short period of 17 years:-The cause of
civil rights Lind aflirmative action _faces most serious threat from
the cw rent administrations regulatory reform drive.

Reagan iidministration _advisers have submitted to the President
eport alleging that title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act has

been improperly implemented Lind_that equal employment_enforce-
nient eflats have created so- they saya new racism_in America.

In addition, Mr. Reagan's advisers have urged him to:
One repeal Executive -Order 12067; which placed_ the Equal Em-

ployment Oppatunity_ Commission in the lead role of civil rights
enforcement for the Federiil sector; -2-

TWO, freeze the issuance of any new; EEO guidelines and court
suits for 1- year;

Taee, disallow statistical data as proof of patterns of discrimina-
tion;

numbers of. individuals of a particular racial-a-
sexual identity as proof of pLittern of discrimination unless indi,

can prove_ they were denied employment or advancement
because of disciMinatiiiii;

Five, iillow test and biogrziphicill_ histories -to be considered legiti-
mate basis to Consider employment but provide that employers are
not obligated to seek out or hire any established percentage of
workers from the groups; and
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provide that employers ai.e innocent unless proven guilty of
intent to discriminate._ In essence; the advisers have recommended
the gutting of affirmative action law.

It is the view of the Reagan administration that policies estab-lished to carry out affirmative action are not based in statutes and
that they can be altered through Executive orders and adniiiiiStra:tive regulations.

rhe Justice Department already is in the process of reviewing
affirmative _action policies of many agencies, including the Labor;
EduczAtion, State, and Transportation Departments, the Equal Efri=
ployment Opportunity Commission, and the Legal Service§ Corpo-
ration.

The future of affirmative action hangs on the outcome of these
deliberations and considering the recommendations already made
by administration advisers, I fear the outcome will be devastating
for affirmative action,

Mr. Reagan s program for economic recovery incOdeS drastic
cutbacks on Government support of local government and social
programs. As budgets are reduced for human services, thbUSands of
jobs will be lost_ Ethnic minorities and women will be pushed out
of tlie public work force in inordinate numbers unless the adrninig:'
tration can be diverted fi-om its_current position.

In Los Angeles County alone; more than 3,000 persons Will be
Ifild off during this fiscal year as a result of State and Federal
cutbacks in health services and welfare programs. Despite the fact
that blacks make up only 12.6 percent of the country s population;
they will comprise dearly 42 percent of the layoff's because
ity dictates who will be forced to leave, and they were the last
hired.

In 1978, prior to the passage of proposition 13, which brought
about the loss of thousands of government-sector jobs, I introduced
a bill aimed at softening the impact of proposition 1:3-related lay-
offS on ethnic minorities and women. The measure was an attempt
to protect the employment gains made by ethnic minorities anc
women over the past years by requiring local government -to con-
sider, as a factor in making personnel reductions, the effect the
layoffS would have on affirmative action programs;

I also proposed to the State legislative budget committee a
method of determining layoffs so that women and minorities would
not bear the brunt of a reduction in the work force.

My plan, which was presented_ to the two-house 1978-79 budget
committee, proposed grouping employees by sex and ethnicity and
ranking each group by seniority. The _layofis_ in each category
Would be based on the percentage represented by each group
within the entire work force.

In Other Words, if women comprised 20 percent of the labor force;
then 20 percent of the layoffs would be women and seniority would
determine which women in this category would be dismissed, If
white males represented 69 percent of the work force, then 60
percent of the total required to be laid Off would come from this
segment or the work force, and so on.

Like assembly bill 3532, which required that lace! government
conSider factors other than seniority in making staff reductions;
my plan also was rejected by the legisla*ure. And while AB 3532
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and my layoff iihin:inglit not be the definitive answer to the severe
effects of the administration's cutbacks, I vehemently protest doing
nothing.

I say to Mr. Reagan _and to this committee that there is no
alternative to affirmative action and the need for such remedies
except a ntiniaciSt Society, and we have not arrived at that point
yet.

As much as espouse a philosophy of equality of opportunity,
the economic reality is that this is not so. The inequality of our
society is reflected in the fact that of the millions of Americans
who live at or below the poverty level in the United States; 43
per-cent are black and -only 10 percent are white._

I quote William T._Coleman, Jr., former Secretary of Transporta-
tion and chairman of the NAACP Legal Defense & Educational
Fund, Inc.:Who, by the way, is a Republican wrote the following
in a recent New Ytkvk Times article:

When prtietial realities reflectour egalitarian aspirations, then we Will have a
true tidition of equality, _Until that day comes, however, we must take affirmative
llctuni to remedy mist_ wrongs, to realize the human potential of black Americans
and to trinsforra egalitarian wishfulness into pragmatic experience.

Until that time, and especially during this period When the
admilistration is attempting to_achieve economic recovery by cut,
ting back on Government_support of local governments and social
programs, ethniC minorities and poor people will suffer unduly
without civil rights protection,

[The prepared testimony of Maxine Waters follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF ASSEMBLYWOMAN MAXINE WATERS, Los ANGELES .

Congressman Hawkins requested that I restrict my testimonylotheiss_ues of the
economic and social basis of the affirmative actions laws and the continuing necessi-
ty for these laws. He also asked- me to address the question of alternatives to
affirznative action that will afford ethnic minorities and women equal access to
employment opportunities.

But before I speak to those issues, I would like_ to provide a view of affirmative
action as perceived by people who are committed-to_view to civil rights.

Affirn.ative action is the process by which public and private employers take
aggressive steps to correct and Undo past discriminatory practices that have kept
ethnic minorities and women out of-the mainstream of American life, which is
based on gainful employment:

fhb goal of affirmative action policies is not to force employers to hire incompe-
tent or unqualified people. The goal is to motivate them to seek out train, educate
and hire persons who are qualified and qualifiable in areas they have been dented
access to because of discriminatory practices.__

The economic tind sociaLbasis and the need far affirmative action programs are
the same today as when the Civil Rights Act of 1%4 was enactedjob discrimina-
tion, econornic_inequities, bigotry and social injustices.

It is true_there_are'things that have improved for some ethnic minorities and
women. The number of black elected officials infs increased significantly; the
number of_ ethnic minorities and women in top- and middle-level management
positions in the private and public sectors has gone up dramatically; ethnic minor-
ities_and women are in _positions today that were closed to the_m in 11)64, and the
incomes of women and ethnic minorities have edged up_-_.but:have not caught up
with those of white males. These achievements aredue primarily to the passage of
the Civil Right4;Act, especially to the- Title:YR provisions, and the enforcement
powers granted fhe Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. .

But while we cannot say definitively what this society would be like had the Act
not passed, We certainly can assume that this society would be far more depressed
for ethnic minorities without it. The_fact is that despite the achievements,of &las,
ethnic minorities and women_ in the _area of professions, employment, andilbgome,
large percentage- of both segments make up a disproportionate percentage of this
state and this nations's poor.
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And- while we agree with Mr. Reagan that a flour hing economy holds the best
hope for-curing what ails black America, we als concur 'with. black columinst
Williain Raspberry's contention that "free entre_p_r se benefits are not automatic",
The economy of ale- South was strong when Ki Cotton reigned, but few of the
benefits flowed to blacks. And if things are mar edly better for blacks and other

- ethnic minorities today, it is-directly related to government enforcement of affirma-
tive action policy and the-civil rights laws,

None of_ us who -participated in -the early -fight for equal opportunities expected
our job -to be easy. None expected the successful passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
to totally erase within _a few years-all the traces of segregation, discrimination,
bigotry and _ injustice that nearly _300, year of slavery -and- slave-owning, slave-
trading Lind free slave labor had embedded in our nations flibrie. --

But while non_e of us expected-such a _miracle, we did nat dream that- the civil
rights gains made during the 1960's would be so seriously. threatened in the short.

. period o___17_years.__. __ _

The cause of civil rigbts.and affirmative action faces a most serious threat from
the_ current_ Administration's_regulatory reform_drive.__

Reagan Adrainis ation advisors__have submitted to the Presideht a report alleging
that Title VII of _t e 1964 CivilRights_ Act has -been _improperly implemented and
that equal ernployn -ent enforcement efforts_have created _a_new racism in America..

In addition, Mr, agan's advisors have urged_him to: III repeal ExecutiVe Order
12067, which placed -the Equal EmploymentOpportunity_eommission_ in the lead
role of .civil rights en rcement for the federal sector; (2) freeze the issuance_of_any
new KEO guidelines L-nd court suits for one year (3) disallow statistical data -as
proof of patterns,-of dis.rimination; (4) disallow numbers qf individ_u_als of_a particu-
lar racial or sexual ide tity as proof of a pattern of discrimination _unless individ-
uals can prove they were denied employment or adJancement becauSe of discrimina-

. lion; trii allow test and histories to be considered legitimate -basis to
. consider employment but

biographical-
rovide that employers are not obligated to seek out or

hire-any established perce tage of workers from the groups; and (6) provide that
employers are innocent unl ass- provenproven guilty-- of intent to discriminate. In' essence, -
the advisors -have recorn-men ed-the gutting-of the affirmative action law.

it is the view of the Reaga Administration that policies established to carry out
affirmative action are -not bas -d- in statutes. and that they can be altered through
executive orders and_administr tive-re-gulations.

The Justice Department vireo y is_ in the process Of reviewing affirmative action
policies of many agencies,_iriclud pg the Labor, Education,- State and Transportation
Depzirtments, the Equal Employnient Opportunity Commission and the Legal Serv-
ices_Corp_oratiom __ A
_ The_future_of affirmative_ action bangs on the outcome of these deliberations and
considering_the_recomme_ndations_a ready made by Adriiinistration advisors, I fear
the _o_utcom_e_ m:11Lbe..slevastating for _firmative action.

Mr..Reagan s prograna_for_e_conorni recovery includes drastic cutbacks on govern-
ment support of local - government an social_ programs: As budgets are reduced for
human services, thousands of jobs will e lost, Ethnis_minorities _and _women_will be
pushed out of the public workforce in i rdinate numbers unless the Administration
can be diverted from its current positio ,

In Los Angeles County alone, more th 1000 persons will be laid offduring this
fiscal year as a result of state and feder -1 cutbacks in health services and welfare
'programs. Despite the fact that blackS m,-ke up only 12.6 percent of the country's
population, they will comprise nearly 42 rcent of the layoffl; because seniority
dictates-who will be forced to leave and the were the last hired.

In 1978, prior to the passage of Proposition- 13 which brought about the loss of
thousands-of government-sector -jobs,- I i-ntr duced- a bill aimed at softening the
impLiet of Proposition 13-related-layoffs of eth ic minorities and-women. The meas-
ure was an attempt to protect the employment -gains made by ethnic minorities and
women over the past _years by- equiring local government-to consider, as a factor in
making personnel reddctions.the affect the layo is would have on affirmative action
programs.
.._ 1 also _proposed_ tothe State Legislative Budget mmittee _a method' Of determin-
ing layoffs set that women and minorities would:nbj bear the brunt of areduction in
the-workforce A

MY Plan,_ which. was presented _ta__ the _two-ho 1078-1979 budget Committee,
proposed grouping e rriploy_evs_ _by _sex _and_ _ethnici and_ ranking each group_ by
seniority. The layoffs in each category would be bas on the percentage .represent-
ed by each group within the entire work force.

In other words, if women coinprised 20_percent of t labor force;_the_n_20_percerit
of the layoffs would be women and seniority would 'de mine which Women in this

. z -1_
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category would be distnis::;ed. If white males represented (O percent of the work
force. then 60 percent of the- total required to be laid off would come from this
segment. of the work force, and so on.

Like Assembly Bill 3532, Which required that local government_ consider factors
other than seniority in making staff reductions, my plan also was_rejected by the
Legislature. And while AB 3532 and my- layoff plan might not-be the definitive
answer to the severe effects of the administration's cutbacks; I vehemently protect
doing nothing.

I say to Mr. Reagan and to this committee that _there is_ no alternative to
affirmative action and the need for such remedies except a non-racist society and we
have not arrived at that point yet,

As much as we espouse a- philosophy of equality of opportunity; -the economic
reality is that this is not go. The inequality of our society is reflected in the fact that
of the millions of Americans who live at or below the poverty level in the United
States, 43 percent are black and only 10 percent are white. _

I quote Williarn T. COleman, Jr., termer Secretary-of- Tramsportation and chair-
man of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational_ Fund;__Inc,; who also is a
Republican, who Wrote the following in a recent New York Tirnes article:

"When practical realities-reflect our egalitarian aspirationsi_then we will have a
true tradition of equality. Until that day comes, however_we_must take affirmative
action to remedy past wrongs, to realize the human_ potential_of black Americans
and to transform egalitarian wishfulness into pragmatic_experience."

Until that time and especially during this_ period _when _the _administration is
attempting to achieve-economic recovery by cutting back on government support of
local governments and social programs, ethnic minorities and poor people will suffer
unduly without civil righth protection.

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE-1977-7S REGULAR SESSIONASSEMBLY BILL No. 3532

Introduced by _Assemblymen Maxine Waters, Agnos, Alatorre; Browri, Miller,
Torres, and Tucker=Coauthor: Senator Greene.-

An act to add Chapter 4.5 (commencing with Section 53975) to Part 1 of Division 2
of Title 5 of the Government Code, relating to governmental employees.

Legtstatzve counsel's digest
_ AB 3532, as amended, M. Waters (P.E. & Ret.). Cities: counties: districts: person-
nel.

Existing law does not prescribe any uniform requirement toile followed when the
employees of a city, county, or district are affected by staff reductions or reassign-
ments. .

This bill would require each city, county, school distric_ti. _
community college dis-

trict, and special district to take job performance, job_ nessity; seniority, and the
effect on affirmatiVe action programs into account when making staff reductions or
reassignments.

This bill would specify that it does not make an appropriation or provide roi.
reimbursement tinder Section 2231 of the_Revenue and Taxation Code.

Thig bill would only become operative if Proposition 13 is adopted at the 1978
direct primary election.

Vote: iiitijority Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no. State-mandated local
program: yes.

The people of the State of_California do enact as follows:
SECTION 1, Chapter 4.5 f commencing with Section 53975) is added to Part / of

Division 2 of Title 5 of the Government Code, to read:

Chapter 4.5. Personnel Affairs
53975._ Each city, city and county, and county, whether general law or_c.hartered;

:And each school district, community college district, and other special district shall,
in making staff reductions or reassignments, take into account the following factors:

(a) Job performance.
(b) Job necessity.
(c) Seniority.
id) Effect upon affirmative action programs. _

SEC. 2. Notwithstanding Section 2231 of the Revenue_ and Taxation Code, there
shall be no reimbursement pursuant to that section nor shall there be an

t h i s- a c t .this act.
Sec. 3. Section§ 1 and 2 of this act shall only_become operative if PropoSition 1-3 is

adopted by the electors at the 1978 direct primary election, and, in such case, shall
become operative upon the effective date of this act.
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All 3532 ( MAXINE WATERS AS AMENDED MAY 25, 19713

Subject
Local government employees: layoff criteria; SB 90 Waiver

What the bill does
Provides that -local agencies shall take into account job performance, job_ necessity;

seniority, and effect upon affirmative action programs when making staff reductions
or reassignments.

WaiveS state reimbursement of any potential SB 90 costs.
Background

Current law is generally_ silent on the issue of handling staff reductiona or
reassignments by local age_ncies. There are no statewide standards at preSent.

Seniority is a very common _method for determining layoffs, or demetions in lieu
of layoff. The seniority principle is often established in management-einPlOYee
agreements or memoranda of understanding To this extent, AB 3532 may conflict
with these contractual provisions,_which raises the constitutional issue of impair-
ment_ of contract pursuant to_ Article _I, Section 10(1) of the U.S. Constitution.

Job performance and job necessity are categories that are traditionally the proV-
ince of local agency judgment, A_B 3532_codiffes this.

Affirmative action policies are _currently covered under Sections 50084 and
50085.5 of the Government Code. The formerrequires local agencies to conform to
the Federal Civil Rights Act of 1964_(Chauter_915, Statutes of 1972) The latter
requires agencies to provide the State Pair-Employment Practice Commission a copy
of local affirmative action plans (Chapter 1395._Statates of 1974). Current law
focuses on hiring and promotion; AB 3532 addresses layoff and reassignment, and
brings these two actions into parity with current law.
FiScal
__There are no identified SB 90 costs associated with this bill. The bill does not
establish specific procedures; it simply provides that local agencies take these fac-
torsinto account in the course of their decision-making process,

Under SB 90 (Gregorio) of 1977, local agencies may file claims with the State
Board_ of Control for any costs incurred pursuant to legislation which mandates
local programs or increwed levels in local service, even-if that legislation "-waived"
state reimbursement of potential costs. The Board of Control will forward all ap-
proved claims_ to the Legislature for inclusion in- an annual Local Government
Claims Bill; action on such bill is at the discretion of the Legislature.

_-
PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR LAY-OFFS UTILIZING SENIORITY AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

CRITERIA

The following plan is a proposed system by which lay-offi can be made, utilizing
both Seniority and Affirmative Action Criteria.

This _system is designed to minimize the negative effect of Proposition 13 on
Affirmative Action Programs: If this system is used -it will help to maintain the
same proportion of minorities, women and handicapped.

I. Divide the Work Force into seven categories: (1) Male, (2) Female, (3) Blacks, (4)
Hispanic, (5) Asian,181Indian, and 17) Handicapped.

II. Hank each Category based on Seniority:
III. Establish the percentage of each Category in the Work- Force.
IV. Apply the percentage of the Work Force of each Category as a reductionfactor.
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EXAMPLE Total 137 30% layof - 41 Emploees

Capisian Caucasian Black Hispanic Asian Indian Handicapped

Male Female

25 Yrs, 25 Yrs, 25 Yrs. 25 Yrs. 25 Yrs, 25 Ytg; 25 Yrs,

24 Yrs,
24 Yrs, 24 Yrg; 24 'YE 24 Yrs, 24 YrS; 24 Yrs,

37%_

15 Cut

22%

9 Cut

8 Cut
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I Cut

_1%
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN WATI.:IIS' LAYOFF PROPOSAL

-Under the Waters proposalwhich was presented to the conference committee on
S.-B. -1-5.1the -use of senibrity in layoffs would continue to be an important factor.
The Waters plan, however, introduces a new method of determining layoffs so that
women-and minorities do not bear the-entire burden of a reduction in the work
ferce. With seniority as the only criteria, these segments of the labor force would
most certainly be hit the hardest.

The plan sugg-ests--grouping-the employees by sex and ethnicity, and ranking each
group by seniority. The- layoffs in each category would be based on the percentage
represe =nted by each within the entire work foree.

hi other wordsr_if wonum_comprised 20 percent of the labor forcethen 20 percent
of the _total layoff's would he women.- Seniority would determine which women in
this category-would he dismissed: If white_ males represented 60 percent of-the work
fOrcethen _00 percent of the _total required to be laid off would come from this
segment of the _work force and -so on.

fhe gold of this method of determining layoffs_ is to _insure that the composition of
the_work_force_remnitit; the_ some _following a forced personnel reduction. As has
been___pointed_out_ hy_severat county affirmative action offices, the current strict
sentority_spdem_ollayoffs_i_s_disastrous for women- and - minority employees:

The attached pages_ pmvid_e_a written and graphic illustration of how the Waters
proposal would be implemented.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MAXINE WATI.:11S. LAYOFF PROPOSAL

Step No. I Divide work force into categodes_based on sex and ethnicity (e.g.;
caucasian nde, caucasian female, black male; black female; etc.).

Step No. 2Figure percentage of each group in comparison to the total_ work force
I e.g., 25 Hispanic females in a 500 employee agency represent 5 percent' of the
work force):

Step NO. .1When that percentage is determined, a_p_ply it to the total number
targeted for layoff (e.g., if Hispanic-women comprise 5 percent of the 'work force
and WO employees must be dismissed-5 of the 100 employees facing layoff
would be-Hispanic women because 5 percent of 100 =51.--

Shp 4Atier determining how many- employees in each category are to be laid
off, seniority determines which individuals in each- group -will-be released te.g.,
the 5 Hispanic females with the:least seniority would be laid off).

By using seniority as the determining factor within each category rather than
across the board, women and minorities will at least maintain their current num-
bers in the labor force and ten years worth of affirmative action gains can be
salvaged.

WATERS PLAN ILLUSTRATIONHYPOTHETICAL AGENCY-500 EMPLOYEESREQUIRED LAYOFF 100

EMPLOYEES

Cauca-son
mata r

Xasrason Black Brack FIrsoanrc "PIK r-- ' -ASIal
Indian

female ' male ' female ' male ' female '
A an Male

female' male'
_olan
female'

25 20 18 15 13 12 11 10 10 10
24 19 ---1 17 14 12 II 10 9 9 9
23 18 16 13 11 10 9 8 8 8
27 17 15 12 10 9 8 7 7 7

21 6 14 11 9 8 1 6 6 6'
n 5 13. 10 8 7 6 5 5 5

19 4 12- 9 7 6 5 4 4 4

18 3 11 8 6 5 4 3 3 3

17 2 10 7 5 4 3 2 2 2

_16 1- -9 _6 -4 -3 -2 1 1 1

1200 1_100 1 50 _25 2 25 2 25 _25 225 215 ' 10
40 :720 "10 '5 '5 3 5 15 a5 '3 '2

440 420 410 45 45 45 45 415 _43 42

Layolt accomplished and percentage of each category within total work force is unchanged, -

=160 '80 -40 =20 =20 -20 1 20 120 112 F8
" 40 - "20 '10 :5 35 '5 35 '5 '3

Years semoray
Total In each category_

Percentage 0 total work torte
total number lad Of from each category
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Total number of employees fallowing layo1T00.
fiesnit: Liyolk in Nich c:itt.gory based On seniOrity, and the composition of the

work Force remains the same rollowing mandatory reduction.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you Mrs. WaterS. I do see you have the
tent of the bills referred to in the document as submitted. Without
objection the entire document has been entered in the record.

Mav I_ commend_ you on what I consider to be a Very excellent
stinernent, Which I think goes to the very heart of the problem.

This committee has frequently _heard the argument that affirma-
tive action is somewhat related to middle-class values and that it
does not benefit the poor and _the_ecOnOinically disadvantaged of
thiS country. Do you believe this criticism to be valid?

Mrs. WATERS. Absolutely not Mr. Chairman.
AS I Stilted in my testimony, I doubtVery seriously whether the

gziins than have been made by women and minorities_ could _haVe
been made _without affirmative action programs, the Civil Rights
Act, :and- title VII in particular. _

I believe; as I do believe a number of people believe; -that without
that _kind of action by the _ Government we should not__ have
achieved any of the small gains that have been achieved in this
society. __I absolutely believe that unless we have strong_ affirmative
action progriims and _enforcement of these programs; we will see a
terrific erosion of the gains that have been made already. It will
lead us to zi situation worse than the one that we experienced prior
to the passage of these laws. .

Mr. HAWKINS. I notice just briefly the text of AB 3532 and alSo
the 'description of it in your prepared Statement. Realizing as I _do
at the State level the length of time that it takes to get a_gbtid idea
adopted; having thought back_the _long steps it took to get a_ Fair
Employment Practice Act; the Fair Housing Act, I would like to
commend you on at least the creative idea_ you have expressed in
terms of handling layoffs, for example, and the specific steps you
have taken.

I hope that you will not become discouraged because of_ the
.

unsuccessful attempts thug far. I think_ the idea is something which
we should consider. I think that it is a creative idea that this
committee can in some way attempt to deal with Perhaps in some
way we can include it in some of the legislation which we will be
handling.

I wish to commend you for that very novel idea and to encourage
You not to become discouraged.

Mrs. WATERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. H-AWKINS. Not that you ever will.
Mr. Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much,Mr. Chairman.

Assemblywoman Waters, let me express my appreciation
to you for a very strong, clear, and eloquent statement.

I Would like to ask, given the very clearly stated intention of the
Reagan administration _both by their campaign statements and the
administrative steps they have taken ,up to this point, and recogniz-
ing the V cry strong commitment of the California State govern-
ment, both the legislative and _executive branches, what do you
think the impact will be on a State such as California and on the
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minorities and women ilifornia or the message being sent by
the_Federal Government an,i its proposals?

MrS. WATERS. Well, I have been talking with an awful kit of
people.. not only in my district but around the State; particularly in
minority communiites and in the organized .women'S communities.

No. 1. there is a lot of fear that exists in California today. in
these communities about what the futUreholds when it appears it
has been made very clear that this adMinistration has no commit-
ment to addressing the needs of womeri,,and of the poor and minor-
ities, and have made it quite evident by, their very direct .actions in
relation to affirmative action and their policy as it 'relates to cut-
backs in Government service._ There is a lot of fear. There is some
anger developing in the overall community.

I believe we are headed for a direct confrontation of some type
based en the very overt, direct actions of-this administration.

I notice that a similar question-WaiaSkedframed a little differ-
ently to the Governor when.. he sat here, by someone on this
committee, I cannot remember who.

_The Governor indicated that _he;_of course; -could not forecast
what possibly could happen in California and in some or-the dis7
tressed:communities: I think I have a signal of what possibly could
happen.

We have been involved here in Los Angeles County in -a fight to
try to retain certain health services that were dramatically and
drastically cut back by LA County government: In that; a move-
ment was started and people began to come together to petition
their Government. _ - . -

That movement has realized some 800 or 900 People at LA
-County Hall of Administration every Tuesday for the past 4 weeks:
I did not see it necessarily in terms of any potential outward acts'
of' civil- disobedience; et cetera, but obviously the Justice Depart-
ment did. because I was visited by the Justice Department, by
someone allegedly from - community relations; who wanted very
much to -get involved_ in the situation.

Mr. WEISS. Is this State justice or Federal justice?
Mrs: _WATER& The Federal Justice Department out of San Fran-

cisco who made some attempt to_ try to get my support -or involve-
ment in some way to help us out I advised him we did not really
need the help.

_. _I took seriously any_ acts to limit the privacy rights of individuals
who attempted to petition their Government or any acts of s_pyin_g
on me or any acts_ of the persons who were involved in this move-
ment. and I would certainly request, under the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act any documents that_ had been filed and .would share
the information that the Justice Department is attempting to inter-
vene in some way everywhere that you went._._

So with -that promise;_l am sharing that with you today:
Obviously there is a feeling someWhere,_ and possibly within the

administration; that there is something on the horizon in the way
of confi:ontations. I do not see them spending their time attempting
to interject themselves into what I consider is a. very peaceful act
on behalf-of citizens to petition their Government. So if that is any
sign of. what the administration thinks may be happening; then I
submit that to you
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Mr. Wtiss. In the area of affirmative action, what is your view as
to the capacity of the State government to fill the gap of shifting
the burden; if you will by the Federal Government to the State
and local governmentS?

Mrs. WATEns. First of all because la _offs will occur as result -of f

reduced revenues;- not only at the State level but now at the
national level with the 25-percent cutback in the so-called block
grants that will be _given to the State; that automatically means
people will be laid off.

In layoff procedures,_ seniority has been the-only criteria that has
been used; so it is very difficult to protect_affirmative action action
unless we begin to develop new kinds of policies; or we simply have
jobs for people. So affirmative action will be hurt significantly
because the dollars will not be available;

If in fact, the State government had the dollars to make up for
the jobs that Would be lost, I think the_affirmative action queStion
would not be there. It would be Significantly less, because we do
have a goo_ in State government; it could be better but it
certainly is a good one in California. But the 'problem with the
affirmative action is the fact that .weara.going to have to have so
many layoffs;_ and all of thciSe persons -who have realized jobs
because of affirmative action in the past 10 or 15 years who were
the last hired are going to be the first fired. So affirmative action
will be effectively dismantled;

What State government can do about that I have no idea except
to try and institute policies where the impact will not be felt by
any one sector or any one _section of our society; This of course,
getting this kind of legislation through is extremely difficult.

I can understand the concerns that ,organized labor even would
have With tampering with strictly seniority criteria that they have
established for so many years. I can Understand the kind of fierce
lobbying that would come from different constituency -groups.

So in the absence of having the money and the jobs available,
affirmative action is going to be hurt very seriously.

Mr. WEiss. Thank you very much.
Thank you,' Mr_Chairman.
Mr. HAwKiNs. Thank you.
Mr. Washington:
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you very much -for wonderful testi-

mony.
Would you _de brie-a favor and extend my best wishes to Speaker

Willie Brown? I would not _dare come to his State without letting
him knoW I am here. I _should have gotten permission in advance:

Mr: HAWKINS. From the sheriff, too?
WASHINGTON Opponents of affirmative actioh have been

promoting a certain -point of view_ in asking you to join them -in
fighting this necessary and worthWhile tool. Thomas Sowell; a well-
known economist, haS taken the position that affirmative action
stigmatizes blacks and minorities who are the recipients of that
method. What would be your response to that?

Mrs; WATERS. I would like to tell you exactly my immediate
response _to that but it may not be appropriate before this distin-

.., guished committee.
Mr. WASHINGTON, We would like a colorful record.
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Mrs. _WATERS. ItIVViVer; I will share with you that I suspect very
seriously that that is a political statement based on the fact that
Mr. Sowell -was in support of Mr. Reagan and campaigned for him
and is a part Of that small number_ of blacks who have been
identified to be spokespersons as it relates to black issues by the
administration.

I do not take that statement seriously at all Certainly a reason-
able human being, black or white, would agree first of all that
there has been discrimination in this country and, because of dis-
crimination, certain personsblacks, women, minoritieshave not
been allowed to enter and participate in the job market to the
degree that white males, for example, have been able to partici-
pate. And because of that ; .there is -a lot of catching up to do.

I think if you look at the labor market you will have prima facie
evidence of discrimination based -on just the numbers of who par-
ticipate in it and what jobs. For that reason, I wouldsubmit to you
that Mr. Sowell is completely unreasonable in his statements and
that unless there are some affirmative actions taken to correct
that, then certainly there will never be equal participation in the
oven ill labor force.

So 1 may just conclude by saying I do not take- seriously his
comments. I consider them more political than anything else_, and
if in fact affirmative action is dismantled; we _will_ not have any
more gains:as a matter of fact, they will erode significantly. ..--

If' we take a look at what has happened in the past; even with
Mr. Reagan's proposed economic recovery, where he talks about
the private sector employing minorities and women, we know what
has happened traditionally. It was the public sector that came .to
the aid of minorities and women. Minorities and women were able
to get jobs that the private sector absolutely would not allow them.
to have. It is because of the public sector and Government and the
enforcement of the laws and opening up -of job opportunities that
we have been able to participate somewhat, I submit to you be-
cause the private sector's record is so bad that it will not get- any
better unless Government enforces action:: and policies that have
been undertaken to correct the situation: .

Mr. WASHINGTON. Would it be fair to say in conclusion that
affirmative action is not only designed to redress past grievances
rand wrong's, but .ongoing current grievances and wrongs as well?

Mrs. WATERS. Absolutely: We have found despite the fact that we
have had affirmative action laws and had attempts to enforce
them, people became very creative in ways to get around them: We
get into discussjons and disagreements about how, for example, a
minority NVOIffrafi is counted in the job_rnarkets. There are attempts
to sometimes count minority women as ;- No. 1, a woman and
second, as a black to satisfy affirmative action requirements.

There are other kinds of creative attempts Eby those who do not
3ViSh to comply to get around employing the largest number possi-
ble of women and minorities in the _job force. We certainly need .-

enforcernents for continuing efforts. Without them, certainly they
would not do it.

Mr: WASHINGTON. Thank you.
Mrs. WATERS. You are welcome.
Mr. IIAwkiNs, Mr. Peyser:
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'Mr. PEVSEH. Mr. Chairman; thankfyou.
I really want to thank you for_some very forceful and very direct

testimony that is really the whole purpose of these hearings. You
have fulfilled that obligation as a witness very well for u8.

One statement in your testimonyand I am not questioning it,
but it says: "The number of black elected officials has increased
significantly. The number of ethnic minorities and women and so
forth have increased significantly."

I obviously am very supportive of that I wish the same were true
in the Congress of the United States, because that certainly is not
the case. There has not been any significant increase whatsoever.
In fact, in some areas there has been a decrease.

At present in the administration itself, while we have strongly
applauded the appointment by the President of a woman to the
Supreme Court; there have been few other appointments of minor-
ities and women in the top levels of this_admirtistration. So I guess
I would- like to maybe have you clarify a little that particular
section for me.

Mrs. WATERS. Absolutely.
I agree with you that certainly the appointment and employment

record is dismal in this administration. The number of black elect-
ed oflitialS that I referred to looking back over the past 17 years;
certainly there has been an increase, but certainly not enough;

In an attempt to not be totally dismal in my testimony before
you today, and related to the 17-year period, there has been an
increase in black elected officials, but not nearly enough. The
number of ethnid minorities and women in top and middle-level
management positions in the private and public sector certainly
has increased in the past 17 years, but certainly not enotigh. I
appreciate your pointing that factor out, because I definitely agree
with you.

While I recognize that there have been some gains, they are
certainly not enough.

Mr. PEYSER: -Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mrs. Waters, in response to the fir8t question Mr.

Weiss asked you as to whether or not a discussion of what may be
the impact oCthe budget cuts in relation to social disorders, I think
that question. has come up twice this morning. We have dealt with
it in a very gingerly sort of way.

I am reminded somewhat of a- discussion I had the other_ day
about statements made_ by Vice President Bush before the Gover-
nors Conference in Atlantic City, in which he said _that any criti-
cism of the President's program threatens the national interest.

There seems to be a systematic attempt not -only to do the dirty
- work but to- prevent_ individuals from even discussing what may be

the impact of depriving individuals of the right to complain about
diScrimination, of any solution to the unemployment program, and
of,'any attempt to redress the fact that they are being denied

"' training programs or adequate business education.
There seems to be the fear that by even conducting hearings

such as we are conducting around the country in the attempt to
pbint out the consequences of the cutbacks and the very regressive
taxation system, and spending all of our money on military weep:
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ons rather than on other things that are more productive, that in
some way this may actually promote disorders and you cannot
even dispute.

I think the record will show that this subcommittee is attempt;
ing to deal with the problems in a constructive, legitimate way.
The people who are actually making the cuts and who are abolish-
ing the programs that have proved very successful are to be
blamed for any consequences of their acts: We are here to discuss
programs as an alternative to other types of conduct. I hope that
that point will be stressed as we go through these _hearings. As
public officials, this is not the time to keep our mouths shut as to
what may actually happen.

Human endurance has its limits, and individu0s are going to act
as human beings if we try to treat them like animals; I would hope
when these questions do come up. I am not in any way sugg,eSting
that you took the lower road. I think you responded quite correctly;
The consequences of what is happening today, which will be felt
after October 1 and for the next year, are going to be extreme; and
we had better begin openly criticizing and doing something about
it.

For the record; I would like at this-point to indicate that we are
not promoting any unrest or any disorders. We are thoroughly
committed to trying to prevent them: I hope that we are not too
late in doing so.

I want to commend you on what you are doing.
Mrs. WATERS. Thank you very much.
I agree with You, Congressman. As I have indicated; there is a lot

of fear and frustration and rising anger out there in the overall
community. Efforts such as you are doing here today; and my
efforts- before the board of supervisors regarding the health care
cutback, is an attempt to help voice that frustration and that fear
and communicate additionally that there is potential trouble out
there.

I think, when you stop holding these kinds of public hearings and
I stop talking about the issues is when people had better become
very afraid about what could happen out there.

I think this hearing and other actions such as this allows the
dissemination of information and -the kinds of discussions that at
least says to those people out there, there are those who are
attempting to understand and address the problem and do- some-
thing about it. When these voices are no longer heard, then I think
we are in serious trouble.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you very much.
Mr. WEISS [presiding]. Our next witnesses are a panel consisting

of Joel Contreras and Prof. Reginald Alleyene. Please proceed. We
iWill take your statement and enter it into the record in its entire-

ty: You can summarize it; highlight it, or present it in its entirety.

STATEMENT OF JOEL CONTRERAS, ESQ. MEP_ COUNSEL
CALIFORNIA EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

Mr. CONTRERAS. I would like to thank you and express the views
that we have developed regarding whether affirmative action con-
Stitutes unlawful reverse discrimination which is or should be pro-
hibited by the Constitution.
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I would like to indicate to the membe\.s of the subcommittee that
our role as counsel to the Department, Employment Develop?
ment, State of California; is very similar to _that of most attorneys,
that is to advise our clients as to the law regarding items that
come before our department. Certainly affirmative action has been
for sometime and continues to be a factor with which we deal both
as an employer and as a department that Must render services to
members of the public.

I would like to point out that it is certainly our best profeSSibruil
judgment that affirmatiVe action has a legitimate basis and has
pegged under the closest scrutiny by the courts to serve us as a
guideline for its- constitutional baSiS.

I might add that we have on the Supreme Court what is general-
ly recognized as probably the most conservative Court in the last
100 years._ Yet, We look at the Court decisions that has come down
affecting affirmative action and employment and we have a String
of deciSions that uphold the use of affirmative action when discrim-

-%ination has been proven.
In addition to that we have court decisions which hold that even

Without findings of discrimination, affirmative action may be prop-
erly considered. I think this is the most critical area, because
affirmative action, certainly as a remedial tool, has ',passed the
scrutiny of the_courts. ,

1-101.i/ever, affirmative action developed through Executive Order
11246 in response to the hope that the benefits from Federal con-
tracts were_ that the private sector, as well as tie. public
sector, might well be able to say: A responsibility by you _ziS
Federal contractor or Subcontractor, should be to provide for equal
opportunity and affirmative action. Therefore, that was not predi-
cated on a finding of discrimihation.

In other words, if certain situations developunder-representa-
tion of minorities, females, and other_groupsthen the contractors
Would obligate themselves to do something about the problem.
There wasn't a necessity to go to court. There wasn't a necessit to
prove intentional discrimination: This was viewed as an alternatiye
to a system_ which already existed under title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. If you found discrimination; to get a determine;
tion and ultimately_ go to court and to seek some sort of relief\

That type of affirmative action is provided for and already \
exists. Therefore; you look at affirmative action as a _separate \
means of addreSSing a problerh: How we provide some relief for the
problems which are associated with the under-representation of
minorities and females?

In looking at the cases that dealt with this concept, the United
States Supreme Court dealt with the case of the University of
California Regents v: Bakke. In that case, the Court looked at three
possible baSes for Striking down the affirmative action prograni at
the University of California at Davis:

No. 1, they looked at title VII, title VI, and the 14th amendment.
They did not addryss the title VII issue. That was addressed later
in Weber. They did addreSS the title VI and the 14th amendment
Standards. Only Justice Powell would have struck the program
down as violative of both the 14th amendment and title VI. There-
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fore; we look to the majority of the Court as holding that affirms=
tive action is constitutional under the 14th amendment:

In the Weber case, we had a situation where there was a
tar? affirmative action program for training. We had a facility that
could not find experienced tool and dietriakerS. _Therefore: theY
decided to have a training program. Through negotiations with the
Federal Government; they developed a training prograni that
would assure participation by both minorities and females; al-
though -this is notgenerally recognized -by most people.__

The Supreme Court, in reviewing that Plan; held that title VII
did not prohibit this type of affirmative action._ Therefore, we be-
lieVe that affirmative action has passed the most stringent'legal
review possible and has been upheld by the courts.

We do have a continuing debate. We realize this is proper. As
stated by Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes:

The ultimate good desired is that the truth be reached by free trade in ideas
that the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in the
competition of the market, and -that truth is the only ground upon which their
wishos safely can be carried out. That at any rate is the theory of our Constitution.
It is tin experiment, as all of life is an experiment.

I would like to address some of the arguments that critics have
raised: Certainly there is a legal debate. CriticS charge that two
wrongs do not make a right and that the 14thamendment should
be used to- prohibit the use of affirmative action. On that basis, it
should_ be held unconstitutional. I could not agree more that two
wrongs do not make a right. However, m- leads -me to
the Conclusion that the two wrongs which should be addressed are
one, the past discrimination that has gone on in thiS ctitintry; and
No 2, the fact that those who would benefit from that prior dis-
crimination should not be allowed to continue to benefit. TWOS&
beneficiaries are the proponents of the status quo: They should not
he allowed to profit further by using the 14th atriehdirieht or any
Other legal basis to continue - exercising their advantages.

I would also like to note that there are two interesting results- of
the legalities with which we have been dealing These are two
areas in which minorities generally have achieved__ Optilation
parity, One of those is the prisons. The other is in the military. I.
have often had an opportunity to sit in court in atiticiliatibii of
litigating_employment discrimination suits and watch the sentenc-
ing that goes on The sentencing is indisputably and OVei-Wheliriiing7
ly minority. To me there_is no doubt there is an overwhelming
correlation between underemployment and unlawful activities, be-
cause when people do not have an opportunity to succeed' in the
system, they have only one alternative: That is to operate from
without the system.

I think that the recent events this summer in England haVe
Certainly reawakened_memories of what this country went through
in _the 1960's in Watts; Detroit, and other cities. We developed
affirthatiVe action _programs and equal employment opportunity
laws to address those very problems. To a large extent, we have
made progress.

Those who would turn back advances made under the legal
system and seek to undo what has been done; I think can certainly
find legal support. We have had a periodduring_the Reconstruc-
tion yearswhen the 14th Amendmentwas used to thwart civil
rights, but I think that hope 326
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fully we will not be committed to repeating the mistakes of the
past.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Joel Contreras folloWS:}
PREPARED STATEMENT_ DP JOEL G. CONTRERAS, CHIEF COUNSEL, EMPLOYMENT

DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT; HEALTH AND WELFARE AGENCY, STATE OP CALIFORNIA

I wish to extend my appreciation by the_Chairman and members of the Subcom-
mittee on Employment Opportunities for this opportunity to comment on one of the
most significant issues in ernployment_for all Americansaffirmative action. -In
particular, I would like to address_my_remarlo3 to the question whether affirmative
action constitutes unlawful reverse discrimination which is or should lie prohibited
by the Constitution_

I would like to preface_ my _testimony by outlining the perspectiVe from which I
approach this issua_A_s the largest department in the State of California, with over
15;000 employees_throughout the entire state, the Director, -other managers and
employees of the department look to our legal office to respond to many legal issues
involved in public administration today. The role we occupy is replicated in many
other: public entities as well as the privte sector, it- is typically referred to as
"house' counsel. Although the staff attorneys in our department are employed by
the State of California, it is our responsibility as-attorneys and public officials to
perform Our duties in a professional manner. This means the consultation and
advice_to_our clients is predicated on the facts and law based on our best independ-
entjudgment as attorneys.

In the performance of our duties when -an issue such as affirmative action_is
presented to the Employment Development Department it would be the responsibili-
ty for our office to review the legislation for applicable authority-and -legal require-
ments set forth in the legislation and implementing regulations:_

The promulgation of Executive Order 11246, -30 Federal Register I28I% anti Titles
VII; Civil Rights act of 1964, 42 U.S.0 2000(e), et seq.; in 1964 provided the legal
basis for affirmative action.

The primary impact of Executive Order 11246 was to prohibit federal_contractors
from discriminating on prohibited basis of race, color; religiose, sex,-and national
origin. It enabled federal contractors tio prOvide for affirmative -action efforts with-
out findings of discrimination, Under Title vri, as amended in _1972, public and
private employers may be required by the courts to providefor affirmative action as
relief pursuant to determinations of discrimination. Under_ Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act_pf ;074. 42 U.S.C. Section 2000(d), services to persons in_the United States

_ could not be denied, excluded -or subjected to discrimination in programs and activi-
ties receiving federal financial assistance.

The United States Department of HeeIth, Education, and Welfare issued imple-
menting regulations for Title VI by holding recipients of federal financial assist-
ance: _

... may properly give special consideration to race. color, and national origin to
make-the-benefits of this program more widely available." 38 Fed. Reg. 17979, July
9, 1973, 45 CFR 80.5(j)

There can be no question that Congress, in enacting Title VII of the Civil Rights
Adt of 1964, and -in amending it in1972, recognized the existence of the- Executive
Order program, in effect ratified it; and did not limit it except in a few clearly
defined instances.

IA) CONGRESS RATIFIED THE EXECUTIVE ORDER PROGRAM IN 1964

Congressional recbgnition of the_ Exec_utive Order program, and its intent to
maintain the Order's sta7,:s as independent of Title VII, is evident in-the "Interpre-
tatiVe Memorandum of VII of H.R. 7152 Submitted Jointly by-Senator Joseph
S. Clark and Senator Clifford P. Case,_ Floor Managers." This Memorandum, which .
Was published in the Congressional Record, explained the intent and coverage of
Title VII, including its impact upon Executive Order 10925 (the Predecessor of
Executive Order 11246/110 Cong. Rec. 7212-7215. Under the heading "Presidential
Authority;" the Memorandum stated, in pertinent part, that:

"The President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity was created by
Executive_Order 10925 . . . It presently supervises the administration of an equal
ernployxnent_opp_ortunity program with respect to employment . ; by contra
and subcontractors on contracts with the Federal Government, and by contr 4tors
and subcontractors on construction financed with Federal financial assistance-7We
VII, in its present form, has not effect on the responsibilities of the committee or the
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wahod possessed by Ilo lent or Federal ngencies ander existing law to tleol_
U ith mcial &scrim-Mil ton in the -areas t.if Federal GalTrIllnelli and

contracts.- AEmphasis supplied,. 1-10:Cong. Rec. 721_5.
Although some changes_ were made. in-Title VII after the Interpret aive Memoran-

dum w:is placed into the Congressional Record, there is-no-indication in the debiltes
on those clnidgPS of any intent by Congress to illter the Seniaors stiltement that
Title_ Vtl_has no _effect on the President's authority under Executive-Order 10925 to
"deal_with ritcad_ discrimination in the areil of ... Federal eontriletS;!
_Further evidence_of c..7ongross'__recognition_and acceptance Of the Executive Order

1H 11k is_ sito_wn _by_ the fact _that_ Title VII ei originally eniteted in 1964, made
reference to _the Executive _Order in a_ context which clezirly_Contettpliited to, ten-
tinuance 'Section 701d), 42 U.S.C. 2000-e8aP);_ 7ontractors Assotiotion of Ein:tern
Penns.vlvania v. Secretary of Labor, 442 Fld 159; 171 (C .A. 3, 1)71); tett: denied, 404
U.S 8:4 (19711.

Fun ills Congress expressly rejected an amendment by Senator Tower_ which
hitve made Title VII the exclusive federal remedy in the area of equal

employment opportunity. 110- (1ong. Rec. 1:1650-52. See, also, Alexander v. Gardner
Denver, 41:i .1.1.S. 3)1;1974i. Rejection of the Tower iimendment signaled a clear
Congressiomil intent that other lederzil equal employment effort', , including the
Executive Order Program, not be preempted by the advent or Title VII.

_

coNniass RATIFIEO THE EXECUTIVE: ORDER PROGRAM IN 1972

By 1972, the Executive Order_Program h id tiiken on much of the shame it retains
hid is _For e x; ID pie. Revised Order No,,, 4, which set forth specific- rules for the
commits or affirmative action programs, including the requirement of affected class
remedial relief for persons who _suffer the current _effects of a contractor's- past
discrimination, was issued on December 4197I 136 FR 23152; 118 Cong. Reg. -1-3901.
C((lii)) n it date of hire4seniority_ had been obtained_ under_ the EXPCDt/VP Order
for ininority employees in nt_least_12 _cases (118Csmg._Rec. 13971; and 41 At It ist Ii
cases. direct discrimination in recruitment; hirimi. or promotion had been remedied
1118 t'ong. Rec. 1397i. The ,o us timetables approach_ had_been_ in effect for
several years. anti had been approved by the United States Court_of Appeals in

\Cmtroctors Association of Eastern Pennsylvania V. Secretary of Labor, supra; 442
\ F.:2(1 159.
\ Ciiiigress was well ;mare of these itccomplishments under the Executive Order
since they sit ti brought to its attention during its consider ition of the Equal
Einplovinent Opportunity Act or 1972 i Pub. L. 92-2011, which extensively amended
Title VII. For example:

ill Semitor Percy hzid printed in the-Con-gressional -Record i "summation of the
imPortant rea::oris for retaining the OFCCP in _the-Department of Labor- and-a
disCUssion of the_ major achievements of that Office'' 1118-Cong. Rec. -1395-13971.
Senzaor Percy's statement outlined, inter ;dia most of the Executive Order achieve-
r-m.110i discussed_above,_ _ _

121 In addition. Senator_W_tvits had the full docision_frorn I ti frai'Mn;
supra ,"read into the Congressional Record ill8 Cong. Rec. _

AginAt this background. Congress rejected all but one attempt to limit Executive
Order enforcement in the amendments to Title VII.

Congress specifically rejected a provision which would have transferred the Ex-
ecut ive-Order-enforcement _progriim to the Equid Employment Opportunity Conimis-
1-1iiiii Speitking in support of his iimendment agitinst the transfer, Senator
Saxbe called_ attention-to -various dill-brim-ices between Title VII and the Executive
Order. (118 Cong. Rec. 111870. Senator Saxbesttaed:

affirmative action concept as innovatively-and-successfully employed by the
OF '('V has been challenged as,it _violation of Tale ilnir-th have-responded
by staling that the Exerutive Order program is independent of Title Till and not
sit bnc 1 to _some its more restrY Uve protl-sio-164-.

m _01 _the proposed bill would place the entire A:tee-Uri-re Oritt.r prin.:rani
undt!r_ _Tt tie _1,71 and _might _well _result ui renen.ed ehedienge:q. to the 111(105 important
programs established thereunder for instance: the Philadelphia Plan." Its Cong:
Rec. 13811. 1En-10:Isis supplied!.

In :4-importing Senator Saxbe's amendment, Senator Percy matie similar_state-
Ment in- his "Summary of Het :lining OF( C in the Department of Libor,- supra. 118
CM*. Rec. 1:195-1397. Senator Saxbe's amendment was adopted. 118 Cong. Rec.
1398.1

!_Iii Jitu tiC 1 li,- I ranSI-er. Senator _Javits ()IR-red-an amendment to-em-ablish t he Equal Employ-
ment )pport unity Coordinating Council-, with the P.1.:()C Anti the Si.Cretary_of
Labor as members, in order to rectify a perceived "ibadetititicy at coordination- bet weed the
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Congress also rejected an amendment which would have made _Title_ VII the
exclusive-Federal_rernedy in the field of employment deStrimination for persons who
filed charge, will) the EEOC. 118 Cong. Rec. 33677337(4 X471-X173_; 3959-3965. In
opposing that amendment. Senator- Williams, -one of the floor managers of the bill,
made the following statement (11)8-Cong. Rec, 372); _ __

Furthermore, Mr. President,-this amendment can be_re_ad_ to bar enforcement of
the Government contract compliance program at least; in part, I cannot believe that
the Senate would do that after all the vates_we have taken in the past 2 to 3 years
to continue that- program in 'ftill,foree-und effect.2_

In addition, emigre-SS rejeCted two amendments offered by Senator-ErVin_Whith
would fuiVe bli.i.a.ted the recovery of goals and timetables under both-Title VII and
the ExectitiVe Order IN Cong. Re_e_ 161171676; 118 Cong. Rec, 1917-1918, In his
oppositieri to the first of thos_e_amentiments; Senator Javits cited with-approval the
United States Court of_Appeals'_ boding in Contractors Association Of Eastern Penn
vitunia v. Seeretary of:Labor supra, 442 F.2d 159,-that Section 703(j) of Title _VII

does not limit relief available under the Executive Order. 118 Citing: Rec.113641665,
Senator Javits then had the full decision from Contra-06-1'S Association read into the
Congressional Record, including the'Court's holding that:

Tin; unions it is s id, refer men from the hairig halls on the basis of seniority,
and th_e Philadelphi Plan Interferes with this arrangement since feW minority
trzidesmen htive h. seniority. Just as with § 703(j) however 703(h) is a limitation
only upon Title VII, not upon any other remedies," Us Cong. Rec. 1665, 1669. 442
F.2:I supra, at 172."

In his oppositi ii to Seria-tor Ervin's_second attempt to proscribe goals-and tiineta- .;
hies under the ectitiVe Order, Senator Javits called attention to the fact that the
arnendment,w. seeking:

to LipplY 71, iartittilar provision of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 -to the Fxecutive
Order in Order to make unlawful any affirmative action plan like the so-called
Philadelphi1i Plan, and by including the Executive Order-in this title. :"

". . . This amendment . . _. seeks to cancel out the ability of the Federal_Govern,
tricot tii use the Philadelphia Plan approach- of affirmatiVe action plans respecting
employment: The courts _have upheld that plan, The Senate ha upheld_ that plan.
We say that _Federal Government contractors should be a model in that respect."
118 ("Ong Rec. 4910. . -.

See, also United States v. international Union of Elevator Constructors, Local
Union No. .;-, 538 F.2d 1012, 1018-1019 (C.A; 3, 19761, _ _ _

_
Filially, wh(.1re Congress meant to limit Executive Order enforcement, it specific -al=

lv did so. Senator Ervin offered an amendment requiring a-f4.41-admiaiStratiVe
hearing before denial or termination of Government_contracts under the EkeeittiVe
Order.- in cases where an affirmative _action_plan had _previously been approved by
the Department of Latitit.__118 Cong, Rec. 1.990 -1402. That amendment was modified
and adopted 0-18 Criiii. Rec: 1507-J508) and became Section 718 of Title VII (42

-U.S,C. 200(1e-171.
The legal Challenges to affirmative action pro_grams-cameSWiftly: The first_ major

Federal ,deeiSitiii was its Contractors Ass'n. of Eastern-Par N. SeCiY.-Of Latton_442_F.2t1

159 eli-d Cir: 1971)_cert. denied. 404 U.S. 859 (17711.- The-Court of Appeals _upheld the
Validity of affirmative action requirements by the Department or Labor in the
construction _industry, tn thepublic sector, Carter,v. _Gallap,her, 452 F.2d 310 (8th

Cir. 197'21 ten bane) cert. denied, 4096 US. $150_ (19721 upheld affirmative action
requirements for a fire department undeT 42 U:S:C, 1981._ .

During the 1970's, the courts have consistently upheld the validity of affiritintiVe
action based on court determinatIons_of_discrimination. - '

"First circuit: Boston- L'hapter, NAACP, fric.__v_. Beecher, 504 F.2d -11117 (1St Cii--.

1974), cert. denied-, -121-US, 910_ II975r, Assoc/cited Gem Contractors Of lifti§S., Inc. v:
Altsrhuler, 490 F.2d I) (1st Cir: I9731;_cert, denied, 916 U.S. 957- (19741;

"Secand circuit: Rib:4 .ve Enterpris_e Ass'n Steantfitters LoCal 6J3,- 510 Fe2d_1522 I2d
eir. 19711;--BrKeepori Guardians; Inc. v, Bridgeport Civil Service Comm }t; '482_E2d

1333 (2d Cir._ 1_973): United States v. Wood Lathers Local 46, 471 F:2d 408 (2d Cir.),
cert-denied, 412_US-93911973); ,-

"Third circuit Erie __Human Relations Comiii!ri_ V, Tullio; 493 F2d 371 Old Cir.
19741 Contractors Assn v. Secretary of Labrir. 442 F ;2d 159 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 404

US, 854.119711;"Fourth circuit: Sherill v. J. P. Stevens & Co.: 551 F.2d 308 (9th Cir. 1977);

contract compliance yrogram and the EFDC. 118 Congressional Record 1:19S-1'.199. That

become Seetion dui of title VII. 42 U.S.C. 20090-14.
was alluding in part. to the debateS over tile Philadelphia Plan in-which

the position of the Depirtment or Labor was gu,stained by Conress, 118 Cong. Rec. 1397-1398:

"The court afso held that §7031a) is not a limitation on the Executive Order:442 F.2d at 173.
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circuit:A:41CP _v. Allen. 19:3 F.2d 614 (5th Cir._19741:Morrine_v_iterisler. 491
F.211 1053_15th Cir...I974i ten batic),:_(_ert.. denied_419 U.S. 895 ( 1979); Local 51.
Asbestos Icor-kers Vog,ler. 41)7 F.2d 1047 i5th Cir. I969);
..._"Sixth circuit: EEO( v: Detroit Edison Co.. 515_ F.2d 301; .317_ ((ith _Cie: 1975);
minted_ ond remanded on other grounds. 431 U-S. 951 _11977(; United Slates v:
Masonry Contractors A' ,m 497 F.2d 871, 877 nith Cir. 1974); United States _v. Local

1F3 1% 472 F.2d 634 ilith Cir. 1989 ; Sims v. Local .65,_Sheet Metal_ Workers. _489
F.2d 13)23 16th Cir. 197:31; United States v. Local .18: IBEIV. 428 F.2d 149 16th Cir.);
cert. denied, .100 U.S. 943(1970!;

"Seventh circuit: United Motes v. Chicago, 549 F.2d 415 iith Cir. 19774 cert,
denied, 434 U.S. 875 (1978); Crin.kett v. Green, 534 F.2d 71,5 17th Cir. 1976); Southern
Ill. Builders .4', 'm v. Ogilvie. 471 F.2d 680 (7th Cir. 1972);

"Eighth circuit: United Stiites v. N L Industries Inc., 479 F.2d 354 18th Cir. 19731;
Carter v. Gallagher. 452 F.2d :327 (8th Cir.) (en banc), cert. denied, 906 U.S. 950
11972t:

"Ninth- circuit: Doris v.-Los Angeles. 566 F.2d 1334 19th Cir. 1977), vacated as
moot, -- U.S. --- -, 59 I.,.Ed.2d- 642 (1979); United States v. Ironworkers Local 86. 993
F.2(1 544 39th Cir.), cert. denied, 404 US 984 (1971)."

17he issue of constitutionality of -affirmative action on a voluntary basis, i.e.,
without a requirement of findings of past discrimination-were-rendered in the case
of Unicersitv California Regents- -v-Bakke, -438 -.U.S. 26541978); and United Steel-
worker.; of America v. Weber. 443 U.S. 193 (1979) (he-reinafter Weber). In upholding
the _validity of race conscious adrinssions while-striking dawn- the- specific minority
admissions program_ of the University -of California at_ Davis, the-Bakke case is
significant in upholding_ the concept under_the Constitution but finding-a statutory
violation. under _Title \T(e. J. Burger, J, Stevens Rehnquist,_ Stewart). Finding the
plan _both constitutional and _ valid_ under Title _VI were J. J. Brennan, White;
Marshall and Blackmun. justice Powell found the rigid_ plan violative of both.

In the context..of_Fourteenth__Arnendment _limitations; the Supreme Court held:
N'et we cannotand as we shall demonstrate,_need_not_under our Constitution or .

Title VI, which rnerely_extends_the_c_o_nstraints_of the Fourteenth Amendment to
private parties who receive federal fundslet -color blindness_become myopia which
masks the reality that many "created equal" have b_een treated within. our lifetimes
as inferior both b-v the.law and by their fellow citizens_at 327..

The Weber decision upheld the voluntary affirmative action training program ofa
private employer from challenge under Section 703 lat and td) of Title VII. The
Court held in a 5-2 vote with two abstentions that the language of Title VII
prohibiting /0.3u) requiring employers to grant preferential treatment does not
prohibit a voluntary affirmative action plan from permitting such preferences.

In addition to-Bak /:e. the California Supreme Court has had other important cases
',defiling with affirmative action: Price v. Cicil Service Comm (1980) 26 Cal. 3rd 257,
1386;- -161- Cal.- Rpti. 475,- 664 P.2d-1365; and DeRonde v. Regents of Uniuersity of

(1981)172-Cal-, Rptr. 677.
In -1rrice, the California Supreme Court held that a governmental entity may

voluntarily.- adopt a. race-conscious affirmative action program attributable to its
own past discriminatory e_mplayment -practices.

The _recent dects,on _in peRoncte:upheld the admission procedures in-the U_niversi-
ty of California at Davis law school which provided for consideration__of ethnic
minority status is a factor in selection of applicants for admission. The Court held
theaffirmativ_e_ action admissions valid under challenges based on both the United
States and California .

". . .Yet in the specific context of minotity advancement _programs, we have
stated our posi: ion quite, recently_and_clearly,_albeit by_a_cjivideTcourt. In this area
the court s in.,ority has explicitly concluded that the state_Constitution_imposes_no
greater re. tti2tions than similar guara_ntees provided by_ the_lederal charter, (Price
v. Civil Service Com., supra, 26 Cal. 3d 257289-285, 161 Cal. Rptr. 975; 609 P.2d
1:365.i The principles of Price are clearly controlling here."

The most recent California court case dealing with affirmative action was MM-
nick v. Oildiirriia Department of Corrections. (1979) 95 Cal. App. 3rd 506, 157-Cal.
Rptr. 260. posed a challenge to affirmative action in promotions. The California
Court of Appefils upheld the case of affirmative action criteria.- The United States
Supreme -Court initially granted a writ or certiorari --- U.S. ---(1981 but
recently dismissed the writ of certiorari, 26 EPD #3311842 (June 1, 1981) --- U.S.----

Based upon our review of the court decisions, statutes, and- regulations,- affirma-
tive action_ is not per se unlawful reverse _discrimination _which is or h-ould be
pohibited by_ the constitution. There is obviously no definitive response that -w-ill
completely satisfy opponents and proponents on the issue of affirmative action. The
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debate continues in our courts and our legislative bodies, Given the importance of
the issue we can and should expect a thorough and detailed review of this issue.

As stated by Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes:
"When men have realized that time has upset many fighting faiths, they may

conie to believe even more then they believe the very foundations of their own
conduct that the ultimate good desired is better reached by free trade in ideasthat
the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in the
competition of the market, and that truth is the only ground upon -which their
wishes safely can be 6.1:ried out That at any rate is the theory of out Constitution
It is an experinterit, its all life is an experiment." Otis v, Parker, 187 U.S. 606 at (108

(1903)
.The ekiSteriCe Of specific violations_ within affirmative action prOgrams such as

reverse disCritiiitilitiOn have beett struck down by courts and other aspects prOhibit
61 or protected- by judicial review of the statutes. McDonald v- Santa Fe Trails
TraSP. CO. 427 US, 273 (1970); Intl. Brhd. of Teamsters v. United -States-4.31 US, 324

1197-7 ); HaZeltgood School Dist. v, United States, 433 U.S. 299 (4977) and Washington
v. DitviS, 420 U.S. 229 0970). The striking down of rigid racial qui:Ana has also been
Upheld by the courts, Bakke, supra.

The proportentsuf the "colorblind" inferpretetion- of the equal protection clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution enunciated in Plessy

v. Ferguson 163 US, 537 (1896) argue that any consideratitin of race or ethnicity is
unconstitutional. It should be noted that the majority in messy was upholding the
"separate bat equal" basis for perpetuating the segregation of black_Americans in
our society_ While Americans strive to ac-hieVe the lofty principles_up_on which our
Constitution rests, we would be remiss if we failed to consider that the 100 years
dating from the Emancipation Proclamation td the enactment of civil rightS legisla-
tion_ forming the basis for affirmative action left America_with_a_legacy of inequality
with which we struggle today. The racial/ethnic considerations have been upheld as
constitutionally valid. The equal protection- clauses_do not prohibit any considera-
tion or race since all Candidates will have other factors considered and will not have
been foreclosed from consideration simply because of race or ethnicity,

The use of the FOUrteenth Amendment to defeat the hopes of proponents Of legal
developments is not new The Slaughter House_Cases; 16 Wall 36, 21 L. Ed. 394
0873), prevented the appliation of the Fourteenth Amendment to redress inequal-
ities by the States. In commenting on this use of the Fourteenth Amendment,
Justice Holmes stated:

"There is nothing I more deprecate than the use of the Fotirteerith Amendment
beyond the absolute compulsion ofits words to prevent the making of social experi-
ments that an important part of-the-community desires, in the instilated chambers
afforded by the several states,_e_ven though the experiments may seem futile or even
noxious -to me ond to those_whose judgment I most respect." Truax v: Corrigan; 257

U.S. :312 at p ::344_ (1921)Adissent)
The Supreme Court has upheld race or ethnic consideration in contexts _other

than einployment. Fullilove v. Klutznick 448 U.S. 448 (1980) (set-asides in public
works contracts_n_lirilted Jewish Organizations of -Williamsburg v. Carey. 430 U.S.

144 (1977) (redistricting for voter representation); Castaneda v. Partida. 430 U.S.,

482 (1977) )j_ury representation); and Lou V. Niched's, 414-U.S, 563 (1974).
In conclusion the legal system in this nation through ourlaw_s; even manifested in

our C7onstitutiont condoned a system of slavery that was inconsistent withour
constitutional provisions of freedom and liberty, Only through constitutional amend-
ments have we begun to progress toward equality through the legal system for
minorities and women. In recognition of the legal, economic, and social limitations
placed upon certain groups of people, both Congress and the courts have provided
for remedies and Programs, such as affirmative action, designed to overcome the
effects of deprivation.

STATEMENT. OF REGINALD ALLEYENE, PROFESSOR; UCLA LAW
SCHOOL

Mr: ALLEYENE. I am ,Reginald Alloyone. lam a professor_ of law
at the University of California Law School here in Los Angeles
where I have taught labor management relations and. constitution-
al law for the -past 11 years.

I am grateful for the opportunity to appear before the subcom-
mittee this morning. I regret that I was invited only a week ago
and for that reason, did d,ot have time to prepare a statement. I
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understand. that I can amplify remarks and send a prepared state-
:neat to the committee at a later time.

Mr. WEiss. We will welcome that,
Mr. ALLEYENE. My statement will be. brief this morning because

I listened carefully to Governor Brown, to Assemblywoman Maxine
Waters, and_ to Mr, Contreras, on my right this morning, and I

. certainly endorse all the reasons they have given in support of the
need to continue _affirmative action in employment as we have
known it over the last 10 years in the United States.

I would just add_ one or two points to the arguments on the issue
of why we should continue our affirmative action effort; !points
which I do not believe have been discussed pointedly.

One, I believe that the end of affirmative action would mean
more than the end of affirmative action: l_believe it would be a
signal-to many employers to return to the days of active discrimi-
nation against minorities and women. _

That may appear to be an exaggeration. I believe it is not. I
think many employers would take the view since _it is _now illegal
to affirmatively hire minorities and women, we should bend over
backward to avoid violating the law by simply not hiring them and
relying upon the antiaffirmative action laws in support Of our
position.

I-firmly believe that slowly, if not immediately,. we will return to
that state of affairs on the employment front if we no_longer have
as part of bur legal fabric the. requirement that employers main-
tain affirmative action programs.

Beyond that; I would offer the committee one or two suggestions
which may prove to be useful in the committee's deliberations.

First of all, by way of background, as has -been pointed out, there
are really two types of affirmative action. We have type A, which
is involuntary: That comes about -when an employer -has been
found by the courts to have violated the existing Federal or State
discrimination laws and when the - court; as a remedy for that
discrimination, imposes upon the violator a duty to hire minorities
or women by using affirmative action numbers: In other words;
they are required to fill a court imposed quota.

That type of affirmative action is now _under attack; and as I
' understand it, would possibly be reversed by way of proposed con-

stitutional amendments which are now lingering in various offices
of the Congress of the United States.

I believe that it would mean virtually the end of not only the
affirmative action- program but the end of the effective enforce-
ment of title VII and related statutes, which[on- their face; do -not

;require affirmative action but which merely require that-employers
refrain from discriminating on the basis of race, sex, nationality, or
religion.

I believe that would be the consequence of ending involuntary
affirmative action; because without the use of the quota remedy as
a means of combating_ discrimination that-if sound, in fact, by the
courts, there will in hany cases be no effective remedy for...that
discrimination, and with no effective _remedy for the discrimination
of a law which prohibits that discrimination, what will simply exist
is a mere collection of words on a piece of paper with no real
meaning, no meaningful effect.
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The :;ectiliti type, type. IL of affirmative action is the voluntary
affirmative action Which has is its underpinning no finding of

discrniimition by a court or an administrative _agency. That
is the kind of afrirmative action that is required when the,Govern-
Meat :.-:teps in and sees we have looked around at your numbers,
they are not quite right, we believe that you should make a good
faith effort to hire minorities in accordance with the following
formula.

Or another example_aLtypeLB_voluntary affirmative action might
be the case of an employer and a union simply getting, together and
deciding to include in a collective bargaining agteertient'a clause
whiCh sets up an affirmative action quota device for admitting
blacks into fb tr example, training po_gramLapprentice programs
leading to employment in skilled trades When we see examples of
an employer, a union that have- jointly looked around, sensed that
-something was wrong on the discrimination front, and that they
should voluntarily do something_about it.

My,suggestiou to the committee is this To the extent that volun-
tary affirmative action is -being attacked by proposed-constitutional
iinendment or by proposed legislation on the part of the CongreSS,
I believe that the procedural counterattack at this time should be
that those attacks and those attempts to amend the Constitution
are simply premature._

.That may come as a surprise to some members of the audience
and possibly to some _members of the committee; because we often
heti that the Supreme Court's decision in the KaiSer case Weber
v, Kaiser Alaminuminvolving the United Steel Workers Union
stood for the proposition that voluntary affirmative action is consti-
tutional, and the_thinking is that the Supreme Court so held in the
Weber case: Then the only way to overturn that decision and get
rid. of Vbliiiitary affirmative action; which has no underpinnhig, of .

racial discrimination found by a court or an agency, is to pass a
constitutional amendment to that effect:

I would read and _I hope the committee will read the Weber cw,e
in a diffet6nt light. If you read Weber very carefully, which means
reading all the little footnotes that the court has placed in its
opinion it quite clear that the agreement entered into between
the United Steel Workers of,Atnerica and the Kaiser plant, in that
case, was really not a voluntary affirmative action_-arogram.

The, union, the company did not simply get together and say let's
voluntarily do something about the fact_that there are virtually no
blacks in 611y of the skilled apprentice training programs; and
therefore: no blacks in any of those- skilled trades at the Kaiser

thttiughotit the South; No Reading the opinion carefully,
-----one-gathers_Quite clearly that the agreement entered into by the

steelworkers and thecornpany-in-the_Weber case was prompted by
the Federal Government,- specifically by the Office of Federal -Con-- -
tract Compliance Programs; which had conducted a thorough inves,
tiwition cif the Kaiser operation, had found that blacks were simply
not working -in any appreciable numbers in skilled trades:

The OFCCP then brought pressure to bear upon both the compa,
ny and the union to change that_practice. That pressure meant the
threat of losing Federal contracts; It was pursuant_ to that _threat
that rail Kaiser plant 'and the United Steel Workers of America
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entered into the agreement, the affirmative action agreement;
which called for a quota number of blacks_ entering the apprentice
training program until such time as a sufficient number of blacks
were trained to change drastically the number of blacks working at
skilled trades in the Kaiser plant. _

So with that more detailed reading of the Weber case; I believe it
is clear to say that we have yet to obtain from the Supreme Court
of the U.S.. a decision that voluntaryaffirmative action imposed
without a court action finding discrimination, opposed without a
Federal agency finding discrimination, has not yet been rendered
by the U,S. Supreme_ Court:

I believe it would be beneficial, helpful for those who are inter-
ested in a constitutional amendment- to end voluntary affirMative
action to simply wait until the U.S. Supreme Court, as it eventual-
ly will surely pass upon that issue and decides that question one
way or the other.

Mr. Contreras pointed out that some courts have upheld the
constitutionality of voluntary affirmative action programs. He is
right. Some U.S. courts of appeals have; some state supreine courts
have, and eventually those decisions in the lower courts will reach
the U.S. Supreme Court and we will get a new issue that has not
yet been decided by the U:S. Supreme'Court.

Thank you. very much, again for the opportunity to present my
views to you this morning.
t Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much; both of your for a very learned
testimony which is .going to be very helpful to this committee.

I have two comments; Mr. Alleyene, on your testimony.. One; to
concur wholeheartedly with your projection of what is likely to
happen beyond the elimination of affirmative action programs; or
affirmative action programs legislation. Interestingly, some of the
testimony that we heard yesterday; although it was perhaps uncon-
scious; gave some clue as to what may happen.

There was very clearly emanating from some of the witnesses on
the EFTA_ mandates that they objected to, a sense that had it not
been for Federal mandates on providing employment opportunities
for disadvantaged in the Federal programs themselves; that the
private sector would consider it not only inconvenient, but that the
very population which that legislation was intended to encompass
was not up to potentially or actually being trained for the kind of
jobs that were being offered by the private sector:

I think that you are right.. It is easy to take refuge in other
people's lack of qualification rather than admit that, in fact;_maybe
there is an underlying; unintended racism that is involved. I found
it very worthwhile to have you point that out

The second comment that I have is a concern on my part in the
utilization of the term or the word "quota." I have both a philo-
sophical problem with it; but I also have a pragmatic concern with
it. I think we haye been using goals and timetableS because those
are not-as-inflexible as quotas.

You can recognize good-fAiiliffeirtg that-are being--made_by_
companies and industries. If you are talking about goals and time-
tables you can do that, If you talk about quotas, even though they
are making good-faith efforts, I think that might put them into'a
penalty position which you would not want to do: I think that the
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use or the teint itself may not only be unfair, but perhapS also
counterproductive, given the political climate that we find our,:
selves in

ObvibiiSly if you would like to comment on that; I would welcome
your thoughts.. _

Mr. ALLIliErak. -Yes. First,- I apologize. I like to use names, but
your name tag is hidden by the tablecloth._

Mr. WeiSs, When I write my prepared statement for the commit-
tee, I will use the term "goals and timetables" for the pblitical
reason that vou point out To me, there is really no difference
between good-faith effort to reach a _quota and a gnod=faith effort to
reach a goal or a timetable. That being the case; if the term
"quota" frightens people unduly, and_they will accept the phrase
-"gnorl=faith effort to reach goals and timetables," that would satisfy.
me:

Let there be no question about it sir. Some courts have on the
involuntary discrirnitiationsaid flatly required quotas. Right here
in l,os Angeles,. with our city police department, the 9th CirCiiit
Court of Appeals haS Said you have been found guilty of discrimi-
nation on the basis of race and sex; and change that pattern. Here
is the folloving quota- that you must adhere to Numbers; percent-
iges. They didn't sue the word "goals."

My second answer- to you is that quotas are a reality out there
titid we cannot say that they do not exist because we are frightened
by the word it in fact, courts are requiring them:

In the case of voluntary affirmative action _where quotas are
irripoSed as a _remedy_ for discrimination, I personally hope that the
spurts continue to use those quotas as a means of combating that
discririnriatibii until that discrimination ends: In other words, that
is the penalty: I hope the courts will continue to -use that device as
a iernedY for ending active types of racial; sex; and Other discrimi-
nation

Mr. Weiss.- Again, I focused on the fact of the political conse-
quences. As I said, I also have some philosophical concerns about
it my -own background issuch that I came from a situation where
quotas were not Used benignly to cure discrimination but in fact
Were used to impose discrimination. ;.

I have a concern about legalizing quotas as Eiuotas: You are
never certain that once the beneficent purposes have _e_x_m_red they
will not hang on simply because it becomes a convenient way of
doing business. So; as I say, I have problems both with the political
and, philosophic: I ObintS.

I appreciate , testimony. It_does _seem sometimes, though; in
fact dOgmatio. I think it goes a little beyond that.

Mr: Contreras, I think that your_testimony-was very clear, but
let Me ask' you a question just simply to underscore the point that I
think you were making. The argument that is most often used
against the legal validity of affirmative action_and its constittition-
alityiLthat it constitutes a discriminatory preference. Are prefer-
ences of this sort forbidden in thestatutes Or in the cases that have

\ developed?
CONTRERAS. I think that is the central issue thatis being and

has been debated_ in the- courts: I think that what I would like to
indicate is that the Bakke case was doCided in -the context-olthe
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14th amendment limitations. Yet we cannot, and as we shall dem-
onstrate, need not understand our Constitution or title VIwhich
merely extends the constraints of the 14th amendment to private
parties who receive Federal fundslet color blindness become
myopia; which masks the reality that many "created equal " __have
been treated within our lifetimes as inferior both by the law and
by the fellow citizens:

Therefore, the Supreme Court in the Bakke case and in the
Weber case said that color conscious -remedies can be developed.
Now, as to whether or not those remedies constitute preferences is
a question of whether or not the problems, which are being ad-
dressed. Require this consideration to become a preference.

To me, the term preference denotes to some extent what we had
at Davis, and that was an inflexible, rigid plan. In other words;
there were 16 slots that were set aside: The court struck that plan
down as being too rigid, too inflexible, too great a preference.

Now, color conscious; ethnically consciousf racially conscious
plans can be approved. Those have been approved. I think that
where that tine is going to be drawn in- the future is the question.
So that is the reason why -I think the debate is going to continue,
but I would say that even when there is no discrimination it is
going to be permissible.

I would also like to point out that we have had conte other
than employment in which the Supreme Court has rule I would
point out Fullilove v. Klutznick; which was a setaside by Congress,
a -10 percent setaside of public funds for the public works contracts.
That was upheld by the Supreme Court. That Is an absolute set-
aside. Now, if the Supreme Court is willing to do that then it
seems to me that they are going to allow some flexibility in the
employment context.

We also had United Jewish Organization of Williamsburg v:
Carrie., relating to redistricting for voter representations Costa-
neda 'v. Partida, on jury representation-, raising the questions of
grand jury participation -there; and Lau v. Nichols, which is an
education case dealing with linguistic problems.

It seems to me the courts are allowing some affirmative action
consideration. Whether ihat would constitute an absolute prefer-
ence, which would be getting close to a quota concept, I think that
is where the courts are not going that far.

Mr. WEIS& Thank you
Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. Havvicms. Just one question for you; Professor Alleyene.
In discussing the question of quotas and goals and timetables, let

me = clearly_ understand_ the distinction you seem to be drawing._ We
ordinarily identify goals with voluntary compliance, and in reply to
a question to Mr. Weiss, you discussed the LA Police Department
case where there had been a finding of legal discrimination. I can
understand the sensitivity that some bear with respect to the use
of quotas.

Is there a distinction thetsan he made against the goal setting of
voluntary compliance and that of a legal remedy that is imposed by
the court upon a finding of legal discrimination, and should the
court itself be allowed to -deal with this question in that manner?
That is; Should the court be restricted in shaping a legal remedy
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upon. a finding of discriminatiOn in those instances and the setting
of a quota? Is that a fair statement of the position that you have
taken this morning?

Mr. ALLEWEIIE. I believe it is if I understand you correctly. I
agree with those courts_ Which have imposed quotas: Call them
:Anything you like by way of euphemiSm,s but they are quotas.
When those courts have fbund discrimination and ordered a
remedy for that discrimination, they do it by saying, as a remedy;
you can order the pence department to .hire. x number of blacks
Over t period of _time; or hire x percentage or females over a given
period of time. That is an inflexibile quota: I believe it is warrant-
ed. .

Mr. WEESS. DO you believe the Supreme Court will uphold it? I
am not, familial. _ with whether or not- ny of the cases have reached
the SuPreme Court. Looking at the present composition of the
Supreme Court, from the political_ point of view, and anticipating
one of the future, do you think the Supreme Court will Uphold the
use of quotas where the lbWer courts have made a legal finding of
discriniination? Do you think it is justified?

Mr: ALLEYENE. I believe the Supreme Court will yes; /
Mr. Weiss. You have no hesitancy about using_ 'quota" Without

trying to paraphrase it or to soften it, by the use of goals' and
timetables? Or do you see a legal distinction that can be 'made?

Mr. ALLEYENE. I 866 no legal distinction. Iwould be delighted to
See the. Court use the words "goals" and "timetables':,,if the Court

-wmeans the same thing that I mean when I say inflexible quota. If
the Supreme Court of the United .States thinks that it will help
make its deCiSion more acceptable(, by using the term "goals" rather
than the term `quota" and Whe they mean by the use of "goal"
that you must hire x percentage of minorities or women, over a
giyen period of time as a remedy for legally found discrimination;
then that would satisfy me:

Mr. W_EISS Mr. WashingtOn.
Mr. WA8i-liNOTON. Mr. Alleyene, I agree with you wholehearted=

ly. I would like to buttress my position with as much logic in
previous decisions as I can find;

Political consideratiOn§ aside, the dialog must be candid, it must
be himiegt. It must deal with this question. Clearly what
talking about is hiStOrical difference and change in the emphasis
upon what quota meant: I recall back in the _forties--I=3Atas--am-___
adamant foe of *qiiiitaS in support of some of my fanatic friends
getting beat around the bush becauSe_they were being cut back and
not being_perinitted to develop in law schools because of quotas
imposed upon them. Those were negative aspects.

Now the emphasis has changed. A word isn't iust a word: It
changes. The overtones_ change. Now by the word "quotas" you and
I mean that there should be a clearcut expression, based on popula-
tion; et cetera, that X number should be permitted to move intn,a
given school and move into a given jet) discipline, et cetera, and so
forth. I support that wholeheartedly.

In the final analysis, the oPponents of goals and quotas are also
Illpponeht§ of goals and timetables; They are almost interchange=
able: I am sure there are exceptions. I think you are right in \

meeting this argument here: I want to make it clear what we are ,
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talking about I think you are a very able spokeman for that
position.

We have a very slender legal reed to hook our hats on That is
the thing that disturbs me. You said it several times; but would
you embellish that point _again so we know exactly where we are?

There are lower court decisions, but isn't the Weber case and the
Bakke case debilitating to our decision?

Mr. ALLEYENE. Oh, I think Weber certainly is not IUE was very
pleased with the Court's decision in Weber.

Mt. WASHINGTON. You are alluding to the undertones, those
quietly spoken background to that case which led up to the case.
You may be right. I won t guarrel with the point. I haven t read
the case that tightly, but the Court didn't really take that much
into consideration, the background that led up to it the pressure
from OFCCP. I wasn't aware of that:

Mr. ALLEYENE. It is in a footnote, in one of the early footnotes.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I usually put my thumb on the footnotes and

my index finger on the script.
Mr. ALLEYENE. I don't blame you The footnotes are printed in

fine print I don't know whether that was done deliberately or
whether it was just an, oversight. There was OFCCP pressure on ,
both the company_ and the union, which of course is not an exam-
ple of voluntary affirmative action.

But the Weber case was victory, I think, for those of us who
favor an end to discrimination in employment; This gets back to
the earlier question of rigid goal or quota being ap_pgoved for the
admission of blacks to an apprentice training program.

Granted it was temporary: It was to last until the number of
blacks in the skilled trades affected by the agreement reflected
substantially their numbers in the community. So from the per-
spective of upholding the inflexible goal or quota, I applaud the
decision. If that decision is followed- in the future, when we look at
title VII cases, for example, then I think the Court will have an
easier time upholding the quotas imposed by the Federal district /
courts. We also would not have a footnote finding of discrimination
but we would have a clear; several page decision of the circuit
court of appeals upholding a Federal district judge Who has made

' explicit finding of racial discrimination. -

I _think that is an easier case for the Supreme Court than the
Weber case. Of course, I know thexealities; as all of us do,- that as
new justices come -on the SupreffE Court, we ma3r get a Supreme \
Court decision which, in fact overturns Weber. I think we have to
assume that decisions on the books will be adhered to and possibly
extended.

Mr. WASHINGTON. I hope you are right:
Do you think there would have been a difference in the Weber

case and there not been a prior agreement; an agreement between
the union and management in that case?

. Mr. ALLEY NF._ If there had not been an agreement between the
union and management in that case to include in the partie"'
collective bargaining_ agreement the affirmative action quota with
respect to the apprentice training program, then Mr. Weber would
have had no quota to attack and therefore, there would have been
no Weber case, actually.
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Mr. WASiIINIUroN. What I _was- trying to do was paint a scenario
where management moved by itself without union suppOrt, so to
speak, or if there were no union there?

Mr: ALLEyENE. In other words, the. Weber case without a union?
Yes, that is an interesting question. I think the result would have
been the same. It is hard for me to see why we have two parties
comingi up with an agreement to take an action and one party, the
employ-pr; deciding to take that action. That would be true_whether
two partieS took_ the action because of pressure- from OFCCP or
whether ooe_party; the employer, took that action because of pre-
sure frOm OFCCP. y-In other _yvords; in our hypothetical, the employer would have
feared the AOSS of a Government contract if it did not yield to the
pressure of OFCCP to come up with some remedy for the absence
of blacks in the skilleetrades. Therefore; the employer, I believe,
would very well have done what you suggested hypothetically the
employer might have done alone, I do not see why the Su=preme
Court would have ruled any differently in that case than they
would have in the actual case where we had a two party agree-
ment.

Mr. WASIIIN-GTON. I support your position. NotwithStanding_pplit7
ical considerations; whatever they _are, I think we are right in
pressing fora Clear stand on the issue of quotas.

Thank you ; _

Mr. WEISs, me. Peyser.
Mr. PENSER: Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
I have no questions. I think the issue has been well covered in

the wording and the meaning of what we are trying to get at here.
Ithank bath_ gentlemen for their very excellent testimony: I yield
back illy time

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much:
I want to thankthe witnesses For a very solid contribution toour

discussion today. We will keep the record open for your submission.
Mrrkt etv-htThan-k7you,
Mr. CONTREFLAs._Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. We will. take a 5-minute recess at this point:
LA short recess was taken,]
Mr. 1-11twxif;ls: Thelcominittee will come to order.
We will hear-n-6th the next panel. The panel will consist of Prof

Harold -Wilson, of the Lawrence_ Berkeley Laboratories; Prof.
Melvin Oliver, department of sociology at UCLA ;_ Prof Duran Bell;
business department; University of California -at- Irvine; Henry Der;
Chinese roe Affirmative Action; and Angel Manzano, Mexican
American Legal Defense and Educational Fund:

Professor Wilson, we understand that you have an extreme time
constraint; so we will hear &Om you first,

STATENIENT (H HAROLD WILSONL_LAWRENCE BERKELEY
LABORATORIES

Mr. WIL-sar-q. I Would like to correct the record. Some of my best
friends are professors; but I happen not to be a professor; At the
present time I am in a management position at the laboratory
working out of the laboratory director's office.
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Mr. Chairman, I am Harold Wilson. So you can better weigh the
background for my remarks, I will briefly outline my work experi-
ence for you For_ the past 11 years, from 1970 until recently, I
served as .the affirmative action administrator and then as the
personnel director at the University of California, Lawrence Berke=
ley Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif. The laboratory is a large research
laboratory funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, employing
over 3,000 people with over 900 guests from all over the United
States and from foreign countries ranging frorn_the People's Repub-
lic_of China to more than several Western European countries.
Before that I was the president of a SEIU local union for 12 years
and _worked on the staff of AFL-CIO Central Labor Council, Alame-
da County, Calif., &so serving as a member of the council's execu-
tive committee. I am also an ordained minister, having served as a
parish minister in Walnut Cifeek, Calif. I have done consultant
work in the affirmative action field, most-recently consulting_ for
the East Bay Regional Park District headquartered in Oakland,
Calif.

.

In my testimony -I-have-avoide-d-the use of extensive statistical ',0
information because the central issues confronting your committee
are not statistical but rather rolve issues of values and philos-
ophy. There is little argument that both minorities and women are . /
not full participants in _performIng central or even lower-level roles
proportionate to their numbers in any.of our social, political, edu-
cational, or economic institutio s. I have also avoided legal argu- 1

ments, for although all of the judicial decisions are not in, it '
appears clear that the Justice B_rger Supreme Court has allowed
for the legality of using race a factor in determining public
policy in regard to affirmative a tion, admission programs for edu
cational institutions. Also in the employment area, the Court deci-
sions leave little question of the constitutional basis for affirmative I

action programs._ The central contentions are philosophical and
political, not legal.

I find it necessary from time to time to validate my own sanity
by making observations that are obvious on the face of it and
obviously -true- in the hope that others will nod their head in
agreement with me. My remarks that follow are representative of
a few such comments." ,

First; institutional racism and sexism and its manifestations per-
SiSt &Spite all o&the claims that the problem has been solved.
Parenthetically; tliose of us who struggle against it insist that
there is a need for continued public Federal policies and programs
to deal with its manifestation in employment and educational insti-
tutional practices.

Affirmative action programs have not solved the problems, but
since their advent, for the first time in the history of the

_____we have seen plans presented by private and
_Nation

public employers and
educational institutions-that have resulted in increased minority
and female participation.

At best, affirmative action programs do not give preferential
treatment to minorities or women but tend to make the, selection
procedures fairer. Although they do not insure even equalopportu-
nity, they make the possibility of equal treatment more likely. In
this regard the intense arguments over quotas and goals are but
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straw ineii With little or /trio reality in the marketplace of employ-
ment,

Most Often the char e of preferential treatment Stein§ from a
belief in the validity of\the. selection procedures used in determin-
ing the best qualified candidate and a determined irieiir that these
procedures are a true v

rellection of the skills and knowledge re-
Even a novice its the field of employment practices soon

discovers thrit they are not Affirmation action has done more to
claify_job requirements _and the concept of transferable skills than
any other event in the lii:T\toryof the professional personnel Field.

I might say as an ziside.tbat most of us find ourselves doing now
what we ne-ve dream would be doing and had no specific
training.

The provisions of _the original revised order 4 and its amend:
merits that give direction to employers haS had an interesting
spinoff that is_often_overlooked. Educational institutions and ern:
ployers have _participated in \prograrriS alined at increasing the
zivailabilitV Of minorities and females in the work force that never
would have occurred without the structure provided. by the Federal
regultitiiitiS. They _range from Bell_Laboratory'slurnmer internship
program for women and minorities to the minority engineering
program i MESA) at the University of California, Berkeley. Both of
these programs have contributed 'greatly to the _later employment
of females and minorities in highly skilled jobs requiring at a
minimum_ a college degree_ in _computer science; science; or engi:
neerihg. They are but__examples of programs that are spinoffs of
the existing Federal affirmative action orders_ and guidelines.

lh addition to U.C:'s MESA program and the Bell Laboratory
program; another example_of such a spinoff is the joint program
b-eing developed between the institutions. I ain ein_ployed by Uni-
versity of Calilbriiia's Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and Jackson
State University; in Jackson,_Miss.

ISee attached draft_ of a "Memorandum of Understanding and
Intent" for program details.]

The memorandum referred to above follows:]

Nirmounspcm or Usin.:iisTANWNG AND INTENT BETWEEN JACKSON_ STA7rE _UNIVER-

SITY i.1StJi AND LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY I LBIA--UNIVERSITY-0ECALI-
PORNIA

1 111 :iiiil :JSU announces their_ intentthrough, this',Memorandum Of Understancl-
ing 6:e Intent to establish a joint _program. The principal -componentS of this program

include r I) of 1,131;s_ scientific support services, e.g., machine: electronic -and
gkiss blowing shops; JSU-_1.131, Student Co-op; (:31 Carisultatit Service; l4f Remote
Access tO 1;131; Computational,Fticilities; Loan -of-egaipitient to Jai by_1,131..; ((i)
Collnhoriitive Joint- Research projects; 17) ..1SU-L131Stafr, Appointments Established
ii Respective lostitutions, e.g., Adjunct Faculty, YiSitia Staff Scientist; 00 Mini-
Co-orses/Serairotrs it JSU by URI, staff.

1,131; and will provide, cost sharing and commit resoarces to-variote; aspects of

the program is follows:

I. 15E' USE OF' (MI: SCIENT/PIC SERVICES, E.G. MA Nil, ELECTRONIC, AND

OLASS BLOWING ':0101r.ti

1.1:31 will prti- ok JSU with technical_expertiso and bualiti s to support research
pi igiart), -th It JSU end 1,131- are collithorating on

JSI.1 Will: cover neeeSstiry transportation __and subsistence c for JSU staff in-
volved in Using these servics_when they arc at 13 rkcicy

;NU Will Cover it cost of materials.
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2. .ISULID. STUDF:NT CO-OP PROGRAM

will:- provide travel for 8 students a year at the cost $300 _for each student
i$:36(10 totzill: Subsistence for 8 -students tat $24.50 per day for each_ stud_ent,1105
dap,: in the semester, $20,580 for 8 students); Stipend for 8 students at $200,00
each student -1/ time for months, =i $4,800: Grand Total $:30._980 for each semester.

:JSU will: identify- graduate and Undergraduate students who will participate_ n
co-op program-:- Develop criteria for on-the-job work experience in concert with LBL;
Pinvide_gualidines for all aspects-of-the co-op program, e.g. respective institutional
responsihilities,_ student -responsibilities.. credit contact' fiours schedule; require,
ments, eViilwition, etc. In concert With LBL.): The co-op program- will be a two
sentester program and offer experiences in Computer Science/Scientific/Technical
studios,

.3. CONSULTANT SERVICES

1.131, will provide: computer consultants to assist JSU k:alty and StUdents in-
usmg LBI.'s computational facilities_ and as requested; advise on the tifigraditig of
the productivity of JSU's_Gbmputational _Facilities:

Engineering zind Technical consultants to assist in the design and construction of
scientific apparatus for JSU:

Trfinsportation and salary expenses for the 1.BL employees providing the:4e eifti-.sultant services;
.11 tti will provide: Subsistence and lodging for the LBL consultatirs,

4. REMOTE ACCESS TO 1.111, COMPUTATIONAL. FACILITIES

1-.111; will provide: Remote- access -to LI31.'s computational faeilities and share in
comfititing expenses fOr collaborative projects; Lban -of computer peripherals to
strengthen .1SU's computer capfibilities; -Access to software to JSU for Research
Computer Science programs as permitted_ by agreements with vendors.

,JSU will provide: Bfitch and inter-active remote job entry stations: Communica-
lion Jines, t It is intended that individual research and educational projects at JSUwill fund this.)

5. LOAN OF EQUIPMENT TO JSU BY 1.131.

LBL will provide: Short and long term loans of equipment to JSU to_ meet the
needs of Computer Science and Research 'programs in the Division of Natural
Science:- at JSU.

COLLABORATIVE JOINT RESEARLII PROJECTS

1.131., and JSU scientists and staff will develop joint research programs on a
project by project basis,

L131, will make available specific facilities and resource person to promote these
research projects:

1,131, and JSU scientists will work towards the submission of joint reSearchpropos-
ids to appropriate funding agencies,

7. JSU-Lfil. STAFF/FACULTY APPOINTMENTS

JSU will firiwide Adjuct Faculty 41)1,i-fin-merits for LBL staff who are significantly
participating in this program -.

L131, will grant Visiting Scientist-tnins tUJSU staff who are significantly partici-
pating in this program.

These StaffiFaculty appointments will be non - salaried.

8. MINICOURSES/LECTUItES/SEMINAR SPEAKERS

1.131, will provide:' Resource persons to teach courses in Computer Science and
Biological and Physical Sciences.

JSU will provide: Housing and subsistence for LBL visitors participating in these
activities at JSIL

This joint JSU/UC-1,BI, program has as its goal the enhancement of Computer
Science an scientific research programs at both institutions and the strengthening
of I.B1.%s_ minority recruitment program.

The Memorandum of Understanding and Intent must be reviewed and concurred
with /by the U.S. Department of Energy prior to implementation.
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Mr. WI LsoN. This shows the power of -a' great institution, the
research laboratory that I work at, as part of an understanding of
the role of the historically black colleges_and universities:

To understand that role is crucial if the underreprbsentation of
minorities in technical, professional, and scientific fields is to be
dealt with. In a recent _report of the National Resource Council's
Commission of Hurnan_ Resources, it was -shown that 22 of the top
2:5 institutions producing most of the black baccalaureate graduates
who later obttlined a Ph. D. degree were historically black institu-
tions. A similar analysis of data from-the Engineering Manpower
Commission ShoWS.that 23 percent of those who obtain the ()ache:-
lor s degree in engineering were from 5 percent_of the engineering
schools in the country; these were the engineering departments in
historically black institutions.

Beciiiise of this reality we have decided_to engage in strengthen-
ing the research/educational capabilities of an historical black uni7
Versity, and have chosen Jackson_State University because of its
outstzinding potential. We will _recruit their graduates for highly
tochnical employment opportunities when they graduate; and_also
for students interested in graduate education we will recruit them
on the university's_grad_uate programs.

There is a need for a close look at the_linkage between education
and employment -_arid the development of new public _policy_ to
Strengthen the program efibrts of private and public employers and
universities in this. area rather than weakening thoSe public poll-
c i es,

Thank you. ,

The prepared statement of Harold Wilson follows:I

hiriA RED STAEi.1 ENT OF IlAttoLD A. WILSON, OAKLAND, CA I. tr.

iii liiiirman, committee members, my name is Harold tVilso_n. So that you can
bttr +(tigb the iiackgrourid for my remarks, I Will briefly outline my xvork experi-
ence background. For over eleven ye-tics fretti 197(1 to 1981 I have served as the
Affirmative itction :\dministrzitor.thid theta the Personnel Director at the Universi-

ty or Lawrence Berklev Laberatorv,_ Berkely, California, The laboratory
is II large research laliiirthory funded by the U.S, Department of Energy, employing

over :',.nu) people with Oer 'WI) guests f.rem all over the United States and from
foreign countries iinging from the People's Republic of China to more than several
W Eestern ariiiii.tin Countries: Befoi.c that I the President of 41 SEIU Local
Union Mr twelYi. icars. and worked on the staff of AFL-1:10 Central Libor Councils
Executive Committee: I am also in ordained minister htiving seeet.d as it - parish
minister, Iii %%What Creek. California, I have done consultant work itt the Arfirma-
tiVi. field. iitost recently cons_ulting for the East Bay Regional Park District head-

quartd lit Ottkland. California.
In iny testimony I have avoided the use of oktkioidve statistical information

bicfluse the cent i-sues confronting your' committee are not statistical but rather
involve issues or values and philosph. her little argument that both minorities
told, v,onivii arc not full participants iii perrorming central or even lower level roles
1,0,putt it,nati to thOr numbers in tin or our social. political, educational or econom-

ic institutions. I have ak, lgal iirgurnents, for although all of the judicial
decisions are not in it at/p..11-4 dpiir that the Justice_ Berger, Supreme Court has
allowed for tiw legality iir using race as tiractor in determining publie policy in
reg,iid to Affirniii admission - programs for educationat Also

in the ;mplo Meth the court decisions leave little question of the constitutional
basis for Affiriiiiitit programs. The central contentions are philosophical and

political not legal.
It is necessary Mr us from time to time to validzite our sanity by making observa-

tions that are oh the face or it true in the hope that others will nod their head's in

iigreefiterif. follows:Are a few such comments:
Institiitiontil racism and sexism inch its inimirestations peesist despite_ all of the

cliiiiiis that the problem has been solved. ParenthetiCidl:,--those of us who struggle
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against it insist that there is, a need fOr continued _Public _Federal Policies and
Programs to deal with its manifestation in employment and educational institution-
al practices.

Affirmative Action programs have not solved the problems,._,but since their
advent, rm- the first time in the history of the nation,. we_ have.see&plans presented
1w private- and _public employers. and educational institutions that have resulted in
increased minority ancl female participation.

At best Affirmative. Action programs_do_not give preferential treatment to minor-
ities-or-wonwn-but-tend to make the selection procedures fairer and although they
do not insure even equal opportunity they. make the possibility of equal treatment -
more likely. hi this regard the intense arguments over quotas and goals are bUt
str.iiwnn with little or no reality in the marketplace of employment.

Most often t he charge of preferential treatment stems from a belief in the validity
of the selection procedures used jn determining the "best qualified candiate" and a
determined view that these procedures are a_ true reflection of the skills and
knowledge required. Even a novice in the field _of_ Employment practices soon
discovers that they are not Affirmative Action has done more to clarify job require-
ments and the concept of transferable skills than any other event in the history of
the pn)fessional personnel field.

The provisions of the original Revised Order Four and its amendments that give
direction to employers has had an interesting _spinoff _that is often overlooked:
EdUcational Institutions and employers have participated in programs- aimed at
increasing the availability of minorities :Ind females in the work force_that never
would lia%(( occurred without the structure provided by the Federal_ Regulations.
They range from Bell Laboratory's summer internship program_ for __women_ and
minorities to the Minority Engineering Program (MESA) at the University of Calk
ibrnia, Berkeley, Both of these programs have contributed greatly to the later
mploynwnt of femak(s and minorities in highly_ skilled jobs requiring_ at a mini,
mum a college degree in computer science, science or engineering. They are hut
examples of programs that arespin offs of the existing Federal Affirmative Action
Orders -and (;ii

In addition to U. t'. :s MESA program lind the Bell Laboratory program, another
e-xampie ()I' such a spinoff is the joint program being developed between the instilu-
tiim I- am employee, -by. University' of California's Lawrence Berkeley Lithoratory,
and Jiwkson StateUnk.ersity, in Jzickson, Mississippi (see attached draft. of a
"Memorandum of: Understtinditii,%and Intent'', for program details.

An uoderstiinding-of the role df the Hbtorically Black College: and Universities
is_cruetal d the_ under-representation of minorities in technical, professiomil, and
titlentil_ue fields is to be -deidt with In a recent report of the National Resource
CminiFs Commission of Human -Resources, it is shown that 2 of the top 25
institutions producing-most of the Black bacciilaureate graduates who later obtained
a Ph._ i)..degree were Historically Black Institutions. A similar analysis_ of data from
he Engintering Manpower-Commission shows that 23 percent of those who obtain

the - bachelors degree in engineering we-re from 5 percent of the engineering schools
iii OW country. these were the engineering departments in historically Black institu-
t

Because.of this reality wi Ii ive decided-th engiige in-stremst-....ning- the research/
educational Clipabilities of an Historical-Black University and-have chosen Jackson
State_ University because of its outstanding potential. We will recruit their gradu-
ates _fOi-highly technical employment opportunities- when -they graduate, and a:so
for students interested in graduate education we will recruit them for the Universi-
ties_graduate programs.

_There is a. need fbra close look at the linkage between education and employment
and. the development of new public policy to strengthen the program efforts of
private :end public employPrti and Universities in this

Mr. HAWKINS. The next witness is Prof. Melvin Oliver. I hope I
am correct in addressing you in this Anstance; Mr: Oliver; as a
professor.

STATENIEyr OF NIELVIN OLIVER; DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIOL(R UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES
Mr. OLIVER. Yes. First; I want to thank you for inviting Iii' to

share my research with you It is really an honor For an academic
to share research with policymakers; as Tost often our research is
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buried away in academic journals and the only_people Who ever
read them are ouz- peers, if they ever bother_ to open them up.

I am an assistant professor atlIJCLA in the Department of Soci-
ology. My research interest has been focused on empirical, theoreti-
cal questions concerning the basis of function of racial inequality
in American Society. The research Lam going to summarize was
done precisely in response to public discussion about the propriety
of affirmative action.

From a_ number of different quarters. in the social scientific com-
munity, there is ti much heated discussion concerning the merits Of
various ttspects of affirmative action. A vocal segment of -- social
scientists have emerged and are criticizing the very bases of these
programs. The tirgue that affirmative action is no_longer neces-
sary. Prior to the 1960's; they contend, blacks-were discriminated
against in their purSuit of professional training and occupational
opportunities. Since that time discrimination has been obliterated.
They conclude that from the mid-1960's and more importantly
today blacks are harvesting the fruit of equal opportunity and have
approached WhiteS in terms of the indicators commonly associated
with the American dream of upward mobility: Middle-class status
and high earning.

This is both a popular conception and___part and parcel of a
growing ideology in the social sciences which I call the new ortho:
doxy on black mobility. What Lhope to show in this testimony is
that the new orthodoxy tends to exaggerate the extent of black
mobility and thus provides the input_ into social policy discussions
to turn us away from affirmative action and to divert -its from the
path of pursuing occupational_ equality between blacks and whites
in American society: From my analysis of the evidence, this is a
counterproductive-strategy if equality in the near future is our
goal.

To begin, let me outline the basis of the new orthodoxy's argu-
ment. This doctrine contains three central points._First, it argues
that the sixties were an era of expanding occupational opportuni-
tie§ for blacks. Second; this viewpoint argues that any remaining
artifacts of a diScriminatery hiring and mobility process is essen-
tially a remnant of the past and does not _represent the actual
ongoing operatiOn Of the labor market today. Finally, the new
orthodoxy contends that since race_ _is no longer -relevant as an
inhibiting factOr in securing jobs andocial mobility for black
Aniericans;_ social policy designed_primalV to help blacks should
be dismantled. The free market economy unfettered by social con-
cerns like race is seen as the most desired context for improving
and maintaining black economic advancement._

A number of Scholarly studies and popular polemics have sup-
ported these contentions. The new orthodoxy has provided a formi-
dable arsenal of data and argument that have been heeded by
influential Members of Congsess_and_ the new ndministration..The
influence of neacenServative _intellectuals like Nathan Glazer,
Irving Kristol, and ROSe and Milton Friedman have all sparked
public discussion of the pluses and minuses of affirmative action.

_We are here today in response to a number of legislative propos-
als based on the premises of the new orthodoxy. While this view-
point has recently had the ear of policymakers; it shpu._evideht
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that a significant proportion of the social scientific community does
.'" not share these views. _ _

I am one sociologist in disagreement with contentions of the new
orthodoxy. As a social scientist; I take the arguments of the- new
orthodoxy to be hypotheses capable of being tested in an empirical
analySis. In my testimony I examine the claims of the new ortho-
Boxy- through an analysis of data on intergenerational occupational
mobility. These data allow one to determine in fairly precise ways
what the gains of blacks during the sixties were compared to those
of whites. Also I assess the extent to which contrary labor market
processes are based on universalistic achievement criteria versus
racially related factors which may account for different rates of
mobilities for blacks and whites:

The need for affirmative action or some similar variant can be
determined by projecting present rates of black mobility into the
future to determine when significant_ progress toward parity with
whites will be made: According to_ the new, orthodoxy, nothing
more than the present fates of mobility are needed to promote
equality. This hypothesis can be empirically tested.

Finally, I will attempt to.determine how much if any observed
differences in black and white mobility are due to differences in
the mobility process or differences in the origins and backgrounds
of the two groups.

My empirical analyses of the occupational mobility of black and
white Americans indicate that, one, while there were occupational
gains during the sixties for black American males, it was not very
significant when compared to white males. Blacks did show an
improvement in the ability to inherit the status of white-collar
fatherS. However, they still lagged behind whites in this important
social process._

Let me explain what I mean by inheriting the status of white-
collar fathers. That refers to the fact in the 1960s when the social
scientists looked at the data and you had a father who was a white-
collar worker; you found out -that blacks were not able to pass on
that status to their sons. Only 15 percent of the fathers who had
white-collar status had sans who had white-collar status: That- has
softened somewhat since 1962. The data is now 44 percent of those
upper- white-collar fathersLare.J.able to pass_on their _status to _their
sons. But when you compare that with whites, it still lags behind.
Sixty percent of upper white-collar white fathers are able to pass
on_their white-collar status to their sons.

Two, the differences in occupational mobility observed between
blacks and whites- -are related more to the fact that blacks are
involved in a mobility process that is qualitatively different from
whites than to any differences in the social origins or backgrounds
of the two groups. Racial criteria still appears to be an important
factor in differentiating the experiences of blacks and whites in the
labor market.

Three, the results indicate that present rates of black mobility
are- woefully inadequate in moving blacks and whites toward occu-
pational equality. Present rates of black and white mobility, if held
constant over- the -next 10_generations, would change occupational
Inequality only slightly. The only hope of making genuine move-
ment toward parity would be if blacks had mobility rates similar to
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whites, ecini in that case; it :mild still take three generations fbr
hlack-white Occupation il equality to occur.

These findings have policy implications opposite these of the new
orthodoxy. They point out- how affirmative actions are important in
our quest for racial equality. We cannot rest on the gains of the
sixties, and- hope that those gains will be enough to produce equali:
ty. If I read the data correctly, then policy must be strengthened in
-regard to affirmative action. If anything less is done, it will do
little inbre than lead to gradual improvements thht move us only a
little closer to equality than we now find ourselves.

This testimony has provided an analysis of data that indicate§
that affirmative action of some sort is needed to improve occupa-
tional equality bet:veen races in American society._I conclude we
must iMplernerit even stronger public policy-than we have in the
recent past. The alternative is the_ continuation of a polarized
Society along the lines of a privileged whitepopulation: and an
underprivileged black population._ inherent dangers to social
and political stability in such a situation are well known to all of
us. They deserve our gravest attention and concern. _

OtIO of the assumptions of my analysis is that mobility rates will
continue tit the same level. I think evidence has been presented
here previous to mine which shows _that the chances are that that
mobility process is going to slow down or get worse because part of
the increase has been associated with a growing _economy: Our
economy has started to die down. The other part of that increaSe
has been associated_ with Government expenditures: If you look at
the increase in black employment in white-collar positidrig it has
been mainly_ in the governmental sector: If the governmental sector
cuts back: it is going to hurt blacks more than other groups:

Given these changes in American society; it is paramount that
the Federal Government not shipwreck affirmative action on the
Scylla of half-truths promulgated by the new orthodoxy tide on the
Charybdis of the fiscal frugality of the state: The aspirations of
blacks for an equal share of' the American_dream aitild very well
depend on the crucial decisions we make at this time in our
history:

Thank you. [Applause.]
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank_ you, Professor Oliver. We appreciate the

summary. -May I indicate to the witnesses that we will have the
full text of their statements printed in the record; and therefore; if'
they see fit; they could summarize them as Mr. Oliver did: The
record will indicate the. full text of whatever statement is

presented.
[The prepared testimony of Melvin Oliver follows:]

PREPARED TiisTimorvy 1:2e .M ELVEN_ L. 01,1yEit,, Pil, D., ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF- SO-

rIoI.OGY AND FACULTY ASSOCIATE, CENTER FOR AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES. UNI-
VERSITN, OF CALIFORNIA. LOS ANEELES, CALIF.

IS AFFIRMATIVE ACTION NECESSARY? ONE SOCIOLOGIST'S VIEWPOINT

Today. from a number of different quarters in the social scientific community
there is _a much heated discussion concerning the merits of various aspects- of
affirmative action. A vocal segment or social scientists have emerged and are

Ibis testitnotie bio,1./1 on a .stuffy of. block and whit_e_aderpenerational mobility co-:luthore d

by my,elf. David D. :indAlark TM: conclusions and policy implications :ire my
;ind do not necessarily reflect those of m' col/abort:tors.
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eriticizing_the very_basis of _these programs. They argue. that affirmative action is no
lenger_n. ecessary..Prior _to the sixties, they argue, blacks were discriminated against
in their pursuit _of_ _professional training and occupational opportUnities. However,
since that time discrimination has -been obliterated. They conclude that from the
mid-sixties; and more importantly_ today.. blacks are harvesting the fruit of equal
opportunity and _have approached_whites in terms of the_ indicators commonly
associated with the American dream of- upward mobility; middle class - status and
high earnings. This is both a popularconce_p_tion_and_part_and. parcelain growing
ideology in the social sciences which I call the "_neworthodoxy!..ort black mobility:

What L hope to show in this testimony is that tive_n_eiv_orthodoxy!".terids_ to
exaggerate the extent of black mobility and thus provides the input_ into social
policy discussions to turn us away from affirmative action and divert us from_ the
path or pursuing occupational equality between blacks and whites in American
society. From my analysis m' the evidence this is a counter-productive 'strategy if
equality in the near future is our goal.
The new orthodoxy

To begin let me- outline the basis of the- -new orthodoxy's argument. This new
doctrine contains three central arguments. First, -it argues that the sixties were an
era of expanding occupational opportunities far blacks. These opportunities allowed
for increased social mobility and represented, for the first -time in American history,
the movement toward the implementation of "- universalistic- criteria'' in, the labor
market iFeatherman and Hauser: 319-321; Wilson, 19781., Second, this viewpoint
argues that any remaining artifac ofa discriminatory hiring or mobility process is
essentially, _a remnant of the past and does not represent the actual ongoing oper-
ation of the labor market _today (Freeman; 1976; Wilson, 1978; Featherman and
Hauser, 1978). And finally the_new _orthodoxy contends that since race is no longer
relevant as an inhibiting factor in_ securing_job,s arid social mobility for black
Americans. social policy designed_ primarily to help blacks should be dismantled.
Whatever social policies are newly_ enacted_ should_ he_geared to remedying any
pernicious effects of the class system _without reference_to_race or any other group
characteristic (Glazer, 1975; Wilson; 1978). Another v_ariaat_of_this argument sees
the working of the "free market" economy unfettuecr_by con_cerns like racers
. the most desired context for improving and maintaining black economic advance-
ment (Sowell, 1975a).

In regard to the first argument, the empirical research carried out by Feather
man and Hauser (1978) indicates that indeed the sixties were a period of _rapid
occupational advancement for most blacks. Using the best data available for meas-
uring intergenerational occupational mobility _the Occupational Changes in a Gen-
eration sample), they round that upper status black fathers are more able to pass on
their status to their son's than ever before. The problem that Blau and Duncan
(1967) had previously observed, the inability of blacks to "inherit" the status of
upper status fathers, appears-to have been solved. Indeed,-for those born after the
mid-thirties, and even more for those horn during World War IL ": . . black inte-
generational mobility compares favorably with that in- the majdrity population"
(Featherman and Hauser 327). Clearly, on the basis of these data, the sixties were
an era in which racial barriers fell substantially for blacks in the occupational
sphere.
__Likewise, Wilson (1978) hak offered an analysis of the social and political factor:,
that led to a more open and free labor market for blacks. Pointing to state actions
that were _in _part, a_ response to the civil rights movement, Wilson argues that
". . . the intervention of the state_ . removed many artificial discrimination bar-
riers by municipal, state, and federal civil rightslegislation . and contributed to
the more liberal policies of the nation's labor anions by protective union_legislation"
(Wilson: 151). Also changes in the structure of the economy have_made room for
blacks who arc eduCationally qualified. This has been_aided by_ the expansion_of the
economy. due in no small part to the growth of large corporate entities and the
government sector. The importance of government efforts iaiproviding relatively
well-paying and white collar job opportunities should not be overlooked. During the
sixtics. the percentage or black workers in the government sector increased from
13.3 percent -in 1960 to 21.4 percent in 1970 (Wilson, 103). Moreover Wilson's
summation of the result or these changes in black mobility opportunities bears out
the contention that the sixties -were a period or major changes for blacks: In
speaking of today, Wilson notes that ".-. . economic class is now a more important
factor than race in determining job placement blacks" (Wilson:120). By implica-
tion Wilson is suggesting that the labor market today is more attuned to character-
istics of achievement, such as education, rather than characteristics of' ascription,
such as race:
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'rho second argument concerns the source of inequities that currently appear
between blacks and whites on traditional mNisures of stratification; and revolves
around establishing the benign role that race 'plays in the labor market today_. In
order to establish this investigators have attempted to dembriStrate that race is-no
longer a consideration in the acquisition ofjobs arid in equal pay for performing jobs

to those held by whites. Therefore, any disparities that do exist merely
flect the consequence of the historic effects of racial discrimination
rather than discrimination- at this _point in _time (Wilson:-Ici). Summarizing the re-
sults of his sophisticated econometric analysis of black-white income differentials;
Freeman Concludes from his data "... that traditional discriminatery differences in
the Iriber market are abating rapidly" (1973:118). This seems especially- the -case for
young blacks, For example, youngi black and white male entrants to the labor
market with - similar social and economic background characteristics were both

jugt as; likely to find high-paying jobs and just as likely to escape from bad jabs"
(Hall and Eastern:785t

While. -Mit denying that inequies_exist, proponents of the argament pbint to
these differentes as deriving_ from__ inequities in "origins" and "human capital":
qualities that blacks bring into_th_e job market and which may haVe been the result
of racial distrithination in other areas (i.e. education), but which-are hot generated
in the labor market assignment process itself (Featherman and Hatiser:36446), As
Freemen has labored so hard_to_show, blacks today with the necessary credentials
are being hired in lucrative positions at a rate equal to-or higher than whites; and
furtherinare, their pay is. likewise as good or better (Freeman, 1976), In Wilson's
wordS, the deleterious position-of blacks in the economy today "hag more to do with
the Mgt-brie-ill consequences of racial oppression than with the current effects of
race" (Wilson:1541,

nig leads us to the new orthodoxy's third argument which oncerns the rel-
eviince of the previously cited contentions to issues of contemporary Social policy. In
his Pelernieril attack_ on policies characterized as "affirmatiVe discrimination,"
(ilaker 0975) argues that, -in the face of a preponderance of evidence that blacks
tacitly are receiving a fair shake in thalabor market, social policies based on racial
criteria are clearly untenable. Employment policies, for example; tend to help
precisely those who are_inleast need of help, the highly skilled and well educated

facer -good job prospects in todays nondiscriminatory labor market (Glater:73;
Wilson Glazer deb_unics any social policies which are geared to rernedyslisabil,
ities that are disporpartionately felt by one racial group. He argues ". . that public
policy must be exerciaeci without distinction to race . ," and instead should be
directed toward the_goo_d of the abstract "individual" as opposed to members of
racial groups or categories (Glazer:222-21).

This is consistent _with _a- line of thinking that is having a rennaiss_ance_in

soicaligical work -in race relations; the immigrant analogy (See Liebersom 19811
Sihtblacks are the_most recent immigrants to urban America they must stand in
queue -with other_ immigrants to gain economic success. Just as other ethnicgroups
have "made it" blacks today are making similar gains by sharinga "piece of the
pie" as it becomes_ available. Social policy specifically geared to helping blacks is
therefore unneeded- as they will take their rightful place in due_ time. To provide
Compensatory social policy would be hoth a misleading ploy to follo_w and unfair to
other ethnic groups who "made it" in a similar way (See Blauner (1972) for a
critique of this view).

Conservative economic analysts are also very suspicious_of affirmative action
programs or any social policy carried-Mit by the state that - interferes with the
"normal': functioniag of the economy. Thomas Sowell (1975a, 1975b) has been par-
ticularly concerned with affirmative action and rninirnum_wage laws as examples of
social policy, which while intended to help blacks and other low-income groups, in
iitualitv only further ziggriiviltes their economic condition (Williams, 1978; Fried-
man and Friedman, 19801. Conservative economists_ converge with those who see

affirmative action as unncessary and who stress the gains made by blacks in the
contemporary period.

_Wilson also finds such policies as affirmative actionsuperfluous in the light of the
reitlities of the contemporary label- market Unskilled and uneducated blacks are
linable to benefit from affirmative action programs, as they usually center- on
skilled jobs with high education] requirements.; Wilson's analysis is concentrated on

explaining the "class" barriers that lower-class blacIranow face, and he is emphatic.
irt viewing this problem in class rather than racial terms. Wilson is grate
drop all social policy Which is designed to combat "racial" barriers to mobility. The

clarion call of the future is ". . . public policy_programs to attack inequalitY on a
broad class front . . that go beyond the limits of ethnic and racial discrimination by
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directly confronting the pervasive and destructive features of class subordination"
(Wilson:154).

The new orthodoxy has provided a formidable arsenal of data and arguments that
have been heeded by influential members of-GongrE;Ssand-the new adminstration.
The influence of neoconservative-(Glazer, 1975; Kristol, 11-478) and free-market con-
servative intellecutals (Sowell, 1975a, 1975b Friedman and-Friedman, 1980) have all
sparked public discussion of the plusses and minuses of affirmative action. We are
here today in_ response to a number of legislative proposals based on the premises of
the new_orthodicy. While, this viewpoint has recently had the ear of policy makers, it
should_be _evident_ that A significant proportion of the social scientific community
does not shary these_views (Newman et. al., 1978; Levitan, et: al., 1975): I am one
sociologist in disagreement with the contentions of the new orthodoxy.
Assessing the new orthodoxy --

As a social scientist I take the arguments of the new orthodoxy to lie hypotheses
that are capable of being tested in an empirical analysis. As a sociologist, -I tend to
examine social mobility gerierationally; that is; 1 attempt to gauge social mobility
through _observing the pattern of movement between statuses (occupations) of fa-
thers and sans. For_example, when _a father has a professional occupation and the
son a blue collar occupation we speak of downward social mobility generations.' If
the father was blue collar worker_ancLthe_son _a professional we characterize such
movement as upward mobility; similar occuptional status between_ father and son
denotes _a case of occupational inheritance. We cast_ evaluate the claims of the new
orthodoxy by examining data on intergenerational occupational mobility. These
data allow one to determine in fairly precise was what the gains of blacks during
the sixties were compared to those of whites,, which in any analysis has to be the
point of comparison. Also, -I can assess the extent to which contemporary labor
market proces.ses are based on universalistic achievement criteria versus racially
related factors which may account for different rates of mobility for blacks and
whites. The need for affirmative action or some similar variant can be determined
by projecting present rates of black mobility into the future to determine when
significant progress toward parity with whites will-be made. According to the new
orthodoxy nothing more than the present rates of mobility, stripped of their dis-
criminatory influences, are needed to promote equality. Finally, I -will o
determine how much of any observed differences in black and white mobil are
due to differences in the mobility process or differences in the origins of th two
groups.
Data and methods

This study uses date collected by the-U.S. Bureau of the Census in 1962 and 1973
under the title "Occupational changes in a Generation" (OCG). These data were
collected with the express purpose of allowing the measurement and analysis of the
processes of _intra and-intergenerational-mobilit3k The 1973 study was conducted as
a s`rict replication (Featherman and Hauser: 3-9) of the 1962 study (Blau and
1;.,L,can, 1967). Both samples attempted te tap a cross- section -of the target papule-
' ion of males 2044 years (If age in the civilian noninstitutional population-in March
of 1962 arid 1973: The 1962 sample is smaller (N=20,700) than the 1973 sample
(N---30,228); and the latter, because of Featherman and Hauser's special interest in
examining the minority population, conWins a larger number of blacks than the
1962 sample (1;532 in 1962 compared to 4,856 in 1973). The overall quality of the
data is_considered excellent (Featherman and Hauser:9; Beilby et. al., /977):

My_concern is with the extent to Which occupational mobility Bass changed since
1962 and 1973 for_blacks,_keepingin rnind_the_claims of_the new orthodoxy on black
mobility. The data used to measure_occupationat changes were elicited by making
queries concerning the occupations of responderd.a_at_the_time_of_the_interview and
their recollection of their father's occupation when the respondent's were age 16.

LThe explicit designation of upper white-collar as representing the highest and lower blue-
collar the lowest occupational grouping rest on a body of research in rich-sociologists have
attempted to chart the vertical dimension Of the_occupational structure. The work_in this area
consistently shows that there is a fairly consistent prestige hierarch}, of oecupations that is
present in nearly all industrialized countries. It is this hierarchy which -I use to interpret the
direction of occupational movement. Prestige and the extent of economic rewards are closely
correlated and therefore serve our purposes here very_well (Featherman and Hauser; 25 -37). We
can further breakdown our broad occupational categories to specific types of occupations. Upper
white-collar: (1) professionals, self-employed; (2) professionals, salaried- (3) managers; (4) sales-
men._ other-Lower whitebollar: (Hpropnetors; (2) clerlat;_(31-salesmen,:tetail. Upper blue-collar:

. (I) craftsmen. manufacturing; (2) craftsmen, othert13) craftsmen, construction. Lower blue-collar:
(l) service; (2) operatives. other; (3) operatives, manufacturing; (4) laborers, manufacturing; (5)
laborers, lotherFarm: (I) farmers; (2) farm laborers.
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The basic piece of-diitil in the study of intergenerational occtiPatithial_ttiobility is_the

"mobility matriX", which correlates the father's occupation at- age -16 with the son's

current occtination. Table 1 shows_ the mobility matrix for black males in_ 1_0_61:

black males in 1973 and white males in 1973. These three matrices are the basis of

our analysis.
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Table la

OCG MATRIX OF OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY FOR BLACK MALES IN 1962
RESPONDENT'S OCCUPATION

Father's Occupation
__Upper_ Lower_

white-collar
-- Upper-
blue - collar

Lower
61u0 collar

0.
'

Feit;m
white-collar

Upper white-C(31160 .133b .1 .137 .63 0

Lower white-collar ;083 .14 .14 .637 0

Upper blue-collar .082 .104 ;109 ;67 .03

Lower blue-collar ;067 .091 .111 .71 .021

. Farm .012 -054____ _ ;071 ,663 .199
.1.-......

.81

OCG MATRIX CF OCCULAT1ONAL_MOBILITY-FOR-BLACK MALES IN 1973
RESPONDENT'S OCCUPATION

Upper Lower_ Upper Lower
Father't Ottupation white-collar whit-e-co-11-a-r -kr-hit-collar blue-collar Farm

Upper white-collar ;439 ;118 .083 ,160 0

Lower white-collar -.195 .208 1134 .455 .008

Upper blue-collar .158 ;531 ;002.6-3-
.302

Lower blue-collar -, 121 :122 ;137- .610 .010

.165 .632 .084
Farm .051 .068

OCG MATRIX OF OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY FOR WHITE MALES IN 1973 b
RESPONDENT'S OCCUPATION

-_Upper -.- Lower__ :.' Upper- _ Lower-
fat-her'-r-Occupation white-collar. white-collar blUe-Collar blue-collar Farm

Upper white-collar .591 .114 .129 150 .009

_______:LOWer_white,..collar_ _ _;460 _ ;165 .165 .197 .012

Upper blue-collar 1.12212 ;282 ;270 ;012

_ Alk --7- .

Lower blue-collar .368 .010

-622

Farm .182 .094 .?39 ;331 .155

a) SOUrce: Featherman and Hauser, 1978:89,326,533.

b) All figures_underfined_are_in_the_text. Hopefully thit will allow the reader to
see where the figures cited came from.
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()ere tinkle ce1 ;itial.k,is is the Nhirion--ehain model. The NIni-kfiv_ittedel Mis beep

used _in numerous s4)cial itig,bility studies. NlY use closely parallels that of Lieberson
,00f FilThtl 1196,1 cruel thifiCan_1191iti,. TO -briefly summarize, a Mar_kov-ciiiiiii model

;_ipplied_iit the ;Inalvsis of social imihility ontsists of the mobility matrix which
contains .cn :OTIV Of prObilililitiOS th_ moement_cron occupation i to

occupation between grnrratuin. given by an (nary Table__I arranges occupa-
tion,i1(1,ita in this fashion. An entry- Pij. iii :W of the_t_bree matrices,.iepresents the

in-okibility that_ reSpittident is in_ occupation j, -given that his father
itas in r So. tor 1x:1/111)It., VOIrc in the first row, first column (t1 the matrix-of
occupational wobilit V ler S.hit males ill 197:3 i_S_ represents the pritlitibility
that the rest)ondMit iS rrt art upper ivhite _cellar occupation. given- that- hiS ftfier
A as in the same -category. Tho tuo-,t Ah1,1414,71iye attribute of the Milr-kew-ciaiiii model
is its ability to -toreeast what the distribution_of percentages fin- -hltick and _white
populations Within _the occupatintail cat:wories listed would rook like in future
gener0 under I ;E.SOloptioll that u.-rent mobility patterns persist. That if
"t row vector of percentages of th black 61 %%lute populatiott_iti each of_ the

i;ifegories. and P is the matrix of occult:atonal then tP
\Y-lier 1, is the vector of pereentilgt.Aprim.. particular population in etich occupation-
al c;ftecory one genertit ant later. Proceeding the same wity_but substituting for P

ti where t; is the vector (if percentages of the ptirticular population
dist riloned_ among rich occupation id category two generations late r. ans so On More
generally_ t P" I tt here -'11" is the nurnher of generittions,_

( II_ course. an ;inalysis firojecting present day mobility- trends _rniikes a number of
questionable assumptions. The assumption of constztnt_mobility trends over a serieS
ot_generat ions The Olefin:4MM _mnbility_trends over a series of genera-
I loos is empirically and thetiretiOilly suspect,_tiocioeconornic and demographic forces

le ;«I to trilich t111111- in di:7oelion;:vhd__Thognitu(4., _than the model tillOWS

And higitt:1111i llowerer. iik_tibeuristiciiid, such projections can help us
better evaluate certain iiminss of OW _ne ortnodaxy, expectidlY those that
relate to issues of public_ policy. In fi later section I will -address the of whin

t ht. of the model may have on our findings.

AnoRsts
die first goal i:: to kinnine the titobdity trencls_arnong bl ilk, in 191;2 iind 1973. In

:thlt 1 the two- mobility needed tei_zablress this issue tire-presented, In
1962 black mobility- W1is iiiiistl tiownward_eXCept_for upward mobility_ fetim_
ocuor.ition:i. There W1is "1 probability that -sons of farmers would likely be found
in higher occupational cfitegories_-, illthough_such rnobilit,, was eery small, with a
1;33 probability that birtners son; would occupy lower blue cellar positions. This
mobility ralle'cti'd sftcietalichitnges_that produced a decrease in farm jobs and

populat iiiiiventent urbiin tireilliXh ere blacks found themselves on the bottom

of the (1C("iiwttlorvil.hierzarchy il)unciin: 21-2i What is more striking though. are the

high w t hat, no in:litter what-their lather's occupatiom_blacks_ were in all
cases_ tin tst Likely tribe in lower blue-cellar oc-cupations._ This is -most evident in the

--mobility _violent:, of ones whose fiither!.', had upper white_-_collor_ eccupations. The

fo y of a on maintaining -hi; bither's_status was itnly_,13 lie was Inure than-
(Our times as likely f.f;:ti tit in a lower blue-colbir_ job, It was this inability of
hlia-ks to "inherit" their l'athers; upper...white-collar_stiitus that Blau and Duncan
i9i;Ti found so exceptioMil tilititit black _Intergvnerzitionill occup;_itional

whvo line examine the black mobilityinatrix for 1973, we find that Some
changes occurreel in thiS pattern: While the sons oh- farmers continued to exhibit the

most -mobility, be it very the previously cited pattern of status "disinheri-
tance among -upper whitecollar_ sons seemed to have softened. A -striking difference
emerged lit 1973 sons of upp,r white-collar fathers had a pritb1ibility of .139 of
inher11 nig their filtile_r's status. The amount of downward mobility that these sons
experienced wasJess than in 11162; however, more- disturbing is the-strong. probabil-
ity that iivr a third of these sons (.311ii Would end up Skidding all the way down to
lower blue-collor positions.

These data lend some support to the notion_ that the sixties - produced a good deal
if timbilitv opnortuniiies for Marks. Hut- for the 1973 trends_to_be meimingful. they
!mist_ lie comp:111 to 197;1 White-trends to _lust how- much these changes
contributed toward equalizing niiibrlity oppor_tunites for blacks t-ind )whites. The 1973

white mobility matrix Niiiiii6+ ;kitten ethich almost_the opposite of blacks.
Vhiteintergenerational ticcutt1itiontil mobility is__mainly__u_in.vtird and static; a great

tfeai of status inherit:in is evident. For example._ upper _white-collar fathers are
aide to pass on to their same high_stiitus__almost 60 percent of t he_tinie

greater pi-obaliilitY thtin Iihicks)-. and _their sons fall to the bottom of -the
occupational hit rarelty difWr blue- collar jobs) o ____ 15 percent of the time less than
half as often as comfatrable blacks. Furthermore, in each occupational category
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ie hitting fariffi white males are niisre -likely to experience intergenerationalupward mobility thinthlticks:_ more than twice as likely when_ the_father.has a lowerwhite-collar occupation (O to .195); and almost twice as likely in blue - collarcategories: .-130 to .302 in the upper blue-collar category and .022 to .380 in the lowerblue -color category. This while the_ _absolute gains of the sixties were impressivewhoa compared against previous black trends. they-shrink considerably when com-pared to trends in- white intergenerattonal occupational mobility. It remains verycipar that. even when considering the_gains of the sixties.-blacks and whites werestill experiencing vastly different. mobility_opportunities in Artierican society. _The evaluation of-the new orthodoxy can_also be made thriiiigh the applicatioftofMiirkov-chitin modebt this data. In Table 2 we -view 6 panels which have usedcarious- vectors derived from black and white- mobility trendS -ih the 1962 and 1973°CC, survevs to _predict fiitUre black and white occupational diStributions. The leftside of_the panel prediChi occupational distributions of blackS and whites using the1962 data while the eight side uses the 1973 data.
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Turning ones attention to the 1962 data we observe in Panel 1 that if the rates- of
mobility for blacks had remained at the 1962 levels, blacks would _not have even
approchd- the occupational distribution of v, tikes in 1962 after ten _generations-This
certainly highlights the intense inequality that blacks faced prior to. the sixties.
However, projecting 1973 black mobility rates across time we note the disconcerting
finding that_ blacks. even with-their improved rates of mobility. will not attain the
iiccupiitional_clistribeition -of whites in 1962- even after ten generations-. blacks will
still be less likely found- in u_pper-white-collar occupations (20 percent) than whites
(26 percent) and more likely found in lower blue-collar occupations (53 percent than
whitest 29 percent)._ It appears-very clear that the 1973 rates of black mobility, while
much _higher than _those found in 1962, are still not moving us-toward occupational
equality between_ the races._ Indeed, if black and white mobility -trends-remained
constant in 197:items. black-white inequities in occupational distributions after ten
gone - rations would change only slightly, Whereas iii 1973 black males were a little
inure than one-third t12 percent) as . likely_ _as white to have upper white-collar
occupations I:Ptpercent projections indicate_ that_after ten generations the improve-
ment would only be _up to almost half as likely (20 percent to 43_ percent). In terms
of lower blue-collar jobs; _blacks_ will.remffin more than twice as likely (53 percent) as

hites (23 percent) to occupy those jobs in the social structure after ten generw ations.
A polio: implication from these data appears clear: If equality between blacks and
whites in the near future is a goal. then _significant improvements in black.mobility
must occur; the gains of the sixties are not sufficient to insure such a state in the
immediate future.

Markov-chain models also help us untangle whether or not the differences _we
have observed in racial mobility rates are due to the faclAhat_blacks_start_from low
origins and thus bring to the mobility process deficient Was_ for mobility_or_wheth-
er the differences observed represent genuine racial differences__in mobility_ We can
addres.,-this issue by setting up a number of hypothetical occupational distributions
leer blia:ks and whites. cnntrolling for origins and different rates of mobility as_social-
2d with each racial' group, First, we can show what the black occupational distribu-
tion Inek like- if we-held black origins constant but blacks had the same
mobility vectors as-whites. We have done this in panel 3 for the 1962 and 1973 OCG
data respectively. Turning to the black occupational distribution with 1962 black
origins laid white mobility- rates, we note that black and white occupational distri-
butions_ would coverage after three generations.- Likewise the 1973 matrix shows
that only two generations would-be needed for black-white occupational parity if
blacks has white mobility rates. Thus -it ap-pears clea-r that, compared to projections
Rased- on _actual rates of. black mobility, if__blacks had white rates of mobility it
would certainly speed up -the process of equality considerably.-

.task is to attempt to decompose, _or_ to differentiate, how much of the
observed .occupational inequality._ between blacks and whites is due -to unequal
originstes_ opposed to unequal mobility: A measure of _total occupational inequality
must first he developed. _I -have derived an index_ of occupational inequality by
computing the difference_between the proportion of black and -white respondents in
each occupational category. For example, the proportion, of blacks in upper white-
coliir occupations in 1973 was .12, while:fgt.whites it vas ;:33: the:difference which
measures the total inequality between blacks _and whites in_ that category
indicating that there was significant inequality wifin _th_at category_ and_ that
whites were much more likely than blacks to be found _in the upper_!white_rutlar
group. Having some numerical index of inequality_, the task is _now to decompose the
inequality so as to determine how much of it is due to origins or to different rates of
mobility. -The process for doing this involves- holding constant the origins of both
black and white respondents (i.e. father's occupation). This has been done in Table 2
under the- 197:3- VU survey, panels 2 and 3. We have the mobility patterns for
whites with their own origins and white mobility rates, and a hypothetical mobility
matrix for black respondents with the same origins as whites. but with the basic
difference being that they have black mobility-rates.-Thus the index of occupational
inequality derived from these-two occupational distributions representkthe-amount
of th.2.- total inequality_ explained by different-mobility rates.-since-we have held
con.astantorigios..The findings are very clear: In the_upper white collar,- upper blue
collar and lower blue collar categories. _an overwhelming-amount of -the total in-
equality is attributable to- unequal mobility rates: For example, total-inequality-in
the upper. white collar category produces an index of inequality of :21: -.14 ofthis
total inequality is due to _unequal mobility_ rates while_ only one third is due_ to
unequal_ origins. Amore striking set of _findings is _ noted umong lower blue collar
men. Over four-fifths of the total:inequality:in_ that category is attributable to
differing mobilitv rates -.31 is the index of_ occupationatinequality. for the lower
blue collar category while -.2(i of it is derived from unequal mobility rates):
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Table-3-

THE DECOMPOSITION OF THE TOTAL- OCCUPATIONAL
INEQUALITY BETWEEN BLACK AND

WHITE MALES IN 1973

Total Ali-e-miality

UWC LWC UBC IBC

.21
d 31.=080/ .

;006

jnecoality Attributahl-e- to Unequal Mobil ityb

UWC LWC UBC LBC

.14 005 .10 -.26 .02

Inequality-Attributahle to Unetual-Orinins

UWC LWC UBC LBC F._

.08 .006 -.02 -.05 -.02

a) The total inequality is the difference
between the percentage cc

respondent whites_in each occUpational.category
and the percentages

of respondent
blacks in each category:

b)
The'inequality_attributable to

Unequal Mobility_is_the difference_

of white and blatk respondents wi: origins held constant,.that is

the difference between
the_ideal respondents-

with -black origing and

white mobility and the
respondent. with black origins and black

mobility.

c) The inequality
attributable to unequal

originsIS the difference

of white and black_
respondents with mobility constant. That-is,

the difference between respohdentS
with white origins and -white

mobility and ideal
respondentt with black origins and white mobility.

d) Within each categoryi_the_proportion
of inequality attributed to

unequal origins and unequal_
mobility shbUld add upto_the proportion

of total inequality.
This may not be the case because of rounding

errors.
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Provided that our procedures have cancelled out the effects ofindividual origin, it
becumesincreasingly evident that a major part of the differences_lound_itt intergen-
erational mobility between blacks and whites is located in a mobility process that is
still operating on the basis of racial criteria..,
tirrntnx,ry

Ilaving examined empirically the claims of the_new orthodoxy. I can now evaluate
them in the light of the research findings just presented_My_empirical analysis'of
the occupational mobility of black and white Americans indicate that: - - - - --

iIr While there were occupational gains during the sixties for black- American
males it was not -very significant when compared to white males. Blacks did show
an improvement-in the -:ibitity- to inherit the status of upper white-collar fathers;
however they-still lag-behind Whites in this important social process.

12.) The dilTerences in occupational mobility observed .between blacksand whites
:ire _related more to the fact that blacks are involved in a mobility process that is
qualitatively different from whites than to any difTerences in-the social origins of
the two .groups:.Racialcriteria Still _appear to be an Important Factor in differentiat-
ing.the experiences of- blacks -and whites iti the labor market,

tat And finally_. the results. indicate that present rates of black mobility, -are
woefully inadequate _in moving_ blacks_ and whites toward occupational equality.
Present rates of black and white mobility_if held _constant, would change- occupa-tional inequality only.slighjtly. The only hope_of_makinggenuine_mo_venfenktoward
parity would be if blacks had mobility rates similar to whites:In_that ease. it-iould
still take three generations for black-white occupationalequality_to occur.

_

These findings have policy implications opposite those of the new orthodoxy,_They
poiot important tiffirmative-actions are in ourquest for racial equality We cannot
res., on the gains-or the sixties and hope that those g_ains will be enouh to produce
equality. If I re:id the data-corre::tly. then policy must be strengthened -ini regard to
tiffirmuitive action: it anything less is-done it will do little more than lead togradual
improvement that move us only a little closer to equality than we now find our-
selves;

Di.srussi
This. testimony has provided an -analysis of data that indicates that affirmative

actions of some sort are sorely needed to improve occupational equality between the
Faces in_ American society, I conclude that we must implement even stronger public
policy than we have in the -recent--past. -Our alternative is the continuation of a
polarized _society along the lines of a privileged white-population and an under-
privileged black population. The inherent dangers to social and politiCl stability in
sorb a situation tiro well known to all of us, and deserve our gravest attention and

_concern,
It- 'could be argued that our analysis, based: on a mathematical- model; does- not

vonstitute_an_ace_u_rage projection _concerning future-mobility-trends because ofthe.
it of assumptions of a static and unchanging society that the -model entails-This

criticism is justified. Mobility rates vary. depending_ on a number of- "social, demo-
gr:lphic :Ind economic_ circumstances__(te:.. birth ratim mortztlity rates, economic
trends etc.). The most important of these`- appear-to he- related to economic trends.
Given the current suigilatiom and the subs_equent_ downturn_ in the economy, it
appears that the prospects for increasing black inobilii-y__rates _are _declining or
remaining constant as the model assumes. Economic sloWd_owns_hav_e_always_ affect-
ed blacks more adversely than whites, and present economic policies design_ed_to
combilt inflation have certainly brought about a precipitous increase in black -untm,
pl'ovinent.7hi nub) of black unemployment to white unemployment has gone from
1_.Sfi in NM to 2.1;9 in If)it; (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights:3W. From this perspec-
tive we may be over-estimating future trends in black mobility.

Another fiicto which may-- retard the movement of blacks into higher status
occupiations the "tax revolt", which started with California's "proposition I:i" on
the st:ite levettind which has spread to the "balance the-budget" movement on the
federal_ level. The most onerous aspects-of both, as far as blacks are concerned, have
found their expression in President _Reagait'S budget cuts and tax program. The
maniti.st concerns of-this movement_ have been tirslow down the growth of govern-
ment: curb rising inflation, and to lead _tO _subsequent economic growl h..Its -latent
consequence may lietoinhibit the growth of what is- popularly known as the "black
middle class." If antilysts ire correct in asserting that the government sector has
become the prime e rnployvr white-collar.hlacks, :then `any slow down in govern-
ment _growth would certidly limit the number of_slots_forfuture black employees or
even mean the loss ofjobs for present black _em_ployees_w_ho_ttave_opted for govern-
ment positions precisiilv because of the more transparent discrimination practiced
in the private sector.
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GiVen these changes inArneriCan society it is _paramount that theiederal govern-
ment not shipwreck affirMative the scy iia" of_helkruths promoted by
the, new orthodoxy nor on the "charybdis" _of_ the_ fiscal_frugetWof the state. The
aspirations of blacks for an equal share of the American dream could very well
depend on the decisions we make at this crucial time in our history..
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Mr. HAWKINS. The ne tness is Prof Duran Bell, Economics
Department of the University of California. at Irvine;

sTATENIENT OF DURAN BELL, ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT;
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT IRVINE

Mr. BELL. Thank you,Mr. Chairman.
I do- not have a. prepared statement. I apologize for that I re-

turned from Europe- only last Friday and have not had time as you
might understand, to be fully prepared with a statement for_ this
hearing: However, I am fully prepared in other ways to make_ _a
statement; in that affirmative action is a subj tt to which I have
deVoted considerable research tiine. I have given to the subcommit=
tee staff a copy of a theoretical _paper, a paper _I ust say that is
not :generally intelligible to ordinary people but which I hope
might be inserted into the record.

[The document referred to above follows:]
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QUOTAS_FOR MINORITIES; AGAIN
(by Duran Bell, Jr.)

Social Science:, Research Reports, 58, December 1979

This report was prepared for the Office of the Assistant Secretary .

ler Policy, Evaluation and Reseal:h, U.S. Department of Labor;
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ponsible for the contents of this report.
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1. Introduction

The issue of quotas became a major social issue during the late

1960'S when civil rights groups and federal agencies sought to increase

the opportunity f
minority workers to enter various occupations and

places of )ften, managers of firms and union Officals would deny

both plc:. ed present "discrimination" wheh accusations arose, and thty

would promise tO make SO8Cial efforts to recrUit Minority workers. Yet;

when *se promises Were not the prelude-to effective changes in per-

fOrmante; neither civil rights groups nor federal
agencies -trod'- the -man-

power to monitor the actual hiring prOtets and identify specific barriers

to minority employment.

The solution td thit enforcement problem was the adoption of a

performance criterion with
which firms may be judged by their results,

not by superficial prOtocols. One may state this
criterion in the fol-

Towing fdrtal form: A prima facie sate of continued discrimination can

be establithed against a firm if, after drawing a number of s-amp-I-OS of

workers from the pool of available unemployed labor; the firm consis-

tently fails to find the proportion of minority workers that is commen-

surate with the population ratio. If tne sample proportions selected by

the firM lie below some
confidence interval of the mean of sample

proportions, the firm's hiring procest-May be called into question;

_

Unfortuhately,.the use of this performance criterion has required

that civil rights groups and federal agencies ter able to determine the-
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relevant population proportions from whith an employment goal, or

"quota," is to be specified; HOWOVer, when this population proportion

can be identified; it is possible to encourage a non-discriminatory

outcome upon the hiring process, and do So with little intetfetente into

the internal hiring processes of the firms in quettitin.

Given the enormous poiteialter
of-qUOtts-as-an-admindstrative device

it is not surprising that an economic analysis of quotas had been emerg-

ing in the literature: SeVetal papers have examined aspects of the

question (Bell; 1971; JaCkson, 1973)i and many papers have made eefoi-ente

to quotas as part of a more general
discussion of'affirinative action

(e.g., Landes, 1968). However; there are two papers Of recent vintage

that effectively extend the range of debate on the matter: a paper by

Thomas Sowell (1975) and another by Finis Welch (1976).

In tri.? next Setticin, we discuss these two papers in a critical mode

in etder tu establish a foundation for the analy0s that we undertake in

, Section IV. Addition3lly there is a discussion of employer versAkem-

ployee models of discrimination in Section III wi.ich has a similar

function in motivating an alternative model.

II; The Papert by Sowell and Welch

The paper by Sowell (1975); while treating academia as a special

case; raises many-of the same qUettions that persons in other industries

may raise regarding the social Value of quotas. In Particular, employers

in a number of indUttries may claim that qualified minority perSons are
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in extremely short supply and that the administrative costs of affirms -'

tive action procedures are excessive relative to the presumed tocial

benefit. But Sowell's central argument is that quotas are not necessary

to academia, betaUte the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was sufficient to gen-

erate the desired racial posture for higher edutation. The proof of thit

proposition is two-fold: (a) black academics earn,equivalent; if not

higher salariet; than white academics and, (b) a Very large increase in

salary is necessary to induce black academics to enter non-black

institutions:

Unfortunately; Sowell's comments are not informed by the appropriate

formal model; and he uses -equal pay to suggest equal access. Infect,

neither implies the other: Given a sufficient number of non-

discriminators; minority wages will equal majority wages; even if most

firms exclude minority workers. And if there are any iitiustries;

exclusion of Minority workers from almost all firms in a'giyen industry

will imply a ditplateMent:of minority workers to other (less remunera-

tive) industries, but minority workers within each industry may receive

wages that equal majority wages.

Professor Sowell cites Kent Mommsen's (1974) data that indicate $6000

At the salary increment necessary to induce black academics in black

institutions to move to non-black institutions. SoWell suggests that

this reflects an "element of individual choice which is left out of the

affirmative action syllogism that goes from 'under-representation' to

'exclusiOn'" (p.167). But if minority academics believe majority

institutions to be racist,1 we would'expect theta to require a large wage

A recent study of attitudes among black faculty in California

institutioht of higher education indicates that minority status is

perceived to be a serious impediment to academic progress. See William

3. McCoy ;1977):
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differential prior to accepting employment; especially when the offer of

employment seems to be prompt.ed by transitory federal pressures to end

exclusionary practices.

Finally, academic careers require long periods of formal training

prior to initial labor market entry. Hence; if such a market appears

discriminatory and/or exclusionary, there will be a strong adverse supply

effect among minority persons who would otherwise undertake such
. _

training: Indeed, one would expect that this adverse supply response

would be greater to occupations that require longer periods of specific

formal training, ceteris paribus, thereby explaining (in part) ethnic
_ .

differences in rates of entry into various training programs; Moreover;

given the greater risk attached-to minority academic training, a risk

-Premium should be associated with the salaries'of minority academics

reflecting race-specific discount rates that-apply-ta the real earning

streams. This would be a factor in raising the salaries of non-excluded

minority academics relative to the salaries of majority academics.

Hence; the shortage of qualified minority applicants, their apparent

immobility and their wage parity with majority academics are not factors

that support Sowell's argument, when considered from an; analytical

perspective. Indeed, they are more suggestive of an opposite view. But

unfortunately our discussion is incomplete. An analysis of exclusionary

practices as they affect careers with extensive formal training

requirements is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we shall focus

on models of labor market entry where genera0 formal education is

adequate for entry level employment.
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The Welch (1976) model is a general equilibrium one- and two- sector

model of employment. In the one-sector model, all firms in the economy

are subjected to quota enforcemgrt-tthey are"covered"while in the

two-sector model, there is an uncovered sector; Within each sector there

ate two types of labor, skilled and unskilled, and known distribution of

minor and majority workers among the occupations.

Welch ( ) notes that "the possihle preexistence of labor

crithinatioh COmplicat85 the analysis," and he indicates that "the taste-

market diS-

based treatments of Betker (1971) and Arrow (1973) offer some insight"

(p. S108). However, he abandOns the taste (or utility) based theories

and adopts the assumption that "employers who discriminate are seen as

acting as though minority workers are less productive than similarly

skilled majority work-6,-ST°

The use of thiS productivity assumption is unfortunate for it assumes"

away the problem. The.primary objective of discrimination theory is to

explain why differences in productivity do not fully account for the

__diffei,enCeS in minority - majority incomes. However, the use of the pro-

--
ductivity assumption fia5 unduly serious consequences_for FW; he is led

into error that vitiates the'ehtire analysis: "Since in aLone-sector

model the distinction between physical output and its value is meaning-

less," (p. S108) he argues that the discount on the productivity of

minority workers implies that their physical product is actually dimin-

ished in quantity.'

However, if employers discount minority productivity, then they May

pay wages thiOefleft that discount; but actual output cannot be

0
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affected by misperceptions. By assumption, the observed level of output

is produced by similarly skilled majority and minority workers, so that

if majority productivity is correctly perdeived and minority productivity

is discounted; then observed output will exceed expected output.

Employers must have some explanation for the observed level of output,

given the discount on minority output. There is only one possibility:

The discount on minority productivity requires a compensating exaggera-

tion of majority productivity; and the majority would -(in equilibrium) he

- paid accordingly: By reallocating the sources of prOductivity, the value

of output; perceived output, and actual output become inditinguishable.

In the taste-based theories of employer discrimination, Minority

workers are paid less than the value of marginal product; with the dif-

ference being transferred to majority workers and/or employers;
2 \\

Aggregate output is certainly not diminished; and since the discount=bn-

productivity theory is not a substantive alternative to the taste-based \

theory, it must have the same consequences for wages and for the level of ,

output' when actual productivity is allocated among factors.

By allowing some part of minority productivity to vanish, FW makes a

basic error in all of the wage calculations associated with pre- and

post-quota equilibria:

'Quotas require -equal pay for-equal work in covered
occupations. In an associational unit consisting of one
majority and r- minority workers, if the perceived
product of a majority worker is fb and of a minor-
ity worker is _abfb, then the wage, Wb, paid to each
member of the group will be fb(1 +abr)/(1 + r).

This averaging within groups can beLviewed as a simple
majority-to-minority transfer4(p. S109).

2
See Kenneth J. Arrow, Some Mathematical Models of Race

Discrimination in the Labor Market," in A. H. Pascal (Ed),I1Rati-a-1

DiscriminaticilLAh-Economic Life:'Lexington; Mass.: Lexington Books,

----D.C. Heath and Co., 1972; pp. l87-203
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Since minority workers are actually as productive as majority

--Wdrke-rt-,--theh the product of an associational unit Of one majority worker

and r minority workers is simply fb(1 r)! Hence, if the quota

requires equal pay, the excess payments
.,,jority workers (wh050 oroduc-

..

tiVity had been exaggerated) will be transferred back to minority workers

and all workers will receive wages equal to the value of their marginal

product.

By discarding some portion of minority output, the FW mtidel becomes

one in which minority workee inferior in fact. We would hope that

this is not the intention. But unless the aealysis;is to be based on

such a position; all of the wage rate calculations are incorrect.

While the issue of equal pay for equal work is often raised regarding

the employment of women; such price discrimination is seldom the issue in

minority employment.
Rather; the major focus has been on problems of

occupational and workplace segregation;
and it is to those issues that

quotas address. However, Finis Welth'(FW) assumes that the economy is

allocatiVely efficient, even prior to the quota, and dismisses the possi-

bility of Allocation distortions due to discriminatibh. Such a dismissal

may be based 606h a rather literal interpretation of basic discrimination

models. In particular; Becker (1911) has shown that if we imagine a

world.wi!,.h only one occupation; full
employment of all labor and the

feasibility of large white-non=White wage
differentials; then utility

maximizing employers who have a "dittatte for associating" with

non-whitet will hire non-whites in the
given occupation but at a lower

wage rate. Mitallotation is not possible,by construction.
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But the spirit of Becker's analysis can certainly survive the possi-
.

JUiLity_that-there-ere-Inany-o7cupations, exhibiting a near continuum of

honah Capital requirements and wage rates: Assume that there are many

occupations along a human capital continuum and assume that Wage rates,

are in equililp-ium. implying (on the supply side) that for any sPecific

occupation the wage rate is just high enough to induce the entry of the

marginal entrant:. Then, if a discrimination coefficient is attached to

e;ch Occupation.-wage, the incentives for accumulating human capital may

iiffer by race and, hence, the allocation of occupations may differ by

race.

Given any spectrum of real wage rates, one cannot safel-ipresume the

existence of an associated non-zero spectrum of discrimination

coefficients that pe'es-(.?rves the efficient allocation of persons among

occupations.3 And even if such spectra exist their historical relevance

cannot be presumed. In particular; spectra that exhibit a positive

relation between the size of the coefficients and realized human capital

are especially likely to discourage the accumulation of human capital and

distort occupational assignment. Yet, it is :4:?cisely this positive

elation that seems to have pr.vailed in the past. 4

3If discrimination coefficients were the same for each occUpati0.1,

the rate of return to human capital would be unaffected; and the

incentive to enter various occupations may be_unchanged- However; the

-racial differential in wages may be viewed as "unfair" and may have labor

supply effE:cts that vary with the level of skill the propensity toward

outrage varies with skill.

,See J. P. Smith and F. R; Welch; (1977); especially Table 1, O. 324.
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The standard Becker model presupposes the acceptability CO b6th

majority and-minority workers of wide discrepancies in wage rates on the

basis of race alone: And perhaps it would be a better world were this

the case. However, it is eVidOnt that wage differentials are bounded,

and that wage rates tend to be attached to specific job categories within

a firm; To the extent that wages do not vary on the basis of ethnicity

alone. the discrimination coefficient will haVe the effect of excluding

Miniirity workers from occupitiuns.

Finally: to the extent that craft labor unions have excluded minority

wurkers and prosCribed the employment
of nun-union labor in those Occupa-

tions, minority Workers have suffered a distortion of their occupational

diStribUtion relative to the perfect world: ThiS form of'discrimination

can hardly be neglecteJ in an analysis of quotas, since the first major

effuet OUbtas was in.the construction trades (the-Phi-1,delphia

PlaW.

Tier.: is s.0ii.Jd-,.!i-able
empirical evidence attesting to the exclUsion

of minorities and on froM a large percentage of the slecific job

Openings in the economy. This evidente 15 so overwhelming as to make

5

further cOmment unnecessary. Nevertheless, F A resents a theoretical

model, together with simulation results, that presuppose an allocatively

perfect world prior to the quota; This presupposition is critical to his

paper and it is regrettable that he makes it without justification.

5-Sae H. M. Baran and B. Hymer, "The Negro worker in the Chicago

Labor Market." imdbitift-JatebSen (Ed.) The Negro and the American Labor

Movement:'Anchor Books, Doubleday & Co:, Inc.; New York;

1968.
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In addition, the FW model fails to capture the most essential

characteristic of quotas: the provision of entry level job opportunities

(and formal educational opportunities) to new labor market entrants. FW

notes that "affirmative-action pressure focuses largely on remedial

action which is concerned more with catching up via hiring new market

entrants than with hiring earlier cohorts" (p. S133). But this essential

fact cannot be captured by a model in which the size of the labor force

is fixed. Given a fixed labor force, a quota can only force skilled

majority workers out of the covered sector, whereas, in a growing labor
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16OLAS are applied to new entrants; no reallocations need

take mace. The quota simply alters the ethnic distribution of those who

1,0 'o Lecome ! UhSkill-ed (Via nn- the -job training).

tne world is rilocatively efficient prior to the quota, then the

goota may r,,.ease tho curt of on-the-job training, and/or reduce the

ivnrage proauctivity w= skilled workers. The magnitude of thi-, cost

a, the C;60ta ratio diverges from the optimal ratio. On

thy Athnr hand, if discrimination has allocative effects; then the quota

may im-erease economic efficiency for ratios up to the optimal ratio.

But the FW model is unable to discern the social benefits and costs

lootas because there are no new entrants. The only way to increase

the uurcentages of skilled minority workers without reallocating skilled

Maj6rity workers is via a process called "skill bumping." Skill bumping

is simply A SUbterfUge by which employers may claim that certain minority

workers are skilled, paying them accoruingly, without actually changing

their job assignment. 3y using this device employers may reduce the

extent to which skilled majority workers must be shifted to the uncovered

sector; and: hence; may reduce the social costs imposed by the quota.

Indeed; the major policy implication of the FW paper is the implicit

SOggeStitih that employers should use skill bumping under specific

coodit ions.

4 In fact, skill bumping can convert a program with extreme
effects into a dampened one of relatively inexpensive income
transfer0(p. S106),

Unfortunately, the value of; and need for, skill bumping is entirely

an a tifatt of the assumption of a fixed labor force; and represents a
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solution to a false problem. A useful analysis of quotas regoireS 6

dynamic model, in which the supOlies of minority and majority workers are

Wroacing.

lit, EM010;er 110i-US employee Discrimination

The most co[a,,n discrimination model
employed in the literature fea-

tures the employer as the essential agent whose perceptions; tastes or

Objei:tives ,Ire the source of market discrimination. This preference for

employer discrimination models arises from a preference fiat' wage differ-

enti3ls (the consequence of employer
-imination) relative to the

occopritiona1 or workplace segregation that is associated with employee

discriminaticn.

FW mentions employeelimi-nation, but adopts the employer model

C-4ithOdt Comment: However, we can show on purely logical grounds the

probable -(1-Ordinance of.employee discrimination.
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Let the employer's happiness be defined by a function U = U(T,R)

Where U denotes the utility function; II is profit and R = W/(W + B)

is The ratio of majority wokerssin the workforce.6 Then let f() be

a neoclassical production function and Pw,Pb the relevant factor prices;

so that the profit function is

c(W,B) - 1%W - PbB .

The;faCtOr OriceS associated with the maximization of U() with respect

to W and B are

' 6_e
R

P = f' + ()(1-R) --
w W U

.

(3.2)

°By suggesting R a, a,. lument in the utility Function, we avoid

indicating any particular ation for the employer's preference for

majority employees. The .er posits inter-racial eversion and

"distaste f& association" in a manner thy'' seems to be counter initive

to some observers. The Al-exiS (1973') mode; suggests that aversior

sufficient but not necessary to explain majority-minority wage

differentials. He suggests to., xiiployes may wish to protect and/or

raise the income of the majority community, and that thiS tric; is

suffiCieht to explain ohseved earnings differences.
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and are the partials of U with respect to R' and 11

Pb
:: f' -

2
R R

oil

(3.3)

,ince /*T) is marginal rate of s.:bstitution between the

f.ti;i ;at i3 anii pi-ofiL for the employer; it may be calledthe degree of

r:1,-RT. And it can ba slabWei that if workers are paid according to these

!e,iv.:d wage ratas, the employer's profit will be no different from the

n(Miscriminatory case, unless the employer' insists on sharing with

majority workers the surplus generated by minority%.orkPrs.

The analysis Of employee discrimination is most often truncated by

the immediate observatibA thAt i' employers are indifferent to race,

tist for discrimination among workers leads td segregatit,ri without wage

differenti415. However; in the real world both employers and employees

manifest racial attitUdOS; and tl a question arises: Whose attitudes

Count?

Ar,sume for the moam'nt that eMOloyerS are i-acially indifferent profit

maximizer..; and that majority employees require a "bribe" it order to

,copt association with minority employees. In particular, lot the bribe

be a function of the etht -atio;. R:

=
w

"(R)

Further, e bribe is just Sufficient to compensate majority employees

for the presence of minority workers, then the Utility experienced when

14.
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I; say, U(P) U(%, will be equal to the utility, experienced

4t zither values of R, u(Pi4,R). That is,

t

U(Po) U(P,i0R) for all R. (3.4)

taonn the tntil differential of (9.4); we obtain.

(3.5)= -( = - aw

dnerr cl4 is the degree of racism among workers.

Finally, given the profit function

n = f(') -%(R)W PbB

the prlfit maximizing values of PN and Pb can be ShOWM to be

= f' (R/W)Il-Re

P = = 11" .

b

(3:6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

Several point,. are relevant here:

(a) If t'ie degree of racism among et..iplioyee,-, equals l.iat'of employers

(ET = n); then these two par ,.ts will agree on the.desicd magnitude of

majority wage rite,. But the wage rate for minority w -kers will be lower

than in the case of u.oloyer discrimirtion alone.

(h) 'f Sle-> 0, then majority workers will demand a wage

differentia; a.functior of R) that exceeds the'differential that

employers consider acceptable, add integrateu workforces will not exist.
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And in the segregated workforce. minority workers will suffer the wage dis-

count associated with Ste.

(c) In the classical model there is only one occupation, and the es-

to oc rail employment requires the PosSibility of very large majority-

min6riiy wage Aifferentials. However; once many occupations are allowed,

reat.onable boundaries may be placed upon wage differentials withuut

jeopardizing the full employment assumption. If wage differentials are

bi-mied, then CP, Sill-, 0 may require occupational segregation. Further;

if St.w-,- 0e-, 0; occupational and wurkplace segregation arise:

( 0 Within the workforce Pw will vary depending upon the level of

it the marginal utility of income is a decreasing function ec

and if 1J,;:' i s independant of income; then Ow = U-kw/Up wi

increase with skill. Hence, if wage differentials are bounded; minority

workers wi I I be excliadedf-r-orris-W4ed -oc-cupat ions .

(e) it there is. a disIa ibution of 0 among employers and,among

emp1Oees; t on an industry; or occupation-wide, minority-majority

differential Will be estihliShed; so that the least discriminatdry,firmt%

will enjoy a surOlw, by hiring only minority workers: The workforce will

he ,,olregatedand the market wage differential will be equal to that

required by the most discrdminatory of t!ise employers who hire minority

workers. This is the conventional Becker (1971) result; ttte attitddeS of

workers do not influence the solution. Whet, we consider the

rOnseQu ces of affirmative action and quotas; thi market solution that

depends upon segregation is clearly inappropriate and the relative values of

S2 w and Ste may determine the wage differential:
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casual labor markets; where employees and employers have no mutual

ittathment; employers may be willing to allow the more racisst workers to

(pelt (e:iminating those for whom-.0w--12e ). But if there has been an in-

investment into these workers, or some subset of them is hard to.replace

far any reason; then the preferences of the more discriminatory employees

can be decisive. However; there is no point in the distribution of nw

that has obvious, 3 priori, relevance to the determin'ition of the

3.dp.priate wage differential. Given any market wage differential, the

ift,cultythat'a firm Mould have in complying with the demands of a quota

wnuld depend; in part; on the firm's willingness to lower morale among

majarity wonkers ind!or precipitate the departure of those in the upper

t.i!1 the distribution of nw. It would be conservative, perhaps, Lb

assamd that the relevant value of nw is not less than its median.

I' workers and employers have similar distribution functions on 0, and

if the critical value of c associated with any firm is the median within

that section of the working class. then nw will exceed oe in about half

of the fk.ms in the economy. "-n 1w> <1e, the employer must determine

the per,entag.- if , ,nat he is willing to lose as a result of

mino,ity entrs percantage will depend on the distribution of nw

(for fld 11.2 ), the relative vices , and majority labor; and

trainifl costs. Haw --rte,-; n' is relevant to the establishment of a equi-

Iii-.lum wage different it .,erause alMost all employers will fk.-Je

some worker to whom n"(-:2' It would apoear, .hen, that in the cont6xt

of studying' Affirm Give Action; the general preference for employer-
...

diLf-rimination modals :-an be justified only by the assumptior; C%1

Frip;rlyers as group have much greater "tastes for discrimination" than



their workers; even though the exercising of those tastes is Lostly for

employers and rewarding for employees.

IV. An AlternatiVe Model

A. Structure of the Model

The d:.,cussien in Sections II and III, above, suggests that a useful
f - I

model of employment quotas should be a dynamic model, inVolving employee

disrrimination of a form that may lead to distortions in the dllocatiop ok

labor among occupatiolsand wori place. These elements characterize the

alternative model to be presented,in this Section.

Suppose that minority workers have not had access to a specific occupa-

lion and that at some point in time there are W6 majority workers within

the representati,e firm. Since minority workers do not have experience in

the orcupati.Ln, they cannot displace Wei; but Wo may thscourage

. -Ve vel- employment of minority workers, B, by a number of behavic-

ated with employee discontent. This discontent can be mollificj,

by personnel actions that preserve the relative status of majority !rs;

such as promotions to positions of authority overthe new employees, or

special access to overtime pay. These personnel actions are the basis of a

"bribe function." If R 7 W/L, where L = W + B, then the bribe function

may be written

g(R) = f(R)(l -R)

where f(R) is the average bribe per majority worker per unit decrease in

R.



The central element of the model is 1.,,c explicit introduction of la For

market conditions in the form of upward sthping labor supply functions to

the representative firm. Let the cost of majority workers be

C(W) = (Aw 6(W-Wij))W (4:1)

where 11-4 is the base wage rate and a the slope of the supply func-

tion; given the parallel acticn of all other firms.
7

The cost of hiring minority workers can be described by

C(B) = (Ab 1-Yi3)B + g(R) (4:2)

where y is the slope of the supply function and where Ab is the hose

wage rate

The brioe f(R); is a rather arbitrary decreasing function of

R, except that it should be specified so as to permit straightfo, ward

solution procedures. We have considered a "linear" form f(R) = pR -I
,

quadratic form f(R) =pR , as well as the form employed in this paper:

t2
f(R) = /R ))3 = (4.3)

where p is a parameter that indexes the degree of racism among workers.

Finally, if (1-x) is the fraction of films covered by the quota, then

the cost, of majority and minority workers for firms covered by the quota

can be rewritten:
8

1
C(W ;x ) _

[wv; + a(x8)W

C(B;W,x ) _ (Ilb v(I-x)B)B + p(t'7W)(1-R)W

(4.4)

(4.5)

7It shall not matter that individual firms do not perceive the slope

these supply fAnctions.

8The term a(a) reflects the inflation of majority ways suffered

by the integrating firm due to the action of segregated firms that hire

W whenever the integrating firm hires 13,
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It will be cost effective to hire B, if C'(B;W) s C'(W;x)i or if

4/..)16) +

B(y ;W) (2P- x) + 2y(1-x)
(4:6)

If H < B(Y,W), then the firm hiret only B until B = B(y,W).

Thereafter; B and W are.hired in a ratio, or natural oota:

r*
a

= (2a- )/D (4:7)

Whore D 7 (2p-m) + 2Y(I-x)

B. The-Natu-al Quota

The natural quota, r*, is an indirect reflection of the availabili-

ties of- qualified majority and minority workers, WhereaS the governmen-

tally deSignated quota; r; is usually determined by direct observation

of population ratios. If r* > 0; the firm's expansion path may have he

shape shown in the figure, below. The firm initially respond; to the

tightness of the majQ°Ity labor market by hiring only B; !hen when

B -%B(7,W0) .t hires along the path, r*.
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Figure 1: Expansion Path of An Integrating Firm

In order for t* to be pusitiVe, we-require that 265.p; Hence;

if the bribe fUhrtiOn is tibt too steep relative to the Slope of the

majority supply function, it will be profitable for firms to integrate at

sow rate r*. The size of the natural quota ins -eases with a and

decreases with y as one would expect, suggesting that federal enf;xce-

meg: of quotas will be more effective when potential entry 10V01 majority

worker;; are scarce and minority workers are relatively abundant;

The size of r* will be affected by (1-x), the coverage rate.

Since br*/U = (r * /D)(2yfa) > 0, increases In (1-x) decrease r*.

is, the natural rate of growth in minority participation in the represen-

tative firms falls as the coverage rate increases; On the other hand,

",itio ally; rk is well defined for all x only whea 2p %a.

When thy wIdition is nn. satisfied (giv n 2a -0), then r* is un-

bounded. -hat hire only B indefinitely;
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tne economy occo4tiein wide) effectiveness of a quota system

increases with the coverage rate. This is seen by noting that (1,-x)r*

increies with (1-4) Hehce, the best quota system has univer.l

age with modest expectations for each firm.

B -oad coverage also has the desirable effect of reducing the options

to hose employees W.10 would seek to avoid working in a peer

relationship with minority work-e-;: With broad coverage; there are

simply fewer places for discontented majority workers tb go, and ther2-

fnre a major source of the cu.3t (to the firm) of integrating the ,iork-

fnrco can be eliminated. Forr,,lly, this means that p, the effective

racism, mxv be a iiacreasing function of (1-x) .

C. Population Ratios and N:atural Quotes

Lot the Miebrity/majority ratio of potential qualified applicantsi°

be ionoted by Lti:Lc4 and assume that the labor supply elasticities

from those two populations are identical. ASSume fUrther that labor

ma.-kts are tight and that entry leve' ..ages were initially equal,

w

filen, it follows that when cove-age is universal; r* (a/y)

and the riatgra! qa-: i it identical to 'he "naive" quota; r; that

considers population ratiet only lh's is important to know; becouse it

provides as with the basis for d heuristic method of estimating ,

a) If coverage is less than universal (x. >0),.then the nal...Aral

quota will exceed the v,aive quota, r* > r.

b) If the minority supply elasticity is great 0-,an the majority

supply elasticity, VLb c thch r" > r.

1 0Not-e that in this discussion of :uotas, minority workers do riot

receive "nroferehtial" 'reatment. Instead,- the quota et:forces the

expected ratio associated with a non-.21scriminatury policy.
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c) If majority workers demand status Maintaining advantages'," p > 0, .

then r* < r.

dl Finally, if there is an excess supply of majority workers at the

going wage; a = 0; then r* = 0.

Hence; th0 factors determining the relative values of r* and r depend

on tpe state of the economy; the coverage rate; supply elasticity for

specific occupations, and the degree of racism:

D. Different -i-al Performance of Covered and NOn-Coverec c;,ms

If the quota does not exceed r*, the covered firMs are able to re-

duce their costs of production in the process of coma rig with the

federal guidelines. But it is pofsible that non-co .:41 firms (if any)

in the tame ihouttes, may experience even greater cf_i reductions than the

covered firms. This may happen becausii the recrui-nt of minority

workers reduces the rate of increase of majority wages; making a

segregated majority workforce a better bargain t-an befog'' and, because

segregated finis avoid paying the bribe.

lA D(C) denote the difference in labor costs between covered and

no.;- ,red firms, and assume t1i' the labor force of each firm,

L = B, grows at the same rate. Then;

D(C) .rwv; + a(ri + xB)] W + Epb (14)B] B

+p (L 2
/W)(1-W/L)W {mw + a (W + x8)] (W + B)

(4.8)

In order for covered firMs to haVe a cost advantage; D(C) must be

negative. , No assume that Almost no one is Covered; x 1; and that

3
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1.46 =1.4 the equation (4.8) simplifies fb

D(C;x = 1) = SL(p-a ) (4.9)

which is less than zero when ,x>. p . But if x 0_ (nearly complete

coverage); we have

orovided that

D(C; = 0) = BrFL +

B
r .

(4.10)

(4.11)

But note that (given the asumptions of this section)

r* - (? a- p ) /2(7 +p); so that F < r*. Hence, if a small subset of firms

is not covered, the natural quota will lead to competitive disadvantage to

covered firms.

The relative advantage of being in the non-covered sector is a func-

tion of (1-x):

_re2(
?(1-x) L

.,)]

So, lc we place D(C)/B
z

on the ordinate as a function of (1-x), as in

Figure 2; we see that when coverage exceeds some value; non-covered
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Figure 2: RelatiVe Advantage of Uncovered Firms

firms have lower costs of production than covered firms. The quota that

just preserves the competitive
balance between covered. and non -covered

firms is

r(x)
Of - p

4-(Y+p) 4a)
(412)

This (equilibrium) quota increases with decreases in the coverage rate until

(I-x) = (a-p)/(a+y), at Whith point any positive value of r is relatively

advantageous to covered firms. Meteover; as p ipproathes-the Value of a

ceteris paribus; the equilibrium
qUota will be smaller. These obsetVations

suggest that when complete
coverage cannot be obtained; then only modest

levels of coverage,
(1-x) 5 (a-p)/(c.-+y), may be consistent with 'preservjng

the viability of covered firms.
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E. 4niorcement of T > r"

Until this point we have been concerned with the problems of estimat

ing and enforcing r*. Since r* is a cost minimizing -employment ratio,

one would expect enforcement to be unnecessary; but we have suggested that

the required bribe to majority workers may decline with coverage; in such

a way that r* is cost minimizing only-i-f coverage is enforced. Secondly,

individual firms may not be aware ofthe supply functions. For each firm,

the wage rate may be independent of its own behavior; while the collective

action of all 'firms may have important wage consequences. Hence; firms

may act as though a = 0, unless coerced by civil rights agencies to

follow r*. (The quota becomes a mechanism by which a costly atar:stic

employment, process can be converted into a socially optimal process.) And

finally, segregated majority firms may enjoy inordinate benefits from the

integrating activity of other firms, so that the enforcement of complete

coverage will be necessary in order to obtain economy -wide desegregation

of occupations.

However, the restriction of r to r* may be subject to criticism in

that r* is reduced by p> 0 and by a= 0, so that adhering to r*

leads to a policy in which minority workers are "last hired and first

fired." What happens, then, when r> r*?

Given a quota of size r = Lo/Lw, assume that supply elasticities

of the two groups are identical, so that a/y = Lo/Lw. Then, given

universal coverage, r > r*. if p> 0.

Assume that p> 0, Aw Wo = 0, x = 0. Then the quota,

r = Lb/kw = a/y, wi'.1 reduce the costs of production; relative to the

pre-quota situation, by an amount equal to LB(a-p) per firm. Again, we
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encounter the proviso, 0H> p . And if labor markets are not tight

(a= y = 0), then the quota will be costly to an extent that depends on

LB. In this case the social costs of imposing a quota of size r may

positive because of the less than legitimate demands of majority workers:

On the other hand, if a/Y < r = L-b/L,w, then the enforcement of r

may cause minority wages to exceed majority wage (at entry level). The

social cost Of the quota will be BL(p -a) + BE WheOe E (yB - aW)

is the entry level wage differential
(ignoring the bribe): This social

cost is ncgativc for Some range of E >0; so long as a :>. p . This im-

plies that society may derive net benefits from a quota, even when it

gives rise to some amount of "reverse discrimination. "11 But if this

ferM bf reverse discrimination is not enforced; a quota that could lead'

to such discrimination is likely to require the employment of minority

workers who fail to satisfy the
established criteria for entry; giving

rise to "reverse discrimination" of another kind. Hence, if reverse dis-

crimination is to be avoided, quotas should not be based upon the ratio Of
.

qualified applicants unless there are reasons to believe that labor supply

elattitities are similar, or unless the coverage rate (for the occupation)

is low.

Summary

Since quotas have the effect of
facilitating entry of qualified minor-

ity workers into occupations frOM which they have been proscribed; quotas

may be useful in increasing the supply of labor to covered occupations`

---
and (when labor markets are tight) reducing the cost of production. The

cost reducing strategy supplied by the quota may not be perceived by

_
The above considerations ignore the increased costs of production

associated with the reduction in the number of unskilled workers in

the economy.
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firms that operate in an atomistic context because (a) the perceived

labor supply function may be infinitely elastic for each firm, even when

t/1theit concerted action has an effect on wage rates;, and (b) the wage-

status differential required to prevent the departure of dissatisfied

majority workers may be reduced when the coverage rate is high.

The cost minimizing expansion path of covered firms is an optimal

ratio of minority /majority entrants into the firm; This ratio; r*. is

called a natural quota and it differs from a quota that depends on the

ratio of qualified applicants, except under specified conditions. If

coverage of a given industry is incomplete, the reduction in labor costs

enjoyed by non-covered firms may exceed the cost reductions of covered

firms. This possibility is especially likely in the case of nearly

complete coverage. Hence; the_coverage rate of specific industries

should be either modest or universal.

If employment discrimination has had the effect of distbrting occupa-

tional assignment within the American labor force, then the corrective

use of quotas, applied to new labor force entrants, is not only morally

justified; but may increase economic efficiency during periods of tight

labor markets. However, the quota will be costly during slack labor

market periods to the extent that majority workers are effective in ex-

tracting perquisites that maintain their relative status within the

racially divided labor market.
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Tool (Or the Network Analysis of Social Structure (July 1978) (Fascicles 1 and 2).

110 Grade Elisabeth Rice. The Role of Cultural Schemata in Narrative Conpreheneion (July 1978)
(Paocicle 1. 2. 1. and 4).

111 Shorter Pietas (Sepceeber 2978):

a. Terrence-Barry-Peace. Three-Aams
b. John 1. Yellott, Jr., Chronological History of Vision Research: 1600-1960

R12 Michael O. Rose And A. Kimball Romney. Cognitiva-Ploraliou or Individual Differences: A
Comparison of Alternative Models of Engliah Kin Terms (September 1978).

1113 Jone_RanI_Magana_Velesquex, An Empirical and Interdisciplinary To of A Theory of Urban

Perception (September 1978).

114 'Jerry Lee Kaiwi, An Analysis -of -the Effects_of Logic.' Transforsations on Qualitatively Based
Manures of Distance and Similarity (September 1978).

xis Douglas R. White, Statistical Entailment Analysis (October 1978).

R16 Michael L. Burton and Lorraine Kirk. Ethnoclameification of Body Part.: A Three-Culture

Study (October 1978).

ILIF V. A. Lefebvre, An Algebraic Model of Ethical Cognition (October 1978).

1.18
Bernard_Crofman 14d Howard Scarrow, Came Theory and the U,S, Courts:- 'One Man. One Vote;

One Vote, One Wile' and the Use of Came-Theoretic Power Indict, to Measure 'Fair' -_

IsOresentiion (November 1978).

R19 Shorter Piece (November 1978):

a. Taro_ Indow and Hiroko Takada. Recognition MeMory of Retrieved Sequence of -Words__

b. Taro Indow, Some Characteristics of Word Sequence Retrieved From a Given Category

120 Kenneth Wexler, A Principle Theory for Language Acquisition (November 1978).

121 Taro /ndow. Alleys in Visual Space (December 1978).

122 Francescall,_Cancian, Meaning and Social Change: Women Students in &mines. School.

(January 1979).
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Sc'hool of'Social Sciences.Research Reports -- continned

R23 Jack Johnston. Advertinine and the Aggregate Dtroad for Cigarettes Is the United
Kingdom (January 1979).

R24 Jack Johnston, The Elusive Phillips Curve (January 1979).

P25 Tart. Indow, An-Approach to Geometry of-Visual Space With-No A Priori-Mapping Functions:
Multidimensional Mapping According to Riemannian Metrics (January 1919).

R26 Her:Jeri GrOftan._JurY Decision Mking' Models and the Supreme Court: The Jury Cases from
Villift,s v. Florida to Bellew v. Georpis (March 1979).

Rs7 Be, Yrd Grofban, A Dynamic Model of Proto-Coalition Formation- In Ideological N-Sruce
(March 1979).

R28 V. A. Lefebvre, What is SaarifiCe2 (March 1979). ice-

R29 Douglas R. Sallie and Robert. resner,_6h_Exect_Significasee_Tcat_For_Third,_0rder Interaction
Effects Or Differences Detvecn Discrete Rivariate Distributions. (Arril 1979).

H30 Shorter licces (April 1979):

a. Tnrow Iodov._Global_Color_Metrics_and_Color,Aprearacce_Systeca.
b. Tnrov Indow and Mariko Watanabe. Absolute Identification of Colors in the Mansell
_ Notationsl__ Trelnability_and Systematic Shifts
c. Tnrov Indov anciNanako Aoki, An Extensive Multidimensional Mapping of 178 Munaell Colors

R31 Henry Hftmburger, A Deletion Ahead of Its Time (Arrir 1979).

R32 W. H. Batchelder and D. Riefer, Separation of Storage and Retrieval Factors in Free- Recall
of Cluaterable Pairs (May 1979).

An Sharon Pcelor, Content_and_Strucryral_Conventlons_in_Print_Advertisements_and Their Relation
to Bclicfs and Practices in the American Culture (May 1979) (Fascicles 1 and 2).

R34 Bernard Otofman and Janet Linda, Games of Breach and the Role of Contract law in Protecting
the Expectarion Interest (June 1979).

R35 Stephen Lee Purbeck, Change and Level Detectors Inferred from Simple Reaction Times
(June 1979) (Fascieles,1 and 2).

R36 Shorter Pieces (June 1979):

a. Charles A. Lave. Energy policy and Its Hitch-Hikers
b. Bernard Crofman, Ibe_Case_Lior Majority Verdicts_
c. Bernard Croiman, Making Sense of Harlan's Dissent in Whitcomb v. Chants: Partisan

PreferenCes, Fair Apportionment. and the Banzhaf Index

R37 Rein Taagepera, Soviet Collectivization of Estonian Agriculture (June 1979).

R3B Malcolm McLaren-Dow, Structure-and Process-in Cultural,Eeological Conpl exes: A Comparative
Canonical-Redundancy andCausal Analysis (July 1979) (Fascicles 1 and 2).

R39 John I. Yellott. Jr.. Generalized Thurstone Models for Ranking: Equivalence and Reversibility

(July 1979).

R40 Itari-lAyi, Kean, Explanation in Neutolinguistics (July 1979j.

R41 Mary-1..111m Kean. On a Theory of Markedness: Some General Conaldetations and a Case in
Point (July 1919),

R42 Shorttr Pieces (August 1979):

a. Markiy Laakso and Rein Taagepera; Proportionality Profilts of West European Electoral Systems
b. Markin Laakso sad -Rein Taagepera, Propnrtional Representation and Effective thinker of

Parties In Finland

1143 Linton C. Freeman, Q-Analysis and the Structure of Friendship Networks (August 1979).
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School of Social Science. Research Reports -- continued

144 Linton C. Freeman, The Gatekeeper, Pir-Dependency
nd Structural Centrality (Saguia 1979).

R45 Linton C. Freeman, Pair Dependency
and Central Vertice. in Trees (August 1979). ,

1.6 Sue C. Freeman and Linton C.
Freeman, The-Networkern_Networki A Study of the Impact of

New Communications Medium on
Sociometric Structure (August 1979).

R47 Linton C. Freeman, Douglas
Roeder, and Robert R. Mulholland, Centrality

in Social Networks:

11. Experimental Result. (August 1979).

R48 Frank Gentian, A Usilul Distinction Between Riek and
Uncertainty (September 1979).

149 label M. Birnbaum, Marcia_KJohnson; ageilen
T. Hartley, and Thomas N. Taylor; Alcohol

and Elaboretive Schemes for Sentences (October 1979).

R50 Karen Leonard nd Susan Weller,
Changing Marriage Patterns in India: the Hyderabad .

Kayasthe. 19D0 -1975 (November 1979).

151 Shorter Pieces (November 1979):

a. Alan J. Vick, -The
of_ige of Soviet Military Strategy and Forces: Iiplications

for_American Deterrence Theory
_

b. Alen J. Vick, Strategy and the Nuclear Triad: A Guide to Ethical Optimality

102 Shorter Pieces (Noveber 1979):

a. Anita lannuci, An
ESsminotionsof Memory Processing and Search by Means of

Recognition Task
b. Alan J. Vick, SALT 11: The Question of Counterforce

R53 Alin J. Vick, U.S. Nuclear Strategy:
Its Evolution and Future (November 1979).

R54 Douglas R. White, Michael L. Burton,
Lillian A. grudnr -White, Mecca

Codebooks, Vol. 1:

Murdock and White's CCCCC Standard Cross-Cultural Sample
(November 1979).

155 Shorter Pieces (Dumber 1979):

a. Nelson Adrian, Ann Jacob.on._lania_ThaYer,
The Effect. of Semantic vs. Shape Categories

on Verbel_or Pictorial Storage in Memory-

b. Marc Siegall. Mike Griffin,
Schneider _and Shiffrin Model of Information

Processing as

it Applies to Auditory Selective Attention
__

856 Mitre D.-Maibbauleh, paychocultural
Dimensions of AlcOhollsm._Witchcraft,

Ethnic Relations,

and Asceticism: A Comparative Study (November 1979)
(Fascicles 1, 2, and 3).

R57 Shorter Pieces (Dec mbar 1979):

a. Duran Bell and Karin Krogh's. The
LaplicatiOns of the Increasing Supply of Attorneys for

the_pr.eti,n_and Pratt toners, of Criminal,Lay .

b. William C. Watt. Against Evolution (An Addendum to
Sampson and Jenkins)

RIB Duran Bell. Jr., Deployment Quotas for Minorities, Again (December 1979).
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131.1., In tiny case, my comments are based on a theoretical
model that I have developed ove=r the last few years; and I_will try
to give you a representation of it in such a way as to focus as
clearly as possible on some of your salient concerns.

As an economist, I am not particularly concerned with arguing
the general moral merits of affirmative _action; but rather to look
at the costs and incentives that may inhibit or stimulate the effec-
tiveness of affirmative action programs, I want to know who is
helped, who is hurt, and under what kinds of conditions. This is for
me a technical kind of analysis that may be- of value to those who
wish to use it That is, I approached the subject as a social scien-
tist, not as a politician. As a consequence; I often fail to say things
that people would like to hear. All too often, I make enemies of
everyone.

Let me say first that I was pleased to hear the Governor's
remarks this morning; and I would like to point out that he has
stressed the importance of a strong economy to the long-term effec-
tiveness of a training and educational program. I think the impor-
tance of a strong economy is generally recognized. A strong econo-
my is clezirly important even if blacks and other minorities Contin-
ue to be last hired and first fired; for; after all; it is better to be
last hired in a strong economy than unemployed in a slack econo-
my: So if this is our option; then we; of course; would be better off
with a strong economy with or without affirmative action. The
question is ;- what will affirmative action do ? -My argumentand
there may be some issue hereis that an affirmative action pro-
gram cannot be expected to be effective except in a strong econo-
my;_ and that in a weak economy it simply generates friction that
may in many cases be counterproductive:

Let me give you a simple kind of scenario here that may illus-
trate my point.

Suppose we have a so-called tight labor market, a tight labor
market for white male workers. It may be tight for other people,
too, but the critical point is that it is tight for them. Then there
will be a tendency for their wages to rise unless, of course, you can

. find some other source of labor; and a potential source of labor are
those persons who have been excluded from that labor market,
that is, minorities and women. Hence, if there is some way for all
or a great majority of the firms in industry to bring in a new
source of labor; they can benefit by reducing the upward pressure
on wages of their white work force. These firms would, therefore,
have their own private benefit over and above the benefit to the
minority workers whom they hire.

I think this is a straightforward point. The question, though; is
suppose only one firm, one company decides that it wishes to
integrate its labor forces just one firm. This one' firm could perhaps
hire minority workers,-but its own actions would enot be sufficient
to change the excess pressure on white wages. So white wages
would continue to go up in spite of its own individual affirmative
action. I Hope that is clear.

In addition, as a result of their affirmative action; they may be
catching flak from their own workers. Not only are white wages
continuing to go up, bit their own costs may go up even more
because of the effort to implement affirmative action. In other
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words, a t7aitgle_firin, even in a strong economy, seeking to imple-
ment affirmative action, may -find itself in the worst of both
worldsWhite wages continuing to go up as preViouSly and the
employer catching all sorts of difficulty from their workers as a
result Of an offbrt to apply affirmative action.

Therefore; if the GovernMent imposes itself upon this industry
Clad says, all of you must adopt affirmative action," then it now
becomes possible for the industry and for the firms in that iadustry
to benefit. In other words; by imposing affirmative action goals
upon the ifidUstry as a whole, the Government makes it possible
for each and every firm to experience the benefits of the affirma-
tive action proceSS. This I think is an extremely important point,
because .what it says is that free enterprise left alone is not suffi-
cient. A Single firm is not able by its own actions to gain the
benefits of affirmative action. It takes group-coordinated activity,
and, in this particular case; the Federal Government may be in
strumental in that concerted effort.

Why do I want to talk about this? The reason I want to focus on
this is becauseearlier you were discussing with the Governor the
potential-consequences of dismantling -the Federal effort and trans-
ferring affirmative action efforts to the State. The Governor sought
to assure you that the State is in_good hands and will make every
effort to maintain effective affirmative action mechaiiiSMS. Howev-
er, I would argue that no Matter how seriously people in the
States, the Governor on_ down; seek to impleMent affirmative
action; they are only one State of the Union, they are not the labor
market, SO they can impact only upon lira-IS-that happen to locate
in the State. What you -need_- is an impact- upon the industry as a
WhOle. Unless the- industry is strictly a California industry; then
the beneficial mechanism that I have been describing is not availa-
ble to the States: Only a Federal compliance mechanism is capable
of reaping the benefits that I. have described. Therefore, I would
like to suggest that there is no_alyttiative to continued Federal
implementation of affirmative action if we expect it to be imple-
mented in a way that does not generate intensive opposition by the
industry groups on which it is imposed.

Thank you very much,
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you; Professor Bell.
The next witness is Mr.. Henry Der; Chinese for Affirmative

Action.

STATEMENT OF HENRY DER: CHINESE FOR AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION 410

Mr, DER. Good morning. My name is Henry Der. I am the execu-
tive director of Chinese for Affirmative Action, which is a volun-
tary membership-supported organization dedicated to defend the
civil rights of Chinese Americans and to promote equal employ-
ment opportunities for members of the Chinese-American commu-
nity:

Yesterday many of us in San Francisco read the newspaper
headline of New Reagan Attack on Regulations" with a deep
sense of depression and anger. Among 30 sets of Federal regula-
tions under review, the Reagan administration is specifically tar-
geting employment *guidelines issued pursuant to the 1964 Civil
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Rights Act_ which gave birth to affirmative action programs in the
private ancl public sectors.

Under the guise of_ eliminating the inflationary cost of Federal
redtape and overregulation, the Reagan -administration is charting
a course that_ will literally weaken and destroy .equal opportunities
for millions of racial and ethnic minority Americans:

In numerous public opinion polls taken across the country, an
overwhelming. majority of Americans _has expressed opposition to
affirmative action programs because affirmative action has mistak-
enly_ been equated with reverse discrimination against white males,
rigid quota, and preferential treatment for unqualified minority
candidates. In spite of this misunderstanding and opposition
toward affirmative action programs; the U.S. Congress has.before it
the challenge to exert leadership and courage- to protect the civil
rights laws and regulations created - during the past two decades;

The need fbr affirmative action programs as- a temporary means
to integrate Asian-Americans into all levels of America's work
force, universities, and professional schools has never been greater
fbr this fastest growing minority group in our country. According
to the 1980 U.S.._ census; there are 3,502;636 Asian/Pacific,Ameri-
cans residing_ in America, a 128-percent increase from 1970. Specifi-
cally,Jhe Chinese- American population has increased by 85_ per-
cent; Filipino, 125 percent; Japanese, 18 percent; Korean, 412 per-
cent, One out of every three Asian Americans in the country
resides in California. In the city and county -of -San Francisco alone,
Asian Americans comprise 22 percent of the total population.
During the last 2 and 3 years with respect to legislation before the
U.S. Congress, there has been trelbendous misunderstandin_g_ about
the need of affirmative action for Asian - Americans: The Addabbo
bill passed by Congress, Public Law 95-507, excluded Asian Ameri-
cans as an economically and socially disadvantaged group from
affirmative- action provisions- in Federal -contracts._ In '1980; pro -
p public telecommunications legislationintrOduced by Con-
gressman Lionel Van Deerlin from San Diegoexcluded Asian-
Americans from affirmative action provisions to increase the
number of minority -owned broadcast stations. In a 1977 Southwest,
ern University Law Review article, written by former Federal
Court Judge Charles Renfrew in an Francisco, he demonstrated
the ignorance that many people have about the discriminatory
experiences faced by Asian-Americans in this country.

I quote from this article very briefly: It states:
it is indisputable that during the _late nineteenth_ century the Chinese suffered

widespread discrimination in the western United states: it_ is often-pointed out that
Chinese Americans are_minitnally represented_inthe_ legal_profession_in_this_couw
t ry, Vet_ _is._ it _ clear that the _relatively smal number_ of__Chinese_ to_rneys _ res u its
from majority_prejuklice?_Chinese_culture_has_traditionally_ resp_ected very little the
legal_ profession and fins _stressed achievement in thesciences. Given the much
greater number of Ch_inese_Americans in the fields of medicine and engineering in
this country, it may be that the group's representation in the two professions is a
result of cultural background and choice. rather than a product of past discrimina-
tion.

Needless to say, Chinese Americans are not particularly endowed
with "physician or "engineer" genes. Because of discriminatory
practices in examination and admission requirements, Asian
Americans have historically been denied entry into many different
kinds of professional and graduate schools. Certainly with the in-
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t rOdtietiOn of rlIirrnative action programs in law school admissions,
there has not been a shortage of Asian_ American applicants for
admiSSion into the legal law schools and prbfessiOn,

Ve [is Asian Americans have litei-ally _had to fight the myth that
We are not discriminated against_ in the workplace and that we, are
found in every sector of the work force. In an EEOC-funded study
of the 40 Iiirost__private indusfries_in the_five-county San Francis-
co-O[ikland metropolitan are[i, ASIAN, Inc.,

[i
reviewed 1970 and

197:; EE0=1_thitii nd found Asian employment_tobe less than one
half of parity in- 12 -of the,-,17 major manufacturin_g industries in the
[ire[i. such as fbod _products, lumber, furniture; paper;printing,
petroleum rubber: and others. In the transportation, communica-
tion, and public utilities_industries, and in finance;_ insurance, and
real estate, Asian Americans are predominantly _clerical Workers.
Using taditiiiiiiil socioeconomic indicators from the 1970 U.S.
Census, opponents of affirmative action frequently cite that a dis-
propotion[itel high number_ of Asian Americans _go to college,
thereby [thinning incomes equal; if not exceeding, those for white
males. Special tabulations conducted_ L.Tthrough a .S; Department of
1,[ilRig-funded_ study for the-five metropolitan areas where Asian
Americzins are concentrated reveal poor returns of income; even
With increasing educational attainment, among Asian _American
professionals. The income of Ja_paneSe, Chinese, and 1Filipino males
With 4 or more years of college on the average averages only 83
percent 74 percent, and 52 percent, respectively, that of white

These_ kinds of comparisons also are applicable for Asian
American females; and also'for Asian American males and females
with feWer years_of educational attainment;

During the [mist 15 years_, aflirmative_action laws and regulations
[is enfiirCed _by Federal agencies and the _courts have had a pro-
found impact on promoting racial integration of many occupations
previously clbsed to America's racial minorities; Executive Order
112_4Vitis generated a reasonable standard for private employers
doin7businesS With the_ Federal Government to provide equal op-
portunities for racial minorities and women.

Niiiny private and_ public employers_ have _adopted voluntary af=
firimitive _action programs to improve their hiri_n_g_and promotion of
racial MintiritieS. The Federal Government should do everything
possible to encourage this_'trend. A decade_ ago, even though 25
percent of all bay area university/college students enrolled in ac-
counting we'r'e Asian Americans, less than 2_percent of all those
hired into Big Eight certified' public accounting firms were Asian
Americans. In _1981; the _representation of Asian Americans in
iminy of these- Big Eight CPA firms ranges from 7 percent to 14
percent. Fro_motional goals toward partnership for Asian Ameri-
czins [ire gdzilS_Still. to be met in-the 1980's and 1990's.

All Americans need to realize that_the resolution of an employ-
ment discrimination lawsuit does not create instant equality for
iiffected minority groups. For the past decade, Chinese for Affirma,
tiVe his either been personally involved or has monitored
the implementation of consent decrees resulting from _legal chal-
lengeS h racial minority plaintiffs: From our experience, it is
evident that it requires as much time, energy, and effort to imple-
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ment and monitor a _consent decree as it does to file and argue a
lawsuit before a court of law.

Specifically. as an example, in 1973, Chinese fbr Affirmative
Action joined with Officers for Justice; NAACP._League of United
Latin American Citizens, and San Francisco NOW to file suit
against the San Francisco Police Department for discriminatory
hiring and promotional practices. At the-lime of filing the lawsuit;
there weroless than 5 Asian. police officers out of a total police
force of 1,972 Officers. In 1979, all parties agreed to a 10-year
consent decree with the hiring goals of 50 percent minorities and
20 percent women, plus a minimum of 29 Chinese_ bilingual police
officers to meet the needs of those residents who do not speak the
English language in San Francisco: _To:date; there are 112 Asian
police officers in .the San Francisco Police Department as a result
of plaintiffs.-- efforts; in spite of the claim that Asians are not
interested in pursuing a law enforcement career. Yet, the `city_ is
still falling behind in meeting the overall_ 50-percent minority
hiring goal, and is currently being- brought back_to court for the
adoption_ of additional_ remedies. Clearly; the affirmative action
effbrts of these.civil rights groups areifa'r from over;

In other litigation involving the union- hiring of bartenders and
operating engineers, Asian Americans ar's not entering these occu-
pations as provided for-in the.,court-approved consent decree. Ex-
tension to the termination date _of7these consent decress have been
or are being sought to insure that the respective unions will hire
interested, qualified Asian American applicants.

In conclusion, I would just like to state that it is the firm belief
of Chinese for _Affirmative Action that it does_cost money to imple-
ment affirmative action programs either legally or_ on_a voluntary
basis; but this cost is well founded in order to establish .a network
within the private and public sector to recruit and hire minority
and fentale applicants.

Second, it is imperative for al)_ entities who are interested in
implementing_ affirmative action to launch aggressive recruitment
drives for qualified minority and female candidates because histori-
cally and currently, many qualified minority and female candidates
have the conception because of past practices that they are unwel-
come in many occupational categories and in -many private Indus-
tries. It is incumbent upon private and public employers to put
forth a new image among minority communities:

LasL we would _ask this subcommittee and your colleaguet to do
everything possible ta- oppose. any proposition that would establish
self-established standards for affirmative compliance. The -history
of affirmative action gains have been achieved because of Federal
enforcement, not because of necessary goodwill by private and
public employers in America.

Thank you very much.
Mr: HAWKINS, Thank you; Mr. Der.
[The prepared statement of Henry Der follows:J
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CHINESE FOR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION (CAA)
191 ift

121*AVERLYPLACE
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94108

1415) 398.8212

September 10; 1981

Mr. Edmund_Cooke,_Counsel
House Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
8-346A Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

bear Mr. Cooke:

,t 1'1151

WIten I testified before the Hotise Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities,
I submitted 9 pages of a written statement on August 14, 1981.

Since theo, I have added 2 additional pages to said written testimony
in order to make this statement more complete. I therefore would like to
take this oPportunity_to_sdbmat for the record the enclosed final copy of a
11-page written statement.

I want_to_tbank_you again for extending me the opportunity to testify

before the 61hpommittee.

lID ap
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6fi7
CHINESE FOR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION (CAA)

121 WAVERLY PLACE
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 84108

4151 388 8212

Testimony of
-Henry Der, Executive Director
Chinese for Affirmative Adiidn

Before the
House Education and Labor Subcommittee

on Employment Opportunities
Los Angeles, California

August 14, -1981

---

Hy name is Henry Der. I am the executive director of Chihese

for Affirmative ActiOn, which is a 7oluntary membership-supported

organization dedicated to defend the civil rights of Chinese Americans

and to promote equal employment opportunities for meMbers of the

Chinese AmeriCan community. Pounded in 1969, Chinese for Affirmative

Action has assisted hundreds of Chinese Americans who have been

victims of employment discrimination. We have also negotiated with

many private and public employers for the inclusion of Chinese and

Asian Americans in their respective workforces.

Chinese for Affirmative Action welcomes this opportunity to

testify before the House Education and Labor Subcommittee on Employ-

mention Opportunities on the continuing need for affirmative action

and remedies such as goals and timetab/es, quotas, recruitment plans

and other forms of reliefto remedy_present-day discrimination and

the effects of past discrimination against Asian Americans and other

racial minorities in our country.
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Yesterday, many of us read the newspaper headline of "New Reagan

Attack on Regulations" with a deep dense of depression and anger.

Among 30 seta of federal regulations
under review, the Reagah admin-

iStration is specifically targeting employment guidelines issued,

_
persuant to the 1964 Civil Rights A:it; which gave birth to effirMa-

tive action programs in the private and public sectors. Under the

guise of eliminating the
"inflationary cost" of federal red tape

and over - regulation; the Reagan
administration is charting a course

that will literally weaken and destroy equal opportunities for mil-

lions of racial and ethnic minority Americans.

Ih addition to these
presidential'initiatiVes to de-regulate

federal agencies to benefit major businesses and corporations, there

exists pending federal
legislation that would Strip the federal govern-

ment of its ability to enforce civil rights and anti-discrimination

laws. Chinese for Affirmative Action
strongly opposes several legis-

latiVe_and administrative proposals
which; if enacted, would severely

threaten the future and viability of affirmative action programs

in our country:

- -Senator Orrin Hatch's S.3._Res--41ie,Constitutional
amendthent

barring the enacrment_or enforcement
of any lacis which -make

distinctions_on account of rabe, color. ot_national origin
and_prahibiting the use of any.nuMerical objectives which

make such distinCtions.

- -Congressman Robert Walkees H.R. 3466, amending - the -Civil

Rights ACt_of_1964 to_prohibit federal rUles_requiring
employers to hire workers or sehdOIS_to_admit_students on

the basis of race,-sex,
bk_natiotal origin; and to bar the

use of quotas, goals Or timetables.

--CongreSSMati_Paul McCloskey,s
proposal to_revise the Executive

otder governing the federal
eootraet_compliance program so

as to reduce) drastically the effectiveness
of the program
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by_diminishing_the_reporting_requirements for_contractors;
severely limiting the authority to impose sanctions, and
stripping the Secretary of Labor'e decretion to issue rules
and regulations or to establish thresholds and reporting pro-
cedures.

--The Department of Labor': proposed revisions of OFCCP regul-
ations which would,-among other things,-reduce the-number of
contractors affected by raising thresholds for basic coverage
end_for submission_of_affirmativelaction:_plana,_redefine the_
concept of underutilizationi eliminate pre-award reviews; and
lower standards regarding sex discrimination.

These legislative and administrative proposals, unfortunately,

reflect the general public's misunderstanding and hostility towards

affirmative action programs.

In numerous publit opinion polls taken across the country, an

overwhelming majority of Americans has expressed opposition to af-

firmative action programs because "affirmative action" has mistakenly

been equated with "reverse discrimination againstwhite males,"

"rigid quota," and "preferential treatment f9r 'unqualified' minority

candidates." In spite of this misunderstanding and opposition towards

affirmative action programs, the U.S. Congiess has before it the

challenge to exert leadership and courage to protect the civil rights

laws and regulations created during the past two decades'.

The need for affirmative action programs as a temporary means -

to integrate Asian Americans into all levels of America's workforce,

universities, and professional schools has never.been greater for

this fastest growing minority group in our country. According.to

the 1980 U.S; Census, there are 3,500,036 Asian/Pacific Americans

residing in American; a 128Z increase from 1970. SpeCifically, the

Chinese American population has increased by 85Z; Filipino, 1252;

402
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Japanese, Ifai Korean; 412%. One out Of every three Asian Americans.

in the country resides in California. In the City and County Of

San Franciaed Alone; Asian
Americans comprise 221 of the total popu-

latiOn:

Many Americana feel that Asian Americans do not need the assistance

of affirMative action programs.
Two years ago; the U.S. Congress

passed the Addabbo Bill, Public Law 95-507, which excluded Asian

Americana 55 an economically and socially disadvantaged group from

affirmative action provisions in federal contracts. In 1980; proposed

public teleCOMMUftications legislation excluded Americans from

affirmative action
provisions tO increase the number of minority-

-.-
owned broadcast Stations. In a 1977 Southwestern University Law

ReVieW article challenging the indWaion of Asian Americans into

affirmative action
Programa; former district court Judge Charles

RenfieW best demonstrated the
ignorance that most people have about

the years of discriminatory
experiences faced by Asian Americans

in this 6buntryi

The task of calculating the impact_of discrimination-againat

any group other-thah
American Indians and blacks ia_Iikewise

elusive. Focusing upon she
professional-aChieveMents of Asian

Americant_May help to illustrate the prohIems_of this sort of.-

aSseasment. It is indisputabId_that during the late nineteenth

century the Chinese suffered_widespread discrimination_in_the

western United States:__ It is often pointed_oUt that_Chinese

Americans are_minimally
represented-in the legal profession

in_thiS_country. Yet is it cleer_that_the_relatively-smaII_

number of Chinese attorneyb_results from majority-prejudice?

Chinese culture has traditionally
respected Very little the

legal profeatiOn_and_has
stressed-achievement _in_the sciences

CiVen the_much_greater number Of Chitiese_Americans_in the fieIda

Of_medicine and
engineering_in_this,conntry, it may be tbat _

the group's representation
in the two professions_is_a_result

of cultural background and
choice, rather than a product of

past -discrimination.
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Chinese Americans are not particularly endowed with "physician"

or "engineer" genes. Because of discriminatory practices in examination'

and admission requirements, Asian Americans have historically been

denied entry into 'Many different kinds'of professional and graduate

schools.

Asian Americans have literally had to fight the myth that we

are not discriminated against in the workplace and that we are fbund

in'every sector of the workforce. In an EEOC-funded study of the

40 largest private industries in the five-county San Francisco/Oakland

metropolitan area, ASIAN, Inc.. a community-baSed technical assistance/

research organization, reviewed 1970 and 1975 EEO-I data and found

Asian employment to be less than one-half of parity in 12 of the
_

.
17 major manufacturing industries in the area,.such as food products.

'umber, furniture; paper; printing; petroleum; rubber, and others.

In the transportation, communication, and public utilities industries,

and in finance, insurance, and real estate; Asian Americans are pre-

dominantlyclerical workers. In the service industries. Asian employ-

ment is high in hotels, restaurants; and health services as food

and cleaning service workers.

Thy- San Francisco, Honolulu, Los Angeles; Chicago, and New York

,metropolitan areas account for more than one half of the Asian Atheri-
_

can population. The low occuPational status of Asian Affiericans in

these areas include employment as laborers; service workers, domestic

workers, and farmworkers. In these low-paying occupations, the per-

centage of Asian workers in two to three times higher than that of

white workers in the same areas.
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In a taMilat study of public employees, ntiliiing EE0-4 data;

ASIAN, Inc. uncovered these employment patterns among Asian local,

state, and federal workers:

--low level of employment as administrators

--low to fait IeVel_of_employment ad professionals, but with
statistically- significant lower salaries relative to their

white-counterparts

--fair to high leVel Of eMpIOyment_as_clerical workers, but
with significantly lower salaries relative to their white

counterparts

--very low level of-employment as_poliOe_officers in cieies

sheriffs in counties; and highway patrol officers in the

State

--low to fair level of employment as professionals in county

correctional agencied and_very_iow_level_of employment as
professionaLand-protective service workers in State correc-

- tional agencies

--low level of employment as service/maintenance workers in

city public works departments--

Using traditional socio-economica indicators 'fret the 1970 U.S.

Census, opponents of affirthatiVe action frequently cite that'a dis-

propottiOnately high number of Asian Americans go to College; thereby

attaining incomes equal, if not exceeding, thoge for white males.

Special tabUlatiOnt conducted through a U.S. Department of Labor-

funded study for the five metropolitan areas where Asian Americans

are concentrated reveal poor returns of income, even with increasing

educational attainment American professionalg--The income

of Japanese, Chinese, and Filipino males with 4 or more years of

college on the average of'only 831, 741, and 521, respectively; that

of white males. For the ASien females; their income on'the average

was only about 44Z;to 531 that of white makes. Sitilar disparities
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also exist among those'with lower educational attainment; among those

with high school to 3 years of college, Japanese, Chinese, and Filipino

male income, respectively, was about 83%, 70Z, and 70Z that of white

;,,males. Mang those with less than a high school education, Japanese,

Chinese, and Filipini; male income, repectively, was about 84%, 60Z,

and 74% that of white males.

The myth that.Asian:Americans are successful self-employed busi-

nesspersons has also contributed to the mistaken belief that Asian

americans are wrongfully benefiting fram affirmative action programs.

-Probably, the only data base that would permit an examination of this

myth iE the 1972 nationwide survey of minority-awned businesses con-
.

ducted by the U.S. Bureau of Census. The data therein reveals that
. -

Asian firms are mostly in retail trade and selected services, and

that among these firms, more than one-half are without paid employees.

Retail trade for Asians is mostly in grocery stores and restaurants

while selected services mostly are services such as laundries and

bookkeeping services. Gross receipts per year were about 811;000

.per annum for Chinese firms in selected services; $8,000 to $14,000

for Filipino Affierican firms in retail trade; $9;000, to 812.,000 for

Japanese firms: and $6,000 to $12,000 for Korean firms in selected

services. These are all annual receipts. The loW level of gross

receipts for these firms that account for most Asian American enter-

prises in this country cannot In any way be interpreted as economic.

success.

During the past 15 years, affirmative action laws and regulations,

'as enforced by federal agencies and the courts; have had a profound
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impact in promoting racial integration of many occupations previously

closed to America'a radial Minorities.
Executive trder 11246 has

generated a reasonable standard for
private employers' doing business

with the federal government to provide equal opportunities for radial

minorities and women.

Many private and public employers have adopted voluntary affirth-

ative action pkograMS to improve their hiring and promotion of racial

minorities. The federal government Should do everything possible

to encourage this trend. A decade ago, even though 25% Of all Bay

Area university /college students
enrolled in accounting were Asian

.

AMericansi less than 2% of all thoge hired into Big Eight certified

public accounting firms were Asian Americans. In 1981; the represent-

ation Of Asians in many of these Big Eight CPA firths ranges from

7% to 14%.
Promotional'opportutities towards partnership for lsian

Americana are goals still to be met.

All Americans need to reallte that the resolution of an employment

discrimination lawsuit does not create instant equality for affected

minority groups. For the past decade; Chinese for AffirmatiV; Action

has either been personally involved or have monitored the implemen-

atien of densentdecrees
resulting ftadi legal challenges by racial

minority plaintiffs. From our experience, it is evident that it

requires as much time, energy, and efferttO implement and monitor

a consent decree as it does to file and argue alawsuit before a

court of law.

Specifically, in 1973, ChineSe for Affirmative Action joined
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withOffiCers for Justice; NAACP, League of United Latin American

Citizens; and San Francisco NOW to file-suit-against the San

Francisco Police Department for discriminatory hiring and promotional

'practices. A; the time of filing the lawsuit, there were less than

5 Asian police officers out of a total police force of 1973

officers. In 1979, all parties agreed to a ten-year Consent

11/ Decree with -the hiring goals of 50% Minorities and 20%'women, plus

a minimum of 29 Chinese bilingual police officers.. To date; there

are 112 Asian police officers in the San Francisco Police Department

as a result of plaintiffa efforts in spite of the cIaiM that

Asians are not interested in pursuing a law enforcement career.

Yet; the City is itiII'faIIing behind :In meeting the overall

50% minority hiring goal and is being brought back to court for

the adoption of/additional remedies. Clearly, the affirmative

action efforts ;of_tbese civil rights groups are far from over.

In other/litigation involving the union hiring of bartenders
/

and operating engineers, Asian ftericans are not entering these

occupations/as provided for in the court-approvel consent decree.
/

Extension to the termination date of these consent decrees have been

or are being sought to ensure that the respective Aions will hire

interested, qualified Asian American applicants.

Now is not the time to dismantle two decades of affirmative

action laws and regulations when racial and ethnic minority

person, under the protection of the 1964 Civil'Rights Act

and Executive Order 11246 are struggling to achieve equality

and justice of employment opportunities in the national
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workforce. It is patently unfair for the Reagan administration

and opponents Of affirmative action to accuse affirmative

action programs as administered by variouafederal contract

compliance agencies as contributing to the "inflationary"

excesses of big government. Prior to the passage of the
_ 4sdi

1964 Civil Rights Act and issu-ance of Exacucivt! Order 11246;

thete hed always been a network to hire and promote white

males within the private and- public sectors, but none existed

for America's racial and ethnic minorities. Therefore, it

has not been unreasonable for the federal government to

expend public funds to enforce affirmatiVe action laws; to

Seek compliance among Pkvate, federal contractors, and to

promote the establishmemt of a racially integratednetwork

to include minority applicants.

In 1980, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance

Program montored over 350;000 companies employing nearly

40 Million workers at a cost of $1.26 per employee covered

under the law. Major AMerican banks have spent less than
_

0.01% Of theft gross revenues to comply with and implement

affirmative action programs.H

With the promises of an expanding national economy by

the Reagan administration in the near future, it 16 imperative

that every effort must be made by the U.S. congress to maintain,

if not strermthen; the enforcement of our country's affitdatiVe

action laws and regulations. Congressman Pete McCloskey's

proposal to abolish Executive Order 11246 and to permit

employers to set their own standards for affirmative action

compliance is no compliance at all. Chinese for Affirmative

A.tion has little faith that private/public employers left

to theit own will promote meaningful equal opportunities

for America's minority workers. It is altogether easy for

an employer to readily adopt the label of "equal opportunity

eMployer"' without truely providing hiring and promotional

opportunities for minority applicants and employees. The

continued presence of the federal government in enforcing

and implementing undiluted affirmative action laws and

regulations isinecessary to guarantee that racial and

minority persons in America win have a future of equality

in our national labor market.
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Mr. HAWKINS. The next witness is Mr. Angel Manzano, Jr.,
representing the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education-
al Fund.

STATEMENT OF ANGEL MANZANO; JR; EMPLOYMENT LITIGA-
TION, MEXICAN AMERICAN LEGAL. DEFENSE AND EDUCA-
TIONAL FUND
Mr. MANZANO. I am Angel Manzano, an attorney with the Mexi-

can-American Legal Defense and Educational Fund [MALDEF].
MALDEF is a national legal and educational organization devoted
to protecting the civil rights of Mexican Americans: Currently; we
have offices in San Francisco, Denver, Chicago, San Antonio, Wash-
ington; D.C., and here in Los Angeles; our primary areas of- involve-
ment include education, employment, inamigration, and voting
rights. Given the nature of our work; we ay keenly aware of the
significance of the issues before this subcoffimittee today and ap-
preciate the opportunity to testify at these hearings.

Affirmative action is,- quite clearly, a matter which directly or
indirectly affects the life of virtually every American. Yet despite
its pervasive _impact, it is a concept which is widely misunderstood.
Initially used by Congress in 1935 to describe remedies for unfair
labor practices; the term "affirmative action" did not become part
of the lexicon of civil rights until the 1960's. At that time, it was
primarily used to refer to a responsibility on the part of employers
and educational institutions to affirmatively seek out minorities
and women in ordertio insure a representative applicant pool.
Gradually, however, the concept has become more and more resrlt-
oriented, focusing upon the use of goals and timetables to guaran,
tee adequate representation of minorities and females in the actual
work force or student body rather than simply in the applicant
pool.

It is in this latter, more result-oriented sense that I use the term
"affirmative action" here today: Specifically ; I use it to refer to
those race- and sex-conscious measures which are designed to
insure that minorities and women participate in representative
numbers in all aspects of our society. These measures entail more
than merely assembling a representative applicant pool; they in-
volve active consideration of race or sex as: positive factor in
decisions with respect to minority or female candidates. Additional-
ly; these efforts have ually been accompanied by some -form of
numerical assessment of an employer's or educational institution's
progress toward integration.

From the outset, however, we should be equally clear as to what
affirmative action is not. It is not a system of inflexible quotas or
other mechanical formulae designed to give preference to minority
or female 'candidates regardless of their qualifications. Even the
most stringent of judicially or administratively ordered efforts,
premised upon express findings of discrimination, do not require
employers -or educational institutions to disregard applicants' quali-
fications. Similarly affirmative action is not a series of require-
ments which is arbitrarily imposed upon employers and education-
al institutions without regard to their past history vis-a-vis minor-
ities and women. Rather; it is fundamentally a remedy to redress
the continuing effects of past discrimination. In the final analysis,
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affirmative action is a collection of race; and sex- conscious reme-
dies designed to insure that otherwise fully qualified minorities are
allowed to participate_ in those institutions in our society which
have historically been closed to them.

AffirmiAtive action has been critical in spurring the economic
gains, modest _though they may have been, over the last decade;
Certainly the Voting Rights Act we have heard so much about in
the last 6 months has been critical to minority political success.
Affirmative action is equally critical to minority access to the
economic arena:

I would like_ to focus my remarks on the questibii Of goals and
timetables; For the last decade_goal§ and timetables have served as
the corners tone of ;affirmative action efforts in our Society. Initially
developed by the Department of Labor in the course of its efforts to
insure the integration of the construction induStry through the
"Philadelphia Plan," goals_ and timetables soon were applied to all
Federal contractors subject to Executive Order 11246 and were
independently adopted by many public and private employers as
part of their voluntary affirmative action programs.

_ In essence, the formulation of goals and timetables entails the
development of numerical targets for partittilar occupational
groupings within an employer's work_ force: These targets are de-
signed to insure that minority and female representation within
those occupational groupings reflects their availability in the local
labbi markets. The rationale for these targets is a straightforward
one. As stated by the.U.S. Supreme Court in international Brother -
hood of Teamsters v: United States;

Absent discrimination, it is ordinarily expected that rioridiScrirunatory hiring
practices will in time result in a work_force more or less representative-Of the racial
and ethnic cdrnposition of the population in the community frbrii which employees
are hired.

It should be noted, however; that the difference between the
goals to which I refer and quotas_iS_ more than merely a semantic
,distinction. The numerical goals utilized for affirtnatiVe action pur-
poses are essentially flexible targets_ for the selection of otherwise
qualified and female candidates. They Ore not rigid for-
mulae which require the selection Of protected class group mem-
bers without regard to merit-

The legality of such numerical_ goals for_minority and female
employment is Clear. As noted above, the Supreme Court's deci-
sions in Bakke, Weber, and Fulliteipe are clear as to the legality_of
color=cOnscious remedies in both the publib and private sector.
Even before these decisions, the legality _of goals and timetables
established pursuant to Executive Order 11246 was settled by the
tYS. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit in Contractors Assocz-
alitin of Eastern Pennsylvania v. Secretary of Labor: There, the
court held that such goals did not contravene title VI or VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964; the constitutional- doctrine of separation of
poWerS,-Or the Executive order itself. Additionally, in both 1969
and l)72 Congress consi-dered and rejected legislative attempts to
limit the use of goals and timetables in the Executive order ro-

gram. .

Beyond questions of legality, howeVer, it is clear that goals an
timetables must be retained because they play- an indispensable
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role in insuring that affirmative action remainsf
r..-a

workable con-
cept. Nithin the framework of -the Executive oer program, for
example, they provide the requisite certainty for _prospective con-
tractors prior to bidding as required by procurement laws; they
provide a target, which if' met, is a presumption of compliance with
affirmative action obligations; and where they are not met, they
serve as a measuring device to trigger an investigation of the
overall compliance status of a contractor.

Put another way, goals and timetables are essential because, as a
practical matter, they remain the primary and often the sole mech-
anism by which to insure- that employers are held accountable in
the area of affirmative action. Without them, the well-meaning will
be left to flounder without any real measure of their progress
toward integration while the more invidiously motivated will be
allowed to evade their responsibilities by hiding behind such vague
standards as good faith and best efforts. It is not difficult to under-
stand why the Department of Labor has concluded

That t he use of goals and timetables is Ahe most effective means for increasing the
number of women and minorities in employment, from which they-have previously
been excluded or have not been represented in proportion to their availability.

Let me close by saying we believe -there is a continued- need for
aggressive affirmative action efforts. We opppose any weakening of
our national commitment to equal employment -opportunities for
minorities and women. More specifically, we oppose current propos-
als which would amend or alter Executive Order 11246, title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, or the Federal Constitution in a
manner which would undermine the gains made by minorities and
women in recent years.

The problems which affirmative action was intended to remedy
prejudice and discriminationare still very much with us, and so
long as they remain, we see no reason to abandon what has, in
effect, become the one workable- mechanism in achieving -their
elimination. We would not argue that affirmative action is a simple
solution or, indeed; that it -is a perfect one: Undoubtedly; it has
resulted in instances in which employers and educational institu-
tions have had to contend with unrealistic bureaucratic demands.
These isolated instances, however, should not lead us to lose sight
of the fundamental soundness of affirmative action. In the final
analysis, it has served as an effective tool in the integration of our
society, and we should by no means abandon it in favor of patently
less effective solutions.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
(The preired testimony of Angel Manzano follows:]
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Pitt:iAMEH TESTIMONY OF ANGEL MANZA1414, JR., ATTORNKY;__MEXICAN!ANIERICAN
LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATIONAI. Fu

My name is Angel Manzano, and I am an attorney with the

Mexican American Legal Defense and EdUCational Fund (MALDEF).

MALDEF is a national legal and educational organization de-

voted to protecting the civil rights of Mekidah Americans.

Currently, we have offices in San Francisco, Denver, Chicago,

Safi Antonio; Washington, D.C. and here in Los Angeles; our

primary areas of involvement include education, employment,

immigration and voting rights. Given the nature of our work;

we are keenly aware of the significance of the issues before

this subcommittee today and appreciate the opportunity to

testify at these hearings.

Affirmative action is; quite clearly, a matter which

direCtIy or indirectly affects the life of virtually every

American. Yet despite its pervasive impact, it is a concept

which is widely misunderstood. Initially used by Congress in

1935 to describe remedies for unfair Iaberpractices; the

term "affirmatiVe action" did not become part of the lexicon

of civil rights until the 1960's. At that tithe, it was pri-

marily used to refer to a responsibility on the part of

employers and educational institutions to affirmatively seek out

minorities and women in order. to ensure a representative

applicant pool.: Gradually, however, the concept has becoMe

more and more result-oriented, focusihg upon the use of goals
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.

end timetables to guarantee adequate representation of

minorities and females in the actual work fcrce.or stUdeni

body rather than simply in the applicant pool.

It is in this latter, more result-oriented sense thiit I

use the term "affirmative action" here today. Specifically,

I use it to refer to those race and sex conscious measures

which are designed to ensure that minorities and women par-

ticipate in representative nUMbers in all aspects of our

society. "These measures entail more than merely assembling

a representative applicant pool; they involve active con-

sideration of race or sex as a positive factor in decisions

with respect to minority or female candidates. Additionally,

these efforts have usually been accompanied by some form of

numerical assessment of an employer's or educational in-

stitution's progress toward integration.

From the outset, however; we should be equally clear

as to what affirmative action is not. It is not a system-of

'inflexible quotas or Other mechanical formulae designed to

give preference to minority or female candidates regardless

of their qualifications. Etren the most stringent of judi-

cially or administratively ordered efforts, premised upon

express findings of diScrimination, do not require employers

or educational institutions to disregard applicants'

qualifications. Similarly, affirmative action is not a

series of requirements which isiarbitrarily imposed upon

employers and educational institutions without.regard to
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their past history .vis -a -vis minorities and women. Rather,

it is fundamentally a remedy to redress the Continuing effects

of past discrimination. In the final analysis, affirmative

action it a Collection of race and sex conscious remedies

designed to ensure that otherwise fully qualified minorities

are allowed to participate
inthose institutions in our

society which have historically' been closed to them.

The history of the Mexican American people clearly de-

Mehatrates the need for such remedial efforts; Indeed, the

tradition of prejudice and
discrimination against persons of

Mexichh descent is deeply-rooted throughout the Southwest.

As the Supreme Court's decision in Hernandez -vim -Texas makes

abundantlY Clear; systemic discrimination agaihat Mexican

Americans in the administration
of justice has long been the

rule. Similarly, Segregation in public accomodatiohe and

facilities has also been quite commonplace.

In employment, discrimination has equally been per-

VasiVe. For example, from the 1870's until the 1960's,

copper mining companies in Ati20ea classified laborers of

Mexican Origin as "Mexican labor" and paid theM uniformly

:
Iowerages than those paid to their white counterparts.

A 1930 study conducted
in California found that jobs in which

Mexican Americans tended to be employed were primarily

seasonal in nature; had little potential for advanceMent;

and were largely in undesirable locations.
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Educational discrimination has also been an,accepted

fact of life. For example, Mexican American children, until

relatively recently, were educated in separate and inferior

"Mexican schools." A 1948 report by the Mexican-Chamber of

Commerce of Harlingen, Texas, describes one such Mexican

school as characterized by broken windows', rooms without

light, three inch cracks in the side of the building and

loose ceilings "just about ready to fall". Additionally,

public schools throughout the .Southwest did little to adjust to

the limited English language skills of many of their Mexican

American pupils.

Affirmative action programs have served as an invalu-,

able tool in our efforts to overcome this legacy of discrimi-

nation. For example, in a study of affirmative action in

admissions at the University of California at Santa Barbara,

Chicano sociologist David Leon found that in 1965, the number .

of blacks and Chicanos on that campus could be counted on the

fingers of one hand. By the 1979-1980 fiscal year, however,

1,159 minority students, over or 7.4% of aII undergraduates

on that campus, had entered the institution through its

special adMissions program. Similarly, affirmative action'

programs launched in 1974 to improve the representation of

Hispanics in California state employment have had significant

effects. In that year; Hispanics comprised kess than 5% ofless

'\
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California's state employees.
The latest state census,

however; shows
thZit HiSPahies now comprise roughly

9.18 of

such state employees.

Although these gains may appear modest, their Value should

not be underestimated:
Through mechaniSMS such as affirmatve,

action, HiSpanics and other minority group members have been

given a stake in this nation's societal institutions. One

need only recall the violence and turmoil which rocked the

inner - cities of this nation during the late 1960'd to

comprehend that such a stake is vital not only to the well-

being of our minority
communities butto the welfare Of our

nation as a whole.

It is equally clear,
however, that we have yet to overcome

the bigotry and
discrimination which have been the hallmark

of the Mexican Affeticans experience in this country. To the:,

contrary; recent data
continues to reflect the relative de-

privation of Mexican AMericans in our society. The United

States Burden of the Census, for example; reports that as of

March, 1979, the overall Unemployment
rate for our nation was

6.1%; for Hispanics; it was 8.,7%. For white youths, the un-

employment rate was 12.5*; for Hispanic youth, it was 17.2%.

_ -

In 1978, the median
earnings figure for aII non-Hispanic maIet

.

_

was $12,300 for Hispanic malea; it was $8,900. In that same

year; the median
earnings figure, for all non- Hispanic females

was $5,300; for
Hispanic females, it was $4,700. Sadly; even
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today, over. 20% of all Mexican Americans continue to live

below the poverty level.

As these statistics make clear, the gains of the last

decade, although tangible, have not been sufficient to overcome

the prejudice and discrimination which continue to permeate

our society. We must come to understand that a decade of

remedial efforts is simply not enough to compensate for

generation after generation of bigotry and deprivation.

There can, therefore, be little doubt that affirmative

action must remain a viable concept in our society. Both

the past and the present demonstrate an unequivocal need for

race and sex conscious remedies designed to alleviate the

plight of minorities and women in this country. Yet despite

this clear need, affirmative action has been the kift0-6-C-E-Of

considerable controversy:- Its detractors allege that it is

inconsistent with the fundamental principles of American

society; that its implementation is far too costly; and that

it only re.,:lts in "reverse racism" against white males.

None of these arguments; however;-WiII withstand close in-

tellectual scrutiny.

For example,' critics of affirmative action often argue

that it breaks -with' this nation's fundamental commitment to

assess individuals according to their merit rather than their

racial or ethnic characteristics. Such an assertion, 'owever,
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is at best naive. Initially, it fails to consider the extent

to which "merit" factors in any society are invariably tied to

the deeial.order. As has been pointed Out by Terry Duster,

a black sociologist at the University of California at

Berkeley, measures of merit have varied throughout history,
R.

and virtually without exception, they have been intrinsically

connected to Maintaining the position of the privileged mem-

bers of the'articular society.

Additionally, this preoccupation with merit assumes that

our nation has historically functioned as a meritocracy.

Such, of course, is far froM the case. One need only take

note of the influence which has long been eXercised by "old

boy" networks in order to understand that our society has

traditionally allowed a variety of extrinsic factors to enter into

employment and school admissions decisions. As Justice Black-

man stated with respect to school admissions programs in his

opinion in Bakke:

"It' ii.iomeWhat ironic_to_have us so deeplk
disturbed OVer_a_prOgram where race is an

eleMent of consciousness., and yet_te_be_
aware of the fact,-as we are,_that insti-
tutions of higher learninghave given

conceded - preferences -up -to a point to those

posseSSed Of athletic skills, to the Children
Of_alumnii_to the affluent Who may bestow
their largess on the-institutions; and to

those having connections with celebrities,
the famous, and the powerful."

Indeed, the espoused concern of affirmative action's de-

tractors with the purity Of the merit system seems somewhat
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disingenous. Most notably, we question whether their

apparent unwillingness to consider racial and ethnic

characteristics is a function of dearly-held principles or

merely historical convenience. One must remember that

until quite recently, racial,,. and ethnic considerations were
_

utilized without impunity to deprive minorities of an equal

share of the,fruits of our society. Yet, it is only more

recently, when racial and ethnic factors have been used to

favor minorities, that many have found them incongruous with

the AMerican tradition.

The other arguments which have been raised against

-affirmative action can be refuted with even greater ease.

The contention, for example; that compliance with, affirmative

action regulations invariably occasions exorbitant costs is

quite clearly overstated. Thus, while the University of

Michigan may have spent $350,000 to develop an affirmative

action plan, it spent $7.2 million to comply with regulations

for the handicapped. The University of Illinois, for its part,

spent overone-half ofa million dollars to correct a violation

of the Occupational Safety and Health Act.

No one would contend that affirmative action programs

are free of costs. The regulatory process inevitably results

in the imposition of financial burdens upon the regulated.

We submit, however, that the costs attendant to affirmative

A.1 action programs are quite insignificant when one considers

the societal benefits generated.

Finallyi the notion that affirmative action has resulted

4k.0
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in "reverse racism" against
White males can be summarily dis-

MISS-ed. As has been noted by a number Of reputable social

scientists, it is difficult to comprehend how affirmatiVe

action has generated such reverse
diadriMination when, in

fact, the vast majority of
opportunities continue to go to

white malda. Moreover, while today's white males are quick

to protest that they should
netbe penalized for the op-

pression wreaked upon minorities by their grandparents or the

grandparents of others, they arc not as quick to recognize

that they continue to benefit daily from those past acts of

oppression.

Critics of affirmative action have also sought to challenge

its legality. The legality of race and sex Conscious remedies,

however, can no lohger be questioned. To the contrary, in

recent years, the United States SupreMe COurt he'd consistently

held that such measures are bath Constitutionally and

statutorily permissible. For example, in Regents Of the

University of California v. Bakke, the Court held that although

Title VI. of the 1964 Civil Rights Act does
not permit the :use

of radial or ethnic quotas in,the admisdienk policies of a

,'state-operated medical school, the statute does permit the

consideration of race or ethnicity as one of,Many factors in

the admissions process. In United States Steelworkers v.

Weber, the Supreffie Court went even fUrther, hOlding that

racial and ethnic quotas were
permissible under Title. VI/
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of the 1964 Civil Rights Act where they were used in a

manner which promoted the integration of an employer's work

force. Most recently, in Fullilove v. lautznick, the Court

upheld the constitutionality of a provision of the Public

Works Employment Act which provided that at least 108 of

federal funds granted for local public works must be used

by state or local grantees to procure services or supplies

from minority-owned businesses.

In short, -we believe that neither policy nor legal

considerations justify any curtailment of current affirmative

action effort3. It is', therefore, with considerable dismay

that we view the variety of proposals currently being

circulated in Washington, D.C. which would effectively under-

mine all race and sex conscious remedies. Although ostensibly

aimed at lightening the regulatory burdens imposed upon the

business community, in the final analysis, these proposals

would uniformly render affirmative action a hollow concept.

Indeed, the common thread which runs through most of these

proposals is the elimination of the most important elements

of affirmative action - goals and timetables; statistical

measures of compliance, and voluntary affirmative action

programs.

For the last decade, goals and timetables have served

as the cornerstone of affirmative action efforts in our
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Society. Initially developed by the Department of Labor in

the course of its efforts to ensure the integration of the

construction industry through the "Philadelphia Plan"; goals

and timetablea,soon were applied to all-federal contractors

subject to EXeCutive Order 11246 and were independently adopted

by many public and private employers gs part of their voluntary

affirmative action programs.

In essence, the formulation of goals and timetables entails the

4development of numerical targets for particular occupational groupings

J
within pin employer's work force.

These targets are designed

to ensure that minority and female representation within those

Ioccupational groupings reflects their availability in the

)7

loca labor markets. The rationale for these targets is a

straightforward One. As stated by the United States SUptes4

Cott in Intern Brotherhood Of Teamsters V. Unite&

st/it-6E4, 431 U.S. 324 (1977):

//
"absent discrimination, it is Ordinarily
expected that-nondiscriminatory hiring
practices wilI.in_time result in a work
force MOrd or_less_representative of the'
racial and ethnic composition of the 0600-_-__

lation in the community from which employees

are hired".

/d,, 340, n 20

It should be noted, however; that the difference be-
_

tween the "goala" to which I refer and "quotas" is more thah

Merely a semantic distinction. The numerical goals utilized.

for affirmative action purposes are essentially flexible

423
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targets for the selection of otherwise qualified minority

and female candidates. They are not rigid formulae which

require the selectioli of protected class group members without

regard to merit.

The legality of such numerical goals for minority and

female employment is clear. As noted above, the Supreme

Courts decisions in Bakke, Weber and Fullilove are clear

as to the legality of color-conscious remedies in both the

public and private sector. Even before these decisions,

the legality of goals and timetables established pursuant

to Executive Order 11246 was settled by the United States

COurt of Appeals for the Third Circuit in Contractors

Asoiation-of--Eastern Pennsylvania v. Secretary of Labor;

442 F.2d 159, cert. denied, 404 US 854 (1971). There, the

Court held that such goals did not contravene TitI VI or

VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the constitutional

doctrine of separation of powers or the Executive order it-

self. Additionally, in both 1969 and 1972 Congress considered

and rejected legislative attempts to limit the use of goals

and timetables in the Executive order program.

Beyond questions of legality, however, it is-clear

that goals and timetables must be retained because they play

an indispensable role in ensuring that affirmative action re-

mains a workable concept. Within the framework of the Executive

0
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order program, for example, they provide the requisite.

certainty for prospective
contractors prior to bidding as

required by procurement laws: they
provide'a target, Which if

met, is apresumption of compliance With affirmative action

obligations: and where they are not met, they serve as a

measuring device to trigger an investigation of the overall

compliance status of a contractor:

Put another way, goals and timetables are essential

because, as a practical matter, they keMeih;

the primary and often the sole mechanism

by which to ensue that employers are held accountable in the

area of.affirmative action. Without them, the well-meaning

will be left to fItnitder without any real measure of their

progreSt toward integration while the mote invidiously

motivated will be a/ley-Wed to evade their responsibilities

by hiding behind such vague standards as "good faith" and

"best efforts". It is not difficult, therefore, to under-
_

stand why the Department of Labor has concluded "that the

use of Oats and timetables is the most effective means for

increasingthe number Of Women and minorities in employment

from whiCh they have previously been excluded or have not

__-
been represented in proportion to their availability." 42

P.R. 52442 (Sept; 30; 1977) (emphasis added);

0
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Like goals and timetables the "effects teat" articulated

by the United States Supreme Court in Griggs v. Duke Power Co. 401 U.S.

424 (1971), must continue te be an integral part of federal civil

rights enforcement efforts. Discrimination in its most OVert

forms is becoming increasingly rare in our society. Rather,

it now more commonly manifests itself in the form of elaborate

selection criteria and procedures which bear no real relation-

ship to actual performande. The On result, however, is up-

mistakably the same -- minorities and women are denied

available opportunities.

Given these realities it is essential; therefere; that the -

effects test, with its emphasis upon the relative statistical

impact of particular practices upon minorities and women, re-

main a vital part of our jurisprudence. To impose upon

plaintiffs the burden Of proving motive or intent in this

era of sophisticated, covert discriminatory practices would

be tantamount to repeal of many federal nondiscrimination pro-

visions.

Additionally, we should not lose sight of-the fact that

the effects test considers more than the statistical'impact

of a given practice upon protected class groups. Even those

practices which have an adverse impact upon minorities or

women can be utilized where an employer can, in fact, demon-

strate the practices in question bear a relationship to the

426
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_

responsibilities of the particular position.. AS Stich, any

retreat from statistical measures Of compliance would not

only hinder the elimination of discriminatory policies; it

would generate no real benefits for employers and the busi-

ness community.

Finally, we note that if affirmative action is to remain

a viable mechanism, Noluntary programs must be allowed to

continue effeetiveIy. To9Amit affirmative action efforts

to those instances where a court Or an administrative

-----;ribunal has made é ftrmal finding of discrimination would

only hinder its effectiveness.
Essentially, such a re-

striction would only atifle.the creativity of socially

responsible employers and educational institutions while

generating needless litigation end related legal proceedings.

In sum, we believe there is a continued need for aggressive

affitsiative action efforts. We oppose any weakening of our

national commitment to equal employment opportunities for

minorities and women. More specifically, we oppose current

proposals which would amend Of alter Executive Order 11246;

Title VII Of the Civil Rights. Act of 1964 or the federal

Constitution in a manner'whiCh Weald undermine the gains made

by minorities and women in recent years.

The problems which
affirmative action was intendedto- _

remedy -- prejudice and
discrimination -- are still very much
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with us, and so. long as they remain, we see no reason to

abandon what has, in effect, become the one workable

mechanism in achieving their elimination. We would not argue

that affirmative action is a simple solution or, indeed, that

it is a perfect one. Undoubtedly, it has resulted in in-

stances in which employers and educational institutions have

had tO contend with unreaIiStiC bureaucratic demands: These

isolated instances, however, should not lead us to lose sight.

of the fundamental soundness of affirmative action. In the

final analysis, it has served as an effective tool in the

integration of our society, and we should by no means abandon

it in favor of patently less, effective solutions.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr.. Weiss.
Mt. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have no

questions. I want to express my appreciation to all the witnesses, I
think- it has been outstanding testimony and very helpful to us.
Thank you.

Mr: HAWKINS: Mr, Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Just one brief question of Mr. Bell. If you

begin -with the proposition that whatever -the job pool_ that there
. should be a fairer distribution of those jobs among all faCetS

cluding minorities; do you encounter any problems? e
Mr. BELL. Do I find problems with that proposition?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes,
Mr. BELL. No. I do not understand why you raised the question.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I was atlittle confused by your testimony. I did

not know exactly what- your- _point was.- Clearly I do not think
anyone in his right mind would oppose a beefed-up economy which
creates . more and more employment;- but I gathered froin_your
testimony that there was somewhat of a mild criticism of affirma-
tive action because it could not solve all the problems,

Mr. BELL. Let me sayno. My argument is that if labor markets
for majority workers are slack, then the effort to implement af-
firmative action is likely to give. rise to considerable resistance on
the part of white workers. That resistance will have an effect on
the- cost of production of the affected firms, Therefore; you _have
both the firms and the workers ag_ainst you. In that-kind-of con-
text; affirmative action does not fare very well.

We have had now I do not know how many years of a slack
economy, at least not a strong one.-These years of a relatively slow
economy'llave just slowly eaten away at the vitals of affirmative
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action. We have _just systematically made --erfeiiiies 'year: by year:-
Once the economy becomes stronger, then I believe you have a
context in Which affirmative action; While it may Continue to be
opposed by some majority workers, becomes a possible source of
cost reduction to the firms. So at least you get an ally on that -side:

I think that is very essential to the long-term viability of the
program.

So my argument, then is that you cannot expect to push affirma-
tive action programs effectively when labcit thatkets'are, slack:
Even today; of course, there are some labor markets that are tight.
But you should lOok for those:

Mr WASHINGTON. In short, you get more opposition When jobs
are slack?

Mr: BELL. YeS.
Mr. WILSoN. Mr: Washington; may I reSpond to your question?
One of the things that a number of us recall in the employment

histoty in this country are those occasions such as during World
War II, the Kiirean'war, and other times when the economy was
going full blastwhen there still waS no inclusion of racial minor-
ities or women__ in key roles and often in menial roles,in the
employment picture. In the hiring_ of Minorities, there is no such
one-on-one relationship that has ever been dernotiSttated in the
history of this country,

Mr. WASHINGTON. Would -you care to comment, Mr. Oliver?
Mr. OLIVER: Well while I am not sure I would agree with every-

thing you Say, we could show you the trends in the last 20.years,
and we_ would see that Pattern that you say does not exist.

Mr. BE Which pattern is that?
Mt. OLIVER. The pattern that whah we do have a healthy econo

my, blacks tend to be incorporated in the labdt force at a greater
rate:

Mr. BELL. Could I make that point?
Mr: OLIVEEA. YOUi argument was historically a particular argu-

ment, prior t 1952; from 1952 on it haS been a pretty consistent
rate: During healthy economy,. blacks get absorbed; in an un-
healthy ecotionly, blacks drop out

Mr: BELL. Can I make one final comment?
My argument; though; is that that is not enough; that blacks

becoming absorbed in a strong economy simply ineati_that they
are the last hired and the first fired. They get the jobs, but they get
the last jobs._ So what you need, is both a strong economy and
affirmative action. The purpose is to be able to lift blacks and other
minoritieS not simply from a job at the bottOM but to a better job
in -the middle or the top._

I am- arguing the importance of the coincidence of both affirma-
tive action and a strong labor market.
__Mr. WASHINGTON: You are not saying, if you do not have a strong
economy, you Should_ abandon affirmative action Programs? You
are not saying that are you?,

Mr. BELL. Something dangerously close to that.
Mr.. WASHINGTON. That is -why I tried to establish my___basic

premise__ abat whatever the pool, there shOtild be a fair distribu-
tion of jobs.

Mr. Oliver.
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Mr;OtivEx. I ;would like to' respond to your comments in one
way. You seem to put a lot of emphasis on the labor market. The
problem we_are having now is that the labor market tends to get
expanded. Where it used to be the regional labor market, we are
talking now about--a--ria-tionallaborrnaAca,---Now- we are talking
about an international labor market. When Ford says we are going
to make the world car, we do not make the world car.- It is made in
Japan or in Brazil. So that is the kind of probleni that affirmative
action has a difficult time addressing, but on the one hand we need
to address those kinds of issues, too.

For example, the Humphrey-Hawkins.bill, the original bill tried
to get at some of _those things. These people are going to go off to
another country. We need jobs. Those kinds of remedies also have
to be included.

Mr. HAWKINS. If _you would yield, Mr: WaShington, I am not
really too much disturbed: I was- somewhat confused with Mr.
Bell's relation of it, but not disappointed. Let me say I do not see a
strong disagreement: I think Ave have- tried_ to deal with this prob-
lemfor a long time In the formulation of a full-employment ap-
proach; I think we attempted to deal with it within the context of
full employment and fair employment being intertwined and.going
along with each other. It has always been, my contentionwhich
perhaps comes very close to:saying what you said Mr. Bellthat if
affirmative action or if equal employment opportunities means
taking jobs away4rom another group, then you lose the support in
order to achieve the type of economy that we want. I think the
thing that Probably disturbed us a little,Fbut again I think there is
some accommodationwas that if we abandon the concept ,of at.
firmative action_ in_a slack economy, do we abandon it in times of
adversity in the economy? I think that perhaps gets us clown to_ the
point where it is controversial and where we need to get some
strategy.

I think thos^ of us who are in the political field deviate a- little
from those of you who are in the scientific or academic fiel& and
attempt to be politicians: Today; the administration is attempting
to have a stagnant economy and at the same time do away With
affirmative action: The strategy that some of _us have employed -to
get the allyand this is purely political and I think you did refer
to who becomes your allyat thattimeis to say to those who
ordinarily have been your allies'are those supporting affirmative
action. Let us say that you who represent the labor, _movement: if
you do not work with us to get full employment, then we insist
that as jobs become fewer; that you share those jobs with us; There
should be equality of sacrifice. We should try to attempt, through
political means, to force them to become allies and to obtain more
jobs So that there will be a fair distribution so that we do not have
to share or take jobs from one, group or another.

As I say, we become in a sense politiciens and not economists in
so dealing with it. On that basiSand I think it is purely a basis of
expediencythere are some of us who feel that we have to press on
with affirmative action even in these times. Your point still re-
mains true that there will be fewer jobs, .and if you believe that
you are going to be successful in taking jobs from one, group,
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transferring them to another, that that is a purelyineffective way
and may doom OS to failure.

I think we still; in a strict sense, have to insist that if there are
to be fewer jobs, there must be equality of sacrifice, and that
means continuing- the efforts in the field of affirmative action.

I am not disturbed. __I- think your statement rendered you as a
strong supporter of affirmative action. I do not disagree with your
formulation too greatlY:

We will have to be politicians; Mr. Washington, I suppose:
Mr. WASHINGTON. I agree with yon, Mr: Chairman.
Mr. HAWkir48. Fight like hell for affirmative action, regardless.
Mr. WASHINGTON: I yield.
Mr. IlAwxu4S. Thank you:
Any further questions?
Again; I have to agree with Mr. Weiss that it has been an

excellent panel. 1. regret that time did not permit us to even devel-

op some of the thought§ expressed. The record will be kept open for

any additional views. I think you, Mr. Bell, indicated that you did
not have time to Prepare a statement: Perhaps you will include
some of the discussion -that has been se relevant to this discussion

so that we can clarify the issue.
Thank you. t Ii

Mr. HAWKINS; The next panel f will consist of Mr. Michael

Ishikawa, affirmative action compliance Officer; Mr. Steven F_aus-

dna, and Mr. Peter Phillipes of the Levi Strauss Co; and Mr. 011ie
Hadley-of the LOS Angeles Basin Equal Opportunity IAague. _

May I_indicate the reason we took the last panel rather than the
next to the last was there were several members of this panel who
happen to be from out of the city and who have planes to catch.
We didn't want them to miss those planes; We'considered that the

two previouS witnesses of the other panel are in the city and have
not indicated to us that they have planes to catch. They have the
freeWay to fight but net planes to catch. It was just out of that
sense of fairness that we rendered this judgment and called the

last panel. .

I think if we confine the remarks as briefly as possible to.- the 5

minutes which we hope to cover' and to haVe the full statements
entered in the record; and if you don't.. have prepared statements,
to keep the record Open so_that any additional statement or sup,
porting evidence can presented in the record that that will
satisfy; I think, all of L. views expressed;

STATEMENT OF OLLIE IIADLEY_,_ PRESIDENT; LOS. ANGELES

BASIN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY LEAGUE; XEROX MEDICAL SYS-

TEMS _
Mr. HADLEY. Mr; Chairman; members of the subcommittee, I am

011ie Hadley, president of 011ie Hadley AsSobiates consulting _firm.
However, I am here today representing the Los Angeles Basic

Equal Opportunity League, whose members rePresent ,the maim
stream Of area business enterprises _including aerospace; banking,

motion picture; automotive, electronic; insurance, and many other

industries.
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The purpose of our LABEOL organizationis furthering and fos-
_ tering in business and industry the tenets of equal employment

opportunity and affirmative action.
It is clearly evident that for the first time in many years Federal

equal employment opportunity and affirmative action processes are
under serious scrutiny and challenge. That is why the president of
our organization, Theresa Kelley, directed a letter to the Presi-
dent's counsel; Edwin Meese; within days, of the inauguration.
Please let me share the majority of its contents with this important
committee:

The Los .Angeles Basin_EquatOpportunity League is_a prominent; well-regarded
organization situated in the President's own home.State_of_California and is corne
prised of a representative cross-section on American industry and_biasines_sThe
purpose of this correspondence is to highlight our concern that the merit, affirma-
tive gains achieved by minorities and women as a result of efforts of paSt Republi-
can and Democratic administrations may be severely eroded during the next 4
years.

The new administration should hopefully.soon decide that vital government EEO
programs must not be watered down or stripped of jurisdictional authority so as to
render them power -less to deal with pervasive problems of racial and sex discrimina-
tion. Notwithstanding, please know that many of the private corporations we repre-
sent feel victimized relative to overregulation by certain Federal agencies and that
much of the paper requirements, especially pertaining to equal opportunity and
affirmative action, is burdensome, counterproductive, and even unnecessary. 7

ExpresSly; LABEOL_ is presenting the subsequent recommendations for considera-
tion the _transition team and the new administration: .

1. Executive Order 1_1_04urisdiction be retained 'without being merged/at this
time with the title VII-agency.

2. The status of the Office Federal contract compliance programs be_upgr_aded, by
having its director report and be accountable only to the Labor Department Secre-
tary.

:3. OFCCP continue to have high priority activities and to maintain effective
enforcement powers in dealing with contractor recalcitrance or complacency. The
establishment of goals and timetables should continue to be the means for overcom-
ing female and minority underutilization.

4. There needs to be a drastic redaction of paper requirements imposed on Federal
contractors without taking away OFCCP authority to handle both affirmative action
and discrimination issues, . . .

5. Equal opportunity specialist should be disciplined to stay within jurisdictional
bounds and never be permitted to exceed the specified requirements of relevant
laws; orders and regulations. .

(. The recent_raorganization_of the Equal EmPloyment Opportunity Commission,
which has dramatically_ reduced_longstanding ca_se b_acklog and has significantly
shortened complaint processing, should.remain in process.

Thatconeludes the letter except for the brief salutation:
In recent years, particularly, since the contract com_pliance reor-

ganization of 1978there7has7been increasing_ concern that the
program has not been "cost effective" and that affirmative action
requirements has become more "burdensome" than ever before.

American industry is -very willing to spend funds productively.
Over the last 20 years, thousands of companies have made and met
goals and commitments; exceeding Federal expectations; Moreover
the measurable benefits derived' from affirmative action taken in
the workplace have caused attendant costs to be for the most part;
disregarded. Throughout the Nation, the tangible result is a more
discrimination-free recruitment and employment environment.

As decisions are contemplated which affect -that status of Federal
EEO programs', for the present and future, the Los Angeles Basin
Equal Opportunity League urges both. the administration and Con,
gress to seek timely counsel from our highly knowledgeable and
experienced organization.
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Thank you for this opportunity to represent LABEOL at thiS
hearing g.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Hadley.
Mr. Faustina.

STATEMENT OF STEVEN FAUSTINA; MANAGER OF CONTRACT
COMPLIANCE, LEVI STRAUSS & CO,,_ACCOMPANIED BY PETER
PHILLIPES; ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL
Mr. FAuatiNA. Thank you very much. I believe-I:arn One of the

flight catchers. Given the status of the LA freeways and
controllers' strike, we are extremely thankful for your moving the-
agenda.

I am Steven A. Faustina. I am manager of contract compliance
for Levi Strauss & Co. and in that position am responsible for the
corporation's compliance with Federal equal employment opportu-
nity requirements. _I -am accompanied by Peter M. Phillipes, asSiat=
ant general counsel of Levi Strausa & Cc).

Levi Strauss Co. is the world's largest manufacturer ofbrand=
ed apparel; with major production and distribution_facilities in 18
StateS. Our sales volume in 1980 was in excess of $2.8 billien,and
our domestic work force numbers in excess of 35;000 persona.

Levi Strausta & -Co.; as a Federal contractor, has a legal obligation
to maintain an effective affirmative action program; AlthoUgh this
legal obligation presents a compelling argument for the acceptance
of affirmative action in the employment of minorities, women and
handicapped persons; at -Levi Strauss & CO. we believe that our
strongest motivation is the moral obligation k to do_.so. In other
words, it is the right thing to do.

The peat 131 years of our history reflects this corporate commit=
ment to be fair and 'responsive to human needswhether it be in
relatidna with employees; in hiring practices, in advancement Op-
portunities and benefit plans, or in the company's continuing ef-
forts to improve the quality of life in the communities in which we
operate. Our interest in equal employment opportunity_ goes
beyond, as_I pointed out, the legal requirement. In fact, we like to
say that if the Executive order were rescinded tomorrow, or to=

night, that we would continue with our vigorous affirmative action
effOrts. ,.

Our interest is not, as some may suspect, a pretext for good
public relations. It is simply our belief that attentiveness to all the
social dimensions of business activity is as important as attentive-
ness to financial requirements.

This is not to say that we do not seek a reduction in govemmeri=
tal regulation; for we do. We believe that the current overabun-
dance of _bureaucratic detail makes the concept Of affirmatiVe
action less salable and often frustratin_g to private industry. In our
own case, _less_ restrictive Government regulation would make avail-
able a significant amount of our corporate _resources for more
productive means of achieving our EEO goals. In 1980; we estimate
that $200,000 was spent on administrative_costs involved specifical=
iy with recordkeeping and external compliance reportingThat is
on what I like tip call paper affirmative action. This kind of affirm=

ative_action does not result in more Mine-rides or women getting
jobs, being promoted or trained for advancement, which I believe
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was the original intention of the Executive order and one which
Levi Strauss & Co. thoroughly endorses;

would like to share with you some of the management tools
that we have voluntarily- undertaken at Levi Strauss & Co. to make
affirmative action a reality instead of merely a paper exercise in
the satisfaction of Government regulations.

Our affirmative action program begins with direction from and
review by the board of directors. The board has accepted the re-
sponsibility of considering the impact of corporate activities on the
interests and expectations of minorities, women, and other protect-
ed classes and assuring that appropriate policies and procedures
are developed and implemented to guarantee compliance with both
statutory and in-house requirements:

ForEE0 to become an integral part of the corporate agenda, the
chief executiVeofficermust demonstrate EEO leadership. At
Levi Strauss & CO. the CEO lii-scf.eated-an-affirmative action
council composed of ? key senior management officials. Th-e'council---
performs the following tasks:

One: Review of existing EEO programs and activities.
Two: Providing advice and counsel to the CEO.
Three: Recommending changes in- EEO policy or hiring practices.
The AA council has been an effective management tool because

it has a clear purpose, specific mission and objectives, strong lead-
ership; adequate staff supportkbut most importantly; because it has
the support of the CEO.

The purpose of the Executive orde_was -to encourage corpora-
tions to take a proactive position on EEO. Today, however, many
companies often act only in response to a threat of Government
action or private litigation. At Levi Strauss & Co. we still try to take
the same proactive approach to EEO that we have always followed.

Today. this proactive stance can be seen in our management
structure. The contract compliance section of our corporate EEO
department has established an internal auditing function that
audits our field locations and those of our subsidiaries for EEO/
AAP compliance. These audits are in addition to any scheduled by
the OFCCP. Their purpose is to identify problem areas and to
counsel and assist facility managers.

Finallywhat we feel is one of our most important management
approaches as part of our management approach'to EEO; we have
included EEO performance as part of-overall management account-
ability. AA plans submitted for seSTor management review must
contain significant and realistic goals and objectives. Middle man-
agers who participate in their development know they- will be
responsible for EEO performance and their annual performance
appraisals and bonuses will be affected by their accomplishments
in this area. Our goal-setting procedures are designed to achieve
realistic results rather than goals, following from the application of
formula.

Voluntarily undertaken; critical assessments should be the foun-
dation of realistic planning for EEO/AA.

The third is economicEEO goals and_stratege-been-in-
corporated within the organization's total management program
not because of Government regulations or court orders; but because
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it makes good business sense. And as we have said before --it is -the
right thing to do.

To_ Stith tip, as an alternative to inflexible regulations,. we Wotild
recommend that businesses-consider the following strategy:

Orie: Add EEO performance objectives for management_Without
abandoning profit maximization as the primary- man.agement re-
sponSibility. An unprofitable or economically_ ailirig business is_ in
no position to achieve EEO goals. Only a healthy business can
generate the resources and provide the management SkillS required
to_mount_ and sustain significant EEO programs.

Two Utilize realistic internal EEO planning to__eStabliShIOals,
policies, and _action__OrograniS that are uniquely suited to the re,
qiiireinents of the particular corporation and are not' the result of
externally _mandated, often inflexible.

Unless this EEO philosophy and approach gains wide acceptance
we fear We will continue to be overburdened by governmental
regulation._ I believe that many corporationS are. begirining to un-
derstand the value to business and its _host society of exercising
private options_ before they become public imperatives. We would
hope that the Congress will proVide business with the encourage=
ment needed to move in that direction. .

We appreciate the opportunity to :appear before you today and
will:be: pleased to answer any questions ytiti may have -for us.

Mr. _HAvvicii4S. Mr. Phillipes; rlo you have anything to add?_
Mr. PHILLtpks. No I belieVe 161r. Faustina's statement covers our

corporate _position.
Mr; HAWKINS, Are there any ktieStibriS the members would like

to ask of. Mr. Faustina _or Mr; Phillipes? We could d6 SO at this
point and then dismiss them.

[No response.]
HAWKINS. _Mr. ISIiikaWa, I understand, is_from__the_ city. I

don't expect him_ to catch a plane this'afternoon._We will get to you
later on; _Mr: Ishikawa.
-I would like to ask this _question, Mr. FauStina. Since Levi

Strauss OperateS in 18 States and internationally; but specifically
With respect to your operation in 18 States, let us assume a hypo-
thetical situationthat affirmative action is abandoned and the
EEOC and OFCCP programs are reduced SubStantially and that the
States primarily have the responsibility to operate much stronger
preigrams. My last reading of the Situation was that in at lease a
maority of the States, the State laws are much stronger or Will be
much stronger than the Federal law at that time. Would the situa-
tion be improved for your operations, since you ()Orate in such
a large number of States; to begin to address the requirement's of
State laws as opposed to a Federal law which does provide for
allowing the .States too perate-L-deferring the compliance procedure
to the States rather than the Federal Government? Just what
would be the impact on .a company such as yours having ,to nieet
the requirements in thatnumber Of States which may be much
stricter than the Federal requirements?

Mr; FAUSTINA. At the present time none of the States in which
we operate require annual or periodic reporting or submission of
written affirmatiVe action programs, nor do any of them have any
audit or compliance functions.
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If that were to be the case, where we would have to deal with 18
separate enforcement agencies; yes; undoubtedly our workload and
paper requirements would increase dramatically. Unfortunately, or
fortunately, most of the 18 States within which we have facilities
are throughout the South. I am afraid that those States would not
under any circumstance; be undertaking any rigorous affirmative
action effort. We like to pride ourselves in the fact that we have
been a force in many of the communities in the South of integrat-
ing the work force and being a positive effort for equal opportuni-
ties in the communities.

1 do not anticipate if the States -do pick- up the slack of paper
affirmative action that our workload would increase.

Mr. PHILLIPES. I might add to that I think from the standpoint of
any large national company, it is to our advantage to have a
uniform national rule: It is very difficult, I know from- my- stand-
point, having to worry about 18 different sets of State rules. I think
our point is we would rather have the Federal program but- we
would rather have a Federal program that isn't quite as cumber-
some.

We are doing a lot of the _wheel-spinning. We are spending an
awful lot of time with paper. I think there is an attitude in some of
the EEO and OFCCP bureaucracies that when an employer comes
in, they are immediately suspect regardless of.the record that you
may bring to a particular proceeding: It is that kind of problem we
see in the system, not the fact that we would like the Federal
Government to turn it back to the States;

Mr. HAWKINS. Outside of the paperwork, do you see any other
real burdensome provision in the Federal law that you would feel
should be abandoned ? -I think all of us recognize that there is a
tremendous amount of paperwork involved and we would like to
deal with it; Vut many of the proposals go far beyond mere paper-
work and go to the very heart of the program.

Mr. PHILLIPES. I think our problem is not so much with the law
but with the administration of the law.

Mr. My/i<ms. Any further questions?
[No response.]
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. May I express the appreciation of the

subcommittee- that you have taken the time to state the views of
Levi Strauss & Co., and we are.most anxious to get the views of the
business community.I think you are to be commended for coming
forward and presenting yours in a very articulate and very defini-
tive way. We appreciate it

Mr. FAUSTINA. Thank you very much.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Ishikawa, in this rather hectic manner we get

back to you.

STATEMENT -OF MICHAELASIIJKAWA AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
COMPLIANCE OFFICER, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

Mr. IsiiiKAwA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman;
Good afternoon. First of all, I would like to bring greetings from

Ken Neehan, supervisor of Los Angeles County and the rest of the
members of the board to you and your committee.

I do have a prepared statement; but I would like to take this
opportunity to share some views and some reactions that I think I
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Would not like to pass up. It is a rare opportunity to meet with the
committee like this to discuss something that I feel is very impor-
tant today.

The particular area of concern that I have is the Concern of cost
effectiveness of affirmative action and its implementatien. I think
it is important to note that affirmative action programs have been
defined both personally, nd by others as something of a preventive
prOgrain approach. Maybe compared with preventive health.

The concerns that I have as an affirmative action officer with a
large jurisdiction is the fact that the implementation, that I think
the previous speaker mentioned, has been one that has not been
cost effectiVe. The law needs to _remain. The requirement needs to
be there. Without the two we will not have what we know as equal
employment opportunity: I think the problems have been that
affirmative action_ programs have not been cost effective because
there has been a lack of training, there has been a lack of Stand=
ards, and a laCk of common interpretation as -to what the regula-
tions provide -for; bbth at the local level; the State level, and even
at the Federal level.

I thinkit is particularly important that this particular area has
probably exposed affirmative action programs most to those who
would be opposed to any form of affirmative action or equal em-
ployment opportunity.

With regard to its impact_on the merit system, I think that the
impact has been immeasurable. Affirmative action programs, to
quote the Los Angeles county fire chief, has probably brought the
fire department's merit systems program into the twentieth cen-
tury. Affirrhative action programs have questioned and have chat-
lenged _the _standards 'that have been in operation for the past
years. SO I feel that affirmative action programs for the most part
are extremely important with regard to_changing and to challeng-
ing and to bringing up to date, in many cases; the inadequate merit
systems; and programs that we have.

The last thing I would like to say is the fact that I believe that
the comments made by the previous panel are probably most ap-
propriate to what we are faced with today. Affirmative action
programs in their infancy, back it the early 1970's; was accepted as
long as there was a surplus; as long as there was a healthy enough
economy that provided enough jobs and had enough positions in
college campuses; et cetera.

AS we embark in the 1980's; that is not the case. I believe that
the commitment, the aPplication to affirmative action is now being
tested as far as whether or not those limited positions,both in the
colleges as well as in the workplace, are going to be afforded to all
Members of our society. I do believe that without the principles
and withbut the laws that dictate and provide for affirmative
action and equal employment opportunity, we will see a result [in
which minorities and women will not participate. They will not_lbe
a part of the system despite whatever the economic situations are
that we have.

So I believe that regardless of what the economic situations are
that we are faced with today; we need affirmative action prbgram8
the most.

Again, thank you for your invitation to speak before the commit-
tee. I appreciate the opportunity._ _

[The statement submitted by Michael Ishikawa follows:]
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OFFICE OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COMPLIANCE
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

MICHAEL H 15166AVVA ift
AFFMMATIVE ACTION COMPLIANCE OFFCER

11011E1IT A ARIAS
CHIEF DEPUTY

August 12, 1981

600 WON l'oenplo Strast. Moan 7110
Hall at Adonlalouallon

La. A.6.IS.,LMAIO.n1A 90012
074.1026

The Honorable Augustus Hawkins
Chairman, CoMmittee.on Education and Labor
Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
B-346A Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Hawkins:

THE "COST-EFFECTIVENESS" OF THE IMPOSITION_OF
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REQUIREMENTS ON EMPLOYERS

milosaq a. VW lama

K11Ut40.46,046
6001474-4.444

8646441a statMNI
DEMILOAA4

140414 6000106,

The Los Angeles County Office of Affirmative Action Compliance,

establiShed as an independent department by the Board of

supervisots in 1976, welcomes the opportunity to speak before

your subcommittee. AS the Compliance Officer for the Countyi

I am impressed with the scope of taday's agenda, and hope that

my testimony will be Of assistance to you and the members of

the subcommittee.

With the active support of the Board of Supervisors, the Offiee

of Affirmative Action Compliance has established an aggressive

posture in implementing equal employment opportunities and

ensuring that County managers and contractors respect and

support the civil rights of our employees and the public.
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The uniqueness of the Compliance Office has allowed it to

pursue activities in areas that are normally overlooked, such

as targeted minority recruitment pregrams, special assistance

on oral interviews, management training programs, monitoring

of transfers and promotions, and contract compliance reviews.

This is in addition to maintaining the County's Affirmative

Action Plan consistent with Federal and State requirements.

I71 the past, traditional affirmative action efforts have been

limited to discrimination and grievance functions while

negleCtin equally important peripheral activities that develop

a strehge infrastructure to compliance programs.

TO place a_4 llar value on the cost_effectiVeneg of implementing

affirmative action programs within the private or public sector

may be difficult to adequately demonUtrate, but by providing

members of protlected groups with equitable access to both jobs

and services, management would find that less time would

eventually be spent on defending an inadequate system. Reality,

though, dictates that appropriite administrative action be taken

against managers that have continued past practices that

discriminate against members of protected groups. It is net

6-ot effective to administer a defense of a poor SyStein that

disparately treats its participants.
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M. Chairman, the subcommittee May be interested in a concept

being explored by the County of San Diego to recover the

operational costs of equal employment opportunity and civil

rights programs. San Diego's effort is directed at allowable

costs that would be charged to Federal funding. (Attachment I)

In non-federally funded programs, the same allowable costs

concept can be implemented in recovering administrative funding

of programs.

The cost effectiveness of maintaining the integrity of a

merit system can be justified when management simplifies its

data gathering and compliance reporting, and monitoring

activities. Too often, affirmative action material has been

difficult to gather; complicated to process and report; and

extremely confusing to understand and utilize. The County of

Los Angeles currently has over 62,469 permanent employees in

the work force; a sizable number by any standard. Yet, our

quarterly reports showing the sex and ethnicity of the work

force is simple, concise, and void of any complicated facade

that woufel hamper understanding. I have included a copy of

a report completed February, 1981, for your review.

(Attachment II)
. .
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Mr. Chairman, it has been my experience that contractors in

the private sector appreciate and welcome a logical and functional

approach to compliance requirements. I would encourage you to

examine what Los Angeles County has accomplished, and invite

you to participate in what we feel is an aggressive approach

to affirmative action.

Again, thank you for the opportunity to provide this testimony.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL H. ISHIKAWA, JR.
Affirmative Action Compliance Officer

RAA/lf

Attachments
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20590

Mr. Roger F. Honberger
Washington Representative
County of San Diego
1735 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Honberger:

This is in response to your letter of July 28, 1978, proposing to have
required Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) efforts recognized as allow-.
able costs under Department of Transportation (DOT) grant awards.

Our grant makVng administrations follow the cost principles contained
in Federal Management Circular (FHC) 7A-4 for recognizing costs under
grant projects. DOT's policy is that EEO costs are allowable in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and FMC-74-4.
Some specific instances where we pay EEO related costs either as
direct costs or as indirect costs are:

.Salary costs of the project officer or resident engineer in
construction projects when he works on EEO functions at the
construction site.

.Costs to develop EEO Affirmative Action Programs in accordance
with the requirements of grants or requirements placed/on
grantees' contractors.

/

.Administrative costs, incurred in order to comply With Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The portion of these costs
which are allocated through a central service cost allocation
plan are not allowable under the Higbway Construttion_grant
program of the Federal Highway Administration (FTNA) because
of statute.

_Administrative costs of FHWA'S upward mobility Construction
Training Program.

Our FHWA_Division Office in Sacramento is familiar with many of the _
cost problems that can_arise at_county governments_and can be_helpfuI
in explaining DOT's_poIi7ies and regulations on reimbursing EEO_coSts.
I_suggest that the Equal Opportunity Management Office contact Omar }forme;
Division Administrator; to discuss the specific problems being]encountered..
11e may be reached at the following address:

ATTACHMENT I

FBWA Divfsion_Offiee _

Federal Building, Second Floor
801 Eye Street
Sacramento,_CaIlfornia_948I4
Telephone (916) 440 -2428

I trust this information win be helpful to you.

Sincerely,

2

arnett M._Andeleitz
Director of Installations and gistics
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UNITED STATES 1USTICE

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION
WASIIINOTON. D. C. 20531

AUG 4 1978

MrRoger_FHonberger___
Washington_Represeotative
County of San Diego
Suite 500
1735 -New York Avenue;__H:W:
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Honberger:

'Mit it in reply to_your letter -dated July 28_,A978_,_which addressed
the recovery of costs incurred for the_administration and monitoring
functions of your equal employment opportunity program.

lb aecOrdahte-With_Federal Management Circular 744_;_you_are authorized
to include-a line item for equal employment opportunity_admini_stration
to your indirect cost pool. The resulting_indirect_cost rate may then

be applied when submitting a grant application budget.

Please contact the Grants and Contracts Management Division,, Office_of__
- the Comptroller, if you have any further questions regarding the adminis-

tration of your grants.

Sincerely,

A
( iCr. L'---r--

fiJaMes M.H. Gregg
-r\Assistant Administrator

Office of Planning and Management
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,-- : 1.-.-f. , 11 DEPArrimENT OF HOUSING AND UrtElAN CIEVLI.CIPMEI.T
-- %.- 11111111 -i : 1. ASHING1ON. D.C. 20410

........."
I 7 AUG 1978

OFF1CC OF Tot M.111744. SIC VVVVVV
ION C CooFUNI T IMO A MD OtCI.0.411.17 IN TOI

Mr. Pager F. Bonberger-
Washington_PepresentatiVe
County of.San Diego
1735 New York Avenue, M. tL
Washington, D. C. 20006

Dear Mr. Honberger:

Thin is in -reply to your letter of July-28, 1978, to
Secretary_Bairis_regarding the eligibility of costs
incurred in carrying out equal opportunity requirements.

Under S570.206 of the regulations governing the Community
Development-tlock Grant (CDBC) program, all reasonable
administrative costs related to.the planning and execution
of community development activities financed with CDBG
fundi_and_housing assiStance activities_covered-in-he
applicant's Fousing_Assistance_PIan (NAP) are eligible
costs. While that section does not state explicitly
that reasonable administrative costs incurred in'carrying
out the equal opportunity reouirements of the'program are
eligible, it is interpreted to inelude such costs.

In charging to the CDBG program the reasonable administra-
tive costs incurred in carrying_out the:eguta_opportUnity
requirements; the guidelines contained_in_Federal_Menage,
ment Circular 74-4, "Cost Principles Applicable to Grants
and_Contracts with State and Local Covernments," must be
followed. That circular explains how the cost of services
provided_to a,grant program -by support agencies, shch-as
the San Diego_County Equal Opportunity Management Office,
are to be handled.

Please let me know if we can be of further assistance.

'Sincerely;

Pichard C.O. heming
Deputy Assistant Secretary
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Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr, Ishikawa. As an affirmative
action compliance officer/for the county of Los Angeles, can you
categorically state that affirmative action has in no way reduced
the effectiveness of the merit system or in any way adversely

- affected the Morale and productivity of those in the merit system
who have not come into the system through nonaffirmathe action
means? .

ML:ISHIleAWA._ Well I think it has affected the _morale of those
that. have benefited from a merit system that hack in many re-
spects-7-the "old bay" systemif you will But in balance,_ it has
increased the morale and provided a stronger, more positive out-
look, for other persons `in our societY, minorities and women par-.
ticularly, and the handreapped, that that merit sys!:em; in fact, is
working on their behalf as well.

I do believe that it has probably caused heartburn and discom-
fort to many administrators who have ,worked ,under this particu-
lar merit system for the past_years and would like ty sustain that,
because it is one that they, -of course, have been trained under and
has best served their needs.

Mr._:HAWKINS. You a're §haking 'some of them up, Iguess, with
your positive outlook;

Mr. ISHIKAWA. AbsolutelY._ ditt
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr._Washinegton?
MT. WASHINGTON. No questions.
Mr. HAWKINS. MT. Weiss.
Mr. Weiss. Thank_you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you once again, Mr. Hadley, Mr. Ishikawa,

for your attendance.-
Now we will get to the final panel with apologies: Ms. Irene

Hirano, chairperson, California Commission on the-Status of Wom-
en: and Ms. Peggy Pratt, chairperson, Los Angeles Working Women.

The Chair Would like to state we have done some shuffling in
order to accommodate individuals who have planes to catch. I hope-
we have not unduly inconvenienced you. I wish to state the admi-
ration we have for your indulgence and your patience and we
certainly look forward to your testimony;

STATENIENT OF IRENE H1RAN9, CHAIRPERSON,_CALIFORNIA
COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN

Ms. HIRANO. Thank you very much.
The gain-s women and minorities since the 1960's made possi-

ble through; legislation and execLttive mandates, _have resulted in
labor force participation unpiecedented in- history: The impact of
affirmative action and the critical work that remains is a major
issue for the decade of the 1980's.

Earlier this year, the California Commission on the Status of
Women, in :cooperation with the State's department of inchiStrial
relations, department of fair employment and housing, and the
commission on fair employment and housing, held hearings in five
cities in California to examine solutions to- the problem of pay
inequities for women workers The concept of Comparable worth
equal pay for work of equal value was -the special 'focus of the
hearings. In addition to the discussion about this important con-
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copt, the message. was c!earwhile substantia, gaStis have been
made, the pay differentials: occupational segregtz 6n, and unequal
value of women workers requires continued agg:ssive and innova-
tive approaches to employment discrimination:. -'- 7

What has the impiict of affirmative action policies had on women
in the labor force? The nuniber cif women_ in the labor force has
more than doubled in the past _3(i years, from 18 _million women
workers in 1950 to. 4-1.6 million in 1980: It is estimated that women;
will. continue to enter the work force at the rate of -1 million a year
during; the decade ahead; including more than half of all married
wiJmen with childL*n 'under 6 years' of age. Women now constitute
iijarly .4:i percent of the work force; with 60 percent of women, 16
to_64 years working- for pay. .

The nuinher of working mothers has increased more than tenfold
since the 1940's. Fifty-five percent of all mothers with children
under 18 years-16.6 millionwere in the labor force in 1979; 45

'fipercent of mothers with preschool children were working. It is
that by 1990, G6 percent_ of mothers will be working:

Women have entered the work force because of economic need. It is
frequently the wife's earnings Which ItaVe'itaised a family out of
poverty: In husband-wife families in 1979, 14.8 percent were poor
Wlien the wife did not work; 3.8 percent when she was in the labor

-force. Of all wives who-Worked in 1979, the median contribution
was more than one-fourth of the total family income. The labor
force participation figures for minority women indicates tremen-) us growth, both in employment and unemployment.

Although it is illegal_to use the paycheck as a tool of discrimina-
ion, is mandated by the Federal_ Equal Pay Act of 1963: and title

11 f the 1974 Civil Rights -Act; women in this country today
c 'nue to earn less money than men much .less. The wage gap
between men itaci women has been_growing; with-1955 figures at 64
cents fir' every dollar, arid 1980 figures only 59 cents earned by
women for every dollar earned by her male counterpart:

The ,gains of women and minorities would not have occurred
without affirmative action measures; The proposed dismantling of .

affirmative action gains would set back the years of job recruit-
ment!, job creation; and integration of women and minorities into
the labor force.

Part of the wage gap between men and women persists because
ofocc'upational segregation. When men and women perform

Work,_they now receive, in many cases; identical pay; but the
vast_ majority of working women do not hold the same jobs as men.
They are employed in occupations that are predominantly female;
occupations that are historically low in pay and kw in status.
Nearly 80 percent Of all women working are segregated into cleri-
cal; service; unskilled industrial; and retail occupations:- Many
claim that these jobs are undervalued and consequently undercom-
pensated because they are .held by women.

According to the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sioii EEEOCI, pay differentials based solely on sex and race__consti.
tute wage discrimination: In the winter of 1979, the EEOC held
hearings to investigate "whether _wage rates of jobs in which
women arid minorities have been historically segregated are likely
to be depressed because those jobs are occupied by these groups.
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. There is evidence that the low rates of pay associated with
such segregated jobs constitute the major explanation for the 'earn-
ings gap' between minority and female workers on the one hand
and white males on theother."

Some of the options in closing this wage gap relate to prorhotion
and layoffs other than by seniority, moving women into nontradi-
tional skilled jot's P nci .upgrading the pay of women based on job
evaluation by skills, responsibility, and effort. This latter concept;
known as eglia! nay for comparable worth, is emerging as an
important consiw:fation in addressing employment discrimination;
Whether tl,),! ua Pay Act and title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 can be --dreted to decide suits related to comparable worth
issues_ has not yet been fullY resolved by the court aL In an _attach=
ment to the written materials presented to you, an analysis of_the
Equal Pay Act, title VII and the Bennett amendriient to title VII is
discussed in relation to recent court cases.

In the recent U.S. Supreme Court'S decision in the case of the
County of Washington v. Alberta Gunther, et al., June 8, 1981;.:
While the issue of Comparable wortl: resolved, the require:
ments under title VII was bzaitti eni-.3E,d Lb allow employees -to sue in
buSineSSeS engaged in retail sales; fishing, agriculture, and newspa-
per publishing, which is not covered under the Equal _Pay Act;
These are bUSinesses which involve both minorities and women.
Unless the Equal Pay Act in title VII is continued these gains will
be eliminated.

There is a need for the continuation of affirmative action and for
the measures_ to be expanded in the arena of affirmative action to
address the issue of pay equity, the problem§ of women in certain
job classifications, and the dead-end positions of women and certain
ethnic minorities. It is also importantjo_Streamline ways to allow
mihokitieS to file discrimination claims to result in a quicker reso-
lutionto a grievance. The maze of EEOC and other governmental
agencies_ have made it difficult for lower income women and other
minorities to succeed.

I would recommend to you that the areas of employment discrim-
ination actions which need to be continued are

One: The area of the kinds of hiring and firing that will occur as
a result of cutbacks. .

TWo: The closing of the wage gaps resulting from women being
employed in certain jobs.

T'hree: Streamlining the avenues for filing of discrimination suits
and Ictions.

Four: Simplify reporting procedures of quotas and guideline com-
pliance.

Five: Expand avenues of affirmative action into the industries of
garment workers, cannery workers, and farm workers.

Specific data on ivomen workers in the eighties which demon-
strate the _positive impact that affirmative action has had is at-
tached in this statement. There is no doubt that the number and
proportion of women in the labor force continued to rise during the
first quarter of 1981. Median weekly earnings of $204 were report-
ed by Women who worked at full-time wage and salary iobs in 1980.
In order to develop realistic options for welfare mothers; unskilled
and untrained women and young women, affirmative action. poli-
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cies and employment options must be aggressively- continued. The
attempts to dismantle the gains of the paSt two decades must becurtailed.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. -

(Material submitted by Irene Hirano follows:}
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Employment in Perspective:
Working Women

First Quarter 1981

U.S. Department of Labor
Bureau of Labor Statistics

Refried 647

This report presents highlights of current date-Mt:
women in the labor force. The data are taken -from the
Current Population Survey eritiatitted monthly for the
Bureati Of Caber Statistics by the Bureau of the Census.

More women employed

The number and proportion:of Wonien in the lab&
force continued to riii_dading the firstcluarrerof 1981.
On average; 32 percent of those 16 years old and over
were working or looking for work. Women accounted
for most of the Nation's abor force gains during this
period and more than two -thuds of the bier-the-Year in-
crease. All of the expansion_iii_the fertile labor force
between the fourth quarter of 1980 and thetirst quarter
Of 1981 was in_employment. The number of jobless
women -3.5 millionwas unchanged from the
previous quarter, but was substantially higher than a
year ago.

Women less likely thin Meet to have flexitime

Flexitimea work s.liedtile that provides individual
'i'voIXers with sortie choice over the time their workday
begins and endsi_withclui affecting_thcir total hours of
work over a given period was less prevalent among
female than male workers in May 1980. Among full.
time, nonfarm, wage and safari, workers, 10 percent of
the women compared with 13 percent of the men had
this alternative available.

Cnildren withworking rtiothete

At the outset of 1980; 33Lfsercent_of children under
18-'30.7millionhad mothers in the labor force corn-
pared with 39 percent 10 years earlier'. Slightly more
than 5 of 10 children living in two-parent families had
mothers who worked, as did more -Tan -6 Of 10 children
living With their Mettle, onlY._While the total number
Of thildmn_in the pspulation declined during the year
which ended March 1980. as it had throughout the
1970's, the birth rate increased slightly. As -a result, the
number of children under age 6 grew by 437,000, the
first over -the-year inert-Ate in a decade,ByMarch 1980.
43 percent youngsters below age 6 had mothers in
the labor force compared with 29 percent In March
1970.
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Women's weekly earnings .

Median Weekly earnings of 5204 were reported by
women-who w_orkplat full-time wage and salary jobs in
1980. Women's eamitst were highest, on average, for
professional-technical wogkers. In contrast, the median
for men was highest among managers and ad. ..
minutratori. Overall, - tromens weekly earnings were
about_ 63 percent of those of men. While aigoinearn
variations were registered by job_group, even in the
fe_rtule-intensive clerical and service occupations,
women made only two-thirds the earnings of men in

1980, as shown below:
Women 'I_

Oirupa rionolir7oun -"e--kMtiedeat'nearnings epeaTeienagrseasl.

Total employed
Women Men men's

5204 5322 63.3

Professiond.teehnical 287
Managers-administrators,

except form 257

406 70.7

435 59.1
Sales 176 317 52.2
Clerical 199 305 65.3
Crahcal 213 334 63.8
Operatives. except .

-transport 174

172
Transport oneratioperative V3
Nonfarm laborers

275 6393..32

Private household service 93
V.7 75-80 --

Other service
ers ..

153 225 68.9
Farm work 141 173 81.5

__._ittedian not shown where number employed is less than
50.000.

Multleeitier famlllee

More than 29 million married.comple_families had
two or_more_earners _at some time during 1979.
Multieamer families accounted for almost 61 percent of
all married couples, and in more than 6 out of 7 of aiei
families, both the husband and wife were earners,
About two-thirds of these wivii worked 4a weeks or
more during the yeat,_mostly full time. Wives' earnings
averaged slightly more than $6,300 in 1979 and were
nearly 510,200 if they worked year round, full time. Me-
dian income for families In which 6otti.spouses were
earners was 125,303 in 1979: cortipared with 318,90 for
fintilia in which the husband was the only earner.
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Summary Indicators on working women

(Data are sea:onallY adjusted Unless otherwise indicated)

Indicator March
1980

January
1981

February
198!

March

1. Pops! lation and labor force
.

Women 16 years and over: r
Chdlian naninstitutional population 86,054,000 37,142,000 87,231,000 87,313.000Civilian labor force 44:182,002 43,178,000 45,343,000 45,549.000

2. Lattor force partkipatton rates (labor:form as
percent of population)

Women-16 years and over 51.3 51.8 32.0 32.216 to 19 yeas: 33.0 32.3 32.8 52.920 to 24 yeah 67.9 70.2 69.8 69.323 1054 Yvan_ _._ 63.8 64.7 64.8 65.053 years and over 22.8 22.3 22.3 22.9

White 51.1 51.6 51.8 51.9
Black 52.5 53.4 52,9 53.5

A. Employment status

Women 16_yeari and Ones: ---
Employed 41,139,03D 41.684.0M 41.882.010 42,029.007
Unemployed 3,043,000 3,493,000 3.461.000 3.519,000____16 to 19 years:
E1nPlcleed 3,391,000 3,494000 3,473,000 3,465,000Unemployed 747.003 741.000 781,000 794,000

2010-24.years: . _ _

Employed 6.340.1503 C469.000 6,439,000 6,449,000_Unemployed 626,000 783,000 780.000 726,00025 to 54 years:
Employed 25,679 000 26.264,000 26,476,000 .26.554,000Unemployed 1307,000 1769.003 1,673.000 1741.00055 yeare-ausd over:
Em_ployed 5;329,000 5.460,000 5,494,000 5.561.000Unemployed 163,000 200.000 '. 225,000 259.000

I. Unemployment rates /unemployed as percent of
1

labor force! 1

1.

Women 16yeus andbyet
16 to 19 years

69,
17.2

7.7
17.5

\ -7.6.
18.4

7.7
11.720 to 24 years . 9.0 10.8 , 10.8 10.12$ to 54 years .. .. 5.5 6.3 5.9 6.255 Sean and over 2.9 3.6 . 3.9 4.5

White, l6 -ear and over CO 7.0 -6.7 6.6
Bock. 16 years and over 13.4 13.9 14.7 16.2

White, -16 to-19 year 14.7 15.5 16.6 137lilac k.16 to 19 years 39.6 36.3 38.0 44.7

1. Futtthne workers (not seosonoky adjusted)

Percent of employed cornea dorkine full tims ... 71.2 70.7 70.4 70.3Percent of unemployed women looking for full
time work 70.8 76.2 76.8 ' 74.3

2

4G0
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Summary Indicators on working womenContinued

Indicator
March
1980

.1111111r,
9811

February
1981

March
1981

6. Duration of unemployment (not seasonally
adjusted)

Average (mean) number of-weeks unemployed
women have been looking for work 10.2 11.7 12.6 12.4

7. Famgy status (not seasonally adjusted)

Toturornen_16 yearsand oecrin families .. . 71.943.000 72,656.000 72,519,000 72,525,000
Women maintaining families, no husband
present:
Population 8,551,000 8.947,000 9,019,003 8,867,000
Libor forte participation rate 59.2 59.6 59.8 6%3

Unemployment rat:: ........ 3.7 10.5 10.1 9.5
Married wOrrien, husband present:

Population 48.377.000 48084.070 48,286,000 48,504,030
Labor force participation rate 50.3 30.8 50.9 51.1-

_ Unemployment rate 4.9 6.1 5.7 5.6
AB-other women in families:

Population 15,015,000 13,325.000 15.214,003 15,165,000

Labor force participation rate 50.9 51.5 51.3 51.2
Unemployment rate 12.0 13.3 13.5 13.6

NOTE: Due to rounding. some components may not add to totals.

Technical note

_ Most of the data in this report are from the Current
Population Survey. a santple survey of 65,000
househoulds in the United States. The information ob-
tained from this survey relates to the employment status
of persons 16 years old and over in the civilian
nomnstitutional population. This _report includes revis-
ed seasonally adjusted data based ort.conaputations of
seasonal factors reflecting the 1980 experience. For a
detailed explanation of the Current Population Survey,
including sampling reliability and more complete defini-
tions than those below, see Employment and Earnings.
published monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Brief definitions

Civilian labor force. The labor force comprises all per-
sons classified as employed or unemployed.

Employed. Employed persons are all those who (a)
worked for pay at any time during the survey week; (b)
worked 15 hours or more as unpaid workers in a family
business; or (c)hadla job but were not working due to il-
lness, bad weather, etc. ;,4

3

Uncmpioyed._ Unemployed _p_ersons are those Who (a)
were not working during the survey week, and made
specific efforts to find a job in the preceding 4 weeks;
(b) were on layoff and waiting to be recalled; or (e) were
waiting to report to a new job within 30 days.

Not in civilian laborforce. All persons not classified as
employed or unemployed.

Labor force participation rate. The labor force as per-
cent of the population. .

Unemployment rare. The unemployed as a percent of
the labor force.

Fain-and part-timeworkers. Full-time wori.ers aro those
who usually work 35 hours or moreper week. Part-time
workers are those who usually work 1 to 34 hours per
week. '4

For-further inforMairan, phase costa,: Allyson Sherman. Grossman
or Beverly L. Johnson. O'fhe of Current Employment Analy,1,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wubineton, D.C. 20L12. Phone:
71)2.123.1959.

L100 v/
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CALIFORNIA CONLVSION ON TILE STATUS OF NVOMIEN

9261 Street, Morn 150G, Saeraniento, California 95814 TEL. 916) 445.3173

:OMPARABILITY: AN ISSUE FOR, THE 90's

1e is illegal to use the paycheck as a tool of discrimination.

So say the Federal Equal Pay Act of 1963 and TitIe.VII of_Ebe

1964 Civil Rights Act. For 17 years, the law has required that

men and women performing the same work receive the same wage.

For 16 years; it has been against the law to deny a woman a

job -- particularly in a traditionally male field 4mply

on the basis of sex. -

Ye't women in this country t day 'continue to earn less money,

than men Z- much less. The wage, gap between men and women \\

actually has been growing. In 1955, a working, woman took home \

64 cents for every dollar earned by a man. Today, the paycheck

of the average working woman contains only 59 cents for every

-dollar earned by her male counterpart.

We now realize that the wage gap between men and women persists

because of a phenomenon known as occupational segregation. When

men and women perform identical work,. they receive; in most

cases, identical pay. But the vast majority of working women

do not hold the same jobs as men. They are employed in occupa-

tions that are predominantly female, occupations that are his-'

to ,cally low in pay and low in status, Roughly half of all

ii61t women in this country are working outside the home; nearly

SD percent of them are segregated into clerical, service, unskilled
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in.lustlial, and retail occupations. ,'
nu,ber of experts claim

that many of these jobs are undervalued and Consequently under-

copontated because they are held by women.

There are some colorfnl examples which illaa"-ate this point.

For hundreds of years, a secretarial posits respectable;

responsible, well-paid, and occupied by a man. The flowing and

readable handwriting of a good clerk was prited by businessmen

and attorneys. Then the typewriter was invented, and clerical

work became menial drudgery: It was then that the field opened

to the WoMen who were moving into the-labor forde: Now more than

90 percent of all cleriealS are women, and they are paid conSider-

abIi, lens_ than the equivalent salaries of their male predecessors.

In business world a good Secretary must have a high school

education, the ability to understand complex instructions and coM-

plicatcd technical material, a command of sophisticated offied

Irvichinery, and excellent roalmunication skills. Yet in the majority

of organizalioriS; the wage rate for secretaries doeS not match

that for parking lot
attehdahtS, stock room clerks, and custe-

dians. Is the work of the secretary any leilS valuable to the

organization than that of other employee clasificatiohs? More

often than not, the answer not in the value of the work; but

DI the g,-.hder of the person who performs it In Denver, the city

and county pay the Curses on its payroll less than chdy pay tree

trimmers and paiillers. The University of tiashingtcn in Seattle

pay:i its experienced secretaries
anywhere floor one hundred to

hundred dOIlars a month less than starting truck, drivers.

Accordirao to the United States Equal EmpIoyMeht Opportunity

C,minf.ion (EEO:), p,iS, differentials hazed solely on set: .
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(and race) constitute wage discrimination. In the winter of

1979; the EEOC held hearings to investigate 'whether wage

rates of jobs in which women and minorities have been histor-

ically segregated are likely to be depressed because those jobs

are occupied by these groups ... There is evidence that the

low rates of pay associated with such secregated jobs constitute

the major explanation for the 'earnings gap' between minority

and female workers on the one hand and white males on the

other."

What can be done to close the cage gap between men and women?

If men and women were evenly distributed among all occupations,

the gap would narrow considerably. We have seen some movement

in this airection in recent years, but it will be a long, long

time before occupational segregation is worn away.

Another approach to the problem lies in the concept of equal

pay for work of comparable worth. Comparability, as it is

known, heads that jobs which require comparable skins,

responsibility, and effort should earn comparable compensation.

A cogent explanation of comparability is offered by Mary Helen

Doherty in her pa par, "Equal Pay for Work of Comparable Worth:

The Issue of Wage Comparability." "Comparability steps

beyond the ecnial pay for equal work concept by delving into

comparisons of the pay - differentials between 'men's' jobs and

'women's' jobs. The management tool utilized in making such

comparisons is the iong-standing system of job evaluation.

Dating back to the days of Frederick W. Taylor in 3881,

measurements of job worth were utilized for the purpose of
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setting pay rates on the assumption that It is the job; not

the worker, that IS eVaIuated and ratea. In order to develop

an effective solution to the problem of sex Segregation of

occupations and sex bias in pay rates, job evaluation systems

can be effectively employed to deterMint the worth of jobs

_independently of the job market and to demonstrate that. Wages

assigned by the market do not always reflect wortli..!'

In short, the crux Of comparable worth is the job evaluation

system by which one determines the relatiVe value of jobs in

an office, an Organization. or an industry. The proponents

of comparability believe that biog.-free job evaluation systems

are possible. In fact; the F.E0C has contracted with the National

Academy of Sciences to study existing systems of job analysis

and evaluation.

The Academy's Committee on Occupational Classification and

AnalySIS has already sent an interim report to the EFOC which

analyzes tl.e most common systems of job evaluation. While

the interim report draws no concIusiOnS, it does state that

"chree featv:,,, of formal job evaluation procedureS render

proolem. .

Pity for job worth assessment in a li..bor

.force r..-.;-! n7acer.tad by sex." Thesd indIude . propensity

to wei,..!E: rvaliation factors by pegging them to current dit-

cril.inatory wage rates; the sdbjt.Ctivity inherent in job

. _
et.altiation which in turn poses a constant tLe6at Of sexual

:,ter6otypingi and the tendency for employers to use a different

job evaluation Plan for each sector Of the organization,

making it impossible to compare the worth of jobS from one

sector to another.
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The-TritiriM report implies that the final report could go

either way. That is, "the utility of these procedures may more

than outweigh any shortcomings;" or the problems may be so

great that existing job evaluation procedures may prove use-
_

1CSS in resolving wage discrimination disputes. Once the

EEOC receives the final report, it is expected to eventually

issue guidelines on comparable worth.

Enthusiasm for comparable worth is far from universal. By

and large, the arguments against comparability fall under

three headings: Logic, economics, and legality. The essence

Of the opposition to comparability is contained in an article

in the Winter, 1980 issue of the University of Michigan Journal

of Law Reform; "Wage Discrimination and the 'Comparable Worth'

Theory in PerspectiVe"; by Bruce A. Nelson, Edward M. Opton, Jr.,

and Thomas E. Wilson. The authors argue that while job segre-

gation is a statistically provable fact of life, there is no

logically demonstrable proof of the linkage between job

Segregation and wage discrimination. A wholesale assumption

of wage discrimination such as that made by the EEOC does not

differentiate among employers who,discriminate and those who

do hot; nor does it specify exactly how much an employee or

group of employees is underpaid: Of the threepethods of

evaluating the worth of a given job -- .market x'ralue, job

'evaluatieh systems; and rarginal productivity analysis -- only

, the latter has some validity in measuring wage discriminatio..,

/ and even then, the analysis is only indirect and inferential.
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1'h, etalostie cgTesition
relates in part to

tho piojeet,d cost of ir,lementing the theory. Two years

ago, it was estimated ,,,,,svatieely that to raise the

0.ictiegate pay of Lhe ,,untry's full-Lime working women so

that the pay tee wom.n equalled that for men would add

$150 billion a year ti i'itqlian payrolls. Today the cost

would be even greater.

Many oppon,nts of comparability belieVe that the most valid

means of deteriiiinirig job worth is the law of,supply and

demand in a free marketplace. Thus; if there is a dire

shoitage of secretaries, wages would rise to lure more

weir 6,r
into the field Until the need is met. The reason

ser.tetarial wages remain depressed is beeanSe there has

tire,r been a slit-Si-Cage of woim.n willing to meet the demaridr

Mandat,a pay structures would throw the natural balance

completely out of alignment.

PerhaPS most critical to comparability is the question of

whether there is legal basis for enfcrcing it. The EEOC is

looking to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1064 as the

1,gal foUndation for its eventual guidelines on ..Mparability.

A iambi of experts feel that Title VII does not provide

thr needi,ary justification, and with two notable exceptions,

the your t .1v.

h nur,(-t, of l'envr, mention,d earlier; filed suit against

the' city and connty for sex discrisdnation. The U.S. District

Court judge who found againSt the plaintiffs said, "This is
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a case which in pregnant with the ponsibiiity of disrupting

the enti;re economic system of the United States of America ...

I'm not going to resIratiture the entire economy of the U.S."

At the University of Northern Iowa, a study placed secreLaribs

and ri,intrrance W00.01.5 in the Same labor grade or salary

classifier ,. Nonetheless, the university persisted

paying tha reCretaries IbSS. When the women sued the univer-

sity, the court Upheld the school, saying in part; "We find

npthiSg in the text and history of Title VII suggesting that

Congress Intended to abrogate the laws of supply and demand

Or other economic principles th :mine wage rates for

various kinds Di work."

In only tWo Or the several discrimination suits filed citing

Title VII an the legal basis for, challenghg pay, inquity in a

ebevaiable worth situation has the court accepted its

cability. The mast widely kubwn case involved a suit. brought

against Westinghouse by the Iniernational of Electrical;

Radio and Machine Workers, 11n August 1980, the Third Circuit

Court Appeals in Philadelphia overturned a lower court

ruling and found that the 1964 Civil Rights Act.did ,Provide

that women doing work comparable to men in the same company

should receive Espial pay, In some circles. this decision is

sebh as the signal the EEOC has been waiting for to issue if&

9/1/017710:: on CORT,ArOble worth or to file it; own suit.

. _

At thiS point in the history of the compa:ability issue, the

rSOC. seems to be leading the struggle to validate the concept.

However, slate itwolvetmint goes back almost ii decade; in some
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instances with considerable success. The states of Wash-
,

ingt,on; Connecticut, Michigan and Idaho haVe 611 conducted

studien, and Idaho has actually implemented a salary systeM

based on pay equity. The Carlstad Unified School District

in California has h'ad a pay equity system in operation fel-

several years; other local agencies such as the Manhattal.

Deach SehOol District and tha Coachella Valley Water District;

have conducted Studies without implementation. Section 11 of

thri Canadian Ullman Rights Act makes it illegal "for an

emplu}er to entabliSh Or maintain differences in wages between

male and female employees employed in the same establishment

who are performing work of equal value." The four facters

which are considered in evaluating a job include skill, effort,

responihility and wOrl.i"g conditions.

Obi.iously, equal pay for work, of comparable worth is a

concept of tremendous sigr ,,cc for women in the labor

force, and also the subjec Seated and growin; controversy.

In thin matter, at'lri of Lfecting the women of California,

the State Comnins,on on St.,_: of Woman will be looked

to an a notii.ze of objective information. -!erefore the

c,,mmi,:sion hat schiduled a series of hear,rgr to ei,.imin6 the

issue of comparabilitTy from al? sides. The Counties ion will

line. the information gathered in written and oral testimony

and tat , frOtr research by the staff to assess

the significance of comparahilty fo the women of

C,Iltornia.

9
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Pxcerpt iivm cairrernin CeRmu,sion on the. Status of Women
Working Paper on Comparable Worth - August 1981

Central to comparable worth theory is the fact that wages

for jobs held predominately by women have us,a1ly paid less

than jobs held mostly by men. Comparable worth advocates state

that this is true even when as few as 70% of the jobs in a

specific job elassificatik (nurses; janitors; etc.) ate held

by members oS one sex and whore there is supposedly rifo barrier

to entry into the classification for either soy.

In Lemons v. Denver; the most well-known comparable worth

case prior to Gunther, the court heard a complaint from nurses.

They claimed sex discriminaiion regarding wages because city

nursing employees, a female-dominated class, weri, paid less than

city trees-Lrimmers, a maler-dominated-class. The court decided

till... "Paying persons employed in a female-dominated occupation

less than what persons doing c,mparable work in a male-dominated

position are paid is no violation (of Title VII and the Equal Pay

Act); absent a showing of differ-nces based directly or indirectly

on sex discrimination." Other courts, while acknowledging the

existenc-. of sex-dc,.ninated occupations, have followed the

rea.-oning of the Lemons court, finding no discrimination.

Fmpluyers main -ain that setting wages according to comparable

Worth sand upset the currently-used systeM of paying amp: )yees

in each job :.-.cording Co the prevailing wage in their market

rb(- courts have generally accepted this idea. For examp_e,(

in Christensen v. State ,. Tow.,, ,n oft-cited case in equal pay

sir: the court found that "... (the) practice of paying physical

plAnt t-r: who are prod miuent1.1-: men more than it pays clerical

worker,. are exclusively women, because skills of physical

11.
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plant workers corrmtnd higher wage, in the local -labor market ...

is not a prima facie vioraation of Title VII because the law

does not require are employer to ignore the labor market in

tattting wage rates for genuinely different work classifications ...."

Interpretation of Titre VIT and the Equal Fay Act is the

crux of compaiahle worth litigatiou. Title VII and the Equal

Aet are the two bodies of low used when pleading sex dis-

urMsin,tion in employment cases.

The Equal Pay Act was passed in 1963 and pertains only to

diserimination on account of sex. The plaintiff bears the

burden of proving that an employer pays different wages to

employ of opposite sexes for equal work on jobs the performance

or who t, ryguire equal skill, effort, and responsi)ility. and

which ate pc:I-aimed under similar working conditions.

The plaintiff need not show that the jobs are identical,

but only that the actual job requirements and performance are

UUbstairtiall Job content, not jib titles or clast:ifica-

Lions, is the measuring factor.

Title VII is a broader standard, and makes it In unlawful

employment- practic -for an employer to discriminate against any

individual wit', respect to compensation, terms, ct.nditionr..

privileges of em:Aoyment be,atr:, f such individual's-sex, aec,

age, or national nrijin. Many plaintiffs used Title VII t.r, ue

he,.mnre they contended that claims for sex-based wage di .imina-

tion coil' be aught. e'en though no member of the opposite sex

held an cial but higherpaving job.

15.-
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The hennett Amendment to Title VII was passed as a

technical correction after the original b11 had been debated.

It is this amendment which has stirred much controversy in

the courts And aL,ong advocates and opponents cf cc.nparable

worth. the amendment state, that it shal: not be an unlawful

employment proctieeender Title VII for any employer to differ-

entiate upon the basis of sex in determining the amount of the

wages or compensation paid employees if such differentiation

15 authorlaed ty Section 206(d)- of the Equal Pay Act; different

wages based on a merit system,' a seniority system, higher

quality or quantity of production, or any other factor other

than sex.

Two intrplal :Lions of the legislative intent of the

Ilennelt Amendmynt were then advanced. Employers and most

courts said that. the purpose of the amendment was to restrict

Title VII sex-hased wage discrimination claims to thole that

could also be brought under tse Equal Pay Act and thus; claims

not arising item equal ort were precluded. Plaintiffs argued

that the e nlinent was designed merely to incorporate the four

employers defenses listed 'above into Title VII for sex-based

wage disurtminat ion sl t:mt. In other words, the work need not

be "egkial," and if the employer did not have one of the four

Equat Pay Act reasons for a discriminatory pay sca.).n, the plain-

ti.t would win. The courts almost unanimously adcpted the

former interpretation, which is where the law stood when the

U.S. Supreme Court agreed to hear ("untner.

Alberta Gunther and her co-workers were female jail matrons

the Washington County; 'Oregon, jail. They rec .1w:a sicfnifieantly

16 -
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lower pay than their male counterparts for doing what the

Appeals Court found was substantially equal work. The County

appealed after Gunther won in the Appeals Court.

The SUpreme Court found the issue involved to be narrow

indeed: Gunther claimed her wages were depressed because of

intentional sex discrimination; was such a claim precluded by

the Bennett Amendment? The court found that it was not. The

majority opinion, written by Mr. Justice Brriinaii, held that the

purpose of the Bennett: Amendment was merely to incorporate

the four Equal Pay At defeilses into Title VII; so that parties

claiming sex-based wage discrimination were able to sue

whether or not the Equal Pay Act "equal work" standard was met.

Thus; the lower eou:'.:s. interpretation of the amendMent's

purpose was contradicted.

Brvnnan based his opinion on the faot that the County had

commisqiened a study for the purpose of setting wages. . The

study recommended that jail matrons be paid 95% of that paid

Maid guards; but the County paid laly 75% as much, while

paying male guards the fun evaluated worth of their jobs. The

failure of the County to pay respondents the fUll evaluated worth

of their matron jobs oar. ho '^n to be attributed to sex

dIscrThinati a, Ilrca.

The nig -, of this decisicn in at least four-fold.

First, the m..),rity stated that Cunlhe' laim was not based on

"thy controversial cloncept. of ::nmparable wrirfh." Fven respon-

dents [tilt ii ,shec this cate from Lemons v. Denver, which was

a comparable worth case. t court aknow:edged this eistirw'ion.

- 17 -
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In a court case, there are two types of findings: ldings: hong
and dicta. Holding is that part of the opinion which-directly

relates to the: issue being litigated; it is the part of the

opinion which lower courts must follow when making decisions

on the same or similar issues. Dicta; on the other hand; is

discussion by the court on the fl,its of the case, other ourt

opinions the oh being discussed, history of the

issue, etc. Dicta is mat binding of lower courts.

The statement that Gunther is not a comparable worth cane

in dfta. It.;does not relate to the main issue, which is whether

the Sennett Amendment precludes this suit. While the majority

did not endorse comparable worth in Gunther; neither did they

com,.1 it. Hronnan simp:y states that comparability did not

apply to thi.; case.

C66its in the pan:. have misinterpreted which section of

a c,se is hole:iij and which is dicta. Therefore, some lower

courts may use the statement in Gunther, cited above, to

justify an opinion rejecting th, legality of comparable worth.

Second, by overturning the interpretation that the _"equal

work" standard is necessary for Title VII suits of this nature;

the majority broadens the field of possible litigants. The

VAual Say Act el,us riot apply to certain businesses engaged in

retail ,ales, finling, agriculture, and newspaper publishing.

sow, those employees may sue under Title VII.

- 18
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Third, the majority Claimed that 'the remedik.; vuri;oses

of Title VII and the Equal Pay Act could bo vrifIed by the old

interprefation For instance a woman wo'ild hive had no remedy

if she were tiired to fill a unique position in a business and

then told that her salary ,,ould have been higher she been

male. Also, all women who held jobs never held by men would

have been left remediless.

FOOrth; the issue of job evaldion systems is 'still in

doubt after Gunther. Her the Coc:ity had its own evalua-

tion. The court did not have to weigh statistics andeVaInate

the worth of.the jobs; soMefing they aro loath to do in the aosence

of any recognized system.

- 19 -
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u-a2-tkic-of ois Uhre-Aen. in the lrna

-12.6%-14.6 millionof the U.S. workforce 66% of women who _head households
art. women. 111_1980; 60% of women 16 to 64 VVith Children tinder 18 were in the labor force

ere ss ,rk iro; for pay: 1979:

the 1.1 tnbc (11. , morn in the labor to: r has inure than
1 11 1I-11"--1'.114 lI _1tttrA front

{,c, 1Y30 to 44 C. null., to 19tr0 when w omen
otoond for :note than to tt littlItt of all workers. This

eliplosne _Ertotha micros aniong_womcn
25 31 3cao. old In I150 oII 34c, of st.orticti itt don arc

Itterl....lolc to 19n0 the prosniarc icattrd to
447, Ihr inn ha it arr of n ontrn workctsol 1980 was 34

cars. .

Of the sonuen in the oorkforje in 1979;
ovar13 SWA, 'Acre in clerical; sales, service;
factor), or _plant jobs,

A, tnldtnj 1,, r he 11.-ita titn-rnt of I 04,1, women
V.01{,I, Ili NCI r (1,1,Int into the following
on Copal ...al

jn,,,trt tarn.) 64%
::air, - -69%
Cltonat 3S 0%
Cron 1 8%

11 lent
Nowa/ 1.3%

172%
Povare how.rtiold 28%
I arm 1 2%

The number of fent:dr-headed hOuscholds has almost
dinibled in 1 Iiii.Pirt 20 years, ft' m 4.5_million in 1960 to
8.5 million in 1979, when one n eversifise mothers in the
lobo: forcc was maintaining ier own family. Almost
rine-quarter ofwornen heading vouscholds base children
wider six years old, nndo_von 5 )7, of Mos mothers with
presehoolers were in the lab r force in 1979, almost
double the number a-decade ago.

Wome mwhollead hou_schplds Alec m ploycslin_inly_as
clerical and service WOrke151 these two occupational
categorimsaccount for 57% of their jobs (clerical34%;
sets ice-23%).

in_1979 women_living_in poverty constituted
12%of the_total female population and 75%
Of all people living in poverty.

161+1 Women 65 years or old c most-likely to be poverly
slatus, of women that age,113%.wcre_classifiedapooLln
contrast, of the total 'nide population, 7.6% were poverty

he per. rif occupations
has lok.rctord lest thin 71 In thc_p:or decade rri spite of
ilic r rd roonhor of irnLrrcs m the workforce.

1.1.'d Inn occ upalnmal Ottcrorics, women are cow:cn-
Lealcd Within rcilaiii Pit, toles es, enple.--w 'thin
rt ofett5tortal or nparir ntt. women contairotc 97n1 Of all
tort, c orl nurses rool 7: 7 ot all cleracniary and sccon-

.,!,,,, _11.,NA, CC. itle_y Comm Is
of all citri..treot and lc, than I I% of all doctors.

In midair., n-nrett son conidctribly for -Ince Ond
pow 1+014ifil Abe. same ..joh.siorgor).. with wow...,

siii .1 idly Ins. In 1970. 11w snipe rap s

Wri,nvn 'ten

4!.!<

GUc

62c

Si tin
Or 00
Or 00

rot:r.al Czotrol,olto no Tr-nth"! Cc =to riow ljr 1Vt: wean raid Icnck

Women work because Gf economic need.

Of the women in the workforce in 1979;2670a ever
mauled. 19% were widows 3, divorced. or separared, and
29% Were eririiiiid With hiiihanih c^reing less than
515.000 .: 'ear,-- --
The number of married :.:unen in
:he workforce is over 5 tin: it as large as
in 1950.

Cho :Oution of married men NoaCIS
(ho haft.: ..o.serr, ha. -'urea the- :.iimaiic of all
categories A,Lfernalc4...'obeilder in_194L; ih. married
won't n comprised only 107',., or 4.2 r 4 all w -.men
wraers In 1979. 59.97,, nrarl- 71 a ail female
wr.d.ro. Nos Mari ice. mill, bust,ipdt t,' :W..

Since 1?70 the ni.ino, of &sweet! w omen u-orl etc
has doublet; --the.natnli.:, rose from 9 million in 1910
to 4 million in 1979. The number of es': mar I icd single

1211 0,..n'Tictieg rr venue. NW 5 iso.:11c,r,o, 2.:(26 2:12 tc 7414a)
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Wom-in jobhalderi increased h om 7 million in 1970 to
Million in 1979.

The highest participation rata (74%)oraLnry groupof
women classified -by marital status arc those who are
diverree&In 1979 the labor force participation rate of

women jobholders was:

Hever Married
Married. Husband Present
latkuled.Husband Absent
Divorced
W.:lowed

49A%
58 a%
740%
726%

In 1979 toll -time women workers hadmedian
annual tatnings of $6,894 less than men.

Women.- IN illking lull-time. year round in 1979 had
median annual earnings of $10,168, whole. MeriVearating
averaged $1 7,062. Women made 59,60 to every dollar

made by men..

Annum eare4.0 Women.
earoings_as

percent of men's

Women Men

le55 92.719 $4,252 63.9%

1960 3:93 5,417 ao a

1965 6.375 600

1970
1915

5.323 8.966
12,758

59 4
ss

1979 10,163 17,062 59 6

The median annual income of hiisbarid-wife
families in which both partners were
employed was S25,290 in 1979.

Vi'ben_the huihrind was the only wage earner. afamily's

median a n nual income in 1979 was $18.915-Etii families
maintained by- isomen; the median income was only

59.784-More than CCi% or husband-wife fn milies in 1979

had Iwo or more carriers.

In 1930, 30.7 million children tinder 18,

or 53% of the total, had mothers in the
labor force.

In /970, 25 5 million hidren. or 39%, had working
mothers. In 1980. 43%-of all children under Sosycats old
had. mothers rn Oho labor force. compared with 29% in
1970.

In 1979 full -time women workers who were
high_school graduates earned less on the
average than fully eMployed male workers
who had not completed elementary school.
Women workers who had graduated from
college earned than men workers with
an_aighth grade education.

, I . ',years

Median Annual Earnings

Women Men

57.475 $11,034

Cr.. of school 7,766 14.475

Com, . " ' ors of high

taro.. 5,552 15.205

Completed 4 years of high
_ school 10.506 18,111

Completed 1.3_years of college 11.881 18.376

Complk-act 4 years of college 13.450 22.380

Con,pleted 5 years of college
or more 16.684 25.858

The _National Commission
on WOrking %Vermin

The National Commission on Working Women is a non,
governmental, action-oriented bodY. l_t_wascrearedrotocus on
the needs and concerns of that approximate 80% ofx.ionien in
the workforce whcrare concentrarcd_inlOo,paiink;boctoopo
jobsin_acrvice industries, clerical occupations, retail Slot,.
factories and Manta
__Commission r..embers roc women and men representing
business, labor, the Congress, the media,_ acadetnia_and
working women ilicortCht As its se-retariat, the Center for

omen and -Work implernems rhe Commission's programs
seck_sto_a_c_Itieseits overall_goals, and servo as nation'
exchanre for ideas, information and -research xclated_to_the
world_ otwonien _Oldie workforce The Center is a separate
operational unit within the -National Institute for Work and
Learniog,:a_prisa9.,00nproll1. organization dedicated to the

fobs and bc use of the human potential.-
A s a-g,r_outs-women in the RD% iimd to he isolated and

underrepresented. They ale in no parliCUiar network to which
they Can Ulf frIOC tscrxtrsi tar c thcy orottch Oral 20/ yOra ker.
1 he Commission aims io fill this rap ny vMiloring. and
pubircirinr thepardilersixandoccd w or k ingsx omen thr ourh
state and local dialornes, acinin Nora rns designed-in help
irdsc there problems irinCrtallt, ways. -an overall public
awareness campaign, and the development of policy
recommendations Canc. runr the conditsons of 9inmcn in the
tt_orli.(0-Cc. Source for siatistics S Department of Labor,
1940. 1
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71191..", s.C.1:-.Wasarmasear.

Overuietv of Piiinoiky Woman
in the Prorldone

In 1979 there were 13.5 minion black aod Hispanic women in the U.S. populatiol: o.er 6.9
million (51.3%) were in the workforce.

In 1970 there were 4.4 million black and Flinn. nic women in the workforce; that number increased to 6.9 million in
1979. A decade ago, -I-8,9% of !lack women were in clerical occupations; in 1979 the percentage jumped to 28.8%.
Conversely; in 1970-.19,4%,of black.working.,omettwereprivalc household workers; in 1979 that-number decreased lo
8%. In 1979. 64% of all black working women were ... clerical or service occupations. Only 11% of Hispanic women
worker-s-.ere in profession-at or administrative occupations.

_10_19_7_91bc_occopational distribution of employed white, block, and Hispanic men and womtir (the only maims for
which data were available) was:

While Black N. rpank

Warner Women Men Women Men

101 At (oeri en!) 100% 1.:0 5 100% 100% 100% 1onik.
PmfessroneLleherc.111mclorles nurses_arta leacbers, lo.9 162 :1' 1 87 7.5 67

(cscept farm) 6.7 15 2 3 0 56 3 7 S.5
-7.2 6.5 28 20 - 33

r.lierica I 363 59 288 _7.1 21.7 .6 3
Clan _ _ . 1.8 21.5 13 17.5 71 209
1.-1{4,6tYe ..,01.t,t1;,.) It.SpOttt 107 77.1 14.4 256 752 256
Nonfarm laborers 1.1 6.1 1.7 13 5 1.1 11.6
Serrese 783 7.9 349 167 718 135

r4. vale booshold workers 2.1 01 80 01 .2.6 0.1
..sir °tree service 16.2 711 168 166 19.2 134

Form 1.0 38 05 33 1.5 4.7

In 1979 the unemployment rate for minority
1% OM ell s + as 123%. This was the highest rate
compared to all other segments of
Ilse population.

he unernploy went rate for minority women has
increased since 1955 w be as 8.4%. In 1979 the
unemployment :arc lowest fn, white males a! 4 4%;
the rate was 5.9% for unite females, and 10 3% for
loinonty males

In 1979 o:ei 40% of till Wad: faiiiilieS
it ern beatkil 114 Warner'

Theie weic_ $,9 million hlack fa mires in he U.S. in
1979. Of those. 2 4 milhen were headed by women This

n Amber_ was Op from 1975 when the proportion_or black
f ..Ile-headed households wa, 35.2%. For white and
Hispanic families also, the number of v- Crier,
rtmintainMg families ',growing, For_ _whit', ramil.es,,the
figure ws 11.0% in 1979_, up from 10.5% in 1975. Fa:
Hispanic families, ii was 19.8%in 1979, up flm1148,77c in
1915: Ili 1918:, _abertit 60% Of :ill_ blaCk ierd,
families headed by women were living below posert) level
c 'pared with 34% of whae families.

30 77.: of 'ilakk %oreren used below
the poverty level in 1978.

ittIRCt. ,01:17.11 C011, -iar rest -ot the
populatinnAhoi u as_ phor_in_157n. 3 he __ccondJarke_s1
segment was Hispanic women, 20.9'7 of whom weir,

:/.1; below thc pew erry Icycl, while 9.3% of white women
were eclassincr! as poor.

rstbrna/ Cam.lcslon on Workinj Worn. r.:12, tut 17c°:-.et1 and Work MU floor /.acre,. 23,36 202

4 7
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Ott an average, full- thin: Women workers I :1_1978 the median annual ii&oine for Mae.:

in 1978 earned 59c for every SI etii toll by married-couple families was S15;913;

Di e n.
compared to 55,88 i for black faiiiiNeS headed

..... _77777_ ____ by itiittben.

ethnic
isp.ttliC women it.n.1.1,17. htsvcst income of any. ----- -_ , _, ,

8t0uft Ot 19Th .1 heir ''''"'nr was half of "." lo black rnartird -coui,le faMilics where the wife was in

males' In 1978, the median annual incinne lot men and Ilse paid imioi for,-. the median annual income was

women by lace was. $19,073. The median annual income for white mauled,
couple families in 1978 was 519,038:_Fou_white families

beaded by women, the median income was $9,911.

winte. Males
11Mcs.

illsrunc Males
White Cernales

- /Deck ninnies
thSOdniC F titles

prfisntisi
While Male'

S 16.390 100%

12.1130 76 0%

11 943 73016

9.732 595%
9.020
11.331 50 9%

In black married-rnople_families; 60% of
the wives were in the Paid labor forte;
eiiiiipar«1 to 47% of the wiw!..s in White
Inarrle_thcourle families in 1979.

In 1979 there were 61.5_rniffion children
under 18 years old-311 Million of Mira had
mothers intim paid labor forcie 293
Million had mothers 19110 weer,

Children Uncle/ le

While &luck

loran -Children ,_ MililLin 7.0

Hispanic

4 2 Million'

tabor /Dice £5.1 million 4 d . n 1 7 million

Mother 001 in
_

Thole weir 3 2 tililintnhlucl. fatnilieS

In 19 /9 _DI those Lnnihes. 1.9 million coin:tined stoat

in.); wives while 13 Mahon misitmocd..wiy_c_s_DD1 in the

paid labor foccc. Thritsvcie 43 & million %lute m:u lied

couple ./aMilies in 1979. CH t number, 20.6- million
had wives in the paid labor force while 23 Million did

not.

5d7O, knee 23 7 million

't-non! do-not add to_r.dellnda.
rna.nt...nnd l.y .nen nee not ma!, .

2.4 ninon

ler etulenen

s c!. nplete 1,1 it Alsailabie horn the National

!
on Is relit g Women. Mite and :Isl. fof one

I (ease enclose a Sr V.addicssed, stamped envelope.

ever of 11 'or ins Women A n
home otrated_and_neisonal piriblems reported by

150.000 women (1979) 53.00.

77;,-Cu,...0 . Office !Coder.%

A 42.6 ;mice 111011111 for impletnerdenganISAInutwrinual_on
the career deeloproctitnmecm ftmeleocal ....ciSers, Includes

ono hand .nut material,. 044.60.

14"5" r It 74. Neu: About ine707.. A quitted.; neusimer

put 11. bed by the Natioimi Cortnnissior. on Won
10.00/ }ea',

-----
Edloocionuti,ngininVor Women inthe_W:i. An

analysis. of -I1 successful model pitivra ms sponstite.1 by

edtieational insiittnions for cionptolessional uorirric
55.00.

111 abilairi the Al ad ripl.re. Five c..sr_stratbes
ar.d

onion %ntl.p.1,tee el/or-Ric Novick camel mcblin) lot uoll,hr
V. omen. 05 00.

f aeLdoel de Problem, Nerd,. and Concern%of Ste., our,
An a naly,15 r the 1-11,0-cletical_9.4,keys responses I,- the1979

Naluical Sur of W Wnnon SI 00.
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\l r. HAWKINS. The next witness is Peggy Pratt, chairperson of
I 04 Ange!es Working Women.

Nis. Pratt, welcome.

.-;T.VI'ENIENT OE l'ECCY l'11:111{I'ERSON, LOS ANGELES
NVOI{KING WOMEN

P:: ATT. Congressman Ilawkins; members of the Subeommit-
tee on _Employment Opportunities, and guests: -my name-is Peggy
Pratt I am the chairperson of.the_Los Angeles Working Women, a
membership organization seeking to improve job opportunities and
pay for officeworkers. We are affiliated with Working Women, the
12,000-tnemher national organization for_ officeworkers.:

I am here, today to testify as an individual who has benefited
Iron) affirmative action programs, as- well as to describe the forms
of discrimination that Los Angeies Working Women has uncovered
in the city through surveying working women and analyzing com-
pany affirmative action plans.

I work as a legal secretary in a large law firm. _I chose the legal
industry because I felt the work would be-interesting and the pay
is usually higher than other secretarial _jobs. As a single_ parent, I
need to earn enough money to support_ myself and_ my son and
have the security. of' knowing that I can always find a job.

NA it h years' experience in the clerical work force; _a
vent- business degree and excellent_ typing and shorthand skills, -I
begun looking for a _legal setaitarial job. It wasn't easy. I was told:
"You re_ just not right For the job," You don't have enough experi-
eiiCe,- "You're overqualified..-

Finally, I 'was offered a "legal secretary trainee" position I ac-
cepted, even though I knew_ younger;_less_experienced, less quali-
fied white women were hired without the "trainee title attached. I
was the only bil:ckemployee ia_the _firm. This was 7 years ago.
Today, there are still only a handful of minority 'women working as
legal secretaries.

I was fully qualified for the legal secretary position, but affirma;
t tveaction opened the _door For me. Affirmative action works.

Women and minority _employees have made_ career gains as a
result of affirmative action programs. Women bank managers in-
creased front 17.ti_pe_rcent in 1970 to :31.6 percent in 1979. A study
of the insurance industry between 1911 and 197J found minority
women moving into clerical positions for the first time, and white
women moving into managerial-positions forthe first_time.

It_is important to note that this progress is a result of increased
public pressure by women's and civil rights' organizations and
increased Government attention to enforcement of affirmative
action. particularly in.banking and insurance.

Affirmative action benefits officeworkers in several other ways
by requiring companies to establish equitable policies to increase
training and advancement opportunities. Some of these policies are
job_ posting; job descriptions; regular salary reviews, and career
paths.

. While many visible gains have been made in hiring and- promo-
tional opportunities for women_and minority employees, discrimi-
nation continues to exist and if ignored, the gains we have made
could be eradicated:
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member nl Los :\ngeles Workiog_Womenoyerheard her boss--
111111:1gOr in ;1 bank _action_ employer -state

that he would never_ promote a secrctary: -Yes, I have to interview
them for these johs, but l_ would never promote one.-

Los Angeles Working Women surveyed women in the work force
-c-Ciicerriing promotion il opportunities, tin(' other_working con-
ditions. The findings show that most Los Angeles employers talk
about alTirtmaive action. but do very little_ to seriously change the
employno picture finr women and minorities._

The starting ;;;_dary for a clerk in the_ }making indu..:fry is $6-15

per month. On this salary, some officeworkers are eligible for lobd
stomps. American taxpayers are subsidizing the banks' low pay

_ .

Minority \vomen, on the average, carried between and tint).
less per month than white woolen in comparable jobs and with
comparable experience and education.

!Material submitted by Peggy Pratt inflows:I
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Los Angeles Working omen
an Or c, for Women Office Workers

I ...; P1.:(

I. .1: t an) of W,. in ne,

o i. t he I trg, .t mile occupat 1(.1,11 group In the Los
r. -1 I :I 'II': - .11 I /II :OA I 1,:n-k,rn . .10A hf .111 women

w.,r1. n ; I 5 , 1 1 1 I.. I er

, r ,ut rd ecenmic , ed: to ,upport- Chemselve; t heir

ie n 4 wh se Income I than 510,000 a year.

at I

w am, earn than 510,000 a year, compared to only 20%

il.,t let a I ork in the banking industr . is_ lust 51,00
.1 :7,1:0 h t I Lir I gltle for food stamps.

min., women oarn between S20 and_S11_0..less_
t , :. I:: lobs accorfl tng to LAWW

P II I,r ic,ti w it or, _are among the lowest_ for_all workers,
wena, eprt i.creania. f T. (within President Carter 's Wage

,I.
c ta et t rat (b. ebnt to increase. The top 100 banks in the

int I il-n a 2 H increase in earnings over h previous year.

2

t 1Lv trti an. g rose more than it did nationally
1 I ;et- oa . to a 14.5, increa,a national ly.

"le it d I are earning t b(10,,y than [hFy did a year ago.

, manager saying that he would never promote a
°Y. I have G, nterview them for these )obs, but

1 pr..mote ,ne'.-

J,!, ,:ontinu to exist in Los .Angeler_offace,- _Women__
ire 'line,. I,' !

trailtaohal low paying, dead-end jobs, whIle men are
I I t ;a, ,it Inns.
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Wamen me '...ept to th:adrik about_promoalmnal oopmtrunities and Job
tratu.na_preqrams, only halt ,0 all the companieti sur:eyed posted ani

t,tt
f men to be promoted

ii
,,ytm them, / 114,1 ,11,;1 t III

Afl 1. ,t ;1 1,1 1%t I I Al tr1 yen lower pay _and stat tel

t ta ,t It I ; 1114.,t!!1 t fit Merl were LI 1ve

;:, , I I `1 aIIl I 'iii f r.:.,11-1111..ril 1: Ill Ay t j/witu,i

Lir , t ;1, ;.1r,

I
, Ii tI' l' orkforee fat, douhle discriminatIon.

w,,mtn walk 14 year, at her lite.

LL a," , totten ampoules, not one company head is under 56.

Hut a t.ladle-are 'it ''it tm crt,Idered over the hull".

The averat.H.leaalecretary ,,v01-411 is lOcely-cn h,,nn twlee_the

experierao .0 her t,..tunq.,- counterpart, hut can SRI less per month,

I'll resuIt .. show older women arc pard lens, refused job
tr.mn,u., 60 and have inadequate pension plans.

avaroate y,_,ut_w,rklorce Ii, ensure women an, minorities arm' represented

in ill leeeP, 0 employment.

Create and put,lish_eat-oer ladders, in Job posting for.all__

oh I 1,1 , riqm,ve art ltlmSii education requirementa _whereon-the-job_

experience or trointnq Is-a comparable_substitute, and provide accurate,

written J''Ii Ac,ortptions to all amployees.

Rt.V1ON year pay t;tructare so_that..,rmmen office workers salary

r.inges,cmq,r, with the true value of the work they perform.

RecoMmendations to Women

T it with it women in your office._ comoore information on 1,17,

primal i 'nm ix d-lob trainlnyEyoluat.!2_ your company to ensure it is

follOwlua LAWW's Equrl Employment Plan.

lilt tor-acoess to iolLtraining programs, pr, lotions, and pay

inoreases, If ff111 urn denied a raise-or promotion. find_out V4Y. If

you feel you arm' Ilium
treated_enfairlY,_contact_LoE Angeles Working

Women ft,- Information on your legal rights on the job.

A . . Aprt ?l,111ert. lilt 1:,lqpr/lt.r.i. A-Pqr-rt an the F:conorni Ls of Work rr_t3

!.., i " IVO 11,1, At the LAWW mat f I 1./Th'w .r.1...ratArrs, 52 Non-Hetntredh,

I 1 -heck lmo.; ,11th yt,ur mu.: and Addrhss.
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Los Angeles Werking Women
an Organization for Women Office Workers

X1:1 ti uth11.1,vStrml,14. Kelm+ CA 'KX)17 213/627 112113

FACT SHEET: FIRST INTERSTATE BANK

Overview of CAWW campaign

Los Angeles Working Women targeted First literstate Bank, formerly United California
Bank, as their major campaign for-1981. LAWW is fighting to nave the_bank_upgrade____
clerical pay levels::: institute effective_job_descriptions.establish_a working griev-
ance procedure...in essence; become a model Afiirmative Action employer.

Why Target FIB: FIB is an economic leader in the Los Angeles
business community.

FIB is the 5th largest commercial bank in
California, and the 14th largest in. the nation.

FIB employs 13,000 people, the which

are women.
ti

Women employees make up 81% of the bank s
clerical staff.

FIB enjoys a-health xise_in profits. Earnings
rose 377 in 1979, and at tte close of 1980,
1:Ws earnings were more than $600 million, of
which $300 million was distributed in dividends
to stockholders.

FIB could set the pace -of fair and equal employment
policies in Los Angeles.

After having publicly announced our campaign, member; of CAWW Mqt_With_bank repre-
sentatives in an attempt to bring our concerns to_thetr_attention, The bank's personnel

openly expressed that they were there to listen to our q.restions and concerns, but were
rot prepared to give us any answers. They kept their word.

Firs EITloyment Practices

Pay: FIB pays entry-level clericals $700 a month. At this salary, some full-time

employees may be eligible for food stamps.

Women work out of_economit_necessity. Yet, FIB does not pay clerical

employees a substantive wage recognizing this fact. And, due to a new
job classification system, a secretary's salary depends upon the Job

of her boss.

Salaries_and raises are not Keeping up with the costof-living. Raises

for clerical_ workers are among the lowest for all workers.--But,-FIB's
chairman, Norman Barker, received a reported 16.r. rats.:. of $53;481 last year.

4 8 b
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All jobs are not listed in "Job Awareness" bullet.insspecifiCal1y,
managerial positions. And, some managers make it difficult for
employees to transfer.

:Jh Descriptions: Employees report that they do not have accurate-job descrip-
tionsdespite-the fact-that the bank's Affirmative AttiOn plan
calls for one for each job.

Grievance Drokedure: The bank reportedly has a grievance procedure. Except

that when an employee requested a copy from Personnel, she was
told it didn't exist.

working Women Strategy

Los Angeles Working Women has begun and.will continue to use several tactics in
order to win fair employment practices at First Interstate Bank. These include:

Working with the Department of Labor during their-scheduled review of
fib's Affirmative-Action plan this summer and gathring information on
discriminatory policies.

keeping emoloTes informed of the review thru newsletters, and by
operatinq n hot-line phone number for employee problems: 213/627-6263.

Informing depositors of our concerns and gaining their support through
petition drive,;.

Meetinq with state and federal regulatory agencies about FIB'S policies.

Los Angeles-Working Women needs your support in our fight to end discriminatory
erTddyment polices at First Interstate Bank.

EAWW-Membersitip

_ CAWW_Ii;=, membership- Organization and an affiliate of Working Women, The National
Association of Office Workers. We are dedicated to upgrading-the pay, job opportunities
and respect of women office workers. Bank campaigns for equal employment _are_going
on nationwide, and our affiliates in Boston and Cleveland have been victorious!

C OUPON

__I would like to join LAWS fight for Higher Pay at First Interstate Bank.

I would like to join LAWW. Enclosed is $6 per year (income under $7,000),

$12 per year (between $7 $10,000), $24 per year (over 510,000).

NAME___ TELEPHONE (w) (h)

ADDRESS CITY

COMPANY JOB TITLE_

ZIP

Lo- Angeles Working Women 213 So. Hope Street, Los Angeles, 90017 2131627-6263
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Women Office Workers:

A Report on the Economics

of Working ire Los Angeles

June 1980

LOS ANGELES WORKING WOMEN

Si Members 52 Non-members - S5 Institutions
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INTRODUcTroN

"I've learned several thingS Elittnigh my_eareer__
as a secretary. First the_company is going to try
to pay y60 as little as they can. Second, they don't
want -to give you a job description, because they want

you to do everything. Finally, they don't want_tO _ _
promote you because you Ate tOO valuable a ;; a secretary.

- a Los Angeles secretary

TOday, for the first time in history, more than half of all

women are working in the paid labor force. One third of these

11 million women -,e-Ieketi, are employed in the clerical workforce,

the largest single occupational group for women.

Tt report Shall address major concerns of women employed

in Los Angeles businesses; pay; job opportunities; and respect for

the skills and experience they bring to their jobs.

The findings contained in this report ate based on government

data, newspaper articles; annual reports, in depth interviews with

women office workers and the results of job surveys distributed

to 10,000 office workers in downtown Los Angeles.

The findings revealed in this report are a serious indictment

of Los Angeleg employers. The report documents discriminatory

patterns and practices that continue to egist, despite the passage

of equal employment nearly 20 years ago.

-Pay levels for women entering the banking_ industry at

$600 per morif.h_ 66% ofall__women earn less than $10,000,

compared with 20% of all men.

-Women are segregated into traditional ley{ paying, dead-end

jobs. 40% of all women working in Los Angeles are clericals.

489
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-older women workers face additional discrimination. Older
legal secretaries_earn_an average of $83 less per month than
younger legal secretaries, but have twice the experieace.

Women office workers play a central role in the Los Angeles

c,.,nomy. Yet, they are poorly paid; given little or no access

to training and promotional opportunities, nor are their office

skills treated with the respect they deserve.

We would like to thank all of the women who contributed to

survey --- by sharing their work experiences with us and

by helping ti compile the results. A special thanks to Gail

Hiraama, a USC student intern, for gathering data and compiling

the ,;ti ts

490
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A--P-FULE oF0 W WoMEN IN 1A):-; AN,IEEE!;

Moro th,n .-le million women are in the Los Angeles labOr

fors-o. 10.6, these women workers are Black and 14.0. are

HiLahic.

"Paper industries" Sui,':h as banking; insurance, accounting

and law dominate the Los Angeles business economy making cleriCI

the largest single job category. One nut of every five workers

13 ri
clerical worker and nearly 804. of those are women.

40'0. Lei ail women in Los Angeles work as secretaries, typists,

file clerk; or in other office positions. Within the next 5 years

this number will increase.

Pe. n1 nl

OCCUPATIONAL PROFILE FOR LOS ANGELES COUNTY
1980-1985

Source: California Employment Development Department

PO 1.15 eo
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Women work for the some reasons men do --- out of economic

need and for career satisfaction. Two thirds of the women in

the labor force in 1077 were never married; widowed; divorced or

seperated and worked to support themselves, and their families

or to supplement the lbw incomes of their huSbands.

For minority women, four out of every five in the workforce

supported themselves or had husbands whose incomes were $10,000

or less per year.

WORKING MOTHERS

The traditional American family consisting of a male working,

a non working mother and two children is a myth. Only 6'0, of the

42 million AMerican families actually conform to this stereotype.

By 1990, two of three mothers in the United States will hold

jobs. Today, 40 percent of married women with young children

work outside the home.

Women heads of households are more likely to have incomes

below the poverty level than male heads of households. One third

of all familes headed by women had incomes below the poverty level.

UNEMPLOYMENT

Unemployment levels for women remain fairly low due to the

expansion of clerical job opportunities. However, Hispanic and

black women have somewhat higher unemployment due mostly to
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tower opport6hities in the clerical workforce. In addition, women

aqe 40 tend to be unemployed an average of six weeks longer

than .,,anger women.

UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS OF WOMEN

White women

Black women

Hispanic women

:,,),Irce, U.S. Department of Labor

SALAPIFS

6.2%

4.50.

7.9*

In all job categories: pay for women is lower than pay for

Men. On the average, women earn 61 cents to every one dollar

a man earns. This pay gap between men's and women's wages is-

wider today than it was 25 years ago.

Median (midpoint) pay levels for men are $266 per week

compared to median pay levels for women of $187 per week. 66% of

all women who worked ft-III time earn less thou $10,000 per year,

compared to 20% of all men.

Men

Women

EARNINGS OVER $10,080

Earnings over $10,000

493
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MEDIAN WEEKLY INCOMES MARCH 1980

Men Women Wage Gap

White $324 $202 $122

Black $239 $186 $53

Hispanic $236 $175 $61

According to LAWW's survey results, salaries for women

in banking are lower than those in any other industry. Women

working full time in major Los Angeles banks earn entry level

salaries of $600 per month. Fulltime bank workers are eligible

for food stamps, despite the fact that bank profit rates rose an

AVolAq, 02 274: or uiore In the past year.

Bank secretaries averaged $1031 per month, $100 less than

all 3Peretaries surveyed. Technical employees in Banking earned

nearly $200 less than all technicals surveyed.

Pay varied considerably within the clerk; secretary and

technical categories for all respondents. However, minority

women generally earned less than the overall averages for each job.

Black women earned $110 less per month than the average

secretary, but the pay gap improved for black women in technical

jobs. There they averaged $1223, compared to $1267. Hispanic

women are more likely to be employed as clerks or secretaries, yet

earn $100 less per month in each category. Asian women earned

slightly more than the average in the technical category, but

less in all others.
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Jon SURVEY RESULTS

teg.L Afer"ge-S-a-lary Range

,Y7I4 $600 $120e

Peceidionists $815 $700 $1000

Secretaries
5600 $17(fl

Computer 0,,rator 51048 $800 $1550

$840 $1700

s,e,ervisor,, $1195 $1000 $1495

$1497 $1000 - $2500

Neuters $1837 $900 $3700

,-at.00rf_ includes claims adjasters, claims representa-

tive.,, tinancial analysts, buyers 6 other similar lob titles.

women over age 40 earned less on the average than younger

WOMen in nearly all categories. Years of experiehCe and length

csf service have little to ao with the salary women receive.

90., of those surveyed felt that their companies could

afforii to pay higher salatieS, but did not because of high pay to

executiveS (7fl), to keep costs down (60%) , or to kOOp profits

high (44).

WOMen's wages have little to do with hoW successful or

profitable their company is Atlantic Richfield's earnings rose

32'. in 1978; yet employees received a scant 5i cost of living

mere. tw. However, most coMpanieS did not give any cost of living

increase despite huge profits. (See Appendix h for furhter

iiflrmat ton ,n company profits) .
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RAISES AND THE POST OF LIVING IN LOS ANGELES

The cost of living in Los Angeles for office workrs rose a

stiaj,,rina 18.74 from At.ril 1579 to April 1930; ,ompared with o.

14.54 incretse nationally.

RaiSel, for office workers are not keeing race with

inflation. Mist women reported raises averaging 7& to keep

within President Carter's Wage and Price controls.

The iellowinl chart shows .'ftice workers raise, have been

am,,,rst the lowest tor all worker,.

PE-PCENT-1NCREAEES IN AVERAGE HNIRLY EARNINGS

c milt, 1975/76 1976/77 1977/70 1478/79 To,erage

,t11 , 7. 3 7.4 7.8 9.8 8.

Electr,u:: Data
7.0 t 9 6 8.6 0.

Skillet M.iint,itnce
,rker 7. 8:9 8:1 9.7 8.5

Plant
12.4 6.1 8.2 11.7 9.8

liC trtmtlt Labor

111'01,1" 1.Thlt.1t mean higher wages? 1.1any think- Sr.

bot 1.: shrew )1.t1tr.41:;(. A truck driver with 9 yt.arr, cif

..IA it Iin tirn:, 18, !nor, than a ecretary with O'fl r 12 -,9.ir6 ,,f

I'll,' it 1,1i.
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AADEDIN LEVELS OF MEN AND W,-,t4EN

Years of School
Complete./

Oracles 1-i

High SJhool

C6Ilege

Gradcate Work

Men ---Mbmen Cii,

$12,083 56;r364 55517

51:;434 5,4,894 56546

51q,603 s1i,6o4 57994

$21;941 '14;338 r:,7603

llource: (1:S: Department of Labor 1977

PROMoT/oNs

"I overheard a manager saying thJt_he_would never

promote _a secretary:- 'Yes, l_have_tpinterview them

for lobs, but I wOuld never promote one.'"

"Women's work" --- clerical secretarial, and other office

occupati,ns are Iow paying, dead end jobs. Job Segregation

in Offices is perpetuated by: hiring practices that channel men

into managerial and professional positions and women into Clerical

work; polities that keep women in the dark about promotional

opportunities; and women being forced to train men to be proMOted

over them.

Women are 80'4 of the clef icaI workforce, yet arc only 75.5,

of the prOfeSSionals and 19.7* of the managers. The following

chart shown women are concentrated in clerical, sales, And service

lob categories, whilt men are a majority in management, professional

and skilled occupations.

497
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OCCUPATIoNS FOR MEN AND WOMEN IN LOS ANGELES

Men Women

.tessamal

Managers
A.Iministrators 80.3, l9.7

Clerical 20' ROM

Sales 63.31. 3C.7A

Craftsmen

Service 39.60 60.4i

Source: U.S. Department of Labor

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN DENIED A PROMOTION?

"I we work in a large bank because I_ thought
there would be lots of advancement. __But:after 6_yearS.
I haven't received any promotions. Blacks are denied
promotions in certain departments of the bank."

"My company posts job-openings, but-only-for-
secretaraal_and clerical positions._ l-am looking
for a job that will lead to advancement."

"Jobs are posted for the most part, but I have
not even been-interviewed for any of the- our jobs
I have applied tor in the_past year- doh't thank
they want to train a 52 year old woman on data processing
equipment."

"My boss _is comfortable with me as_his secretary and
has refused to allow me to transfer."

work in a law office, and there isn't anywhere to go.
However, I would like to -sec some_changes_made in how the
lobs are structured--,-that way there could he some
promotional opportunity."

over two thirds of the women responding to the job survey

felt that promotional opportunity was a serious issue. More than

halt stated that there were opportunities to advance within their

offices; but that they had been passed over for advancement.
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/1,'OJKIN,; --- A CASE STUDY--l-NP-ROMOTIONS

Empinyee X is 25 _cars_old_and has a liberal arts college

cAi,?ation. X began working in the banking iriddStry_as a_

teller two years ago. After-several moriths_on_the, lob, X

is ready for a promotion and approached_thebank manager

about eg X was. promoted to a technical position

within operations. Today, X is a manager of a department
avi an Asristant Vice President.

Employee CyJet 40. and began_working in the bank 13 year::

ago as a. Clerical worker. After several years,.Y.was promoted
tea technical position, but was not given the title -and

salary increase that others doing.the_same_job_ were given.

'finally, after 5 years of doing- the-work and asking for

a title and salary change; Y was given a title and a

6, increase.
_ .

Can you guess which employee is a man?...Which employee is

A woman? mii-jets, all women in the banking industry can identify

with employee Y's frustnatiOn and disappointment.

Nacii-inallv, women are 63% of the bank worl,force, yet 87.6%

work in clerical positions. For minority women, more than 90%

work in clerical jobs.

In recent years, banks have tried to lead us to believe that

they have made great strides 1.1 expanding employment opportunities

for women. However, our survey returns do not fully support the

banks' claims.

When a male supervisor left,_.1._was_told that the

position was eliMihatedl___Yeti_ another man with no
experiende Was_hired given the desk and told he woad

be Made supervisor." .

---a bank employee with 34 years experience

I applied fora- promotion recently, but was told that

someone else from outside the bank was hired for the

PoSition because he had more experiencel___Whera_l_asked
what I could do to improve -my- opportunities, they could

not tell me any -areas in_which_I was weak."
---a black woman with over 5 years bahk experience
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"I was recently mad; an officer in my bank.. I sit
the same desk.; earn the same salary.; and the only

addition to my job duties is supervising five secretaries
in my area. Male officers get jobs with more respondsibil tr,
offices with windows, _and higher salaries."

---a bank officer with-10 years experience

According the the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,

the job category of officers and managers rose 60.8% in the

country's 100 largo.:t banks, compared to a 26.59, rase in the office

and clerical job category. This huge increase in officers and

managers may indicate that banks are changing women's job titles

---not their pay, duties, or responsibilities.

Women and minorities in banking are confined to the lower

ranks of management. 24% of all bank jobs are classified as

officials and managers, but a much smaller number involve major

management responsibility. Women managers are found in personnel and

branch banking; but not in commerical lending. Senior management

is still in the hands of white males.

A look at senior management and Board of Directors of five of

the top banks in Los Angeles show women barely visible. Out of a

possible 109 Board of Director positions only 7 were filled by

women. One of the 77 senior management positions was filled by

a woman.

The banking industry plays a decisive role in the nation's

economy. They could be using this position of influence to set

a high standard for fair and equal employment policies. However,

bank pay and advancement policies set a poor example.
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DOES LIFE BEGIN AT 40? A-10,64EAT AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT

.

"People say4that life- begins at 40, but for

working 'women like me, that's far from the_truth,
After_putting in years of dediCated service, I've

been passed over for promofiens_and raises, have
jobs,

trained younger_men_to do_more highly-paid
and-now at age- 56; -I'm looking forward to retiring

on 1,,i;S than 5500. a month."
---a Los Angeles bank secretary

One out of every three women who work is over,$5. And these

numbers will continue to increase OVer the next several decades.

Predictions indicate that 50% more women betWeen the ages of 45

and 54 will seek employment by the end Of this century.

In 1978 d majority of women
between 45 and 64 worked, and two

Of every five women 55 to 64 were employed. The percentages

increase for minority women: 60% of minority women between 45 and

54 worked and 43.6% of minority women between 54 and 65 worked.

37.9%

LABOR FORCE STATUS- OF OLDER WOMEN

Ages 45 to 54

1950 1978

Not Working

1950 65 1978

57.1%

1

27%

Working

Source: U.S. Department of Labor

50.1

Ages 55 to 64

1950 1978

41.4%
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Not only are more women entering the job market, but women are

remaining in the labor force longer. The average woman can expect

to work 34 years of. her life, an increase of 9 years since 1973.

As a working woman grows older, she is faced with double

discrimination on the job. The following section outlines the

problems that many mature women workers face on the job: low pay;

poor advancement opportunities, and a lack of respect for their skills

and experience.

Promotions

"Yes, there are opportunities to advance here at the
bank. . .but one must possess a degree, or know the 'right'
,nple, or be of a desirable age ----they don't want to
waste time tralning_an older person."

---a bank secretary

only 13, of women over 35 are in managerial or administrative

jobs. Molt arc in clerical pr service jobs; and there they stay

until retirement. In general, the occupational distribution of

olier '...,omen Is similar to that of younger women. However, mature

minority women are more likely to be in service work than younger

minor, t. omen.

Those women over 40 responding to the job survey support the

stati,:ti,7a1 data on advancement opportunity. 427- stated that jab

training opportunities are nonexistent for older women. Training

that does exist is for "job-rela'ed" courses only --- such as typIng,

.stenography; stress management --- and not useful in creating a

-..treer ladder for advancement out of the clerical job classification.
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One out of every 4 respondents had been denied promotions

they felt they deserved. According to the Department of Labor,

older workers are more willing to learn new tasks; but rarely

get the opportunity.

l' ay

Women, over 40, who work fulltime earn less than women

25 to 40, despite years of experience and length of service.

64* of women over 40 responding to the survey felt that starting

pay levels in their companies were close to, or more than theirs.

One glaring example is that of secretaries' pay in the Los Angeles

legal industry. Women over 40 earn, on the average; $83 less

per month than younger women.

LOS ANGCLES LEGAL SECRETARIES

Women under 40

Women over 40

Average Years
Average Salary-- Experience

$1253 3 years

$1170 6 years

Salaries in all industries seem to have Little to do with

work pertdeified; educational achievement, years of experience or

loyalty to a company.

The pay gap between men and women overall is significant.

However, when you compare the average earnings of older women and

older men, we find women earn 53% of what men earn. The following

chart indicates pay disparities of men and women at all ages.

'V'

5O3
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CoMPARAT1VH EARNIW;S BY Sr rlpflt;ps

130, 100,

25-34 3'-45

Ser r..-T Department of Lahor

tirlaig to a Lite of- Poverty.

100', 1004

46-54

56%

Neariy 750. of women workers in private industry are not

covered by pension plans. But, covered or net, 90% of women in

:.rivate'industry over 65 never receivu a peony in pension benefits.

The overage woman gets a mere 580 a month in pension payments.

Womeh empinyod in large businesses such as insurance and

banking generally have pension plans. However, employees usuall.,'

wait up to 10 years to be guaranteed a pension. This penalizes

women In low-pay mg, aead-end occupations, who frequently are force

to change jobs in order to get adequate pay.

"The company Ainsurancel tells us.that our berefits
Are better than .post other companie5. :'m not sire that's
true, but after 10 years I can't afford to lose ,.'.at I have."

---an insurance accounting clerk

Women employed in law firm, doctors' offices, and other small

companies fare much worse when it comes to a secure retirement.

0 - fl7 - 3? 504
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A .ajArity Of legal secretaries d.1 not. have pension plans At all.

"I .dOn't_hive a i,vn,ign_pian. I'm told the money that
would be put aside for a pension plan is included in my

s,lary (51400 per month)."

a legal secretary

"I have a pension plan, but_i_doWt know it it is
adequate_or not,. _Several months ago, my boss told me
n& had_changed th^ plan, but he refuses to tell me

he spe.zifics."

- a legal secretary

Social securit#Nbenefits usually add to a private pension

plan, allOWing the retired person to maintain decent standard

of living. The a,,erage woman living alone retires with social

security benefitS of about $223 per month.

Fcr mi.iority women 65 and over, social security has represented

85% of their retirement income. 62% of black women 65 and over

and wt.o live alone live below the poverty level.

In an inflationary economy, no one can be certain if their

pension plan is going to adequate, but feir most women retire-

ment means a life of poverty.

It's not easy for any woman --- young Of old --- to receive

fair treatment. Bdt as a working women grows older, she's faced

with even more severe problems on the job. Out Of L A's top ten

companies, not one dOffifiam, head is under 56. But a middle-age

clerical is considered "over the hill".

Age discrimination and retirement are problems that affect

all women workers; if not today, then tomorrow.

505
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SURVEY RESULTS

The following section contains the results of the job

survey under the section "Job Equity". Policies such as job

posting and job descriptions are necessary to Insuring equal

employment opportunity. Equal benefits and equal pay are the

law, yet sc.me respondents did not feel their company followed'

these laws.

Do you believe you receive the same benefits as male employees?
A majority of survey respondents (6231 felt that they

received the same benefits as male employees. However, a least
one company offers male employees health benefits for their wives,
but does not offer female employees health benefits for their
husbands.

Do you--bel-i-eve that men and-women-a-re-pa-icl-eqtral-1-y-far-dcd-rig-s-tmi-1-a-e
work?-

NearIy_60C feIt_that_men and women were paid_equaIly for doing
the same job; while commenting that men were rarely found in
clerical job categories.

Does your company post all job openings?
Orily_43% Of an companies (itveyed_posted_arisr_job_opnitigg

Most companies post only entry level and clerical job openings.
Upper level positions are filled by personnel, outside advertising
or recruitment.

Do you have a ra_descriptiOn?__Is_it_accurate?________
73% of al women stated that they had -lob descriptions. Of

these only 23% felt that they were accurst -.. For most women,
writing their own job description was the best way to ensure it
was accurate:

Do-you-have-to do-person-al-work-for-your boss?
29% of the survey respondent-s did personal work for their

bosses. When looking only at secretaries, the percentage doubles.
Getting_coffee,_Iunches,_ dbing_personal_banking,_typing and
shopping were the most common duties, Only in rare instances were
women paid extra for doing personal work.
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Check all the ..s-nue.s that need improvement in your office.

Ply
7V,

f;alary Review
Sb*

Promotions

Job TtAin
554.

Job Poser
49!

Respect
54*

50

'20.-112221L.MIEL

100

TuRwp.7.7:7.1F.EEFREFE-7-7'.:

"
fit ions

Supervis ion
30*

Benefits
364

Cent; ions
29*

Vacationn.
24%t

spREFORTM
MUM

I
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ROW TO RATE -YOUR-CHMPANY

Company
Job
Posting

Job
Descriptions Advancement

Adams, Duque,
Hazeltine none

some, not
accurate

law_firm_i_no
advancement

Atlantic Richfield
Company

some, but not
all jobs

yes, majority
hot accurate

yes, but job
training and._
promotions are
qeriong ponceri
mixed reports,
people hired fi
outside the bar

Bank of America some, but not
all jobs

Li had job
descriptions,
ly did not

Getty oil none none lateral moves
only

Gibson, Dann &
Crutcher

none
some,
accuracy
varied

unsure,_onIy___
within secretax
levels

Occidental Life
Insurance Company

none
yes, most not
accurate

yes, but mostly
within clerical
job classificati

O'Melveny & Myers none
some
accuracy
varied

-some, especiall
from trainee to
secretary

Pacific Telephone
& Telegraph

some non-
management

yes, most
not accurate

some sex & rac
discrimination
were problems

Security'Pacific
National Bank

only clerical
some
accuracy
varied

yes, but mostly
within clerical
job classificat

Transamerica none none
withing clerica
job classificat

United_Bank of
California

most jobs
are_posted

yes; accuracy
varied

Yes, training
was considered
serious problem

Based on survey results from these companies.

OM
k

y

ons

y

ions

ion
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SURVEY FINDTNi5S

I. Women play an important role in the Los Angeles economy.

One out of every five jobs in Los Angeles Is a clerical job.

Women are BO% of the clerical workforce.

2. Women-work out of economic need: to support themselves;

their faMiliest or have husbands who's incomes are under $10,000:

3. Women are Segregated into IOW paying; dead-end job-s- 40% of

. _
all women working in Los Angeles are clericals. Women begih their

careers in the secretarial pool and their they stay. Our survey

results ihdiCate few opportunities for advancement exist within

most offices.

4: Older women in the clerical-woric-for ee face double discrifidnAtion

One out of every three women office workers is over 45. The survey

results indidate older women earn less than younger women and have

fewer opportunities for training in new areas:

5. Low pay is a serious issue for women office workers. Clerks

in the banking industry earn entry level salaries of 5600 per month.

Minority women average between $20 and 5110 less per month than

white women in comparable jobs. Salary increases for all office

workers are not keePing op with the increase in the cost of living

10 LOS Angeles.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO EMPLOYERS

1. Employers should evaluate their workforce to ensure that

minorities and women are represented in all levels of the

company. Employers should monitor their hiring, training and

advancement policies to ensure they are equitable.

2. EMployers should inform all managers and supervisors of

their Equal Employment Program.

3, Employers should utilize minority and women employees within

the company by:

a. Create_and publicize career ladders that enable
employees to advance within the company;

b. Institute job posting for all job openings. Allow all
employees who feel they are qualified to-apply, review all
applicants qualifications, and inform an those who did not
receive the job why they did not qualify;

c. Remove artifical education requirements where on-the-job
experience is a comparable substitute;

a. Provide_promotions_and_access to training programs to
all employees including older working women;

e. Provide accurate,-written-job descriptions to all employees
and review them periodically for changes.

4. Employers should review their pay structure to ensure it is

equitable to all employees by:

a. Institute regular salary reviews;

b. Institute regular merit increases and cost of Irving
increases;

c. Publish salary ranges and grade levels for all positions.



RECOMMENDATIONS To WOMEN OFFICE WORKERS

1. Evaluate your company on the following criteria.

a. Does your company have the following policies:

-written, accurate job descriptions;
job posting for all positions;

-job training programs_all_employees are informed of;
-written grievance procedure;
'written benefits booklet that includes sick days,
insurance plans, pension plan, and other company
benefits;
written salary ranges_and_grade_levels for all jobs;
-written equal employment program.

b. Are there women and minorities in top decision making
positions?

c. Are you aware of opportunities to advance in your company?

d. Do opportunities cease once you reach "middle age"?

2. ASk fOr pay increases. Describe the added duties you have

taken on and any other reasons you feel you deserve a higher salary.

3. ASk for access to job training programs, a job title change,

or a promotion. Utilize women already in those positions for

advice on training or education.

4. If you are denied a raise or promotion, find out why --- then

correct any problem areas and ask again.

5. If you are not getting anywhere in your company, ask other

women if they are facing the same problems. Your company could

be illegally discriminating against you.
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APPENDIX Ar

E-Ual__EMOIOYMent OpportUnty_Commission (EEOC)
Wilshire Blvd.; Los Angeles; CA

213-688-3400

The EEOC Investigates discrimination_complaints,_attempts_to
resolve them through conciliation, or brings charges against the
employer. If you feel you are being discriminated against because
of your sex, race, age, color, religion or national origin, you can
file a complaint with the EEOC.

The EEOC enforces the following laws.

TA-t-e-VII of the Civil Rights Act of-1964 - Forbids discrimination
on the basis of sex, race, co or, religion, and national origin in
terms and conditions of employment.

-t This Act prohibits employers
from discriminating on t e basis of age against any person between
the ages of 40 and 70 in'hiring, firing, promotion, or other_aspects
of employment. The law applies to employers of 20 or more persons.

The--E qtra-1RayActo-f--1-9-6-3- This law states that a woman may not be--
paid at a lower rate than a man who -is doing substantially the Same
work if the jobs require equal SkiII,_effort and responsibility.
The jobs do not have to be identical or have the same title.

U.S. Department of Labor
Office of Federal- Contract ColtiOiento_ProotameAOFCCP)
845 s. Figueroa. Ste. 550; Los Angeles; CA 90017

213-688-4961

The ()MCP enforces affirmative_actiOn_in_companies with
oontracts_with_the_cjovernment. On a yearly basis, they review
company affirmative action plans, conduct on site investigations
and conciliate with companies to end discrimination. If contractors
refuse to conciliate, the government may cancel their contract.

Executive Order 11246 (Affirmative Act-i-oni- - This order provides that
a company contracting with the federal government must agree not to
discriminate against any employee or applicant because of sex, race,
color, religion, or- national origin._ Every_contractor with 50 or
more empIoyees_and_$50.000 or more in contracts must develop a
written affirmative action plan which spells out now the company
intends to end discrimination.

Most large bUSinesses do tiSinetS_with the_federal government. For
information on whether your company is a federal contractor call
the OFCCP.

512
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U.S. Department_of Labor
Wage_and_Hour Division
300 N. Los Angeles Street, Los Angeles; CA

213-699-4972

Overtime - All employees covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act

must be paid time and a half fer_any hours worked in excess of

40 hours in one week (any 7_day_period). Generally 611 clericals

and hourly paid employees are covered by this law.

Nationalbaor Relations Hoard INLRB1
11600 Wilshire HIVT;; Los Angeles, CA

213-924-7351

The-Nabrenal Labor ReIatiohS Act -_The NLRA guarantees employees____

tne right to otganize_themselves
to form or join unions- Or to_engage

in othet greOP_aCtivity for collective bargaihing_or mutual aid or

Protection. It makes illegal any employers__attempt to intimidate,

coerce, or harasS an employed for participating in such activies.

Any employee Atting_with or on behalf of other employees-to improve

Working conditions is covered by this 16W. You do not have to be

Unionizing to be protected.,

Fair EmPieyment_Practices.Commision
- (FERC)

122 West 1st Street, Los Angeles, CA

213-620-2610

The Fair-EmpIoyment_Practices
Commission enforces state anti-discrim-

ination laws which are comparable to federal laws enforced by the

EEOC.

Employment .Development '-.-aeE.1-rtrnent
1525 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, CA

113-744-2230

The Employment Development
Department handles disability claims and

unemployment claims.

Division of .0ecupational and Health

3460 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA .

213-736-3041

The-Occupational Safety and Health-egdhey handles complaints around

health and safety issues in your office.
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APPENDIX B - COMPANY INCOME

Percent IncreaseOOMpa-rty 19-77- -1978

AtIantie Richfield $11,413;440 $12,738,809-- 321

BankAmerica Corp $376,276,000 $497,920;000 25:4%

Lloyds Bank $6,278,000 $10,-643,000 698

Padifid Telephone $340;214;000 $335;300,000 1.5%

Security Pacific
National Bank $100;638.000 $132.907,000 32%

$172,548,000 $208,310,000 21%

Union Bank
(1978)

$26;758;0-0-0
(1979)

$34,078,000 271

United Calitornia
Bank $45;700,000 $63,500,00039-%

wells Fargo Company $85,361,000 $110,146;000 29%

Source: Company Annual Reports
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Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Pratt. Ms. Pratt, you were hired
as_a trainee, I think you said What is your present classification?

Ms. PRATT. I am a legal secretary, sir.
Mr. HAWKINS. Full - fledged one?
Ms. PRATT. Right. Now I am. After 7 years. It took not the whole

7 years, but I have been a full-fledged one for about 4.
Mr. HAWKINS. Took about 3 years?
Ms. PRATT. In training.
Mr: HAWKINS. The others who- were hired at the same timeof

course, you were the only one hired as a trainee at that time?
M. PRATT. Right: After I got into the company, sir, I found out

that there were many white women hired, that had no previous
legal experience: They were legal secretaries from the start.

Mr. HAWKINS. You still work for the same company?
Ms: PRATT: No:A do not:
Mr. HAWKINS. I see.
Ms. Hirano, you indicated on page 5 of your statement one of the

areas to be considered is the expansion of avenues of affirmative
action to the industries of garment workers; cannery workers; and
farmworkers. What is the situation with respect to garment work-
ers? I thought they were currently covered.

Ms. HIRANo. I think that although they may be covered as far as
the law, what happens in practice, I think, is another story. -I think
that if you look at a number of the garment industry and it has
been shown in a number of things that have been reported in both
the press as well as in the kind of enforcement that has been done,
that a large number of women are still being paid for piecework
which allows them to be paid a very small amount of wages and
does not allow them to move into a higher paid kind of job.

We have done- a study in regards to farmworkers in the- State
and found that for farm working women, that they as well were
primarily in the lower paid jobs and werenot moving up the ladder
as far as some of the higher paid jobs that are available within the
farming area:

I think although the principles of affirmative action have been
applied in certain kinds of job classifications; there is a large
number which are still predominantely women.

Mr. HAwiciNs. The practice is then within the industry that
cause affirmative action not to be applicable and not to operate
effe_ctively?

Ms. HIRANO. That is correct.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEISS. Thank you- very much, Mr. Chairman. I thought it

was excellent testimony. I have no questions.
Mr: HAWKINS. Mr._Washington?
Mr. WASHINGTON. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS: I; too; would like to commend both witnesses for

the very excellent statements made and certainly to indicate that
you have, I think, done an excellent job of bringing in a very
personal way the value of hearings such as this. We are tremen-
dously benefited from the testimony. I am very pleased, Ms. Pratt,
that you have at least gotten a promotion after all these years and
certainly to commend you on having stuck with it and having
given great faith and hope to the rest of us that maybe we are
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doing something in attempting to save the affirmative detion_and
the other programs that have been so helpful in individual cases.

Ms. PliArt. Thank you, sir.
Mr. HAwit[Ns. Thank you very! much.
There being no further witnesses, we will conclude the hearing.

The next hearing will be in Washington; D,C,, and will be an-
nounced.

Betbre we conclude, I WOUld like to hav_e included in the record
at this point a letter _from Mary Cohen -of South Gate, Calif.

That will be included in the record at her request.
[Whereupon, at 1:45 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned; to

reconvene stibiect tb the call of the Chair:]
!Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
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STANFORD LAW SCHOOL

August ri, 1981

Edmond_cook
SUbcommittee on Employment Opportunities

S.- -House of Representatives
Room Bn-346A
Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

near Mr. Cook:

There are -four minor errors in_the_statement I mailed

you on August IOth on proposed_changes to Title VII.--On line
1 of the Iaat paragraph of_ page 1, "aggrevated" should read

aygraVated"; On_line 8 of the first paragraph of page 2,

"other'S" should read "others,". On line 12 of the Second_
aragraph of_the same page, "applied' should read 'applies".

rinally_on line 4 of the paragraph of page 5, "Sea" should

read "see".

I would appreciate my paper reflecting these changes__
before it becomes part of your record: I would also appreciate
receiving a copy of the hearings.

Thank you very much.

MAM/pr

Sincerely,

MigueV l Angel Nfendez
Associate Professor of Law

Crottli Q11.1drallgle SIMICOrd UllitVrtiity Stanford California 94305
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STANFORD LAW SCHOOL

August 10, 1981

S4-

Mr, e.dtibnd Cook
Subcommittee on_Employment_Opportunities
O. S._House of Representatives
Room 8-346A
Rayburn House Office Building
Washington D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Cook:

I have enclosed the remarks I would have presented at
the subcommittee's Los Angeles hearing on August 14th; I

regret that other obligations preclude my attending the
hearing and responding to the members' questions.

I hope that my remarks_will_help the subcomMittee
find ways to strengthen Title VII as it applies to disparate
treatment cases.

MAY./pr

Enclosure

Sincerely,

Migue Angel Mendez
Associate Professor of Law

Crown C;thuiranglt. Stanford University Stanford Californi.1 9430i
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STANFORD LAW SCHOOL

TITLE VII AND INTENTIONALITY
by Miguel Angel Mendez,

Associate Professor of Law,
Stanford Law School

- _ Until the_Supreme Court's recent decision-in_TeXat_Deot.
Of CoMMunity_Affairs_v,Burdine, 101 Sup. Ct. 1089 (1981),
the allocation_of the burden of proof between parties to
disparate_treatment cases brought under -Title -VII was_at____
best_unclear. The uncertainty stemmed-from_the Ccurt's_use
of- imprecise terms in defining the-bUttleh_Cf proof as out-

lined in the seminal case, McDonnell Douglas Corp, v,_Green,

411 U.S. 792 (1913). In that case the Court_announced a three-

step rule to govern the order of proof and the allocation of
the burden of proof in disparate treatment cases.

As a first_Step the pIaintiff_must_offer evidence
"(i) that he belongs tO a racial_minority; (ii) that he
applied and was_qUaIified_for a job for which the employer

was seeking appIicants:Aiiil that despite his qualifications,
he was rejected) andAivl that, _After his rejection, the-
position remalned_open and the employer continued to seek _

applicants from persons of complainant's qualifidatiOnt."_ /d.

at 802; Once the plaintiff carries this "initial bUrden,"_____

step- two - shifts -the burden to the employer "t6 articulate some
legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason fOr the eMpIoyees_ _

rejection." Id. If the employer meets this burdeni_then as a
third -step the plaintiff "must. .-. be_afforded a_fair_
opportunity to show that the [employer's] stated_reason_for
[the plaintiff's] rejection was in fadt pretext." Id. at 804.

McDonnell Douglas, however; failed to distinguish between

the burden of producing- evidence and the risk_of nonpersuasion.
Thus, while it was fairly Clear that the plaintiff had to
produce sufficient eVidence_of_each of the four factors

enumerated in MCDOhneil_Douglas_to avoid an adverse directed

verdict at the conclusion_of his case-in-chief, it remained
uncertain which party bore the risk of nonpersuaSiOn Oh the

existence or nonexistence of discriminatory intent at the close

Of the evidence.

The uncertainty was aggravated by -two subsequent decisions --

Furnco Construct ionCo-rp. v. Watera;_438_U:S, 567 11978)_and
Hoard of Trustees wSweeney, 439 U;S. 24_(19781 1per curiam) --

which not only failed to- make -this vital_diatinction but which

suggested that some species of presumotion_was_triggered if the

plaintiff produced sufficient evidence to establish his prima -

facie case. AlthOugh it Was_cIear_that the presumption shifted

to the employer the burden of producing evidence to rebut the

Sun 11,rd University St.inh,rd cbi3o3
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presumed fact -- namely, that the employer's job action was
inspired by a motive to discriminate-against the empIoyee_in
violation of Title VII --,-the decisions did not_say which_
party ultimately bore the burden of persuading the trier of _

fact of the_existence or nonexistence of discriminatory intent.
The inevitable result was inconsistent_Iower_federal_coert
decisions. Some held that- the--burden of persuasion on the
issue of intent shifted_ to the_defendantiothe_r_s that it
shifted_initially_to the_employer and then returned to the
employee; some, that only the burden of producing evidence
shifted to the employer; and, finally, others, that the
employer was entitled to a nonsuit under Rule 41(b) of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure if on the law and evidence
the plaintiff failed to persuade the trial court that the
employer's job action was impermissively motivated. See Mendez,

i-ve-inT-i-tle VII Disparate
REV: 1129, 1135-1138 (1980).Treatment Cases, 32 STANFORD L.

Neither Furnco nor Sweeney alluded to Rule 301 of the
Federal-Rules of Evidence, even though the two cases were
handed down_over two years after the rules_ went into effect.
Under Rule 301, unless otherwise provided_by an act of Congress;
a presumption in a civil action governed by_federal law_does
not shift the risk of nonpersuasion to_the_opposing_party.
Instead; it merely shifts_the_burden of producing evidence
"to rebut or meet" the presumed fact. S. REP. NO. 93-1277,
93d_Cong.; 2d_Sess-_9 (1974)i reprinted in [1974] U.S. CODE
CONG._& AD. NEWS 7051. The "risk of nonpersuasion. . .

remains throughout the trial upon the party on whom it was
originally cast" by the substantive law that applies to the
particular cause of action that is being tried. FED. R. EVID.
301. Of particular interest to thelOpbcommittee may be the fact
that in enacting Rule 301, Congress disapproved-the-rule
recommended by the Advisory Committee on the FederaI_RuIes of
Evidence and promulgated by the Supreme Court. __See_Mendez,
Presumptions of Discriminatory Motive_in_TitIe VII_Disparate
Treatment Cases, 32 STANFORD L. REV; 1129; 1147-1148_(19801.__
Under the Original tad; a presumption imposed -on- the opposing
party the burden of proving that_the_non7existence of the
presumed fact_was more probable than its existence." FEDERAL
RDLES_OF EVIDENCE FOR UNITED STATES COURTS AND MAGISTRATES at
184 (West 1979).

The approach taken by Congress with respect to rebuttable
presumptions in civil cases was mirrored in the Supreme Court!s
Burdine decision. There, the Court held that if-the plaintiff
produces sufficient evidence in his case-in-chief to trigger
the McDonnell Douglas presumption of discriminatory_motive,
then the court must enter judgment for the plaintiff unless the
defendant produces sufficient evidence_to warrant a_finding
that he acted lawfully. Texas Dept. of_Communitv Affairs_v.
Burdine, 10I SCt. 1089; 1094 (198I) Since the trial courti
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in- making thiS finding; is prohibited_from weighing credibility
and must view the evidence -in- the -light most favorable to the
defendant; the burden_placed_on_the employer is not onerous.

See Mendez,- Presumption of Discriminatory-Mative-in Title VII__
5Tiparate_Treatment Cases, 32 STANFORD L. REV=-1129, 1145 ri; 91

(19801. The heavier burden -- that of persuading the trier of
fact_of_the existence of impermissible intent by_a preponderance
of_the_evidence -- remains with the plaintiff;__Texas_Dept. of
Community__Affairs v. Durdinc, 101 S.Ct.A089; 1095 119811._
Though Burdine brought much needed.clarity this_aspect of
Title VII litigation, the decision leaves much to be desired in

terms of the goals of the act.

The allocation of -the risk of nonpersuasion on the issue

of discrimination-iS Often critical_in,disparate treatment cases.
Unlike disparate impact cases; where_plaintiffs need only pro-
duce evidende that the effects_of employment practices fall

with disproportionate harshness on_protected groups irrespectiVe
of_the_dtployer's intenti_Griggs, v. Duke-Power-Co., 40) U.S.
424; 432 (1971),_in_disparate treatment cases the presende Or
absence of an intent to discriminate is the crucial issue. See

Mendez; Preaumptions of -Diserimi-mate-ry Motive in_Titld_VII
Disparate Treatment Cases, 32 STANFORD L. REV. 1129; 1130
(19801. _Employees can seldom produce direct eVidence-of_dis7

crimination. Id. Typically, they must rely On circumstantial
evidence, such as differential treatment, inconsistent records,

or statistical evidence of discrimanation_i_to_create an
inference of impermissible motive. I._- The evidenceevidence which the
plaintiffs can offer-will not often compel the__trier Of fact

to find that discriMinatien exists.__Id. _Since the employers'

evidence of nondiSdritination_may_not be_more convincing, the

allocation of the tisk of_nonpersuasion_on the issue of intent
will Often deter:tine the- outcome of disparate treatment cases:

if the trier of fact_finds himself_at equipoise on a-given_issue;
he must render a verdict_against the party who has the burden
ef_persuasion on that issue. See C. McCORMICK'S HANDBOOK OF
THE LAW OF EVIDENCE 5337, at 784 (2d ed. E. Cleary 1972). --

Because of the paucity of direct-evidence of discrimination,
Burdine is not of much help to plaintiffs in disparate- treatment

cams. At most the McDonnell Douglas presumption_ discrimina-
tory motive,as interpreted in-Burdine; -will- enable these
plaintiffs to survive motions for directed verdicts based on

the absence Of direet or- circumstantial evidence of discrimina-

tory intent and motions for involuntary dismissals under Rule -

41(b)- also made -on -those grounds. Bee_Mendez, Presumptions of
Discriminatory motive in Title VII Disparate-Treatment Cases,

327STANFORD L. REV; 11294_1158_11980). But the burden Burdine
places Oh empIoyers_to_rebut_the presumed fact is insignificant

because of the manner_in which the judge must- view -the-

sufficiency of the employers' evidence. Burdine thus leaves the
plaintiffs with the full burden of persuasieh on the crucial
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question of impermissible intent. -Ed. The burden is
especially onerous when one considers that it is the employers
who often control the very evidence the plaintiffs need. Id.

Until the Burdine decision, some of the lower federal
courts had been more responsive to the difficulties disparate
treatment plaintiffs face. Id. at-1159. Recognizing that the
national policy of eliminating employment discrimination should
affect the allocution-of the burden of persuasion on -the issue
of intent, they :seized on- the employers' superior access to
evideneJ on this issue_and shifted the burden of persuasion to them.
Id. Under the common law view of presumptions , -both the existence
Of_Strong policies that no beyond_Oeneral_procedural concerns
and superior access_ to relevant evidence justify adopting
presumptions that shift the burden of persuasion to the opposing
party. Id- at 1160. Congress, therefore, could achieve the
shift by amending Title VII to create the very kind of pre-
sumption rejected in Rule 301. The rule itself would not be a
barrier, for it expressly states that Rule 301 presumptions are
inapplicable where a different presumption is "otherwise provided
for by an Act of Congress". FED. R. EVID. 301.

Under the common law, similar factors may_also influence_
the allocation of the burdens of production and persuasion -for
any particular cause of_action, irrespective of whether a pre-
sumption is involved. See Mendez, Presumptions _of D_iscriminatory
Motive-in Title VII_Disparate Treatment Cases:, 32_STANFORD L
REV. 1129; 1160 (1980); Considerations of probability, policy,
fairness, and access to the evidence a/1 justify allocating to
one party the_burden of persuasion as to the nonexistence of an
element_in a cause of action, even if the adversary had the
obligation to plead it. Id. Accordingly, if Congress wishes,
it can dispense with presumptions entirely by an amendment to
Title VII that states that employers bear the risk of non-
persuasion on the nonexistence of discriminatory intent.

Either approach would not burdenemployers unduly._ It -is-
they, not the plaintiffs, who most often have greater access to
the relevant evidence, an advantage_not necessarily equalized
by the discovery rules. Id. at 1158; n:146 and accompanying
text. Not will either approach affect in a significant way
the_manner in which empIoyers_marshall and present their
evidence. As _a matter of trial tactics, they will continue to
offer the kind_ of evidence that is most likely to result in a
verdict that is favorable to them, regardless of the rules
allocating the burden of persuasion. Nor would the suggested
amendments represent a sharp departure from established-Title
VII practice. Section 703(h) of the act sets out specific
defenses which employers can raise in certain types of disparate
treatment claims, and in County of Washington v. Gunther, 101
S.Ct. 2242 (1981) the Supreme Court-held; among ether matters_i__
that by virtue of the Bennett Amendment employers_can_raise the
Equal Pay defenses in sex disparate treatment cases brought

under Title VII; even if the acts complained of do not violate

the Equal Pay Aat. Since- accepted doctrine places on parties
raising defenses the burden of persuading the trier of fact of

the existence of the defense, see C. McCORMICK'S HANDBOOK OF
THE LAW OF- EVIDENCE -5337, at 785 (2d ed. E. Cleary 1972), _

employers cannot cdmplain that the suggested amendments would
introduce unheard of obligations in Title VII litigation. The

most important point, however, is that the suggested changes
:would begin to f.,t teeth in Title VI/. Burdine's interpretation
of the act is so restrictive that it may well reEard,_rather_
than promote, 'the nation's commitment to eliminate employment

discrimination.
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M & M ASSOCIATION,
/..OS Ant,u.les. 277. 1981:

MS SUSAN GRAYSON.
e fig listos Hcikins. Chairman. House of .11epre.:ent(thees. Subcommittee on

Empbo.nient Oppiirtnnities. Royharn House Office Building, Washington. LI('.
-1)k-pai Ms: GitAy:4o;s:_ Due. to the short notice, we regret that Merchants tend

Nlaiiiitactuters Association was not able to be represented at the hearing held;
August 11,19_51. inT.os Angeles._

& M fully supports the objectives of E.E.O. and -the elimination of employment
discrimination on an -equtil" basis for all citizens. We. do, however;_belie_ve that a
feeling_ of "over-kill" exists among_ a large -n-umoer of employers and employees
:dik Duel() the. complexity of E.E.O. and -AAP guidelines; employers are placed in
ir threatening position. 'nie economic risks are immclise as a_ result of alleged
charges made. by individuals and government agencies: The._enforcement__process

breeds dissatisftection on every side. t'oropanies that have___g_overnment contracts
often tout try to fulfill them remodeling their hiring practices_which can lead to
reverse discrimination. Affirmiltive fiction often runs_ setuttrely_ into conflict with
seniority provisions. Which are not a constitutional right but have become hallowed
clauses of most organize d labor contracts. __

The conflict is legally eimiplex, economically per_viesiy_e and politically explosive.-It
fee4is on emotional titiCk-laSh from threatened_white_males. It angers minorities who
belies'. they fire still deiiied their fair share of the American dream. Ultimately-the
issue forces AitieriCietiS look- inside thernselves_andask: What is fair? Should a
white mien tidily be penaliZed _in order _to__make __up__for discrimination against
woolen and rniiiiiiritieS? In a nation that wants_ to_ offer_equal opportunity for all;
how far -and whit ways can -.the law be used to give preference to some over
othirs? If eVirV eiti'i.en is entitled to the chance to succeed, how far may the
governmni gii to make sure he succeeds'?

'We. in its well as_ insineereif, in _attempts to rectify the arbitrary
and discriminations of the past, we practice arbitrary and invidious dis-
criminzetion in the present.

ou- r_ itie.iiibers have Pxperienceci difficulty in adhering-to the complex regulations,
g The eight point factor analy_sis is unrealistic and irrelevant; It depends_ upon

inacieiritt Mai( which are obsolete or non-existent. -EED. Coordinators and A.A.
Miv considerable difficulty documenting analyses which results

iii skiteIitt its among responsible line managers. Unfortunately,_under_the "burden
iif proof" concept, I'mployprs_ are placed in a position of automatic -guilt until
innocetiCl. can be proven. Puring :r desk or on-site- review, employers__a_re fre_q_uently

pkiced on_ the defensive without cause.. Our members indicate different interpreta-
tions for theguidelines by bureau specialists.-

_
s a reme dy to successfully overcome employment discrimittatiOA

n,_ M_& M Associ-
ation recommends tlutt the Various governmentagencieN provide advisory service to
employers. minim ize the numbers game and address overall social issues which go
kir beyond the. employment sceneGovernment agencies should assist en players
:mil employees :dike and eliminate the adYersitry role.

Specifieuggestions would be TO:
He-direct the EOS activities to provide advice find counsel to contractor-if as

opposed to continuing enforcer actin sties:
2 Provide re.sourCe iiiliirmation which would include recruiting source's and rribre

realistic dentoktraphie work force dater:
Simplify--144-e--r-ek441-41-iinii.: so as to allow _employees- the opportunity to direct

Axinium Men:Mention to getting the E.E.O. job accomplished rather than in interpret-
ing the regulations. _

I ItealiStiCtilly identify employers demonstrating "good faith" effort versus ern-
pli-iyikr-ilirteCtieing overt employment discrimination.

It is S1 & NI's position thtit employment discrimination problems will he greatly
reduced ;IS a result of a more cooperative relationship between employers and the

vc r !Mir n t ;Wylie ies
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State and ConsuencEr kTi;ic,AcspncV
OFFICE Of THE SECRETARY
415 Capdoe M4. Sure 200

5.4,441eryo. CA 45814

September 23, 1981

Mrs. Susan Grayson
Director
Subcommittee for Employment Opportunity
B 346 A, Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mrs. Grayson:

'Fr, 1981

(9N12Hoon
TO0 to kl ni-vms

Thank you for the opportunity to submit written_testimony
to_supplernent_the hearings conducted in Los Angeles on
August 16, 1981.

The_attached was prepared by the California State Personnel
Board which administers the state civil service system and
the state affirmative action program.

You should also be- receiving- testimony under_separate_cover_
from_the_Department of Fair Employment and Housing, which is
another department of our Agency.

Please place our office on your marling list so that we may
kuep current on developments in the critical area.

Sincerely,

R. A. Bernheimer
Deputy Secretary

RAB:jy

Attachment

IMPARTM/S1r5 A/4-) PROGRAMS OF 114 AGIN) V

11.$try, standard, ( ...Immo., Cornarner MIA. las Irrployrntra a HOtnn.11- In-Mat))
1,amtvw t. linen General Setvntn Inter&ovetnrnental Pennon...I AO Grant Program

Mennen of ...I..A A--badean, -,PennnnelRoatd r_Ptitir_OroAkaRre_Gnmemion
Put* Irnginonne tinfirrrnrnt SvIn Statrwlde EarnpLanct Coo4moon
trattr, Rinreinrnt %rpm. ',warn Alla*, Governuet InS hone on Ovd 54)0
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POMIPTIOPNT- .11.0*.ereet

CALIFORNIA STATE PERSONNEL BOARD
NI CAPITOL. NULL SACIAMZNTO

September 3; 1981

Honorable Gus Hawkins
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC

Dear Mr. Hawkins:

Thank you for the opportunity to submit written testimony to supplement
the bearings_ conducted in_Loa_Angeles_on_August_16_,_1981, focusing on
the Federal Government's commitment to the enforcement of equal employ-
ment opportunity laws and to the concept of affirmative action.

The suggestions of a possible shift in government policy with reapect to
civiLrights_programs_imply clearly that_such mechanisms are (1) in
conflict with Title VII and (2) are no longer necessary. Both percep-
tions are felse;-nevertheless,-dissension-surrounding these-concepts has
arisen because of conflicting interpretations and general misunderstanding.

It is unrealistic to ignore-the need to actively correct patterns of
discriM1nation that emerge from feelings about race, sex and disability.
All objective evidence indicates patterns of discriminetioa have existed
and continue to exist; therefore,_we must continue to encore chat our
society shares with all the opportunity for work.

Federal Eitecutive Orders_and_statutms_ereste_a_cIiiite and_directives_
that are very well understood by employers, public and private. Constl-
tutional challenges or amendments-prohibiting-the use of-voluntary
affirmative action_measures will jeopardise the gaina made and the
changes yet to be made and, therefore, we strongly support the continned
commitment to_the enforcement of_equal employment opportunity Iowa and
to the concept of affirmative action. The attached information amplifies
our experience and demonstrates the value of an aggressive Affirmative
Action Program.

Sincerely,

BRENDA Y. SHOCKLEY
President

529
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I. Civil Rights Law and Affirmative Action

AffirMatiVe /Lefton, properly administered;_ is not preferential
treatment, nor is it strict numerical quotas. Rather _affirmative

action is a collection of_race and -sex coftscious_remedies designed
to ensure that otherwise fully qualified Minorities; women and _

disabled are allowed to fully participate in those institutions in
our society which have been traditionally closed to them. Viewed

in the proper perspective, affirmative action is fundamentally a
remedy_to redress the continuing effects of past and present dia-
crimination._ uotas, in fact, are in limited use in this country
and are; in almost_all cases, a direct result of some form of
judicial response to specific findings of discrimination.

The_EqUaI Employment Opportunity_Conmission (40C) stated that
Title VII provided no separate concept for_reverse discrimination
and that affirmatiVe action pleas that comply with EEOC directives
would not be found to violate Title VII.

The Supreme Court ruled in Bakke add Weber that race or ethnicity
could be used legally as a deterMinant in an_adMissiOnt program and

that racial and ethnic quotas were permissible Under Title VII
where they were used in the integration of an employer's work

force. _The legal issue appears to be a matter of what measures_are
appropriate to. remedy discrimination rather than conatitiitionality.
Such issues can and should continue to be decided through case IaW.

II. CoatiaUed Need for Affirmative Action

9/81

Affirmative action is Iike_any other aspect of_personnelmanagement
or administratiVe system Of government - it requires system changes.

The State of California has made meaningful_ progress and is_cun-

sidered a leader in the advancement of institutionalized systematic

changes. The task of designing systems of -goal setting and track-
ing_in a work force of 140,000 people and 3,000 classes_ required

three to_four years of trial and error and the use Of different

techniques.

DeSpite_the gains, minorities_ today do not fully participate in all

occupations and levels_of State_ Government. Hispanics are now
deVerely_uftderrepresented_and_will become more so upon consideration

of 1980 Census data; minorities are_underrepresented in higher

16V61 managerial Classes; women do_not fully participate in higher

levels of management and average_pt for every dollaran_average
male State employee earns: FiftalIY,_the system_changes_associated
with providing employment opp,rtunities for disebled_have just

begun and continue to pose diffidat questions forxovernment.

530
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Equal employment_opportunity/affirmative action
requires the com-

mitment from everyone. The State Personnel Sdard can and does

provide the leadership_thtough the clear articulation of goals and

policies ani the development of innovative tools such as -goals -and

timetables: Departments-_ are givenbroad discretion and latitude in

adminiatering their prograns including and promoting,. V.1

provide a strong.infIuence but_do not dictate or "ccntrol" the

selection of individuals except where_it_cen be clearly shown that

a specific individual was discriminated against.

We have endeavored to create an environment that produces results

butdoesnot ultimately lead to divisive challenges_of discrimina-

tion or reverse discrimination. It_ia_our belief that positive,

assertive but voluntary actions will ultimately lead to_the_smooth-

est traosftion of California's State work force; No personnel

!,,tem can produce absolute fairness on every decision but affirma-

tive action is a logical part of the equity in our Seeiety.
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COMUNO O. MOWN 1

EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
800_Capitol Mall- CA 95814
Telephone: (916) 323-7392

October 7, 1981

The Honorable Augustus Hawkins; Chairman
Subtommittee OnAmployment_Opportunitles.

House Committee on Education and Labor
936 W. Manchester_Avenue

. Los Angeles, CA 90044

Dear Congressman Hawkins:

In the course of the hearings which you held in Los Angeles, California,-on
August 13, 1981, 1-testified on behalf of_the California--Employment Develot,_
sent DepartmentDuring_the_discusSion which followed my testimony, Congress-
man Weiss requested information-regarding the number of enrollments-in voca-
tional education programs-in_Californla,_by_occupation._and the_numbar of
Persons who have completed these programs who have obtained employavint in
those occupations. This information was requested-from the-agencies_which
share_governance_over_vocational_education in California; the State Depart-
ment of Education, and the Chancellor's Office of the California Community
Colleges. The-information which they-have provided_is_enclosed_ If_you_
have_any_questions_regarding this material, or if you require any further
information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely;

ROBERT T. BRISTOW
Chief Deputy Director

Enc.
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Robert I. Bristow
Chiei Dedoty Director _

Employment Develo,ment Department

Gus Cuichard, Executive Vice Chancellor

DO. t September 17; 1981

File No.

Vo,atiunal Education Data Request for Congressional CommItt.,e

Attached is a_Summary of comm%nity college vocational education program
clmpleters,and leavers for 1977-78 the last year for which complete data

is avLilable.

the 1977-7B program year was the last opportenity to gather reliable data

Prior to the implementation of the Vocational Education Data-System (VEDS)

1 the Rational Center for Ed:xational Statidtics (NCES).__The_changeover

has resulted in data deficiencies that California (and most other states)

is still in the process of rectifying.

In any event_, we believe that the summary information for 1977,78 doeS._

not differ appreciably from more recent years, and we hoPeAt is_useful7

to you. Bear in mind that the data attached represents state aggregated

community college vocational education only.

Attachment

CC: Ar,hie McPberi.n
Allan Petersen
Bill noakes



CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

COMPLETER LEAVER FOLLY4UP REPORT

VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION ?ROOMS

STATE_SUMNARY --

PROGRAM YEAR 1977.78

U,S,O,E,

Instructional

Cxlea and Titles COMPLETIONS

STATUS

UNKNOWN

_ Code 01,0000 8;720 3,444

Title Agriculture

Code 04,0000 46,060 15,908

Title Distributive Ed,

Code 07,0000 26,260 6,480

Title Health

Code 09.0200 11508 3;404

Title Home Economics

Cod i 14,0000 123,928 39;792

Title Office Occupations

. _ Code 16.0000

lifle Technical

29,924 13,560

Code 17.0000 121,752 31,152

Title Trade & Industry

STATE UTALS 368,152 113,740 .

1007 31%

CONTINUING

EDUCATION AT OTHER

HIGHER LEVEL REASONS

720 548

2,060 2,332

932 744

1;012 654

4716 4,428

2,088 3,064

2,140 6,376

13668 I8;144

3.7% 4,9%

EMPLOYED ELL.

TIME IN FIELD

TRAINED OR

RELATED FIELD

OTHER

UNEMPLOYED

(Seeking

work)

2,636 . 952 420

16;080 7;100 1,980

15;912 1,800 392

3;588 2,012 840

55,228 16,300 3,464

7,636 2,180 796

61172 12;796 8;116

162,252 44,340 16,008

44 / 12% 4,4
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TATi ,)t CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
./al LI lA A71, DO APIT,

.;e;!,! Le Ili; 19:31

nr:ntow,_ Chief [eput.i larcutor
=1-.; 1.4.,;.artment

17(1',:er1ntindent For
t,ro :,,,:parti,:nt of

: ,1-n., f. ntit1.1 Pttuest - File 57:01:,11

ur Au,tunt727-,- 1981 asks_ that_ the IletiartMent_ or
i de y011_With follow-up inrarcation which would

.t n ,t.- the ntxtor of students who ttibzequen'ily obtain cl,pleyrrnt
,,c,x, at i 41:1 for which they were trained.

trahnIbittiri.-; with thin men:d-d Statistical Report. on !loettionzil
.n f'pr Fri.7rac. Yeaio 1978,79 and 1979-30, While this 16 mere

th,...;ht it Irneficial that yo love in
r..; ort whi%er. outlines the crcde f the vocatior-al educati,n
i it exist:; in C;iiirornia.

oh Jo It dour request. 2,hould you flee.Qany add i ne)rfnati.:h ,

; , loldt at. (916) (44:.-8753.



STATISTICAL REPOKT ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

FOR THE

PROGRAM YEARS 1978-79 AND 1979-80

Pursuant to Education Code Sections 8001.5 and 33403

ducat ion Cod, t ion 90117. St: Amnia I IS port, to 1.0; islat tote .

Ili .oSI the Roard of Gu\ornott
of the Community College, sohMit the rollowint: reports
each year to the Legislatore.

_lad 111 innnal de,criptive report:. A; 44111Vd ut SCC11011 334113
,ontailmn.t information on iocat ional_edOation and technical
traininv programs,_ including regional oLcupatienal centers and
programs. Such report shall he coordinated' with federal
evaluation requirements pursuant to Public Law 94-482 and shall
contain:

(I) Tntollment defined in terms of secondary. .students,
postseetnulary students, and adults;

(21 rho number of graduates o-f programs and dropout rates;

( *umber of students trained for specific entry Tevel
occupations;

(il _risco( information including income by sotlice and
expenditure by category; and

(5) Other factors 3% determined in Budget Act language
pursuant to Section 334(14.

lb) Ao annual individual program evaluation derived from a `-

representative :ample of participating districts apd schools
containing information on program effectivenc::; as measured by:

(I) the extent is ,I;I:11 program completers:

(A) find employment in occupations related to their training,
and

(11) 1ro considered _by their employers to he well trained and
prepared for employment.

lineation Cody Seetton 53407.: ripe,: of !valuation; Applicable Programs;
Preparation Schedule,

111c 11,1rtment of fdo, .0 mu shall perform yvaluations of educational
progranv. In accordant,. ,ith the following:

(h) report of an Individnal ,dottational. program
iii, vibes the ohicatives and components of the ,tiliect program. the
in:miter of pup' is involved, and general information regarding the
program's cost and the extent of the program's impleMentation,

54-325 0 - 62 - 53
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1n,134,1 ii

tinn,9t3

49,n42,:79

277;877,406

Complote
**Subpart 2 - Basic Grant

PART B

EXPENDITURES

1,T1L EXUEtt011uPKC.

Program Year POR - 79

Pont secondary

414,269,160

15,309,019

1,574,817

8,608,624

459;761;620

Universities

3nbi\itt 3 - Program Improvement and Supportive Services

SuLpart 4 - Sp-tal rrograms fo: the t isadvantaged

Subpart 5 - Ct115111,, and Homemaking Education

tAAJR1:: 1:0V1Thr \ \ I,7,' 1-9-81

-It-

544

542,219

TOTAL,

642;483;194

35,785,368

2,461-.730

57,450,953

542;219 738;181,245



540

t 151 I .11:t1:tryjiki;;;

1.1,,or,111 - 110

I ;I, 2:i,

t r, in 70-!9 t2pIref:

42u44,! t 2 Ba,ic 'rant

455,902,6111

16,074;470

1,653,558

9,039,055

44,6E36

402,749,701 44,666

:ubpalL - Pt 1.4,,M Implovement and Nupportivn 7,ervi6eq

H:Iy t 4 - 11 1.ro3ram, for the Disadvantagcd

Sul,,art 5 - Con,,,,r and Ucmcm3kinq Education ri

045

674,607,353

37,049,991

2;584,617

60,121,500

774,505,61',3



ROC/P 1X0ME/EXPENDITURES

PRCCRAM YEAR 1979.80

INCM1

Beginning Balance 1. 12,896,919

Federal 758,113

Federal and tte 72,71

State 4,10,128

County 4 1,0:a1 (Excludi4 Revenue Limit) 9,611,112

Local Share Revenue Limit (41ut 4 Non-Adult) 66,385,318

Incoming Transfers 7,869,627

TTN. INCX 5101,787,079

EXIINDIER5

Ending Balance S 11,166,898

Salaries 36,470,085

Benefits 6,188,850

Books, SurTlies, Contracts ; Other Outgo 40,328,085 1

Capital Outlay 3,249,107

Other Out 4,384,079

TOTAL xrENNTtFES S101,787079

546

$ ource:

ltmitted by InC/PS



FICIC/P INCORE/EXPENDITUPES

Program Year 1979 80

Belinning h1)nck!
$ 8,197,498

rederll
1,C0,194

state
6,249,383

Srate
-0,

Court.; and 1;c31
1,817,76(:

Pevenne Linit
36,994,956

Tax Peceipts
6,22,377

Other esiqnated tncome
11,731,732

Incoming Transfers
39,011,132

TO% INDE
S114,311,886

EXPENDITFE5

Ending Balance
$ 8,331,315

Salaries
23,818,905

Benefits
1;974,$36

Books, Supplies; Contracts
3,0132,139

Capital Outlay
,659,900

Other Outgo
11638,366

TranSfitS Out
9,109,393

Expenditurei (Counties not itemized above) 41,696,734

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
$114,311,888

source: J-4I and_J'73

s'Aritted POC/Ps
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PART

voLLow-uy

C,mpletions Only

1U.'3'

econdary. arrAL

21,410

49;997

5.152

72, 140

iwtith 11,066 13,700 24,766

12,405 7,004 20.209

0/;435 73,600 121,035

nnl.:Al 400 111114 14,144 14,544

Tr 1,1- ,1:31 Ia I lily 111 79,062 34;516 113,578

224,201 141,2',G 365,53g

iii I
(07)) 11,5201 (4,407)

1,Htival.1,1,4,,i (u,12,i1,1 (21,552) (27,841)

:A7,1,,A :It1;115h Sp.,,.1mq (1,012) 16;049) (7,940)

Rata ,an by ,,b.cted

1 lIla I In I) ton!o,ent dnp11.:,t,d c9untn ,f nnro(lovnts

-n withnut I).

54



544

PART U -

STOPENT FOLEOW-UP OF COMPLETIONS

41.1440 ; 41 I 4

4It

Itli I4 I 4,,

197H -

Secenthlra Pust3ecoel.121,/

I. Tot, I hunt:, r nq ,Trexicamr. 159,511 35; 314

,III 1,ft f.,cho1.71 (See Vatt

2. Lett Ut 101 ro Co.pletior. W7th N/A A

Stot n.,we 52,894 11,473

4. Not 111e for Plaeement N/A N/A

5 . (r7 I ; igher Education 2,432

cher H, asent,
1,779

7. I 1-Time in Occupaton
t

Related

13,726

Oil

d. 4.0142 2.rni, ioym441)t-
111,833 4,833

uw44-,1.144,4,44-441 :4.4, 1;11 work 5;i, 30 1,061

VI 7- ; 4A,r, 1 I 4y I 7 A M.ty 1'4 P.



0./P ;;;1;t:N^,.:; BY I'M OF P IiLY 19Th P)79

FaTrMymQnt Data af California Stulent,a Nhc Pad P 1.1nic)11vd In ReqlcnII

. 101 C

!0.111P igInT:, lYPF. or nr,p,k!

WPM MO=M,

1,513 2,05: 910 1,051

3,198 1,854

, i47

5,941 p1,9:9 1,476 480 j17

29,814 9,Nt, 6,0n 2,610

4D1 109 10 95

4,03

WI

120,731 38,:4.1 25,A5 11,476 25,45) I 1S.14

.1275) . (55)

(1,225) M(3)

(64) 125)

N9)

(,2)

(4)

141)

(67)

(5)

1r,Li ;C.IdOnt! 4,1101,0i tn POCT-;

rc.

'.,: 1 lh ti

(24)

li) al
, (d)



'

DISTRICT PARTICIPATION IN ROC/PS and TOTAL ENROLLMENTS

REPORTED PAPTICIPArICN IN REGIONAL OCCUPATIONAL CENTERS AND PROGRAMS IN CALIFORNIA. 1969-70 and 1973-73 THRO

Paeticipatirl Aienctes-and
Enr011nts

Agencien.
Office Jf Couoty Super-
rntence it on schoo!,

High 8chcy ,' ind Urif:,..

School Of -;-,'', t.-.,

C) Cormunity DistrictS

Enrollments.-
Hiln Sef-:-.Cid1 Students
(,-1--ftage Cr total
enr011rent)

Adults an Outtof-School'
Youth (Percentage of
total enrollment)

TOTAL

TOTAL PARTICIPATION BY FISCAL YEAR

69 70 72-73

22 35

115 234

17

12,573 46,,!,15

(44.5, (85.6)

15.691 37,041

<55-.5) (44.4)

28,264 83.456

73-74 74-75

44 56

274 351

ii is

75,127 113,399
(50.9) (69.3)

48;246 49_,_084

(39,1) (30;2)

T23.373 162,483

75 -76 76-77 77 ?3 78-79 7,9_-,2

4

56 56 E.'

.i5 348 3::3 '1]

16 15 16

112_;347 103,848 110,475 97,871

(65:2) (62.7) (57,8) (51,-,.

60;007 63.048 0_ 09 - 67

(34.8) (37.81 (42,-2) `r47: -.77'..

166,896 191,084 165,161 :12.:172.351

* Repor1cd unduplicated student enro.,;

SOURCE: VEA-48s submitted by ROC/Ps in July.
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